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5.1 - 5.3(h)

SUBPART A - GENERAL

§5.1 Basis and purpose. --(a) The rules following in this part are promulgated
pursuant to the provisions of Title III of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, which vests authority in the Federal Communications Commission to regulate
radio transmissions and to issue licenses for radio stations.

CO The purpose of this part is to prescribe the manner in which parts of the
radio frequency spectrum may be made available for experimentation as defined in
this part and provided for.

5.2 Reserved..
¢5.3 Definition of terms. --For the purpose of this part, the following definitions shall be applicable., For other definitions, refer to Part 2 of this chapter (Frequency Allocations and Treaty Matters; General Rules and Regulations).
(a) Authorized frequency. --The frequency assigned to a station by the Commission
and specified in the instrument of authorization.
(b) Authorized power. --The power assigned to a radio station by the Commission
and specified in the instrument of authorization. The authorized power does not
necessarily correspond to the power used by the Commission for purposes of its
Master Frequency Record (MFR) and notification to the International Telecommunication. Union.

(c) Experimental Radio Service. A service in which Radio waves are
employed for purposes of expermentation in the radio art or for purposes
of providing essential communications for research projects which could not
be conducted without the benefit of such communications.

(d) Experimental Stations. A station utilizinF radio waves in experiments with a view to the development of science or technique.
(e) (Reserved)
(t') Fixed service. --A service of radiocommunication between specified fixed
pc)

i nt,:;.
(p;)

Vi xe l :; tation . --A station in the fixed service.

(i:) Harmful interference. --Any radiation or any.induction which endanger; the
fumt.ioniníi, of a radionavigation service or of a safety service or obstructs or
repeatedly interrupts a radio service operating in accordance with the Table or
Frequency Allocations and other provisions of Part 2 of this chapter.
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5.3(i)

- 5.4'

(i) Landing area. --As defined by Title I, section I (22) of the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 193a, as amended, landing area means any locality, either of land or water,
including airdromes and intermediate landing fields, which is used, or intended to
be used, for the landing and take -off of aircraft, whether or not facilities are
provided for the shelter, servicing, or repair of aircraft, or for receiving or discharging passengers or cargo.

(j) Land station.-- A station in the mobile service not intended for operation
while in motion.
(k) Mobile service.-- A service or radiocommunication between mobile and land stations, or between mobile stations.
(1) Mobile station. --A station in a mobile service intended to be used while in
motion or during halts at unspecified points.

(m) Mean power of radio transmitter. --The power supplied to the antenna during
normal operation, averaged over a time sufficiently long compared to the period
corresponding to the lowest frequency encountered in actual modulation.

(n) Peak power of a radio transmitter. --The mean power supplied to the antenna
during one radio frequency cycle at the Highest crest of the modulation envelope,
taken under conditions of normal operation.
(o) Person. --An individual, partnership, association, joint stock company, trust,
or corporation.

C

(p) Public correspondence. --Any telecommunication which the offices and stations,
by reason of their being at the disposal of the public, must accept for transmission.

(q) Radio service. --An administrative subdivision of the field of radiocommunication.
In an engineering sense, the subdivisions may be made according to the

method of operation as, for example, mobile service and fixed service. In a
regulatory sense, the subdivisions may be descriptive of particular groups of licensees, as, for example, the groups of persons licensed under this part.
(r) Station authorization. --Any construction permit, license, or special temporary
authorization issued by the Commission.
§ 5.4 General citizenship restrictions. --A station license may not be granted to

or held by a foreign government or a representative thereof.

(12)
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644,- 5.53(a)

C

§5.5O Transfer.and assign:nnt of station authorization. A station authori:atir,n,
the frequencies authorized to be used by the grantee of such authorization and the
ri hts therein granted by such authorization shall not be transferred, assigned, or in
u:y manner either voluntarily or involuntarily disposed of, or indirectly by trar.:fer of
'_.nt.rol of any corporation holding such authorization, to any person, unless the
Commission shall, after securing full information decide that said transfer is in the
public interest, and shall give its consent in writing. Requests for authority to
t..unsfer or assign a station authorization shall be submitted on the forms prescribed
by §7 75.

SUBPART B --APPLICATIONS AND LICENSES
§5.51 Station authorization reguired.(a)No radio transmitter shall be operated in
-,r,e Experimental Radio Services except under and in accordance with a.proper station
wl':horiration granted by the Federal Communications Commission.

(b)

Persons desiring to install and operate radio trnnsmitting

tmuiprrlerit under this part should first submit an application for a radio
;t<ntion.authorization in accordance with 5.55.

Deleted and Reserved.

(a) To assure that necessary information is supplied
Filing of applications.
in a consistent manner by all persons, standard forms are prescribed for use in connection with the majority of applications and reports submitted for Commission consideration. Standard numbered forma applicable to the Experimental Services are
discussed in §5.55, and may be obtained from the Washington, D. C. office cf the
Ccrn ission, or from any of its engineering field offices...Concerning matters
where no standard form is applicable, the informal application procedure outlined
in §5.55(k) should be followed.
§5.53
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§5.53(b) - 5.55 (h
(b)
Any application for radio station authorisation and all correspondence relating thereto shall be submitted to the Commission's office at Washington, D. C.
(c)
Unless otherwise specified, as application shall be filed at least sixty days
prior to the date on which it is desired that Commission action thereon be completed.
(d)
Each application for station authorisation shall be specific and complete with
regard to station location, proposed equ8ment, power, antenna height, and operating
frequency; and other information required by the application form and this part.
(e) Applications involving operation at temporary locations:
(1)
When a land station or a fixed station is to remain at a single location
for less than six months, the location is considered to be temporary and the procedure
outlined in §5.65 shall apply.
(2) When a land station or fixed station authorized to operate at temporary
locations remains at a single location for more than six months, an application for
modification of the, station authorization to specify the permanent location shall be
filed within thirty days after expiration of the six-month period..
(f)

Unless otherwise specified in a particular meek only the original signed

copy of the application shall be filed.
natures will not be acceprod.

Applications with facimile sig-

§5.5! Who may sign applications. (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) cf this
section, applications, amendments thereto, and related statements of fact required by
the Commission shall be personally signed by the applicant, if the applicant is an
individual; by one of the partners, if the applicant is a partnership; by an officer or
duly authorized employee, if the applicant is a corporation; or by a member who is an
officer, if the applicant is an unincorporated association. Applications, amendments,
and related statements of fact filed on behalf of eligible government entities, such
as states and territories of the United States and political subdivisions thereof, the
District of Columbia, and units of local government, including incorporated municipalities,
shall be signed by such duly elected or appointed officials as may be competent to do so
under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction.
(b)
Applications, amendments thereto, and related statements of fact required
by the Commission may be signed by the applicant's attorney in case of the applicant's
physical disability or of his absence from the United States.
The attorney shall in
that event separately set forth the reason why the application is not signed by the
applicant.
In addition, if any matter is stated on the basis of the attorney's belief only
(rather than his knowledge), he shall separately set forth his reasons for believing
that such statements are true.
(c)
Only the original of applications, amendments, or related statements of
fact need be signed; copies may be conformed.

(d)
Applications, amendments, and related statements of fact need not be
submitted under oath. Willful false statimmnts made therein, however, are punishable
by fine and iacprosiament, U.B. Code, Title 18, section 1001, and by appropriate administrative sanctions, including revocation of station license pursuant to section

312(a)(1) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
5.55 Form to be used.
(a) Application for combined construction permit and
radio station license for land stations and fixed stations.
A separate
application shall be submitted on FCC Form 442 for each base station and
each fixed station. Whenever the proposed antenna exceeds 6 meters. in
height above the ground level or more than 6 meters in height above an
existing building, the applicant must comply with the requirement of
part 17 of this chapter.
(b)
Application for combined construction permit and radio station
license for mobile stations.' An application for each mobile station comprising any specified number of mobile units to be,operated in the same
service and within the same geographical area, including handcarried or

,

5.55(b) - 5.55(g)(2)

pack -carried units, may be combined into one application and shall be submitted on FCC Form 442.
NOTE: An application for mobile units may be combined with an application
for a single base station for each mobile unit as will operate with that
base station only.
(c)
Application for modification of combined construction permit and
station license. An application for modification of station authorization
shall be submitted on FCC Form 442. A blanket application for modification of a group of authorizations of the same class where the modifications requested are the same for all stations covered by the application.
The individual stations covered by such application shall be clearly
identified herein. However, application for modification to change location of a base or fixed station shall be filed as a separate application.

Application for renewal of station authorization.: Application
(d)
for renewal of station licensee shall be submitted on FCC Form 405. A
blanket application may be submitted for renewal of a group of station
licenses in the same class in those cases where the renwal requested is in
exact accordance with the terms of the existing; authorization. The individual stations covered by such applications shall be clearly identified
thereon. Unless otherwise directed by the Commission, each application for
renewal of license shall be filed at least 60 days Prior to the expiration
date of the license to be renewed.
If the station license sought to be renewed is used for the
(2)
purpose of fulfilling the requirements of a contract with an agency of the
U.S. Government, the application for renewal shall be accompanied by FCC
in the
Form 440A in triplicate, Supplemental Information for Applications
Experimental Radio Service Involving Government Contracts.
Application for consent to assignment of radio station authoriza(e)
Application on FCC Form 702 shall be submitted when the legal right
tion.
to construct or to control the use and operation of a station is to be
transferred as a result of a voluntary act (contract or other agreement) or
of a station
an involuntary act (death or legal disability) of the grantee
authorization or by involuntary assignment of the physical property constituting the station under a court decree in bankruptcy proceedings, or
other court order, or by operation of law in any other manner. Such applications must be accompanied by the FCC Form 442 of which only the certification need be signed by the proposed assignee. No other information is
required to be supplied on this form.
Application for consent to transfer of control of Corporation
(f)
holding radio station authorization. Application for consent to transfer
of control shall be submitted on FCC Form 703 whenever it is proposed to
change the control of a corporation holding a station authorization.
Informal application. (1) An application not submitted on a stan(g)
dard form prescribed by the Commission is considered to be an informal
Each informal application application shall be submitted norapplication.
accordance with 5.54.
mally in letter form, and with the original signed in
itself
as to the facts
Each application shall be clear and complete within
presented and the action desired.
An informal application for authorization to operate trans(2)
the conditions set forth in
mitting equipment will be accepted only under
5.56.
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5.56 - 5.57 (d)
5.56

Procedure for obtaining a special temporary authorization. (a) The
Commission may issue a temporary authorization under this part in cases
where a need is shown for operation of an authorized station for limited
time only, in a manner other than specified in the existing authorization,
but not in conflict with the Commission's rules.
(b)
An application for special temporary authorization may be filed
as an informal application in the manner prescribed by 5.55(g) and shall
contain the following information:
(1) Name and address, (2) need for
special action, (3) type of operation to be conducted, (4) purpose of
operation, (5), time and date of proposed operation, (6) Class of station,
call sign of station, and nature of service, (7) Location of proposed operation, (8) Equipment to be used, including manufacturer, model and number of
units, (9) frequency(ies) desired, (10) plate power input to final radio
frequency stage, (11) type of emission, (12) overall height of antenna
structure above ground.
(c)
No request for special temporary authorization will be considered
unless full particulars as to the purpose of the request is made are stated.
5.57 Supplementary statements required.
(a)
Each applicant for an authorization in the Experimental Radio Service must enclose with the application
a narrative statement describing in detail the program of research and
experimentation proposed, the specific objectives sought to be accomplished,
and how the program of experimentation has a reasonable promise of contribution to the development, extension, or expansion, or utilization of the
radio art, or is along lines not already investigated. An applicant may
request non -disclosure of proprietary information submitted under this
part.
These requests should follow the procedures for submission set
forth in Section 0.459 of this chapter.
(b)
Applications involving government contracts. In addition to the
requirement of paragraph (a) of this section, if the authorization is to be
used for the purpose of fulfilling the requirements of a contract with an
agency of the United States Government, the applicant shall submit the name
of the contracting agency and the contract number.
Aoolicantions involving development of equipment for export purposes.
(c)
In addition to the requirements of paragraph Ca) of this section, if the
authorization is to be used for the purpose of developing equipment for exportdtion to be employed by stations under the jurisdiction of a foreign
government, the applicant shall submit the contract number and the name of
the foreign government concerned.
(d) Applications involving communica.ions essential to a research proThe requirements of paragraph (a) of this section shall not be
ject.
applicable to applications for an authorization in the Experimental radio
to be used for communications essential to a research project.
Service
Applicants in this service shall include as part of the application for
an authorization the following:
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5.57(d) (1)

-

5.59(c)

(1) A description of the nature of the research project being
conducted.
(2) A showing that communication facilities are necessary for the
research project involved.
(3) A showing that existing communication facilities are inadequate

5.58 Partial grants. --Where the Camnission without a hearing grants :in;'
application
ication in part, or with any privileges, terms, or conditions. other Lluul
t.ho::e requested, or subject to any interference that may result, to a station
cis :

i ;9>a.ted application or applications are subsequently granted, the ac t.

i or i

i

I'

or

Lhe Commission shall be considered as a grant of such application unless t.he
:applicant shall, within 30 days from the date on which such grant is made or
rrom it,:; effective date if a later date is specified, file with the Commi,;:;icnr
a wri t.Len request rejecting the grant as made. Upon receipt of such reque:;t.,
the Commission will vacate its original action upon the application and :.et.
Lire application for hearing in the same manner as other applications are set
.tor hearing.

§ 5.59 Defective applications. --(a) Applications which, are defective with
respect to completeness f answers to required questions, execution or other
matters of a purely form,..l character will not be received for filing by the
Commission, and will be eturned to the applicant with a brief statement as
t,u
the Commissions.
(b)
If an applicant is requested by the Caamnission to file any document:;
or information not included in the prescribed application form, a failure to
e mrply with such request will constitute a defect in the application.,
(c) Applications which are not in accordance with the Camnission'
ride; ,
rer-riLations or other requirements will be considered defective unless
;iio ompani.ed either (1) by a petition to amend any rule or regulation with
which the application is in conflict, or (2) by a request of the applicant, for
waiver of, or an exception to, any rule, regulation or requirement with which
the application is in conflict.
Such request shall show the nature of the
waiver or exception desired and set forth the reasons in support thereof.
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§5.60 - §5.64(b)(1)

§5.60 Amendment or dismissal of applications. (a) Any application may be amended
or dismissed without prejudice upon request of the applicant prior to the time the
application is granted or designated for hearing. Each amendment to, or request for
dismissal of an application shall be signed, authenticated, and submitted in the
s..me manner and with the same number of copies as required for the original
application. All subsequent correspondence or other material which the applicant
desired to have incorporated as a part of an application already filed shall be
submitted in the form of an amendment to the application.
(b) Failure to prosecute an application, or failure to respond to official
correspondence or request for additional information, will be cause for dismissal.
Such dismissal will be without prejudice where an application has not yet been
designated for hearing; such dismissal may be made with prejudice after an
application has been designated for hearing.

5.C1 Deleted and Reserved.

§5.62 Licenses required for separate experimental projects. A separate station
license will be required for each class of station in the experimental radio
services. Application for a class of station embracing widely divergent and
unrelated experimentations normally will require a separate license for each
phase of the experimental program: Provided, however, That the Commission may,
when circumstances warrant, issue a single license embracing the entire project.
stations in the Experimental
§5.63 License period. (a) The basis license period for
Radio Services is 2 years.

A license will not be granted for a period longer than that which is reIf such period is estimated to
quired for completion of the experimental project.
effect
by
the
applicant may facilitate a
be less than 2 years, a statement to that
See also §5.58.
grant of the application.
(b)

(c) The expiration dates for licenses in the Experimental Radio Services will
be distributed over the 12 calendar months, in accordance with the alphabetical
distribution of the names of licensees. Hence, an initial license may be granted
for a basic period of 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 years, depending on the date of grant and the
alphabetical position of the name of the licensee.
§5.64 Change in equipment. (a) A change may be made in a licensed transmitter
without specific authorization from the Commission provided: (1) the change does
not result in operation inconsistent with any term of the outstanding authorize ti.on for the station involved; and (2) a description of the change is incorporated in the next application for renewal or modification of license.

Prior authorization from the Commission is required before the following
antenna changes may be made at a station at a fixed location:
(1) Any change which will either increase the height of a structure supporting the radiating portion of the antenna or decrease the height of a lighted antenna
structure.
(b)
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§5.64(b)(2) - 5.68(d) (1)
(2) Any change in the location of an antenna when such relocation
involves a change in the geographic coordinates of latitude or longitude by
as much as one second, or when such relocation involves a change in street
address.

§5.65 Operation at a temporary location. --(a) An application for authority to
operate at temporary locations shall specify the general geographical area within which the operation will be confined.

(b) When a station is authorized to operate at temporary locations, the
following notification procedure shall be followed:
(1) When the station is placed in operation for the first time, the
Engineer in charge of the Radio District(s) involved shall be notified.
When the station is moved from one location to another, the Engineer
in charge of the Radio District(s) involved shall be notified.
(2)

§5.66 Discontinuance of station operation. --In case of permanent discontinuance
of operation of a fixed or land station in the experimental services, or -in case
of permanent discontinuance of operation of all transmitter units listed in the
license for a mobile station in the experimental services, the licensee shall
forward the station license to the Washington, D. C., office of the Commission
for cancellation. A copy of the request. for cancellation of the license shall
be forwarded to the Commission's Engineer in Charge of the radio district in

which the station is located.
§5.67 Policy governing the assignment of frequencies. --(a) Each frequency or
band of frequencies, available for assignment to stations in the experimental radio
service is available on a shared basis only, and will not be assigned for the
exclusive use of any one applicant, and such use may also be restricted to one
or more specified geographical areas. Normally not more than one frequency in
a band of frequencies will be assigned for the use of a single applicant unless
a showing is made demonstrating that need for the assignment of additional frequencies is essential to the proposed program of experimentation.

(b) Frequency assignments will be made only on the condition that harmful
interference will not be caused to any station operating in accordance with the
Table of Frequency Allocation of Part 2 of this chapter.

The frequencies available for use in the Experimental Radio
(c)
Service are set forth in 5.203.
(d)

Protection for Federal Communications Commission monitoring

stations:

Applicants in the vicinity of an FCC monitoring station for a
radio station authorization to operate new transmitting facilities or
changed transmitting facilities which would increase the field strength
produced over the monitoring station over that previously authorized
are advised to give consideration, prior to filing applications, to
the possible need to protect the FCC stations from harmful interference.
Geo^;raphical coordinates of the facilities which require protection
are listed in Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules. Applications for stations (except mobile stations) which will produce on
any frequency a direct wave fundamental field strength of c eater than
power
10 mV/m in the authorized bandwidth of service (-65.8 dBWA
impedance
of
120
flux density assuming a free space characteristic
determine
ohms) at the referenced coordinates, may be examined to
extent of possible interference. Depending on the theoretical field
(1)
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5.67(d)(1) - 5.68
strength value and existing root -sum -square or other ambient radio
field signal levels at the indicated coordinates, a clause protecting
the monitoring station may be added to the station authorization.

In the event that calculated
(2)
10 mV/?- (-65.8 dBW/m ) at the reference

value of expected field exceeds
coordinates, of if there
is any question whether field strength levels might exceed the
threshold value, advance consultation with the FCC to discuss any proProspective applicants may
tection necessary should be considered.
communicate with: Chief, Field Operation Bureau, Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554, Telephone (202) 632-6980.
Advance consultation is suggested particularly for those
(3)
applicants who have no reliable data which indicates whether the field
strength or power flux density figure indicated would be exceeded by
their proposed radio facilities (except mobile stations). In such
instances, -the following is a suggested guide for determining whether
an applicant should coordinate:
All stations within 2.1E kilometers (1.5 statute miles);
(i)
Stations within 4.8 kilometers (3 statute miles) with
(ii)
50 watts or more average effective radiated power (EPR) in the primary
plane or polarization in the azimuthal direction of the Monitoring
Stations.
Stations within 16 kilometers (10 statute miles) with.
(iii)
1 'td or more average hRP in the primary plane of polarization in the
azimuthal direction of the Monitoring Station;
Stations within 80 kilometers (50 statute miles) with
(iv)
25 kW or more average IRP in the primary plane of polarization in the
azimuthal direction of the Monitoring Station.
(4)
Advance coordination for stations operating above 1000 MHz
is recommended only where the proposed station is in the vicinity of
a monitoring station designated as a satellite monitoring facility in
Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules and also meets the criteria
outlined in paragraphs (2) and (3) above.
(5)
The Commission will not screen applications to determine
whether advance consultation has taken place. However, applicants
are advised that such consultation can avoid objections from the
Federal Communications Commission or modification of any authorization
which will cause harmful interference.

§5.68 Cancellation provisions.-- The applicant for a station in the experimental services accepts the license with the express understanding: (a) That the
authority to use the frequency or frequencies assigned is granted upon an
experimental basis only and does not confer any right to conduct an activity of
a continuing nature; and (b) That said grant is subject to change or cancellation by the Commission at any time without hearing if in its discretion the need
for such action arises.
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S 5.69 - 5.102(a)

5 5.69 Notification -to the National Radio Astronoq Observatory. In order to
minimize possible harmful interference at the'National Radio'Astronoxy Observatory
site located at Green Bank, Pocahontas County,'West Virginia, and at the Naval
Radio Research Observatory site at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County, West Virginia,
any applicant for a station authorization other than mobile, temporary base,
temporary fixed, Citizens' Radio, Civil Air Patrol, or Amateur seeking a station
license for a new station, a construction permit to construct a new station or to
Modify -an exiating station license in a manner which would change either the frequency, power, antenna height or directivity, or location of such a station within
the area bounded by 39°15'N an the north, 78030'W on the east, 37030'N on the
south and 80°30'w on the vest shall, at the tine of filing such application with
the Commission, simultaneously notify the Director, National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, P. 0. Box #2, Green Bank, West Virginia, in writing, of the technical
particulars of the proposed station.
Such notification' shall include the
geographical coordinate* of the antenna, antenna height, antenna directivity if
any, proposed frequency, type of emission, and power. In addition, the applicant
shall indicate in his application to the Commission the date'notification was
made to the Observatory. After receipt of such applications, the Commission will
allow a period of twsnty(20) days for comments or objections in response to the
notifications indicated.
If an objection to the proposed operation is received
during the twenty -day period from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory for
itself or on behalf of the Naval Radio Research Observatory, the Commission will
consider all aspects of the problem and take whatever action is deemed appropriate.
SU.SPARP C

:

--

TECHNICAL STAMAiDS

5.101 Frequency stability.
If an applicant porposes to use a frequency',
tolerance greater than the tolerance set forth in the rules governing;
'

the service to which the frequencies are assigned in the Table of
Frequency Allocations of Part 2 of this chapter, the frequency tolerance should be provided as part of the filing in the application for a
station license.
5 5.102 Types of emission -- (a) Stations in the Experimental Radio Service may
be authorized to use any of the classification of emissions covered in Part 2 of
this chapter. A request for a specific type of emission not included in paragraph
(b) of this section shall be accompanied by a shoving of need therefor, Which
shall include a statement of the band width required for the proposed operations,
a full and complete description of the emission specified and the purpose for
which such emission is desired.
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(b) The following systems of designating emissions, modulation and transmission may
be employed:

Type of modulation
or emission
1. Amplitude

Type of transmission

Symbol

Supplementary
characteristics

AC
Al

Absence of any modulation
Telegraphy without the use of modulating audio frequency (on -off
keying).
Telegraphy by the keying of a modulating audio frequency or &Abdo
frequencies or by the keying of the
modulated emission( special case: an
unkeyed modulated emission).

Telephony

A2

(Double sideband,full carrier)
(Single sideband,reduced car-)
(
rier
)
(Two independent sidebands,
(
reduced carrier
)

A3
A3a
A3b

)

Facsimile
Television
Composite transmissions and cases
not covered by the above.
Composite transmissions
2. Frequency
(or phase)
modulated.

3. Pulsed -

emissions

A4
A5
A9

Reduced carrier

Absence of any modulation
Telegraphy without the use of modulating audio frequency( frequency
shift keying).
Telegraphy by the keying of a modulating audio frequency or audio
frequencies or by the keying of
the modulated emission( special
case: an unkeyed emission modulated by audio frequency).
Telephony
Facsimile
Television
Composite transmissions and cases
not covered by the above.

A9c

FO
F1

F2

t

F3
F4
F5
P9

Absence of any modulation intend ed to carry information.
Telegraph without the use of modulating audio frequency.

Telegraphy by the keying of a
modulating audio frequency
or audio frequencies, or by
the keying of the modulated
pulse (special case: an un keyed modulated pulse) .

PO

P1
(Audio frequency or audio fre-) P2d
)
quencies modulating the
(
)
(
pulse in amplitude.
(Audio frequency or audio fre-) P2c
)
(
quencies modulating the
)
width of the pulse.
Audio frequency or audio fre-) P2f
)
quencies modulating the
(
phase (or position) of the )
pulse.

Telephony
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Amplitude modulated pulse
Width modulated pulse
Phase (or position) modulested pulse

P3d
) P3e
) P3f

Z
P9

5.103 - 5.151(b)

.5.103 Authorized bandwidth. Each authorization issued to a station. opersti ng in this service will show. as the prefix to the emission classific
tion, a figure specifying the mw:ximum necessary bandwidth in kilohertz fc>r
the emission used.. The authorized bandwidth is considered to be the
This bandwidth
occupied or necessary bandwidth. whichever is greater.
should be determined in accordance with 2.202 of Part 2 of this Chapttr.
5.104

Deleted.

5.105

Deleted.

T_ansmitter control requirements, Each licensee shall be responsible for maintaining control of the transmitter authorized under its
station authorizstion. This includes both. ensuring that transmissions are
in conformance with the operating characteristics prescribed in the station
authorization .and that the station is operated only by persons duly auth_f
orized by the licensee.
5.106

5.107

Deleted.
SUBPART D --OYERATING REQUIREMENTS

5.151 General limitations of use.
(a) The following transmission
limitations are applicable to all classes of statons in the Experi_ental
Radio Service:
(1) Stations may make only such transmissions as are necessary and directly
related to the conduct of the licensee's stated program of experimentation
as specified in his application for construction permit and license and
the related station instrument of authorization, and as governed by the
provisions of the rules and regulations contained in this part. All
transmissions shall be limited to the minimum practical transmission time.
(2) When transmitting, the licensee must use every precaution to insure that
the radio frequency energy emitted will not cause harmful interference to
the services carried on by stations operating in accordance with the Table
of Frequency Allocations of Part 2 of this chapter and, further, that the
power radiated is reduced to the lowest practical value consistent with
the program of experimentation for which the station authorization is
If harmful interference to an established radio service develops,
granted.
the licensee shall cease transmissions and such transmissions shall not be
resumed until it is certain that harmful interference will not be caused.

(b) If experimental stations are to be used to retransmit signals of
any other station or to transmit programs intended f r public reception or
render any communications service, a full disclosure of this must be made
in the application for license.
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5.152 - 5.158
5.152 Station identification: --Each class of station in the. experimental services shall, unless specifically exempted by the terms of the station authorization,
transmit its assigned call sign at the end of each complete transmission: Provided,
however, That the transmission of the call sign at the end of each transmission is
not required for projects requiring continuous, frequent, or extended use of the
transmitting apparatus, if, during such periods and in connection with such use,
the call sign is transmitted at least once every thirty minutes.
§

C

5.153 Suspension of transmission required. --The radiations of the transmitter
shall be suspended immediately upon detection or notification of a deviation from
the technical requirements of the station authorization until such deviation is
corrected, except for transmissions concerning the immediate safety of life or property, in which case the transmissions shall be suspended as soon as the emergency
is terminated.
§.

5.154 Deleted.

(a) The licensee shall ensure that all
Operator requirements.
transmitter adjustments which affect the proper operation of a station
shall be made by a person i ualified to perform such adjustments.
(b) The licensee shall be responsible for ensuring that the person
operating the transmitter is qualified to operate said station.
the
(c) When ttansmitting radiotelegraphy by any type of Morse Code,
transmit
by
hand
and
receive
by
operator shall have proved his ability to
ear texts in Morse Code signals.
(d) The provisions of this section shall not be construed to change
to
or diminish in any respect the responsibility of station licensees
them, or for
control
over
the
stations
licensed
to
have and to maintain
in accordance whth the
proper functioning and operation of those stations
terma of the lecenses of those stations.
5.155

5.156

Deleted.

(a) The current original authoriza5.157 Posting station licenses.
shall
be
retained
as a permanent part of the
tion for each station
station records but need not be posted.

A clearly legible copy of the authorization for each
station at a fixed location shall be posted at every control point of
the station.
(b)

5.158 Authorized points of communication.-- Stations in the experimental serthe experimental services may communicate only with other stations licensed in
that the proposed comvices: Provided, however, That upon a satisfactory showing
authority may be
munications are essential to the conduct of the research project,
stations.
granted to communicate with stations in other services and U. S. Government
§
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5.159 - 162(a)

.§
5.159 Operation during an emergency.-- The licensee of any station inthe Experimental Radio Service* may, during a period of emergency in which the normal communication facilities are disrupted as a result of hurricane, flood, earthquake, or
similar disaster, utilize such station for emergency communication service by communicating in a manner other than that specified in the station license: Provided,

(1) That as soon as possible after the beginning of such emergency use, notice
be sent to the Commission at Washington, D. C., and to the Engineer in
Charge of the district in which the station is located, stating the nature of the emergency and the use to which the station is being put, and
(2) That the emergency use of the station shall be discontinued as soon as
substantially normal communication facilities are again available, and
(3) That the Commission at Washington, D. C., and the Engineer in Charge
shall be notified immediately when such special use of the station is
terminated: Provided, further,
That in no event shall any station engage in emergency transmission
(4)
on frequencies other than, or with power in excess of, that specified in the instrument of authorization or as otherwise expressly provided by the Commission, or
by law: And provided further,
That the Commission may, at any time, order the discontinuance of any
(5)
such emergency communication undertaken under this section.
§5.160 Inspection of stations. All stations and records of stations in the Experimental S rvices shall be made available for inspection at any time while the station
is in operation or shall be made available fcr inspection upon reasonable request of
an authorized representative of the Commission.

Inspection and maintenance of tower marking and lighting and associated control
§5.161
The licensee of any radio station which has an antenna structure required
equipment.
to be painted and illuminated pursuant to the provisions of section 303(q) of the Com-

munications Act cf 1934, as amended, and Part 17 of this chapter, shall perform. the,
inspections and maintain the tower marking and lighting, and associated control equip
ment, in accordance with the requirements of §§17.43 through 17.57 of this chapter:''
§5.162 Notice of violation. (a) Any licensee who appears to have violated any provision of the Communications Act or any provision of this chapter, shall be served
with a written notice calling the facts to his attention and requesting a statement
concerning the matter.
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§5.162(b) - §5.163(c)

Within 10 days from receipt of notice or such other period as may be specified, the licensee shall send a written answer, in duplicate, direct to the office of
If an answer cannot be sent nor an
the Coamiiss.ion originating the official notice.
acknowledgment made within such 10 day period by reason of illness or other unavoidable circumstances, acknowledgment and answer shall be made at the earliest practicable
date with a satisfactory explanation of the delay.
(b)

The answer to each notice shall be complete in itself and shall not be abbrevi(c)
ated by reference to other communications or answers to other notices. If the notice
relates to'viola tions that may be due to the physical or electrical characteristics of
transmitting'apparatus, the answer shall state fully what steps, if any, have been taken
to prevent future violations, and, if any new apparatus is to be installed, the date
such apparatus requires a construction permit, the file number of the application shall
be given, or if a file number has not been assigned by the Commission, such identification of the application. If the notice of violation relates to lack of attention to
or improper operation of the transmitter, the name and license number of the operator
in charge shall be given.
(a) The licensee of each station in the experi§5.163 Content of station records.
mental services shall maintain adequate records of the station's operations, including:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Dates and hours of operation.
All measurements of the frequency(s), including the aame of the person
making the measurements, the exact frequency measured or the observed
deviations from the assigned frequency(s) expressed in hertz, kilohertz or percent plus or minus, and a statement of any corrective
action taken.
Power.
Types of emission.

Chronological record of experimentation conducted.
The name of the operator on duty.

For all stations, when service or maintenance duties are performed which may
(b)
affect their proper operation, the responsb1e operator shall sign and date an entry
in the station record concerned, giving:

Pertinent details of all duties performed by the operator or
under the operator's supervision; and
The operator's name and address..
(2)
(1)

For stations whose antenna structure is required to be illuminated, a record
(c)
in accordance with the requirements of §17.49 of this chapter.

3
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5.16+- 5.202(b)
§ 5.16+ Form of station records.-- (á)'..'The records shall be kept in an orderly
manner, in suitable form, and in such detail that the data required are readily
available. Key letters or abbreviations may be used if proper meaning or exp3.anation is set forth in the record.
(b) Each entry in the record shall be signed by a person having actual knowledge of the facts to be recorded.
(c) No record or portion thereof shall be erased, obliterated, or willfully
destroyed within the required retention period. Any necessary correction may be
made only by the persons originating the entry, who shall strike out the erroneous
portion, initial the correctionsmade and indicate the date of correction.
(d) A copy of this part shall be maintained in the records of each fixed or
land station licensed under this part.

§ 5.165 Retention of station records.-- Records required to be kept by this part
shall be retained by the licensee for a period of at least one year.
§ 5.166 Adherence to program of research. --(a) The program of experimentation as
stated by an applicant in its application for construction permit or license or
in the station instrument of authorization, shall be substantially adhered to unless the licensee is authorized to do otherwise by the Commission.

/--N

(b) Where some phases of the experimental program are not covered by the
gneral rules of the Commission or by the rules of this part, the Commission may
specify supplemental or additional requirements or conditions in each case as
deemed necessary in the public interest, convenience, or necessity.

SUBPART E--EXPERI:ENTAL AUTHORIZATIONS
5.201 (a) Authorizations for stations in the Experimental Radio Service
will be issued only to persons qualified to conduce experimentations
utilizing hertzian waves for scientific or technical operation data directly related to a use of radio not provided by existing rules; for
communications in connection with research projects when existing communications facilities are inadequate.
(b) Applicants eligible for authorizations in an established service, and seeking to develop operational data or techniques directed toward the improvement or extension of that service shall file applications
and conduct such projects under the developmental rules of the established service.

0
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5.202 - 5.205(a)(5)
\

Stations operating in the Experimental Radio
5.202 Scope of service.
Service will be permitted to conduct the following type of operations:
(a) Experimentations in scientific or technical radio research.

(b) Experimentations under contractual agreement with the United
States Government or for export Purposes.
(c) Communications essential to a research project.
(d) Technical demonstrations of equipment of techniques.
(e) Field strengtt surveys by persons not eligible for authorization
in any other service.
(f) Demonstration of equipment to Prospective purchasers for proposed
stations in existing services by persons engaged in the business of selling radio equipment.
(g) Testing of equipment in connection with production of type approval
of such equipment.
(h) Development of radio technique, equipment or engineering data not
relating to an existing or proposed service, including field or factory
testing or calibration of equipment.
(i) Development of radio technique, equipment, operational data or
engineering data related to an existing or proposed radio service.
(j) Limited market studies.
(k) Other types of experiments that are not specifically covered under
(a) through (j) above will be considered.
-

Frequencies for the Experimental Radio Service. Stations operating
in the Experimental Radio Service may be authorized to use any government
or non -government frequency designated in the Table of Frequency Allocations set forth in Part 2 of this Chapter as available for assignment to
this service. Provided that the need for the specific frequency;(ies) requested is fully justified by the applicant.
(Notwithstanding the broad frequency provision for this Service, applicants desiring authorization for the purpose of wildlife or ocean buoy
telemetering and/or tracking should to the extent Practicable, use
frequencies in the bands 40.66-40.70 t'Hz or 216-220 4Hz, in accordance with footnote US210 to t e Table of Frequency Allocations, 2.106
of this Chapter.
5.203

--.

(a) Unless specifically stated as a condition
5.204 Experimental report.
of the authorization, licensees are not required to file a repost on the
results of the experimental program. carried on under this subpart.
(b) The commission may, as a condition of authorization, request the
licensee to forward periodic reports in order to evaluate the progress of
the experimental program.
(c) An applicant may request that the commission withhold from public
certain reports and associated material and the Commission will withhold
the same unless the public interest requires otherwise.
5.205 Frequencies for field strength surveys or equipment demonstrations.
(a) Authorization issued under 5.202(e) and (f) will normally not have
specific frequencies designated in a station license. Prior to the commencement of a survey will request a specific frequency assignment and
submit the following information:
(1) Time, date and duration of survey.
(2) Frequency to be used.
(3) Location of transmitter and geographical area to be covered.
(4) Purpose of survey.
(5) °'Tethori and equipment to be used.
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5.205(a)(6) - 5.206(c)

'

(6) Flames and addresses of persons for whom the survey is conducted.
(b) Upon receipt of authority from the Commission to conduct a particular survey, the licensee shall furnish the Engineer -in -Charge of the
radio district in which the survey is to be conducted, sufficiently in
advance to assure receipt before commencement thereof, _the following information: mine, date, duration, frequency, location and purpose of survey.
5.206 Limited market studies. Unless otherwise stated in the instrument
of authorization, licenses granted for the purpose of limited market
studies pursuant to 5.202(j) are subject to the following conditions:
(a) All transmitting and/or receiving equipment used in the study shall
be owned by the licensee.
(b) The licensee is responsible for informing anyone participating in
the experiment that the service or device is granted under an experimental
authorization and is strictly tempory.
(c) The size and scope of the market study may be subject to limitations
on a case -by -case basis as the Commission shall determine.
SUBPART F --RESERVED
SUBPART G --RESERVED
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5.401 - 5.402(b) (14)

SUBPART H - STUDENT AUTHORIZATIONS
§ 5.401 Eligibility for license. - The Commission may issue an authorization under this
subpart to students for the purpose of presenting experiments or technical demonstrations for school or school approved projects which require the use of radio for a
Such authorizations may, in the discreation of the
limited period of time.
Commission, be granted to students of seventh grade or higher level.
(a) Notwithstanding the requirements in Subpart B
§ 5.402 Filing of applications.
of this part, an application for a student authorization may be filed in letter form,
in duplicate, with the original signed under oath or affirmation. The application
shall contain the information set forth in paragraph (b) of this section.
(b) The application shall contain the following information:
(1) Wage and address of applicant.

(2) A statement that the applicant is a citizen of the United States.
(3) Applicant's school and grade.

(4) A detailed description in narrative form of the project including the
type and purpose of operation.
(5) Place of operation - street address, name of building, or other specific
location.
(6) Date (s) of operation including the exact hours when known, as well as
the duration of each period of operation.
(7) Equipment to be used. If manufactured, list name of manufacturer and
type number. For other equipment, describe in detail and furnish a circuit diagram.

(8) Frequency(ies) desired and range of frequencies which could be employed.
(9) The method by which the frequency of operation will be determined.
(10) Frequency tolerance.

(11) The means by which this tolerance will be maintained.
(12) DC plate power input to final radio frequency stage. If not known,
indicate any known power rating of equipment and state whether this is power output
of transmitter or radiated power, and whether average or peak.
(13) Type of emission including a description of the modulation that will be
applied, if modulated.
(14) Description of the antenna to be used, including height above ground.

°
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§5.402(c) - §5.410(a)(3)

SUBPART H - STUDENT AUTHORIZATIONS (cont'd)
The'application shall be accompanied by a signed statement from the principal
of the school, or a member of its faculty, on appropriate letterhead, stating that the
project has the approval of the school and indicating the person under whose general
supervision the project will be conducted.
(c)

§ 5.403 Waiver of construction permit. Subject to the requirements of §§ 5.401 and
5.402, the provisions contained in section 319 (d) of the Communications Act are
waived insofar as such provisions require the issuance of a construction permit
prior to the issuance of the student authorization provided for in this subpart.

§ 5.404 Reserved.
§ 5.405 Power limitation. No authorization under this subpart, will be issued unless
the description of the project shows that the dc plate power input to the final radio
Provided, however, That a greater power may
frequency stage does not exceed 5 watts:
be authorized if a satisfactory showing is made that such greater power is necessary
and that appropriate measures will be taken to prevent interference.

Frequencies in the following bands are available for
(a)
§ 5.406 Frequencies.
assignment in authorizations issued under this subpart:
27.23-27.28 .MHz
460-461 i MHz
462.525-467.475- MHZ

2450-250031W
In each case, the carrier frequency must be far enough inside the band so as to
keep the sideband energy within the band limits specified.
(b)

§ 5.407 Measurements required. The frequency of operation must be measured or checked
prior to each time of operation.

Subject to the provisions of
§ 5.408 Waiver of technical and operating requirements.
§§ 5.405, 5.406, and 5.407, the provisions in subparts C and D of this part are waived
insofar as such provisions require a station authorized under this subpart to observe
the technical and operating requirements set forth therein.
§ 5.409 Non-interference condition. Each authorization issued to a student under this
subpart is subject to the condition that no harmful interference, as defined in § 5.4(h),
is caused to any authorized station.

The licensee holding an authorization issued under
(a)
§ 5.410 Record of operation.
this subpart shall maintain a record of operation containing the following information:
The date and time of each period of operation.
The frequency of operation as measured or checked at the beginning of each
period of operation.
A brief description of the experimentation being conducted.
(3)
(1.)

(2)

(73
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5.410(b)

- 5.411(b) (4)

(b) Each entry shall be signed by the person operating the equipment.

(c) These records shall be retained for one month after the termination of the
authorization.
(a) The holder of an authorization issued under this
§5.411 Notification.
subpart shall notify the Engineer in Charge of the district in which the station
will be operated in advance of each scheduled operation.
(b) The notice to the Engineer in Charge shall be in writing and shall contain
the following information:
(1) Place of operation.

(2) Date(s) of operation, including exact time if known.
(3) Frequency(ies) to be used.
(4) Call letters of station.

0
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PART 13

RULES GOVERNING COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATORS
GENERAL
13.1
Basis and purose.
(a) The basis for the rules contained in this
part is the Communications Act of 1934, as amended and applicable treaties and agreements to which the United States is a party.
(b)
The purpose of the rules in this part is to prescribe the manner
and conditions under which commercial radio operators arelicensed by
the Commission.

13.2

Classification of operator licenses and endorsements.
Commercial radio operator licenses issued by the Commission are
classified in accordance with the Radio Regulationsa of the international
Telecommunications Union.
(b)
The following licenses are issued by the Commission, International
classification, if different from the license name, is given in parenthesis.
(1) First Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate.
(2) Second Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate.
(3) Third Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate (radiotelegraph
operator's specia certificate).
(4) General Radiotelephone Operator License (radiotelephone operator's
general certificate).
(5) Marine Radio Operator Permit(radiotelephone operator's restricted
certificate.
(6) RestrictedRadiotelephone Operator Permit (radiotelephone operator's
restriced certificate).
(c)
The following license endorsements are affixed by the Commission,
\J to provide special authorization or restrictions. Applicable licenses
are given in parenthesis.
(1) Ship Radar endorsement (First and Second Class Radiotelegraph
Operator's Certificates, General Radiotelephone Operator License).
(2) Six months Service endorsement (First and Second Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificates).
(3) Restrictive endorsements; relating to physical handicaps, English
language or literacy waivers or other matters (all licenses).
(d)
The following former licenses and endorsements are no longer issued;
however, those outstanding are valid until expiration. Upon renewal,
holders of these former Licenses may be issued one or more of the licenses
listed in paragraph (a), in accordance with 13.28.
(1) Radiotelephone First Class Operator License --Last issued December 1981.
(2) Radiotelephone Second Class Operator License-- last issued Dec. 1981.
(3) Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit --last issued October 1980.
(4) Broadcast endorsement --last issued February.1979.
(a)
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13.3 - 13.5c
(a) No person may hold
Holding of more than one commercial radio operator license.
two or more commercial radiotelegraph operator licenses at the same time.
No person may hold two or more commercial radiotelephone operator licenses at the
(b)
same time, except as provided in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section.
Each person who is legally eligible fui' employment in the
(c)
13.3

United States may, if necessary, simultaneously hold:
(1) One General
Radiotelephone Operator License and oneRestricted Radiotelephone Operator
Permit; or,
(2) One Marine Radio Operator Permit and one Restricted
Radiotelephone Operator Permit.
Each person who is not legally eligible for employment in the United States, and
(d)
certain other persons who were issued permits prior to September 13, 1982, may hold two
Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permits at the same time, as each permit may authorize
the operation of a particular station or class of stations.

(a.) Commercial radio operator licenses are nor13.4 Term of licenses.
nally valid for a term of five years from the date of issuance except as
provided in paragraph (b) of this section.
(b) General Radiotelephone Operator Licenses and Restricted Radiotelephone operator Permits are normally valid for lifetime of the holder. the
terms of all Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permits issued prior to
I;e, were extended to encompass the
November 15, 1953 and valid on th.
lifetime of such operators.
(a) The following, if found qualified by the Commission,
13.5 Eligibility for new license.
may be issued commercial radio operator licenses:
Any person legally eligible for employment in the United States, including all
(1)
U.S. citizens, U.S. nationals, and citizens of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Any person, for the sole purpose of operating aircraft radio stations, who holds:
(2)
A valid United States pilot certificate; or,
(i)
A foreign aircraft pilot certificate valid in the United States, provided
(ii)
that the foreign government involved has entered into a reciprocal agreement under which
such foreign government does not impose any similar requirement relating to eligibility for
employment upon citizens of the United States.
Any person who holds a Federal Communications Commission radio station license,
(3)
for the sole purpose of operating that station.

(b) Notwithstandinz any other provisions of the Commission's rules, no person
otherwise eligible shall be deemed to be eligible to be examined for or to receive a
commercial radio operator license of any class, (1) whose commercial radio operator
license is under suspension or is involved in a suspension proceeding, (2) who is
involved in any pending litigation based on an alleged violation of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, or (3) who is afflicted with complete deafness or complete
muteness or complete inability for any other reason to transmit correctly and to receive
correctly by telephone spoken messages in English.
(c) No applicant who is eligible to apply for any commerical radio operator license
shall, by reason or any physical handicap other than as set forth in paragraph (b) of this
section, be denied the privilege of applying and being permitted to attempt to prove his
qualifications (by examination if examination is required) for such commercial radio
operator license in accordance with established procedure: nor, subject to the following
conditions, shall such applicant be denied the issuance of any commercial radio operator
license for which he is found qualified.
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13.5(c)(1).. 11(b)
(1) If the applicant is afflicted with uncorrected physical handicap which would
clearly prevent the performance of all or any part of the duties of a radio operator, under
the license for which application is made, at a station under emergency conditions involving the safety of life or property, he may be issued the license for which he is
found qualified: Provided, That any license so received, if of the diploma -form (as
distinguished from such document of the card -form), shall bear a restrictive endorsement as follows:
This license is not valid for the performance of any operation duties, other
than installation, service and maintenance duties, at any station licensed by
the Federal Communications Commission which is required, directly or
indirectly, by any treaty, statute or rule or regulation pursuant to statute,
to be provided for safety purposes.

13.6 Deleted.
§13. 8 Provisional Radio Operator Certificate.

In circumstances requiring immediate
authority to operate a radio station pending submission of proof of eligibility or of qualifications or pending a determination by the Commission as to these matters, an applicant
for a radio operator license may be issued a Provisional Radio Operator Certificate
(a)

(h)
If the Commission finds that the public interest will he served, it may
issue such certificates for a period not to exceed 6 months with such additional
limitations as may be indicated.
(c)
A Provisional Radio Operator Certificate will not be issued íf the applicant has not fulfilled the examination requirements for the license applied for.

(d)

(Reserved).

(e)
A request for a Provisional Radio Operator Certificate for a
radiotelephone third-class operator permit endorsed for broadcast use
shall be made on FCC Form 756C, which provides for a certification by
the holder of a radiotelephone first-class operator license that he is
responsible for the technical maintenance of a radio broadcast station,
and that he has instructed the applicant in the operation of a broadcast
station and believes him to be capable of performing the duties expected
of a person holding a radiotelephone third-class operator permit with
broadcast endorsement.
If the Commission finds that the public interest
will be served, it may issue such certificates under the following conditions:
(1)
The certificate is valid for a period not to exceed 12 months.
(2)
The certificate is not renewable.
(3)
The certificate may be issued to a person only once.
(4)
Additiónal limitation may be specified, as necessary.
(5)
The certificate may be issued prior to the fulfillment of
examination requirements for the radiotelephone third-class operator
permit endorsed for broadcast use.
13.11
Application filing procedures.
(a) Detailed information about applications forms,
filing procedures and places to file applications for commercial radio operator licenses
is contained in the bulletin "Commercial Radio Operator Licenses and Permits". This
bulletin is vailable from any Commission field office or from the FCC, Washington, D.C.

2054.
(b)
Applications for commercial radio operator licenses will be processed in
accordance with the fules and regulations in effect nn the date filed.
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13.12

O

Additional requirements for First Class Radiotelegraph Operator's
Certificate and Six Months Service Endorsement.
(a)
First Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate.
(1)
Applicant must be at least 21 years old.
(2)
Applicant must have one year of experience in sending and
receiving public correspondence by radiotelegraph. The experience may
be obtained at ship stations, coast stations or both.
(b)
Six months Service endorsement.
(1)
An endorsement may be placed on a First or Second Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate attesting that the holder has had at
least six months satisfactory service in the aggregate as a radio officer
in a station on board a ship or ships of the United States.
(2_)
To qualify for the six month service endorsement, the applicant
must submit proof that the service was obtained under the following:
(i)
On board a ship or ships of the United States equipped with a
radiotelegraph station in compliance with part II of title III of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
(ii)
Under the authority of a First or Second Class Radiotelegraph
Operator's Certificate prescribed and issued - by the Federal Communications Commission; and
(iii)
While licensed as a radio officer by the U.S. Coast Guard in
accordance with the Act of May 12, 1948 (46 U.S.0 229 a -h)
(3)
In the event documentary. evidence cannot be produced, a statement under oath embodying the following information may be submitted:
(i)
Names of ships on which employed.
(ii)
Call leters of stations.
(iii) Types of emmissiom employed.
(iv)
Whether service was satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
(v)
Whether radiotelegraph operation umployed.
-

0
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13.11(b) (1) (i) (a)_- 13.11(b) (3)

When there is an immediate need for the permit for
safety purposes, submit the application in person or by an agent
to the nearest field office of the Field Operations Bureau --Federal
Communications Commission. The application must be accompanied by a
written showing by the applicant that .he has an immediate need for the
permit for safety purposes.
(b)
When the applicant is located in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, or the Virgin Islands of the United States, submit the application
in person or by mail to the nearest field office of the Field Operations
Bureau --Federal Communications Commission.
(c)
All other cases --mail the application to the Fedearl
Communications Commission, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 17325.
(ii)
Aliens holding a station license --File application FCC
Form 755;
(a)
When there is an immediate need for the permit for
safety purposes; submit the application in person or by an agent to the
nearest field office of the Field Operations Bureau --Federal Communications Commission. The application must be accompanied by a written
showing by the applicant that he has an immediate need for the permit
for safety purposes.
(b)
When the applicant is located in Alaska, Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, ór the Virgin Islands of the United States, submit the application in person or by mail to the nearest field office of the Field
Operations Bureau --Federal Communications Commission.
(c)
All other cases --mail application to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554.
(iii)
Alien aircraft pilots holding Federal Aviation Administration pilot certificates --Submit the application FCC Form 755 either
in person or by mail to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554 (See 13.4(c)).
(a)

(2)
An application for an operator license or permit of any other
class, or for cerification cards, shall be submitted in person or in mail
to the field office at which the applicant desires his application to be
considered and acted upon, and which office will make final arrangements
for conducting any required examination. Whenever an examination is
required to be taken at a designated examination point away from a field
office, the application shall be submitted in advance of the examination
to the field office having jurisdiction over the area in which the examination is to be given.
(3)
The form entitled "Verification of Operator License or Permit
(FCC Form 759) may be obtained from any of the Commission's field offices.
The certification under Part B of the form shall be completed by the
licensee or general manager of t]e radio station where the statement is
to be posted. When the FCC Form 759 is properly validated, it may be
posted in lieu of the original radio operator license or permit when the
holder of that license or permit is employed at more than one station.
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13.11(c) - 13.13

O

Restricted radiotelephore cperator permit. No oral or written
Sf the application is prcperly
examination is required for this permit.
completed and signed, and of thF applicant is found to be qualitied, the
permit may be issued forthwith.
(d)
Short term license. A license or permit issued -for a term of
less than five years (see 13.4), may be renewed without further examination, provided proper application is filed in accordance with paragraph
(a) of this section.
(c)

(e)

Blind applicant.

A blind person seeking an examination for a General

Radiotelephone Operator License should make a request in writing to the
appropriate field office for a time and date to appeár for such examination
The examination will be administered only at Field Officies. Requests for
examinations must be made at least 2 weeks prior to the date on which the
examination is desired.
613.12 Special provisions, radiotelegraph first-class. An application
for a radiotelegraph first-class operator license shall be at least 21
years of age at the time the license is issued and shall have had an
aggregate of one year of satisfactory service as an operator manipulating
the key of a manually operated public ship or coast station handling
correspondence by radiotelegraphy.
An applicant
613.13 Age limit, restricted radiotelephone operator permit.
at
least
14 years
for a restricted radiotelephone operator permit must be
of age at the time the permit ,is issued.
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13.21 - 13.22(b) (3) (ii )

EXAMINATIONS

C

13.21 Examination elements. (a) i,ritten examinations will comprise
questions from one or more of the following elements:
(1) Basic marine radio law.
Provisions of laws, treaties, and regulations, with which every radio operator in the Maritime radio services
should be familiar.
(2) Basic marine radio Aerating. Radio operating procedures and
practices generally followed or required in communication by means of
radiotelephone stations in the Maritime radio services.
(`) General Radiotelephone. Technical, legal and other matters including basic operating practices and provisions of law, treaties and
regulations, applicable to the operation of radiotelephone stations other
than broadcast.
4.
Reserved.
5. Radiotelegraph operating practict --Radio operating procedures and
practices general:y followed or required it communicatinig by means of radiotelegraph stations primarily other than in the maritime mobile service of public
correspondence.
6. Advanced radiotelegraph-Technical, legal and other matters applicable to
the operation of all classes of radiotelegraph stations, including operating procedures and practices in the maritime mobile services of public correspondence,
and associated matters such as radio navigational aids, message traffic routing
accounting, etc.
7.

Reserved.

Ship radar techniques. --Specialized theory and practice applicable to
the proper installation, servicing and maintenance of ship radar equipment in general
use for ma rine navigational ourposes.
8.

and

(b)

Examination elements of the radiotelegraph Morse Code comprise sending

(1)

Sixteen (16) code groups -- per minute.
Twenty (20) plain language words -- per minute.
Twenty (20) code groups -- per minute.
Twenty-five (25) plain language words -- per minute.

receiving tests at the following rates:
(2)
(3)

(4)

13.22 Required qualificztions. Commercial radio operator licenses are
issued only to eligible applicants found qualified by the Commission, as
follows:
(a)
To be qualified to hold any commercial radio operator license, an
applicant must have the ability to transmit correctly and receive correctly
spoken messages in the english language.
(b)
To qualify for a new commercial radio operator license other than
the restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit, an applicant must demonstrate Morse code skill, if required and a satisfactoly knowledge of the
material in one or more of the elements listedin 13.21, by passing all
examinations required for the class of license to be issued:
(1)
First Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate.
(i)
Transmitting and receiving Morse code tests 3 and 4.
(ii)
Written examinations covering elements 1 and 2, 5 and 6.
(2)
Second Class Radiotelegraph operator's Certificate.
(i)
Transmitting and receiving Morse Code tests 1 and 2.
(ii)
Written examinations covering elements 1 and 2, 5 and 6.
(3)
Third Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate.
(i)
Transmitting and receiveng Morse Code tests 1 and 2.
(ii)
Written examinations covering elements 1 and 2, and 5.
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13.22(b) (4) - 13.250b)

O

(4)

General Radiotelephone operator license.

(i) Written examination covering element 3.
(5) Marine Radio Operator Permit.
(i) Written examination covering element's 1 and 2:1:
(c) No examination is required for the Restricted Radiotelephone
Operator Permit. Instead, an applicant must certify that he or she:
(1) Is legally eligible for employment in the United States; or, if
not so eligible, holds and aircraft pilot certificate valid in the United
States or an FCC radio station license in his or her name;
(2) Can speak and hear;
(3) Can keep at least, a rough written log; and,
(4) is familiar with provisions of applicable treaties, laws, rules
and regulations which govern the radio station he or she will operate.
13.23

Examination procedures.

(a) Applicants, when taking examinations for commercial

radio operator licenses, shall comply with the examination instructions printed on the

examination booklet.
(b) Written examinations shall be in English, except when waived under authority
delegated in 0.314.
(c) In the case of a blind applicant, the examination questions may be read orally
by a person chosen by the Commission, and the blind applicant may answer orally. A blind
applicant wishing to use this procedure must make arrangements with the appropriate field

office at least two weeks prior to the date on which the examination is desire.

To pass a written examination, an applicant must
answer at leat 75 percent of -the questions correctly.
13.25 Ecnination ctedit for licenses held. (a) The holder of a valid
commercial radio operator license (or a license which could be renewed
under the provisions of 13.28) who applies for another class of commercial radio operator license will not be required to retake the
written examinations or telegraphy tests which were required to obtain
the license held.
13.24 Passing score.

(b) The holder of a valid General Radiotelephone Operator License, Radiotelephone
First Class Operator License, Radiotelephone Second Class Operator License, or Radio-

telephone Third Class Operator Permit will not be required to take the written examinaand 2 when applying for a radiotelegraph operator
tion covering examination elements
license or permit.
1

0
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13.26

o

13.28 (d)

13.26 Cancellation of superfluous licenses. When an applicant is issued
a commercial radio operator license, other commercial radio operator
licenses held by that applicant will be cancelled in accordance with the
following:

License(s) cancelled

License issued

First Class Radiotelegraph
Operator's Certificate

Second Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certificate

Third Class Radiotelegraph
Oparator's Cerfificate
General Radiotelephone
Operator License

o

-

Marine Radio Operator
Permit

Second Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certif.
It
Third
"
Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit.
Marine Radio Operator Permit.
Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit.
Third Class Radiotelegraph Operator's Certif.
Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit.
Marine Radio Operator Permit.
Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit.
Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit.
Marine Radio Operator Permit.
Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit.
Radiotelephone First Class Operator License.
Radiotelephone Second Class Operator License.
Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit.
Marine Radio Operator Permit.
Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit.

13.27 Re-examination waiting period. An applicant who fails a written
examination or code test required for a. commercial radio operator license
shall not apply for any class of license requiring that examination or test
until 60 days after the date the examination or test was failed.
13.28 License Renewals.
(a) Commercial radio operator licenses issued
for five year terms may be renewed, by proper application, at any time
during the last year of the license term or during a five year grace
period following expiration. Expired licenses are not valid during the.
grace period.
There are no service or examination requirements for renewals.
The Radiotelephone Third Class Operator Permit will not be renewed as
(c)
Persons holding this permit may be issued a Marine Radio Operator Permit and a
such.
Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit.
(d)
The Radiotelephone First and Second Class Operator Licenses will not be
renewed as such.
Persons holding either of these two licenses may be issued a General
Radiotelephone Operator License upon renewal.
(b)
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13.41 - 13.61

CODE TESTS
$13.41 Transmitting speed requirements -- An applicant is requires to
transmit correctly in the InternatLonal Morse Code for 1 minute at the
rate of speed prescribed in this part for the class of license desired.

$13.42 Transmitting test procedure -- Transmitting tests shall be performed
by the use of the conventional Morse key except that a semi -automatic key,
if furnished by the applicant, may be used in transmitting code tests of
25 words per minute.

Receiving speed requirements -- An applicant is required to receive
the International Morse code by ear, ánd legibly transcribe, consecutive
words or code groups for a period. of 1 minute without error at the rate
of speed specified in the rules for the class for which the application
fl13.43

is made.

§13.44 Receiving test procedure -- Receiving code tests shall be written
in longhand either in ink or pencil except that in the case of the 25
words perminute code test a typewriter may be used when furnished by the
applicant.
$13.45 Computing words or code groups -- Each five characters shall be
counted as one word or code group. Punctuation marks or figures ceunt as
two characters.

SCOPE OF AUTHORITY
13.61
Need for licensed commercial radio operators. Rules which require Commission. station licensees to employ licensed commercial radio

operators to perform certain transmitter operating, maintenance or repair duties are contained in Parts 73,74,81,83 and 87 of this chapter.
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13.63 - 13.71(b)

o

Operator's responsiblity. The licensed operator responsible
for the maintenance of a transmitter may permit other persons to adjust
a transmitter. in his presence for the purpose of carrying out tests or
making adjustments requiring specialized knowledge or skill, provided
that he shall not be relieved thereby from responsibility for the proper
operation of the equipment.
#113.63

813.64-13.69 deleted.
13.70 Fraudulent licenses. No licensed radio operator or other person
shall alter, duplicate for fraudulent purposes, or fraudulently obtain
or attempt to obtain, or assist another to alter, duplicate for fraudulent purposes, or fraudulently obtain or attempt to obtain an operator
license. Nor shall any person use a license issued to another or a
license that he or she knows to be altered, duplicated f6r fraudulent
purposes, or fraudulently obtained.
13.71

Duplicate or replacement licenses.
(a) The holder of a commercial radio operator
license which has been lost, mutilated, or destroyed may obtain a duplicate license
document by filing an application, with a written explanation as to the circumstances
involved in the -loss, mutilation, or destruction of the original license.
(b)
The holder of a commercial radio operator license whose name is legally changed,
or whose physical description is significantly altered, may obtain.a replacement license by
filing an application with a written explanation as to the change requested.

(II)
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13.72 - 13.74(c)

13.72 $xhibiting signed copy of application. When a duplicate or replacement operator license or permit has been requested, or request has been
made for renewal, or a request has been made for an endorsement, higher
class licese or permit, or verification card, the operator shall exhibit
in lieu of the original document a signed copy of the application which has,
been submitted to the Commission.
rif ca
$13.73
card. Hder
el of operator license or permit of the
diploma foram as distinguished from card farm), may, by filing
13.74 Posting requirements for operator licenses.
(a) Licensed
commercial radio operators, on duty at a single reansmitting system,
shall post their radió operator license or permit in accordance with
the rules governing that station when:
(1)
Performing radio operating duties and in charge of the transmitting systems, or
(2)
Supervising or performing service and maintenance or inspection
duties at the transmitting systems.
(b)
Licensed commercial radio operators, on duty at two or more
transmitting systems, which are not co -located, shall post their radio
operator license or permit at one of the stations, and a photocopy of
the license or permit at each other station in accordance with the rules
governing those stations when:
(1)
Performing radio operating duties and in charge of the transmitting systems, or
(2)
Supervising or performing service and maintenance or inspection
duties at the transmitting systems.
(c)
In stations where rules for that service do not require posting,
licensed commercial operators on duty and in charge of transmitting
systems or performing service and maintenance or inspection duties of
such transmitting systems, shall halve on their person their radio
operator license or permit, or a valid license verification card (FCC
Form 758-F), which shall be available for inspection upon request by a
Commission representative.

o
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13.75 - 13.77(b)

In every case
$13.75 Record of service and maintenance duties performed.
log
is
required,
where a station operating log or service and maintenance
operation
or
maintenance
the responsible operator in charge of the station
shall make the required entries in the log for the station concerned. If
no station log is required, an operator responsible for service or maintenance duties which may affect the proper operation of the station shall
sign and date an entry in the station maintenance records giving:

Pertinent details of all service and maintenance work performed
(a)
by him or under his supervision:
(b)

His name and address; and

(c)

The class, serial number and expiration date of his license.

Provided, That the responsible operator shall not be subject to
requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section in relation to a
station, or stations of one licensee at a single location, at which he is
regularly employed as an operator on a full time basis and at which his
license is properly posted.
13.76 Limitation on certain Restructed Radiotelephone Operator Permits.
(a) A Restricted
Radiotelephone Operator Permit issued to an aircraft pilot who is not legally eligible
for employment in the United States is valid only for operation of radio stations on
aircraft.
(b)
A Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit issued to a person under the waiver
provision of Section 343(1)(2) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is valid
only for the operation of radio stations for which that person is the station licensee.

13.77

(a) All marine Operator Permits shall
Required endorsements.
bear the following endorsement:
This permit does not authorize the operation of AM ,F11 or TV
broadcast stations.

All General Radiotelephone Operator Licenses issued after December
(b)
31, 1985, shall bear the following endorsement:
This license confers authority to operate licensed radio stations in
the Aviation, Marine and Inerenational Fixed Public Radio Services only.
This authority is subject to: any endorsement placed upon this license;
FCC orders, rules and regulatians; United States statutes; and the proThis
visions of any treaties to which the United States is a party.
license does not confer any authority to operate broadcast stations. It
is not assignable or transferable.
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PART 17

CONSTRUCTION, MARKING AND LIGHTING
OF ANTENNA STRUCTURES
SUBPART A:

GENERAL INFORMTION

Sec.

17.1
17.2
17.4

Basis and purpose.
Definitions
Commission consideration of proposed antenna structure with respect to possible
hazard to air navigation.
SUBPART B:

17.7
17.8
17.9
17.10
17.14
17.17

Antenna structures requiring notification of the FAA.
Establishment of antenna farm area.
Designated antenna farm area.
Antenna structures over 100 feet in height.
Certain antenna structures exempt from notification of the FAA
Existing structures.
SUBPART C:

17.21
17.22
17.23
17.24
17.25
17.26
17.27
17.28

17.29
"Í:.;1

17.31
17.32
17.33

17.34
17.35

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING WHETHER
APPLICATIONS POR RADIO TOWERS REQUIRE
NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
TO FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OBSTRUCTIONS MARKING
AND LIGHTING OF ANTENNA STRUCTURES

Painting and lighting, when required.
Particular specification to be used.
Specifications for painting of antenna structures in accordance with §17.21.
Specifications for lighting of antenna structures up to and including
150
feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 150 feet
up to and
including 300 feet in height.
Specification for the lighting of antenna structures over 300 feet
up to and
including 450 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 450 feet
up to and
including 600 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 600 feet
up to and
including 750 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 750 feet
up to and
including 900 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 900
feet up to and
including 1,050 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,050
feet up to and
including 1,200 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,200
feet up to and
including 1,350 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,350
feet up to and
including 1,500 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,500
feet up to and
including 1,650 feet in height.
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,650 feet
up to and
including 1,800 feet in height.
(I)

o

Sec.

17.36

17.37
17.38
17.39
17.40

17.41

17.42

17.43
17.45
17.47
17.48
17.49
17.50
17.51
17.53
17.54
17.56
17.57

17.58

Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,000
feet up to and including 1,950 feet in height
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 1,950
feet up to and including 2,100 feet in height
Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 2,100
feet in height
Specifications for the high intensity lighting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower up to and including 300 feet in height
Specifications for the high intensity lighting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower over 300 feet up to and including 600 feet
in height
Specifications for the high intensity lighting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower over 600 feet up to and including 1000 feet
in height
Specifications for the high intensity lighting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower over 1000 feet in height
Painting and lighting of new and existing structures
Temporary warning lights
Inspection of tower lights and associated control equipment
Notification of extinguishment or improper functioning of lights
Recording of tower light inspections in the station record
Cleaning and painting
Time when lights shall be exhibited
Lighting equipment and paint
Rated lamp voltage
Maintenance of lighting equipment
Report of radio transmitting antenna construction, alteration
and/or removal
Facilities to be located on land under the jurisdiction of the
U.S. Forest Service or the Bureau of Land Management
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§17.1 -

17.4(f).

SUBPART A - GENERAL INFORMATION

Basis and purposes. (a) The rules in this part are issued pursuant to the
which
authority contained in Title III of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
radio
vests authority in the Federal Communications Commission to issue licenses for
stations when it is foudn that the public interest, convenience, and necessity would
be served thereby, and to require the painting, and/or illumination of radio towers
if an when in its judgment such towers constitute or there is a reasonable possibility that they may constitute, a menace to air navigation.
§17.1

The purpose of the rules in this part is to prescribe certain procedures
and standards with respect to the Commission's consideation of proposed antenna
structures which will serve as a guide to persons intending to apply for radio station
The standards were developed in conjunction with the Federal Aviation
licenses.
Administration (FAA).
(b)

The term antenna structures in617.2 Definitions: (a) Antenna structure.
receive
system,
its supporting structures and
cludes the radiating and/or
any appurtenances mounted thereon.
An antenna farm area is defined as a geographical location with established
boundaries, designated by the Federal Communication Commission, in which antenna towers
with a common impact on aviation may be grouped.
(b)

-1

Commission consideration of proposed antenna structure with respect to possible
hazard to air navigation. (a) All applications are reviewed to determine whether there
is a requirement that the applicant file a notice of proposed construction or alteration
(FAA Form 7460-1) with the Federal Aviation Administration.
§17.4

(b) Whenever applications require the filing of a notice of proposed construction or alteration (FAA Form 7460-1) the applicant will be advised to do so unless
the application includes an FCC Form 714 certifying that notification has been submitted to FAA or the application form itself specifically supplies all of the
information which would be provided on FCC Form 714.

All applications which do not require the filing of FAA Form 7460-1 with
the FAA will be deemed not to involve a hazard to air navigation and will be
considered by the Commission without further reference to the FAA.
(c)

Whenever a "no hazard determination" is received from
proposed antenna structure, the antenna structure is deemed not
to air navigation and the antenna aspect of the application for
ization will be processed accordingly; providd that the FAA "no
has not expired.
(d)

the FAA concerning any
to involve a hazard
radio station authorhazard determination"

Whenever a report is received from the FAA indicating that a proposed antenna
structure is a hazard, the Commission will take further appropriate action.
(e)

J

Applications which show on their face that the antenna structure
(f)
will extend more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) above the ground or natural
formation or more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) above an existing manmade
structure (other than an antenna structure) shall be accompanied by
FCC Form 714 indicating that notification has or has not been submitted
to FAA or the application form itself shall specifically supply all of
the information which would be provided on the FCC Form 714.
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N17.4 (g)

- 17.8(a)

(g)
In addition to the other requirements of this part of the rules,
each application for the radio
station
shall include such
information regarding proposed antenna authorization
construction as may be required
by the FCC.
Such information is to be supplied on the FCC application
form specified in the rules pertaining
to the radio service in which
application is being made or as may otherwise be required.

SUBPART B - CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING WHETHER APPLICATIONS
FOR
RADIO TOWERS REQUIRE NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
TO THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION.
17.7 Antenna structures requiring notification to the FAA. A notification to the YAA is required, except as set forth in 17.14, for any of
the following construction or alteration:
(a)
Any construction or alteration.of more than 60.96 meters
(200
feet) in height above ground level at its site.
(b)
Any construction or alteration of greater height than an
imaginary surface extending outward and upward at one of the following
slopes:
(1)
100 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 6.10 kilometers
(20,000) feet from the nearest point of the nearest runway of each airport
specified in subparagraph (d) of this section with at least one runway
more than .98 kilometers (3,200 feet) in actual length, excluding helliports.
(2)
50 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 3.05 kilometers
(10,000 feet) from the nearest point of the nearest runway of each airport specified in subparagraph (d) of this section with its longest runway no more than 0.98 kilometers (3,200 feet) in actual length, excluding helliports.
(3)
25 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 5,000 feet from the
nearest point of the nearest landing and takeoff area of each helliport
specified in subparagraph (d) of this section.
(c)
When requested by the FAA, any construction or alteration that
would be in an instrument approach area (defined in the FAA standards
governing instrument approach procedures) and available information indicates it might exceed an obstruction standard of the FAA.
(d)
Any construction or alteratión on any of the following airports
(including helliports):
(1)
An airport that is available for public use and is listed
in the Airport Directory of the current Airmen's Information Manual or
in either the Alaska or Pacific Airman's Guide and Chart Supplement.
(2)
An Airport under construction, that is the subject of a
notice or proposal on file with the Federal Aviation Administation, and
except for military airports, it is clearly indicated that the airport
will be available for public use.
(3)
An airport that is operated by an armed force of the United
States.
NOTE:
Consideration to aeronautical facilities not in existence at the
time of the filing of the application for radio facilities will be given
only when proposed airport construction or improvement plans are on file
with the FAA as of the filing date of the application for such radio
facilities.
$17.8 Establishment of antenna farm areas.
(a)
Each antenna farm area
will be established by an appropriate tule making proceeding, which may
be commenced by the Commission on its own motion after consultation with
the FAA, upon request of the FAA, or as a result of a petition filed by
any interested person. After receipt of a petition from an interested
person disclosing reasons to justify institution of a
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§17.8(a) - 17.14(c)
rule making proceeding, the Commission will request the advice of the FAA with respect to the considerations of menace to air navigation in terms of air safety
which may be presented by the proposal. The written communication received from
the FAA in response to the Commission's request shall be placed in the Commission's
public rule making file containing the petition, and interested persons shall be
allowed a period of 30 days within which to file statements with respect thereto. Such
statements shall also be filed with the Administrator of the FAA with proof of such
filing to be established in accordance with §1.5( of this chapter. The Administrator
of the FAA shall have a period of 15 days within which to file responses to such
If the Commission, upon consideration of the matters presented to it in
statements.
accordance with the above procedure, is satisfied that establishment of the proposed
antenna farm would constitute a menace to air navigation for reasons of air safety,
If rule making inoceedings are
rule making proceedings will not be instituted.
i:;;':ituted, any person filing comments therein which concern the question of whether
The proposed antenna farm will constitute a menace to air navigation shall file a copy
Proi:f of such filing shall be
cf the comments with the Administrator of the FAA.
established in accordance with §1.47 of this chapter.
The areas described in the following paragraphs of
517.9 Designated antenna farm areas.
this section are established as antenna farm areas: (appropriate paragraphs will be
added as necessary).

17.10 Antenna structures over 304.80 meters 51,000 feet) in height. Where
one or more antenna farm areas have been designated for a community or communities (see 17.9), the Commission will not accept for filing an application for a construction permit to construct a new station or to increase
height or change antenna location of an existing station proposing the
erection of an antenna structure over 304.80 meters (1,000 feet) above
ground unless:
It is proposed to locate the antenna structure in a designated
(a)
antenna farm area, or
It is accompanied by a statement from the Federal Aviation
(b)
Administration that the proposed structure will not constitute a menace
to air navigation, or
It is accompanied by a request for waiver setting forth reasons sufficient,
if t.-r, to justify such a waiver.
(c)

A notification
§17.14 Certain antenna structures exempt from notification to the FAA.
to the Federal Aviation Administration is not required for any of the following
construction or alteration:
Any object that would be shielded by existing structures of a permanent and
substantial character or by natural terrain or topographic features of equal or greater
height and would be located in the congested area of a city, town, or settlement where
it is evident beyond all reasonable doubt that the structure so shielded will not
adversely affect safety in air navigation. Applicants claiming such exemption under
§17.14(a) shall submit a statement with their application to the FCC explaining basis
in detail for their finding.
(a)

Any antenna structure of 6.10 meters (20 feet) or less in height
except one that would increase the height of another antenna structure.
Any air navigation facilityy airport visual approach or land(c)
ing aid, aircraft arresting device, or meteorological device, of a type
approved by the Administrator pf the Federal Aviation Administration,
the location and height of which is fixrd by its functional purpose.
(b)
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Nothing in the criteria in this subpart
17.17 Existing structures. (a)
concerning antenna structures or locations shall apply to those structures
prior to September 5, 1967.
No change in any of these criteria or relocation of air ports
(b)
shall at any time impose a new restriction upon any then existing or
authorized antenna structure or structures.
SUBPART C -SPECIFICATIONS FOR OBSTRUCTION MARKING AND LIGHTING
OF ANTENNA STRUCTURES
17.21 Painting and lighting, when required. Antenna structures shall be
painted and lighted when:
They exceed 60.96 meters (200 feet) in height above the ground
(a)
or they require special aeronautical study.
The Commission may modify the above requirement for painting
(b)
and/or lighting of antenna structures, when it is shown by the applicant
that the absence of such marking would not impair the safety of air navigation, or that a lesser marking requirement would insure the safety thereof.
17.22 Particular specifications to be used. Whenever painting and lighting
are required, the Commission will assign painting and lighting specifications pursuant to the provisions of this subpart. If an antenna installation is of such a nature that its painting and lighting in accordance with
these specifications are confusing or endangered, rather than assieting air=
ment, or are otherwise inadequate, the Commission will specify the type
of painting/lighting or other marking to be used ín individual situations.

Specifications for painting of antenna structures in accordance with
17.21. Except for antenna structures lighted in conformance with 17.39,
.40, 41 and .42 (High Intensity Obstruction Lighting), antenna structures
shall be painted throughout their height with alternate bands of aviation
surface orange and white, terminating with aviation surface organe bands
The width of the bands sháll be equal and approxiat both top and bottom.
mately one -seventh the height of the structure, provided, however, that
the bands shall not be more than 30.48 meters (100 feet) nor less than
0.46 meters (116 feet) in width.
AVIATION RED OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING
17.24 Specifications for the lighting; of antenna structures up to and includinl 45.2 meters (1 50 feet) in height. Antenna structures up to and
including 45.72 meters (150 feet) in height above ground, which are required to be lighted as a result of notification to the FAA under 17.7
shall be lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the tower at least two
(a)
116 or 125 watt lamps (A21/TS) enclosed in aviation red obstruction light
gloves. The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
The two lights shall burn simultaneously from sunset to sunrise and
shall be positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least
one of the lights from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. A light
sensitive control device or an automatic astronomic dial clock and time
switch may be used to control the lighting in leiu of manual control. When
a light snesitive device is used, it shall be adjusted so that the lights
will be turned on when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface
falls to a level of not less than 376.74 lux (35fc) and turned off when
the north sky illuminance on a vertifical surface rises to a level of
not less than 524.31 lux (58fc).
lighting of antenna structures over 45.72 meters
17.25 Specifications for
(150 feet) and up to and including 91.44 meters (300 feet) in height.

17.23
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17.25(a) - 17.26(a)(2)
(a)
Antenna structures over 45.72 meters (150 feet), up to and including 200 feet in height above ground, which are required to be lighted
as a result of notification to the FAA under 17.7 and antenna structures
over 60.96 meters (200 feet), up to and including 91.44 meters (300 feet)
in height above ground, shall be lighted as follows:

O

(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one
300 m/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620 -,'or 700 -watt lamps
(PS -40 Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped
with aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not
be less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction
of not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined
that this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility
of the 'code beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there
shall be installed two such beacons position so as to insure unobstructed
visibility of at least one of the beacons from aircraft at any normal
angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped with a flashing mechanism
producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than 12 flashes
per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half of
the luminous period.
(2)
At the approximate mid -point of the overall height of the
tower there shall be installed at least two 116 or 125 watt lamps (A21/TS)
enclosed in aviation red obstruction light gloves. The intensity of
each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas. Each light shall be
mounted so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one light at
each level from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
(3)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than
624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.26 S ecifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 91.44
meters
00 feet) up to and including 137.1& meters (450 feetj in height.
(a
Antenna structures over 300 feet up to and including 137.16
meters (450 feet) in height above the ground shall be lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one
300 m/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps
(PS -40 Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously and equipped
with aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not
be less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction
does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon from aircraft
at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least
one of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The
beacons shall be equipped with a flashing mechanism producing not more
than 40 flashes per minute, nor less than 12 flashes per minute, with a
period of darkness equal to approximately one-half of the luminous period.
(2)
On levels at approximately two-thirds and one-third of the
overall height of the tower, there shall be installed at least 115 or
125 watt lamps (A21/TS) enclosed in aviation red obstruction light globes.
The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas. Each
light shall be mounted so as to insure unobstructed visibility of
at least one light at each level from aircraft at any normal angle of
approach.
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All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north key illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than
624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.27 Specifications for the lightingof antenna structures over 137.16
.88 meters (600 feet) in height.
meters 450 feet) up to and includin
Antenna structures over 137.16 meters (450 fees.) up to and
(a)
including 182.88 meters (600 feet) in height above the ground shall be
lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one
(1)
300 n/n electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps
(PS -40 Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously and equipped
with aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not
be less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction
of not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of
(3)

supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that
this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than
12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half of
the luminous period.
At approximately one-half of the overall height of the tower one similar
(2)
flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall be installed in such position within the
tower proper that the structural members will not impair the visibility of this
In the event this beacon cannot
beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
be installed in a manner to insure unobstructed visibility of it from aircraft at any
normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such beacons, at each level.
Each beacon shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite
sides of the tower at the prescribed height.
(3)
On levels at approximately three -fourths and one-fourth of
the overall height of the tower, at least one 116 or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS)
enclosed in an aviation red obstruction light globe shall be installed on
each outside corner of the tower at each level. The intensity of each lamp
shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.

(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled
by a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31
lux (58 fc).
17.28 S ecifications for the lightin of antenna structures over 182.88
meters 600 feet) up to and including
-228.60 meters (750 feet) in height.
(a
Antenna structures over 182.88 meters (600 feet j up to and
including 228.60 meters (750 feet) in height above the ground shall be
lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300 m/m
electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
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aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supportint this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined
that this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility
of the code beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there
shall be installed two such beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the beacons from aircraft at any
normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped with a flashing
mechanism» producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than 12
flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately
one-half of the luminous period.
(2)
At approximately two -fifths of the overall height of the tower one similar
flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall be installed in such position within the
tower proper that the structural members will not impair the visibility of this beacon
In the event this beacon cannot be
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
installed in a manner to insure unobstructed visibility of it from aircraft at any
normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such beacons, at each level.
Each beacon shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite
sides of the tower at the prescribed height.

On levels at approximately four -fifths, three -fifths and one(3)
fifth of the overall height of the tower, at least one 116 or 125 watt
lamp (A21/tS) shall be installed enclosed in an aviation red obstruction
light globe on each outside corner of the tower at each level.
The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 367.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31 lux
(58 fc).
17.29 S ecification for the lighting of antenna structures over 228.60
meters 50 feet) up to and includin. 2 4. 2 meters '00 feet in height.
Antenna structures over
8. meters
0 ee
up to and
including 274.32 meters (900 feet) in height above the ground shall be
lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300 m/m
electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be less
than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of not
more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supporting
this beacon is mounted on ton of the atr»wture ands it is determined that
this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code
beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two
such beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of
the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be
equipped with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor
less than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately
one-half of the luminous period.
On levels at approximately two-thixs and one-third of the overall height
(2)
of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall be installed
in such position within the tower proper that the structural members will not impair
the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. In the
event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner to insure unobstructed visibility
of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed
two such beacons, at each level. Each beacon shall be mounted on the outside of
diagonally opposite corners or opposite sides of the tower at the prescribed height.
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On levels at approximately five -sixths, one-half and one -sixth
(3)
of the overall height of the tower, at least one 116 or 125 watt larr.p
(A21/TZ) enclosed in an aviation red obstruction light glove shall be inThe intensity
stalled on each outside corner of the tower at each level.
of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by a
light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31 lux
(58 fc).
17.30 Specifications for the li htin of antenna structures over 274.12
0.04 meters (1,050 feet) in height.
meters 900 feet) up to and incTdin
Antenna structures over 274.52 meters (900 feet) up to and in(a)
cluding 320.04 meters (1,050 feet) in height above the ground shall be
lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300 m/m
(1)
electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be less
than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of not
more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supporting this
beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that this
additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the cofi beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half
of the luminous period.
On levels at approximately four -sevenths and two -sevenths of the overall
(2)
height of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall be
installed in such position within the tower proper that the structural members will
not impdr the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner to insure unobstructed
visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall
be installed two such beacons, at each level. Each beacon shall be mounted on the
outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite sides of the tower at the prescribed
height.

On levels at approximately six -sevenths, five -sevenths, three (3)
sevenths and one -seventh of the overall height of the tower at least 116
or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed in an aviation red obstruction light
glove shall be installed on each outside corner of the tower at each level.
The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
(4)
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level or
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 524.31
lux (58 fc).
Specificatio s,fºr the lighting of antenna structures over 320.04
17.31
meters (1 0 0 feet) up to and including 365.76 meters (1 200 feet) in
Antenna structures over 320.4 meters (1,050 feet) up to
(a)
height.
and including 365.76 meters (1,200 feet) in height above the ground shall
be lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300 m/m
(1)
electric code beacon equipped with two 500-,620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS 40 Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be less
tion of not
candelas
thanr
(20 rest) in heightdand incapablesof supportthanO6.10
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17.31(a)(1) -17.32(a)(3)
ing this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that his
additional constuction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall beeq uipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately onehalf of the luminous period.
On levels at approximately three -fourths, one-half and one-fourth of the
(2)
overall height of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall
be installed in such position within the tower proper that the structural members
will not impair the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner to insure unapproach.
obstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach,
Each beacon shall be
there shall be installed two such beacons, at each level.
opposite
sides of the tower
mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or
at the prescribed height.
On levels at approximately seven -eights, five -eights, three (3)

eights, and one -eighth of the overall height of the tower, at least one
116 or 125 watt lamp (A21 -TS) enclosed in an aviation red obstruction
light glove shall be installed on each outside corner of the tower at
each level. The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5
candelas.
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
(4)
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31 lux
(58 fc).
17.32 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 36.76
meters (1 200 feet) up to and including 411-.48 meters (1 50 feet) in
Antenna structures over 356.76 meters (1,200 feet) up to
(a)
height.
and including 411.48 meters (1,350 feet) in height above the ground shall
be lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300
(1)
m/rn electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of
supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that
this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
of approach, there shall be installed two such
from aircraft at any normal an
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than
12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half
of the luminous period.
On levels at approximately two-thirds, four-nin ns, and two-nin is of
the overall height of the tower one similar flashing 300 mini electric code beacon
shall be installed in such position within the tower proper that the structural
members will not impair the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any normal
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner to
angle of approach.
insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle
of approach, there shall be installed two such beacons at each level. Each beacon
shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or apposite sides
of the tower at the prescribed height.
(2)

-

On levels at approximately eight -ninths, seven -ninths, five (3)
ninths, one-third and one -ninth of the overall height of the tower, at
least one 116 or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed
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in an aviation red obstruction light glove shall be installed on each
outside corner of the tower at each level. The intensity of each lamr
shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level
of not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than
624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.33 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 411.38
meters (,350 feet) and up to and including457.20 meters el -2500 feet)
in height.
(a)
Antenna structures over 41-.3 meters (1,350 feet) and
up to and including 457.20 meters (1,500 feet) in height above the ground
shall be lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300
m/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supporting this beacon is mounted
on top of the structure and it is determined that this
additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two
such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of
the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The beacons shall he
equipped with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute
nor
less than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately
onehalf of the liminous period.

(2)
On levels at approximately four -fifths, three -fifths, two -fifths, and
one -fifth of the overall height of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric
code beacon wall be installed in such position within the tower proper that the
structural members will not impair the visibility of this beacon from aircraft,
at any
normal angle of approach.
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner
to insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angles
of approach, there shall be installed two such beacons at each level.
Each beacon shall
be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite sides
of the tower
at the prescribed height.

On levels at approximately nine -tenths, seven -tenths, onehalf, three -tenths, and one -tenth of the overall height of the tower, at
least one 116 or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed in an aviation red
obstruction light globe shalj.,be installed on each outside corner of
the tower at each level. The intensity of a h lamp sh:.;l' n.:t be less
than 32.5 candals.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance level on
a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.34 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 457.20
meters (1,500 feet Z up to and including 02.92 meters (1,650 feet)
Height above the ground. (ay Antenna structures over 457.20 metersin
(1,97J reet) up to and including 502.92 meters
(1,650 feet) in height
above the ground shall be lighted as follows:
(3)
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There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300
(1)
m/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of
supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that
this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than
12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half of the
luminous period.
On levels at approximately eight -elevenths, six -elevenths, four -elevenths,
(2)
and ;:.ro -elevenths of the overall height of the tower, one similar flashing 200 m/m electric
code beacon shall be installed in such position within the tower proper that the
structural members will not impair the visibility of this beacon from the aircraft at
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a
any normal angle of approach.
manner to insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal
angle of approach there shall be installed two such beacons, at each level.
Each
beacon shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite
sides of the tower at the prescribed height.

(3) On levels at approximately ten -elevenths, nine -elevenths, seven elevenths, five -elevenths, three -elevenths, and one -eleventh of the overall

height of the tower at least 116 or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed in
an aviation red obstruction light globe shall be installed on each outside
corner of the tower at each level. The intensity of each lamp shall not
be less than 32.5 candelas.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 376.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31
lux (58 fc).
17.35 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 502.92
meters (1,650 feet) up to and including 548 64 meters (1 800 feet) in
(a)
Antenna structures over 502.92 meters (1,650 feet) up to
height.
and including 548.64 meters (1,800 feet) in height above the ground shall
be lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300
(1)
m/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of
supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the strúcáre and it is determined that
this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately onehalf of the luminous period.
On levels at approximately five -sixths, two-thirds, one-half, one-third,
(2)
and one -sixth of the overall height of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric
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17.35(a)(2) - 17.36(a)(3)
code beacon shall be ins-ta,L-;d it .:uch position within
t:f_
proper that the
structural members will not impair the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any
normal angle of approach.
In the event these beacons cannot be installed in a manner
to insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at any normal angle
of
approach, there shall be installed two such beacons at each level.
Each beacon shall
be mounted on the outside of diagonally opposite corners or opposite sides of the
tower at the prescribed height.

On levels at approximately eleven -twelfths, three-fouths,
seven -twelfths, five -twelfths, one-fourth and one -twelfth of the overall
(3)

height of the tower at least one 116 or 125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed
in an aviation red obstruction light globe shall be installed on each
outside corner of the tower at each. level. The intensity of each lamp
shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled
by a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned
on when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level
not less than 367.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than
624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.36 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 548.64
meters (1 800 feetT uo to and including 594.36 meters (1 950 feet) in
height.
(a)
Antenna structures over 548.64 meters (1,800 feet) up to
and including 594.36 meters (1,950 feed in height above the ground shall
be lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300
ri/m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40,
Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of
supporting this beacon is mounted on top of the structure and it is determined that this
additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility of the code beacon
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such
beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed visibility of at least one of the
beacons from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The beacons shall be equipped
with a flashing mechanism producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than 12 flashes per minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately onehalf of the luminous period.
(2)
On levels at approximately ten -thirteenths, eight -thirteenths, six thirteenths, four -thirteenths, and two -thirteenths of the overall height of the tower
one similar flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall be installed in such position
within the tower proper that the structural members will not impair the visibility of
this beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach. In the event these beacons
cannot be installed in a manner to insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons
from aircraft at any normal angle of approach,' there shall be installed two such
beacons, at each level. Each beacon shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally
opposite corners or opposite sides of the tower at the prescribed height.
(3)
One levels at approximately twelve -thirteenths, eleven -thirteenth,
nine -thirteenths, seven -thirteenths, five -thirteenths, three -thirteenths,
and one -thirteenth of the overall height of the tower at least one 116 or

125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed in an aviation red obstruction light globe
shall be installed on each outside
corner of the tower at each level. The
intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
10/31/77
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17.36(a)(4) - 17.38

-`

(4)
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level
of not less than 376.64 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than 624.31
lux (58 fc).
17.37 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 594.36
meters
9 0 feet) up to and includin 4bÚ.0$ meters 021100 feet) in
height.
(a)
Antenna structures over 774.51711-117-11,50 feet) up to
and including 460.08 meters (2,100 feet) in height above the ground
shall be lighted as follows:
(1)
There shall be installed at the top of the structure one 300

r../ -m electric code beacon equipped with two 620-, or 700 -watt lamps (PS -40,

Í--".\

`.-./

Code Beacon type) both lamps to burn simultaneously, and equipped with
aviation red color filters. The steady burning intensity shall not be
less than 2,000 candelas (in red). Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 6,10 meters (20 feet) in height and incapable of supportinm this beacon Ls mounted on ton of the structure and it is determined
`hat this additional construction does not permit unobstructed visibility
or the code beacon from aircraft at any normal angle of approach, there
shall he installed two such beacons positioned so as to insure unobstructed
visibility of at least one of the beacons from aircraft at any normal
angle of approach. The beacons shall be equipped with a flashing mechanism
producing not more than 40 flashes per minute nor less than 12 flashes
ner minute, with a period of darkness equal to approximately one-half of
the luminous period.
(2)
On levels at approximately six -sevenths, five -sevenths, four sevenths, three -sevenths, two -sevenths, and one -seventh of thé overall
height of the tower one similar flashing 300 m/m electric code beacon shall
be installed in such position. within the tower proper that the structural
members will not impair the visibility of this beacon from aircraft at any
normal angle of approach. In the event these beacons cannot be installed in
a manner to insure unobstructed visibility of the beacons from aircraft at
any normal angle of approach, there shall be installed two such beacons
at each level. Each beacon shall be mounted on the outside of diagonally
opposite corners or opposite sides of the tower at the prescribed height.
On levels at approximately thirteen -fourteenths, eleven -four(3)
teenths, nine -fourteenths, one-half, five -fourteenths, three -fourteenths,
and one -fourteenth of the overall height of the tower at least one 116 or
125 watt lamp (A21/TS) enclosed in an aviation red obstruction light. globe
shall be installed on each outside corner of the towér at each level.
The intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
All lights shall burn continuously or shall be controlled by
(4)
a light sensitive device adjusted so that the lights will be turned on
when the north sky illuminance on a vertical surface falls to a level of
not less than 367.74 lux (35 fc) and turned off when the north sky
illuminance on a vertical surface rises to a level of not less than
624.31 lux (58 fc).
17.38 Specifications for the lighting of antenna structures over 640.08
meters (2,iuu iee') in hh3.gnt. Antenna structures over 640.08 meters
(2,iuu l eet) in neignt áoove the ground shall be lighted in accordance
with specifications to be determined by the Commission after aeronautical study which will include lighting recommendations.
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17.39 - (c)(1)

High Intensity White Obstruction Lighting
NOTE:

When authorized by the Commission, high intensity white obstruction lighting will be used in lieu of obstruction marking and lighting
specified in 17.23 through 17.37.
In general, the number of levels of high intensity lighting specified
is dependent upon the overall height of the skeletal frame or comparable
main support structure, excluding antennas or similar appurtenances. A
white capicator discharge omnidirectional lights mounted on or adjacent
to the appurtenance, if more than 6.10 meters (20 feet), to complement
the lighting system.
Where a dual lighting system is employed, i.e., high intensity white
obstruction lighting during daylight and red obstruction lighting at
night, the omnidirectional high intensity light, if equipped with an
aviation red color filter for nighttime illumination, may be used in
lieu of the 300 mm top beacon specified in 17.24(a) and subparagraph
(a)(1) in Sections 17.25 through 17.37.
17.39 Specifications for the hi Eh intensity lihting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower up to and. including 91.íI meters (300 feet) ín
height.
Antenna structures having a skeletal tower or other main support structure up to and including 91.44 meters (300 feet) in height shall
be obstruction lighted as follows:
(a)
There shill be installed at the top of the skeletal tower or other
main support structure three or more high intensity light units which conform to FAA/DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting
The complement of units shall emit a white high intensity light
Systems.
and produce an effective intensity of not less than 200,000 candelas (daytime) uniformly about the antenna structure in the horizontal plane. The
effective intensity shall be reduced to approximately 20,000 candelas at
twilight, and to approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
The light units
shall be mounted in a manner to insure unobstructed viewing from aircraft
at any normal angle of approach and so that the effective intensity of the
full beam is not impaired by any structural members of the skeletal framework.
The units will normally be adjusted so that the center of the beam
is in the horizontal plane.
(b)
Where an antenna or similar appurtenance extends more than 6.10
meters (20 feet) above the skeletal tower or other main support structure,
a white capicator discharge omnidirectional light which conforms to
FAA/DOD Specification L856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting Specifications, shall be mounted on the highest point.
If the antenna or simular appurtenance is incapable of supporting the omnidirectional light,
one or more lights will be installed on a suitable adjacent support
with the light(s) mounted no more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) below the
tip of the appurtenance. The light(s) shall be positioned so as to permit
unobstructed viewing of at least one light from aircraft at any normal
angle of approach. The light unit(s) emit a beam peak intensity around
its periphery of approximately 20,000 candelas during daytime and twilight
operation, and approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
(c)
All lights shall be synchronized to flash simultaneously at 40
pulses per minute. The light system shall be equipped with a light sensitive control device which shall face the north sky and cause the intensity
steps to change automatically when the north sky illumination on a vertical
surface is as follows:
(1)
Day to Twilight: T is shall not occur before the illumination drops to 645.84 lux (60 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
322.92 lux_(30 fc).
.
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17.39(c)(2)
(2)
Twilight to Night: This shall not occur before the illumination drops to 53.82 lux (5 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
21.53 lux (2 fc) .
Night to Day: The intensity changes listed in subparagraphs
(3)
(1) and (2) of this paragraph shall be reversed in transitioning from the
night to day modes.
Failure of the intensity step changing circuits shall cause all lights
to operate in the high intensity mode, or, the next brighter intensity
step above that required for the period of operation.
17.40 Specifications for the high intensitylighting of antenna structures
00 feet) up to and including
having a skeletal tower over 1.44 meters
182.88 meters (600 feet) in height. 'Antenna structures having a skeletal
tower or other main support structure over 91.44 meters (300 feet) up to
and including 182.88 meters (600 feet) in height shall be obstruction
lighted as follows:
There shall be installed at the top of the skeletal tower or other
(a)
main support structure three or more high intensity light units which conform to FAA/DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting
Systems. The complement of units shall emit a white high intensity light
and produce an effective intensity of not less than 200,000 candelas (daytime) uniformally about the antenna structure in the horizontal plane.
The effective intensity shall be reduced to approximately 20,000 candelas
The light units
at twilight, and to approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
shall be mounted in a manner to insure unobstructed viewing from aircraft
at any normal angle of approach and so that the effective intensity of the
full beam is not impaired by any structural members of the skeletal frameThe units will normally be adjusted so that the center of the beam
work.
is in the horizontal plane.
At the approximate 1/2 (midpoint) level of the skeletal tower
(b)
there shall be installed an additional set of high intensity obstruction
lights as in paragraph (a) of this section. The normal angular adjustment
See Table
of the beam centers above the horizontal shall be 2 degrees.
under 17.42.
Where an antenna or similar appurtenance extends more than 6.10
(c)
meters (20 feet) above the skeletal tower or other main support structure
a white capacitor discharge omnidirectional light which conforms to
FAA/DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting Systems,
shall be mounted on the highest point. If the antenna or similar appurtenance is incapable of supporting the omnidirectional light, one or more
lights shall be installed on a suitable adjacent support with the light(s)
mounted no more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) below the tip of the appurtenance. The light(s) shall be positioned so as to permit unobstructed viewing of at least one light from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The light unit(s) shall emit a beam peak intensity around its periphery of
approximately 20,000 candelas during daytime and twilight operation, and
approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
All lights shall be synchronized to flash simultaneously at 40
(d)
pulses per minute. The light system shall be equipped with a light sensitive control device which shall face the north sky and cause the intensity
steps to change automatically when the north sky illumination on a vertical
surface is as follows:
Day to Twilight: This shall not occur before the illumina(1)
tion drops to 645.84 lux (60 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
322.92 lux (30 fc).
Twilight to Night: This shall not occur before the illumina(2)
tion drops to 53.82 lux (5 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
21.53 lux (2 fc).
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17.40(d)(3) - 17.41(d)(1)
(3)
Night to Day: The intensity changes listed in subparagraph
(1) and (2) of this paragraph shall be reversed in transitioning from the
night to day modes.
Failure of the intensity step changing circuits shall cause all light
to operate in the high intensity mode or the next brighter intensity step
above that required for the period of operation.

17.41

Specifications for the high intensity lightinE of antenna structures havin a skeletal tower over 182.88 meters 0600 feet) up to and
includin g 3Ó4.g0 meters II -000 feet) in height. Antenna structures having
a skeletal tower or other main support structures over 182.88 meters
(600 feet) up to and including 1000 feet in height shall be obstruction
lighted as follows:
(a)
There shall be installed at the top of the skeletal tower or other
main support structure three or more high intensity light units which conform to FAA/DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting
System.
The complement of units shall emit a white high intensity light
and produce an effective intensity light of not less than 200,000 candelas
(daytime) uniformly about the antenna structure in the horizontal plane.
The effective intensity shall be reduced to approximately 20,000 candelas
at twilight, and to approximately 4,000 candelas at night. The light
units shall be mounted in a manner to insure unobstructed viewing from aircraft at any normal angle of approach so that the effective intensity of
the full beam is not impaired by any structural members of the skeletal
framework. The units will normally be adjusted so that the center of
the beam is in the horizontal plane.
(b)
At the approximate 1/3 and 2/3 levels of the skeletal tower
there shall be installed additional sets of high intensity obstruction
lights as in paragraph (a) of this section. The normal angular adjustment of the beam centers above the horizontal shall be 2 degrees at the
1/3 level and one degree at the 2/3 level. See table under 17.42.
(c)
Where a rod or similar appuretenance extends more than 6.10
meters (20 feet) above the skeletal tower or other main
support structure,
a white capacitor discharge omnidirectional light which
conforms to FAA/
DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting
be mounted on the highest point. If the antenna or similar Systems, shall
is incapable of supporting the omnidirectional light, one or appurtenance
more lights
shall be mounted on the highest point. If the antenna or similar
appurtenance is incapable of supporting the omnidirectional light, one or more
lights shall be installed on a suitable adjacent support with the light(s)
mounted no more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) below the tip of the appurtenance. The light(s) shall be positioned so as to permit unobstructed
viewing of at least one light from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The light unit(s) shall emit a beam peak intensity around its periphery
of approximately 20,000 candelas during daytime and twilight
operation, and
approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
(d)
All lights shall be synchronized to flash simultaneously at 40
pulses per minute. The light system shall be equipped with a light sensitive control device which shall face the north sky and cause the intensity
steps to change automatically when the north sky illumination
on a vertical
surface is as follows:
(1)
Day to Twilight: This shall not occur before the illumination
drops to 645.84 lux (60 fc), but shall
occur before it drops below
322.92 lux (30 fc).
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17.41(d)(2) - 17.42(c)
(2)
Twolight to Night. This shall not occur before the illumination drops to 53.82 lux (5 fc) but shall occur before it drops to 31.53
lux (2 fc).
(3)
Night to Day. The intensity changes listed in (1) and (2)
of this paragraph shall be reversed in transitioning from the night to
day modes.
Failure of the intensity step changing circuits shall cause all lights
to operate in the high intensity mode or the next brighter step above
that required for the period of operation.
17.42 Specifications for the high intensity lighting of antenna structures
having a skeletal tower over 604.80 meters (1000 feet) in height. Antenna
structures having a skeletal tower or other main support structure over
604.80 meters (1000 feet) in height shall be obstruction lighted as follows:
(a)
There shall be installed at the top of the skeletal tower or
other main support structure three or more high intensity light units
which conform to FAA/DOD Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction
Lighting Systems. The complement of units shall emit a white high intensity light and produce an effective intensity light and produce an effective
intensity of not less than 200,000 candelas (daytime) uniformally about
the antenna structure in the horizontal position.
The effective intensity
shall be reduced to approximately 20,000 candelas at twilight, and to
approximately 4,000 candelas at night. The light units shall be mounted
in a manner to insure unobstructed viewing from aircraft at any normal
angle of approach and so that the effective intensity of the full beam
is not impaired by any structural members of the skeletal framework.
The units will normally be adjusted so that the center of the beam is in
the horizontal plane.
(b)
In addition, there shall be installed at approximate equi-distant
levels along the vertical axis of the skeletal tower three or more sets
of high intensity obstruction lights as in paragraph (a) of this section.
Three intermediate levels are required for skeletal towers over 304.80
meters (1,000 feet) up to and including 426.72 meters (1,400 feet). For
each additional 121.92 meters (400 feet) of or fraction thereof, one
additional level of lighting shall be installed. The normal angular adjustment of the beam centers at the bottom level shall be 3 degrees above
the horizontal and for the second progressive level shall be 2 degrees
above the horizontal. For other progressive levels, see Table below.
(c)
Where a rod or similar appurtenance extends more than 6.10 meters
(20 feet) above the skeletal tower or other main support structure, a white
capacitor discharge omnidirectional light which conforms to FAA/DOD
Specification L-856, High Intensity Obstruction Lighting Systems shall be
mounted on the highest point.
If the antenna or similar appurtenance is
incapable of supporting the omnidirectional light, one or more lights
shall be installed on a suitable adjacent support with the light(s) mounted
no more than 6.10 meters (20 feet) below the tip of the appurtenance. The
li.mht(s) shall be positioned so as to permit unobstructed viewing of at
least one light from aircraft at any normal angle of approach.
The light
unit(s) shall emit a beam peak intensity around its periphery of approximately 20,000 candelas during daytime and twilight operation, and approximately 4,000 candelas at night.
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17.42(d) - 17.43

All lights shall be synchronized to flash simultaneously at 40
pulses per minute. The light system shall be equipped with a light sensitive control device which shall face the north sky and cause the intensity steps to change automatically when the north sky illumination on
a vertical surface is as follows:
Day to Twilight: This shall not occur before the illumina(1)
tion drops to 645.84 lux (60 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
322.92 lux (30 fc).
Twilight to Night: This shall not occur before the illumi(2)
nation drops to 53.82 lux (5 fc), but shall occur before it drops below
21.53 lux (2 fc).
Night to Day. The intensity changes listed in subparagraph
(3)
(1) and (2) of this paragraph shall be reversed in transitioning from the
night to day modes.
Failure of the intensity step changing circuits shall cause all lights
to operate in high intensity modes or the next brighter intensity step
above that required for the period of operation.
(d)

Degrees elevation above horizontal

Number of light levels on structure
Light Level

Top

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

4

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

Bottom

2

1

1

Painting and lighting of new and existing structures. (a) The provisions of
painted and/or
this part of the rules with respect to antenna structures required to be
1,-1970,
for
any
new
antenna
structure
and for any
licrhted, shall be effective November
existing
antenna
structure.
chang;c in the height or location of an
y17.43

All existing antenna structures required to bé painted shall be painted in the
is repainted (see
manner set forth in §17.23 at the time when the antenna structure
(b)
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17.43 - 17.48(a)

Section 17.50) or in no event later than November 1, 1977.
A11 existing antenna structures required to be illuminated shall be brought
into conformity herewith within 6 months after September 5, 1970, at any station for
which the authorization is renewable on or prior to that date, and within 3 months
following the renewal of an authorization renewable after September 5, 1970.
(c)

(d)
Nothing in the notification criteria concerning antenna structures or
locations, as set forth in Subpart B of this part, shall apply to painting and lighting
those structures authorized prior to September 5, 1967, except where lighting and
painting requirements are reduced, in which case the lesser requirements any apply
upon approval of an application to the Commission for such reduction.

17.45 Temporary warning lights. During construction of an antenna
structure, for which red obstruction lighting is required, at least two 116
or 125 watt lamps (A21/TS) enclosed in aviation red obstruction light
gloves, shall be installed at the uppermost point of the structure. The
In addition,
intensity of each lamp shall not be less than 32.5 candelas.
as the height of the structure exceeds each level at which permanent obstruction lights will be required, two similar lights shall be installed at
each level. These temporary warning lights shall be displayed nightly
from sunset to sunrise until the permanent obstruction lughts have been
installed and placed in operation, and shall be positioned so as to insure
unobstructed visibility of at least one of the lights at any normal angle
of approach. If practical, the permanent obstruction lights may be installed and operated at each required level as. construction progresses.
§17.47 Inspection of tower lights and associated control equipment.
The licensee of
any radio station which has an antenna structure requiring illumination pursuant to
the provisions of section 303(q) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, as
outlined elsewhere in this part:
(a)(1)
Shall male an observation of the tower lights at least once each 24 hours
either visually or by observing an automatic properly maintained indicator designed
to register any failure of such lights, to insure that all such lighta3are functioning property as required; or alternatively.
(2)
Shall provide and properly maintain an automatic alarm system designed
to detect any failure of such lights and to provide indication of such failure to the
licensee.
(b)

Shall inspect at intervals not to exceed 3 months all automatic or mechanical
control devices, indicators, and alarm systems associated with the tower lighting to
insure that such apparatus is fuationing properly.

§17.48 Notification of extinguishment or improper functioning of lights. The licensee
of any radio station Vhich has an antenna structure requiring illumination pursuant to
the provisions of sestina 303(q) of the Cosssniestions Act of 1934, as amended, as
outlined elsewhere la this part:
(a)
Shall report immediately by telephone or telegraph to the nearest
Flight Service Station or Office of the Federal Aviation Administration any
observed or otherwise known extinguishment or improper function of any top
steady burning light or any flashing obstruction light, regardless of its
position on the antenna structure, not corrected within 30 minutes. Such
reports shall set forth the condition of the lights or lights, the circumstances which caused the failure, and the probable date for restoration of
service. Further notification by telephone or telegraph shall be given
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§17.143(a)

C

- 17.51

immediately upon resumption of normal operation
of the light or lights.

An extinguishment or improper functioning of a steady burning
side or
intermediate light or lights, shall be corrected
as soon as possible, but notification
to the FAA of such extinguishment
or improper functioning is not required.
(b)

17.49 Recording of tower light inspections in the station records.
The
licensee of any radio station which has an antenna structure requiring
illimination must make the following entries in the station records in
the event of any observed or otherwise known extinguishment or improper
functioning of a tower light:
a
The nature of such extinguishment or improper functioning.
b) The date and time the extinguishment or improper operation was
observed or otherwise noted.
(c) Tne date, time and nature of adjustments, repairs or replacements made.
§17.50 Cleaning and repainting.
All towers shall be cleaned or repainted as often
as necessary to maintain good visibility.

17.51

Time when lights should be exhibited. (a) All red obstruction lighting shall be exhibited from sunset to sunrise unless otherwise specified.
(b)
All high intensity obstruction lighting shall be exhibited continuously unless otherwise specified.
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17.53
17.53 Lighting equipment and paint. The lighting equipment, color of
filters, and shade of paint referred to in the specifications are further
defined in the following government and/or Army -Navy Aeronautical Specifications, Bulletins, and Drawings:
(Lamps are referred to by standard numbers).

Outside White
Aviation Surface Orange
Aviation Surface Orange, Enamel .:
Aviation Red Obstruction Light-Color

Flashing Beacons

TT-P-1021(Color No. 17875, FS -595).
TT-P-591fColor No. 12197, FS -595).
TT -E-489 (Color No. 12197, FS -595).

MIL -C-250502.
CAA -4463 Code Beacons, 300 mm.

DO
Double and Single Obstruction Tight
DO
High Intensity White Obstruction
Light

MIL -62732.

116
125
620
700

No.
No.
No.
No.

L-8103(FAA AC No. 150/5345-24).
MIL -L-78302.

FAA/DOD L-856 (FAA AC No. 150/534543B4).

Watt
Watt
Watt
Watt

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp

116 A21/TS (6,000 h).
125 A21/TS (6,000 h).
620 PS -40 (3,000 h).
700 PS -40 (6,000 h).

1Copies of this specification can be obtained from the Specification
Activity Building 197, Room 301, Naval Weapons Plant, 1st and N Streets,
S.E., Washington, D.C. 20407.
2Copies of Military specifications can be obtained by contacting the
Commanding Officer, Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue,
Attention: NPPC-105, Philadelphia, Pa., 19120.
3Copies of Federal Aviation Administration specifications may be
obtained from the Chief, Configuration Control Branch, AAF-110, Department
of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20591.
4Copies of Federal Aviation Administration advisory circulars may be
obtained from the Department of Transportation, Publications Section,
TAD -443.1, 400 7th St., S.W., Washington, D.C., 20590.
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17.54 - 17.58
17.54 Rated lamp voltage. To insure the necessary lumen output by obstruction lights, the rated voltage of incandescent lamps used shall
correspond to be within 3 percent higher than the voltage across the
lamp socket during the normal hours of operation.
17.56 Maintenance of lighting equipment.
(a)
Replacing or repairing
of lights, automatic indicators or automatic control or alarm systems
shall be accomplished as soon as practicable.
(b)
The flash tubes in a high intensity obstruction lighting system
shall be replaced whenever the peak effective daytime intensity falls
below 200,000 candelas.

$17.57 Report of radio transmitting antenna construction, alteration,
and/or removal. Any permittee or licensee who, pursuant to any instrument of authorization from the Commission to erect or make changes
affecting antenna height or location of an antenna tower for which
obstruction marking or lighting is required shall, prior to start of
tower construction and upon completion of such construction or changes,
fill out and file with the Aeronautical chart Division of the National
Ocean Survey, NOAA Form 76-10 (Report of Radio Transmitting Antenna
Construction, Alteration and/or Removal) in order that antenna tower
information may be provided promptly for use on aeronautical charts and
related publications in the interest of safety in air navigation.

§17.58 Facilities to be located on land under the jurisdiction of the
U.S. Forest Service or the Bureau of Land Management.
Any application
proposeing new or modified transmitting facilities to be located on
land under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service or the Bureau of
Land Management shall include a statement that the facilities will be so
located, and the applicant shall comply with the requirements of 1.70
of this chapter.
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73.1690
73.644

TV.

Transmissions, Permissible (FM)
Transmitter control, Fail eats. for auto-

73.277

matic transmission system 73.144
73.344
73.544
73.1660

FM_
NCE-FM
Transmtier duty operators.._
Transmlaa, Location -

AM '

............_.._........_

`

FM

Transmitter location
system (TV).
Transmitters, Awáiery

and

antenna

Transmitters, broadcast, Acceptability
of.

73.188
73.315
73.685
73.1670
73.1880

Transmitters, Mtain.,,
.__ 73.1665
Transmitters, TV, aural
al and visual, Op-. 73.853
oration of.
-

TV Channel 6 protection ~Fag-- 73525
TV colorbcast during black/white pro- 73.4272 (1
(tramming.

TV/FM dualdanguage broadcasting in
Puerto -Rico.
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73.14
73.15

NARBA and the U.S./4exio.

73.17
73.18

Cross reference to rules
Notification of filing 6

73.21
73.22
73.23
73.24
73.25

Three classes of AM broadcast channels.
Classes and power of standard. broadcast stations.
Time of operation. 73..1705';:
Broadcast facilities; showing required.
Clear channels; Classes
and II stations.
Regional channels; Classes tII-A and.II>I-B stations.

73.26
73.27
73.28
73.29
73.30

73.31
73.32
73.33
73.34
73.35
73.36
73.37
73.38
73.39
73.40
73.41
73.42
73.43
73.44
73.45
73.46
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applications.

Local channels; Classes IV. 'stations

Assignment of stations to channels.
Class IV stations on regional channels.
Station location and program origination. 73.1120, 73.1125,
73.1130
Rounding of noninal power specified in applications.
Special experimental authorizations.
Antenna systems; showing required.
Normal license period.
Multiple ownership. 73..3555
Special field test authorization. 73.1515
Applications for broadcast facilities, showing required.
Limited time operation. 73:1725
Indicating instruments -- specifications,
AM transmission system, pe:Tformance: requirements.
Maximum rated carrier power,. tolerances.See 73.1665
Maximum rated carrier .powe r how determined.See 73.1665
Modification of transmiss ce:system.,.See 73.1690
AM transmission system.
Antenna system.
Standards of good engineellg practice. '73.1665, 73.1670
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Sec.

73.47
73.48

73.49
73.50
73.51
73.52
73.53
73.54
73.55
73.56
73.57
73.58
73.59
73.60
73.61
73.62
73.63
73.64
73.65

(continued)

Equipment performance measurements. See 73.1590
Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing.
73.1660
AM transmission system installations and safety requirements.
Requirements for approval of modulation monitors.
Determining operating, powers.
Maintenance of antenna input power
Requirements for type approval of AM modulation monitors
Antenna resistance and reactance; how determine
Modulation. See 73.1570
Modulation monitors.
Remote reading antenna and common point ammeters.
Indicating instauments.
Frequency tolerance. 73.1545
Frequency measurements. 73.1540
AM directional antenna field measurements.
Directional antenna system tolerances.
Auxiliary transmitter. 73.1670
Alternate main transmitters. 73.1665
73.1213
Antenna structure, marking and lighting.

REMOTE CONTROL
73.66
73.67
73.68
73.69
73.70
73.71
73.72
73.73

73.4
73.76
73.77
73.78
73.79
73.80
73.81
73.82
73.83
73.87
73.88
78.89
73.91
73.92
73.93
73.94
73.95
73.96

Remote control authorization.
Remote control operation.
Sampling system for antenna monitors.
Antenna (phase) monitors.
Extension meters. See 73.1550
Maximum operating schdule. 73.1740
Operating during experimental period.
73.1730
Specified hours.
73.1715
Sharing time.
Sharing time; experimental period. 73.1715
Sharing time; departure from regular schedule. 73.1715
Sharing time station; notification to Commission. 73.1715
License to specify sunrise and sunset hours. 73.1720
Secondary station; filing of operating schedule. 73.1725
Secondary station; failure to reach agreement. 73.1725
Departure from schedule; material violation. 73.1725
Reference to time.
Times and modes of program transmission. 73.1745
Blanketing interference.
Discontinuance of operation. 73.1750
Station and operator licenses; posting of.
Operator requirements.
Reserved.
Equipment tests.
Program tests.
II
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Sec.

73.97
73.98
73.99

Station inspection. 73.1225
Operating during an emergency.
Presunrise service authority.

73.1250

OTHER OPERATING REQUIRII1ENTS

General requirements relating to logs. See. 73.1800
Program logs. 73.1810
Operating logs. 73.1820
73.114 Vaintenance logs. 73.1330
73.115 Retention of logs. 73.1840
73.116 Availability of logs and records. 73.1225 and 73.1850
(See Subpart H - 73.1201)
74.117 Station identification.
73.118 Reserved.
73.119 Sponsorship identification.
73.120 Broadcasts by candidates for public office.
(See Subpart H - 73.1207)
73.121 Rebroadcast.
72.122 Lotteries. 73.1211
73.123 Personal attacks, political editorials. 73.1910, 73.1920,
73.1930
73.124 Fraudulent billing practice.
73.125 Equal employment opportunities. 73.2080
73.126 Broadcast of telephone conversation. 73.1206
73.127 Use of multiplex transmission.
73.128 AM sterophonic broadcasting.
73.131 Deleted.
73.132 Territorial exclusivity.
73.134- 73.138 Deleted.
73.135
73.136
73.137
73.138
providing for the reserva73.139 Special rules relating to contracts
tion of time upon sale of a station. 73.1150
73.140 Use of automatic transmission system (ATS).
73.142 Use of automatic transmission systems facilities.
73.144 Fail-safe transmitters control for automatic transmission system.
73.146 Automatic transmission system monitoring and alarm points.
73.111
73.112
73.113

73.150
73.151
73.153
73.154
73.157
73.160

Directional antenna systems.
Field intensity measurements to establish performance of
directional antennas.
Field intensity measurements in support of applications or
evidence at hearings.
Field intensity measurements; Partial and skelton proofs of
performance.
Special antenna test authorization.
gg
Vertical plane radiation characteristicsar
S
L STANDARDS
S f(
(See under AM STANDARDS)
73.M4
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-

73.14 (definitions)

73.1

Scope.
This subpart contains those rules which apply exclusively to the AM
broadcast service and are in addition to those rules in Subpart H which are common
to all AM, FM and TV broadcast services, commercial and noncommercial.

73.14

AM broadcast definitions.

AM broadcast band:
The band of frequencies extending from 535 to 1605 kHz.
The band of frequencies occupied by the carrier and the
AM broadcast channel.
upper and lower sidebands of an AM broadcast sianal with the carrier frequency at the
The 107
Channels are designated by their assigned carrier frequencies.
center.
carrier frequencies assigned to AM broadcast stations beain at 540 kHz and are in
successive steps of 10 kHz to 1600 kHz.
NOTE:
See 73.21 for the classification of AM broadcast channels.
A broadcast station licensed for the dissemination of
AM Broadcast station.
of radio communications intended to be received by the public and operated on a
The term "AM broadcast" is synonymous
channel in the band 535-1605 kilohertz (kHz).
with the term "standard broadcast" as may appear elsewhere in this Chapter.
Amplitude modulated
The radio -frequency staae to which the modulator
is coupled and in which the carrier wave is modulated in accordance with the
system of amplitude modulation and the characteristics of the modulating wave.
Amplitude modulator stage.
The last amplifier stage of the modulating wave
amplitude modulates a radio -frequency stage.
Antenna current.
The radio -frequency current in the antenna with no modulation.
Antenna input power.
The product of the square of the antenna current and
the antenna resistance at the point where the current is measured.
Antenna resistance.
The total resistance of the transmitting antenna system
at the operating frequency and at the point at which the antenna current is
measure.
The interference which is caused by the presence of an AM broadBlanketing.
cast signal of one volt per meter (V/m) or areater intensity in the area adjacent to
the antenna of the transmitting station.
The 1'V/m contour is referred to as the
blanket contour and the area within this contour is referred to as the blanket area.
The chance in amplitude of the
Carrier -amplitude regulation;
(Carrier shift).
carrier wave in an amplitude -modulated transmitter when modulation is applied under
conditions of symmetrical modulation.
Combined audio harmonics. The arithmetical sum of the amplitudes of all the
Root sum square harmonic readings may be accepted
separate harmonic components.
under conditions prescribed by the FCC.

Stage.

Critical directional antenna. An AM broadcast directional antenna
that is required, by the terms of a station authorization, to be operated with the relative currents and phases within the antenna elements
at closer tolerance of deviation than those permitted under 73.62 and
observed with a high precision monitor capable of measuring these parameters.
The two hour period immediately following local sunrise and the
Critical hours.
two hour period immediately precedina local sunset.
The period of time between local sunrise and local sunset.
Daytime.
Dominant station. A Class I station, as defined in 73.21
Effective field; Effective field strength. The root -mean -square (RMS) value of
the inverse distance fie ds at a distance of 1 kilometer from the antenna in all
directions in the horizontal plane. The term "field strength" is synonymous with the
term "field intensity" as contained elsewhere in this Part.
The measurements performed to determine the
Equipment performance measurements.
overall performance characteristics of a broadcast transmission system from point of
(See 73.1590).
program origination at main studio to sampling of signal as radiated.
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73.14 (definitions - continued)

o

Experimental period. The time between 12 midniaht local time and local
sunrise, used by AM stations for tests, maintenance and experimentation.
Frequency departure.
The amount of variation of a carrier frequency or center
frequency from its assigned value.
Incidental phase modulation.
The peak phase deviation (in radians) resultina from
the process of amplitude modulation.

Incidental phase mQd lation. The peak phase deviation (in
radians) resulting from the process of amplitude modulation.
Means the product of the direct voltage applied to the last
Input power:
radio stage and the total direct current flowing to the last radio stave, measured
without modulation.
Intermittent service area. Means the area receiving service from the ground wave of a broadcast station but beyond the primary service area and subject to some
interference and fading.
Last radio stage. The radio -frequency power amplifier stage which supplies
power to the antenna.
Left (or right) signal. The electrical output of a microphone or combination
of microphones placed so as to convey the intensity, time, and location of sounds
originated predominately to the listeners' left (or riaht) of the center of the
performing area.
The left (or right) signal as
Left (or right) stereophonic channel.
electrically reproduced in reception of AM stereophonic broadcasts.
The band of audio frequencies from 50 to 15,000 Hz which ampliMain channel.
tude modulates the carrier.
Maximum percentage of modulation. The greatest percentage of modulation that
may be obtained by a transmitter without producing in its output harmonics of the
modulating frequency in excess of those permitted by these regulations.
Maximum rated carrier power. The maximum power at which the transmitter can
be operated satisfactorily and is determined by the desicm of the transmitter and
the type and numberr of vacuum tubes or other amplifier devices used in the last
radio stage.

Nightime.

The period of time between local sunset and local sunrise.

The power of an AM broadcast station, as specified in a system
Nominal power.
50kW, 25kW, 10kW, 5kW,
of classifications which includes the following values:
2.5kW, 1kW, 0.5kW, and 0.25kW.

Nominal power. The antenna input power less any power loss
through a dissipative network and for directional antennas, without
consideration of adjustments specified in paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2)
of §73.51 of the rules. However, for AM broadcast applications granted
or filed before June 3, 1983 nominal power is specified in a system of
classiffcations which include the following values: 50kW, 25kW, 10kW,
5kW, 2.5kW, 1kW, 0.5kW and 0.25kW. The specified nominal power for any
station in this group of stations will be retained until action is taken
on or after June 3, 1985, which involves a change in the technical facilities of the station.

(::)
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73.14 (definitions

Percentage modulation amplitude:
M =

MAX - C
C

-

continued) - 73.15

In a positive direction:
x 100

In a negative direction:
C

MIN

x 100

Where:

E

=

MAX

=

MIN

=

C =

Modulation level in percent.
Instantaneous maximum level of the modulated radio
frequency envelope.
Instantaneous minimum level of the modulated radio
frequency envelope.
(Carrier) level of radio frequency envelope without
modulation.

Plate modulation.
The modulation produced by introduction of the modulating
wave into the plate circuit of any tube in which the carrier frequency wave is present.
Primary service area. Means the service area of a broadcast station in which
the groundwave is not subject to objectionable interference or objectional fading.
Proof of performance measurements or antenna proof of performance measurements.
The measurements of field strengths made to determine the radiation pattern or
characteristics of. an AM directional antenna system.
Secondary service area.
Means the service area of a broadcast station served by
the skywave and not subject to objectionable interference and in which the signal
is subject to intermittent variations in strength.
Secondary AM station. Any AM station, except a Class I station operating on
a Class I frequency.
The band of audio frequencies from 50 to 15,000 Hz conStereophonic channel.
taining the stereophonic information which modulates the radio frequency carrier.
An undesired signal occurring in the main channel
Stereophonic crosstalk.
from modulation of the stereophonic channel or that occurrina in the stereophonic
channel from modulation of the main channel.
Stereophonic pilot tone.
An audio tone of fixed or variable frequency
modulating the carrier during the transmission of stereophonic programs.
Stereophonic separation.
The ratio of the electrical signal caused in the
right (or left) stereophonic channel to the electrical signal caused in the left (or
right) stereophonic channel by the transmission of only 'a right (or left) signal.
Sunrise and sunset.
For each particular location and during any particular.
month, the time of sunrise and sunset as specified in the instrument of authorization
(see 73.1209).
"White area".
The area or population which does not receive interference -free
primary service from an authorized AM station or does not receive a sianal strength
of at least 1 mV/m from an authorized FM station.
73.15

(2)

NARBA and U.S./Mexican Agreement.
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873.21(a) (2) (i)

-

(b)(2)

A class 11-A station is a unlimited
Class 11-a station.
time Class 11 station operating on one of the clear channels listed in
73.22 and assigned to a community within a state specified in the Table
contained in that section. A Class 11-A station shall operate with power
or not less than 10 kilowatts nighttime nor more than 50 kilowatts at any
(i)

time.
(ii) Class II -B station.
A Class II -B station is an unlimited
time Class II station other than those included in Class II -A.
(A)
Except as subparagraphs (B) and (C) provide otherwise, a Class II -B
station shall operate with power not less than 0.25 kW nor more than 50 kW.
(B)
Class II -B station authorized before June 1, 1980, to operate on
any of the 25 Class I channels listed in Section 73.25(a) shall o-erate with
the powers authorized as of June 1, 1980, or such other power as the Commission may subsequently authorize.
(C)
The nighttime power of Class II -B stations which are authorized
after June 1, 1980, to operate in any of the contiguous 48 states on any of
the Class I channels listed in Section 73.25(a), and which meet the requireents for primary service set out in Section 73.37(e)(2)(i), shall not exceed
1kW .

(ll) Class I1 -B stations which are authorized after dune 1, 1980, to
operate in any of the contiguous 48 states on any of the glass 1 channels
listed in section73.25(a) and which meet the requirements for service set
out in section 73.37(e)(2)ki), shall operate with power not less than 250
watts nor more than 50 kw.

The Class II station operating unlimited time on 760 kc at San Diego,
Calif., shall be limited to a power of 5 kw and the Class II station operati:i3 unlimited time on 750 kc at Anchorage, Alaska, shall be limited to a
E:c'aer of 10 kw.
Both stations shall protect the 1-A station on the same
frerency to its 0.5 my/m 50 percent skywave contour.
NOTE:

(iii)
Class 11-D station.
- A Class 11-D station is a Class 11
statior operating daytime or limited time. A Class 11-D station shall
operate with power not less than 0.25 kilowatts nor more than 50 kilowatts.

Regional Channel. A regional channel is one on which several
(b)
stations may operate with powebs set out in subparagraphs (1) and (2)
of this paragraph. The service area of a station operating on a regional
channel may be limited to a given field strength contour as a result of
interference.
(1)
Class III stations. A class III station operates on a regional
channel and is designed to render service primarily to a principal center
of population and the rural area contiguous thereto. Except as provided
in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, a Class III station operates with
a power not less than 0.5kW and not more than 5 kW.
(2)
Class 111 stations in alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands are permitted a maximum power of 50kW day or night.
Use of such higher power is subject to amendment of the U.S./Mexican
Agreement and final disposition of NARBA. Pending such amendment, the
maximum power permitted stations in these localities may not exceed 5kW
in accordance with the maximum power permitted by NARBA.
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173.21(c) - Note 4

Local channel. A local channel is one on which several
(c)
stations operate unlimited time with powers no greater than provided
in this paragraph. The primary service area of a station operating
on a local channel may be reduced as a consequence of interference.
Such stations operate with power no greater than 1 kW daytime or
nightime.
(1)
Class IV station. A class IV station is a station operating
on a local channel and designed to render service primarily to a
community and the suburban and rural areas contiguous thereto. The
power of a station of this class shall not be less than 0.25kw, nor
more than 1kW and its primary service area is subject to interference
Stations which are licensed to operate with
in accordance with 73.182.
0.1kW may continue to do so.
'

Note 1 Under NARBA, the power for Class IV stations is 0.25kW daytime
as well as nightime. The U.S./Canadian Agreement and U.S./Mexican
Agreement permit such stations to operate with power not in excess of
1kW daytime. Pursuant to these Agreements and informal coordination
with the NARBA signatories, the Commission will consider applications
for Class IV stations on local channels which daytime powers in excess
of 0.25kW, up to 1kW, if no objectionable interference would be caused
(under the standards set forth in the pertinent international agreement) to a duly notified station in Canada, Mexice, or any foreign
country signatory to NARBA.
Note 2 Class IV stations located within 100 kilometers (62 miles) of
the Mexican border and presently authorized to operate with a daytime
power of less than 1 kW, may file applications to increase their daytime and/or nightime po.'e_^ to 1 kW. However, such applications will be
granted only after coordination with Mexico, pursuant to the U.S./
Mexican Agreement.
NOTE 3: All authorizations of new or changed Class I -B, Class II -B, Class II -D, Class
III, or Class IV facilities after October 30, 1961, are subject to whatever interference may be received from, or whatever overlap of 2.0 my/m and 25 my/m groundwave
contours or overlap of 25 my/m groundwave contours may be involved with, previously or
subsequently authorized Class II -A facilities.

Note 4 The following table indicates the internationa classes of AM
broadcasting stations with which the domestic classes of stations set
out in the previous paragraphs of this section correspond:
INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
CI aSfilFICATIONS OF STATIONS AND CHANNELS
Corresponding
U.S. classes of
AM stations

International
classes of AM
stations
Class A

Class 8

I -A
I -B
I -N
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Clear channels.

11-A

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

II -8

Do.

II -C
II -D

Do.
Do.
Do.

41

Il-S
Ill
Class C

Classes of Channels
available in U.S. for
each class of station

IV

Regional channels.
Local channels.

§73.22(a) - 73.23

o

station

§73.22 Assignment of Class 11-A stations. - (a)
Table of assignments. One Class 11-A/
may be assigned on each channel listed in the following table within the designated
State or States:

Channel
(kH Z)

Existing Class 1 station

670
720

Chicago, Illinois
Chicago, Illinois

770

Mew York, N.Y.

780
880
890
1020
1030
1100
1120
1180
1210

Chicago, Illinois
New York, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Boston, Massachusetts
Cleveland, Ohio
St. Louis, Missouri
Rochester, New York
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

State(s) in which Class 11-A assignment
may be applied for
Idaho
.,Nevada or Idaho.

New Mexico
Nevada
North Dakota, South Dakota, or Nebraska.
Utah.

New Mexico
Wyoming.
Colorado
Califonria or Oregon.
Montana
Kansas, Nebraska, or Oklahoma.

Minimum service to "White" areas. - No Class 11-A station shall be assigned
(b)
unless at least 25 percent of its nighttime interference -free service area or at
least 25 percent of the population residing therein receives no other interference 'freelnighttime primary service.
(c)

Power.

- Class 11-A stations shall operate with not less than 10 kw power

nighttime.

Protection - (1) Protection by Class 11-A stations to otber stations.
(d)
The co -channel class 1-A station shall be protected by the Class 11-A station to its
0.1 my/m contour daytime and its 0.5 my/m 50 percent skywave contour nighttime.

A co -channel Class I -N station shall be protected to its 0.1mVm contour
The 0.1mVm ground daytime and its 0.1mVm 50r% skywave contour nightime.
wave contour of a Class I -N station is to be protected in those azimuths
in which the Class I -N station does not develop a 0.1mVm 50% skywave

signal. All other stations of any class authorized on or before October
30, 1961, shall normally receive protection from objectionable interference from Class II -A statitns as provided in 73.182.
(2)
Protection to Class 11A stations. A Class 11-A station shall normally
receive daytime protection to its 0.5 my/m groundwave contour and nighttime protection
to the contour to which it is limited by the co -channel Class 1-A station.

Applications not complying with this section. Applications for Class 11-A
stations which do not meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section
will be returned without further consideration.
(e)

§73.23

Time of operation of the several classes of stations.--
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See 73.1705.
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§73.24 Broadcast facilities; showing required. An authorization for a
new station standard broadcast station or increase in facilities of an
existing station will be issued only after a satisfactory showing has been
made in regard to the following among others:
That the proposed assignment will tend to effect a fait, efficient,
fa)
and equitable distribution of radio services among the several states and
communities.
(b) (1)
That a proposed new station (or a proposed change in the facilities of an authorized station) complies with the pertinent requirements
of 73.37 of this chapter.
NOTE: The provisions of 73.37 of this chapter shall not be applicable to
new Class II -A stations or to stations for which applications were accepted for filing before July 13, 1964. With respect to such stations, the
provisions of 73.28(d) of this chapter, and the provisions of Note I of
73.37 of this chapter shall apply.
Special provisions concerning interference from Class II -A stations of other classes authorized after
October 20, 1961, are contained in 73.22(d) of this chapter and Note 3
to 73.21 of this chapter.
The level of interference shall be computed
pursuant to 73.182 and 73.186 of this chapter.
(2)
That a proposed change in daytime facilities (other than a change
in frequency or a Class IV station increasing daytime power) does not
,involve overlap of contours prohibited by 73.37 with any other station
in any area where there is not already such overlap between the two stations.
(3)
That a proposed new nighttime operation or change in frequency
of any existing nighttime operation(except Class IV stations( would {1)
not cause objectionable interference to any existing station (see 73.182
(o)); and (ii) provide a first primary AM service to at least 25 percent
of the area within the proposed interference -free nighttime service area
or at least 25 percent of the population residing therein.
(4)
That a proposed change in nighttime facilities (other than a

change in frequency) would not cause objectionable interference to any
other station (see 73.182) (o) .
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§ 73.24(c) - § 73.214(g)
(c)
That the applicant is financially qualified to construct and operate the
proposed station.
(d)
That the applicant is legally qualified. That the applicant (or the person
or persons in control of an applicant corporation or other organization) is of good
character and possesses other qualifications sufficient to provide a satisfactory
public service.
(e)
That the technical equipment proposed, the location of the transmitter,
and other technical phases of operation comply with the regulations governing the
same, and the requirements of good engineering practice.
(See Technical regulations of this subpart and § 73.1.88.)
(f)
That the facilities sought are subject to assignments as requested under
existing international agreements and the rules and regulations of the Commission,
(g)
That the population within the 1 vim contour does not exceed 1.0 percent
of the population within the 25 my/m contour: Provided, however, That where the
number of persons within the 1 vim contour is 300 or less the provisions of this
subparagraph are not applicable.

o
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173.24(1.) - 7s.25(a) (2)(iii)

()

Class ;1 station, the
That, it the case of an application for a
local sunrise
proposed station would radiate, during two hours following
direction toward the 0.1
and two hours preceding local sunset, in any
Class I -A or 1-8 station
States
mVm grourdwave contour of a co -channel United
the provisions
no more than the maximum radiation values permitted under
of 73.187.
(h)

(See 73.22),
the case of an application for a Class II -A
within the nighttime inter25 percent or morn of the area or population
ference free primary service from another station.
(i)

That,

That the 5 mV/m contour (or, at night, the interference -free
contour, if of a higher field strength) encompasses the entire principal
community to be served. For Class 1I -C and II -S stations on the 14 frequencies listed in 73.25(c) it is not necessary to demonstrate the ability
to provide such coverage during nighttime operation.
convenis'ce, and necessity will be ser(j)

That the pk...blic interest,
(k)
assi=lart.
ced 'i -rough the operation under the propose-:

On each of the
(a)
stations.
§73.25 Clear Channels; Classes I and IIwill
be assigned, operating with
following channels, one Class I station
750, 760, 770, 780, 820, 830,
power of 50 kW: 640, 650, 660,670, 700, 720, 1120,
1160, 1180, 1200, and
840, 870, 980, 890, 1020, 1030, 1040, 1100,
In Alaska, these frequencies can be used by Class I_ni stations
1210 kHz.
subject to the conditions set forth in 73.182(a)(i)(iii),..'In addition, on the
channels listed in this paragraph, Class II stations may be assigned as
follows:
1030, 1100, 1120, 1180, and
On 670, 720, 770, 780, 880, 890, 1020,
(1)
station, assigned and located pursuant
1210 kHz, one Class II -A unlimited time
73.22, and
to the provisions of Section channels
listed at the beginning of this
On any of the 25
(2)
paragraph:
-only, specified
the unlimited time, limited time, daytime
(i)
authorized
prior
to June 1, 1980,
hours, and time-sharing Class II stations
to operate on those channels; and
authorized
additional unlimited time Class II -B stations
(ii)
after June 1, 1980.
-only class II stations whose trans(iii) Additional daytime 0.5mVm 50% nighttime contour of the
mitter sites are located inside the
co-hhannel Class I -A stations.
respective
.

75,25 Note 2 - 75.25(d)(ii ) rote

0

See NARBA concerning priority for Canadian Class I -B
Note 1
and Cuban Class I -C assignments on 640 kHz.
Note 2
See the U.S./Mexican Agreement concerning rexican use of
660, 760, 830, 1020, 1030, and 1180 kHz.
(b)
To each of the following channels there may be assigned Class
I and Class II stations:
680, 710, 810, 850, 940, 1000, 1060, 1070, 1080,
1090, 1110, 1130, 1140, 1170, 1190, 1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1540, 1550, and
1560 kHz.
NOTE. Class I and Class II stations on 1540 kHz shall deliver not
over 10 percent time skywave at any point of land in the Bahama Islands,
and such stations operating nighttime (i.e. sunset to sunrise at the
location of the Class II station) shall be located not less than 650 miles
from the nearest point of land in the Bahama Islands.
(c)
For Class II stations which will not deliver over 5 microvolts per meter groundwave or 25 microvolts per meter 10 percent time
skywave at any point on the Canadian border, and provided that such stations
operating nighttime (i.e., sunset to sunrise at the location of the Class
II station) are located not less than 650 miles from the nearest point
on the Canadian border, 690, 740, 860, 990, 1010, and 1580 kHz.
NOTE.
See NARBA concerning priority for Cuban Class I -B assignment
on 1010 kHz,Class I -C assignments on 690 and 860 kHz and Class I -D assignment on 740 kHz.
(d)
The frequencies 730, 800, 900, 1050, 1220, and 1570 kHz for Class
II stations which operate daytime only, which will not deliver at any
point on the Mexican border over 5 microbolts per meter groundwave, and
.which operate with no more than the following powers:
(1)
If not located within the areas specified in subparagraph
(2) of this paragraph, 5 kilowatts.
(2)
If operating on any of the following frequencies within
the following specified area, no more than one kilowatt:
(i)
800 kHz:
less than 1319 kilometers (820 mi.) from Ciudad,
Juarez, Chihuahua.
less than 998 kilometers (620 mi.) from
(ii) 1050 kHz:
Monterey, Nuevo, Leon, Coahuila.
NOTE.
See the U.S./M exican,Agreement concerning specific U.S.
unlimited time Class II assignments on each of the following channels:
730, 800, 900, 1050, and 1220 kHz.

0
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(e)

The frequency 540 kilocycles, for Class 11 stations which will not deliver

J a signal of more than 5 microvolts per meter groundwave or 25 microvolts per meter
10 percent skywave at any point on the Canadian border, nor more than 10 microvolts
per meter daytime or 50 microvolts per meter nighttime at any point on the Mexican
border: Provided, That stations operatingat night shall be located:
(1)
Within the continental United States including Alaska; and
Not less than 650 miles from the nearest point on the Canadian border; and
(2)
North of the parallel 33° N. if westcf the meridian 93°W., or north of
3)
the parallel 30°N. if east of said meridian.
See U.S./Mexican Agreement concerning a specific U.S. Unlimited time assignment
Note];
on this channel.
Note 2: See §2.106 of this chapter with respect to use of 540 kc/s.

'

73.26 Regional channels; Class III Stations. (a) The following frequencies are designated as regional channels and are assigned for use
by Class III stations:
550, 560, 570, 580, 590, 610, 620, 630, 790,
910, 920, 930, 950, 960, 970, 980, 1150, 1250, 1260, 1280, 1290, 1300,
1310, 1320, 1330, 1350, 1360, 1370, 1380, 1390, 1410, 1420, 1430, 1440,
1460, 1470, 1480, 1590 and 1600kHz.
(b)
Additionally, in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands the frequencies 1230, 1240, 1340, 1400, 1450 and 1490kHz are
designated as Regional channels and are assigned for use by Class III
stations. Stations formerly licensed to these channels in those locations as Clsss IV stations are redesignated as Class III stations.

73.27 Local channels; Class IV Stations. Within the conterminous 48
states, the following frequencies are designated as local channels, and
are assigned for use there by Class IV stations: 1230, 1240, 1340, 1400,
1450 and 1490kHz.
§73.28 Assignment of stations to channels. (a) With respect to applications for
new Class II -A stations, and other applications accepted for filing before July 13,
1964, the individual assignments of stations to channels which may cause interference
to other United States stations only shall be made in accordance with the provisions
(For determining
of this part for the respective classes of stations involved.
objectionable interference, see §§73.22, and 73.182 through 73.186.

Except as provided in §73.21(c) concerning Class IV stations, no assign(b)
ment of a standard broadcast station will be made which would be inconsistent with
the provisions of NARBA or the U.S./Mexican Agreement.
Similiarly, as long as
protection for U.S. assignments from Haitian assignments continues no U.S. assignment of a standard broadcast station will be made which would cause objectionable
interference (under the standards set forth in NARBA) to a duly hotified Haitian
(The Haitian stations considered to be duly notified are those notified
station.
and accepted in accordance with past agreements, and those subsequently notified in
accordance with the procedures and understandings which have pertained thus far.)
In all cases where an individual assignment may cause interference with, or may
involve a channel assigned for priority of use by, a station in another North American country, the classifications, allocation requirements, and engineering standards set forth in NARBA and the U.S./Mexican Agreement shall be observed.
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§ 73.28(b)(Note(a).) - § 73.29
NOTE:

(a)

In general, an application for a standard broadcast station assignment, the grant of which would be consistent with the provisions of MAMA and the
U.S./Mexican Agreement and would not cause objectionable interference to a duly notified station in Haiti, will be considered and acted upon by the Commission in accordance with its rules and established procedure.for action upon such applications.
However, in particular cases such applications may also present considerations of en
international nature which require that a different procedure be followed. In such
cases the procedure to be.followed will be determined by the Commission in the light
of the special considerations involved.
(b) With respect to applications for facilities, which would involve
conflict with MAMA only as to a country which has signed but not completed formal
ratification of that agreement, and facilities which would cause objectionable interference to a duly notified Haitian station, special provisions of a procedural
nature are contained in § 1.570 of this chapter.
(c)
Engineering standards now in force domestically differ in some

respects from those specified for international purposes. The engineering
standards specified for international purposes (see 73.1650, International
Agreements) will be used to determine (1) The extent to which interference
might be caused by a proposed station in the United States to a station in
another country; and (2) whether the United States should register an
objection to any new or changed assignment notified by another country.
The domestic standards in effect in the United States will be used to
determine the extent to which interference exists or would exist from a
foreign station where the value of such interference enters into a calculation of: (i) The service to be rendered by a proposed operation in the
United States; or (ii) the permissible interfering signal from one station
in the United States to another United States station.
§ 73.29 Class IV stations on regional channels. No license will be granted for
the operation of a Class IV station on a regional channel: provided, however,
that class IV stations presently authorized to operate on regional channels will
not be required to change frequency, or power but will not be protected against
interference from Class III stations.
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573.37(a) - 73.37(e)

Frequency
Separation
^,o --Channel

10 kHz
20 kHz
30 kHz

Contour of proposed new station
(Classes II -B, II -D, III and IV)
my/m
0.005
0.025
0.5
0.5
2

25
25

Contour of any other
station
0.1 my/m Class I
0.5 my/m (other Classes
0.025 my/m (All classes
0.5 my/m (all classes)
25 my/m (All classes)
2 my/m (all classes)
25 my/m (All classes

(b)
An. application for a new daytime station or a change in the daytime
facilities of an existing station may be granted notwithstanding overlap of
the proposed 0.5mV/m contour and the 0.025mV/m contour of another cochannel
station, where the applicant station is or would be the first AM broadcast
facility in a community of any size wholly outside of an urbanized area or
the first AM broadcast facility in a community of 25,000 or more population
wholly or partly within an urbanized area (for the purpose of this rule,
urbanized area refers to such areas listed by the latest Census provided they
also contain and incorporated place of. at least 50,000 population) or when
the facilities proposed would provide a first primary service to at least 25
percent of the interference -free area within the proposed 0.5mV/m contour,
provided that:

The proposal complies with paragraph (a) of this section in
(1')
all other respects and is consistent with all other provisions of this
part: and
No overlap would occur between and 1 my/m contour of the pro(2)
posed facilities and the 0.05 my/m contour of any co -channel station.
In determining overlap received, an application for a new Class
(c)
IV station with daytime power of 250 watts, or greater, shall be considered
on the assumption that both the proposed operation and all existing Class
Iv stations operate with 250 watts and utilize non -directional antennas.
With respect to applications for new Class IV facilities, the proposals
and provisions., of paragraph (b) of this section shall be applied using the
assumption mentioned in this paragraph for determining overlap received.
If other wise consistent with the public interest and subject
(d)
to section 316 of the Communications Act, an application requesting in
increase in the daytime power of an existing Class IV station on a local
channel from 250 watts to a maximum of one kilowatt, or from 100 watts
to a maximum of 500 watts,, may be granted notwithstanding overlap prohibited by paragraph (a) of this section. In the case of a 100 watt
Class IV station increasing daytime power, the probisions Of this paragraph
shall not be construed to permit an. increase in power to more than 500
watts, if prohibited overlap would be involved, even if successive
applications should be tendered.
(e)
In addition to demonstration of compliance with the requirements of paragraph (a), and, as appropriate, paragraphs (b),(c) and (d)
of this section, an application for a new AM broadcast station, or for a
major change (see §73.3571(a)(1) of this chapter) in an authorized AM
broadcast station, as a condition for its acceptance, shalt make a satisfactory showing, if new or modified nightime operation by a Class II or
Class III station is proposed, that objectionable interference will not
result to any authorized station, as determined pursuant to 1í73.182(o).
-12a73AM
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73.37(e)(1) - 73.31(f)
(1)

An application for a new daytime station:
That at least 25 percent of area or population which would
receive interference -free primary service from the proposed station does
not receive such service from an authorised standard broadcast station, or
receive service from an authorized FM broadcast station with a signal
strength of 1 mV/m or greater, or
(ii)
That the proposed station would provide the community
designated in the application with a first or second authorized aural transmission service, and that no FM channel is available for use in that com(i)

(2)
Application for a new unlimited -time station or for nighttime
facilities by an authorized daytime station or for a major change in
facilities resulting in operation on one of the 25 Class I channels listed
in 73.25(a) by any authorized station:
(i)
That at least 25 percent of the area or population which
would receive interference -free primary service at night from the proposed
station does not receive such service from an authorized standard broadcast
station or service from an authorized PM broadcast station with a signal
strength of 1 my/m or greater, or,
(ii)
That the proposed station would provide the community
designated in the application with a first or second authorized nighttime
aural transmission service, and that no FM channel is available for use in

th.lt community, or,
(iii) That at least 20 percent of the area or population of the

community designated in the application
(I) at
night from authorized stations, and

receives fewer than two aural services
that no I1" channel is available for

use in that community, or,
(iv)
That minority persons hold over 50% of the ownership
interests in the applicant for a Class II -B station on one of the 25 Class I
channels listed in 73.25(a), or,
(v)
That the applicant proposes to operate a Class II -B
station noncommercially on one of the 25 Class I channels listed in 73.25(a).
(f)
Applications for new or changed facilities in the states of
Alaska and Hawaii, in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and in the territories
of the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa will be accepted for filing
only if satisfactory showings are submitted with respect to the following:

O
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§73.30 - 73.37

3

§73.30

Station location and program origination.
See 7.1120, 73.1125, 73.1130

73.31 Rounding the nominal power specified on applications.
(a) An application filed with the FCC for a new station or for an increase in power of
an existing station shall specify nominal power rounded to two significant
figures as follows:
Rounded to nearest
Nominal power (kW)
figure (kW)
0.25 to 0.99
0.01
1 to 9.9
0.1
10 to 50.

1

(b)
In rounding the nominal power in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this section the RNS shall be adjusted accordingly. If rounding upward to the nearest figure would result in objectionable interference, the
nominal power specified on the application is to be rounded downward to the
next nearest figure and the RMS adjusted accordingly..
§73.32

Special experimental authorizations.

See 73.1510 and 73.1520

o

An application for authority to install a
(a)
§73.33 Antenna systems; showing required.
broadcast antenna shall specify a definite site and include full details of the antenna
design and expected performance.
All data necessary to show compliance with the terms and conditions of the
(b)
construction permit must be filed with the license application. If the station is using
a directional antenna, a proof of performance must also be filed.

73.37 Applications, for broadcast facilities, showing required. (a) Except
as indicated in other paragraphs, and except for Class II -A, no application
will be accepted for a new station (or change in frequency) if the proposed
station operation would involve overlap of signal strength contours with
any other station as set forth below in this paragraph; and no application
will be accepted for a change (other than change in frequency) of the facilities of an existing station ,(including the daytime facilities of an
existing Class II -A station, if the proposed change would involve such
overlap in any area where there is not already such overlap between station

involved.

(::)
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X73.37(f) (1)
(1)

-

MT! 4

The proposed operation complies with the requirements of

paragraphs (a) (b) (c) and (d) of this section.
Unlimited :ime operation, by other than a Class ri facility,
(2)

-/

will not cause objectionable skywave interference at night to an existing
In addition, each proposal for unlimited
station, pursuant to 73.182(o).
time operation (including Class IV proposals) shall meet at least one of
the following conditons:
Not more than 10 percent of the population included
(i)
within the normally protected nighttime contour would receive objectionable
interference.
The proposed operation would be the first standard broad(ii)
cast facility assi.?ned to the community which would provide nighttime service.

.

For a proposed new station, that at least 25 percent
(iii)
of the area or popelation included within the nighttime interference -free
primary service contour is without nighttime primary standard broadcast
service or, for a proposed change in the nighttime facilities of an authorized station, that at least 25 percent of the area or population which
would receive interference -free nighttime primary service from the stati.c:. for the first time as a result of the change in facilities is without nighttime primary standard broadcast service.
NOTE 1: The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be applied
to applications for new Class II -A stations or to applications accepted
for filing before July 1, 1964. With respect to such applications, the
following shall apply: An authorization will not be granted for a station
on a frequency of t3Okc/s from that of another station if the area enclosed by the 25.mc/m groundwave contours of the two stations overlap,
nor will an authorization be granted for the operation of a station on a
frequency t.20kc/4Dr +10 kc/s from the frequency of another station if the
area enclosed by the 25 my/m from the frequency of another station if the
area enclosed by the 25 my/m groundwave contour of either one overlaps the
(As to
area enclosed by the 2 my/m groundwave contour of the other.
overlap with Class II -A stations, see 73.21, NOTE 3).
NOTE 2: In the case of applications for changes ('other than frequency)
in the facilities of the standard broadcast stations covered by this
section, an application therefor will be accepted even though overlap
of signal contours as mentioned in this section would_ occur with another
station in an area where such overlap does not already exist, ifs (1) The
total, area of overlap with any other station would not be increased; (2)
There would be no net increase in the area overlap with any other station;
and (3) there would be created no area of overlap with any station with
which overlap does not now exist.
NOTE 3: The provisions of this sectionconcerning prohibited overlap of
signal strength contours will not apply where: (1) the area of overlap lies
entirely over sea water: or (2) the only overlap involved would be that
caused to a foreign station, in which case the provisions of the applicable
international agreement, as indentified in 73.1650, will apply. When
overlap would be received from a foreign station, the provisions of this
section will apply, except where there would be overlap with a foreign
station with a frequency separation of 20 kHz. In the latter case the
provisions of the international agreement will apply in lieu of this section.

(

NOTE 4g All applications for new stations, or for major changes in
existing stations tendered for,filing after July 18, 1968, for facilities
in the conterminous United States, shall be subject to the provisions of
paragraph (é) of this secton, or for facilities in the States of Alaska
and Hawaii, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the territories of the
Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa, shall be subject to the provisions of paragraph (f) of this section.
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75.á`r Note 5 - 73.38

Where an application for a new unlimited time station proposes to
Note 5:
provide a first or second nightime aural transmission service to the community designated in the application and daytime operation of the station
would result in the provision of more than two aural transmission services
for that community during daytime hours, the latter fact does not render the
application unacceptable for filing.
NOTE 6:
No FM channel is available for use in the community (see paragraphs
(e)C1)(ii) and (e)(2)(ii) of this section) if no channel is assigned to the

community for commercial use in the FM Table of assignments (73.202(b)) as
amended by Commission action as of the date the application is tendered or,
if assigned, is occupied by an authorized facility and no unoccupied channel
can be utilized to serve the community pursuant to 73.203(b).
For the purpose- of determining the availity of a newly designed FM channel when the
Commission has recently amended the FM Table of Assignments, the governing
date shall be that on which the Report and Order amending the Table is published in the Federal Register.

NOTE 7: Where a standard broadcast station and an FM broadcast ::tatiU,n authoriZed to the same community are commonly owned, these stations rí,,11 be
considered as providing a single aural transmission service to t},.:t rnmmunity for the purpose of determining the acceptability of applications
pursuant to (e)(1)(ii) and (e)(2)(ii). Noncommercial educational FM
stations and standard broadcast stations authorized to the community shall
not be included in this determination.

In determining the number of "authorized" aural transmission
facilities in a given community applications for that community in herring
or otherwise having protected status under specified "cut-off" procedures
shall be considered as existing stations.
In the event that there are two
or more mutually exclusive protected applications seeking authorizations
for the proposed community it will be assumed that only one is "authorized".
NOTE 8:

NOTE 9: A "transmission facility" for a community is a station licensed
to the community.
Such a station provides a "transmission service" for
that community.
Note 10:
Where the term"aural service" is used in paragraph (e)(1)(iii)
and (e)(2)(iii), it is intended to mean interference -free groundwave
service provided by a commerci t MI broadcast station with a. field strength
of 5 mV/m or higher, or service provided by acommercial FM broadcast station
with a field strength of. 3.16 mV/m(70 dBu) or higher. Stations whose
transmitter sites are located more than 80.47 kilometers (50 miles) from
the nearest boundary of the community designated in the application shall
be excluded from consideration in determining the existence of such aural
sevices.
73.38 Limited time operation. See 73.1725.
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§39 -§45(a)(2)

O

73.39

Indicating instruments -- specifications.

See 73.1215 Subpart H.

73.41

Maximum rated carrier power:

See 73.1665.

73.42

Maximum rated carrier power; how determined.

73.43

Modification, of transmission systems.

73.44

AM transmission system emission limitations.

tolerance.

See 73.1665.

See 73.1690.

(a) Stations using main trans-

mitters type acceptedor notified after January 1, 1960 must meet the following
emission limitations:
(1)
Any emission appearing on a frequency removed from the carrier by between
15 kHz and 30 kHz inclusive, must be attenuated at least 25 DB below the level of
the unmodulated carrier.
Compliance with the specification will be deemed to show
the occupied bandwidth to be no greater than 30 kHz.
(2)
Any emission appearing on a frequency removed from the carrier by more
than 30 kHz up to and including 75 kHz must be attenuated at least 35 dB below the
level of the unmodulated carrier.
(3)
Any emission appearing on a frequency removed from the carrier by more
than 75 kHz must be attenuated at least.43 + 10 Log10 (Power in witts) dB below the
level of the unmodulated carrier, or 80 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(b)
Stations using main transmitters installed or type accepted before
January 1, 1960, must achieve the highest degree of compliance with the limitations
specified in paragraph (a) of this section practicable with the equipment in use
as of that date.
(c)
Should harmful interference be caused to the reception of other broadcast
or non -broadcast stations by out of band emissions, the licensee may be directed to
achieve a greater degree of attenuation than specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section.
(d)
Measurements to determine compliance with this Section for transmitter
type acceptance are to be made using signals sampled at the output terminals of the
transmitter when operating into an artificial antenna of substantially zero reactance.
Measurements made of the emissions of an operating station are to be made at ground
level approximately 1 kilometer from the center of the antenna system.
When a
directional antenna is used, the carrier frequency reference field strength to be
used in order of preference shall be:
(1)
The measure nond-rectional field strength.
(2)
The RMS field strength determined from the measured directional radiation
pattern.
(3)
The calculated expected field strength that would be radiated by a non directional antenna at the station authorized power.
'

Antenna systems.
(a) All applicants for new, additional, or different AM
station facilities and all licensees requesting authority to change the transmitting
system site of an existing station must specify an antenna system, the efficiency
(See
of which complies with the requirements for the class and power of station.
73.186 and 73.189).
(1)
An application for authority to install an AM broadcast antenna must
specify a definite site and include full details of the antenna system design and
expected performance.
(2)
All data necessary to show compliance with the terms and conditions of
the construction permit must be filed with the application for the station license to
cover the construction.
If the station has constructed a directional antenna, a
directional proof of performance must be filed.
See 73.150 - 73.157.
73.45
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73.45(h) - 73.49

(b)

The simultaneous use of a common antenna or antenna structure by more than
one AM station or by a station of any other type or service -may be authorized provided:
(1)
Engineering data are submitted showing that satisfactory operation of each
station will be obtained without adversely affecting the operation of the other
station(s).
(2)
The minimum field strength for each AM station complies with 73.189(b).
(c)
Should any changes be made or otherwise occur which would

possibly alter the resistance of the antenna system, the licensee must
commence the determination of the operating power by a method described in.
73.51(a)(1) or (d).
(If the changes are due to the construction of Fm or
TV transmitting facilities see 73.316 and 73.685). Upon completion of
any necessary repairs or adjustments, or upon completion of authorized
construction or modifications, the licensee must make a new determination
of the antenna resistance using the procedures described in 73.54.
Operating power should then be determined by a direct method as described
in 73.51.
Notification of the value of resistance of the antenna system
must be filed with the FCC in 'llashington, D.C. as followes.
(1)
Whenever the measurements show that the antenna or common
point resistance differs from that shown on the station authorization by
more than 2%. FCC Form 302_m st be filed with the information and measure.

ment data specified in

73.54d)

(2)

T:ihenever A" stations use direct reading power -peters oursuant to 73.51, notification to the FCC in Washington, P. C. -lust be
filed in accordance with 73.54(e).
(d)
No AM station licensee or permittee may change the physical
height of an antenna, or supporting structure, or make any changes in the
antenna system which will measurably alter the radiation characteristics,
except upon application to and authority from the FCC.

73.46. Standards of good engineering practice.

See 73.1665 and .1670.

73.47

Equipment performance measurements.

73.48

Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing.

See 73.1590.
See 73.1660.

73.49 AM transmission system fencing requirements. Antenna towers having
radio frequency potential at__the base (series fed, folded unipole and
insulated base antennas) must be enclosed within effective locked fences
or other enclosures. Ready access must be provided to each antenna tower
base for meter reading and maintenance purpose at all times. Howeever,
individule tower fences need not be installed if the towers are contained
within a protective property fence.
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§73..51(a)

73.51

-J

- (c)(2)(i)

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
Determining operating power.
(a) Except In those circumstances

described in paragraph (d) of this section, the operating power shall be
determined by the direct method.
The direct method consists of either:
(1) using a suitable instrument for determining the antenna's input
power directly from the RF voltage, RF current, and phase angle; or
(2) calculating the product of the licensed antenna or common point
resistance at the operating frequency (see 73.54), and the square of the
indicated unmodulated antenna current at that frequency, measured at the
point where the resistance has been determined.
(b)
The áuthorized antenna, input power for each station shall be equal
to the nominal power for such station, with the following exceptions:
¡l)
For stations with nominal powers of 5 kilowatts, or less, the
authorized antenna input power to directional antennas shall exceed the
nominal power by 8 percent.
(2)
For stations with nominal powers in excess of 5 kilowatts,
the authorized antenna input power to directional antennae shall exceed the

nominal power by 5.3 percent.
(3)
In specific cases, it may be necessary to limit the radiated
field to a level below that which would result if nominal power were delivered to the antenna.
In such cases, excess power may be dissipated in the
antenna feed circuit, the transmitter, may be operated with power output
at a
level which is less than the rated carried power, or a combination
of
the
two methods may be used, subject to the conditions -given in
paragraph (c) of
this section.
(c)
Applications for authority to operate with antenna input power
which is less than nominal power and/or to employ a dissipative network in
the antenna system shall be made on FCC Form 302. The technical information supplied on section II -A of this form shall be that applying to the
proposed conditions of operation. In addition, the following information
shall be furnished, as pertinent:
(1)
For full details of any network employed for the purpose of
dissipating radio frequency energy otherwise delivered to the antenna (see
section 73.54)
(2)
A showing that the transmitter hasbeen type accepted or notified
for operation at the proposed output level, or, in lieu thereof.
(i)
A full description of the means by which transmitter
output power will be reduced.
.
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73.51(c)(2)(ii) - 73.51(f)(2)

ii)

Where the proposed transmitter power output levels) is leso `hr..n
90% of nominal power, equipment'perfor:uance measurements, as specif,,,.71n
73.1530, conducted at each prop sed power output level; in addition "..

measurements and observations rquired by 73.159O(bA1)(i),(ii),(iii),(iv)
and (v) for power output levels 10% above and 191 below -the proposed output
level(s), but at a modulation level of.95 to 100° only. Such measurements
must demonstrate that, operating at the proposed power output level(s), the.
transmitter meets the performance requirements of 73.40.
(iii)
A showing that, at the proposed power output level, means are provided for

varying the transmitter output within a tolerance of +10 percent, to compensate for
variations in line voltage or other factors which may affect the power output level.

(d)
When it is not possible or apprópriate'to usé--t-he direct
method of power determination due to technical reasons, the indirect
method of determining operating power ( see paragraph (e) and (f) of this
A notation must be made in the
section) may be used on a temporary basis.
station log indicating the dates of commencement and termination of
measurement using the indirect method of power determination.
(e)
The antenna input power is determined indirectly by applying an appropriate
factor to the input pacer to the last radio -frequency power amplifier stage of the transmitter, using the following formula:

N -J

Antenna input power = Ep x Ip x F
Where:
Ep = DC input voltage of final radio stage.
Ip = Total CC input current of final radio stage.
F = Efficiency factor.
1.
If the above formula is not appropriate for the design of the transmitter
final amplifier, use a formula specified by the transmitter manufacturer with other appropriate operating parameters.
(2)
The value of F applicable to each mode of operation must be

determined and a record kept thereof with a notation as to its derivaThis factor is. to be established by one of the methods described
in paragraph (f) of this section and retained in the station records.

tion.

(f)
The value of F is to be determined by one of the following procedures listed
in order of preference:
If the station had previously been authorized and operating
(1)

by determining the antenna input power by the direct method, the factor
F is the. ratio of the antenna input power (determined by the direct
method) to the corresponding final radio frequency power amplifer input
power.
If a station has not been previously in regular operation with the power
(2)
authorized for the period of indirect power determination, if a new transmitter has been
installed, or if, for any other reason, the determination of the factor F by the method,
described in (1) of this paragraph is impracticable:

o
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973.51(f) (2) (i) -

973.52

(i) The factor F as shown in the transmitter manufactureras
test report, if such a test report specifies a unique value of F for
the power level and frequently used; or,
(ii)
If a station has been authorized to operate with antenna input power which
is lower than nominal power, the factor F has the value established when such operation
was authorized; or
(iii)
The value determined by reference to the following table:

Factor

0.70
.80
.35
.65
.35
1

Method of
Modulation

Maximum rated carrier
Power

Plate
Plate
Low Level
Low Level
Grid

0.25 to 1.0 kW
2.5 kW and over
0.25 kW and over
0.25 kW and over
0.25 k W and over

Class of amplifier

B
BC 1

All linear amplifier operation where efficiency approaches that of class C operation

73.52

Operating power.
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73.531a) - (9)
(a) General
73.53 Requirements for authorization of antenna monitors.
requirements.
(1) Antenna monitors shall be type approved or notified by the FCC.
Effective March 5, 1984, only grants of notification will be issued fdr
antenna monitors.
(2) Notification can be obtained by following the procedures specified
in Subpart J of Part 2 of the FCC Rules.
(b) An antenna monitor eligible for authorization by the FCC shall meet
the following specifications:

The monitor shall be designed to operate on a frequency in
(1)
the band 540 to 1600 kHz.
The monitor shall be capable of indicating any phase dif(2)
ference between two RF voltages of the same frequency over a range of
from 0 to 3600.
The monitor shall be capable of indicating the relative
amplitude of two RF voltages.
The device used to indicate phase differences shall indicate
(4)
If a
in degrees, and shall be graduated in increments of 2°, or less.
increment
shall
be
o.5°,
or
digital indicator is provided, the smallest
(3)

less.

The device used to indicate relative amplitudes shall be
graduated in increments which are 1 percent, or less, of the full scale
If a digital indicator is provided, the smallest increment shall
value.
be 0.1 percent, or less, of the full scale value.
The monitor shall be equipped with means, if necessary, to
(6)
resolve ambiguities in indication.
If the monitor is provided with more than one RF input term(7)
inal in addition to a reference input terminal, appropriate wwitch.ing
shall be provided in the monitor so that the signal at each of these RF
inputs may be selected separately for comparison with the reference input
signal.
Each RF inpút of the monitor shall provide a termination of
(8)
such characteristics that, when connected to a sampling line of ,an impedance specified by the manufacturer, the voltage reflection coefficient
shall be 3 percent or less.
(9) The monitor, if intended for use by stations operating directional
antenna systems by remote control or using extension meters to observe the
monitor indications, shall be designed so that the switching functions required by subparagraph (c)(7) of this Section may be performed from a point
external to the monitor and phases and amplitude indications be provided by
external meters. The indications of external meters furnished by the manufacturer shall meet the specifications for accuracy and repeatability of
the monitor itself and the connection of these meters to the monitor or of
other indicating instruments with electrical characteristics meeting the
specifications of the monitor manufacturer shall not affect adversly the
performance of the monitor in any respect. The type approval or notification designations and the instruction manuals for monitors not designated
for external switching of the indications as specified in this Paragraph
shall clearly show that the monitors are not acceptable for use at stations
using remote control fñr the operation of directional antennas or extension
meters to read and log the monitºr indications.
(5)

-.
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§73.53(a)(10) - §73.53(a)(12),(iv)

.(10) The monitor must be accompanied by complete and correct
schematic diagrams and operating instructions when submitted for type
approval. When approved under notification, these materials shall be
retained by the applicant and not submitted unless otherwise requested
by the FCC. For the purpose of the equipment authorization, these
diagrams and instructions shall be condidered as part of the monitor.
.x.(11) When an RF signal of an amplitude within a range specified
by the manufacturer is applied to the reference RF input terminal of the
monitor, and another RF signal of the same frequency and of equal or lower
amplitude is applied to any other selected RF input terminal, indications
shall be provided meeting the following specifications.

The accuracy with which any difference in the phase of
(i)
the applied signals is indicated shall be +, or better, for the signal
amplitude ratios of from 2:1 to 1:1 and +215, or better, for signal amplitude ratios in excess of 2:1 and up to 571.
The repeatability of indication of any difference in
(ii)
the phases of the applied signals shall be +10 or better.
The accuracy with which thé relative amplitudes of the
(iii)
applied signals is indicated, over a range in which the ratio of these
amplitudes is between 2:1 and 1:1 shall be +2 percent of the amplitude
ratio, or better, and for amplitude ratios in excess of 2:1 and up to
5:1 + percent of the ratio, or better.
The repeatability of indication of the relative ampli(iv)
tudes of the applied signals over a range, where the ratio of these ami1i
tudes is between 5:1 and 1:1, shall be +2 percent of the amplitude
ratio, or better.
The modulation of the RF signals by a sinusiodal wave
(v)
of any frequency between 100 and 10,000 Hz, at any amplitude up to 90
percent shall cause no deviation in an indicated phase difference from
its value, as determined without modulation, greater than +0.5
(L2) T1s- performance specifications set forth in paragraph (c)
of
this
section, shall be met. when the monitor is operated and tested
13)
under the following conditions.
After continuous operation for 1 hour, the monitor
(i)
le calibrated and adjusted in accordance with the manufacturer's in:;truc.

tions.

The monitor shell be subjected to variations in ambient
temperature between the limits of 10 and 40°C; external meters furnished
ly the manufacturer will be subjected to variations between 15 and 3000.
Powerline supply voltage shall be varied over a range
(iii)
cf from 10 percent below to 10 percent above the rated supply voltage.
The amplitude of the reference signal shall be varied
(iv)
the operating range specified by the manufacturer, and in any case
over a range of maximum to minimum values of 3 to 1.
(ii)

-""\
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(v)
The amplitude of the comparison signal shall be varied
from a value which is 0.2 of the amplitude of the reference signal to a
value which is equal to amplitude to the reference signal.
(vi)
Accuracy shall be determined for the most adverse combination of conditions set forth above.
(vii)
Repeatability shall be determined as that which may be
achieved under the specified test conditions over a period of 7 days,
during which no valibration or adjustment of the instrument, subseqwmt
to the initial calibration, shall be made.
(viii)
The effects of modulation of the RF signal shall be
separately determined, and shall not be included in establishing values
for accuracy and repeatability.

(c)
A station determined to have a critical directional antenna
must use an antenna monitor having high tolerance characteristics determined on an individual basis, and specified on the station authorization.
Such monitors are not subject to the authorization of paragraph (a), however, they may be used only at the station for which they
were specified.

73.54 Antenna resistance and reactance measurements.
(a) The resistance of an omnidirectional series fed antenna is measured at either the
base of the antenna without intervening coupling or tuning networks, or
at the output terminals of the transmitter. The resistance of a shunt
antenna may be measured at the point the radio frequency energy is t ansferred to the feed wire circuit or at the output terminals of the transmitter.

( O
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73.55

(t)
The resistance and reactance of a directional antenna shall be
measured at the point of
common radiofrequency input to the directional
antenna system. The following
conditions shall obtain:
(1)
The antenna shall be finally adjusted for the required radiation pattern.
(2)
The reactance at the operating frequency and at the point of
measurement shall be adjusted to zero, or as -near thereto as practicable.
(c)
(1)
The resistance of an antenna shall be determined by the fol..wing procedure: A series of discrete
measurements shall be made over a
band of frequencies extending from approximately
ing frequency to approximately 25 kHz above that 25 MU below the operatfrequency, at intervals
of approximately 5 kgz
The measured values shall be plotted on a linear
graph, with frequency as the abscissa and resistance
as the ordinate.
A
sNf")oth curve shall be drawn through the plotted values.
The
resistance
value corresponding to the point of intersection of the curve and the ordinate representing the operating. frequency of the station shall be the
resistance of the antenna.
(2)
For a directional antenna, the reactance of the antenna shall
be determined by a procedure similar to that described in
subparagraph (1)

of tri s paragraph.

(d)
Notification
when determining power
specify the antenna or
quency.
The following

station.

must be filed with the FCC in Washington,
T.C.
by direct method pursuant to 73.51 and must
common point resistance at the operating freinformation must also be kept on file at the

(1)
(2)

A full description of the method used to make measurements.
A schematic diagram showing clearly all components of coupling
circuits, the point of resistance measurement, the location of the
antenna ammeter, connections to and characteristics Of all tower
lighting isolation circuits, static drains and any other fixtures
connected
to and supported by the antenna, including other
and associated
networks. Any network or circuit component used antennas
to dissipate radio
frequency power shall be specifically identified and the impedances of
all components which control the level of
power dissipation and the
effective input resistance of the network must
be indicated.
(e)
stations using direct reading power meters in accordance
with 73.51, can either submit the information required by paragraph (d)
of this section or submit a statement indicating that such a meter.is
being used. Subsequent station licenses will indicate the use of a
direct reading power meter in lieu df the antenna resistance value in
such a situation.
673.55
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73.57 Remote reading antenna and common point ammeters.
Remote reading
antenna and common point ammeters may be used without further authority
according to the following conditions:
(a)
Remote reading antenna or common point ammeters may be provided
by:
(1)
Inserting second radio frequency current sensing device
directly in the antenna circuit with remote leads to the indicating instruments.
(2)
Inductive coupling to radio frequency current sensing device
for providing direct current to indicating instrument.
(3)
Capacity coupling to radio frequency sensing device for providing direct current in indicating instruments.
(4)
Current transformer connected to radio frequency current
sensing device for providing direct current to indicating instrument.
(5)
Using transmission line current meter at transmitter as
remote reading ammeter.
See paragraph (c) of this section.
(6)
Using the indications of the antenna (phase) monitor, pro-

vided that when the monitor is used to obtain remote reading indication
of non -directional antenna base current, the monitor calibration can be
independently made and maintained for each mode of operation.
(b)
Devices used for obtaining remote reading antenna or common
point current indications, except antenna monitor coupling elements,
shall be located at the same point as, but below (transmitter side) the
associated main ammeter.
(c)
In the case of shunt -excited antennas, the transmission line
current meter at the transmitter may be considered the transmission line
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73.58(b)

is terminated directly into the excitation circuit feed line, which
shall employ series tuning only (no shunt circuits of any type shall
be employed) and insofar as practicable, the type and scale of the
transmission line meter should be the same as those of the excitation
circuit feed line meter (meter in slant wire feed line or equivalent).
(d)
Calibration of remote reading ammeters must be made against
their corresponding regular ammeters for each mode of operation as often
as necessary to insure their accuracy arid.:
(1)
Deleted and reserved.

In no event shall a remote reading ammeter be calibrated
against another remote reading, extension, or remote control meter.
(3)
Each remote reading ammeter shall be accurate within 2
percent of the value read on its corresponding regular ammeter.
(e)
All remote reading ammeters shall conform with the specifications for regular antenna ammeters.
(f)
Meters with arbitrary scale divisions may be used provided
that calibration charts or curves are provided at the transmitter control
point showing the relationship between the arbitrary scales and the
reading of the main meters.
(g)
If a malfunction affects the remote reading indicators of the
antenna or common point ammeter, the operating power may be determined
by a method using alternative procedures as described in 73.51.
(2)

(a) Each AM broadcasting station must
73.58 Indicating instruments.
be equipped with indicating instruments which conform with the specifications described in 73.1215 of determining power by the direct and indirect methods and with such other instruments as are necessary for the
proper adjustment, operation and maintenance of the transmitting system.
However, auxiliary transmitters with a nominal power rating of 100 watts
or less are not required to be equipped with instruments to determine
power by the indirect method provided that the licensee can determine
the antenna input power at all times.
(b). A thermocouple type ammeter or other device capable of providing an indication of radio frequency current, meeting the requirements of 73.1215, shall be installed at the base of each antenna element.
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73.58(c) -

(f)

(c)

Since it is usually impractical to measure the actual antenna
current of a shunt excited antenna system, the current measured at the
input of the excitation circuit feed line is accepted_as the antenna
circuit.
(d)
The function of each instrument shall be clearly and permanently
shown on the instrument itself or on the panel immediately adjacent thereto.
(e)

In the event that any one of these indicating instruments becomes defective when no substitute which conforms with the required
specification is available, the station may be operated without the
defective instrument pending the repair or replacement for a period not
in excess of 60 days without further authorization of the Commission,
Provided, That
(1)
Reserved.
(2)
If the defective instrument is an antenna base current ammeter
of a directional antenna system the indications may be obtained from the
antenna monitor pending the return to service of the regular meter, provided other parameters are maintained at their normal values.

(3)

O

If the defective instrument is the antenna current meter
of a nondirectional station which does not employ a remote antenna
ammeter, or if the defective instrument is the common point meter of a
station which employs a directional antenna and does not employ a remote
common point meter, the operating power shall be determined by a method
described in 73.51(a)(1) or (d) during the entire time the station is
operated without the antenna current meter or common point meter.
However, if a remote meter is employed and the antenna current ammeter
or common point meter becomes defective, the remote meter can be used to
determine operating power pending the return to service of the regular
meter.
(f)
If conditions beyond the control of the licensee prevent the
restoration of the meter to service within the above allowed period,
-information requested in accordance with 1.549 of this chapter may be
filed with the. Engineer in Charge of the radio district in which the
station is located for such additional time as may be required to complete
repairs of the defective instrument.
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73.59 - 73.62(c)

73.59 Frequency tolerance. See 73.1545.
73.60 Frequency measurements.

See. 73.1540.

(a) Each AM
AM directional antenna field strength measurements.
station using a directional antenna must make field strength measurements
at the monitoring point locations specified in the instrument of authorization, as often as necessary to ensure that the feud at those points
does not exceed the values specified in the station authorization. Additionally, stations not having an approved sampling system must make the
measurements once each calendar quarter at intervals not exceeding 120
The provision of this paragraph supersedes any schedule specified
days.
on a station license issued prior to January 1, 1986. The results of the
measurements are to be entered into the atation log pursuant to the provisions of §73.1820.
(b) Partial proof of performance measurements using the procedures described in §73.154 must be made whenever the licensee has reason to believe that the radiated field may be exceeding the limits for which the
station was most recently authorized to operate.
(c) A station may be directed to make a partial proof of performance by
the FCC whenever there is an indication that the antenna is not operating
as authorized.
§73.61

73.62 Directional antenna system tolerances. (a) Each AM station
operating a directional antenna must maintain the indicated relative
amplitudes of the antanna base currents and antenna monitor currents
within 5% of the values specified on the instrument of authorization
unless other tolerances are specified therein. Directional antenna
relative phase currents must be maintained to within plus or minus 3
of the values specified on the instrument of authorization, unless
other tolerances are specified therein.
(b) When periods of inclement weather or severe climatic condidions
make it impossible to maintain the operating parameters within the
tolerances specified in paragraph (a) of this section, a licensee may
operate with parameters at variance from such tolerances for a period
up to 10 consecutive days, providing the monitoring point values specified in the station authorization are maintained within authorized
limits. If, at the end of this 10 day period, normal operation is not
restored, the licensee must request from the FCC in Washington, D.C.,
special temporary authority (STA) to continue operation of the station
at variance from the provisions of this section. Any request for such
authority shall be made in accordance with 73.1635 Special Temporary
Aughorizations (STA), except that the prior notice requirement of 73.
1635(a)(1) is waived. Instead, such a request shall be made immediately
at the end of the 10 day period of operation allowed by this paragraph.
(c) All other requests for authority to operate with parameters at
variance not necessitated by enclement ewather or severe climatic conditions must be made in accordance with 73.1635.
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73.63 Auxiliary transmitter.

See 73.1670.

73.64

Alternate main transmitter.

73.65

Antenna structure:

73,6

Rpm

73.67

Remote control operation.

marking and lighting.

control au4:hnrization,

3
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See 73.1665.
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See 73.1410.

See 73.1213.

§73.68(a) - (d)(3)
§73.68

(a) Each AM station perSampling system for antenna monitors.
mittee authorized to construct a new directional antenna system must
install the sampling system in accordance with the following specifications:
(1) Devices used to extract or sample the current and the transmission
line connecting the sampling elements to the antenna monitor must provide
accurate and stable signals to the monitor (e.g., rigidly mounted and non rotatable loops and all system components protected from physical and environmental disturbances).
(2) Sampling lines for critical directional antennas (see §73.14) must
be of uniform length. Sampling lines for non -critical directional antennas
may be of different lengths provided the phase difference of signals at the
monitor are less than 0.5° between the shortest and longest cable lengths
due to temperature variations to which the system is exposed.
(3) Other configurations of sampling systems may be used upon demonstration of stable operation to the FCC.
(b) A station having an antenna sampling system constructed according to
the specifications given in paragraph (a) of this section, may obtain
approval of that system by submitting an informal request to the FCC in
Washington, D.C.
The request for approval, signed by the licensee or
authorized representative, must contain sufficient information to show
that the sampling system is in compliance with all requirements of paragraph (a).
Note --A public notice giving additional information on approval of
antenna sampling systems in available upon request from the FCC's current
copy contractor.
(c) In the event that the antenna monitor sampling system is temporarily
out of service for repair or replacement, the station may be operated,
pending completion of repairs or replacement, for a period not exceeding
120 days without further authority from the FCC if all other operating
parameters and the field monitoring point values are within the limits
specified on the station authorization.
(d) If the antenna sampling system is modified or compoenents of the
sampling system are replaced, the following procedure shall be followed:
(1) Temporary authority shall be requested and obtained from the Commission in Washington, D.C. to operate with parameters at variance with
licensed values pending issuanceof a modified license specifying parameters subsequent to modification or replacement of components.
Immediately prior to modification or replacement of com(2)
ponents of the sampling system not on the towers, and after a verification that all monitoring point values, base current ratios and operating parameters are within the limits or tolerances specified in the
instrument of authorization or the pertinent rules, the following indications must_ be read for each radiation pattern: Final plate current
and plate voltage, common point current, base currents and their ratios,
antenna monitor phase and current indications, and field strength at each
monitoring point. Subsequent to these modifications or changes the above
procedure must be repeted.
If that portion of the sampling system above the base of
(3)
perforthe towers is modified or compoenents replaced, partial proof of
consisting
of
at
mance shall be executed subsequent to these changes
least 10 field strength measurements on each of the radials established
These
in the latest complete proof of performance of the antenna system.
miles
from
measurements shall be made at locations, all within 2 to 10
each radial,
the antenna, which were utilized in such proof, including, on
the location, if any, designated as a monitoring point in the station
authorization. Measurements shall be analyzed in the manner prescribed
The partial proof of performance shall be accompanied by
in 73.186.
common point impedance measurements made in accordance with 73.54.
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Request for modification of license shall be submitted to
the Commission in Washington, D.C. within 30 days of the date of sampling
system modification or replacement. Such request shall specify the
transmitter plate voltage, and plate current, common point current,
base currents and their ratios, antenna monitor phase and current indications, and all other data obtained pursuant to this paragraph (e).
(4)

(e) If an existing sampling system is found to be patently of marginal construction, or where the performance of a directional antenna is found to be unsatisfactory, and this deficiency reasonably may be attributed, in whole or in part, to inadequacies in the antenna monitoring system, the FCC may require the reconstruction of the
sampling system in accordance with requirements specified above.

73.69 Antenna monitors.
(a) Each station using a directional antenna must
have in operation at the transmitter site an FCC authorized antenna monitor. However, if the station authorization sets specific tolerances within which the phase and amplitude relationships must be maintained or requires the use of a monitor of specified repeatability, resolution or
accuracy, the antenna monitor used will be authorized on an individual
basis.
Normally, the antenna monitor is to be installed immediately adjacent to the
(1)
transmitter and antenna phasing equipment. When the phasing equipment is located within
the antenna field at a distance from the transmitter, the monitor may be located with
the phasing equipment in suitable housing such that the temperature variation is maintained at all times within those limits under which the monitor was type approved.
Additionally, remote switching and metering must be installed so that all required
monitor indications can be observed at the position(s) where the duty operator is
located.
The antenna monitor installed at a station operating a direc(2)

tional antenna by remote control, using extension meters to read and log
the monitor indications or when the monitor is installed in the antenna
field at a distance from the transmitter, must be designed and authorized
for such use in accordance with the provisions of 73.53 (b)(9).

0
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§73.69(b) - (d)(3)
(b)
In the event that the antenna monitor sampling system is
temporarily out of service for repair or replacement, the station may
be operated, pending completion of repairs or replacement, for a period
not exceeding 120 days without further authority from the FCC if all
other operating parameters, and the field monitoring point values are
within the limits specified on the station authorization.
(c) If conditions beyond the control of the licensee preveni. tie
restoration of the monitor to service within the allowed period, infor::ial
request in accordance with 1.549 of the Commissionts rules must be riled
with the Engineer in Charge of the radio district in which the s t?- ti;)n is
located for such additional time as may be required to cozn let repL:.rs
of the defective instrument.
(d)If an authorised antenna monitor is replaced by'another antenna
monitor, the following procedure shall be followed:
(1)
Temp:zary authority shall be requested and obtained from the
commission in Washington to operate with parameters at variance with
licensed values, pending issuance of a modified license, specifying new
parameters.
(2)
immediately prior to the replacement of the antenna monitor,
after a verification that all monitoring point values and base current
ratios are within the limits or tolerances specified in the instrument of
authorization or the pertinent rules, the following indicaticns must bé.
read for each radiation pattern.
Final plate current and plate voltage, common point current, base currents, antenna monitor phase and current indications, and the field
strength at each monitoring point.
(3)
tith-the new monitor substituted for the old, all indications
specified in paragraph (d)(2) of this Section, again must be read. If no
change has occurred in the indication for any parameter other than the indications of the antenna monitor, the new antenna monitor indications must
be deemed to be those reflecting correct array adjustments.
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(b)
In the event an antenna monitor becomes defedtive, the
station may be operated without the monitor pending its repair or replacement for a period not in access of 60 days without further
authority from the FCC, if
(1)
The base currents, their ratios and the deviations of those,
in percent, from the values specified in the staion authorization are
determined for each radiation pattern used, as oftem as necessary to

ensure proper directional antenna system operation and.
(2)
Field strength measurements, at each monitoring point
specified in the station's authorization, are read at least once each
calendar week.
(c) If conditions beyond the control of the licensee preveni, t-ie
restoration of the monitor to service within the allowed period, inf or::ial
request in accordance with 1.549 of the Commission's rules must be riled
with the Engineer in Charge of the radio district in which the s t- ti:In is
located for such additional time as may be required to completr reo¿. rs
of the defective instrument.
(d)If an authorised antenna monitor is replaced by'another antenna
monitor, the following procedure shall be followed,
Temp:rary authority shall be requested and obtained from the
(1)
Commission in Washington to operate with parameters at variance with
licensed values, pending issuance of a modified license, specifying new
parameters.
(2)
Immediately prior to the replacement of the antenna monitor,
after a verification that all monitoring point values and base current
ratios are within the limits or tolerances specified in the instrument of
authorization or the pertinent rules, the following indications must be.
read for each radiation pattern.
Final plate current and plate voltage, common point current, base currents, antenna monitor phase and current indications, and the field
strength at each monitoring point.
With the new monitor substituted for the old, all indications
(3)
specified in paragraph (d)(2) of this Section, again must be read. If no
change has occurred in the indication for any parameter other than the indications of the antenna monitor, the new antenna monitor indications must
be deemed to be those reflecting correct array adjustments.
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73.69(c) (4) -

(e)

If it cannot be established by the observations required in
paragraph (c) (2) of this section, that base current ratios and monitoring point values are within the tolerances or limits prescribed by the
rules and the instrument of authorization, or if the substitution of the
new antenna monitor for the old results in changes in these parameters,
a partial proof of performance shall be executed, as described in 73.154
and measurements shall be analyzed in the manner required in 73.186.
shall be
An informal request for modification of license
(5)
days of the
Washington,
D.C.,
within
30
submitted to the Commission in
specify the make, type,
date of monitor replacement. Such request shall
monitor,
phase
and sample current
and serial number of the replacement
paragraph (c).
obtained
pursuant
to
this
indications, and other data
NOTE: 7369 (a) shall become effective as follows:
Each new station and each existing station for which major
(1)
shall be
changes (see 1.571(a)(1) are authorized for after June 1, 1973,
monitor.
equipped with a type approved antenna
Each station electing to utilize licensed operators other thar
(2)
(see
first-class radiotelephone operators for routine transmitter duty
(Supply of type
73.93) shall meet this requirement by June 1, 1974.
limited
to
the
extent
that not all
approved antenna monitors has been
by the
delivery
and
install
monitors
licensees have been able to obtain
grade
operators
Licensees
deciding
to
use
lower
June 1, 1974 deadline.
subsequent to June 1, 1974, have likewise been unable to obtain delivery.
Therefore, such operator licensees will not be held accountable for failure
to install the antenna monitor on evidence that timely efforts have been
made to procure a monitor, and failure is due to non -delivery of equipment
order
by suppliers. Each such licensee shall file a copy of the confirmedfile
and
retain
a
copy
in
the
station
with the Commission in Washington
to be made available for inspection by FCC field engineers).
Each station operating by remote control, when adopting the
(3)
schedule specified in 73.114(a)(9)(iii) for observations at the transmitter, shall install a type -approved antenna monitor and provide phase
indications at the remote control point, for observation and logging pur(4)

i

suant to 73.113(a) (3) (ii) ;

All other stations shall meet the requirements of this rule
by June 1, 1977.
(e) The antenna monitor must be calibrated according to' the manfacture's instructions as often as necessary to ensure its proper
operation.
(4)
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o

73.70 9¡'2.70 Extension, meters.

(i'

See 73.1550

73.71 Minimum operating schedule. See 73.1.í0.
573.72 Operating during the experimental period.
(a)
An AM station may operate during
the experimental period on its assigned frequency and with its authorized
power for the
routine testing and maintenance of its transmitting system, and for conducting
experimentation under an experimental authorization; provided no interference is caused to other
stations maintaining a regular operating schedule within such period..
(b)
No station licensed for "daytime" or "specified hours" of operation may
broadcast any regular or scheduled program during this period.
(c)
The licensee of an AM station shall operate or refrain from operating its
station during the experimental period as directed by the FCC to facilitate frequency
measurements or for the determination of interference.

73.73 Specified hours. See 73.1730.
73.74 Sharing time.

See 73.1730.

73.75 Deleted.

73.76 Sharing time; experimental period.

o

See 73.1715.
See 73.1715.

73.77 Sharing time; departure from regular schedule.

73.78 sharing time stations; notification to Commission.
73.79 License to specify sunrise and sunset hours.

See 73.1720.

73.80 Secondary station' filing of operating schedule.
73.31 Secondary station; failure to reach agreement.

73.82 Departure from schedule; material violation.
73.83 Reference to time.

See 73.1715.

See 73.1725.
See 73.1725.

See 73.1725.

See 73.1209

73.34 .85 and .86 deleted
73.87 Times and modes of program transmission.

o
11/3/78
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See 73.1745.

O

73.88 Blanketing interference. .The licensee of each broadcast station is
required to satisfy all reasonable complaints of blanketing interference
within the 1 v/m contour.
73.89

@73.91

Deleted.

Discontinuance of operation.

See 73.1750.

See 73.1230.

73.92

Station and operator licensesi posting of.

73.93

AM operator requirements.
a Transmitter duty operator requirements: See 73.1860.
b Chief operator requirements: See 73.1870.
Transmission system inspection requirements:. See 73.1480.
c
d Directional antenna proof of performance requirements:See73.61

o
9/17/81
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73.99(a) - (c) (4)

O

73.94

Deleted.

73.95

Equipment tests.

73.96

Program tests.

73.97

Station inspection.

73.98

Operation during emergency.

See 73.1610.
See 73.1620.
See 73.1225.
See 73.1250.

Pre -sunrise service authorization (PSRA) and Post -Sunset service authorization
To provide the maximum uniformity in early morning operation
(a)
PS -A).
capatible with interference considerations, and to provide for additional service during
early evening hours for daytime -only stations, the provisions are made for pre -sunrise
service and post -sunrise service. The permissible power to be assigned in pre sunrise or post -sunset service authorization will, not exceed 500 watts, or the authorized
daytime or critical hours power (whichever is less).
Pre -sunrise service authorization (PSRA) will permit:
(b)
Class II stations operating on Mexican, Bahamian, and Canadian Class I -A and
(1)
I -B Clear Channels to commence PSRA operation at 6:00 a.m. local time and to continue
such operation until the sunrise times specified in their basic instrument of authorization.
Class II stations situated outside the respective 0.5 mV/m 50% skywave
(2)
contours of co -channel domestic Class I -A and I -B stations to commence PSRA operation
6:00 a.m. local time, and continue this operation until sunrise times specified in
their basic instruments of authorization.
Class II stations located inside a co -channel 0.5 mV/m 50% skywaive
(3)
contours of domestic Class I -A and I -B stations, to commence PSRA operation either at
6:00 a.m. local time, or at the time of sunrise at the nearest Class I station
located east of the Class II station (whichever is later), and continue this operation
until the sunrise times specified in their basic instruments of authorization.
Class III stations to commence PSRA operation at 6:00 a.m. local time and
(4)
to continue such operation until local sunrise times specified in their basic instruments
of authorization.
Post -sunset service authorization (PSSA) will permit:
(c)
Class II -D stations located on Mexican, Bahamian, and Canadian Class I -A and
(1)
I -B Clear Channels to commence PSSA operation at sunset times specified in their basic
instruments of authorization and to continue for two hours after such specified times.
Class II -D station situated outside the respective 0.5 mV/m 50% skywave
(2)
contours of co -channel domestic Class I -A and I -B stations to commence PSSA operations
at sunset times specified in their basic instrauments of authorization and to continue
§73.99

O

up to two hours after such specified times.
Class II -D stations located inside co -channel 0.5 mV/m 50% skywave contours
(3)
of domestic Class I -A and I -B stations to commence PSSA operation at sunset times
specified in their basic instruments of authorization and to continue such operation
until two hours past such specified times, or until the time of sunset at the nearest
(Those
Class I station located west of the Class II station (whichever is earlier).
west of the dominant station do not qualify for PSSA operation.)
Class III daytime only stations to commence PSSA on their basic instruments
(4)
of authorization and to continue such operation until two hours past such specified
times.
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73.99(d) - 73.99(e)(6)(iii)
(d)
Applications for PSRA and PSSA operation are not
Procedural Matters.
(1)
required.
Instead, the FCC will calculate the periods of such operation and the power to
be used pursuant to the provisions of this Section and the protection requirements contained in applicable international agreements. Licensees will be duly notified of permissable power and times of operation.
Pre -sunrise and Post -sunset service authority
permits operation on a secondary basis and does not confer license rights. No request
However, stations intending to operate PSRA or PSSA
for such authority need be filed.
shall submit by letter, signed as specified in §73.3513, the following information:
(i)
Licensee name, station call letters and station location.
(ii)
Indication as to whether PRSA operation, PSSA operation, or both, is intended
by the station.
(iii) A description of the method whereby any necessary power reduction will be
achieved.
(2)
Upon submission of the required information, such operation may begin
without further authority.

Technical Criteria. Calculations to determine whether there is objectionable
interference will be determined in accordance with the AM Broadcast Technical Standards,
Calculations will be
§§73.182 through 73.190, and applicable international agreements.
performed using daytime antenna systems, or critical hours antenna systems when
In performing calculations todetermine assigned power and
specified on the license.
times for commencement of PSRA and PSSA operation, the following standards and criteria
will be used:
Class II stations operating in accordance with (b)(1), (b)(2), (c)(1), and
(1)
(c)(2) are required to protect the nighttime 0.5 mV/m 50% skywave contours of co -channel.
Where a 0.5 mV/m 50% skywave signal is not produced, the 0.5 mV/m
Class I stations.
50% skywave signal is not produced, the 0.5 mV/m groundwave contour will be protected.
Class II stations are required to fully protect foreign Class II stations
(2)
(e)

( when operating PSRA and PSSA and Class II -D station operating PSSA are required to
For purposes of determining profully protect domestic full time Class II stations.
tection, the existing nighttime RSS limit will be ,used in the determination of maximum
power permissible.
Class II stations operating in accordance with (c)(2) and (c)(3) are
(3)
required to restrict maximum 10% skywave radiation to any point on the daytime 0.1 mV/m
For purposes of pergroundwave contour of the co -channel. Class I station to 25 uV/m.
forming these calculations of 0.1 mV/m contour of the Class I station will be determined
by use of Figure M3, Estimated Ground Conductivity in the United States. When the 0.1 mV/m
contour extends beyond the national boundary the international boundary shall be considered the 0.1 mV/m contour.
Class III stations operating PSRA and PSSA are required to provide full pro(4)
tection to co -channel foreign Class IIt stations.

Class III daytime -only stations operating PSSA beyond 6:00
(5)
P.I. local time are required to fully protect domestic full-time Class
III stations.
The protection that Class III daytime -only stations are re(6)
quired to provide when operating PSSA until 6:00 P.M. local time is as
follows:
For the first half-hour of PSSA operation, protection will be
(i)
caluvlated at sunset plus 30 minutes at the site of' the Class III daytime -only station;
For the second half-hour of' PSSA operation, protection will be
(ii)

J

calculated at sunset plus one hour at the site of the Class III daytimeonly station;
For the second hour -of PSSA operation, protection will be cal(iii)
culated at sunset plus two hours at the site of the Class III daytime only station;
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73.99(k) note
73.99(e)(6)(iv

0

6:00 P.M. local time
Minimum oowmrs during the period until
shall be permited as follows:
(iv)

Adjusted minimum power

Calculated power
From 1 to 45 watts
Above 45 to 70 watts.
Above 70 to 100 watts.

50 watts
.

.
.

.

.75 watts
100 watts

the existing nightFor the purpose of determining protection,
determination of maximum power pertime RSS limit will be used in the
missible.
(7)

Calculations made under paragraph (d) of this section may not take outstanding
PSRA or PSSA operations into account, nor will the grant of a PSRA or PSSA confer any
degree of interference protection on the holder thereof.
Operation under a PSRA or PSSA is not mandatory, and will not be included in
(g)
To the extent actually underdetermining compliance with the requirements of §73.1740.
by
the FCC in determining overall
taken, however, pre -sunrise operation will be considered
compliance with past programming representations and station policy concerning commercial
(f)

matter.

O

(h)
The PSRA or PSSA is secondary to the basic instrument of authorization with
which it is to be associated.
The PSRA or PSSA may be suspended, modified, or withdrawn
by the FCC without prior notice or right to hearing, if necessary to resolve interference
conflicts, to implement agreements with foreign governments, or in other circumstances
warranting such action.
Moreover, the PSRA or PSSA does not extend beyond the term of the
basic authorization.
(i)
The FCC will periodically recalculate maximum permissible power and times for
commencing PSRA and PSSA for each Class II and Class III station. These original notifications and subsequent notifications should be associated with the station authorization.
Upon notification of new power and time of commencing operation, affected stations
will make necessary adjustments within 30 days.
(j)
A PSRA and PSSA does not require compliance with §§73.45, 73.182, 73.188, and
73.1560 where the operation might otherwise be considered as technically substandard.
Further, the requirements of paragraphs (a)(5), (b)(2), (c)(2), and (d)(2) of §73.1215
concerning the scale ranges of transmission system indicating instruments are waived for
PSRA and PSSA operation except for the radio frequency ammeters used in determining
antenna input power.
(k)
A station having an antenna monitor incapable of functioning at the authorized
PSRA and PSSA power when using a directional antenna shall take the monitor reading using
unmodulated carrier at the authorized daytime power immediately prior to commencing
PSRA and PSSA operations.
Special conditions as the FCC may deem appropriate may be
included for PSRA and PSSA to insure operation of the transmitter and associated equipment
in accordance with all phases of good engineering practice.
.

Extended hours operations are subject to international agreements governing
all operations. These agreements are in the process of revision, but until this process
is completed it will not be possible to allow full operation as outlined above.
NOTE:
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73.111

-

72.128(d)

73.111 General requirements relating' to loss.. See 73.1800.

73.112 Program logs.

See 73.1810.
See 73.1820.

73.113 Operating logs.
73.114 Maintenance logs.

See 73.1830.

7.115 Retention of logs.

See 73.1840.

73.11E Availability of logs and records.
73.117 Station identification.

See 73.1225 and 73.1850.

See 73.1201.

73.118 Deleted.

73.119 Sponsorship identification.

See 73.1212.

73.120 Broadcast by candidates for public office.
73.121 Rebroadcast.
73.122 Lotteries.

See 73.1940.

See 73.1207.
See 73.1211.

73.123 Personal attacks; political editorials.
73.124 Fraudulent billing practices.

See 73.1910, .1920, .1930.

See 73.1205.

See 73.2080
73.125 Equal employment opportunities.
See 73.1206.
conversation.
J 73.126 Broadcast of telephone

o

73.127 Use of multiplex transmissions. The licensee of an AM broadcast
station may use itsiAM carrier to transmit signals not audible on ordinary
consumer receivers, for both broadcast and non -broadcast purposes subject
to the following(requirements.
(a)
Such use does not disrupt or degrade the station's own programs
or the programs of other broadcast stations.
(b)
AM carrier services that are common carrier in nature are subject
to common carrier regulation. Licensees operating such services are required
to apply to the FCC for the appropriate authorization and to comply with all
policies and rules applicable to the service. Responsibility for making the
initial determinations of whether a particular activity is common carriage
rests with the AM station licensee. Initial determinations by licensees are
subject to FCC examination and may be reviewed at the FCC's discretion. SM
carrier services that are private carrier in nature must notify the Licensing
Division of the Private Radio Bureau at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325, by
letter, prior to initiating service certifying compliance with 47 CFR Parts
90 and 94.
(c) AM carrier services are of a secondary nature under the authority
of the AM station authorixation, and the authority to provide such communications services may not be retained or transferred in any manner separate from
the station's authorization. The grant or renewal of an AM station permit or
license is not furthered or promoted by proposed or past service. The permittee
or licensee must establish that the broadcast operation is in the public
interest wholly apart from the subsidiary communications services provided.
(d)
The station identification, delayed recording, and sponsor
identification announcements required. by Sections 73.1201, 73.1208, and
73.1212 are not applicable to leased communications services transmitted via
services that are not of a general broadcast program.nature.
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73.127 (e)- 73.132
(e)
The licensee or permittee must retain control over all material
transmitted in a broadcast mode via the station's._ facilities, with the right
to reject any material that it deems inapprorpriate or undesirable.
(f)
Installation of the multiplex transmitting equipment must conform
with the requirements of Section 73.169O(e).,.
73.128 AM stereophonic broadcasting.
(a) An AM broadcast station may, without specific
authority from the FCC, transmit stereophonic programs upon installation
of type accepted
stereoohonic transmitting equipment and the necessary measuring
equipment to determine
that the stereophonic transmissions conform to the modulation
characteristics specified
for the stereophonic transmission system in use.
(b)
The FCC does not specify the composition of the transmitted stereophonic
signal. However, the following limitations
on the transmitted wave must be met to insure
compliance with the occupied bandwidth limitations, compatibility with
AM receivers using
envelope detectors, and any applicable.internationsl agreements to
which
the United States
is a party
(1)
The transmitted wave must meet the occupied bandwidth specifications of 73.44
under all possible conditions of program modulation. Compliance with requirement shall
be demonstrated either by the following specific modulation tests or other documented test
procedures that are to be fully described in the application for type acceptance and the
transmitting equipment instruction manual.
(See 2.983(d)(8) and (j)).
(i)
Main channel (L+R) under all conditions of amplitude modulations for the
stereophonic system but not exceeding amplitude modulation on negative peaks of 100%.
(ii)
Stereophonic subchannel L -R) modulated with audio tones of the same amplitude
at the transmitter input terminals as in (i) above but with the phase of either the L or R
channel reversed.
(iii)
Left and Right Channel only, under all conditions of modulation for the
stereophonic system in use but not exceedina amplitude modulation on negative peaks of 100%.

73.132

Territorial exclusivity. No licensee of an AM broadcast station
shall have any arrangement with a network organization which prevents
or hinders another station serving substantially the same area from
broadcasting the network's programs not taken by the former station, or
which prevents or hinders another station serving a substantially
different area from broadcasting any program of the network organization:
Provided, however, That this section does not prohibit arrangements
under w ich the station is granted first call within its primary service
area upon the network's programs. The term "network organization" means
any organization originating program material, with or without commercial
messages, and furnishing the same to stations interconnected so as to permit Simultaneous broadcast by all or some of them. However, arrangements
involving only stations under common ownership, or only the rebroadcast
by one station or programming from another with, no compensation other
than a lump -sum payment by the station rebroadcasting, are not considered
arrangements with a network organization. The term "arrangement" means
any contract, arrangement or understanding, expressed or implied.
73.133 through 73.138 (Deleted).
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DATA AND MEASUREMENTS
§73.150(a) -§73.150(b)(1)(1)
§73.150 Directional antenna systems. (a) For each station employing a directic,nal
antenna, all determinations of service provided and interference caused shall be
`based on the inverse fields shown on the standard radiation pattern for that static -in.
Aj applied to nighttime operation the term "standard radiation pattern" shall include
the radiation pattern in the horizontal (ground) plane, and radiation patterns at
angles above this plane, as required by paragraph (b)(l) of this section. In the

event of a discrepancy between the calculated and plotted values of a
standard pattern, the calculated values will prevail with respect to
protection of domestic stations while the plotted (notified). values will
prevail with respect to protection of foreign stations.
(1)
Parties submitting directional antenna patterns prusuant to
this section and 73.152 (Modified standard pattern) must submit patterns
which are tabulated and plotted in units of millivolts per meter at I
kilometer.
NOTE:
Applica- tions for new stations and for changes (both minor and major) in
existing stations must use a standard pattern.
(b)
The following data shall be submitted with an application for authority to
install a directional antenna:
(1)
The standard radiation pattern for the proposed antenna in the horizontal plane, and where pertinent, azimuthal radiation patterns for angles of elevation
up to and including 60 degrees, with a separate pattern for each increment of 50.

The- standard radiation pattern shall be based on the theo(1)
retical radiation pattern. The theoretical radiation pattern shall be
calculated in accordance with the following mathematical expression:
B(m, e),e=Ik

F,%(9) /Si cog ecos (*,-.)+041

(1)

where:
11(1, e)t

Represents the theoretical inverse distance fields at one mile for the given

azimuth and elevation.
Represents the multiplying constant which determines the basic pattern size.
It shall be chosen so that the effective field (RM8) of the theoretical pattern
in the horizontal plane shall be no greater than the value computed on the
assumption that nominal station power (see { 73.14(o)) is delivered to
the directional array, and that a lumped loss resistance of one ohm exista at
the current loop of each elementof the array, or at the base of each element
of electrical height lower than 0.25 wavelength, and no less than the value
required by ¡ 73.189(b) (2) of this part for a station of the class and nominal
power for which the pattern is designed.
n Represents the number of elements (towers) in the directional array.
s
Represents the Oh element in the array.
Fd Represents the field ratio of the it+ element in the array.
e Represents the vertical elevation angle measured from the horizontal plane.
fi(9) represents the vertical plane radiation characteristic
of the ith antenna. This value depends on the tower
height, as well as whether the tower is top -loaded or sectionalized.
The various formulas for computing fi (9) are given
in section 73.160.
84 Represents the electrical spacing of the id tower from the reference point.
.4 Represents the orientation (with respect to true north) of the ill tower.
Represents the azimuth (with respect to true north).
Represents the electrical phase angle of the current in the is tower.
The standard radiation pattern shall be constructed in accordance with the following
mathematical expression:

!
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73.150(b)(1)(i) - (b)(2)

Eq 2
E(1, a).,e=1.05 1/IB(1, e)al'+Qs
where:
B(11.9).,. Represents the inverse fields at one mile which are deemed to be produced
by the directional antenna in the horisontal and vertical planes.
R(1, e)e Represents the theoretical, -inverse distance fields at one mile as computed
in accordance with Eq. Y, above.

The method of computing Q depends on whether the metric system is being used; see
4, 1982, Q is the greater of
section 73.181(f). For all situations prior to January
the following quantities:
0.025 g (9) Erss

or
V Pkw
6.0 g (9)
1982,
Q is the greater of the following quanFor all situations on or after January 4,
tities:

0.025 g (6) Erss

or
10.0 g ($)

V Pkw

where:

p(e) Is the vertical plane distribution factor, f(e), for the shortest element in the array
(see Eq. 2, above; also see Section 73.190, Figure 5). If the shortest element has
an electrical height in excess of 0.5 wavelength, p() shall be computed as follows:
0(e)

I1(e) l'+0.0636
1.030776

Eq 3

E,.. Is the root sum square of the amplitudes of the inverse fields of the elements of the
array in the horisontal plane, as used in the expression for E(1, 8)11, (see Eq. I,
above), and is computed as follows:

4741"

Eq 4

Pk. Is the nominal station power, expressed in kilowatts; see Section 73.14(c). It the
nominal power Is lees than one kilowatt, Pk. -' 1.

(ii) Where the orthogonal addition of the factor Q to E($.e)th
reJults in a standard pattern whose minimum fields are lower than those found
necessary or desirable, these fields may be increased by appropriate adju:.;tment
of the parameters of E($,e)th.

1

All patterns shall be computed for integral multiples of
(2)
five degrees, beginning with zero degrees representing true north, and,
shall be plotted to the largest scale possible on unglazed letter -size
paper (main engraving approximately 7" x 10") using only scale divisions
and subdivisions of 1, 2, 2.5, or 5 times lOnth. The horizontal plane
pattern and other azimuthal patterns shall be plotted on polar coordinate
paper, with the zero degree point corresponding to the true north.
Patterns for elevation angles above the horizontal plane may be plotted
in polar or rectangular coordinates, with the pattern for each angle of
elevation on a separate page. Rectangular plots shall begin and end at
true north, with all azimuths labelled in increments of not less than
20 degrees.
If a rectangular plot is used, the ordinate showing the
scale for radiation may be logarithmic.
Minor lobe and null detail
occurring between successive patterns for specific angles of elevation
need not be submitted. Values of field strength on any pattern less than
ten percent of the maximum field strength plotted on that pattern shall
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73.150(b)(2) - 73.150 (b)(5)(vi)

be shown on an enlarged scale. Rectangular plots with a logarithmic
ordinate need not utilize an expanded scale unless necessary to show
clearly the minor lobe and null detail.
The direction and distance
toward each existing station with which interference may be involved
shall be indicated on the horizontal plane pattern, -and, as appropriate
on patterns for other angles of elevation, with all directions referred
to true north.
NOTE:

All directions shall be determined by accurate computation or from
a Lambert Conformal Conic Projection Map. such as U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey Map No. 3060, or a map of equal accuracy, and all distances shall
be determined by accurate computation or from United States Albers Equal
Area Projection Map, scale 1/2,500,000, or a map of equal accuracy. These
maps may be obtained from the United States Geological Survey, Department
of the Interior, Washington, D.C., 20240, and the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 20235.
13)
The effective (RMS) field intensity in the horizontal plane
of E ,¢,e)std, E ($,e)th and the root sum square ;RSS) value of the inverse
fields of the array elements at 1 mile, derived from the equation for
E i$,e)th. These values shall be tabulated on the page on which the horizontal plane pattern is plotted, 'which shall be specifically labeled as
the Standard Horizontal Plane Pattern.
(4)
Physical description of the array, showing:
(i)
Number of elements.
(ii)
Type of each element (i.e., guyed or self-supporting,
uniform cross section or tapered (specifying base dimensions), grounded or
insulated, etc.)
'iii)
Details of top loading, or sectionalizing, if any.
iv)
Height of radiating portion of each element in feet
(height above base insulator, or base, if grounded).
v)
Overall height of each element above ground.
(vi)
Sketch of antenna site, indicating its dimensions, the
location of the antenna elements thereon, their spacing. from each other,
and their orientation with respect to each other and to true north, the
number and length of the radials in the ground system about each element,
the dimensions of ground screens, if any, and bonding between towers and
between radial systems.
15)
Electrical description of the array, showing:
(i)
Relative amplitudes of the fields of the array elements.
(ii)
Relative time phasing of the fields of the array elements
in degrees leading
(iii)
Space phasing between elements in degrees.
(iv)
All assumptions made and the basis therefor, particularly with respect to the electrical height of the elements, current distribution along elements, efficiency of each element, and ground conduc-

tivity.

(v)
Formulas used for computing E (0, e) th and E ($, e) std
together with sample computations.
(vi)
Complete tabulation of final computed data used in
plotting patterns, including data for the determination of the RMS value
of the pattern, and the RSS field of the array.
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73.150(6) -

J

(

(6)
The values used in specifying the parameters which describe the array must
be specified to no greater precision than can be achieved with available monitoring
equipment. Use of greater precision raises a rebuttable presumption of instability of
the array.
Following are acceptable values of precision; greater precision may be used
only upon showing that the monitoring equipment to be installed gives accurate readings
with the specified precision.
(i)
Field Ratio:
3 significant figures.
(ii)
Phasing:
to the nearest 0.1 degree.
(iii) Orientation (with respect to a common point in the array, or with
respect to another tower):
to the nearest 0.1 degree.
(iv)
Spacing (with respect to a common point in the array, or with respect
to another tower): to the nearest 0.1 degree.
(v)
Electrical Height (for all parameters listed in Section 73.160): to
the nearest 0.1 degree.
(vi)
Theoretical RMS (to determine pattern size): 4 significant figures.
(vii)
Additional requirements relating to modified standard patterns
appear in section 73.152(b)(5).
(7)
Any additional information required by the application form.
(c)
Sample calculations for the theoretical and standard radiation follow.
Assume a five kilowatt (nominal power) station with a theoretical RMS of 685 mV/m at
one kilometer. Assume that it is an in -line array consisting of three towers. Assume
the following parameters for the towers:
~we Aeaor9 Rabin
Tower
Field *10

1

2
3 ...

1.0
.1.80

..18

0h610011

-128.6
0.0
120.6

-

10

110.0
220.0

8e8188810n
'

0.0

285.0
266.0

Assume that tower 1 is a typical tower with an electrical height of 120 degrees.
Assume that tower 2 is top -loaded in accordance with the method described in section
73.160(b)(2) where A is 120 electrical degrees and B is 21 electrical degrees.
Assume
that tower 3 is sectionalized in accordance with the method described in section
73.160(b)(3) where A is 120 electrical degrees, B is 20 electrical degrees, C is 220
electrical degrees, and D is 15 electrical degrees.
The multiplying constant will be 323.6.
Following is a tabulation of part of the theoretical pattern.
0

30

80 Vertical angle

Azimuth
0

-.
106

247

15.08
02.40
1225.30 019.79
0.43
1546
82.63
6152

66.20
234.54
84.56
28.88

If we further assume that the station has a standard pattern, we find that Q, for
9=0, is 22.36.
Following is a tabulation of part of the standard pattern:
0
30
80 Vertical angle
Azimuth
0
106
836
247

28.08

69.05

72.06

1288.10

80487

1140.11

23.46

26.60
47.03

37.48

0087

2057

The RMS of the standard pattern in the horizontal plane is 719.63 mV/m at one
kilometer.

O
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§73.150(b) (6)

-

§73.151(a) (2) (iii)

(7) Any additional information required by the application form.
Field strength measurements to establi:,n performance of directional antennas.

§73.151

(a)
In addition to the information required by the license application form,
the following showing must be submitted to establish for each mode of directional
operation, that the effective measured field strength (RMS) at 1 mile is not less than
85 percent of the effective field strength specified for the standard radiation
pattern for that mode of directional operation, or less than that specified in
§73.189(b) for the class of station involved, whichever is the higher value, and that
the measured field strength at 1 miles in any direction does not exceed the field
shown in that direction on the standard radiation pattern for that mode of
directional operation:

A tabulation of inverse field intensities
mile, as determined from field strength measurements
with §73.186. and a statement of the effective field
these measurements.
Measurements shall be made in at
(1)

in the horizontal pia/1(2 at. 1
taken and analyzed in accordance
intensity (RMS), based un
least the following dirert.isr.s:

Those specified in the instrument of authorization.
In major lobes.
Generally at least three radials are necessary to
establish a major lobe; however, additional radials may be required.
(iii)
Alona sufficient number of other radials to establish the effective
field.
In the case of a relatively simple directional antenna pattern, approximately
five radials in addition to those in subdivision (i) and (ii) of this subparagraph
are sufficient, However, when more complicated patterns are involved, that is, pattern,
having several or sharp lobes or nulls, measurements shall be taken along as man:
radials as may be necessary, to definitely establish the pattern(s).
(i)

(ii)

7"-

A tabulation of:
The phase difference of the current in each other element
with respect to the reference element, and whether the current leads (,)
of lage (-) the current in the reference element, as indicated by the
station's phase monitor.
(ii) The ratio of the amplitude of the current in each other element to the current in the reference element, as indicated on the station's
antenna monitor.
(iii) The value of the radio frequency current at the base of
each element, and the ratio of the current in each other element to the
base current in the reference element. If there are substantial
differences between the ratios established in subdivision (ii) of this
subparagraph and the ratios computed in this subdivision (iii) and/or if
there are substantial differences between the parameters established in
subdivisions (i) and (ii) of this subparagraph and this subdivision (iii),
and those used in the design of the standard radiation pattern, a full
explanation of the reasons for these differences shall be given.
(3) Reserved.
(2)

(i)
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§73.151(a)(

o

- §73.152(c)(2)(i)

(4)
The actual field intensity measured at each monitoring point established
in the various directions for which a limiting field was specified in the instrument
of authorization together with accurate and detailed description of each monitorií
point together with ordinary snapshots, clear and sharp, taken with the field i:itct.sity
meter in itd measureing position and with the camera so located that its field of view
takes in as many pertinent landmarks as possible.
In addition, the directions for
proceeding to each monitoring point together with a rough sketch or map upon which
has been indicated the most accessible approaches to the monitoring points
should be submitted.

(a) If, after construction and final
73.152 Modification of directional antenna data.
adjustment of a directional antenna, a measured inverse distance field in any direction
exceeds the field shown on the standard radiation pattern for the pertinent mode of
directional operation, an application shall be filed, specifying a modified standard
radiation pattern and/or such changes as may be required in operating parameters so that
all measured effective fields will be contained within the modified standard radiation
pattern.

Normally, a modified standard pattern is not acceptable at the initial
However, in
construction permit stage, before a proof -of -performance has been completed.
certain cases, where it can be shown that modification is necessary, a modified standard
Following is a
pattern will be acceptable at the intial construction permit stage.
non -inclusive list of items to be considered in determining whether a modification is
acceptable at the initial construction permit stage:
When the proposed pattern is essentially the same as an existing pattern
(1)
(e.g., A DA -D station proposing to become a DA -1 station.)
at the same antenna site.
Excessive reradiating structures, which should be shown on a plat of the an(2)
tenna site and surrounding area.
Other environmental factors; they should be fully described.
(3)
Judgment and experience of the engineer preparing the engineering portion of
(4)
This must be supported with a full discussion of the pertinent factors.
the application.
The following general principles shall govern the situations in paragraphs
(c)
(a) and (b) in this section:
Where a measured field in any direction will exceed the authorized standard
(1)
pattern, the license application may specify the level at which the input power to the
antenna shall be limited to maintain the measured field at a value not in excess of that
shown on the standard pattern, and shall specify the common point current corresponding
This value of common point current will be specified on the license
to this power level.
for that station.
Where any excessive measured field does not result in objectionable inter(2)
ference to another station, a modification of construction permit application may be
The
submitted with a modified standard pattern encompassing all measured fields.
radiation
modified standard pattern shall supersede the previously submitted standard
Following are
pattern for that station in the pertinent mode of directional operation.
the possible methods of creating a modified standard pattern:
The modified pattern may be computed by making the entire pattern larger
(i)
than the original pattern (i.e., have a higher RMS value) if the measured.fields systeThe larger pattern shall be
matically exceed the confines of the original pattern.
computed by using a larger multiplying constant, k, in the theoretical pattern equation
(Eq. 1) in section 73.150(b)(1).
(b)
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O

Where the measured field exceeds the pattern in discrete directions, but
(ii)
objectionable interference does not result, the pattern may be expanded over
sectors including these directions. When this "augmentation" is desired, ít shall
be achieved by application of the following equation:

E(0, 8)aug

O

(iii)(d)

=

/í-E(, 8)std} 2

f

where:
E(0.8), le the standard pattern field at
some particular azimuth and elevation
angle, before augmentation, computed
pursuant to Eq. 2, §73.150(b)(1)(1).
E(+,6),,,,. is the field in the direction
specified above, after augmentation.
A=E(0',O)...-(4,'.0)11.1 in which 43' is the
central azimuth of augmentation.
E(4)',0)..s and EW,O)"e are the fields in
the horizontal plane at the central
azimuth of augmentation.
Note.-"A" must be positive, except during
the process of converting non-standard
patterns to standard patterns pursuant to the
Report and Order in Docket No. 21479, and in
making minor changes to stations with
patterns developed during the conversion.
However, even when "A" Is negative, "A"
cannot be so negative that E(0,6)..e is less
than E($,6)1 at any azimuth or vertical
elevation angle.
g(6) is defined in §73.150(b)(1)(1).
8 is the angular range, or "span", over
which augmentation is applied. The span
is centered on the central azimuth of
augmentation. At the limits of the span,
the augmented pattern merges into the
unaugmented pattern. Spans may
overlap.
DA Is the absolute horizontal angle between
the azimuth at which the augmented
pattern value is being computed and the
central azimuth of augmentation. (DA
cannot exceed 1/2 8.)

In the case where there are spans
which overlap, the above formula shall
be applied repeatedly, once for each
augmentation. in ascending order of
central azimuth of augmentation.
beginning with zero degrees
representing true North. Note that, when
spans overlap, there will be, in effect, an
augmentation of an augmentation. And.
if the span of an earlier augmentation
overlaps the central azimuth of a later
augmentation, the value of "A" for the
later augmentation will be different than

A{g(8) 0a (180 19Á} 2

the value of "A" without the overlap of
the earlier span.
(iii) A combination of (I) and (ii), of
this section, with (I) being applied
before (ii) is applied.
(3) A Modified Standard Pattern %hall
be specifically labeled as such, and shall
be plotted in accordance with the
requirements of subparagraph (2) of
paragraph (b) of f 73.150. The effective
(RMS) field intensity in the horizontal
plane of E(4),0).r,, E(0,6)n, and the root
sum square (RSS) value of the inverse
fields of the array elements (derived
from the equation for E(4 ,8)u,), shall be
tabulated on the page on which the
horizontal plane pattern is plotted.
Where sector augmentation has been
employed in designing the modified
pattern, the direction of maximum
augmentation (i.e., the central azimuth
of augmentation) shall be indicated on
the horizontal plane pattern for each
augmented sector, and the limits of each
sector shall also be shown. Field values
within an augmented sector, computed
prior to augmentation, shall be depicted
by a broken line.
(4) There shall be submitted, for each
modified standard pattern, complete
tabulations of final computed data used
in plotting the pattern. In addition, for
each augmented sector, the central
azimuth of augmentation, span, and
radiation at the central azimuth of
augmentation (E(+,8)a.,,) stall be
tabulated.
(5) The parameters used in computing
the modified standard pattern shall be
specified with realistic precision.
Following is a list of the maximum
acceptable precision:
(i) Central Azimuth of Augmentation:
to the nearest 0.1 degree.
(ii) Span: to the nearest 0.1 degree.

Radiation at Central Azimuth of Augmentation: 4 significant figures.
First,
Sample calculations for a modified standard pattern follow.
(d)
Then, assume the follow73.150(c).
standard
pattern
in
section
assume the existing
ing augmentation parameters:
(iii)
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73.152(d) (continued),

0

Central
Azimuth
110
240
250

1

2
3

Radiation at
central azimuth
1,300

Span
40

52

50
10

130

Following is a tabulation of part of the modified standard pattern:

Azimuth
1

-

105
235
247

3/25/81

0

26.86
1,299.42
39.00
100.47

Part 73AM
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68.05
872.14
35.74
66.69

- 50a -

60

72.06
254.21
38.71

32.78

Vertical
Angle

Appendix
METHOD OF CALCULATION OF MULTIPLYING CONSTANTS USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR STANDARD BROADCAST DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA CALCULATIONS
The various steps in the calculation of the multiplying constant are:
(a) Compute the no -loss multiplying constant; that is, the multiplying
constant assuming that the nominal power is radiated.
(b) Compute the no -loss loop currents (base currents if the tower is less
than 90 electrical degrees.
(c) Compute the total power loss using the no -loss currents.
(d) Adjust the multiplying constant to take account of the power loss;
that is, adjust so that the nominal power is the input power to the array
rather than the radiated power.
Note - In the following description, the angle A is the vertical elevation angle above the horizontal plane. Also, the term nrmsn means the
root -mean -square field intensity based on a multiplying constant of one.
The no -loss multiplying constant is computed by the power integrated method:
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(dP.en,)
K. (C1)rmse.m

where:
K =the no -loes multiplying constant;
C1=152.15158 mY/si this is
horizontal radiation from a standard hemispherical
radiatori is millivolts tethemeter at
this was
for
Directional Antenna
teComputer Proronegrams,443
28
2d r
2d
97

te,RR

P...,=the nominal power in kilowatts;

rmeeem=the root -mean -square effective field intensity over the hemisphere, which may

be obtained by integrating the ens at each vertical elevation angle over the
hemisphere. The Commission's computer performs the integration using the
trapesoidal method of approximation:

where: ,...JI
ems

180

[rmso+

rms,.,s cos mol

A= the interval, in degrees, between the equally -spaced sampling . points at the

different vertical elevation angles 0;
sr=integers from 1, to 1, which give the elevation angle O in degrees when multiplied

l=one less than the number of intervals; it is equal to 00/A-1;

nab= the root -mean -square field intensity at the specified elevation angle 9:

ems,=.
where:

f
n

n

F,f,(e)Frf,(e) cos *of .(8:, cos o)

i=ith tower;
j=jth tower;
n=number of towers in the array;
Fr= field ratio of the it tower;
MO= vertical radiation characteristic of the its tower;
F,=field ratio of the j* tower;
ii(0) = vertical radiation characteristic of the * tower;

*=difference in the electrical phase angles of the currents in the is and
ja, towers in the array;
S,;=s Ding in degrees between the it and jth towers in the array;

J.(8 , ens e) = l

function of the first kind and

between the its sad Ph towers.

Nest, the no -loss loop current (the current at the current maxima) for typical
tower Is computed:

KR'

where

I'=(C2) (1-cos (1i)

I,=the loop current in amperes in the its

zero'

order of thelipparent spacing

1=the ii' tower;
n= the number of towers in the array;

/i= the loop current (or base current
if the tower is less than 90 electrical
degrees in height) for the in tower.
Finally. the multiplying constant must be

tower;
K=the no -loss multiplying constant computed above;
F,=the field ratio for the ith tower;
C2=37.258479; this was derived in Constants for Directional Antenna Computer Programs, supra;
G,=the height, in electrical degrees, of the
iu tower.
Nora.- non -typical towers ere used, different l sp current equations may be

adjusted to change the assumption films
nominal power being radiated to nominal
power being the input power to the army

It the tower is less than 90 electrical degrees in height. the base current is oem-

Ks=the multiplying constant after adjustment for the assumed loas

required.

tusd by undtiolytng the sine of the tower
by the leeneursest.
Using the no -loss current', the total power

prior to taking account of the assumed loss
resistance:

Kc=K

P.,,.
Poom+Plos.

where:

resistance;

K=the no -lose multiplying oanstant

computed above;
P.,m=the nominal power in kilowatts;.
Pu... °= l AoAO I4
P.,..=the total power loss in kilowatts.
where:
The multiplying constant 8A. is than used
to compute the theoretical pattern used In
P -the total power lass in ilowatts;
Assumed
eistaae. in ohms; generating the standard pattern.
etalltlird preattern calculations,
this would be at lent one ohm;

loss mould he:

e

R_
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73.153 -

...
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73.157(b)(4)

73.153 Field strength measurements in support of application or
evidence at hearings. In the determination of interference, groundwave
field intensity measurements will take precedence over theoretical
values, provided such measurements are properly taken and presented.
When measurements of groundwave signal strength are presented, they
shall be sufficiently complete in accordance with 73.186 to determine
the field strength at 1 mile in the pertinent directions for that station.
NOTE:
The antenna resistance measurements required by 73.186 need not
be taken or submitted.
73.154 Directional antenna partial and skeleton froof of performanse
field strength measurements.
The partial proof of performance shall consist 'of at
(a)
least 10 field strength measurements on each of the radials established
in the latest complete proof of performance of the directional antenna
These measurements shall be made at locations, all within 2 to
system.
10 miles (3 to 16 kilimeters) from the antenna, which were utilized in
such proof, and include on each radial, the point, if any, designated
as a monitoring point in the station authorization. Measurements shall
be analyzed in the manner prescribed in 73.186 of the rules.
The skeleton proof of performance shall consist of field
(b)
strength measurements, at least 3 on each of the radials established
in the latest complete proof of performance of the directional antenna
system, made at measurement locations utilized in such proof and include, on each radial, the point, if any, designated as a monitoring
point in the station authorization.

73.157 Antenna testin -*urin -da ime. (a) The licensee of a station
using a irectional antenns dayt me or nighttime hours may, without
further authority, operate during daytime hours with the licensed nighttime directional facilities or with nondirectional antenna when conducting monitoring point field strength measurements or antenna proof
of performance measurements.
(b) Operation pursuant to this section is subject to the following
conditions:
(1) No harmful interference will be caused to any other station.
(2) The FCC may notify the licensee to mofify or cease such operation
to resolve interference complaints or when such action may appear to be
in the public interest,convenience and necessity.
(3) Such operation shall be undertaken only for the purpose of taking
nonitoring points field stlength measurements or antenna proof of performance measurements, and shall be restricted to the minimum time required to accomplish the measurements.
(4) Operating power in the nondirectional mode shall be adjusted to
the same power as was utilized for the most recent nondirectional proof
of performance covering the licensed facilities.
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O

When a licensee of a station using a
(a)
73.158 Directional antenna monitoring points.
directional antenna system finds that a field monitoring point, as specified on the
station authorization, is no longer accessible for use or is unsuitable because of nearby
construction or other disturbances to the measured field, an informal application to change
the monitoring point location is to be promptly submitted to the FCC in Washington, D. C.
The application must include the following information:
A partial proof of performance conducted on the radial containing the
(1)
monitoring point to be changed.
A written description of the routing to the new selected monitoring point.
(2)
A map showing the location and routing to the new selected monitoring point.
(3)
A photograph showing the new monitoring point in relation to nearby permanent
(4)
landmarks that can be used in locating the point accurately at all times throughout the
Do not use seasonal or temporary features in either the written descriptions or
year.
photographs as landmarks for locating field points.
When the descriptive routing to reach any of the monitoring points as shown
(b)
on the station license is no longer correct due to road or building construction or other
changes, the licensee must prepare and file with the FCC, in Washington, D. C., a request
for a corrected station license showing the new routing description. A copy of the
description is to be posted with the existing station license. The notification is to
include the information specified in (2) and (3) of paragraph (a) above.

o

o
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73.160
73.160 Vertical planeradiation characteristics, f(9). (a) The vertical plane
radiation characteristics show the relative field being radiated at a given vertical
angle, with respect to the horizontal plane. The vertical angle, represented as 9, is
0 degrees in the horizontal plane, and 90 degrees when perpendicular to the horizontal plane.
The vertical plane radiation characteristic is referred to as f(9).
The generic formula for f(9) is:
f(6)=E(e)/E(0)
where:
E(6) is the radiation from the tower at
angle 6.
F.(0) is the radiation from the tower in the
horizontal plane.

(b) Listed below are formulas for f(9)
for several common towers.
(1) For a typical tower, which is not
top -loaded or sectionalized, the
following formula shall be used:

f(e) _cos

e) -

(G sin
cos C
(1 - cos G) cos e

where:
G is the electrical height of the tower, not
including the base insulator and pier. (In
the case of a folded unipole tower, the
entire radiating structure's electrical
height is used.)

(2) For a top -loaded tower, the following formula shall be used:
cos B cos (A sin e) - sin a sin B sin (A atin e) - cos (Al -B)

f(e)

cos a (cos B - cos

(A+B))

where:
A is the physical height of the tower, in
electrical degrees, and
B is the difference, in electrical degrees,

between the apparent electrical height
(G, based on current distribution) and the
actual physical height.

f(e)

=

C is the apparent electrical height: the sum
of A and B; A+B.

See Figure 1 of this section.
(3) For a sectionalized tower, the
following formula shall be used:

(sin A [cos B cos (A sin e) - cos G) +
sin B [cos P cos(C sin e) -sin e sin D sin(C sin e) -cos A cos(A sin e)))
cos e (sin A (cos F - cos C) + sin B (cos D - cos A))

(d) Following are sample calculations.
where:
(The number of significant figures
A is the physical height, in electrical
degrees, of the lower section of the
shown here should not be Interpreted as
tower.
a limitation on the number of significant
figures used in actual calculations.)
B is the difference between the apparent
electrical height (based on current
(1) For a typical tower, as described in
distribution) of the lower section of the
subsection (b)(1), assume that G=120
tower and the physical height of the
electrical degrees:
lower section of the tower.
C is the physical height of the entire tower,
in electrical degrees.
e
D is the difference between the apparent
electrical height of the tower (based on
1.0000
o
0.7696
current distribution of the upper section)
30
0.345e
s0
and the physical height of the entire
tower. D will be zero if the sectionalized
tower is not top -loaded.
(2) For a top -loaded tower, as
G is the sum of A and B; A+B.
described in subsection (b)(2), assume
H is the sum of C and D; C+ D.
A=120 electrical degrees, B=20
a is the difference between H and A;

H-A.

See Figure 2 of this section.
(c) One of the above f(9) formulas
must be used in computing radiation in
the vertical plane, unless the applicant
submits a special formula for a
particular type of antenna: If a special
formula is submitted, it must be
accompanied by a complete derivation
and sample calculations. Submission of
values for f(6) only in a tabular or
graphical format (i.e., without a formula)
is not acceptable.
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I(e)

1.0000
0.7364
0.2960

73.160 (3)

(3) For a sectionalized tower, as
described in subsection (b)(3), assume
A=120 electrical degrees. B=20
electrical degrees, C=220 electrical
degrees. D=15 electrical degrees,
G=140 electrical degrees (120+20),
H=235 electrical degrees (220 x-15), and
A =115 electrical degrees (235-120):
e

104

1.0000
0.5930
0.1423

0

30
60

STANDARD BROADCAST TECHNICAL STANIDARDS

73.181 and subsequent sections are
STANDARDS binder.

placed

G

G
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The following guidelines are to be applied in converting AM broadcast stations
to standard patterns.
1.
Existing standard and augmented patterns.
A.
Convert to metric system, on January 4, 1982, using existing parameters.
Other existing patterns.
Check parameters such as electrical spacing and height to ensure that they
are correct for the authorized frequency.
If incorrect, use the physical spacing
and height to compute the proper electrical values for the authorized frequency.
B.
Compute the standard pattern using the theoretical RMS to determine the
pattern size. The normal Z shall be used in computing the standard pattern.
C.
Examine the measured pattern, the plotted theoretical pattern with MEOV, and
the appropriate construction permit to determine the arcs in which the measured
radiation and/or MEOV (including the MEOV on outstanding construction permits) exceeds
the standard pattern, as computed in B, above.
In these arcs, augmentation shall be
applied as follows:
1.
The augmented value shall be as great as the measured value at each
azimuth, insofar as possible. It is more important that the augmentation cover the
measured values on the azimuths at which proof of performance measurements were made; it
is less important that the augmentation cover the values on the measured pattern which
are the result of "smoothing in" between measured radials.
2.
In arcs where the MEOV exceeds the measured and/or standard pattern
values, the augmented values shall normally be no greater than the MEOV at any azimuth.
However, in those cases where the only MEOV at an azimuth is a value specified on a
construction permit, or where the MEOV specified on the construction permit is greater
than the MEOV shown on the pattern, the MEOV on all construction permit can be used
with a span of 10 degrees.
3.
In arcs where the existing MEOV exceeds the measured and/or standard pattern values, the maximum possible value which can be retained at each azimuth is the
greater of the following two values:
RADI = (RMS)/f-0.05) (Meas/RMS) + 0.1_7+Meas
where:
RMS is the measured pattern RMS, and MEAS is the measured radiation at the
desired azimuth.
RAD2= (MEOV-Meas)/1.0-(MEOV-Meas)/(2 Measl%+Meas
where:
MEOV is the MEOV at the desired azimuth, and Meas is the measured radiation
at the desire azimuth.
NOTE:
In each case, if the part in square brackets is less than zero, use
2.

A.

zero.

Augmentation shall be used as sparingly as possible.
5.
The span for each augmentation shall be at least 10 degrees.
6.
The augmented pattern shall be developed so that the measured pattern
RMS shall not fall below 85 percent of the augmented pattern RMS.
D.
For Class I or Class II stations operating at night, which are co -channel
with a U.S. Class I station: in the arcs in the direction of the 0.5 mV/m-50 .percent
skywave contour of the U.S. Class I station, the standard pattern of the Class I or II
station shall be adjusted by use of either a lower Q or "negative augmentation" (or
both) to reduce the standard pattern radiation to a value no greater than the MEOV or
the measured radiation.
E.
This section applies only in the event that we do not reach agreements with
Canada and Mexico on the conversion to standard patterns:
For non -Class IV stations operating at night, in the direction of the protected
service area of a non-U.S. Class I station, or in the direction of the site (plus and
minus five degrees) of a non-U.S. non -Class I station, in which the standard pattern
radiation exceeds the notified pattern radiation:
4.
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Then, the standard pattern of the non -Class IV station shall be adjusted by use
of either a lower Q or "negative augmentation" (or both) to reduce the standard
pattern radiation to a value no greater than the notified radiation or the measured
radiation, whichever is greater.
F.
Convert the standard pattern, as augmented, to the metric system on
January 4, 1982.
Public Notice of Results.
As the patterns are converted, the results will peridically be made available via Public Notices distributed by the Commission's Public Information Office.
Any party (licensees, permittees, applicants, or others) may submit proposed
B.
corrections to the developed parameters within 30 days after release of the public
The proposed corrections should be submitted both to the Commission and to
notice.
the contractor performing the conversion to standard patterns. In addition, if the
request for modification is made by a party other than the licensee, the party must also
notify the licensee.
All requests for modifications must supply alternative parameters,
as well as justification for the use of the alternative parameters.
If a modification is requested, the contractor will examine the request and
C.
either modify the parameters (with the issuance of another Public Notice) or supply a
report to the Commission indicating why the contractor believes the original
parameters are correct.
D.
In the event that the contractor supplies a report to the Commission,
Commission staff will examine both the request for the modified parameters and the
contractor's report, and make a decision.
(The Commission, not the contractor, will
be the final arbiter in the event of a dispute.)
3.

A.

Pending applications.
The processing of pending applications will be stopped, individually, while
each is converted. The method of conversion will be the same as for an existing
operation.
After its conversion, each application will be processed using the
If interference develops (using the converted pattern) that did not
converted pattern.
exist prior to conversion, the application will be granted with the converted pattern,
notwithstanding the interference. An amendment tendered after conversion of the
corresponding application must use a standard pattern.
4.

Precision of parameters.
Converted patterns which do not need correction of basis parameters (pursuant
to 2(a) above, for example) will continue using these parameters, even if the
precision is in excess of the specified precision in sections 73.150(b)(6) and 73.152
5.

(b)(5).

If the existing parameters must be corrected or if new parameters must be
assigned (adding augmentation, for example), the new and/or adjusted parameters shall
have no greater precision than outlined in sections 73.150(b)(6) and 73.152(b)(5).
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SUBROUTINE TOWREF (N,DTEMP,DD,ATEMP,ALPHAD,ALPHA,D,NDA,KLM)
C
C
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C
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C.

******************************************************************
-

THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE ADJUSTED. SPACING AND ORIENTATION IN
RADIANS (D,ALPHA) AND DEGREES (DD,ALPHAD) FOR THE TOWERS,
BASED ON THE SPACING AND ORIENTATION IN DEGREES (DTEMP,
41TEMP) AND A SIGNAL (NDA) INDICATING WHETHER DTEMP AND
ATEMP REFER TO A COMMON ORIGIN OR THE PREVIOUS TOWER.

FOLLOWING IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE ARGUMENTS:
N

-- AN INTEGER CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF TOWERS.
THIS IS AN INPUT ARGUMENT.

DTEMP

-- A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE SPACING
THIS IS AN
(IN DEGREES) FOR THE CORRESPONDING TOWER.
INPUT ARGUMENT.

DD

-- A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE SPACING
(IN DEGREES) FROM THE ORIGIN FOR THE CORRESPONDING
TOWER.

ATEMP

-- A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE ORIENTATION
(IN DEGREES) FOR THE CORRESPONDING TOWER. THIS IS
AN INPUT ARGUMENT.

ALPHAD -z A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE ORIENTATION
(IN DEGREES) FROM THE ORIGIN FOR THE CORRESPONDING
TOWER.

ALPHA

i- A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE ORIENTATION
(IN RADIANS) FROM THE ORIGIN FOR THE CORRESPONDING
TOWER.

D

-- A FLOATING POINT ARRAY CONTAINING THE SPACING
(IN RADIANS) FROM THE ORIGIN FOR THE CORRESPONDING
TOWER.

C

C
C
C
C
C
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C
C

.

NDA

C
C
C
C
C

=- AN INTEGER ARRAY CONTAINING A ZERO OR ONE FOR EACH
TOWER, INDICATING WHETHER THE SPECIFIED SPACING AND
ORIENTATION (DTEMP AND ATEMP) ARE FROM THE COMMON
ORIGIN OR FROM THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING TOWER.
_A ZERO REFERS TO THE COMMON. REFERENCE POINT, WHILE
A ONE REFERS TO THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING TOWER.
.

-

-

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

KLM

-- AN INTEGER CONTAINING A ZERO OR ONE, INDICATING
WHETHER ANY OF THE SPACINGS AND ORÍENTATIONS REFER
TO THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING TOWER. -KLM IS ZERO
IF ALL SPACINGS AND ORIENTATIONS ARE WITH RESPECT
TO THE COMMON REFERENCE POINT. KLM IS ONE IF AT
LEAST ONE OF THE SET OF SPACINGS AND ORIENTATIONS
IS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING TOWER.
THIS IS USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER DD AND ALPHAD
SHOULD BE PRINTED,

******************************************************************

C.

C

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS THE FIRST STATEMENT

C
C

******************************************************************

C

DATA DEGREE,RADIAN /57.295/8,0.0174532925/
DIMENSION DTEMP(N),DD(N),ATEMP(N),ALPHAD(N),NDA(N),ALPHA(N),D(N)
C
C

******************************************************************

C
C

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS THE FIRST EXECUTABLE STATEMENT

C.

C

******************************************************************
KLM=0

C
C

C

DO 20 I=1,N
ALPHA(I)=ATEMP(I)*RADIAN_
ORIENTATION IN RADIANS
D(I)=DTEMP(I)*RADIAN
SPACING IN RADIANS
IF (NDA(I).NE.1) GO TO 10
NDA=1 MEANS REF TO PREVIOUS TOWER
KLM=1
II=I -1

TEMP1=D(I)*COS(ALPHA(I))+D(II)*COS(ALPHA(II))
TEMP2=D(I)*SIN(ALPHA(I))+D(II)*SIN(ALPHA(II))
D(I)=SQRT(TEMP1*TEMPI+TEMP2*TEMP2)
ALPHA(I)=ATAN2(TF.MP2,TEMP.1)
10
C
C

20

ALPHAD(I)=ALPHA(I)*DEGREE
ADJ. ORIENT. IN DEGREES
DD(I)=D(I)*DEGREE
ADJ. SPACING IN DEGREES
CONTINÚE
RETURN
END
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SUBPART B - W BROADCAST STATIONS
CLASSIFICATION OF FM BROADCAST STATIONS AND ALLOCATION OF FREQUENCIES
73.201
73.202
73.203
73.204
73.205
73.206
73.207
73.208
73.209
73.210
73.211
73.212

Numerical designation of FM broadcast channels.
Table of assignments.
Availability of channels.
International agreement and other restrictions on use of
channels.
See 73.1220 and 73.1650
Zones.
Classes of commercial channels and stations operation thereon.
Minimum distance separations between stations.
Reference points and distance computations.
Protection from interference.
Station location, main studio location, and program origination.
See 73.1120, 73.1125, 73.1130
Power and antenna heights requirements.
Administrative changes in authorizations.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

73.213
73.214
73.215
73.216
73.217
73.218
73.220
73.221-

Stations at spacings below the minimum separations.
73.1010
Cross reference.
Notification of filing mf applications. 73.1030
Equipment tests. 73.1610
73.1620
Program tests.
Station license period. 73.1020
Restriction on use of channels.
73.223 Deleted.
LICENSING POLICIES

73.231
73.232
73.23373.239

Deleted.
Territorial exclusivity.
73.238 Deleted.
Use of common antenna site.

73.240 Miltiple ownership.
73.241 Special rules relating to contracts providing for reservation
of time upon sale of a station. 73.1150.
73.242 Duplication of AM and FM programming.
EQUIPMENT

73.250
73.252

73.253
73.254
73.255
73.256
73.257
73.258

Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing. 73.1660
Frequency measurements. 73.1540
Modulation monitor.
Equipment performance measurements.
Auxiliary transmitter. 73.1660
Alternate main transmitters.
Modification of transmission system.
Indicating instruments.
TECHNICAL OPERATION

73.261
73.262
73.263
73.264
73.265

Time of operation. See 73.1705 and 73.1740.
Experimental operation.
Station inspection. 73.1225
Station and operator license; posting of. 73.1230
Operator requirements.

TECHNICAL OPERATION (continued)
73.266
73.267
73.268
73.269
73.270
73.271
73.273
73 274
73.275
73.276
73.277
73.278

Operating power.
Determining operator power.
Modulation. 73.1570
Frequency tolerance. 73.1545
Antenna structure, marking and lighting.
Discontinuance of operation. 73.1750
Emergency antenna. 73.1680
Remote control authorizations.
Remote control operation.
Extention meters. 73.1550
Special field test authorization. 73.1515
Special field test authorization. 73.1515

OTHER OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
General requirements relating to logs. 73.1800
Program log. 73.1810
Operating logs. 73.1820
Maintenance logs. 73.1830
Retention of logs. 73.1840
Availability of logs and records. 73.1225 and 73.1850
Station identification. 73.1201
Fraudulent billing practices. 73.1205
Sponsorship identification; list retention; related require ments. 73.1212
73.290 Broadcasts by candidates for public office. 73.1940
73.291 Personal attacks, political editorials. 73.1910, .1920, .1930.
73.292 Lotteries. 73.1211
73.293 Use of FM multiplex st).hcarrie?'s.
73.294 Nature of the SCA.
73.295 FM subsidiary communications service
73.296 Broadcast of telephone conversation.. 73.1206
73.297 FM multichannel sound broadcasting
73.298 Operations during an emergency. X3.1250
73.299 Fraudulent billing practices. 73.1205
73.300 Personal attacks; political editorials. 73.1910, 73.1920 and
73.1930
73.301 Equal employment opportunities. 73.2080
73.281
73.282
73.283
73.284
73.285
73.286
73.287
73.288
73.289

73.342
73.344
73.346

Use of automatic transmission
Use of automatic transmission
Fail-safe transmitter control
Automatic transmission system

systems (ATS)
facilities.
for automatic transmission systems.
monitoring and alarm points.

FM TECHNICAL STANDARDS
See FM STANDARDS 73.310 - 73.333
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FM BROADCAST STATIONS

CLASSIFICATION OF FM BROADCAST STATIONS AND ALLOCATION OF FREQUENCIES
§73.201 Numerical designation of FM broadcast channels. The FM broadcast band
consists of that portion of the radio frequency spectrum between 88 Megahertz per
per
second (M/Hzand 108 MH/z) It is divided into 100 channels of 200

kiolhertz

second 1131/z each. For convenience, the frequencies available for FM broadcasting
(including those assigned to noncommercial educational broadcasting) are given
numerical designations which are shown in the table below:

Frequency

(MHz)
88.1
88.3
88.5
88.7
88.9
89.1
89.3
89.5
89.7
89.9
90.1
90..3

90.5
90.7
90.9
91.1
91.3
91.5
91.7
91.9
92.1
92.3
92.5
92.7
92.9

Channel

Frequency

Channel

No.

(MHz)

No.

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

-

93.1
93.3
93.5
93.7
93.9
94.1
94.3
94.5
94.7
94.9
95.1
95.3
95.5
95.7
95.9
96.1
96.3
96.5
96.7
96.9
97.1
97.3
97.5
97.7
97.9

'

226
227
228
229
23o
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
25o

Frequency
(MHz)
98.1
98.3
98.5
98.7
98.9
99.1
99.3
99..5..
99.7
99.9
100.1
100.3

100.5
100.7
100.9
101.1
101.3
101.5
101.7
101.9
102.1
102.3
102.5
102.7
102.9

Channel

Frequency

Channel

No.

(MHz)

No.

251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
26o
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275

103.1
103.3
103.5
103.7
103.9
104.1
104.3
104.5
104.7
104.9
105.1
105.3
105.5
105.7
105.9
106.1
106.3
106.5
106.7
106.9
107.1
107.3
107.5
107.7
107.9

276
277
278
279
28o
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291

292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

The frequency 108.0 MHz may be assigned to VOR test stations subject to the
condition that interference is not caused to the reception of FM broadcasting stations,
present or future.
NOTE:

12/12/68
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73.202

o

(a) General. The following Table of
73.202 Table of Assignments.
Assignments contains the channels (other than noncommercial educational
channels) assigned to the listed communities in the United States, its
territories and possessions. Channels designated with an "A" are for
Class B stations in Zones I and I -A, and for Class C stations in Zones
Channels designated with an asterisk (*) are assigned for use by
II.
noncommercial educational broadcast stations only. There are specific
noncommercial educational FM assignments (Channels 201-220) for various
communities in Arizona, California, New Mexico, and Texas. These are
set forth in 73.504.
(b)
Table of FM Assignments.

ALABAMA
Abbeville
Albertville

...

232A

Chickasaw

286

Citronelle

.252A

Gadsen

279

.... 270A

Geneva

228A

Clanton

249A

Greenville

Andalusia.. 251,284A

Cordova

225A

Guntersville

240A

Anniston

268

Cullman ... 221A,266

Haleyville

224A

Arab

224A

Decatur .... 245,271

Hamilton

221A

Ashland

237A

Demopolis

Homewood

247A

Athens

282

Dothan

Atmore

281

Elba

Auburn

249A

292A

238,259,273A
266A

Enterprise

Huntsville

236,256

285A

Jackson

245

Jasper

273

Bay Minette288A,293A

Eufaula

224A

Linden

275A,296A

Birmingham 229,233,
243,258,284,295,299

Eutaw

282A

Marion

280A

Evergreen

228A

Mobile .. 225,235,241,248,

Brewston

292A

Brundidge

234A

260

Fairhope

221A

Monroeville
Fayette

Butler

228A

Camden

272A

Carrolton

Chatom
* Additions:

257A

251

Montgomery
Florence .. 241A,297

0

232A,240A

. 291

Alexander City

222,241A,255,
270,277

Fort Mitchell.. 252A

Muscle Shoals

288A

Fort Rucker ... 226A

Oneonta

249A

231

276A

ALABAMA

Part 73FM
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ALABAMA (continued)
Opelika

265A

Opp

272A

ALASKA
Anchorage.. 225,247,
251,255,263,267,271,
276A,281,287,293,

Wrangell

269A

Yakutat

280A

298

ARIZONA

Orange Beach ..289A
Oxford

250A

Bethel.... 261A,300A

252A

Ozark ....280A,285A

College

280A

Apache Junction

296A

Phenix City

261A

Cordova

265A

Benson

249A

Prattville

237A

Delta Junction. 228A

Bisbee

221A

Reform

269A

Dillingham

Buckeye

295A

Roanoke
Rogersville
Russellville

272A
230A
249A

Fairbanks..240A,251,
273,284

Scottsboro

252A

Haines

272A

Homer

278

10

Bullhead City
Casa Grande
Chandler

274

288A
300

Chiníe

297A

Claypool

288A

Clifton

237A

Comobabi

276A

Coolidge

280A

Ketchikan....290,294

Cottonwood

240A

Troy

Kodiak .... 261A,266

Douglas

237A

Tuscaloosa 224A,239,
388A
262
Tuscumbia

Naknek

Selma.... 261A,265A,
287C2
292A
Sheffield

Stevenson

269A

Sylacauga

252A

Talladega..224A,248A
Thomasville

o

Ajo

237A
223A

232A

Houston

Juneau .... 264,274,
282,286,292A
261A

Kenai

Nome

265A

Eagar

262

Eloy

.... 262

Tuskegee

240A

North Pole

Union Springs

265A

Palmer

Vernon

293A

Petersburg .... 265A

Winfield

290A

Seward

York

257A

Soldotna ...243,269A

* Additions:

292A

Flagstaff ... 225,230,248,
275C2

239

276A

Glendale
Globe

222,278

247A,262

Green Valley

221A

Sitka

284

Holbrook

221A

Wasilla
ALASKA

259

Kearny

286A

ALABAMA
73 FM

223
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ARIZONA (continued)

0

Kingman:. 234,26001
290
Lake Havasu City ..
266,286
252A
Marana

Mesa

227,284

Tucson
225,229,
235,241,258,298

Cherokee Village

265A

Clarendon

297A

Clarksville

224A

Wickenburg .... 288A

Clinton

221A

Tusayan

221A

Miami

252A

Williams

244A

Conway

217C

Nogales

252A

Willcox

252A

Corning

228A

Oraibi
Oro Valley
Page

252A

Window Rock ... 276A

Crossett

285A

Winslow

Dardanelle

272A

DeQueen

224A

Dermott

289A

DeWitt

244A

Dumas

296A

2A

Paradise Valley290A
Parker

...

236,286

Yuma ..226,236,250A,
265A

257A

ARKANSAS
Payson

280A

Arkadelphia

265A

Phoenix ...233,238,
245,254,260,268,273

Ashtown

221A,280A

Pine Top

294

Augusta

249A

ElDorado.. 227A,240A,257A,
276A

Prescott

252A,280A

Bald Knob

296A

England

243A

Prescott Valley292A

Baring

233A

Eudora

268A

Safford ... 231,256

Batesville

Eureka Springs

265A

San Carlos ... 279A

Beebe

Fairfield Bay

292A

San Manuel ... 276A

Bella Vista ... 293A

Scottsdale .... 264

Benton

Show Low...228A,243

Bentonville ... 252A

Sierra Vista..265A,
269A
Springerville..269A

Berryville

Blytheville .... 242

Glenwood

283A

.... 239

Booneville .... 221A

Greenwood

292A

St. Johns

Sun City ......292A
Tempe

250

Tuba City .... 250A
* Additions:

ARIZONA

.... 226

268A

296A

296A

Fayetteville 221A,280A,300

Fordyce

269A

Forrest City

228A

Fort Smith229,256,260,265A

Brinkley

272A

Gurdon

224A

Cabot

273A

Hamburg

258A

246

Hampton

296A

Camden
ARKANSAS

ARKANSAS (continued)
Nashville

288A

West Memphis

296A

Harrison ....244A,275

Newport

288A

Wynne

224A

Heber Springs .. 244A

North Crossett.. 274A

Yelville

249A

Helena .... 233A,276A

Osceola

Hardy

284A

251

CALIFORNIA

244A

Alameda

224A

Horseshoe Bend...293A

Paragould...285A,296A

Alturas

233

Hot Springs.244A,248,

Paris

237A

Anaheim

240A

Anderson

232A

Apple Valley

272A

Hope

269A,285A

Humnoke

292A
269A

Huntsville

240A

*

Ozark

Pine Bluff ..222,235,
257A,267Á
Pocahontas

280A

Piggott

288A

Rogers

232A

Russellville

265A

Salem

240A

Searcy

257A

Sheridan

272A

Arcata

Jacksonville. .... 262

Jonesboro261A,270,300
Lake Village ....240A
Little... 231,239,253,
258A,279
Rock
292A
Lonoke

Magnolia

300

Malvern

268A

Mammoth Spring... 236

226

Arroyo Grande

237A

Atwater

223A

Auburn

266

Avenal

28 9A

Bakersfield.. 221A,231,243,
257A,268,296A,300

Siloam Springs.. 289A

Banning

26 9A

232A,240A

Marianne

295A

Springdale

285A

Barstow

Marked. Tree

229A

Stamps

261A

Berkeley

Stuttgart

288A

Bishop

264

Blythe

262

Marshall

282

231,275

McGehee

276A

Texarkana...292A,296A

Mena

269A

Trumann

Monticello

228A

VanBuren

272A

Burney

Morriton

269A

Waldron

276A

Calexico

24 9A

Calipatria

265A

Camarillo

240A

Cambria

232A

Mountain ..252A,288A,
298
Home

.294A

Walnut Ridge ....292A
Warren

288A

Brawley

Mountain View ....277
West Helena

Murfreesboro ....237A
*Additions:

CALIFORNIA

ARKANSAS
*

Hoxi

263A
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233,241
291

CALIFORNIA (continued)

3

Carlsbad

240A

El Centro

293

Guadalupe

Carmel

269A

Ellwood

233

Hanford

Carnelian Bay ... 279
Carpinteria

269A

Cartago

275A

Eureka...222,242,268,
288A
237A
Fairfield

225

Healdsburg
Hemet

288A

Hollister

228A

Fallbrook

269A

Holtville

261A

Ferndale

257A

Idyllwild

267A

255

Firebaugh

276A

Imperial

257A

Independence

292A

Chico

229,236

Ft. Bragg ...237A,249A

224A,272Á

China Lake

274A

Ford City

271A

Indio

Chowchilla

227A

Fowler

244A

Inglewood

Freedom

240A

Jackson

285A

Johannesburg

280A

Coachella

229

280A
.

232A

Coalinga

261A

Freemont

Colusa

243A

Julian

261A

Copperopolis ... 288A

Fresno...229,239,250,
266,270,274,290
266,270,274,290

Kerman

232A

272A

Garberville .,. 284C2

Kernville

272A

264

Garden Grove.... 232A

Kíng Cíty

221A

Kingsburg

292A

Corcoran
Corning

Crescent North ..250A

George

264A

288A

Gilroy

233

Lake Arrowhead

280A

Glendale

270

Lake Isabella

283A

Davis

Delano

253,287

Denair

240A

Desert
Center
Dinuba

272A,288A

292A

Lakeport

Gonzales

282A

Lancaster

292A

Lemoore

285A

Lenwood

285A

Lindsay

277A

268A

Livermore

269A

296A

Lodi

249A

Earlimart

265A

221A,232A,
Valley
257A
Green Acres .... 292A

East Hermet

277A

Greenfield.... 258,300

255

El Cajon
*Additions:
CALIFORNIA

252A,258'

Goleta

Grass

East Porterville..263A Gridley

0

221A

233A,279,298

253,276A
Cathedral
City
Central Valley ..257A
Chester

3

Escondido

288A

227 Grover City

CALIFO':.i4IA (continued)

Lompoc

224A,265A

Mt. Shasta

237A

Long Beach ..250,272A, Mount Bullion ....260
288A
249A Mountain Pass ....258
Los Altos
Los Angeles..222,226,
230,234,238,242,246,
254,258,262,2.66,274,

278,282,286,290,298
Los sanos
Los Gatos

.250

Needles

Newport Beach ...276A

263A

271

Roseville

228A

Lucerne Valley..293A

Ojai

288A

Madera .... 221A,297A

Ontario

228A

1-Mammouth Lakes..292A

Orange Cove .... 262A

Sacramento 233,241,245,253,
263,278A,286,293,300
Salinas

250, 264, 273, 280A

San Bernardino
Orland

293A

249A

San Clemente

Mariposa

242

Oroville

Marysville

260

Oxnard..252A,271A,284

McFarland

275A

Pacific Grove

Mendocino

224A

Palm Desert 244A,276A

Mendota

272A

Palm Springs265A,284,

San Fernando

Paradise ...224A,244A

222A

San Francisco 227,235,239,
243,247,251,255,259,
267,271,279,283,287,
291,295
241A

294

San Jacinto

Paso Robles

223

San Jose... 222,253,262,293

Patterson

226

San Luis Obi.spo....227,241,
246B1,251

259

Mojave

249A

Porterville

Montecito

225A

Quincy 262A,270,276A

San Mateo

Monterey....224A,245

Red Bluff... 239,272A

249A

Redding...247,251,282

283

244A

Redlands

CAL IFORNIA

73W

285A,300

Pasadena
203A

Modesto ..230Á,272A,
277,281

236,260

San Diego..231,235,243,247,
251,264,268,275,
279,287,293

285A

291

Merced..... 248,268,
292A,299A

Morro Bay
*Additions:

Rohnerville

288A

237A

Monte Rio

285A

Rosamond

Oildale

Mission Viejo

Rehnert Park

296A

237A

244A

Riverside .... 224A,248,256

Oakhurst

Los Osos-Baywood

Manteca

296A

Rio Dell

236

284

267

224A,285A

Ridgecrest

Oakdale

Oceanside
Park

228A

Redondo Beach

-if-

San Rafael
Santa Ana

299

265A

244A,292A

Santa Barbara..229,248,260,
277,29981

CALIFORNIA (continued)
Santa Clara

289 Turlock

252A Burlington

281

Santa Cruz

256 Twentynine Palms...239 Canon City

280A

Santa Margarita ...292A Ukiah

233,277,290 Castle Rock

223,241

Santa María ....256,273 Ventura ..236,264,296A Colorado Springs 225,230,
236,251,270
276A
276A
Victorville
Santa Monica
250,254
Cortez
244A
Visalia
...225,241,246
Santa Paula
229,236
Craig
Santa Rosa ...261A,269A Walnut Creek .... 221A
236

Delta

Searles Valley

283A Wasco

249A

Seaside

296A Weed

265A

Sebastopol

229A West Covina

252A Eagle

Denver.... 239, 253, 258, 262,

282A Williams
Shafter
Shingle Springs . .271A
296A Willows
Sierra Madre
Soledad

287A Winton

Solvang

244A Woodlake

Sonoro

224A,228Á Woodland

'

266,278,286,290,294

298 Evergreen
288A Fountain

292A

254A Frisco

221A 14

281 Fruita

255,246

Greeley

South Oroville ... 285A Yermo
257A Yreka

249A

Stockton..257A,261A,297 Yuba City
227 Yucca Valley

Gunnison

Sutter Creek
Taft

280A Alamosa

Tehachapi

279A Avon

Thousand Oaks .... 224A Boulder
Tracy

Tulare
*Additions:
CALIFORNIA:

265A Breckenridge
235,294 Brush
COLORADO

252A,272A

Hayden

240A

Kremmling

292A

295

Lamar
243 Aspen

221A

280A

LaJunta

269A COLORADO

Tahoe City

260

273 Grand Junction..222,226,282,

251

Susanville

243

300

South Lake Tahoe230,275 Visalio

St. Helena

268

221A,295A
277,289

228A

Las Animas

297A

Leadville

228A

Littleton

298

Longmont

282

Loveland

272A

249A,296A
276A

234,247
272A

292A,296A

COLORADO (continued)

C

274 East Lyme .....á..254A Lewes

Manitou Springs

237A Enfield

Monte Vista

231,241 Groton

Montrose

280A Hamden

Oak Creek

:250A

Milford

288A Ocean View

267 Rehoboth Beach

290A
249A, 267A

259A
224A

252A
.á...285A Hartford..229 ,243,275, Seaford
290,295
Selbyville
250A
Pagosa Springs.
Ledyard
293A
225A
Smyrna
245, 255,.260,
Pueblo
247A
264,283C1, 296A, 300 Litchfield
229,258
Wilmington
239
Meridan
287
Rifle
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
285A
Middletown
Rocky Ford
238C1
Washington. 230,242,246,254,
263
258,262,266,278,297
New
Britain
221A
Salida

Ouray

288A New Haven . á..232A,256 FLORIDA

Security

Silverton..257A,279,297 New London
Norwich

Snowmass Village

2.80A

Steamboat Springs

244A Pawcatuck

Sterling
Trinidad.

284,288A Salisbury
223 Sharon

265A Alachua

223A

249A Apalachicola .... 265A,288A

D299A Arcadia

252A

251A Atlantic Beach

None

277A Avon Park

292A

Vail

.284 Stamford

244A Belle Glade

228A

Walsenburg

272A Stonington

272A Big Pine Key

284

Wray

252A Waterbury

Yuma

265A Westport

Willimantic

CONNECTICUT

223,281 Blountstown
300 Boca Raton

241

Bradenton

277

260 DELAWARE

Brookfield

236 Bethany Beach ....240A Cape Coral

Dover

25 2A

Darien
*Additions:

240A Georgetown
CONNECTICUT:

260

252A Bonita Springs

Bridgeport

Danbury

272A

234 Century Village

228A Chattahoochee
DELAWARE:

OCOLORADO:

FLORIDA:

280A,292A
286A

287A

FLORIDA (continued)

O

Chiefland
Chipley

Clearwater

247A Gainesville..265A,279, Leesburg
288A
234A Live Oak
249A Gifford
239,250 Goulds

.. ,

251

252A Maccienny

221A

271A Madison

285A

Clewiston

292A Graceville

Cocoa

257A Green Cove Springs224A Marathon .. 232A,249A,292A
264A Marco

Cocoa Beach.... 266,281 Gretna
Coral Gables

286

Gulf Breeze

237A Marianna

224A,266

227A,286A
288A

Crestview

285A

Hialeah

221A Mary Esther

Cross City

292A

High Springs

285A Melbourne...272A,292A,2.96A

Crystal River . 253
Daytona Beach..233,270
Defuniak Spríngs..276A

0

294

DeLand

290

Delray Beach

274

Destin

221A

Dunedin

221A

Dunnellon

272A

Edgewater

226A

Englewood

290A

Ft. Lauderdale264,278,
290,294
Ft. Myers 237A,245,270

Ft. Myers Beach
Ft. Pierce

257A
238,254

Ft. Walton Beach..243,
257A

Holiday ......... 292A Mexico Beach

Holly Hill....... 277A Miami.... 226,243,247,256,
268,298'
Holmes Beach .... 254A
Homestead ....... 239
230,235
Miami Beach
Homosassa Springs 237A
249A
Micanopy
252A
Immokalee
274
Milton
64
Iverness
270A
Monticello
Jacksonville..236 , 241,

245,256,275,283,297 Mount Dora

299

Jensen Beach

272A Naples ..228,233,276A,288A

Jupiter

296A New Port Richey

Key Colony Beach

288A Ocala

Key Largo

280A Okeechobee

288A

224A,229

276A

Key West ....223,228A, Orlando .... 222,243,255A,
262,286
254,258,296A,300C1

LaBelle

221A Palatka

260

Lake City

232A Palm Beach

250

Lakeland
*Additions:

FLORIDA:

73FM

257A

-1i-

231

FLORIDA (continued)
269A
Panama City223,253,278, Trenton
292A,300
221A
Venice
Panama City Beach .261A
Vero Beach..228A,269A,
288A
Pensacola.. 231,264,268,
289A
291A.297 Watertown

Buford

272A

Cairo

272A.

Camilla

288A

Carrollton

221A

288A West Palm.Beach..221A, Cartersville
283,300
221A Chatsworth
Plantation Key.262,276A Williston
Perry

Port St. Joe ..228A,233 Winter Haven
224A Winter Park

Punta Gorda

Quincy ..269A,274A,285A GEORGIA
Riviera Beach

232A Adel

288.A

257A

248 Claxton

296A

276A Cochran

244A

Columbus
221A Cordele

275,285A,297
252A

Rock Harbor ..... 271C2 Albany ...242,269A,283 Cornelia
274A
Rockledge
240A Covington
St. Augustine 249A,288A Alm

257A

St. Petersburg 258,268, Americus ....232A,249Á Cuthbert

264A

221A

Sanford

297
237A Arco

290A( Dawson

221A

Sanibel

253A Ashburn

289A Donalsonvilie

292A

Santa 'Rosa

272A Athens

238,284 Douglas

Sarasota,.273,288A,292A Atlanta...225,235,241, Dubin
253,259,277
Eastman
288A
Sebring
Augusta ... 252A,272A,
276A,282,289 Elberton
240A
Springfield.,,,
Bainbridge

Starke

224A Baxley

Stuart

258,294
224A

221A,240A
221A

247 Ellijay

228A

233 Forsyth

261A

Summerland Key ,., 275A Blackshear

285A Fort Valley .... 250A,292A

Tallahassee...235,240A, Blakely
255,276A,281,291A
Blue Ridge
Tampa
227,235,264,284
Boston
229A
Tice
Brunswick
252A
Titusville
GEORGIA:
*Additions:

228A Ft. Oglethorpe

.

FLORIDA:

,.,,,

280A Gainesville
..292A Glenville

264,268 Gordon

239

246,294
292A
296A

GEORGIA (continued)
Greensboro

280A Montezuma

Griffin

249A Moultrie 1111...

Hawkinsville

280A Nashville

223A Thomson

269A

230 Tifton

262

237A Toccoa

291

Trenton ...1111... 274A

244A Valdosta.. 0225,240A,244A,266,
Hazlehurst
299A
249A
221A Ocilla
Hinesville
249A
Vidalia
298A
248A Omega
Hogansville
26 9A
Warner Robins
265A
Homerville ...0.111111 288A Perry
261A
Washington
267A
279A Quitman
Irwinton
249A, 273, 277
Waycross .0
281A
Jeffersonville ... 248A Reidsville
265A
Waynesboro
296A
252A, 288A Rockmart
Jesup
244A
Wrens
249Á,272A
292A Rome
Kingsland
292A
Wrightsville
279A
281 Royston
LaGrange
HAWAII
249Á,274A
290A Sparta
Lakeland
0.0......... 300
Aiea
228A
279A St. Mary's
Leesburg
Hilo, Hawaii ...224A,234,246,
250,262
221A St. Simons Island224A
Louisville

228A Newnan

.....

Lyons

226,230,234,238,
223A Sandersville ....228A Honolulu
248,253, 258,262,286,290

Mableton

273A Savannah. 226,231,238,
243,247,271

Macon ..222A,256,287,300

Kaílua-Kona, Hawaii ....228A

231

Smyrna

Kailua, Oahu
Manchester
Marietta

227 Soperton

269A

268

249A

Sparta

111,0.,....

(9

Kaneohe, Oahu, Hawaii ...282
Kealakekua, Hawaii

Martinez ...0.......232A Springfield

Lahaina, Hawaii0228A,260,266

237A Statesboro..261A,275A

Milan

285A Swaínsboro..252A,280A

Millegeville...264A,272A Sylvester

271A

Millen

235A Thomaston

237A

Metter
*Additions:

285A Thomasville

296A

Lihue, Hawaii

228A,245

Makawao, Maui

232A

Paauilo, Hawaii

-1k-

279

Pearl City, Oahu, Hawaii..270
HAWAII:

73FM

221A

280A

McRae

GEORGIA:

242

228A

Sandersville

Savannah

.

. .

Soperton

226,231,248,
243,247,271
269A

Symra

231

Sparta

249A

Springfield

280A

Statesboro

201A

St. Marys

228A

IDAHO
Blackfoot
...247,268
Boise 222,250,282,286,
290

Beardstown
Benton

232A

292A

Bonners Ferry ... 221A Bloomington
260 Canton
Burley

268
252A , 265A

St. Simons Island

Caldwell 231, 2?7,296A Carbondale
252A Carmi
Chubbuck
Coeur E'Alene272A,276A Carpentersville
270 Carthage
Emmett

Swainsboro

Flexburg

..224A
252A,280A

268

247
280A

221A

263 Centralia

237A

224A Champaign

223,248

Thomasville
Thomson

296A

Grangeville

269A

Thomaston

237A

Tifton

-262

Toccoa

291

Idaho Falls241,256,277 Charleston
221A
275A Chicago . 226,230,234,238,
Jerome
242,246,250,254,258,
Lewiston 243,268,295
262,266,278,282,298
291
Moscow
232A
Mountain Home 257A Chillicothe

Valdosta225,240A,244A,266
249A

Nampa

269A

Orofino

Washington
Waycross
Waynesboro
Wrens

261A

265A

261A Crete
Fayette
Pacotello 229,235,285A Danville
262 Decatur
Payette

244A

Preston

273,277

Rexburg

. .

Hilo, Hawaii224A,234,246,
250,262

Salmon
Sandpoint

Honolulu, Oahu ..226,230,

Soda Springs

Kaneohe, Oahu

282

224A
Kealakekua, Hawaii
Laaaina ... 228A,260,266
Lihue, Hawaii... 228A,245
Lihue, .Kauai ... 224,228A
232A
M akawao , Maui
240A
Paaulio
270
Pearl City, Oahu
252A
236

Puka]_ani

Wailku, .Maui

Waimea
Waipahu, Oahu

256

.. 147,222

73FM

272A

256,271
275
223
269A
240A

221A DeQuoin
224A E.St. Louis

Rupert.

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii..228A
242
Kailua, Oahu

.252A

244A DeKalb
232A,252A Dixon

HAWAII

234,233,248,253, 258,262,286

240A

235,246 Clinton
237A Crest Hill

Vidalia
Warner Robins

266
239,249A

237A Effingham

267

261A East Moline

272A

Sun Valley ..228A,237Á Eldorado
Twin Falls ....239,243 Elgin
264,282 Elmwood Park
Wallace

232A

..

Weiser

ILLINOIS
Aledo
Alton

Anna

257A Evanston
Fairfield

285A

Farmer City
Flora

252A

280A

272A Freeport
224A Galesburg
224A Geneseo

Gibson City
Arlington Heights 224A
Granite City
Aurora ,......240Á,300
280A;Greenville
Aya

-1g-

290
286

221A,253
224A,235
28 5A

292A

....

285A,293
269A

Havana

260 Pittsfield
257A Piano -Sandwich

Highland Park

267A Pontiac

Hoopeston

265A Princeton

Harrisburg

Jacksonville

.... 263,288A Quincy

281 Rantoul

Jerseyville
Joliet

249A
... 296A

276A

Bloomington 222,244,279
Boonville

296A

Bluffton

261A

232A,249A
252A Brazil
292A
....258,28OA,286 Columbia City,
268,285A
237A Columbus
262

2 69A Connersville

228A,244A Robinson

Lawrenc eville

276A
272A Covington
231A Rockford . 248,265A,285A Crawfordsville 280A,292A
280A
292A Rock Island
255 Crown Point
296A
244A Danville
257A Rushville
224A
261A Decatur
276A Salem

Le Roy

224A Savanna

Lincoln

261A Shelbyville
291 Skokie

Kankakee

224A,260 Rochelle

Kewanee

Lansing
LaSalle

Litchfield
Loves Park
ICI aC omb

Marion
Mattoon
Mendota
Metropolis
Moline
Monmouth
Monticello
Morris

254,284
296A
.... 281,287

270 Evansville
244A South Beloit
276A Fort Wayne .... 236,247,
269A,280A
261A 276A Springfield 254,270,279,.
28
252A
232A Fowler
297 Sterling
259
249A Frankfort
245 Streator
240A
292A Franklin
261A Sullivan
,

252A Taylorville

245 Tuscola

224A French Lick

261A

288A Goshen

249A

Greenfield
296A Greenberg
244A Hammond

280A , 296A

249A Urbana

288A Vandalin
284 Virden

231 Hartford City

Morton
Mount Carmel
Mount Vernon

272A Watseka

Nurphysboro
Normal

285A Wilmington

235 Waukegan
231 West Frankfort

Jeffersonville

5

Kendallville
Kent l and

237A INDIANA

Parea

265A Alexandria

Paris

253 Anderson

244A Knox

284
239
227
269A

257A

224A,263
Kokomo
261A Layfayette..243,228A,287
244A
288A LaPorte
265A
257A Lebanon

.237A,285A Auburn

227,289,295Aurora

Peru

265A Batesville

Petersburg

249ABedford
-lh-

228A

250,

285A Angola

73FM

297
222

...

274

Ottawa

258

265A
272A,294 Huntingburg
249A Indianapolis .. 226,234,
238,277,283,289,300
288A
288A Jasper

244A Woodstock

Oak Park
Olney

Paxton
Pekin
Peoria

261A Elkhart
285A Elwood

280A Linton

228A

............288A Logansport ....237A,272A

Logootee

232A Ames

Madison
Marion

244A Anamosa
295 Ankeny

285A,295
Martin
272A
Martinsville
240A
Michigan City
221A,281,235A
Munceí

Bloomfield

Paoli

237A Cedar_Rapids-

Petersburg

272A

Portland

265A Centerville

..

.

Rochester
Rockville

285A Clarinda

Rushville
Salem

232A Clear Lake

Scottsburg

265A 1Creston

255IClinton
....

229 Davenport

..

7 240A
221A
245
292A
276A
241
... 269A
279,293

Algona7 3FM

285A

Osage

224A

Osceola

296A

Ottumwa

224A,249A

Pella
Perry
Red Oak

277
28 5A

237A
.,... 288A

Rockwell City
Sheldon
Sioux Center
Sioux City
1Spencer

1Spirit Lake

.

288A
237A

238,250,299
285A,299
280A
268

¡Storm Lake

Esterville

240A

Waterloo

240A

Waukon

237A

270,289,800

272A Waverly
293 Fort Dodge ... 221A,233 Webster City
269
...288A Fort Madison

297 Forest City

Humboldt
224A Ida Grove

_.

Oksaloosa

"Washington

Hampton
I0WA

272A

252A

26lÁ Grundy Center
252A Harlan

Winchester

222

Onawa

276A Emmetsburg
240A Fairfield

Winamac

259
240A

254 Newton

265A
246 Decorah
Shelbyville
296A
South Bend .225,268,276A, Denison
280A
224A Des Moines 227,235,247,
Spenser
262,273
237A
Sullivan
Dubuque . 225,261A,272A,
Terry Haute260,264-,274-,298
298
288A
257A
Dyersville
Valparaiso
261A
257A Elkader
VanBuren

Warsaw
Washington
West Terre Haute

237A.

288A Oelwien

249A Charles City.

221A ,244-A

258

275,283 Mascatine

241,267 Cherokee
221A Clarion

Versailles
Vincennes
Wabash

249A

266
228A,297 Marshalltown
224A,297 Mason City. 228A,252A,291
288A
243,251,Mount Pleasant

251 Chariton

Seymour

221A

57A Maquoketa

291 Carroll

Richmond

237A

255_LeMars

Boone

272A' Burlington

Rensselaer

237k

228A Knoxville
292A Lamoni

Bellensord

New Carlisle
North Vernon

Princeton

230,264

279 Keokuk

Atlantic

273 Brooklyn

New Castle

257A

281,296A Independence
232A Iowa City
292A Iowa Falls

-li-

280A

257A
24-0A

288A KANSAS
285A.7Abilene
249AArkansas City
224-A Baxter Springs

253
293
296A

(--

221A Osage City

Beloit

288A Ottawa

Chanute

252A Parsons

Clay City

265A Phillipsburg

Coffeyville

221A Pittsburgh

Columbus

252A Russell

Concordia

237A Salina

...

240A Seneca
230,238 Scott City

Derby
Dodge City

292A

239 Flemingsburg

..

229A Fort Knox

288A

223,237 Frankfort

285A

245 Fulton
226 Georgetown
240A Glasglow

26?_Pratt

Colby

237A

224A Falmouth

Bellville

257A

276A

236,288A

229,260,285A Greenberg
221A Greenup.

276A.

288A

233 Greenville

288A

231 Topeka..247,262,295,299 Hardinsburg

Downs

237A Harrodsburg
257A
257A Wamego
269A,285A Wellington
228A Hartford
292A
228A
266
269A,280A Wichita ...236,250,267, Hazard
279,287,297
Henderson .. 258,276A
247
232A Hindman
296A
273 Winfield

El Dorado
Emporia
Eureka
Fort Scott
Garden City
Goodland
Great Bend

282,300

Hodgenville

Hays

258,277

Hopkinsville

280A KENTUCKY
270 Albany

Hiawatha
Hill City

264 Ashland
294 Barbourville

Hoisington
Hugoton

Bardstown

Hutch_incson

Independence

269A Beattysville
257A Benton

Iola

Junction City
Lindsborg
Kansas City
Kingman
Larn
Lawrence

233 Brandenburg
240A Burnside

231

1 Cadiz

--

Leoti

254,262
149A

Jackson
292A Jeffersontown
229,272A Jamestown

269A
285A

228A Jenkins
244A Lancaster
272A Lawrenceburg

276A

272A Lebanon
228A Leitchfield

265A

292A

265A
285A

230A Lexington-- 225,233,251
292A Liberty
288A

A

260 Cattettsburg
268,274,298 Central City

Liberal

291 Columbia
.. 269A,280A Corbin

Manhattan

292A

...... 280A
244A Bowling Green 244A,252A London
290 Campbellsville ... 280A Louisville -249,259,272A,
276A,280A,295..
261A
255 Carrollton

Leavenworth

Lyons

232A

261A Madisonville
270 Manchester
228A Martin
257A,296A Mayfield

.. ..

..230
276A

261A

234

i iarrysville

276A

Cynthiana

McPherson
Newton

244A

Danville

222

296A Middleboro
Elizabethtown .... 261A Monticello

224A
269A

Norton

294

Elkhorn City .... 276A Morehead

221A

Oblerin

266

Erlanger

237A

73FM

-1j-

272A Mayersville

265A Morganfie1d

240A

Mount Sterling
Munfordville
Murray
Owensboro

288A Delhi
272A DeRider

279 Donaldsonville

..... . .223

Owensville
Peducah

Princeton
Providence

221A Golden Meadow

..

292A Hammond
238,288A Haynesville
285A Houma
249A Jena

Russellville
Smiths Grove
244A ,

Stanford
Stanton
Tompkinsville

Vanceburg
Versailles
Whiteburg
Wickliffe
Winchester

Dubach

227,245 Farmersville
255 Ferriday
244A Franklin.

Richmond

Somerset

, 241

296A Eunice

Paintsville
Paris
Pikesville
Pineville
Prestonburg

228A Side11
269A Springhill
285A

287
224A

Sulphur

265A

249A Tallulah

285A

288A Thibodauz

292A

224A Tioga
296A Varnado

252A

288A Ville Platte

228A

232A

224A

West Monroe

252A

221A

277,298 Winnifield
288A Winnsboro

240A

281,296A
257A

269A Jennings
266 Jonesboro

224A MAINE
285A Auburn

296A Kaplan

249A

Augusta

222,267

...233..,260.

Bangor.

225,246

272A

240A

Lafayette
LakeCha

260

. 241,258,279 Bath

290

rs
285A9 Lake Providence.. 224A Belfast
221A Leesville.. 224A,288A Biddeford
285A Mansfield
224A Brewer
292A Many
296A Brunswick

284
232A

265A,293
255
244A

280A Marksville ..221S,249A Calasos
240A Maurice
292A Camden
261A Minden
237A Caribou

273
249A

Monroe ... 270,281,291 Dover-Foxcroft .... 276A
244A Ellsworth
Morgan City
233,239
LOUISIANA
Natchitoches 240A,249A Farmington
257A
Abbeville
285A New Iberta
282
256 Gardiner
Alexandria ..226,245,262 New Orleans . 222,227, Houlton
261A
239,246,253.,266,59
8,
Bayon Vista
237A
Kennebunk
257A
Bastrop
261A,232A New Roads
237A
292A Lewiston
.

Baton Rouge 251,264,268, Oak. Grove
273 Oakdale
Benton
221A
Opelousas
Bogalusa
300 Port Sulfer
Boyce
272A Rayville
Clinton
224A Ruston

Columbia
Crowley

73FM

244A' Lincoln

272A

285A Machias

249A

296A Madawaska
272A
294 Millinocket
249A
221A Portland 226,250,270,275

298 Presque Isle
276A Shreveport 229,233,243,
_
275
261A,266
Rockland
-1k-

.

241,745,
269A, 291

228A

..

240A MICHIGAN
Adrian

242 Williamsport

Rumford
Saco

240A

Sanford

221A

Albion

Scarborough

Alma

Westbrook

292A MASSACHUSETTS
265A
286 Amherst
260
224A Barnstable
253 Boston 233,245,223,264,
277,281,294
265A

York Center

237A Brockton

Skowkegan
South Paris

Waterville

Brookline

225

Cambridge

237A

MARYLAND

Chatham

Annapolis

256,300
Baltimore..222,266,236,
250,270,274,282,293

Falmouth
Fitchburg

Bethesda

Gloucester

234,272A

Berlin

280A

Braddock Heights

280A

Cambridge

292A
289

Catonsville

Cumberland .... 275,291
Easton
244A
Federalsburg
296A
Frederick
260
287
Frostburg
Glen Burnie
240A
Graysónville
276A
Hagerstown .... 284,295
Halfway
244A
Havre de Grace
... 279
249A
Lexington Park
276A
Middletown
238
Oakland
Oakland (Western) 221A
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Ripley
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Senatoba
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St. Peter
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.....
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..

_..
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269A
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254,268
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Milescity
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Liberty
Louisiana
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Malden
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Springfield
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228A,233 Trenton
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264 Salem
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... 281

298 Dover
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Grand Island ?5 239,255,299 Sparks
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251,268 Tonapah
272A
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249A Winnemucca
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276A
Imperial
Millville
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Gordon
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-
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Nebraska City
Norfolk

261A NEW HAMPSHIRE
226 Berlin

Lexington
Lincoln

234,262,290
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New Brunswick
241,279 Newton
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Newark

237A,270,274 Claremont
292A,297
Concord
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249A Exeter

291 Ocean City....252A,292A
226
.... 272A,288A Paterson
248 Pleasantville
257A
269A Point Pleasant ... 240A
232A Princeton
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Hudson Falls
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221A Rochester
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Santa Rosa
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Niagara Falls
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Greensburg
296A Punxstawney

RHODE ISLAND
Newport

296k

Providence .... 222,231,238,
268,286
Westerly
279
Woonsocket

2.92A

288A

Greenville

296A Reading

273

Grove City

236 Redilion
241
Harrisbur1 35,247,257A,281 St. Mary's ..232A,248
Hazelton
250 Saegertown
232A
Honesdale
237A Sayre
272A
Huntington
292A Scranton267,285A,296A
Indiana
276A Shamokin
237A
Jenkintown
280A Sharon
275,280A

Jersey Shore

;449A

Sharpsville

262 Uniontown

Mercer
I°Iiffinburg

244A Warren
244A Washington
254A Waynesboro

Mifflintoum

296A Waynesbury

M ercersburg

7:3FM
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Aiken

Allendale

Anderson
Andrews

240A,257A
228A

266,29?
265A

Bamberg

221A

Barnwell

269.x.

.... 240A Bat e sburg

Johnstown... 243,221A,238 Shenandoah
288A
Kane
280A Shippensburg
232A
292A
Lancaster ... 233,245,267 Smethport
249A
Lebanon
261A Sometsett
South
Williamsport257A
Lewiston
240A
Lewistown
240Á,288A State College244A,276A
288A
Linesville
269A Stroudsburg
231
Lock I f aven
221A Sunbury
237A
Martinsburg
2/0A
A Towanda
266
262 Tyrone
Meadville
Media

SOUTH CAROLINA

Beaufort

Bluffton

Camden
Cayce
Charleston

2371

2541,259
296A
232A
24411.

... 236,245,278

Cheraw

276k

Chester

257A

Columbia 228A,25O,276A,284
Conway
281
Dillon
225
280A
257A Easley
257A
222,276A Eastover
288A,292A
237A Florence
249A
267 Folly Beach
287
276A Gaffney

Georgetown
Goose Creek

...2491,292A Seneca
Spartansburg
2321

Summerville

Greenville

.

Greenwood

.......244A Walterboro

223,229,233 Sumter

Hampton

251 Chattanooga

2281 Clarksville

....267 Cleveland
265A Clinton
Columbia

Homeland

2761 Aberdeen
Belle Fourche
272A Brookings

Irmo

2721 Deadwood

Johnston

224A

Cookesville

Kingtree
Lake City

26ÁA! Madison.

Lancaster

296A Milbank
Mitchell
264 Mobridge

honocks Corner.

Mt. Pleasant

Mullins
Myrtle Beach

.

2371
269A

...

232A,252A
2281

257A
285A
272A
221A

244A Dyersburg

261A

221A Elizabethtown
252A Erwin

257A
280A

282 Etowah
290,297 Fayetteville

276A

258 1 Franilin

2611

288A

2881

Gatlinburg
Gallatin
Germantown
Greeneville

?85A'Si_oux Falls.. 223,228A
243,247,284
296A Sisseton .... 257A,275
Spearfish ... 266,297
269A Vermillion
272A

Harriman

235
2441

Humboldt

272A

I-lenderson

2401

Huntingdon

2651

2721 Jackson
288A Volga
Watertown . ... 241,245 Jamestown
Newberry
292A
Winner
229 Jefferson City
North Charleston 241,273 Yankton .. .... 226,281 Johnson City
Kingsport
Orangeburg
280A,294
Knoxville
TENNESSEE
Parris Island
Lafayette
269A
Athens
LaFollette
Ravenel
2691
Lawrenceburg
2851; Boiwar
Ridgeland
2441,18
245 Lebanon
Bristol
Rock Island
257A
Lenoir City
Carthage
272A
St. George
252A Lewisburg
298. Camden_
Lexington
Saluda
221A Centerville .. 17244A
1

2.21A

.

73FM

237A

....224A,237A
223 Pierre
Rapid City 230,250,262
2321
Redfield
279
2881 Reliance
-233

N.M . Beach

C;

Dickson

112681 Donelson

Gregory

2521 Huron
1

231,235 Covington
240A Crossville
2 32A Dayton

.... 226,236

Hot Springs

Marion

300

2761:

Hones. Path

Manning

293,2281

255

Hilton Head I5.2881,2921 SOUTH DAKOTA

Laurens

2.22,243,

_

-1v-

283

232A

2761,281
276A,280Á
2571
268

253,2851

248,278,299
257A
2851.
2401

296
2281

2321

2571

Livingston

240A

Andrews

Lobelville

232A

Anson

Manchester

250

Comanche

232A

252A,276A

Commerce

221A

Copperas Cove

276A

Arlington

Martin

269A

Atlantic

McKenzie

295
280A

Austin

McMinnville

288A

235

57A

229,238,252A,
264,272A Corsicana
276A Cotulla

Ballinger

Memphis 246,259 ,266,274, Bandera
252A
283,290
Bay City
221A
Milan
222
Beaumont..231,236,248,300
inor Hill
Minor
221A
Beeville
285A
Monterey
296A Belton
292A
Murfreesboro
242 Bestrop
296A

Nashville 225,238,250,
277,290

Big Lake
Big Spring

Oak Ridge

Bishop

232A,262A

Crane
Crockett

300

249A
265A

224A,228A

232A
249A.
D alhart
240A
Dallas .. 223,250,254,262,
266,275,279,283,287
252A
Del Rio
232A,242
237A
269A,285A
296A Denison

Crystal City
Cuero

256,291

Oneida

288A

Bonham

Paris

288A

Borger

252A Denton
282 Denver City

Pulaski

252A
232A

237A ,Devine
228A Diboll

221A

Red Bank City

Brady
Breckenridge

Ripley

237A

Breham

292A Dimmit
244A Dumas

240A1

Savannah

228A,269A

Selmer

288A

Bridgeport

Brownsville

.... 258,262 Eagle Pass
257A,268,271 Fairfield

Seveirville

271

Shelbyville

Bryan

Smithville

275
269A

Soddy -Daisy

272A

Sparta

288A

Burnet ..........
Cameron

Springfield

232A

Sweetwater

252A

Tullahoma

Union City
Waverly

277

285A
285A

Brownwood

..

Burkburmett

Canadian
Canton
Canyon

Carrizo Springs
Carthage
Center

TEXAS

252A,285A Eastland
284 Edinburg
..296A El Campo

296A
238
237A,

224A
221A;

244Ai
281,300
245

276A El Paso 222,226,230,234,
238,242,248,260,271
276A
292A
Falfurrias
244A
221A
Fairfield
296A,300

.... 229A Farwell

255 Floresville
272A Floydala
Fort Stockton

222,252A
232A,

237A
232A

295'Fort Worth ...231,242,246,
258,271,298
264,286, Coleman
296A
292A,300
266'
Fredericksburg
Alice
221A , 2'72A College Station .... 221A
Freeport
277
Alphine
224A Colorado City
292A
'240A1
...,
252A Freer
Amarillo .226,231,245, Columbus
250,254,270,276A
73FM
-1wAbilene
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Corpus Christi..230,238,
243,256,260

Cleveland

.

...

233 Longview

Gainesville
Galveston ..

Gatesville

289

285A,293 Lubbock ..229,233,242,258,
266,273,292A
252A

Fremont

28 3A

Quanah

265A

Ralls

252A

Raymondvile

269A

292A

Georgetown

244A Lufkin

Giddings

269A Malakoff

24OA

ReFugio

Gilmer

37A Marlin

244A

Rio Grande City

Gonzales

292A Marshall
296A McAllen

Graham

257A,286

280A
245,253

294 McCamey

237A

Greenville

228A McKinney

237A

Hamilton

221A Memphis

Granbury

287
292A

297 Mercedes

Hamlin

272A

Harlington .. . 233,241 Merkel

Hearne

238 Mexia
232A Midland

Henderson

261A,

Haskell

Hereford

285A

222,227,277
244A

Mineola

292A Mineral Wells .
273 Mission

..M

Hillsboro

Kennedy -Karnes

.. 221A Odessa

Kerville

292. Orange
232A Palestine

Kilg:osre

240A Pampa

Kermit

'

2492lÁ

257A1Pharr
itt.sburg

Loredo

Seymour

232A__

Shamrock

224A

276A

Sherman

244A

221A,277

Silsbee

269A

Sinton

240A

Slaton

244A

Snderm

1g2.

Livingston

224A,5A

Stamford

221A

Stephensville .

285A

Texarkana

252A

227,253
227

234 Port Lavaca
73FM

South Padre is¢ '
Speakman f.

240A
2391.

288A Pleasanton
221A Port Arthur

Lockhart

267,279__

So ora

Temple
Terrell Hills

224A,264-,286 Plainview

Levelland

287

221A

252A

298 Pecos

Lampasas ........

269A

252A,289
Sulphur Springs' 240A
244A
257A 280A Sweetwater
288A
225 Taft
221A
237A (Taylor

262,284 Perryton

Lemesa

Schulenburg

292A

244A,252A
262

285A Pearsall

Lake Jackson

244A

Seminole

283,291

...

La Grande

San Suba

221A

221A
252A
245,250,256

227 ,288A Paris
Kileen
u.n sville.. 224A 2A Pasedena

Kervville

San Antionio. 225,241,247,
258,262,270,274,283
278
San Marcos

Sequin

264

Jacksonville. 272A,293 New Boston
Jasper .... 265A,272A New Braunfels
Junction
228A Oden

San Angelo .. 225,230,234,
254,298

240A

260,271

221A Monahans
Houston.. 229,233,239,, Mt. Pleasant
243,250,256,262,266, Muleshoe
271,275,281,289
Nacogdoches
269A
Huntsville
Nederland

Hondo

276A
Roma -Los Baensz ..... 249A
285A
Rosenberg
249A
Rusk

-1x-

Tulia

Tuler
Uvalde
Vernon

269A,285A.
251,273.

285A
226,22147593A

272A,285A:
272A

Victoria..236,254,265A,
300

Waco.. 238,248,260,296A
258,290
Westlaco
fl'Wichita Falls

Winfield

Bennington ........232A

Culpepper

276A.

Burlington..225,255,300
237A
Burlington South

Danville

277
252A'

Elkton

298
239

288A ' Ermore

225,260,
Louisa
277,292A
294A 'Lyndon

252A

Farmville

Whitehorse

257A

Manchester.

Winnsboro

285A

Middlebury

Fredericksburg .... 227,268'
265A Front Royal.
237A 257A :

Winters .

240A

Montpellier

269A Galax

Yoakum

272A

Randolph

272A 'Gretna

UTAH
221A

Blanding

288A
Bountiful
251
Brian Head
Brigham City ..264,295

274

,

Rutland..18&19246,18251
272A
St. Albans

Grundy

St. Johnsbury ....288A

Harrisonburg

249A ;
267

Hampton

264,282.

269A

Hopewell

221A.

Springfield

228A

Gilmarnock .t

296A

Vergumes

292A

Lawrenceville

Cedar City .:.. 223,235
225,233

237A

Loab

2.92A

Stowe

276A
Waterbury
White River 3unction

Logan

251:

244A

288A

.

244A

Lexington

Luray

280A,292A

Lynchburg ...252A,261A,269A
294
Manassas

Marlon

230,272A

Hanti

286

VIRGINIA

Kanab

266

Abington

244A

Martinsville

Altavista

288A

Mechanicsville

224A

Amherst

.300

Norfolk -Newport News

239,

Ogden...238,250,266,270

298

Orem

247,254,259,263,275,283,287;'
282A
Norton

Richfield

229

Appamattox ....296A,274
286
Arlington
261A
Ashland

Roll
Smithfield

300

Berryville_

288A.

Big Stone Gap

228A

Petersburg
Pennington Gap

Blacksburg

285A

Pulaski

Price

252A,265A

Provo

235,241

280A
288A

St. George

A

242

Orange

Radford
Salt Lake City..227,231,i Blackstone
u
e
oGap
246,254, 62,278,282;
Richlands
ape Charles.
2
_.241.__
Richmond
292A Charlottesville . 244A
Spanish Fork
48
221A Chesapeake-Portslbuti2
Tooele
Virginia Beach .. 235 Roanoke
285A
Tremonton ,..
Clifton Forge .... 280A Salem
Vernal ...... ...290,285A
Clintwood
272A South Boston
Colonial Beach
240A Staunton
VERMONT
265A Strasburg
296A Covington
Barre
284 Suffolk
Battleboro ....224A,244Á Crewe
296AI Crozet
Bellows Falls.
272A 1Tappahannock

244A,

237A,257A
288A'.

296A,
296A
288A

.
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233,251,271,
279,293
222,235,257:
228Á
248

228A,232A,259
285A

225,295
288A

Taxewell -

261A Prosser

Warrenton

232A,299 Pullman.

Warsaw

270,261A

252A Morgantown
269A Moundsville

277 Paso

Tasley

288A

224A

258,285A Mullens
244A

265A Quincy

249A
243 Raymond
223,273 Richland .."235,274,293

New Martinsville

...

280A

231,290

Williamsburg ....

Oak Hill

Winchester

Parkersburg ..236,257A,276A
269A
Petersburg

Woodbridge

290

240A,265

223,227,231,
Princeton
24OA Seattle
235,239,248,251,255,
Rainville
231
260,264
Spokane'.. 225,2294251, Ravenswood
255,260,280A,289,300'

Woodstock
Yorktown

Bellingham

27

Ripley

25

Romney

J61A

Sunnyside

244A

257A,284 Tacoma
225,282 Toppenish

247,279,291

Ronceverte

149A

244A

St . Albans

296

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen

244

Bremerton

295 Walla Walla 227,239,246

St . Marys

69A

Centralia

275 Wenatchee .... 271,285A

Summersville

225

228A Yakima ..233,252A,257A,
281,297
266

Chelan
Cheney
Clarkston

231

Westover

276A

272A WEST VIRGINIA.

Wheeling

Colville

221A Bath (Berkeley
Springs)..228A
296A
258,279
249A Beckley

Williamson

East Wenatchee
Edmonds

287 Bluefield

283,292A

Ellenburg ... 237A,276A Buckhannon . 228A,267
240A Charleston .241 248,260
Ephrata
65Á252A
280A Charles Town
Forks
272A Clarksburg244A,285A,293
Goldendale .4
237A,257A
253 Elkins
Grand Coulee
232A,250
265A Fairmont
Grandview
240A
280A Grafton
Hpquiam
272A
287 Hinton
Kennewick
.

Opportunity
Othello

241 Martinsburg
249A Montgomery
73FM
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'287A

Appleton

289

Ashland
Beloit

244A

Beaver Dam
Berlin

237A
272A

Chippewa Falls

288A -

Cleveland

276A

270 Eau Claire
248
296A

243

Antigo

232A Huntington..263,277,300 Clintonville
292A Crandon
288A Hurricane
Longview
231,296A Dodgeville
293 Keyser
Lynden
244A Durand
Moses Lake ... 257A,262 Kingwood
288A Eagle River
241 Lewisburg
Olympia

224A Logan

247,254,298

WISCONSIN

Long Beach

Omark

4

272A

Colfax
Deer Park

2

na

Weston

237A

221A
244A
257A
240A
232A

231,264,283

Fond du Lack
Fort Atkinson

296A Rhinelander......248,262

Gillette

245,264

296 Rice Lake. ...242,249A

Graybull

262

Green Bay..253,266,240A Richland Center ...265A

Jackson

Greenfield Tpwnship 235 Ripon
269A,285A River Falls
Hartford
221A Saul City
Hayward
260 Shawano
Janesville

240A

Lander

292A

Laramie

244A

Lost Cabin

256

257A,274

New Castle

257A

Kaukauna

285A Sheboygan
235,245 Shell Lake .,..

Kenosha
Kewaunee

2244A

Sparta

249A

Powell

237A

Rawlins

246

248

236,275,288A

223,281
224A

226,230

227,240A Stevens Point 244A,2501
Ladysmith .... 224A,279 Sturgeon Bay..230,2112A

Rock Springs.. 236,243,283
Syratoga
1260

Lancaster

Sheridan

LaCrosse

249A Sun Prairie
Madison.251,268,273,281 Superior

Manitowoc ....221A,272A Tomah
Marinette
236 Tomahawk

Menomonee Falls ...252A Watertown
221A Waukesha
Menomonie
228A Waupaca
Merrill
Middleton
292A
Milwaukee..227,233,239,
243,247,256,271,275,299
240A
Minocque
229
Monroe

221A,

Sun Dance

255

Thermopolis ....:252A,269A
Worland
241

272A
290
291

GUAM

257A

Agana .... 230,238,248,262

238,270,300

Wauwatosa
West Bend

279
223

PUERTO RICO
Adjantas
Aguada

296A

Aguadilla
Arecibo
Bayamon
Cabo Rojo

296A

Caguas

_

Oshkosh

U.S. TERRITORIES AND
POSSESSIONS

244A

West Salem
261A
272A
Neenah M anasha232A,261A Whitehall
298 Wisconsin Dells.. 1296A
Nellsville
228A Wisconsin Rapids.. 277
New London

New Richmond
Oconto

Cayey

244A,280A WYOMING

Park Falls

252A Afton

252A

Coamo

Platteville(2)
Port Washington
Portage

296A Buffalo.

244A

Fajardo

261A Casper -- 233,238,279,295
261A Cheyenne .. 250,264,292A
250
232A Cody

Prarie Du Chein
Racine
221A,264 Douglas
285A Evanston
Reedsburg

276A

288A

231

Waupun
Wausau

235,243

273
224A

Marshfield R.. 221A,293 Trempealeau
221A Viroqua
Mouston
257A Washburn
Medford
,

Riverton

Y219,245

Guayma

275
288A

225,262
288A

234,264
272A
277
249A

223
243

Guebradillas

295
252A

Hormigueros

221A

257A

Humacao

299.

292A

Isabella

268

Lofas

279
221A

Luquillo

245

Manati

231,248,256
Mayaguez
Ponce 227,266,270,286
Rio Piedras

239

San German

236

San Juan.

229,253,260,
273,284,289

Utuado

281

Vieques

255
241

Yauco
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Charlotte Amalie

226,

250,271,296A
Christiansted232A,236,
258,262,291
AMERICAN SAMOA
266

Leone
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NOTES

O 1

Any application must specify maximum power and antenna height, or the
equivalent considering terrain.

2

Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of 75 kW and antenna height of 1,000 feet above average terrain or
equivalent.

3

A site for this channel must be located at least 7.5 miles southwest
of the reference point.

4

Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of 75 kW and antenna height of 500 feet above average terrain or
equal.

5

Any aplication for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of 100 kW and antenna height of 500 feet above average terrain
or equiválent.

6

A site located immediately southeast of Chatsworth would be required in
order to meet the minimum spacing requirements of the rules for Channel
257A.

7

\,, 8
9

Effective 3 a.m. local time December 1, 1982 (concurrently with the
expiration of the outstanding license for FM Station WRHN on Channel
300 Rhinelander, Wisconsin) or such earlier date as FM Station WRHN
may consent to operate on Channel 262.
Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of. 100 kW and antenna height of 380 meters (1,250 feet).
A site at least 7 miles southeast of Station would be required in order
to meet the minimum spacing requirements of the rules for Channel 285A.

10

Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of at least 25kW.

11

Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated power
of 100 kW and antenna height of 183 meters (600 feet) above average
terrain or equivalent.

12

Any application for this channel must specify an effective radiated
power of 100, kW and antenna height of 650 feet above average terrain
or equivalent.
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§73.203 -

§73.206(b)

§73.203 Availability of channels.
Applications may be filed to construct FM broadcast stations only at the communities and on the channels contained in the Table of Allotments (§73.202(b)).
Applications that fail to comply with this requirement, whether or
notaccompanied by a petition to amend the Table, will not be accepted for filing.

§73.204 International agreements and other restrictions on use of channels.
See §73.207, 73.220, and 73.1650.
For the purpose of allotments and assignments, the United States
§73.205 Zones.
is divided into three zones as follows:
(a)
Zone I consists of that portion of the United States located within the confines of the following lines drawn gn the Unites States Albers Equal Area Projection Map
(based on standard parallels 29-1/2 and 45-1/2
North American datum); Beginning
at the most easterly point on the State boundary line between North Carolina and
Virginia; thence in a straight line to a point on the Virginia -West Virginia
boundary line located et north latitude 37° 49' and west longitude 80° 12' 30";
thence westerly along the southern boundary lines of the States of West Virginia,
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois to a point at the junction of the Illinois, Kentucky,
and Missouri State boundary lines; thence northerly along the western boundary line
of the State of Illinois to a point at the junction of the Illinois, Iowa, and
Wisconsin State boundary lines; thence easterly along the northern State boundary
line of Illinois to the 90th meridian; thence north along this meridian to the
43.5° parallel; thence east along this parallel to the United States -Canada border;
thence southerly and following that border until it again intersects the 43.5°
parallel; thence east along this parallel to the 71st peridian; thence in a
striaght line to the intersection of the 69th meridian and the 45th parallel;
thence east along the 45th parallel to the Atlantic Ocean. When any of the above
lines pass through a city? the city shall be considered to be located in Zone I.
(See Figure 1 of 473.699.)
;

(b) Zone 1-A consists of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and that portion of
the State of California which is located south of the 40th parallel.
(c) Zone II consists of Alaska, Hawaii and the rest of the United State which
is not located in either Zone I or Zone I -A.

§73.206 Classes of stations and permissible channels.
are reserved for use by Class A stations:

FIZZ",

Channel No.

92.1

221

92.7
93.6
94.3
96.3
96.9
99.7
97.7

224
220
232
237
240
344
243

.

.

96.6..:

26t

99.1

967

FquMop

(a)

The following frequencies

awnd No.
201

206

100.9
101.7
102.3
103.1

103.9
100.9
106.6
,

106.9
107.1

'

.

269
272
279
200
266
200

292
290

Stations designated as Class A, B1, and B may be authorized in Zones I and
(b)
The facilities for each
I -A, Clases A, C2, Cl, and C may be authorized in Zone II.
class of station are listed in §73.211. The 20 channels listed in paragraph (a) of
this Section may only be used by Class A stations but the other channels may be used by
any class of station.
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§73.206(c) - §73.207(2)(i)

O

The rules applicable to a particular station, including minimum and maximum
Class designation is based on the
facility requirements, are determined by its class.
located,
or
proposed to be located.
zone in which the station's transmitter is
(c)

FM allotments and assignments
(a)
§73.207 Minimum distance separation between stations.
the
same channel and five
must be separated from other allotments and assignments on
If
transmitter
sites do not meet the
adjacent channels by certain minimum distances.
Commission
will not accept
minimum distances listed in paragaph (b) of this Section, the
stations,
or applicapetitions to amend the Table of Allotments, applications for new
Class
D
(secondary)
tions to change the channel or location of existing assignments.
assignments, however, are subject only to the separation distances contained ín sub(See. sec. 73.512 for other rules governing the channel and location
paragraph (b)(3).
of Class D (secondary) assignments.)
The distances listed below apply only to allotments and assignments operating
(b)
The
on the same channel or one of five critical channels adjacent to the desired channel.
from
the
main
channel),
the
second
five adjacent channels are the first (200 kHz removed
(400 kHz removed), the third (600 kHz removed), the fifty-third (10.6 MHz removed), and
regardless of which
the fifty-fourth (10.8 MHz removed). The distances shown must be met
Class
A
station
to an existing
is the proposed station (i.e., distances shown from a new
Class
C
station
and
an
existing Class
Class C station are also the distances between a new
A station).
Allotments and assignments in the United States must be separated from other
(1)
domestic allotments and assignments by the following minimum distances.
TABLE A. -MINIMUM DISTANCE SEPARATION
REQUIREMENTS

o

[In kilometers (miles)]

Relation

channel

kHz

64 (40)
105 (65)
88 155)
138 (66)
105
(65)
163 (101)
105 (65)
163 (101)
196 (122) 129 (60)
222 (138) 169 (105)
175 (109) 114 (71)
211
(131) 145 (90)
Bt to B
134 (83)
B1 to C2
(145) 181 (100)
B1 to CI
/59 (161) 193 (120)
B1 to C
41 (105) 169 (105)
9 to B
41 (150) 189 (105)
B to C2
70 (168) 195 (121)
9 to Cl
(170) 17 (135)
9 to C
I190
130 (81)
(116)
C2 to C2
158 (98)
1224 (139)
C2 to CI
149 (155) 188 (117)
C2 to C
'
45 (152) 177 (110)
Cl to Cl
9 (130)
70 (168)
CI to C.... ...........
41 (150)
(180)
C to C

A to A
A to B/
A to 9
A to C2
A to Cl
A to C
81 to 91

(124)

II

74

_

400M600
kHz

27 (17)
48 (30)
69 (43)
55 (34)
74 (48)
105 (65)
50 (31)
71 (44)
56 (35)
77 (48)
105 (65)
74 (46)
74 (46)
79 (49)
105 (65)
58 (36)
79 (49)
105 (65)
82 (51)
105 (65)
105 (65)

106/
10.8

MHz

8 (5)
16 (10)
16 (10)
16 (10)

32 (20)
32 (20)
24 (15)
24 (15)
24 (15)
40 (25)
40 (25)
24 (15)
24 (15)
40 (25)
40 (25)
24 (15)
40 (25)
40 (25)
48 (30)
48 (30)

48 40)

Under the Canada -United States FM Broadcasting Agreement, domestic U.S.
miles) of the common
allotments and assignments that are located within 320 kilometers (199
the following disCanadian
allotments
and
assignments
by
border must be separated from
Class C2 allotments and assignments must be considered Class B
tances.
allotments and assignments when using this table.
(2)

o
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73.207(b)(2)(i)

o

TABLE 8.-MINIMUM DISTANCE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS (N KILOMETERS

Co

A- A..._.........__»»_. ......._._.._.»__..._._.._....__._.».._._.__»_._._..».
_.
B

__

_...

.._»..»».._.___._.._.

C

81 -81

_»__... _

131 -13

81
81 -C........_..._..»...».
B- B

»...

..»....._.._.. ...

Cl -C
C -

208
239
242

113
132
164
177

45
82
70
90
105
70

197

131

223

149

94
108
110
94

181

.. _»...._ ......».__ »___._

_.

_ _ _._.. _

__ .

.».

.

_ ...

8- Cl ..
8- C
C1 -C1

400 MIz

es

132
180

A B1 .

Cl

I.F.
10.13Lot/10.8

200 kHz

o kF(Q

A

~cent Chamois

Channel

Rehtion

.._

..

._.

.

259

195

. 237

184

.

_._ ._...
_._._
_
_..._.._.........»..._._..._»...._._

_._»....»... ._ ...»....».....

_ . _ _ ..

C.»......._....._.........»_.____ ....__ _

.

.......»...

_. .._.._......

000It14z

37
54
89
90
100
57

,

71
:

92.
103
74

.

.

e
15
18

32
32
24
24
40
40
24
e

271

195

274
292
302
308

209

115
125
134
144
153

217
.

230
241

95
108
101

111
113

40
40
42
49
40

(3)
Under the Mexican -United States FM Broadcasting Agreement, U.A. allotments
and assignments located within 320 Kilometers (199 miles) of the common border must be
Class 81
separated from Mexican allotments and assignments by the following distances.
and Class C2 allotments and assignments must be considered Class B and Class Cl
allotments and assignments must be considered Class C when using this table.
TABLE C.-MINIMUM DISTANCE SEPARATION
REQUIREMENTS
(In kilometers (miles)]
Relation

A to A
A to B
A to C

A to 0
8 to 8
B to C
B to D
C to C
C to D
D 10 D

channel

kHz

65 (40)
105 (65)
,10 (130) 170 (105)
95 (60)
SO (30)
'40 (150) 170 (105)
1270 (170) 215 (135)
170 (105)
95 (60)
290 (180) 240 (150)
200 (125) 155 (95)
18 (11)
10 (6)
105 (65)
175 (110)

400H6fA
kHz

25 (15)
65 (40)
105 (65)
25 (15)
65 (40)
105 (65)
65 (40)
105 (65)
105 (65)
5 (3)

10

10.8
MHz
8 15)
16 110)

32 (20)
8 (5)
25 (15)
40 (25)
16 (10)
48 (30)
25 (15)
3 (2)

1

F

(c)
The zone in which the transmitter of an FM station is located or proposed
to be located determines the applicable rules with respect to minimum, required spacings.
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73.208(a)(1) - (c)

O

The following reference
§73.208 Reference points and distance computations.
(a)(1)
points must be used to determine distance separation requirements when petitions
to amend the Table of Allotments (§73.2O2(b)) are considered:
First, transmitter sites if authorized;
Second; reference coordinates designated by the FCC;
Third, coordinates listed in the United States Department of Interior
publication entitled INDEX TO THE NATIONAL ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; or
(The community's reference points
Last, coordinates of the main post office.
for which the petition is submitted will normally be the coordinates listed in the
above publication.).
When the distance between communities is calculated using community
(2)
reference points and it does not meet the minimum separation requirements of §73.207,
the channel may still be allotted if a transmitter site is available that would meet
the minimum separation requirements and still permit the proposed station to meet
the minimum field strength requirements of §73.315. A showing indicating the availIn cases where a
ability of a suitable site should be submitted with the petition.
station is not authorized in a community or communities and the proposed channel
cannot meet the separation requirement a showing should also be made indicating adequate distance between suitable transmitter sites for all communities.
Station separations in licensing proceedings shall be determined by the
(b)
distance between the coordinates of the proposed trnamitter site in one community and
The coordinates of an authorized transmitter site for the pertinent
(1)
channel in the other community; or, where such transmitter site is not available for
use as a reference point,
The coordinates of the other community as listed in the publication listed
(2)
in paragraph (a) of this section; or, if not contained therein.

(3)

The coordinates of the main post office of such other

community.

In addition, where there are pending applications in
(4)
other communities which, if granted, would have to be considered
in determining station seperations, the coordinates of the transmitter sites proposed in such applications must be used to deterr
mine whether the requirements with respect to minimum seperations
between the proposed stations in the respective cities have been met.
The distance between reference points is considered to be the length of
(c),
the hypotenuse of a right triangle, one side of which is the difference in latitude
of the reference points and the other side the difference in longitude of the two
Distances must be computed by the method given in this paragraph.
reference points.
(This method may be used to accurately determine distances up to 350 kilometers (217
For these distances, this method will normally be more accurate than calculamiles)).
tions using spherical trigonometry that do not correct for the spheroidal shape of
Its accuracy deteriorates rapidly, however, for distances beyond 475 kilothe earth.
meters (295) and it should not be used in those cases.
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73.208(c)(1) -

73.210

(1)
Convert the latitudes and longitudes to degrees and decimel parts of a
degree in accordance with Table 1 of §73.698.
(2)
Determine the middle latitude of the two reference points to be nearest
second of latitude (average the latitudes of the two points).
LATa$ (LAT,+LATd/2

(3)
Determine the number of kilometers per degree of latitude difference
for the appropriate middle latitude.
LAT,=111.1118-.886 cos(2 LAT.,

(4)
Determine the number of kilometers per degree of longitude difference
for the appropriate middle latitude.
LONG,.111.5111 oos(LAT.)-.006 oos(3 LAT.)

(5)

Determine the north -south distance in kilometers.
LATMLATa (LAT, LAM')

(6)

Determine the east -west distance in kilometers.
LONG= LONG, (LONG,-LONG,)

(7)
Determine the distance between the reference points by the square root of
the sum of the squares of the distance obtained.
DIST=(LAT'"L°"Of) 54
where:

and LONG 1=coordinates of one
location in decimal degrees,
LAT, and LONG ,=coordinates of second
location in decimal degrees,
LAT.=middle latitude between points.
LATk=kilometers per degree of latitude
difference
LONG,=kilometers per degree of longitude
difference,
LAT=north-south distance in kilometers,
LONG=east-west distance in kilometers, and
DIST=distance between two reference
points in kilometers.
LAT,

In computing the above, sufficient
decimal figures must be used to
determine the distance to the nearest
kilometer.
§73.209 Protection from interference.
Permittees and licensees of FM broadcast
(a)
stations are not protected from any interference which may be caused by the grant of a
new station, or of authority to modify the facilities of an existing station, in
However, they are protected from
accordance with the provisions of this Subpart.
interference caused by Class D (secondary) noncommercial educational FM stations. See
§73.509.
(b)
The nature and extent of the protection from interference accorded FM
broadcast stations operating on Channels 221-300 is limited solely to the protection
that results from the distance separation requirements and the rules governing
These rules are specified in this Subpart.
maximum power and antenna heights.
(c)
When the FCC determines that grant of an application would serve the public
interest, convenience, and necessity, an antenna location may be specified in a
designated antenna farm area that results in separations less than those specified
All FM allotments and assignments must be afforded protection from
in this Subpart.
interference equivalent to the protection afforded under the minimum separations
specified in this Subpart.
§73.210

Station location, main studio location, and program origination.
See 73.1120, 73.1125, 73.1130
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§73.211(e) - 73.211(b)(3)(i)

Except. as
§73.211 Power and antenna height requirements.
(1)
(a)
Minimum requirements.
provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this Section, the minimum effective radiated power for:
Class A stations must equal 0.1 kW )-10 dBk);
Class 61 stations must exceed 3 kW (4.8 dBk);
Class B stations must exceed 25 kW (14 dBk);
Class C2 stations must exceed 3 kW (4.8 dBk);
Class Cl stations must exceed 50 kW (17 dBk); and
Class C stations must equal 100 kW (20 dBk).
(2)
Class C stations must have a minimum antenna height above average terrain
of at least 300 meters (984 feet). No minimum antenna height above average terrain is
specified for Classes A, 61, B C2, or Cl stations.
(b)
Maximum power and antenna height.
(1)
The maximum effective radiated
power in any direction and maximum antenna height above average terrain (HAAT) for the
various classes of stations are listed below:
N ax:imuum

Maximum power

Cl

3kW
25kW
50kW
50kW
100kW

C

100kW (20.0dBk.;

A

B1
B

C2

r1

(4.8dBk)
(14.0dBk)
(17.0dBk)
(17.0dBk)
(20.0dBk)

antenna
HAAT in
meters (feet)

loo
100
150
150
300
600

(326)
(236)
(492)
(492)
(984)
(1968)

(2)

Antenna heights may exceed that specified in this paragraph is the effective
radiated power is reduced so that the distance to the 1 mV/m (60dBu) contour extends
no farther than it would if the station were operating with the maximum power and
antenna HAAT for its particular class of station. The location of the 1 mV/m (60dBu)
contour is determined using Figure 1 of §73.333.
The antenna HAAT is determined using
the procedure contained in §73.313.
When antenna HAAT is less than 30 meters
(100 feet), an antenna HAAT of 30 meters (100 feet) must be assumed to determine
equivalence.
When a station's effective radiated power must be reduced below the
n9ormal minimum for its class (specified in paragraph (a)(1) of this Section) the value
determined will be the minimum for the particular station involved.

In Puerto Rico and,.

the Virgin Islands:
Class B stations may use antenna heights up to 600 meters
(1968 feet) above average terrain with r'ective radiated powers up
to 25.5 kW.
For antenna heights above 600 meters (1968 feet), the power
must be reduced so that the station's lmVm contour (located pursuant
to Figure 1 of. 73.333) will extend no farther from the station's
transmitter than with the facilities of 25.5 kW and an antenna height
of 600 meters (1968 feet). For powers above 25.5 kW (up to 50 kW)
no antenns height will be authorized which results in greater coverage
by the 1 mV/m contour (located pursuant to Figure 1 of 73.333) than
that obtained with the facilities of 25.5 kW ERP and an antenna height
of 600 meters (1968 feet).
(3)
(i)
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73.211(b)(3)(ii) - 73.212(a)
(ii) Class A. stations may use antenna heights up to 335 meters
(1100 feet) above average terrain with effective radiated powers up
to 3 kW. For antenns heights above 335 meters (1100 feet), the power
must be reduced so that the station's 1mV/m contour (located pursuant
to Figure 73.333) will extend no farther from the station's transmitter than with the .facilities of 3 kW ERP and an. antenna height of
335 meters (1100 feet).
(iii)- Class B1 stations may use antenna heithts up to 335 meters
(1100 feet) above average terrain with effective radiated powers up
to 5 kW. For antenna heithts above 335 meters (1100 feet), the power
must be reduced so that the station's. mV/mn contour (located pursuant
to Figure 1 of 73.333) will extend no farther from the facilities of
5 kW and an antenna height of 335 meters (1100 feet). For powers
above 5 kW (up to 25.0 kW) no antenna height will be authorized which.
results in greater coverage by the imVA,I contour than that obtained
with the facilities of 5 kW ERP and antenna height of 335 meters (1100ft.)
Stations authorized prior to (the effective date of
Fxisting stations.
(c)
the Report and Order in BC Docket 80-90) that do not conform to the requirements of this
Section, may continue to operate as authorized. Stations operating with facilities in
excess of those specified in paragraph (b) of this Section may not increase their
effective radiated powers or extend their 1 mV/m field strength contour beyond the
location permitted by their present authorizations. The provisions of this
Section will not apply to applications to increase facilities for those stations
operating with less than the minimum power specified in paragraph (a) of this Section.
In the issuance of FM broad(a)
§73.212 Administrative changes in authorizations.
cast station authorizations, the Commission will specify the transmitter output power
and effective radiated power in accordance with the following tabulations:
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§73.212(a) -

§73.213(d)

Rounded out to nearest figure
(watts or kw)

Power (watts or kw)

.05

1 to 3
3 to 10

.1
.5

lo to 30
30 to loo

100 to

1
5

300

10

300 to 1,000
(b)

Antenna heights above average terrain will be rounded out to the nearest

meter.

Stations authorized
(a)
§73.213 Stations and spacings below the minimum separations.
meet
the
minimum
distances
prior to November 16, 1964, at locations that do not
facilities
if
the
requested
specified in §73.207 may apply for changes in
facilities conform to those listed in the following table:
FACILITIES TO BE AUTHORIZED FOR SHORT -SPACED FM STATIONS
FsoM MNs authorised

Soparadon In kilometers .

CNN W
sNtfon

AMA .... -. 72406_«
64.71.._
AbA

...

......

_. _.... 61-79

_

...«.... ... ...«.

.

..._.

129-189

AMC

97-128

_.._....

..

_. ._ ......

B to C

177-224

137-178

B to C

145-178.

97-138

__...

3

__

10
6

60
.100
20
60
10
20

^

_

241-290........
193-240
C b C...._..: 161-192
Mee then 161..«...»_
C to C

_

C to C

CbC

-

100 CNN A.

50
20

"

80-104
,......IeN then 121....»»:.»._..........._......_...._._._... less than 80
177-217
225-274

B to C._...... NN then 146

150 CNN B.

3

4.0

129-189

161-200
121-180

100 CNse A.

20

3
60

_

_ .................._.... 105-128

B to 8...»....
B to B..._....
B to B._:_._
B to C.._.....

100 CleN A.
150 CNN B.

/00

Atoe....................................._......._...tees ow 97
B to 8....... 201-241, _

100.

3

8

« »... ...... _

100.

3
50

10

.s.

A b C...»

(ma/srs)

1/00.

60-105

INs Man 84

.

3
2

'

...

__...._

Ato B...._... .. ».. __ ._
» ... .._._._

Antawn MAIM

(k1/6

.

A b A _._... less than 64..:_....
_..
A to B

Atoe .

Pawsr

Fkst adNoem

_.....»._»

less men 97

6
10

201-241
153-200
121-152
lees than 121

100
50

-

20
10

160~8.
100~A.

000 CNN C.
100 CNN A.
800 CIeN C.
100 Clase A.
600 Class C.
160.
150.
150.
150.

.

150 Class B.

600 CIaN C.
150 Clem B.
800 CNN C.
/50 Class B.
800 Clase C.
150 Class B.
800 Class C.
800.
600
600.
600.

-

Stations authorized facilities in excess of those specified in this section
may continue to operate with such facilities.
(b)

Stations may elect to operate omnid.irectionally with facilities no greater
than the least they should be permitted in any direction under paragraph (a) of this
section. Greater facilities (up to the maximum specified in § 73.211(b) for their
class) may be used if, by use of a directional antenna, radiation in any direction
in which a short separation exists is reduced to no more than that permitted under
paragraph (a) of this section. Applications for use of directional antennas must
be in conformance with § 73.316(d); in addition, the increase in radiation off the
line between the short -spaced stations shall not exceed 2 d.b per 10 degrees of azimuth; and in no event shall radiation in any direction exceed the maximum permitted
under § 73.211(b) for the particular class of station.
(c)

Stations will be authorized maximum facilities for their class in those
(d)
directions in which they are short -spaced to other stations on second or third adjacent channels.
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§73.213(e)

-

973.219

(e)
The powers listed in the table are the maximums the FCC will authorize.
Antenna heights may exceed those specified in the table if the effective
radiated
power is reduced so that the 1 mV/m contour extends no further than it
would with
the maximum power and antenna height. The antenna height value to be used
is that above
average terrain and not that in any particular direction.
When antenna heights are less
than 30 meters (100 feet), a value of 30 meters (100 feet) must be assumed
for the
purposes of this paragraph.
(f)
The following provisions will govern applications for move of transmitter

site:

(1)

i,

`-

'

No application to move will be accepted which creates short spacing to
standard spaced stations and assignments less than the distances specified
in §73.207,
including second and third adjacent channel separations.
This provision applies
even if in other respects the application would be acceptable under this paragraphs.
(2)
Stations short -spaced with respect to other stations under §73.207
may apply to move transmitter site, even though by the move the separation would be
further shortened, under the following conditions and with the following facilities.
(i)
Where the short separation is second or third adjacent channel, with any
facilities up to the maximum permitted under §73.211.
(ii)
When a station does not meet the minimum separation to co -channel
or first adjacent channel stations, it may apply for up to the maximum listed facilities
for the separations that would exist at the new transmitter site.
(See paragraphs
(F)(2)(iii) of this sction subdivision (iii)for further restrictions on very short spaced stations).
(iii)
The provisions of this subparagraph apply where the resulting separation
after the move would be less than: co -channel, 64 kilometers Class A to Class A, 121
kilometers Class B to Class B, 145 kilometers Class B to C or vice versa, or 161
kilometers Class C to Class C; first adjacent channel 64 kilometers Class A to Class B
or vice versa; 80 kilometers Class B to Class B, 97 kilometers Class A or B to Class C,
or vice versa, and 121 kilometers Class C to Class C.
Stations so situated may apply
to move and use either their present facilities or no more than those specified for
their distance brackets in paragraph (a) of this Section, if the move would not
decrease the short distance by more than 5 kilometers.
If the move would decrease the
short distance a greater amount, a station will be permitted no more than the facilities
that would give it, in the critical direction, a 1 mV/m contour located no further out
than that which would result from using the former location and the maximum facilities
specified for the distance bracket.
NOTE:
For the purposes of the above Section, Clas=s BI and C2 will be
consi..ered Class B and Class Cl will be consiuerea Class C until further notice.

73.214

Cross reference to rules in other parts.
See

73.215

Notification of filing of applications.
See

73.216

0

73.1610.

program_tests.
See

73.218

73.1030.

Equipment tests.
See

73.217

73.1010.

73.1620.

Station license period.
See

73.1020.

73.219 Deleted.
9/14/83
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73.220 - 73.239
973.220 Restrictions on use of channels.
The frequency 89.1 MHz (channel 206) is
(a)
reserved in the New York City metropolitan area for the use of the United Nations with
the equivalent of an antenna height of 150 meters (492 feet) above terrain and effective
radiated power of 20 kilowatts, and the FCC will make no assignments, which would
cause objectionable interference with such use.
(b)
In Alaska, FM broadcast stations operating on Channels 221-300 (92.1-107.9
MHz) shall not cause harmful interference to and must accept interference from non government fixed operations authorized prior to January 1, 1982.
§73.221

DELETED.

§73.223

DELETED.

§73.231

DELETED.

No licensee of an FM broadcast station shall have any
§73.232 Territorial exclusivity.
arrangement with a network organization which prevents or hinders another station serving
substantially the same area from broadcasting the network's programs not taken by the
former station, or which prevents or hinders another station serving a substantially
PROVIDED,
different area from broadcasting any program of the network organization.
HOWEVER, That this section does not prohibit arrangements under which the station
is granted first call within its primary service area upon the network's programs.
The term "network organization" means any organization originating program material, with
or without commercial messages, and furnishing the same to stations interconnected so
as to permit simultaneous broadcast by all or some of them. However, arrangements
involving only stations under common ownership, or only the rebroadcast by one station
or programming from another with no compensation other than a lump -sum payment by the
station rebroadcasting, are not considered arrangements with a network organization.
The term "arrangement" means any contract, arrangement or understanding, express or
implied.

§73.233 through §73.238

DELETED.

73.239 Use of common antenna site. No FM broadcast station license or
renewal of FM broadcast station license will be granted to any person who
owns, leases, or controls a particular site which is peculiarly suitable
for FM broadcasting in a particular area and (a) the site is not available
for use by other FM broadcast station licensees; and (b) no other comparable site is available in the area; and (c) where the exclusive use of
such site by the applicant or licensee would unduly limit the number of
FM broadcast stations that can be authorized in a particular area or
would unduly restrict competition among FM broadcast stations.

(::)

24 84
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73.250 - 73.265

73.250 Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing.See 73.1660
73.252 Zireauency measurements. See 7
5
73.254

Equipment performance measurements.

73.255

Auxiliary transmitter.

See 73.1670.

73.256 Alternate main transmitters.
Moditication

73.257

of

ee 'tQ.1590.

See 73.1565.

transmission systems.

See 73.1690.

(a) Each FM broadcast station shall be equipped
Indicating instruments.
73.258
described in
with indicatina instruments which conform with the specifications
the relative
73.1215 for determinina power by the indirect method; for indicating
and
amplitude of the transmission line radio frequency current voltage, or power;
ooeration
with such other instruments as are necessary for the proper adjustment,
and maintenance of the transmitting system.
(b) The function of each instrument shall be clearly and Permanently shown
in the instrument itself or on a panel immediatel,y adjacent thereto.
(c) In the event that any one of these indicatina instruments becomes
is
defective when no substitute which conforms with the required specifications
available, the station may be operated without the defective instrument pending
its repair or replacement for a period not in excess of 60 days without further
authority of the Commission; PROVIDED, That, if the defective instrument

J

is the transmission line meter of a station which determines the
output power by the direct method, the operating power shall be
determined by the indirect method in accordance with 73.267(c)
during the entire time the station is operated without the transmission line meter.
If conditions beyond the control of the licensee prevent
(d)
the restoration of the meter to service within the above allowed
period, informal request in accordance with 73,3549 may be filed
with the Engineer in Charge of the radio district in which the
station is located for such additional time as may be required to
complete repairs of the defective instrument.

TECHNICAL OPERATION AND OPERATORS
873.261 Time of operation.

See 73.170N And 73.1740.

7:;.262 Experi:aental operation.

See

73.1510 and 73.1520.

77.263 Station inspection. See 73.1225.
73.264 Station -and operator licenses, posting of. See 73.1230.
73.265 FM operator requirements.
a

Thanf moptea

e

4/28/86
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Transmission system inspection requirements: S ee 73.1580.
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§73.266(a) - (c) (3) (i)

S73.266

Operating Power.
Determination. See §73.267.
(b)
Maintenance. See §73.1560.
(c)
Féduced power.
See §73.1560.
(a)

§73.267 Determing operating power.
(a)
The operating power of each FM station is to be
determined kw either the director indirect method.
(b)
Direct method.
The direct method of power determination
for and Fm station uses the indications of a calibrated transmission
line meter (responsive to relative voltage, current, or power) located
at the RF output terminals of the transmitter.
This meter must be
calibrated whenever there is any indication that the calibration is
inaccurate or whenever any component of the metering circuit is repaired or replaced.
The calibration must cover, as a mimimum, the range
from 90% to 105% of authorized power.
The meter calibration may be
checked by measuring the power at the transmitter terminals while either:
(1)
operating the transmitter into the transmitting antenna,
and determining actual operating power by the indirect method described
in 73.267(c); or
(2)
operating the transmitter into a load (of substantially zero
reactance and a resistance equal to the transmission line characteristic
impedance) and using an electrical device (within plus or minus 5%
accuracy) or temperature and coolant flow indicator (within plus or minus
4'y accuracy) to determine the power.
`

(c)
The operating power is determined by the indirect method by
Indirect method.
applying an appropriate factor to the input power to the last radio -frequency power
amplifier stage of the transmitter, using the following formula:
Transmitter output power = Ep X Ip X F

Wt -re:

Ep = DC input voltage of final radio stage.
Ip = Total DC input current of final radio stage.
F = Efficiency factor.
If the abofe formula is not appropriate for the design of the transmitter
(1)
final amplifier, use a formula specified by the transmitter manufacturer with other
appropriate operating parameters.
(2)
The value of the efficiency factor, F, established for the authorized
transmitter output power is to be used for maintaining the operating power, even though
there may be sane variation in F over the power operating range of the transmitter.
(3)
The value of F is to be determined and a record kept thereof
by one of the following procedures listed in order of preference!
(i)
Using the most recent measurement data for calibration
of the transmission line meter according to the procedures described in
paragraph (b) of this Section or the most recent measurements made by the
licensee establishing the value of F. In the case of composite transmitters or those in which the final amplifier stages have been modified
pursuant to FCC approval, the licensee must furnish the FCC and also retain with the `station records the measurement data used as n. basis for
determining the value of F.

3/11/95
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573.266(e) (3) (ii)

73.227( b )

Using measurement data shown on the transmitter manufacturer's test
(ii)
data supplied to the licensee; provided that measurements were made at the authorized
frequency and transmitter output power.
(iii)
Using the transmitter manufacturer's measurement data submitted to the
FCC for type approval and as shown in the instructicn book supplied to the licensee.
§73.268

Modulation.
See §73.1570.

§73.269

Frequency tolerance.
See §73.1545.

Antenna structure, marking and lighting See 73.1213.
73.271 Uscontinuance of operation. See 73.1750.

173.270

173.272

D=I+ZTED

173.273 3mergency antenna.

See 73.1680.

73.274

Remote control Authorization. See 73.1400.

73.275

Remote Control operation.

173.276

Exter.slor, meters.

See 73.1410.

See 73.1550.

No. FM broadcast licensee or
(a)
EErm}ssible transmissions.
permittee shall enter any agreement, or understanding or arrangement, oral'
receives cor.sideration
or written, whereby it undertakes to supply, or
for supplying, on its main channel a functional music, background music,
storecasting) for reception in
or other subscription service (including
'the place or places of business of any subscriber.
of radio energy in the FM
The transmission (or interruption) to
(b)
a station license, program
broadcast band in permissible only pursuant
expermintal
authorization and the
test authority, construcation permit or
provisions of this part of the Rules.
[173.277

73.278

Special field authorization.

See 73.1515.

OTHER OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
Y73.281
73.282

73.283
73.284
73.285
73.286'

73.287
73.288
73.289
73.290
73.291

General requirements relating to logs. See 73.1800.
73.1810.
Program logs.
Operating logs. 73.1820.
Maintenance logs. 73.1830.
Rerention of to s. 73.1840.
SvaiTability of logs and record. 73.1225 and 73.1850.
tation identification. 73.1201.
Fraudulent billing practies. 73.1205
73.1212.
Sponsorship identification.
for
public
office. 73.1940.
Broadcast by candidates
.1930
Personal attacks' political editorials. 73.1910, .1920,

1/31/85
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73.292

73.292

Lotteries.

- 73.295 (e)

See Subpart A, 73.1211, page 5.

73.293 Use of FM multiplex subcarriers. Licensees of FM broadcast
stations may transmit without further authorization, subcarrier communication service in accordance with the provisions of 73.319 and 73.322.

o

(a) Subsidiary communications
73.295 FM subsidiary communications.
services are those transmitted on a subcarrier within the.FM baseband
signal but do not include services which enhance the main program broadcast service (see 73.293(a)(d)) or exclusively relate to station operations (see 73.293(c)). Subsidiary communications include but are not
limited to services such as functional music, specialized foreign
language programs, radio reading services, utility load management,
market and financial data and news, paging and calling traffic control
signal switching, biligual television audio and point to point or,multipoint messages.
(b) FM subsidiary communications services that are common.carrier
in nature are subject to common carrier regulation. Licensees operating
such services are required to apply to the FCC for the appropriate
authorization and to comply with all policies and rules applicable to
the service. Responsibility for making the initial determinations of
wheather a particular activity is common carriage rests with the FM
station licensee. Initial determinations by licensee are subject to FCC
examination and may be reviewed at the FCC's discretion.
(c) Subsidiary communications services are of a secondary nature
under the authority of the FM station authorization and the authority to
provide such communications services may not be retained br transferred
in any manner separate from the station's suthorization. The grant or
renewal of and FM station permit or license is not furthered or promoted by proposed or past services. The permittee or licensee must
establish that the broadcast operation is :in the public interest wholly
apart from the subsisiary communications services provided.
The station identification, delayed recording ^.nd sponsor
identificstion announcements required by sections 73.1201, 73.1208,
and 73.1212 are not applicable to material trasmitted under an SCA
(e) The licensee or permittee must retain control over all material
transmitte in a broadcast mode via the station's facilities, with the
right to reject any material that it deems inappropriate or undesirable.
(d)

o
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73.296 -

C

§73.296

Broadcast of telephone conversation.

73.301

See 73.1206

73.297
(a) An FM broadcast station
FM multichannel sound broadcastti
may without specific authority from tíFe-FCC transmit stereophonic (biphonic,
quadraphonic, etc.) sound programs upon installationof stereophonic sound
transmitting equipment under the provisions of 2.1001, 73.322 and 73.1590 of
the Rules. Prior to commencement of stereophonic sound broadcasting, equipment performance measurements must be made to ensure that the transmitted
signal complies with all applicable rules and standards.
..

Each licensee or permittee engaging in multichannel broadcasting
(b)
must measure the pilot subcarrier frequency as often as necessary to ensure
that it is kept at all times within 2Hz of the authorized frequency.

173.298 Operation during emergency.
73.301

Equal employment opportunities.

No material missing.

C)

1/30/86

See 73.1250.
See 73.2080.

§§73.310 - 73.333 filed under FM Standards
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SUBPART C - NONCOMTERCIAL EDUCATIONAL

W BROADCAST STATIONS

73.501
73.502
73.503
73.504

Channels available for assignment.
State-wide plans.
Licensing requirements and service.
Noncommercial education channel assginments under US -Mexico
W Broadcast Agreement.

73.505
73.506
73.507
73.508
73.509
73.510
73.511
73.512

Zones.

73.513

73.514
73.515
73.516
73.517
73.518
73.525
73.531

Classes of educational channels and stations operating thereon.
Minimum distance separations between stations.
Standards of good engineering practice.
Prohibited overlap.
Antenna systems.
Power and antenna height requirements.
Special procedures applicable to Class D noncommercial educational stations.
Noncommercial educational FM stations operating on unreserved
channels.
Cross reference. See 73.1010
Notification of filing of applications.
Equipment tests. 73.1610
Program tests.
73.1620
Station license period. 73.1020
TV Channel 6 protection.
Special rules relating to contracts pr viding for reservations
of time of sale of a station
73.1150
Use of automatic transmission systems (ATS)
Use of automatic transmission facilities.
Fail-safe transmitter control for automatic transmission
systems.
Automatic transmission system monitoring and alarm points.
.

73.540
73.542
73.544
73.546
73.550
73.552
73.553
73.554
73.555
73.556
73.557
73.558
73.561
73.562
73.563
73.564
73.565
73.566

Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing. 73.1660
Frequency measerements.
73.1540
Deleted.

Equipment performance measurements.
73.1590
Auxiliary transmitter. See 73.1670
Alternate main transmitters.
73.1665
Modidication of transmission system. 73.1690
Indicating instruments.
Operating schedule, time sharing.
Experimental operation. See 73.1510 and 73.1520
Station inspection. 73.1225
Station and operator licenses; posting of. 73.1230
Operator requirements.
Operating power.
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(continued)

73.567 Determining operating power.
73.568 Modulation.
73.569 Frequency tolerance.
73.570 Antenna structure, marking and lighting. 73.1213
73.571 Discontinuance of operation. 73.1750
73.572 Extension meters. 73.1550
73.573 Emergency antenna. 73.1680
73.574 Remote -control authorization.
73.575 Remote control operation.
73.578 Special field test authorizations. 73.1515
73.581 General requirements relating to logs. See 73.1800
73.582 Program logs. 73.1810
73.583 Operating logs. 73.1820
73.584 Maintenance logs. 73.1830
73.585 Retention of logs. 73.1840
73.586 Availability of logs and records. 73.1225 and 73.1850
73.587 Station identification.
73.588 Reserved.
73.589 Reserved.
73.590 Broadcasts by candidates for public office.
73.591 Personal attacks. 73.1920
73.592 Lotteries. 73.1211
73.593 Subsidiary Communications Authorizations.
73.594 Deleted.
73.595 Deleted.
73.1206
73.596 Broadcast of telephone conversation.
73.597 FM stereophonic sound broadcasting.
73.598 Operations during emergency. 73.1250
73.599 Equal employment opportunities. 73.2080
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73.501(c)

SUBPART C -- NONCOMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL FM BROADCAST STATIONS

0

Classification of Stations and Allocation of Frequencies
The following frequencies, except
73.501 Channels available for assignment.
(a)
as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, are available for noncommercial educational FM broadcasting:

Channel No.

Frequency (MHz)

1200
201

87.9
88.1
88.3
88.5
88.7
88.9
89.1
89.3
89.5
89.7
89.9
90.1
90.3
90.5
90.7
90.9
91.1
91.3
91.5
91.7
91.9

202
203
204
205
2206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

I.n Alaska, FM broadcast stations operating on Channels 200(b)
220 (87.9-91.9MHz) shall not cause harmful interference to and must accept
interference from non -Government fixed operations authorized prior to
January 1, 1982.
There are specific noncommercial educational FM assignments (Channels 201These are
220) for various communities in Arizona, California, New Mexico, and Texas.
set forth in 73.504.
(c)

1 The frequency 87.9 MHz, Channel 200, is available only for use of existine Class
It is available only on a noninterference
D stations required to change frequency.
basis with respect to TV Channel 6 stations and adjacent channel noncommercial educaIt is not available at all within 402 kilometers (250 miles) of
tional FM stations.
The specific standards governing its
Canada and 320 kilometers (199 miles) of Mexico.
ust are contained in 73.'512.
The frequency 89.1 MHz, Channel 206, in the New York City metropolitan area, is
of
reserved for the use of the United Nations with the equivalent of an antenna height
radiated
power
to
20
kW
and
the
Commission
S00 feet above average terrain and effective
will make no assignments which would cause objectionable interference with such use.

o
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73.502 - 72.503(a)(1)

73.502 State-wide plans.
In considering the assignment of a channel for a noncommercial educational FM broadcast station, the Commission will take into consideration
the extent to which each application meets the requirements of any state-wide plan for
noncommercial educational FM broadcast stations filed with the Commission, provided
that such plans afford fair treatment to public and private educational institutions,
urban and rural, at the primary, secondary, higher, and adult educational levels, and
appear otherwise fair and equitable.
73.503 Licensing requirements and service. The operation of, and the service furnished
by noncommercial educational FM broadcast stations shall be governed by the following:
(a)
A noncommercial educational FM broadcast station will be liecensed only to
a nonprofit educational organization and upon showing that the station will be used for
the advancement of an educational program.
(1)
In determining the eligibility of publicly supported educational
organizations, the accreditation of their respective state departments of education
shall be taken into consideration.

o
9/25/78
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73.503(2) - (d)(NOTE)

O

O

(2)

In determining the eligibility of privately controlled educational organizations, the accreditation of state departments of education and/or recognized regional
and national educational accrediting organizations shall be taken into consideration.
(b)
Each station may transmit programs directed to specific schools in a system or
systems for use in connection with the regular courses as well as routine and administrative material pertaining thereto and may transmit educational, cultural, and
entertainment programs to the public.
(c)
A noncommercial educational FM broadcast station may broadcast programs
produced by, or at the expense of, or furnished by persons other than the licensee, if
no other consideration than the furnishing of the program and the costs incidental to
its production and broadcast are received by the licensee. The payment of line charges
by another station, network, or someone other than the licensee of a non-commercial
educational FM broadcast station, or general contributions to the operating costs of a
station, shall not be considered as being prohibited by this paragraph.
(d)
Each station shall furnish a nonprofit and noncommercial broadcast service.
Noncommercial educational FM broadcast stations are subject to the provisions of
73.1212 to the extent they are applicable to the broadcast of programs produced by,
or at the expense of, or furnished by others. No promotional announcement on behalf of
for profit entities shall be broadcast at any time in exchange for the receipt, in whole
or in part, of consideration to the licensee, its principals, or employees. However,
acknowledgements of contributions can be made. The scheduling of any announcements and
acknowledgements may not interrupt regular programming.
NOTE -- Commission interpretation of this rule, including the acceptable form of
acknowledgements, may be found in the Second Report and Order, (Commission Policy Concernin the Noncommercial Nature of Educational Broadcast Stations), 86 F.C.C. 2d 141
(1982 and the subsequent Commission's Order, Docket No. 21136 (July 15, 1982).

c
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73.504 (a)

173.504 Noncommercial educational channel assignments under the United
States -Mexico FM Broadcast Agreement.
(a)
The Governments of Mexico and
the United States are parties to an Agreement providing a table of allotments of FM channels in this area within 100 miles (320 kilometers) of
the common border.
The"following table sets forth the assignments of
Classes A, B. and C noncommercial educational FM channels (201-220)
to communities in the affected portions o.f Arizona, California, New
Mexico and Texas:
ARIZONA
Channel No.
Ajo
220
Douglas--20l,205A,211A
Globe
211A
211A,
2.22+
Kingman
Lake Havasu City ---216A
201A
McNary
217
Nogales
211A
Parker
Phoenix --202, 208A, 212A
218

Prescott ----- 208A,214
215, 220A
Safford
213
Tucson
209A
Wickenburg
201A, 20 5A
Yuma
CALIFORNIA
204A
Avalon
204A
Claremont
201A
Long peach
Los Angeles 205A,214218
203A
Mission Viejo
216
Moorpark
203A
Northridge
212
Oxnard
207
Pasadena
206A
Redlands
209A
Riverside
San Bernardino --- 220
San Diego ---- 202A,208
Santa Barbara --2O4
0
210
Santa Monica
NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo --- 201,208A
219A
Artesia
211A,215
Carlsbad
218A
Deming
211A
Hobbs
209A, 214
Las Cruces
220A
Lordsburg
220A
Lovington
213,217A
Roswell
212,217A
Silver City
208A,216
Socorro
Truth or Conse220A
quences

TEXAS
Alpine
Andrews

Channel No.

Austin --204A,

219
20 9A
208, 0.18

Ballinger
211A
218A
Beeville
211A
Big Lake
Big Spring --- 203,207A
Boerne
212A
Bracketville
219A
Brady
20 2A
Brownsville
Brownwood --- 205,212A
Carrizo Springs - 201A
220A
Coleman
Colorado City --- 211A
Corpus Christi--- 220A
212

203A
Cotulla
205A
Crane
Crystal City ---- 214A
210A
Cuero
204, 214A
Del Rio
208, 213A
Eagle Pass
208A
Edinburg
219A
Eldorado
203,208A
El Paso
218A
Falfurrias
Fort Stockton -201,206A
Fredericksburg -- 201A
214A
Freer
216A
Goliad
220A
Gonzales
205A
Harlingten
Hebbronville ---- 220A
20 2A
Hondo
212A
Junction
201A
Kenedy-Karnes
212A
Kermit
216A
Kerrville
216A
Kingsville
210A
Lamesa
201A,210
Loredo

TEXAS (Cont'd) Cha.No.
20.3A
Llano
Mar f a
203A
Midland
211A
Monohans
210A
New Braunfels
213A,217
Odessa
213A
Ozona
Pearsall
205A
Pecos
Port Lavaca ---- 201A
202A
Presidio
Raymondville ----201A
Rio Grande City --201A
217A
Rockport
Rocksprings ---- 210A
San Angelo - 215,220A
San Antonio --206,211A
215A,219A
207A
Sanderson
218A
San Marcos
210A
San Saba
202A
Seguin
20 5A
Seminole
211A
Sonora
213A
Sweetwater
216A
Uvulde
20 2A
Van Horn
20 3A
Victoria
20 2A
Zapata

73.504(b) - (d) - 73.506(a)(3)

Anyone applying for a noncommercial educational FM station in the
border area of Arizona, California, New Mexico, or Texas, must propose at least Class .A
minimum facilities (see section 73.211(a)) and apply for a channel set forth in the table
in paragraph (a) for use either at the listed community or an unlisted community under
the same conditions set forth in 73.203(b) of this chapter; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That
existing Class D noncommercial educational stations may apply to change frequency
within the educational portion of the FM band in accordance with the requirements set
forth in 73.512.
The minimum distance separations given in Section 73.207 apply to the
(c)
following:
(b)

(1)

A petition for rulemaking to amend the table set forth in paragraph

(a) and;

Except for Class D stations. changing channel pursuant of 73.512, to
an application for any class of noncommercial educational FM channel (new station, or
change in channel or transmitter site or increase in facilities of an existing station)
Any petition to amend which so
within the border area referred to in paragraph (a).
conflicts will be dismissed. Any application which does hot so conform will not be
accepted for filing. No authorization will be granted fot a station in the United
States in the area adjacent to the border area which does not meet the minimum mileage
separations set forth in 73.207 to any noncommercial educational allotment of
authorization in the border area.
Section 73.208 of this chapter will be complied with as to the determina(d)
tion of reference points and distance computations in considering petitions to amend
the table set forth in paragraph (a) and for applications for new or changed facilities.
However, if it is necessary to consider a Mexico channel assignment or authorization,
If a transmitter
the computation of distance will be determined as follows:
site has been established, on the basis of the coordinates of the site; if atransmitter site has not been established, on the basis of the reference coordinates of
the community, town, or city.
(2)

73.505 Zones. For the purpose of assignment of non-commercial educational FM stations,
the United States is divided into three zones, Zone I, Zone I-A and Zone II, having
the boundaries specified in 73.205.
Non(a)
73.506 Classes of Noncommercial Educational FM stations and Channels.
in
73.501
are
commercial educational stations operating on the channels specified
divided into the following classes:

A Class D educational station is one operating with no more than 10
watts transmitter power output.
A Class D educational (secondary) station is one operating with no
(2)
more than 10 watts transmitter power output in accordance with the terms of 73.512 or
which has elected to follow these requirements before they become applicable under.the
terms of 73.512.
(1)

Noncommercial educational FM' stations (NCE-FM) with more
than 0.01 kW transmitter power output are classified Class A, B1, B, C2,
Cl, or C depending on the effective radiated power, antenna height above
terrain, and the zone in which the station's transmitter is located, on
the same basis as provided for stations on the non -reserved FI channels
in 73.205 and 73.206, and the -location of its 1 mV/m contour based on the
maximum facilities listed in 73.211.
NOTE -- For NCE-Fly" stations authorized before December 31, 1984,
the provvions
i ss
of this subparagraph (73.506(a)(3) become effective
March 1, 1987.
(3)

11/14/85
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73.506(b) -

73.507(c)

(b)
Any noncommerical educational station except Class D may be assigned
to
any of the channels listed in Section 73.501.
Class D noncommercial educational FM stations
applied for ,or authorized prior to June 1, 1980,
may continue to operate on their
authorized channels subject to the provisions of Section 73.512.

73.507

Minimum distance separation between co -channel and adjacent -channel stations.
(a)
Minimum distance separations. No application for a new station, or change
in channel or transmitter site or increase in facilities of
an existing station, will
be granted unless the proposed facilities will be located
so as to meet the adjacent
channel distance separations specified in 73.207(a) for the class of
station involved with
respect to assignment on Channels, 221, 222, and 223 listed in 73.201 (except
where in
the case of an existing station the proposed facilities fall within the
provisions of
73.208(b)), or where a Class D station is changing frequency
to comply with the requirements of 73.512.

(b)
Stations authorized as of September 10, 1962, which do not meet
the requirements of paragraph (a) of this section and 73.511, may continue
to operate as authorized; but any application to change facilities will be
subject to the provisions of this section.
(c)(1) Stations separated in frequency by 10.6 or 10.8 MHz (53 or 54
channels) from allotments or assignments on non -reserved channels will not
be authorized unless they conform to the seperation of Table A in 73.207.

Required spacing
kilometers
Class
A
B
B
C
C
C

of
to
to
to
to
to
to

stations:
A
A
B
A
B
C

8

16
24
32

40
48

Miles

5

10
15
20
25
30

(2)
Under the United States -Mexican FM Broadcasting Agreement, for
stations and assignments differing in frequency by 10.6 to 10.8 MHz (53 or
54 channels), U.S. noncommercial educational FM allotments and assignments
must meet the separations given in Table C of 73.207 to Mexican allotments
or assignments in the border area.

Required spacing
Kilometers
station:
D
D
D
D

Miles

Class
C
B
C
D

of
to
to
to
to

NOTE:

For purposes of this Section, Classes 81 and C2 will be considered Class B, and
Class Cl will be considered Class C until further notice.

24
16

5/7/84
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15
10

8

5

3

2

73.508

- 73.509(b)

73.508 Standards of good e vineerina practice. (a) All noncommercial
educational stations operating with more than 10 watts transmitter output
power shall be subject to all of the provisions of the FM Technical
Standards contained in Subpart B of this part. Class D educational stations
shall be subject to the definitions contained in 73.310 of Subpart B of
this part, and also to those other provisions of the PM Technical Standards
which are specifically made applicable to. them by the provisions of this
subpart.
(b)
The transmitter and associated transmitting equipment of each
noncommercial educational FM station licensed for transmitter output
power above 10 watts must be designated, constructed and operated in
accordance with 73.317:
The transmitter and associated transmitting equipment of each
(c)
noncommercial educational PM station licensed for transmitter power output of 10 watts or less, although not required to meet all requirements of
73.317, must be constructed with the safety provisions of the current
national electrical code as approved by the American Standards Association.
These stations must be operated, tuned, and adjusted so that emissions are
not radiated outside the authorized band causing or which are capable of
causing interference to the communications of other stations. The audio
distortion, audio frequency range, carrier hum, noise level, and other
essential phases of the operation which control the external effects, must-.
be at_all times capable of providing satisfactory broadcast service.
Studio equipment property covered by an underwriter's certificate will be
considered as satisfying safety requirements.
73.509. Prohibited overlap.
An application for a new or modified NCE-FM station other than
(a)
a Class D (secondary station will not be accepted if the proposed operation
would involve overlap of signal strength contours with any other station
whose transmitter is located more than 320 kilometers (199 miles) from the
U.S.-iexican border and operating in the reserved band (Channels 200-220,
inclusive) as set forth below:
.Feo. ó

Contoir a other

Contour
station

stollen

1 mVAm j80(113u)
dBu)
0.4 mV/m
0.1 mY/m (40 dBu)
1 rnV/m'(60:dBU)
0.5 mV/m (54 dBu).... 1 mV/in (60 dBu)
1.mV/m 4110 dea}..._, 0.5 mW4n (54 ,dBu)
10.mV7m.(110 dBu)._.. 1 mWm (60 Mu)
10 rtN/m (60-dBU)
1 mVJm (60 dBu)
` 1 mY/m 160 dBu)
100 mV/m'(100
dite).
1 Mika !so !Bu)....J 100 wl Wm (10)

200 kHz

400 kHz
600 kHz

d&d

An application by a Class D (secondary) station, other than an.
applicat ion to change class will not be accepted if the proposed operat io n wo uld involve overlap of signal strength contours with any other
station as set forth below:
(b)

,

Frequency
separation

Cantourd proposed
station

0.1 mV/m (40 dBu)....
0.5 mV/m (54 dBu)....
400 kHz-- ..... 10 mV/m (60 dBu)
_.. 100 mV/m (100
600 kHz

Co-dwm»I

Contour of other
station

1 mV/m (60 dBu)
1 mV/m (60 dBu)
1 mV/m (60 dBu)
1 mV/m (60 dBu)

dBu).
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73.509(c) - /3.511(c)

The following standards must be used to cómpute the distances
(c)
to the pertinent contours:
(1)
The distance of the 60 dBu (1 mV/m) contours are to be computed
using Figure 1 of 73.333 (F(50,50) curves) of this Part.
(2)
The distance to the other contours are to be computed using
Figure la of 73.333 (F(50,10) curves).
In. the event_that the distance
to the contour is below 16 kilometers (approximately 10 miles), and
therefore not covered by Figure la, curves in. Figure 1 must be used.
(3)
The effective radiated power (ERP) that is the maximum ERP
for any elevation plane bn any bearing will be used.
(d)
An application for a change (other than a.. change in channel
in the facilities of a NCE-FM broadcast station will be accepted even
though overlap of signal strength contours, as specified in paragraphs.
(a) and (b) of this section, would occur with another station in an area..
where such overlap does not already exist, if:
(1)
The total area of overlap with that statuon would not be
increased;
(2)
The area. of overlap with any other station would not increase;
(3)
The area of overlap does not move significantly closer to
the station receiving the overlap; and,.
(4)
No area of overlap would be created with any station with
which the overlap does not now exist. (e)
The provisions of this section concerning prohibited overlap
will not apply where the area of such overlap lies entirely over water.

(

LJ

173.510 Antenna systems. (a) All noncommercial educational stations operatin R. with more than 10 watts transmitter output power shall be subject to
the provisions of 73.316 concerning antenna systems contained in Subpart B
of this part.
(b)
Directional antenna.' No application for a construction permit of a
new station, or change in channel, or change in an existing facility on the
same channel will be accepted for filing if a directional antenna with a
maximum-toOminimum ratio of more than 15 dB is proposed.
73.511

r rawer and antenna height recjuirements.

No.new noncommercial educational station will be authorized
(a)
with effective radiated power less than 0.1 kW.
No new noncommercial educational FM station will be auth(b)
orized with facilities greater than Class B in Zones I and I -A or Class
C in Zone II, as defined in §73.211,(b)(1).
Stations licensed before December 31, 1984 and operating
(c)
above 50 kW in Zones I and I -A and above 100 kW and in Zone II may contintinue to operate as authorized.
.
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73.512 - (d)
73.512

.tt i_ti
Special procedures applicable to Class'D noncommercial educational
All Class D stations seeking renewal of license for any term expiring
June 1, 1980, or thereafter shall comply with the requirements set forth below dnd
shall simultaneously file an application on FCC Form 340, containing full in!orrition
regarding such compliance with the provisions set forth below.

To the extent possible, each applicant shall select a commercial
(1)
FM channel on which it proposes to operate in lieu of the station's present channel. The
set
station' may select any commercial channel provided no objectinable interference,
The application should include the same engineering
forth in 73.509(b),would be .cause.
information as is required to change the frequency of an existing station and any ether
information necessary to establish the fact that objectionahly.interference weeld Hot
If no commercial channel is avilahle where the station could operate with,ut
result.
causing such interference, the application shall set forth the basis upon wliiih thi<
conclusion was reached.
(2)
If a commercial channel is unavailable, to the extent possible each
applicant should propose operation on Channel 200 (89.9 MHz) unless the station would he
within 402 kilometers (250 miles) of the Canadian border or 320 kilometers (199 miles)
of the Mexican border or would cause interference to an FM station operating On
Channels 201, 202. or.203 or to TV Channel 6, as provided in 73.509.
(3)
If a channel is not available under either paragraph (a) (1) or (2)
of this section, the renewal applicant shall study all 20 noncommercial educational FM
channels and shall propose operation on the channel which would cause the least preclusion to the establishment of new stations or increases in power by existing stations.
Full information regarding the basis for.the selection should be provided.
(b)
At any time before the requirements of paragraph (a) become effective,
any existing Class D station may file a construction permit application on FCC Form 340
to change channel in the manner described above which shall be subject to the same
requirements.
In either case, any license granted shall specify that the station's
license is for a Class U (secondary) station.
Except in Alaska, no new Class D applications nor major change applications
(c)
by existing Class D stations are acceptable for filing except by existing Class 0 stations
seeking to change frequency.
Upon the grant of such application, the station shall become
a Class D (secondary) station.
(d)
Class D noncommercial educational (secondary) stations (see 73.506(a)(2))
will be permitted to continue to operate only so long as no interference (as defined
in 73.509) is caused to any TV or commercial FM broadcast stations.
In the event that
the Class D (secondary) station would cause interference to a TV or commercial FM
broadcast station after that Class D (secondary) station is authorized, the Class D (secondary)station must cease operation when program tests for the TV or commercial FM
broadcast station commence. The Class D (secondary) station may apply for a construction
permit (see 73.3533) to change to another frequency or antenna site where it would not
cause interference (as defined in 73.509).
If the Class D (secondary) station must
cease operation before the construction permit is granted, an application for temporary
authorization (pursuant to 73.3542) to operate with the proposed facilities may be
submitted; where appropriate, such temporary authorization can be granted.
..

,
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73.513 - 73.525(a)(1) table.

73.513

O

Noncommercial educational FM stations operating on unreserved
Noncommercial education W stations other than Class D
secary) which operate on channels 221 through 300 but which comply.
with 73.503 as to licensing requirements and the nature of the service
rendered, must comply with the provisions of the following cocticnz of
subpart B: 73.201 through 73.213 (classification of FM broadcast stations
and allocations of frequencies) and such other sections of subpart B as
are made specifically applicable by the provisions of this subpart C.
Stations in Alaska authorized before August 11, 1982 using Channels 261-300
need not meet the minimum effective radiated power requirement specified in
73.211(a).
In all other respects, stations operating on Channels 221
through 300 are to be governed by the provisions of this Subpart and not
Subpart B.
ondchannels.

73.514

Cross referencg to rules in other carts.
73.1010

73.515

(All in Subpart H)

Notification of filing of applications.
73.1030

73.516

Equipment tests.
73.1610

73.517

Program tests.
73.1620

73.518

Station license period.

73.1020
73.525 TV Channel ..6 protection. The provisions of this section apply to
all applications for construction permits for new or modified facilities
for a NCE-W station on Channels 200-220 unless the application is
accompanied by a written agreement between the NCE-FM applicant and each
affected TV Channel 6 broadcast station concurring with the proposed
NCE-Ff'i facilities.

Affected TV Channel 6 Station.
An affected TV Channel 6 station is a TV broadcast station
which is authorized to operate on Channel 6 that is located within the
following distances of a NCE-FM station operating on Channels 201-220:
(a)
(1)

TABLE
NCE-FM
channel

.

Dlstánce
(kilometers)
265
267
" 248
235
225
211

201

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
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NCE-FM
channel

l

.

196
.

-2h-

198

219

198
195
193
187
180
177
174
168
159

.220

154

211

212
213
214

,'215
216
217

.196
196

218,
-

Distance
(kilometers)

73.525(a)(2) - (b)(4)
(2)

';there a NCE-F'; application. has been accepted for filing or

granted, the subsequent acceptance of an application filed by a relevant
TV Channel 6 station will not require revision of the pending NCE-F"1
application or the F` station's authorized facilities, unless the provisions of paragraph (e) (3) ' of this section. for TV translator or satellite
stations apply.
(b)
Existing NCE-FM Stations.
(1)
A NCE-PM station license authorized to operate on channels
201-220 as of December 31, 1984, or a permittee, granted a construction
permit for a NCE-FM station as of December 31, 1984, are not subject to
this section unless they propose either:
(i)
To make changes in operating facilities or location which
will increase predicted interference as calculated under paragraph (e)
of this section to TV Channel 6 reception in all directions; or,
(ii)
To decrease its ratio of vertically polarized .to horizontally
polarized transmissions.
(2)
Applicants must comply with the provision of paragraphs (c) or..
(d) of this section unless the application for modification demonstrates
that, for each person predicted to receive new interference as a result of
the change, existing predicted interference to two person will be eliminated. Persons predicted to receive new interference are those located
outside the area predicted to receive interference from the station's
currently authorized facilities ("existing predicted interference area")
but within the area predicted to receive interference from the Proposed
facilities ("proposed predicted interference area"). Persons for whom
predicted interference will be eliminated are those located within the
existing predicted interferencé area and outside the proposed predicted

interference area..
(i)
In making this calculation, the provisions contained at
paragraph (e) will be used except as modified by paragraph (b)(3) of this

section.
(ii)

The following adjustment to the population calculation may
up to 1,000 persons may be subtracted from the population
predicted to receive new interference if, for each person substracted, the
applicant effectively installs two filters within 90 days after commencing

be made:

program tests with. the proposed facilities and., no later than. 43 clays

thereafter, provides the affected TV Channel 6 station (as defined in.
paragraph (a) of this section) with. a certification containing sufficient
information to permit verification of such installation. The required
number of filters will be installed on television receivers located within.
the predicted interference area; provided that half of the installations
are
within the area predicted to receive new interference.
(3)
Where an NCE-FM applicant wishes to operate with facilities
in excess of that permitted under the provisions of
(c) or
(d) of this section, by proposing to use vertically paragraphs
polarized transmissions
only, or to increase its ratio of vertically to horizontally
polarized
transmissions, the affected TV Channel 6 station must be given an option
to pay for the required antenna and, if it takes that option,
the NCE-FM
vertically polarized component of power will be one half (-3 dB)
that
which would be allowed by the provisions of paragraph (e)(4)
of
this
section.
(4)
Applications for modification will include a certification
that the applicant has given early written notice of the
proposed
modification to all affected TV Channel 6 stations (as
defined
in paragraph (a) of this section).
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73.525(b)(5) - (e)(1)(i)
Uhere the NCE-FI1 station demonstrates in its application that
(5)
it must make an involuntary modification (e.g., due to loss of its transmitter site) that would not otherwise be permitted under this section, its
In such cases
application will be considered on a case -by -case basis.
the provisions of paragraph (b)(3) of this section do not apply.
New NCE-FM Stations. Except as provided for by paragraph (d)
(c)
of this section, applicants for.NCE-FM stations proposing to operate on
Chsnnels 201-220 must submit a showing indicating that the predicted
interference area resulting from the proposed facility contains no more
than 3,000 persons.
In making these calculations, the provisions in paragraph (e)
(1)
of this section will be used.
The following adjustment to population may be made: up to
(2)
1,000 persons may be subtracted from the population within the predicted
interference area if, for each person substracted, the applicant
effectively installs one filer within 90 days after commencing program
tests and, no later than 45 days thereafter, provides the affected TV
Channel 6 station with a certification containing sufficient information
to permit verification of such installation. The required number of
filters will be installed on television receivers located within the predicted interference area.
Collocated Stations. As an alternative to the provisions
(d)
contained in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, an application for a
NCE-W station operating on Channels 201-220 and located at 0.4 kilometer
(approximately 0.25 mile) or less from a TV Channel 6 station will be
accepted under the following requirements:
The effective radiated power cannot exceed the following
(1)
_

--

values:

TABLE B
NCE-FM
channel
201

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

Power
(kilowatt)

NCE-FM
channel

1.1

211

1.9

212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

3.1

5.0
8.3
10.0
12.0
14.8
17.8

21.4

Power
(kilowatt)

.;;.

26.3
31.6

38.0
46.8
56.2
67.6
83.2
100.0
100.0
100.0

(2)
The NCE-FM application will include a certification that the
applicant has coordinated its antenna with the affected TV station by
the same number of antenna bays with radiation centers
employing either:
separatedby no more than 30 meters (approximately 100 feet) vertically;
or, the FM vertical pattern not exceeding the TV vertical pattern by more
than 2dB.
Calculation of Predicted Inter:Perence Area and Population.
(e)
Predictions of interference required under this section and calculations
to determine the number of 'persons within a predicted interference area
operation on Channels 201,220 are made as follows:
for NCE-FM
(1)The predicted interference area will be calculated as follows:
The distances to the TV Channel 6 field strength contours will.
i
be predicted according to the procedures specified in 73.684, "Prediction
of coverage," using the F950,50) curves in Figure 9, Sec. 73.699.
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73.525(e)(1)(ii).- (e)(2)(iii)
(ii)
For each TV Channel 6 field strength contour, there will
e an associated F(50,10) FM interference contour, the value of which
in units of dBu) is defined as the sum of the TV Channel 6 field strength
in dBu) and the appropriate undesired -to -desired (U/D) signal ratio (in.
dB) obtained from Figures 1 and 2, 73.599, corresponding to the channel of
the NCE-FM applicant and the appropriate F(50,50) field strength contour
DI the TV Channel 6 station.
(iii) An adjustment of 6 dB for television receiving antenna
directivity will be added to each NCE-FM interference contour at all
points outside the Grade A field strength contour (73.683) of the TV
Channel 6 station and within an arc defined by the range of angles, of
which the FP'I transmitter site is the vertex, from 110° relative to the
azimuth from the FM transmitter site to the TV Channel 6 transmitter site,
counterclockwise to 250° relative to that azimuth.
At all points at and
within the Grade A field strength contour of the TV Channel 6 stat;on.,
the 6 dB adjustment is applicable over the range of angles from 70 clockwise to 110° and from 250° clockwise to 2900.
(iv)
The distances to the applicable NCE-FM interference contours
will be predicted according to the procedures specified in 73.313,
"Prediction of Coverage," using the proposed antenna height and
horizontally polarized, or the horizontal equivalent of the vertically
polarized, effective radiated power in the pertinent direction and the
F(50,10) field strength curves (Figure la, 73.333).
(v)
The predicted interference area will be defined as the area
within the TV Channel 6 station's 47 dBu field strength contour that is
bounded by the locus of intersections of a series of TV Channel 6 field
strength contours and the applicable NCE-FM interference contours.
(vi)
In cases where the terrain in one or more directions departs
widely from the surrounding terrain average (for example, an intervening
mountain), a supplemental showing may be made. Such supplemental showings
must describe the procedure used and should include sample calculations.
The application must also include maps indicating the predicted interference area for both the regular method and the supplemental method.
(2)
The number of persons contained within the predicted interference area will be based on data contained in the most recently published
U.S. Census of Population and will be determined by plotting the predicted
interference area on a County Subdivision Map of the state published for
the Census, and totalling the number of persons in each County Subdivision
(such as, Minor Civil Division (MCD), Census County Division (CCD), or
equivalent areas) contained within the predicted interference area. Where
only a portion of County. Subdivision is contained within the interference

area:
(i)
The population of all incorporated places or Census designated
places will be subtracted from County Subdivision population.
from. the County Subdivision population.
(ii) Uniform distribution of the remaining population over the
remaining area of the County Subdivision will be assumed in determining
the number of persons within the predicted interference area in proportion
to the share of the remaining area of the County Subdivision that lies
within the predicted interference area.
(iii) The population ofthe incorporated places or Census designated places contained within the predicted interference area will then be
dded 'to the total, again assuming uniform distribution of the population
within the area of each place and adding a share of the population proportional to the share of the area if only a portion of such a place is
within the predicted interference area.
-573ED
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73.525(e)(2)(iv) - (e)(B)(iv)
At the option of either the NCE-FM applicant or an affected.
(iv)
TV Channel 6 station which provides the appropriate analysis, more
detailed population data may be used.
Adjustments to the population calculated pursuant to
(3)
paragraph (e)(2) of this section may be made as follows:
If any part of the predicted interference area is within the
(i)
Grade A field strength contour (73.683) of a TV translator station carrying the affected TV Channel 6 station, the number of persons within that
overlap area will be subtracted, provided the NCE-W construction permit
and license will contain the following conditions:
(A). When the TV translator station ceases to carry the affected
TV Channel 6 station's service and the cessation is not the choice of
the affected TV Channel 6 station, the NCE-FM station will modify its
facilities, within a reasonable transition period, to meet the requirements of this section which would have applied it no adjustment to population for translator service had been made in its application.
The transition period may not exceed 1 year from the date
(B)
the NCE-FM station is notified by the TV Channel 6 station's service or 6
months after the translator station ceases to carry,the affected TV
Channel 6 station's service, whichever is earlier.
(ii) 'If any part of the interference area is within the Grade B
field strength contour (73.683) of a satellite station of the affected TV
Channel :6 station, the number of persons within the overlap area will be
subtracted, provided the NCE-FM permit and license will contain the
following conditions:
If the satellite station ceases to carry the affected TV
(A)
Channel 6 station, the NCE-FM station will modify its facilities, within a
reasonable transition period, to meet the requirements of this rule which
would have applied if no adjustment to population for satellite station
service had been made in its application.
The transition period may not exceed 1 year from the date the
(B)
NCE-FM station is notified by the TV Channel 6 station that the satellite
station, will cease to carry the affected TV Channel 6 station's service
or 6 months after the satellite station ceases to carry the affected TV
Channel 6 station's service, whichever is earlier.
(iii) If any part of the predicted interference area is located
outside the a,ffected TV Channel 6 station's Area of Dominant Influence
and within
(ADI),'outside the Grade A field strength contour (73.683)
the predicted city grade field strength contour (73.685(a)) of a TV broadcast station whose only network affiliation'is the same as the only network affiliation of the affected TV Channel 6 station', the number of
(For purposes of this propersons within tha5 part will be subtracted.
vision, a network is defined as ABC, CBS, NBC, or their successors.) In
addition, the.ADI of an affected TV Channel 6 station and the program network affiliations of all relevant TV broadcast stations will be assumed
to be as they were on the filing date of ;the NCE-FM application or
June 1, 1985, whichever is later.
In calculating the population within the predicted inter-.(iv)
ference area, an exception will be permitted -upon a showing (e.g., as survey of actual television reception) that the number of persons within the
predicted interference area should be reduced to account for persons
actually experiencing co-channel or adjacent channel interference to
reception of the affected TV Channel 6 station. The area within which such
a showing may be made will be limited to the area calculated as follows:
.
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73.525(e)(A) - (f)

The distances to the field strength contours of the affected
TV Channel 6 station will be predicted according to the procedures
specified in 73.684, "Prediction 'of coverage," using the F(50,50) curves
in Figure 9, 73.699.
For each field strength contour of the affected TV Channel
(B)
6 station, there will be an associated co -channel or adjacent channel TV
broadcast station interference contour, the value of which (in units of
dBu) is defined as the sum of the affected TV Channel 6 station's field strength (in dBu) and the appropriate undesired -to desired signal ratio
(in dB) as follows:
Co -channel, normal offset, -22 dB
(A)

C

Co -channel, rio offset, - 39 dB

Adjacent channel, +12 dB
The distances to the associated co -channel or adjacent
(C
channel TV broadcast station interference contour will be predicted according to the procedures specified in 73.684, "Prediction of coverage,"
using the F(50,10) curves in Figure 9a, 73.699.
The area within which the showing of actual interference nay
(D)
be nade will be the area bounded by, the locus of intersections of a series
of the affected TV Channel 6 station's field strength contours and the
associated interference contours of the co -channel or adjacent channel
TV broadcast station.
The maximum permissible effective radiated power (ERP) and
(4)
antenna height may be adjusted for vertical polarity as follows:
If the.applicant chooses to -use vertically polarized
(i)
transmissions only, the maximum permissible vertically polarized ERP will
be the maximum horizontally polarized ERP permissible at the same proposed
antenna height, calculated without the adjustment for television receiving
antenna directivity specified in paragraph (e)(1)(iii) of this
section, Multiplied by either: 40 if the predicted interference area lies
entirely outside the limits of a city of 50,000 persons or more; or 10 if
it does not.
If the applicant chooses to use mixed polarity, the per(ii)
missible ERP is as follows:.
¡H plus (V/A)] is no greater than P
Where:
H is the horizontally polarized ERP in kilowatts for mixed polarity;
V is the vertically polarized ERP in kilowatts for mixed polarity;
A is 40 if the predicted interference area lies enitrely outside the
limits of a city of 50,000 persons or more, or 10 if it does not; &
P is the maximum permitted horizontally polarized-oaly power in
kilowatts.
Channel 200 Applications. No application for use of NCE-FM
(f)
Channel 200 will be accepted if the requested facility would cause
objectionable interference, to TV Channel 6 operations. Such objectionable interference will be considered -to exist whenever the 15 dBu contour
based on the F(50,10) curves in 73.333 Figure la would overlap the 40
dBu contour based on the F(50,50) durves in 73.699, Figure 9.

73.531 Transferring a station.

G

73.1:150
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5b - 6

73.550 - 73.558

c

73.550

Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing. See 73.1660

73.552

Frequency measurements. See 73.1540

73.55

Equipment performance measurement. See 73.1590

73.555

Auxiliary transmitters.

73.556

Alternate main transmitters.

73.557

Modification of transmission systems.

See 1670
See 73.1665
See 73.1690

73.558 Indicating instruments. The requirements for indicating instruments described in 73.258 are applicable to all educational FM broadcast
stations licensed with a transmitter power greater than 0.01 kw.

o

73.561 (a) - (e)

73.561
All noncommercial educational FM stations
Operating schedule; time sharing.
(a)
will be licensed for unlimited time operation except those stations operating under a
time sharing arrangement.
(See 73.1715). All noncommercial educational FM stations
are required to operate at least 36 hours per week, consisting of at least 5 hours of
operation per day on at least 6 days of the week; however, stations licensed to educational institutions are not required to operate on Saturday or Sunday or to observe the
minimum operating requirements during those days designated on the official school
calendar as vacation or recess periods.
All noncommercial educational FM stations, including those meeting the
(b)
requirements of paragraph (a) of this section, but which do not operate 12 hours.
per day each day of the year, will be required to share use of the frequency
upon the grant of an appropriate application proposing such share time
Such applications shall set forth the intent to share time and shall be
arrangement.
filed in the same manner as are applications for new stations. They may be filed at any
time, but in cases where the parties are unable to agree on time sharing, action on
the application will be taken only in connection with the renewal of application for the
In order to be considered for this purpose, such an application to
existing station.
share time must be filed no later than the deadline for filing applications in
conflict with the renewal application of the existing licensee.
(1)
The licensee and the Prospective licensee(s) shall en-

deavor to reach an agreement for a definite schedule of periods of
time to be used by each. Such agreement shall be in writing and shall
set forth which licensee is to operate on each of the hours of the dn.y
throughout the year.
Such agreement shall not include simultaneous
operation of the stations. Each licensee shall file the sane in
triplicate original with each application to the Commission for initial
construction permit or renewal of license.
Such written agreements
shall become part of the terms of each station's license.
NOTE:
For allocations purposes, both (all) stations sharing

time will treated as unlimited time stations.
(2)
The Commission desires to facilitate the reaching of
anreements on time sharing. However, if the licensees of stations
authorized to share time are unable to agree on a division of tire,
the Commission shall be so notified by statement to that effect filed
with the application proposing time sharing. Thereafter the Commission
will designate the application for hearing on any qualification issues
arising regarding the renewal or new applicants.
If no such issues pertain, the Commission will set the matter for expedited hearing limited
solely to the issue of the sharing of time. In the event the stations
have, been operating under a tire sharing agreement but cannot agree on
its continuation, a hearing will be held, and pending such hearing, the
operating schedule previously adhered to shall remain in full force and
effect.
A departure from the regular schedule set forth in a time(c)
sharing agreement will be permitted only in cases where an agreement to
that effect is reduced to writing, is signed by the licensees of the
stations affected thereby and filed in triplicate by each licensee with
If time is of
the Commission prior to the time of the proposed change.
the essence, the actual departure in operating schedule may precede the
actual filing of written agreement, provided appropriate notice is sent
to the Commission in Washington, D. C.
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73.551 (1)

C

(d)

In the event that causes beyond the control of e perrittee or
licensee rake it irnossible to adhere to the operntinr schedule i n_
nararraphs (a) and (b) of this section or to continue oneratinr, the
station rey licit or discontinue operation `'or e period of. not -ore than
30 days without further authority fro- the Co^r'issi on, r'?0VIrrr, That
notification is sent to the Commission in ':iashin^,ton, n. C., no later
than the 10th day of lirited or discontinued operation. rurinn such
period, the perrittee or licensee shall continue to adhere to the
requirerents
events o.f. the station license pertairinr, to the lirhtinr of
antenna structures. In the event normal operation is restored prior
to the expiration of the 30 -day Period, the nerri_ttee or licensee will
so notify the Comrission in irshi.nrton, p. C., of this date. If the
causes beyond the control of the nerr'ittee or licensee ra'-e : t 4. -possible
to conply within the allowed period, infor^al written request shall be
-lade to the Coir.ission in ';!ashinr:ton, T. C., no later than the 30th in ,r

For such additional tire as ray be deered necessary.
Note

See 73.1705, .1715 and .1740.

o
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N73.562 -

873.562

73.565(a)

Experimental 'operation.

See 73.1510 and 73.1520
873.563

Station inspection.

873.564

Station and operator licenses; posting of.

73.565

73.1225.

73.1230

NCE-FM operator requirements.
a
Transmission duty operator requirements: See 73.1860.
b Chief operator requirements: See 73.1870.
c
Transmission system inspection requirements: See 73.1580.

73.566 Operating Power.
(a)
(b)
(c)

See §73.267.
Determination.
Maintenance. See §73.1560.
Reduced power. See §73.1560.

The procedures for determining operating power
§73.567 Determining operating. power.
applicable
to
nonoamiercial educational FM stations.
described in §73.267 are
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73.568 Modulation.

See 73.1570

73.569 Frequency tolerance. See 73.1545
See 73.1213

73.570 Antenna structure, marking and lighting.
73.571 Discontinuance of operation.

See 73.1750

See 73.1550.

73.572 Extension meters.

73.573 Emergency antenna. See 73.1680
73.574 Remote control authorization.
73.575 Remote control operation.

0

See 73.1400

See 73.1410
See 73.1515.

73.578

Special field test authorization.

73.581

General requirements relating to logs.

73.582

Program logs.

73.583

Operating logs.

73.584

Maintenance logs.

73.585

Retention of logs.

73.586

Availability of logs and records.

73.587

Station identification. 73.1201.

73.590

Broadcasts by canidates for public office.

73.1810.

73.591 .Personal attacks.

1/31/85
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73.1800.

73.1820
73.1830.

73.1840.

73.1920.

13-16

73.1225 and 73.1850.

73.1940.

73.593 - 73.599
73.593 Subsidiary communications services. The licensee of a noncommercial educational FM station is not required to use its subcarrier
capacity, but if it chooses to do so, it is governed by 73.293 through
73.295 of the Commission's Rules regarding the types of permissible sub carrier uses and the manner in which subcarrier operations shall be
conducted; Provided, however, that remunerative use of a station's sub carrier capacity shall not be detrimental to the provision of existing or
potential. radio reading services for the blind or otherwise inconsistent
with its public broadcasting responsibilites.

73.596

Broadcast of telephone conversation..

See 73.1206

73.59? FM stereophonic sound broadcasting. A noncommercial educational
PM broadcast station may, without specific authority from the FCC, transmit
sterophonic sound programs upon installation of sterophonic sound transmitting equipment under the provisions of 2.977, 2.1001, 73.322 and 73.1590
of the FCC's Rules.

73.598 ~ration during emergency.
73.599 ICE -FM engineering charts.
Figures 1 and 2.
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See 78-.1P50%---
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CHANNELS 214-220
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SUBPART E - TELEVISION BROADCAST STATIONS
GENERAL
73.601
73.602
73.603

Scope of subpart.
Other pertinent rules.
Numerical designation of television channels.

CHANNEL UTILIZATION
73.606 Table of assignments.
73.607 Availability of channels.
73.608 International agreements. See 73.1600
73.609 Azones.
73.610 Minimum distance between stations.
73.611 Reference points and distance computations.
73.612 Protection from interference.
73.613 Main studio location. 73.1120, 73.1125, 73.1130
73.614 Power and antenna height requirements.
73.615 Administrative changes in authorizations.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
73.620 Cross reference. See 73.1010
73.621 Noncommercial educational stations.
73.623 Applications for sharibg of television channels
73.264 Notification of filing of applications.
73.625- 73.628 (RESERVED).
73.627 Special field test authorization. 73.1515
73.628 Equipment tests.
See 73.1610
73.629 Program tests. 73.1620
73.630 Normal license period.
73.631 Reserve.
73.633 Fraudulent billing practices. 73.1205
73.634 Reserved.
73.635 Use of common antenna site.
73.636 Multiple ownership.
73.637 Alternate main transmitters. 73.1665
73.638 Auxiliary transmitter. 73.1670
73.639 Modification of transmission systems.
73.640 Acceptability of broadcast transmitters for licensing.

OVER THE AIR SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION OPERATIONS
73.641
73.642
73.643
73.644

Subscription
Subscription
Subscription
Subscription

TV definitions.
TV licensing policies.
TV operation requirements.
transmission requirements.

GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

o

73.651
73.652
73.653
73.654
73.656
73.657

Time of operation. 73.653, 73.1705 and 73.1740
Station identification. 73.1201
Operation of TV aural and visual transmitters.
Sponsorship identification. 73.1212
Lotteries. 73.1211
Broadcasts by candidates for public office. 73.1940

73TV

-I-

GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

J

73.658
73.659

73.660
73.661
73.662
73.663
73.664
73.665
73.666
73.667
73.668
73.669
73.670
73.671
73.672
73.673
73.674
73.675
73.676
73.677
73.678
73.679
73.680

(continued)

Affiliation agreements and network program practices.
Special reules relating to contracts providing for reservation
of time upon sale of a station. 73.1150
Station and operator licenses, posting of. See 73.1230
Operator requirements.
Antenna structure, marking and lighting.
73.1213
Determining operating power.
Broadcast of telephone conversation. 73.1206
Station inspection 73.1225
Experimental operation.
Discontinuance of operatió n. 73.1750
Frequency tolerance.
General requirements relating to logs. 73.1800,
Program log. 73.1810
Operating log.73.1820
Maintenance log. 73.1830
Retention of logs. 73.1840
Availability of logs and records. 73.1225 and .1850
Operating during emergency. 73.1250
Remote control operation.
Remote control authorization.
Extention meters 73.1550
Political attacks; personal a
orials. 73.1910, .1920 and .1930
Equal employment opportunities. 73.2080
TV TECHNICAL STANDARDS
See TV STANDARDS

O
PART 73TV
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$73.601 - 73.602
,T?B i'!1: tT

T' - iTEG73RV'!sT7

SUBPART % -- m.3LEVI:;In'? BROADCAST STAT?i);y,>

GENERAL
§73.601

Scope of subpart.

This subpart contains the rules and regulations (including engineering
standards) governing TV broadcast stations, including noncommercial
educational TV broadcast stations and where indicated, low power TV and TV
translator stations in the United States, its Territories and possessions,
TV broadcast, low power TV and TV translator stations are assigned channels
6 MHz wide, designated as set forth in 73.603(a)
§73.+.02

Cross reference to rules in other parts.
See

7/16/82

73.1010

75191

-aal-
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'73.603(a)

73.603

Numerical designation of television channels.

O

Frequency
band
Channel #

MHz_

Channel

2
3

54-60
60-66
66-72
76-82
82-88
174-180
180 186
186-192
192-198
198-204
204-210
210-216

29

470-476
476-482
482-488
488-494
494-500
500-506
506-512
512-518
518-524
524-530
530-53b
536-542
542-548
548-554
554-560

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

'

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

'

22

23
24
25
26
27
28

30
1.1

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

50
51
52
53
54
55

Frequency
band
MHz
560-566
566-572
572-578
578-584
584-590
590-596
596-602
602-608
608-614
614-620
620-626
626-632
632-638
638-644
644-650
650-656
656-662
662-668
668-674
674-680
680-686
686-692
692-698
698-704

(a)

Channel
56
67
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

69

#_

Frequency
band
MHz
722-728
728-734
734-740
740-746
746-752
752-758
758-764
764-770
770-776
776-782
782-788
788-794
794-800
800-806

J.04-710

710-716
716-722

(b)

In Alaska, television broadcast stations operating on Channel
shall not cause harmful
interference to and must accept interference from non -Government fixed
operations authorized prior to January 1, 1982.
(c)
Channel 37,608-614 HHz is reserved exclusively for the radio
astronomy service.
(d)
in Hawaii, the frequency band 488-494 MHz is allocated for non broadcast use. This frequency band (Channel 17) will not be assigned
in Hawaii for use by television broadcast stations.
5 (76-82 P!9Hz) and on Channel 6 (82-88 MHz)

0

6/27/86
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CHANNEL UTILIZATION

o

73.606 Table of Assignments.
(a) General. The following table of assignments contains the channels assigned to the listed communities in the U.S., its territories
and possessions. Channels designated with an asterisk are assigned for use by
noncommercial educational broadcast stations only.
A station on a channel identified by a plus or minus mark is required to operate with its carrier frequencies
offset 10 kc/s above or below, respectively, the normal carrier frequencies.

ALABAMA
Andalusia
Anniston

Arizona (continued)
*2- Juneau

40-

Ketchikan...

*3,8,10

*23_

Dothan.... 4,18,*39+,60- Coolige

*43

15,26,*36- Douglas

-9 ARKANSAS
*9+

Arkadelphia
13

*30+,43-,49-

El Dorado
Fayettesville

3,*28

Fort Smith

44,+,60 Flagstaff..2,4+, 13,
*16

Gulf Shores

55

Harrison

*31

*20,26

Hot Springs

8 -,*19+

*14+

*43+

Green Valley

Mountain Home

43+

Mountain View

*6 -

46

Mobile.. 5+,10+,15+,*31,
*42,61

Little Rock.*2-,4,7-,11,16-,
*36,42

Globe

Louisville

Holbrook ........*18+

25-,38-

Pine Bluff
Montgonery. 12,20, *26+
32,45-

,

Kingman
I?cNary

Munford

50,66

Nogales
Selma

Russelyville

*28

Rogers

51 -

*22+
12 -

CALIFORNIA
*16+ Álturas

13+

8,29
Page

Troy

6-,14-

*7-1 *16-

Messa
Ohelika

*13-,29+
5 -,24+,40 -

Jonesboro

Gadsden

112
11-,13+, *16 -

2,4,*9 Yuma

Birmingham.. 6 -,*10-,13- Seward
21,42+,*62+,68+
Sitka
Decatur -Huntsville... 54
ARIZONA
*41 Ajo
Demopolis

Florence

Tucson -Nogales

*17 Anaheim

56 -

67

Parker

*17- Arcata

23

Tuscaloosa... 17,33,*39Tuscumbia

o

Phoenix.3+,5-,*8+
52+ 10-,15-,21,33,*39,
45

ALASKA
Anchorage;.2-,4-5,*7-,11 Prescott
13-,33
Stafford
*4
Bethel
Sierra Vista
Di l lingham

Avalon

54

Bakersfield.17,23-,29,*39-,48

*7,19 Barstow

*35+,64

*23+

Bishop

*14 -

58

Blythe

*22...

51

Brawley

*2,10

Fairbanks.,2+,4+,7+,*9 +Tolleson
11+,13+
Tucson.4-,*6+,9-,1318 -,*27-,40

Chico

*26

12-,1*18,24+,*30-

CALIFORNIA (continued)
Coalinga
*27

-

Concord

42

Corona

52

Cotati

*22 -

El Centro

7+,9+

San Francisco.2+,4-,5+,7- :Port Collins
22 *9+,14+,20-,26*-,*32+,38,
44Glenwood Springs.. 3 -,*19+
San Jose.11+,36,48-,*54,
65
San Luis Obispo.6+,*15+,
33

Eureka... 3 -,6 -,*13-,29

San Mate

Fort Bragg

Santa Ana

8-

*60

40,*50

Fresno.*18+,24,30+,43,
47,53,59
Great Bear Lake.... 59+
Hanford
21

Santa Barbara.3-,14,1*20
1*32,38

Indio

Santa Maria

1

*19+

Santa Cruz

Los Angeles.2,3,5,7,9,
11,13,22,*28,34,*58-,

Santa Rosa.

*63-

Stockton

M erced

Yiodesto
: T?avato

Oroville
Oxford

1q-, *23+

68

Susanville

LaJunta

*22+

Lamar.

Longmont

25

Montrose

10+, *22

1 *16 -

Pueblo

5,*8,26+,32-

Salida

*23+

12+
50-, *f52

Wi sa lia

Porterville

61

Yreka City

Boulder

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport

Hartford... 3+,18 -,*24,61+

44+

New Britain

*49

New Haven

8,59+,55

New London

26+

*20+

Norwich

*53

Waterbury

53

Colorado Springs.11,13,

Se linas-i'. ont erey. 8+, 35-

San Diego.8,10,*15,39,
51,69

30+

*25+

Delaware
Dover
Seaford
Wi lm ingt on

21

CD30

43 -,*49 -

41+

*12,14

Castle Rock

San Bernardino.18-,*24-

*24

20

*16

*25

46 -,*56,67-

.3, *18+

*14

COLORADO
Aln-loss

Sacram.ento.3,*6,10,29-,
.31-,40-

24+

13+,56,64

Vallejo -Fairfield.... 66

63+ Verdes

46,62

*15 -

26+

28 ventura

?s *Q, 116

12-, *14-

Leadville

Trindad
Tulare

46 Watsonville

Riverside

*17-

Steamboat Springs

Paradise

Ridgecrest

Gunnison

Sterling
51

Palm Springs.... 36-,42

Redding

Grand Junction.5-,8-,*18+

Craig

*16+

*34

38,*64*12,61

District of Columbia,Washington.4-,5-,7+,9,14-,20+,
*26 -,*32+,50

Denver.2,4-,*6-,7,9-,20,
31, 41,50,59
Durango

FLORIDA
Boca Raton

*63

Bradenton

*19

6.4,*20-,33+

-2-

FLORIDA (continued)
Bunnell

68

Cape Coral

36 Ocala

Clearwater_

22 Orange Park

ZLORRDA (co tinhaed)
ew May -raft n

Cdc ..

GEORGIA (continued)
' 15+ Dawson

*29,51...

Dalton

25- Draketown

*25

23
*27-

*60+
Elberton
68 Orlando.6-,9,*24-,27,
35+,65
..*51 .
Flintstone
*18-,52
Cocoa
Palatka
*42,63+
Lafayette
*35
Daytona Beach..... 2-,26
Panama City.7+,13,*22+,
Macon.13+,24+,41_,*47+,6464+ 28Dustin

Clermont

Fort Myers. 11+,20+,*30 Pensicola.3-,*23,33+,44 Pelham
Perry
Port Pierce.... *21-,34 St.Petersburgl0-,38,44+ Rome
40 Royston

Ft Walton Beach35,53,58 Sarasota

*48,60 Savannah

Gainesville..*5-,20,61+ Sebring

High Springs

53+ Tallahasee. 11-,27+,40+ Thomasville

Hollywood

69 Tampa ,*3,8 -,13 -,*16,28, Toccoa
50

Inverness

64

Valdosta
Tice

*1458+
14+

22+

3,*9-11,22,286
32 -,*68 -

*33,44 -

49

Vidalia

Islamoralda........ *18
Venice

*18+

62

Waycross

Jacksonville.4+.*7,12+,

*8+

GEORGIA

17,30+,47 -,*59

AA canny.

.

10,19 -,31 -,52 - Wrens

*20 -

Key West..3+,13,16+,22+
ashburn

Lake City

*41

Athens

*23+ Young Harris

*50+

*8-,34 HAWAII

Lakeland

32

Hilo.2,*4,9,11,13,14+,26+,*32+
*38+

Lakeworth

Atlanta.2,5-,11+,17-,
67 *30,36,46 -,*57+,69

Honolulu.2+,4-,5,9-,*11+,13-,
Leesburg....... *45-,55Augusta.. 6+,12 -,26,54 - 14,20,26,32,*38,*44
Live Oak

57 -Bainbridge

49 Lihue.3+, *8-,10+,12-,15-, *21-,
*27 -,*67

Madison

Marathon
Marianna
Melbourne

*36 -Brunswick

*9+Carnesville
*16+, 51 Carrollton

43+,56Cedartown

21+
Wailuku.3,7, *10,12,15,21, *27,
*52 *33
*49

Kailua-Kone

*65_ IDAHO
o

Miami. *2,4,6 ,7-,10+, *17- Chatsworth
29-,33,35,39 145+

Cochran
Naples

6

e

2, *4+,7,14

*18 -

Burley

*17+

*15

26 ,46

Columbus.3,9+,*28,38+,
*48,54+

Caldwell
Coeur d'Alene

9 -

*26+

IDAHO (Continued)
Grangeville

*15-

ILLINOIS (Continued) INDIANA (Continued)
Macomb
*22+ Marion

Idaho Falls.3,8+,20,*33+

Marion

Filer

Moline

*19 -

Lewiston

3-

8, *44 Richmond

*12-

Olney

2+,10,*26-,38

6,12+_

Paris

*28

*16- Terre Haute

46+ Vincennes

Peoria.19,25+,31+,
47 -,*59+

Pocatello.6-,*10,15,25+,
31 -

Pontiac

Sandpoint
11

,

*13 -

Rockford. 13,17-,39 Cedar Rapids

ILLINOIS
Aurora

60

Bloomington

43

Carbondale
3+,15*51+

Chicap:o.2-, 5, 7, 9+, *11

Decatur
DeKalb

Rock Island

68

17,23-

".E1 gin

466+

Freeport

Galesburg
Harrisburg
Jacksonville
Joliet

Kankakee
LaSalle

23,*65-

Dubuque

16-, *29-, 40-

67+

28+ High Point

Evansville.7,*9+,
13-,25-,44

Landsing
Iowa City

50 -

*13*41+
12+,20 -

Fort Wayne .15+, 21 +,
33-, *39' ,55
Keokuk

*44+

Gary

*54+

*50,56+ Keosaugua
62+ Mason City

Indianapolis.6,8-,

35

*31 -

*21

Hammond

*54-

2,9 -,28+,48 -

Fort Dodge
Bloomington.4,*30-,
42+,63+
Hampton

3

114--,66+

*18-,30+

49+

63

*14

26 -,*57 -

Esterville

Anderson

46
*18-

5,23 -,*34+

63

*33

Edwardsville

*22-

Springfield.20+,49- Council Bluffs
*32
55+,*65+
Davenport
6+,18+,30 -,*36+
Streator
*64+
*14+
Decorah
Urbana
12-,27
Demoines.8-,*11+,13-,17+,*43-,
Vandalia
21 - 63-,69

Elkhart
:ast St. Louis

4+ Centerville

INDIANA
Angola

,

*20,26,32,38-,44
Danville

53 Burlington

Quincy.10-,16+,*27+ Carroll

*17

Charleston

IOWA
Ames

*16+

Wieser

Ch.anpaign.

43+

16,22,*34-,46

Preston

Twin Falls

*17+,49

Mount Bernon... 13+ South Bend

Moscow
Nampa pa

27 Muncie

23

Mount Ayr

13 -,*20 -,40,59 -,*69 Newt on

Kokomo

Ottumwa.

-4-

*39+

15+,*33-

29 -

Red Oak

*36

*60+ Rock Rapids

*25+

Lafayette... 18,*24
Madison

3+, *24+

IOWA (Continued)
Sibley

KENTUCKY
*33 Ashland

LOUISIANA (Continued)
Morgan
City
*25,50-,61+

Sioux City. 4-,9,14,*27- Bowling Green13,40+,*53- Natchitoches

J Spirit Lake

59+

Campbellsville

KANSAS
Chanute
Colby.

*30+

Covington.

4 Danville

Columbus

*48 -

Elizabethtown

Dodge City

*21 -

Harlan

Emporia

*25+ Hazard

Ensign
Ft. Scot

Garden City
Goodland

New Iberia

*38

6+ Hopkinsville

Hays

*20+
36 -

34

Mew Orleans.4+,6,8-,*12,
*54+ 20-,26,*32+,38+,49
56 Shreveport.. 3-,12.,*24-,33

*23+ Tallulah

*19

44 -MAINE

Vista

*35+,57-

Bangor

*10 -

2 -,5+,7 -

51

Calais.
20+ Lexington.18+,27-36,*46,
Fort Kent
62

*13 -

*46+

11+,13-, *18

Louisville.3-,11, *15,21-- Fryeburg
10 32-,41+,*68+

Houlton

Great Bend

14+

2

7-, *9, *14

*18+
*25+

Madisonvillel9-,*35-,57+
Morehead

OHutchingson... *8,12,36+ Murray

Kittery.

*39

Lewiston

8-,35-

*38+,67 -

*21+,38

Junction City

6 -

Owensboro... 31-,48-,61+

Lakin

*3

Owenton

*52+

Lawrence

38 Padicah

6+,29,49

Liberal

5+ Paintville

Millinocket

*44 -

Orono

*12 -

Portland... 6-,13+,*26-,51

Presque Island. 8,*10+,62+

Manhattan
Oakley
Parsons

Phillipsburg

¡

Pikeville

*15 -

Somerset.

Rumford

*43+

*22-,51+

MARYLAND
16,29+ Annapolis

*22+

Baltimore.2+,11-,13+,24+,
Alexandria.5,*25+,314,41+ 45,54,*67-

*39 LOUISIANA
*22 -

52+,65
Baton Rouge.2,9-,*27-533- Cumberland
7+,14 44+
*62
Frederick
*32+ DeRidder
Pratt
*23Hagerstown.... 25 -,*31,68+
18+,34-,44 Houna
Selina
11
*36+
Oakland
*28 Lafayette.. 3+,10,15, *24
Sedan
Salisbury.... 16+,*28-,47Topeka. +11,13+,27,43,49 Lake Charles$ 7 -,*18,291+
Waldorf
Minden.
*58
Wichita.3-,10-,*15+,24-, Monroe... 8+,*13,14-,39+
33,*42

Pittsburg

t

*21

69+

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston.*2+,4-,5-,7+,25+,
58,*44+,56,68+

MICHIGAN (continued)
MINNESOTA (continued
Manistee
*21 hochester
10,47-

Manistique

Cjreenfield

Marquette

Middleton
New

*15+ St. Cloud.,

19, *25-,41

32+
6 -,*13,19 St James

32+

62

Mount Clemens

38+ Thief River Falls

Mount Pleasant

*14 Wadena

*20 -

Muskegon

54+ Walker

12 -

Parma

10- Wilmar

*14 -

*23+Winona

*35+,44+

10

Bedford.. 6+,28-, *34

North Adars

19, *35

Norwell

46+

Pittsfield

51+

Petoskey

Springfield... 22,40,*57+
Port Huron

Vineyard Haven

46+ Worthington

*20

58+

Saginaw

25 -,49 -MISSISSIPPI

Worchester.14,12?, *48+,66

Biloxi

13+,*19-,25-

Sault Ste Marie.8-,10+,
Fichigan_

Alpena

*32-

Booneville

*12 -

*6,11

Traverse City.... 7+,29-Bude
Ann Arbor

*17+

31+,*58+

West Branch
Bad Axe

*35,*57

Qattle Creek

41+,43 - Alexandria

24 Clarksdale

MINNESOTA
Bay City

5 -,*19+,61+ Appleton.

Cadillac

9,*27,33 Austin

Cleveland

5 -14'22 -

Columbia

*45

Columbus

4-,27,*43

*106 -,*15

Bemisji

4+ Brainerd

Crockston

6+,*23+

*22

Hattiesburg
Detroit.2+,4,7-,20+,50-,
*56,62

15-,44

*9,26+

Greenwood

Cheboygan

*31 -

7,*24,42

Greenville
Calumet

*21

22,*47

*33

Springs

40

Duluth.3T*8,10+,21+,27East Lansing.... 23 -,*69 -

Escanaba
Flint

Houston

Ely

*17.

Fairmont

*16+

3+

Jackson.3,12+,16,*29+,40+,
51

12 -,*28 -,66 -

Hibbing

Grand

45+

13 -,*18- Laurel

7,18+

Rapids.8+,13+,17,

International Falls.*35+Magee

*35+

Iron Yountain.... 8-, *17+ Mankato

Ironwood

Jackson

Kalamazoo
Lansing

*15-,24+ Marshall

12, *26 -McComb

28 -

*30_ Meridian.. 11-,*14,24-,30-

18+ Minneapolis- St. Paul.*2- Mississippi State
455-,9+,11-,*17,23+,29+,Natchez
3 -,*52+,64
6 -,47,53 -

34+

*2+

48

Redwood Falls
-6-

43 Oxford

*18

MISSISSIPPI (continued)
MONTANA
Senatobia
*34- Anaconda
Tupelo
'Vicksburg

Wiggins

Yazoo City
MISSOURI

2+ Lincoln.... 10+,*12-,45,51

8-,16+
Billings.2-,6,8,*11,14, McCook
20+
*12
Merriman
35Bozeman
7 -,*9
*19+
Norfolk
43 Butte... *2+,4,6+,18,24
2 -,*9+
North Platte
*32Cut Bank
*14 Omaha.3,6+,7,15,*26,42+,
Dillon
*14+ *48-,54

9-,35+

Birthtree

*20-

Bowling Green

*35 -

Glenddve... 5+,13+,*16- Orchard

16

Great Falls.3+,5+,16,26 Pawnee

Cape Girardeau.12,23,*39-

*33+

*32

10-,16

Scotts Bluff
Carrolton
Columbia

*18

Hardin

4+

8+,17 -,*23+ Havre

9+,11 -,*18 -

East St. Louis

*46 Helena

NAVADA
10+,12,15+ Boulder City

Flat River

*22 Joplin

35 -,48,54 -

Jannibal

7 -

Kalispell

9 -,*29_

Jefferson City.13,25,*36- Lewiston
Joplin

12+,16,*26- Milest

4+

Superior

13

City.... 3 -,*10

Elko

5+

.... 10 -,*14+

Ely
Fallon

3-,6+
*25

Goldfield

2 -

Kansas City 4,5+,9+,*19+ Missoula.8-, *11-,13-,
41-,50-,62+,*6817 -,23 -

Las Vegas.3,8-,*10+,13-,
15+,21+,33+

King City

McGill

*13

Paradise

39+

*28 -

Kirksville

NEBRASKA
Albion

8+,21+

3-

Alliance
LaPlatta

*21+

Lowry City

*15 -

*13_

Reno.2,4,*5,8,11,21+,27+
Eassett
Beatrice

*7-

*23+

Poplar Bluff. 15+,*26+,55
Falls City
Rolla

45

Sikeston

Grant Island... 11-,17Hastings

St. Joseph

*24

*28

5 ,*29+

Tonopah
Winnemucca.

Yerington
New Hampshire
Berlin

2-,16-,22

Haynes Center
St. Louis.2,4-,5-,*9,11,
24+,30+,*40-,*46
Sedalia

Hay Springs -Scottsbluff
4+

Concord

21+

Durham

*11

Hanover.

6

Kearney
Sprin gfield.3+,10,*21-,
27-,33-

6

Lexington

13
*3+

*40-

Keene

*15+,31
*52+

NEW HAMPSHIRE (continued) New Mexico (continued)
New York (continued)
Littleton
*49+ Roswe11.8,10-,21-,27-,*33+ Syracuse.3-,5-,9-,*24+,
43+,56+,62+
Manchester
Santa
Fe..
2+,*9+,11-,199-,50-,60+
2-,20+,33,*59
Utica
New Jersey
Silver City.... 6,10+,*12
Atlantic City. 1*18,*36,53+
*16,50+
Watertown
62 Socorro
*15NORTH CAROLINA
Burlington
48 - Tucumcari
*59
*15 Andrews
Camden
Little Falls

Newark
New Brunswick

*23+ New York
Albany -Schenectady. 6,10-,
*50+ 13,*17+,23-,*29+,45

13-,68 Amsterdam
*39+,55
Batavia
5147+,*58 Binghamton.12-,34 ,40,

Ashville.... 13-,21+,*33
Bay City

*67 -

46+

Belmont

Bryson City

67

Burlington

16

*46+

Newton

Paterson
Trenton
Vineland

63
41 -

Buffalo.2,4-,7+,17,*23,
29-,49

*52- Carthage

7 -

Corning

*30

*66- El Mira

18+,36-

59 -,56 -

Canton

*27

Chapel Hill

*4+

Charlotte.3,9+,18,36,
*42+

West Milford

Columbia

Wildwood

40 Glenn Falls

Concord

NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo

Ithaca

52,*65+

Jamestown

26+,*46

*18-

Durham

Albuquerque.4+,*5+,7+,13+,

Fayetteville
Kingston

14 -,23 -,*32+,41

6 -,*15+,25 - Lake Placid

11+,28+

40+,62
66+

5,*34+

Franklin

Clayton

*17 Levittown

Clovis

12 -

Deming

*16 New York.2,4,5+,7,11+,*25

*56+

*21 -

Goldsboro

Massena

*58

62+

Forest City
Carlsbad

*2

*58 -

17 -

*18

Greensboro.... 2-,48-,61

Greenville.9-,14,*25,38+

31 -

Farmington

12+,*15+

Gallup

3,*8-,10

Oneonta
Patchogue

Hatch

*12

Hobbs

29+

Las Cruces

Lovington

115, *42

67

Raton

14 -

High Point... 8-,32+,67+

Plattsburg

*57

Jacksonville

Poughkeepsie

54+

Kannapolis

64 -

Riverhead

55+

Laurel Hill

59

Lexington

20

Linville

*17

*19,35

*22,48+
*19

Rochester.8,10+,13-,*21,
cIPortalas

Hickory.

*3+ 31+, *61+
*18 -

Secaucus

9+

NORTH CAROLINA (continued) OHIO (continued)
Lumberton.
*31 Bowling Green

*27+ Claremore

Manteo

*44

4 Cambridge

jMorehead City
Morganton

8+ Canton

OKLAHOMA (continued)
Duncan

17-,67 Elk City

23- Chillicothe...

53 Enid

New Bern

12+ Cincinnati.5-,9,12,19+,
*48-,64Raleigh
5,22,*34,50+
Cleveland.3,5+,8+,19,
Roanoke Rapids........ *36 - *25+,61

Eufaula

Rocky Mt.

Hugo

47 Columbus.4-,6+,28-,*34,

Grove
Guymom

*35

40+

8+,*15-,31
20 -,*26+
*3

45+

9+,*16
115+,*48+

*56 -

Rockingham..

*53

Hugo-Paris(Texas)... 42+
Dayton.. 2,7+,16+,22+,45

Washington

7

Lawton.. 7+,116 -,*36-,45

Defiance

Waynesville

65+

59

Hillsboro
Wilmington... 3 -,6,26 -,*39 -

Lima.

Wilson.

NORTH DAKOTA
QBismark... *3,5,12-,17-,26+ Newark
Devils Lake

Dickinson
Ellendale
Fargo

Grand Forks
Jamestown

8+,22+ Oxford

6,11+, *13,15 -

Springfield

*2,14+,27+ Steubenville

46

Oklahoma City.4-,5,9-,
62+
*13,14-,25-,34_,43+,52,
*14+

Zaneville

Tulsa.2+,6+,8-,*11-,23,
26+,*66 41+,47,53,*63
9+,*62+ Woodward

OREGON
Astoria

18 Brookings

OKLAHOMA
*4, 8-,11, *15- Ada

Altus
*45+

*3+,*15,21+
*14 -

Burns

*18

Corvalls

*7-

Eugene.9+,13,16+,*28-,34
Grants Pass.

*18+

17+

115
*20

*21

*27

Ardmore... 12-,1*17,*28-

Cheyenne

*17_

10+, *22

23+,*49+,55Bartlesville

30

52 -

Youngstown.21-,27,33,*58 Bend
4-

44 -

30,*42-

7 -,*23 Toledo.11-,13,24-,*30+,

Valley City

Athens

Norman

Shawnee
*19 - Sandusky

12

CAshtabula

19

Okmulgee

2+,*9-,7 Portsmouth

Pembina

Alliance

Muskogee

*31-,51

Minot... *6+,10-,13-,14-,24

OHIO
Akron

*18 -

*47+,68 -

36-.40-

Willston

Miami
43

Windston-Salem.. 12,*26+,45
Mansfield

*32 -

35-,44+,*57+

30-

Lorain

McAlester
*24+,55+

Klamath Falls.2-,*22+,31
*12+

LaGrande....... *13+, *16

OREGON (continued)
RHODE ISLAND
1
SOUTH DAKOTA (continued)
Medford.. 5, *8+,10+,12+,27 Providence.10+, 12+, 16, Pierre
4,*10+
*36,64+
North Bend
11, *17+
Rapid City.3+,7+,*9,15-,
Block Island..
6921 Pendleton
11SOUTH CAROLINA
Reliance
6Aiken
Portland.2,6+,8-,*10,12,
*44
24+,*30,40Seneca
*2 Allendale
*14
Roseburg.
4+
Sioux Falls.11,13+,17-,
Anderson
40 *23,36+
Salem.
22,32
Beaufort
*16- Vermillion
*2+
The Dalles
*17 Charleston. 2+,4,5+,*7-, Watertown
3 24,36+
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
*39,69
TENNESSEE
Columbia.10-,19+,25-,
Athens
*24
Altoona.. 10-,23-,47+,*57+ *35+,57 Chattanooga.3+,9,12+,*45,
Betheleru
60 Conway
*23+
61 Cleveland
53
Clearfield
*3+ Florence.13+,15-,21,*33+ Cookeville
*22,28+
Erie..... 12,24,35+*54+,66+ Georgetown

Greenshurm

40+ Greenville... 4-,16+,*29 Fayetteville

Harrisburg... 21+,27-,*33+ Greenwood
56 Myrtle Beach

Hazleton

Johnstown.... 6,8,19+,*28+ Rock, Hill

Lancaster
Lebanon

8+,15+ Spartenburg
55- Sumter.

Philadelphia.3,6-,10,17,
29,*35-,57

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen.

Pittsburgh.2-,4+,11,*13-,
*16,22,53+

Allen

Redding

York

32,43+ Hendersonville
30+,*55- Jackson

?+,49 Johnson City
*27-,63 Kingsport
9 -,*16-

*29_
39 -

150

7+,16+,*32+
11- *41
19

Knoxville.6,8,10+,*15-,
26-,43+

22+ Lebanon

66-

Brookings

*8 Lexingt on

*11+

Charleston

24Livingston

60-

*13McMinnville

33+

Eagle Butte.

State College.... 29+,*59+ Huron

Williamsport

*38,x+ Greenville

20+,*55+

51

Scranton.16-,22-,38+,*44-9
64

Wilkes Barre

*41- Crossville

12+Memphis.3-,5+,*10+,13+,
*14+,24,30,50+
5-,11+
28 Lead
Murfreesboro
39+
120- Lowery... *11- ,56,62+,68Nashvi11e.2- ,4+,5,*8+,17+,
*843,49+ M art in
30+,*42,58
Kitchell
S+Sneedville
*2+

TENNESSEE (continued)
TEXAS (continued)
Tullahoma
64+ ''rederickburg

Union

City

41 Galveston

OTexas
Ab Tene... 9+,15, *26+,32+

*22,48 San Antonio,4,5,*9- ,12+,
*23-,29+,41+,60+
47+
Sherman
20 -,*26-

Greenville
Harlingen

Alpine

4+,*44,60

12 -

Sonora
Houston.2-,*8-,11+,13-,
67
*14,20,26,39-,61 Sweetwater

Alvin

Amarillo.. *2+,4,7,10,14+ Irving
Arlington

68 Jachsonville

Baytown

57+

Lake Dallas
Laredo

55Waco

62+ Llano

Brownsville

23
O

Eagle Pass

5-

Longview.... 116+,51, 54+Wolfforth

28,34-517r City
9 --,Logan

*21 McAllen

4, *16+

12-, *22

48Moab.

49+,55+ Marfa

40

22-

Lubbock.*5-,11,13-,16+, UTAH

*14+

3Monticello

Marshall

*22-,35+0gden

Midland

Monahans-Odessa
Dallas.4+,8,*13+,27-,33+,
39,58
Nacogdoches

Denton

10+,25+,*34+,44-

14 -Wichita Falls.3+,6-,18-,*24

3, *15 -Lufkin

Corpus Christi.3-,6,10-,
*16,28-,38+

Del Rio

19+,25,31,*47

8 -

13

Crockett

26-

8,13,27-*39Weslaco

4 -,*14

Brady

Conroe

7,14+,*38

35+ Victoria

Beaumont.. 6-,12-,21, *34 -

Childress

6,17 -,*34

62 Uvalde.

Kennville

Big Spring
Blanco
Boquillas

6+,46-

51+Tuler

Killum
*43+

12

56 Texarkana

54

Bay City

11+

49 Temple

Austin.7+,*18+,24,36,42., Katy

Bryan

TEXAS (continued)
2+ San Angelo.... 3-,6 ,8+,*21+

*16-

*9+,*18-,24,30

2-,18 Price

3+,*15

9- Provo

*11,16

19-,*32Richfield

8+,*19

10,*24+ Odessa.7-,24-,30,*36+,42 Salt Lake City.2-,4-,5+,
*2 Paris, Texas.... 35+,42+

16+ Port Arthur

El Paso.4,7,9,*13,14,26+, Presido
*38-,65
Richardson
Farwell
18+
Rio Grande City
Fort Stockton
5+
Rosenburg
Fort Worth.5+,11-,21,*31+
52-11.

*7_,13+,14_,20+, *26 -

St. George

12,*18-

4 -

Vernal

6*17+

7+

VERMONT
23 Burlington

3,22+,*33-

40 Rutland.

*28+

45St. Johnsbury

*20-

Winsor ...... ........... *41

VIRGINIA
Ashland

65+

Blackburg

*43,65-

QBluefield

*63+

Bristol

5+,*28-

Charlottesville.29-,* 41-,
64+

Courtland

WASHINGTON
Anacortes.
Bellevue

WEST VIRGINIA (Continued)
60+
24 Martinsburg
39+,51+ Morgantown

Belingham... 12+,*34,64 Parkersburg... 15-,39+,*57
Centralia

*15+ Weirton

East Wenatchee

249A Weston

Everett

16 -

Kennewick

42+ Wheeling

Morton

39

*56-

Pasco
Farmville

5

Williamson

*31+

WISCONSIN
Appleton

32+

Bloomington

*49

*10 -

Fredericksburg... *53,69+

48

Chippewa Falls
Richland

*42

25,*31

Colfax

Rochester
Greendy

7,114,*41

19 -

*31 -

Pullman
Front Royal

*50+

*52

Damville..... 24-,44+,*56
Fairfax

*24 -

*28-

26+

68

Eau Claire

13+,18

Seattle.4,5+,7,*9,22+,

Harrisonburg
Kenbridge

3- 45+, *62

Fond du Lack

*31- Spokane,2-,4-,6-,*7+,

68

Green Bay.2+,5+,11+,26+,
*38,44+

22,28-,34OLynchburg.... 13,21 -,*54+

Manassas

Marion

Tacoma.11+,13-,20,*28,
66+
*52 -

Vancouver

Norfolk -Portsmouth -

Walla Walla

Newport News-Harrpton.3+,
10+,13 -,*15,27,33,49-,
*55+

Wenatchee,

*51

Janesville

57+

Kenosha

55-

*14,49
14

Kieler

*46+

*18+,27

LaCrosse.... 8+,19-,25,*31

Yakima.. 23+,29+,35,*47

Norton

*47-

Onancock

WEST VIRGINIA
*25+ Beckley

Petersburg

Madison.,3,151 *21-,27+,4r7

8 Bluefield

4

6-,40-

Richrrond.6+,12-,*23,35+,
*57-,63

Charleston.8+,11+,23,29

Roanoke.7-,l0, *15+,27+,
38-,60

Clarksburg

Staunton

Highland

*56

*49_

Manitwoc

16+

Marshfield

39 -

Mayville

52

Milwaukee.4-, 6, *10+,12,18-

12+,46 -

24+,30,*36,58

Fairmont

66 -

Oshkosh

Grandview

*9_

Park Falls

22+,*50+

*51-

Virginia Beach

43+

West Point

*46

*36+

Huntington.. 3+,13+,33+

Racine

49+

Keyser

Rhinelander

12+

*30+

Wisconsin
Rice Lake

(continued)
16

Sheboygan

28

Sturgeon Bay

42

Superior

6+,40

PUERTO; RICO (contin.)

Arecibo-Aquadilla.12+
Arecibo

54,60

Bayamon

36

Caguas

11 -,*58

Carolina.

Suring

52

14 -

Tomah

43

Wausau

7-,9,*20+,33-

WYOM ING

asper.. 2+,*6+,9+,14-,20

Fajerdo

13+,*40

Guayama

46

Humacoa

68

Mayaguez.3+,5-,16,22

Cheyenna.... 5+*17,27-,33- Ponce.7+,9-,14,20,*26
Jackson
2,11+
48
Lander
*4,5
Laramie

*8+

Rawlins

11 -

Riverton

10+

Rock

13

Springs

/\ Sheridan.

San Juan.2+,4-,*6+,18
24,30,*62
San Sebastian..... 38
Vega Baja.

64

Yauco

42

7,12+

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Charlotte
Amalie.10-,
U.S.Territories and Poss.
17,*23,43
Guam: Agana.... *4,8,10,*12
PUERTO RICO
Aguadilla

Christiansted.8+,15
*32,44

Nos. 3 and 5 reserved.

*21,27
Charlotte Amalie,
Christiansted. *3,612

Christiansted.8+,15,
*21,27

1Following the decision in Docket No. 18261, channels so indicated
will not be available for television use until further action by the
Comir.i s s ion

.

2Operation on this channel is subject to the conditions, terms, and
requirements set out in the Report and Order in Docket Bo. 19075, RM-1645,
adopted January 5, 1972, released January 7, 1972, FCC 72-19.
This channel is not available for use at Elgin unless and until
it is determined by the Commission that it is not needed for use at
Joliete Illinois.
6Stations using these assignments shall limit radiation towards
stations on the same channel in Puerto Rico to no more than the effective
radiated power which would be radiated by an omnidirectional station using
(Tmaximum permissible effective radiated power for antenna height above
average terrain, at the minimum distances from such stations specified in
3.610(b). The Commission shall consider the status of the negotiations
with the appropriate British authorities concerning these assignments
when the application for construction permit come before the Commission.

0

173.607 - 373.609(a)(1)

73.607 Availability of channels.
Applications may be filed to
construct TV broadcast stations only on the channels assigned in
the Table of Assignments (?3.606(b)) and only in the communities
listed therein. Applications which fail to comply with this requirement, whether or not accompanied by a petition to amend the
Table, will not be accepted for filing. However, applications
specifying channels which accord with publicly announced FCC Orders
dhan;ing the Table of Assignments will be accepted for filing even
though such applications are tendered before the effective dates
of such channel changes.
§73.6:8

§73.60

o

0_

Lnterna*icc.a1 sgreements.
Zones.

See 73.1650

(a)
For the purpose of allocation and assignment the United States
is divided into three zones as follows:
(1)
Zone I consists of that portion of the United States located within the confines of the following lines drawn on the U. S. Alters Equal Area Projection Mhp
(based on standard parallels 29 1/2° and 45 1/2°; north American datum): Beginning
at the most easterly point on the State boundary line between North Carolina and
Virginia; thence in a straight line to a point on the Virginia -West Virginia boundary
line located at north latitude 370 49' and west longitude 80° 12' 30"; thence
westerly along the southern boundary lines of the States of West Virginia, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois to a point at the junction of the Illinois, Kentucky, and
Missouri State boundary lines; thence northerly along the western boundary line
of the State of Illinois to a point at the unction of the Illinois, Iowa, and
Wisconsin State boundary lines; thence easterly along the northern State boundary line
of Il1ir.s to the 90th meridian; thence north along this meridian to the 43.50
parallel; thence east along this parallel to the United States -Canada border;
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§73.609(a)(1) - §73.610(a)

thence southerly and following that border until it again intersects-the 43.5°
parallel; thence east along this parallel to the 71st meridian; thence in a
rstYight line to the intersection of the 69th meridian and the 45th parallel;
thence east along the 45th parallel to the Atlantic Ocean. When any of the above
lines pass through a city, the city shall be considered to be located in Zone 1.
(See Figure 1 of §73.699.)
(2)
Zone II consists of that portion of the United States which is not
located in either Zone I or Zone III, and Puerto Rico, Alaska, Hawaiian Islands
and the Virgin Islands.

(3)
Zone III consists of that portion of the United States located south
of a line, drawn on the United States Albers Equal Area Projection Nap (based
on standard parallels 29 1/2° and 45 1/2°; North American datum), beginning at a point
on the east coast of Georgia and the 31st parallel and ending at the United States -

Mexican border, consisting of arcs drawn with a 241.4 kilometer (150 mile)

radius to the north from the following specified points:
North
Latitude
29°40'00"
30°07'00"
30°31'00"
30°48'o0"
30°00'00"
38°04'30"
29°46'00"
28°43,00"
27°52'30"

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
e)'

f)
(g)
(h)
i)

West
Latitude
83°24'00"
84°12'00"
86°30'00"
87°58'30"
90°38'30"
93°19'00"
95°05'00"
96°39'30"
97°32'00".

When any of the above arcs pass through a city, the city shall be considered
to be located in Zone II. (See Figure 2 of §73.699.)

§73.610 Minimum distance seneratinn between stations.
(a)
The provisions of this section relate to assignment
separations and station separations. Petitions to amend the Table of Assignments (§73.606(b))(o$her than those also expressly requesting amendment of
this section or §73.609) will be dismissed and all applications for new television broadcast stations or for changes in the transmitter sites of existing
stations will not be accepted for filing if they fail to comply with the requirements specified in paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of this section:
NOTE:

Licensees and permittees of television broadcast stations which were
operating on April 14, 1952 pursuant to one or more sepearations below those set
forth in §73.610 may continue to so operate, but in no event may they further
reduce the separation below the minimum. As the existing separations of such
stations are increased, the new separations will become the required minimum
separations until separations are reached which comply with the requirements of
§73.610.
Thereafter, the provisions of said section shall be applicable.
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¶73.610(b) - §73.611
(b) Minimum co -channel assignment and station seperation:
(1)
Kilometers

ChanneW2-13

II

III

272.7 (169.5 miles)
304.9 (189.5 miles)'
353.2 (219.5 miles)

Channels 14-69

248.8 (154.5 miles)
280.8 (174.5 miles)
329.0 (204.5 miles)

(2)
The minimum co -channel distance seperation between a station
in one zone and a station in another zone shall be that of the zone requiring the lower separation.
(c) Mimimum assignment and station adjacent channel separation
applicable to all zones:
(1)
Channels 2-13
Channels 14-69
95.7 kilometers (59 miles) 87.7 kilometers (54.5 miles)
(2)
Due to the frequency spacing which exists between Channels
4 and 5, between Channels 6 and 7 and between Channels 13 and 14, the
minimum adjacent channel seperation specified above shall not be
applicable to these pairs of channels (see §73.603).
(d) In addition to the requirements of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
of this section, the minimum assignment and station separation between stations on Channels 14-69, inclusive, as set forth in Table II
of §73.598 must be me.t in either rule -making proceeding looking towards the amendment of the Table of Assignments (§73.606(h)) or ín
licensing proceedings.
No channel listed in colum (1) of Table II of
^73.698 will be asigned to any city and no application for an authorization to operate on such a channel will be granted unless the mileage
separations indicated at the top of colum .(2)-(7), inclusive, are met
with respect to each of the channels listed in those columns and
parallel with the channel in colum (1).
()The zone in which the transmitter of a television station is located
or proposed to be located determines the applicable rules with respect
to co -channel distance separations where the transmitter is located in
a different zone from that in which the channel to be employed is located.

To calculate the
§73.611 Reference points and distance computations.
distance between two reference points see paragraph (c) section §73.208.
However, distance shall be rounded to the nearest tenth of a kilometer.

,
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§73.612(a) - (b) note

§ 73.612 Protection from interference. (a) Permittees and licensees of television
broadcast stations are not protected from any interference which may be caused
by a grant of a new station or of authority to modify the facilities of an existing
station in accordance with the provisions of this subpart. The nature and extent of
the protection from interference accorded to television broadcast stations is limited
solely to the protection which results from the minimum assignment and station separation
requirements and the rules and regulations with respect to maximum powers and antenna
heights set forth in thie subpart.

When the Commission determines that grant of an application
(b)
would serve the public interest, convenience and necessity and the instrument of authorization specifies and antenna location in a designated antenna farm area which results in distance separation less than
those specified in this subpart, TV broadcast station permittees and
licensees shall be afforded protection from interference equivalent to
the protection afforded under the minimum distance seperation specified
in this subpart.
NOTE:

The nature and extent of the protection from interference accorded

G
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73.612 - 73.614(b)

to television broadcast stations which were authorized prior to April 14,
1952, and which were operating on said date is limited not only as specified above, but is further limited by any smaller separations existing
between such stations on said date. 'There, as a result of the adoption
of the Table of Assignments, or of changes in transmitter sites made by
such stations after said date, separations smaller than the required
minimum are increased but still remain lower than the required minimum,
protection accorded such stations will be limited to the new separations.
73.613

Main studio location.

See 73.1120, 73.1125, 73.1130
73.614 Power and antenna height requirement.
(a) Minimum requirements.
Applications will not be accepted for filing if they specify less than
-10dbk (100 watts) horizontally polarized visual effective radiated power
in any horizontal direction. No minimum antenna height above average
terrain is specified.
Applications will not be accepted for filing
Maximum power.
(h)

if they specify a power which exceeds the maximum permitted boundaries
specified,in the following formulas:
(1) Channels 2-6 in Zone I:
ERPM,,,,=102.54-33.33* Logio (HAAT)

And,
-lo dBk <ERPM.,(20 dBk

(2) Channels 2-6 in Zones II and III:
ERP1,,,j=87.57-17.08* Log10 (HAAT)

And,
10 dBk <ERP;,,.; <20 dBk

(3) Channels 7-13 in Zone I:
ERPM.,=107.57-33.24* Logjo (HAAT)

And,
-4.0 dBk (ERPM., <25 dBk

(4) Channels 7-13 in Zones II and III:
ERPM.,=72.57-17.08* Logo (HAAT)

And,
15 dBk <ERP, , <25 dBk

(5) Channels 14-69 in Zones I, II, and
III:
ERPM.,=84.57-17.08* Logic, (HAAT).

And,
27 dBk <ERPM., <37 dBk

Where:
ERPM.,=Maximum Effective Radiated Power
measured in decibels above 1 kW (dBk).
HAAT=Height Above Average Terrain
measured in meters.
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§73.614(b)(5) - §73.615

f1 The

boundaries specified are to be used to determine the maximum
possible combination of antenna height and ERPdBk. When specifying
an ERPdBkless than that permitted by the lower boundry, any antenna
HAAT can be used.
Also, for values of antenna HAAT greater than
2,300 meters the maximum ERP is the lower limit specified for each
equation.
(6)
The effective radiated power ín any horizontal or vertical
direction may not exceed the maximum values permitted by this section.
(7)
The effective radiated power at any angle above the horizontal
shall bé as low as the state of the art permits, and in the same vertical plane may not exceed the effective radiated power in either the
horizontal direction or below the horizontal, whichever is greater.
(c)

Determination of applicable rules. --The zone in which the
transmitter of
a telerrision station is located or proposed to be located determines the
applicable
rules with respect to maximum antenna heights and powers for VHF
stations when the
transmitter is located in Zone I and the channel to be employed
is located in Zone
II, or the transmitter is located in Zone II and the channel to be
employed is
located in Zone I.
673.615 Administrative changes in authorizations. --In
the issuance of television
broadcast station authorizations, the Commission will specify the
transmitter output power and effective radiated power to the nearest 0.1 dBk
Powers specified
by kilowatts shall be obtained by converting dBk to kilowatts
to 3 significant
figures. Antenna heights above
average terrain will be specified to the nearest
meter. Midway figures will be authorized
in the lower alternative.

o
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$73.620
ADi'INISTRATIJí

§'73..690 Cross reference to rules in other Harts.

Other rules applicable to broadcast services are set forth in the 4' "^"
in7 nnrts of this chapter:
(a)
Part 1.
"Practice and Procedure"
(1)
Subpart A, "General Rules of Practice and Procedure." (®e1.1 to

1.10).

Subpart P, "Hearing Proceedings,, (0111.201 to 1.363).
Subpart C, "Rule Making Proceedings."
(111®1.4OC to 1.430) .
(ii)
Subpart D, "Broadcast Applications and Proceedinrs," with subheadi.nrs of "General Filing Requirements," "Application Forms and Particular.
Piling Requirements," "Application Processing Procedures; "Action on
Applications," "Forms and Information To Be Filed With The Commission," and
",?orfeitures Relating to Broadcast Licensees and. Permitees," (§§1.`>n1 to
(?)
(3)

1.21).

Subpart G, "Schedule of Fees."
(§§1.1101 to 1.1120).
Subpart ti, "Ex Parte Presentations," (§§1.1201 to 1.1251).
Subpart I, "Procedures Implementing The National Environ-ental.
Policy Act of 1069."
(@@1.1301 to 1.1319).
(b)
Part_2, "Frequency Allocations and Radio Treaty 'Matters; General
Rules and Regulations," including Subparts on A, "Definitions," B, "Allocation, Assignments, and Use. of Radio Frequencies," C, "Emissions,"
"Call
Signs and Other Forms of Identifying Radio Transmissions," and G, "Treaties
and Other International Agreements."
(c)
Part 13, "Commercial Radio Operators" (Volume).
(d)
Part 17, "Construction, Marking, and Lighting of Antenna Structures:'
(e)
Part 74, "Experimental, Auxiliary, and Special Broadcast, and Other
Program Distributional Services," including Subparts on the followin7
stations:
A, "Experimental Television--," B, "Experimental Facsirr.le--,"
C, "Developmental--," D, "Remote Pickup--," E, "Aural STL and Intercity
Relay--," F, "Television Auxiliary--," G, "Television Broadcast Translator--"
I, "Instructional Television Fixed Service," L, "FPS Translator and Roos(5)
(F)
(7)

ter.--."
(f)

Part 76, "Cable Television Service," including Subpart B, "llnnli
cations and Certificates of Compliance," Subpart D, "Carriage of Television Broadcast Signals," and Súbpart F, "Nonduplication Protection and
Syndicated Exclusivity."
(g)
Part 78, "Cable Television Relay Service."
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73.621(a) - 73.626
the other provisions
§73.621 Noncommercial educational stations. --In addition to
noncommercial
educational
of this subpart, the following shall be applicable to
television broadcast stations:
educaExcept as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, noncommercial
(a)
tional broadcast stations will be licensed only to nonprofit educational organizathe
tions upon a showing that the proposed stations will. be used primarily to serve
educational needs of the community; for the advancement of educational programs;
and to furnish a nonpr,:f'it and noncommercial. television broadcast service.
T_r determining the eligibility of publicly supported educational organi(1)
education shall
zations, the accreditation of their respective state departments of
be taken into consideration.
In determining the eligibility of privately controlled educational
(2)
organizations, the accreditation of state departments Hof education or recognized
organizations shall be taken into
regional and national educations'1 accrediting
consideration.
Where a mu..ici.pality or other pcliti:al subdivision has no independently
(t.)
constituted educational. organization such as, for example, a board of education
having autonomy with respect to carrying out the municipality's educational proeducational telegram, such municipality shall. be eligible for a roncommer.cial
detailed showing must
In
such
circumstances,
a
full
and
vision broadcast station.
the intent and
be made that a grant of the application will be consistent with
Commission's
Rules
relating
to
such
stations.
purpose of the
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations may transmit
(c)
for use
educational, cultural and entertainment programs, and programs designed
school
courses,
as well
byy schools and school systems in connection with regular
thereto.
as routine and administrative material pertaining
A noncommercial educational television station may broadcast programs
(d)
other than the licensee,
produced by or at the expense of, or furnished by persons
and the costs incidental
if no cther consideration than the furnishing of the program
The payment of line
to its production and broadcast are received by the licensee.
licensee of a noncharges by another station, network, or someone other than the
the operating
commercial educational television station, or general contributions to
paragraph.
considered
as
being
prohibited
by
this
costscl a station, shall not be
Each station shall furnish a nonprofit and noncommercial broadcast service.
(e)
73.1212
Noncommercial educational television stations shall be subject to the provisions of
the
to the extent that they are applicable to the broadcast of programs produced by, or at
behalf
of
for
profit
No promotional announcements on
expense of, or furnished by others.
entities shall be broadcast at any time in exchange for the receipt, in whole or in part, of
However, acknowledgements of
consideration to the licensee, its principals, or employees.
The
scheduling
of
any
announcements
and acknowledgements may not
contributions can be made.
interrupt regular programming.
form of
NOTE -- Commission interpretation of this rule, including the acceptable
Concerning
acknowledgements may be found in the Second Report and Order, (Commission Polio
(1982), and the
Broadcast
Stations),
85
F.C.C.
2d
141
the Noncommercial Nature of Educational
subsequent Commission Order, Docket No. 21136 (July 15, 1982).

Telecommunications Service on the Vertical Blanking Interval.
The provisions governing V3I telecommunications service in 73.646 are
applicable to noncommercial educational Ti stations.
Von -program related data signals transmitted on line 21 pursuant
(q)
to 73.632(a)(22)(ii) may be used for remumerative purposes.
(f)

c

73.622

Retention of audio recordings. Deleted.

73.623

Applications for sharing of television channels.

73.624 Notification of filing of applications.
73.625 - 73.626 (Reserved).
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See

See 73.1715

73.1030

73.627 = 73.635

0

73.627

Special field test authorization. See 73.1515.

73.628

Equipment tests.

73.629

Program tests.

73.630

Normal license period.

73.631

Reserved.

73.633

Reserved.

73.634

Reserved.

See 73.1810.

See 73.1820.
See 73.1020.

No television license or renewal of a
§73.635 Use of common antenna site.
television license will be granted to any person who owns, leases, or controls
a particular site which is peculiarly suitable for television broadcasting in
a particular area and (a) which is not available for use by other television
licensees; and (b) no other comparable site is available in the area; and (c)
where the exclusive use of such site by the applicant or licensee would unduly
limit the number of television stations that can be authorized in a particular
area or would unduly restrict competition:among television stations.

0

0
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73.641 ( a) - 73.642' (e)(3)
;,§73.641

Jvision

Definitions. Via) Subs:ription television.

A system wherety s"s^riptior T.eie-

broadcast proQsms are transmitted and received.

(b)

Subscription television broadcast program. A television broadcast program
intended to be received in intelligible form Vy members of the publ_c only for a fee or

charge.

73.642 Subscription TV service. (a) Subscription TV service may be provided by:
(1) Licensees and permittees of commercial TV broadcast stations, and
2
Licensees and permittees of low power TV stations.
(b) A licensee or permittee of a commercial TV broadcast or of a low power
TV station may begin subscription TV service upon installation of encoding
equipment having advanced FCC approval. However, the licensee or permittee
of a TV broadcast station (not applicable to low power TV stations) must
send a letter to the FCC in Washington, D.C., that subscription TV service
has commencement of such service. In that letter, to be entitled "Notice
of Operations," the licensee or permittee is to state that it complies with
the provisions of paragraphs (e) (1)-(3) and 73.644(c) of this chapter and
identify the make and type of encoding system being used. A similar notice
must be submitted if the licensee or permittee commences using another type
of encoding system, (See 73.644(h).) A notice must also be submitted to the
FCC in Washington, D.C., if encoded subscription TV service is discontinued.
(c) The station proof of system compliance measurement data (See 73.644(c))
need not be subnitted to the FCC, however, the measurement data must be
available to the FCC upon request.
(d) The use of the visual vertical blanking interval or an aural sub \_,carrier for transmitting subscriber decoder control code signals during
periods of normal non -encoded programming may be used only upon specific FCC
authorization.
Letter requests to use either the video blanking intervals
or aural subcarriers during periods of non -subscription programming are to
be sent to the FCCrtn Washington, D.C.
(e) A licensee or permittee of a commercial TV broadcast or low power TV
station may not transmit a subscription service if it has a contract,
arrangement, or understanding, expressed or implied, that:
(1) Prevents or hinders it from rejecting or refusing any subscription TV
broadcast program that it reasonably belives to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable or contrary to the public interests; or substituting a subscription
or conventional program that, in its opinion, is of greater local or national importance; or
(2) Delegates to any other person the right to schedule the hours of
transmission of subscription programs. However, this rule does not prevent
a licensee or permittee from entering into an agreement or arrangement
whereby it agrees to schedule a specific subscription TV broadcast program
at a specific time or to schedule a specific number of hours of subscription
programs during the broadcast day (or sigment thereof) or weeks; or
(3) Deprives it of the right of ultimate decision concernig the maximum
amount of any subscription program charge or fee.

o
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73.642(e) (4)

C

-

(c)

(4) Has provisions that do not comply with the following policies of the

FCC:

(i) Unless a satifactory signal is unavilable at the location where
service is desited, subscription TV service must be provided to all persons
desiring it within the Grade A contour of the station broadcasting subscription programs.
Geographic or other reasonable patterns of installation for new subscription services is permitted and, for good
cause, service
may be terminated.
(ii) Charges, terms and conditions of service to subscribers must be
applied uniformaly. However, subscribers may be divided into reasonable
classifications approved by the FCC and the impositions of different sets of
terms and contitions may be applied to subscribers in different classifications. Further, for good cause, within such classification, deposits may be
required from some subscribers and not of others; and, also for good cause,
if a subscription system generally uses a credit -type decoder, cash operated
decoders may be installed for some subscribers.
73.643 Subscription TV operating requirements. The non -technical rules and
policies applicable to regular TV broadcast stations are applicable to subscription TV operations, except where specifically exempted in the provisions of those rules and policies.

73.644 Subscription TV transmission systems.
(a) Licensees and permittees
/-"N\ of commercial TV broadcast and low power TV stations mny.conduct subscription
operations only by using an encoding system that has been approved in advance by the FCC. Such advance approval may be applied for and granted in
accordance with the procedures given in Subpart M of Part 2 of the Rules.
(b) The criteria for advance approval of subscription TV transmitting
systems by the FCC are as follows:
(1) Spectral energy in the transmitted signal must not exceed the limitations given in 73.687(i).
(2) No increase in width of the television broadcast channel (6MHz) is
permitted.
(3) The technical system must enable stations to transmit encoded subscription TV programs without increasing the HMS output power from either
the video or audio transmitters over that required to transmit the same
program material using normal transmission standards.
(4) Modification of a type accepted TV broadcast or low power TV transmitter for encoded transmissions must not render transmitter incapable of
operating in accordance with the operating specifications upon which type
acceptance was granted. (See 2.1001 (b), (k)).
(5) Interference to reception of conventional television either of co channel or adjacent channel stations must not increase over that resulting
from the transmission of programming with normal transmission standards.
(6) S ubscriber decoder devices must meet the provisions, where required,
of Subpart H of Part 15 of the FCC Rules for TV Interface Devices.
(c) Prior to commencing the transmission of encoded subscription programming, the licenses or permittee of a TV broadcast or lowpower TV station
must perform such tests and measurements to determine that the transmitted
encoded signal conforms to the radiated ratio frequency and demodulated
,baseband and waveforms, transmitter operating power determination and the
2/10/84
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73.644(c) -

C

(j)

occupied bandwidth limitations specified in the application for advance
FCC approval of the system being used. A copy of the measurement data is
to be maintained in the station files and made available to the FCC upon
request.
(d) The licensee of a station tansmitting an encoded subscription service
must have at the transmitter control point the technical specifications for
the system being used of both the aural and visual baseband signals and the
transmitte radiofrequency signals and have the necessary measuring and
monitoring equipment, including transmitter output power measuring equipment, to determine that the transmissions conform to the advance approval
specifications on file with the FCC. Full operating specifications for the
system must be available to representatives of the FCC upon request.
(e) The operating power of the transmitters during encoded operations
must be determined and maintained according to the procedures given in the
application for advance approval.
(f) A station using an endocing system in accordance with the specifications filed with the application for advance approval is deemed to be exempted from those technical regulations of this Subpart and Subpart H to
the extent they are specifically detailed in the application.
(g) No protection from interference of any kind will be afforded to reception of encoded subscription programming over that afforded reception of
non -encoded signals.

(h) A licensee or permittee may make no modifications on a subscription
encoding system that would alter the characteristics of the transmitted
aural or visual signal from those specified in the application for advance
approval. A licensee or permittee of a station replacing its encoding
system must perform the measurements required by paragraph (c) of this
Section. A TV broadcast station licensee or permittee must also send a
letter advising the FCC of the new system being used as required by 73.
642(b) of this chapter.
(i) The station licensee is fully responsible for all technical operations of the station during transmissions of encoded subscription programming, regardless of the supplier of the encoding uquipment of subscription program service.
Stations transmitting encoded subscription programming prior to
Note:
October 1, 1983, must comply with all technical and operating requirements
of this Section no later than April 1, 1984. Stations not having the information to comply with this Section must obtain such information from
the manufacturer of the encoding system being used and if necessary, by
measurements of the station's transmission system.
(j) Upon request by an authorized representative of the FCC, the lisensee
of a TV station transmitting encoded programming must make available a receiving decoder to. the Commission to carry out its regulatory responsibilties.
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73.646(a)
73.546

-

(f)

Teleconnunications Service on the Vertical Blanking interval.
Teleconnunications services permitted on the vertical blanking
interval (V31) service inclide the transmission of data, processed information, or any other communication either a digital or analog mode.
(b)
Telecommunications service on the 'JSI is of an ancillary nature
and as such is an elective, subsidiary activity.
^'o
service guidelines
limitations., or performance standards are applied to it.
The kinds of
service that may be provided include, but are not limited to, teletext,
Waging, computer software and bulk data distribution and aural messages.
Such services may be provided on a broadcast, noint-to-ooint, or point
to multinoint basis.
(c)
Telecommunications services that are common carrier in nature
are subject to common carrier regulation. Licenses operating such services are required to annly to the Commission for the adorinriate authorization and to comply with all molicies and rules applicable to the
norticuler service.
(d)
Television licensees are authorized to lease their VJBI telecommunications facilities to outside parties.
In all arrangements entered into with outside parties effecting telecommunications service
operation, the licensee or mermittee must retain control over all material transmitted in a broadcast mode via the station's facilities, with
the right to reject any material that it deems is aporooriate or undesirable.
The licensee or permittee is also responsible for all aspects
of technical operation involving 'IDI telecommunications services.
(e)
The .a, rant or renewal of a TV station license or permit will not
be furthered or promoted by proposed or past 'ISI telecommunications service omeration; the licensee must establish that its broadcast operation
serves,the public interest wholly apart from V?I telecommunications service activities.
(Violation of rules applicable to 'JBI telecommunications
service could, of course, reflect on a licensee's qualifications to hold
its license or permit.)
(r)
TV broadcast stations are authorized to transmit "VLI telecommunications
cations service signals during any time period, including portions of the
day when normal programming is not broadcast;
Such transmissions must be
in eocoI'dence with the technical provisions of 73.592.
(a)
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73.653

GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
§73.651

73.652

4

1

Time of operation.

See 73.653, 73.1705 and 73.1740.

Station identification.

See 73.1201.

73.653 Operation of TV aural and visual transmitters.
(a) During the operating hours
of a TV station, between its regularly scheduled sign -on and sign -off times, the aural
and visual transmitters shall not be operated separately, or to present different or
unrelated program material, except in the following cases:
(1)
Emergency fills due to either visual or aural equipment failures
leaving the licensee with only the audio or video programming to announce the
equipment failures to the audience;
(2)
For equipment tests or experimentation pursuant to 74.1510 (Experimental
authorizations) and 73.1520 )Operation for tests and maintenance).
(b)
During the normal non -operating hours of a TV station between sign -off of
one broadcast day and sign -on of the next but, in any event, no earlier than 12 Midnight nor later than 6 A.M., the aural and visual transmitters shall, if the licensee
chooses to broadcast, be operated as follows:
(1)
As described in paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section, or
(2)
Separately, with either (i) no aural transmissions, it (ii) aural
transmissions of non -related, different program material.
(3)
All rules and all policies of the FCC apply to the operation of stations
presenting programs described in this paragraph (b) of this section.
(c)
Stations signing on after 6 A.M. may present visual transmissions of a
test pattern, still pictures or slides, with aural transmission consisting of a
single tone, or series of variable tones, a presentation of the upcoming program
schedule, aural news broadcasts, or music. This type program material shall not
exceed 15 minutes immediately prior to the start of the station's scheduled sign -on.
(d)
During the non -encoded operating hours of a SUBSCRIPTION TV STATION, between the regularly scheduled sign -on and sign -off times in which it presentes such
non -encoded programming, the aural and visual transmitters shall not be operated
separately, or to present different or unrelated program material, except in the following case:
(1)
During installation of decoders and orientation of receiving antennas,
at subscriber locations, non-integrated, different or unrelated material may be presented to aid installers in their function.
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73.654 - 73.668(c)

Q73.654
77,.056
§73.657

Sponsorship inentification.
Lotteries.

See Subpart

H

See Subpart

R

73.1 212

73.1211

Broadcasts by candidates for public office. -

See

73.1940

No license
Affiliation agreements.
(a)
Exclusive affiliation of station.
shall be granted to a television broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a network organization under which
the station is prevented or hindered from, or penalized for, broadcasting the programs of any other network organization. (The term "network organization" as used
in this section includes national and regional network organizations. See Ch. VII,
J, of Report on Chain Broadcasting.)
CO Territorial exclusivity. No license shall be granted to a television
broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or
implied, with a network organization which prevents or hinders another broadcast
station located in the same community from broadcasting the network's programs
not taken by the former station, or which prevents or hinders another broadcast
station located in the same community from broadcasting the network's programs
not taken by the former station, or which prevents or hinders another broadcast
station located in a different community from broadcasting any program of the
network organization.
This section shall not he construed to prohibit any contract,
arrangement, or understanding between a station and a network organization pursuant
to which the station is granted the first call in its community upon the p ogrars
of the network organization. As employed in this paragraph, the term "community"
is defined as the community specified in the instrument of authorization as the
location of the station.
(c)
Term of affiliation. No license shall be granted to a television broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied,
with a network organization which provides, by original terms, provisions for renewal, or otherwise for the affiliation of the station with the network organization
for a period longer than 2 years: Provided, That a contract, arrangement, or understanding for a period up to 2 years may be entered into within 6 months prior to the
commencement of such period.

73.658
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53.658(d)

- 3.658 (3) (1) (U

(d)
No license shall be granted
Station commitment of broadcast time.
to a television broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or
understanding, express or implied, with any network organization, which
provides for optioning of the station's time to the network organization,
or which has the same restraining effect as time optioning, As used in this
section, time optioning is any contract, arrangement, or understanding,
express or implied, between a station and a network organization which prevents or hinders the station from scheduling programs before the network
agrees to utilize the time during which such programs are scheduled, or
which requires the station to clear time already scheduled when the network'
organization seeks to utilize the time.
(e)
Right to reject programs.
No license shall be granted to a television broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding,
express or implied, with a network organization which, with respect to programs offered or already contracted for pursuant to an affiliation contract,
prevents or hinders the station from (1) rejecting or refusing network programs which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable or contrary to the public interest, or (2) substituting a program
which, in the station's opinion, is o.f greater local or national importance.
(f)
Network ownership of stations. No license shall be granted to a
network organization, or to any person directly or indirectly controlled
by or under common control of a network organization, for a television
broadcast station in any locality where the existing television broadcast
stations are so few or of such unequal desirability (in terms of coverage,
power, frequency, or other related matters) that competition would be
substantially restrained by such licensing.
(The worá "control" as used
in this section, is not limited to full control but includes such a measure
of control as would substantially affect the availability of the station
to other networks.)
Dual network operation.
(g)
No license shall be :issued to a television
broadcast station affiliated with a network organizan which maintains
more than one network of television broadcast stations: Provided, That this
section shall not be applicable if such ne*-.works are not operated simultaneously, or if there is no substantial oer_ap in th.= territory served
by the group of stations comprising each such network.
Control of networks of station rates. No license shall be granted
(h)
to a television broadcast station having any contract., arrangement, or
understanding, express or implied, with a network organization under which
the station is prevented to hindered from, or pc-;alized for, fixing or
altering its rates for the sale of broadcas*. t. me for other than the network's programs.
(i)
No license shall be granted to a television broadcast station
which is represented for the sale of non -network time by a network organi-

zation or by an organization di::::ect.ly o-_ indirectly controlled by or under

common control with a network organization, if the station has any contract,
arrangement or understanding, express or implied, which provides for the
affiliation of the station with such network organization: Provided, however,
That this rule shall not be applicable to stations licensed to a network
organization or to a subsidiary of a network organization.
(j)
Network syndication and program practices.(1) Except as provided
in subparagraph (3) of this paragraph, no television network shall:
(i)
June 1, 1973, sell, license, or distribute television
programs to television station licensees within the United States for non network television exhibition or otherwise engage in the business commonly
known as "syndication" within the United States; or sell, license, or distribute television programs of which it is not the sole producer for
exhibition outside the United States; or reserve any option or right to
share in revenues or profits in connection with such domestic and/or foreign
sale, license, or distribution; or
8/4/72
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After August 1, 1972, acquire any financial or proprie(ii)
tary right or interest in the exhibition, distribution, or other commercial use of any television program produced fully or in part by a
person other than such television network, except the license or other
exclusive right to network exhibition within the United States and on
foreign stations regularly included within such television network:
Provided, That if such network does not timely avail itself or such
license or other exclusive right to network exhibition within the United
States, the grantor of such license or right to network exhibition may,
upon making a timely offer reasonably to compensate the network, reacquire such license or other exclusive right to exhibition of the program.

Nothing contained in subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this paragraph shall prevent any television network from selling or distributing
programs of which it is the sole producer for television exhibition outside the United States, or from selling or otherwise disposing of any
program rights not acquired from another person, including the right
to distribute programs for non -network exhibition (as in syndication)
within the United States as long as it does not itself engage in such
distribution within the United States or retain the right to share the
revenues or profits therefrom.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed to
(3)
include any television network formed for the purpose of producing, distributing, or syndicating program materials for educational, noncommercial, or public broadcasting exhibition or uses.
For the purposes of this paragraph and paragraph (k) of this
(4)
section the term network means any person, entity, or corporation which
offers an interconnected program service on a regular basis for 15 or
more hours per week to at least 25 affiliated television licensees in 10
or more States; and/or any person, entity, or corporation controlling,
controlled by, or under common control with such person, entity, or
corporation.
Effective September 8, 1975, commercial television stations
(k)
owned by or affiliated with a national television network in the 50 largest television markets (see Note 1 to this paragraph) shall devote,
during the four hours of prime time (7-11 p.m. e.t., 6-10 p.m. c.t. and
m.t.), no more than three hours to the presentation of programs fran a
national network, programs formerly on a national network (off -network
programs) other than feature films, or on Saturdays, feature films, provided, however, That the following categories of programs need not be
counted toward the three-hour limitation:
On nights other than Saturday, network or off -network
(1)
programs designed for children, public affairs programs or odcumentary
programs (see Note 2 to this paragraph for definitions.
Special news programs dealing with fast -breaking news
(2)
events, on the spot coverage of news events or other material related
to such coverage, and political broadcasts by or on behalf of legally
qualified candidated for public office.
Regulat network news broadcasts up to a half hour, when
(3)
immediately adjacent ro a full hour of continuous locally produced news
or locally produced public affairs programming.
Runover of live network broadcasts of sporting events, where
(4)
the event has been reasonably scheduled to conclude before prime time or
occupy only a certain amount of prime time but the event has gone beyond
its expected duration due to circunstances not reasonably foreseeable by
the networks or under their control. This exemption does not apply to
(2)

post -game material.
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(5)

- (L)

(5)
In the case of stations in the Mountain and Pacific time
zones, on evenings when network prime -time programming consists of a
(--\
sports events or other program broadcast live and simultaneously
throughout the contiguous 48 states, such stations may assume that the
network's schedule that evening occupies no more of prime time in
these time zones than it does in the Eastern and Central time zone.
(6)
Network broadcasts of an international sports events
(such as the Olympic Games), New Year's Day college football games,
or any other network programming of a special nature other than
motion pictures or other sports events, when the network devotes all
of its time on the same evening to the same programming, except brief
incidental fill material.
NOTE 1:
The top 50 markets to which this paragraph applies are the 50
T1F717t markets in terms of average prime time audience for all stations
in the market. For broadcast years before fall 1980,
the 50 markets are
the largest 50 as listed in the Arbitron publication "Television ?"arkets
and Rankings Guide," generally published in November, which will apply
for the broadcast year starting the following fall, except that, for
1978-79, "Syracuse Elmira" will not be included and the Salt Lake City
market will be included, For broadcast years starting in the fall of
1980 and thereafter, the 50 largest markets to which this paragraph applies
will be determined at 3 -year intervals, on the basis of the average of
two Arbitron February -arch audience surveys occurring roughly 2» years
and roughly 33_ years before the start of the 3 -year period. The 50 markets to which this paragraph will apply for 3 years from fall 1980 to
fall 1983 will be determined by an average of the prime time audience
figures (all market stations combined) contained in the reports of Arbitron February/March 1977 and February/March 1978 audience surveys. Shortly after the results of the 1978 survey are available the Commission will
issue a list of the 50 largest markets to which this paragraph will apply
from fall 1980 to fall 1983. .The same procedure will take place, on the
basis of February/ arch 19"0 and 1981 surveys, for the 3 -year period from.
fall 1983 to fall 1986.
NOTE 2: As used in this paragraph, the term "programs
designed for
children" means programs primarily designed for
children
12.
The term "documentary programs" means programs which aged 2 through
are non fictional and educational or informational, but not
including
programs
where the -information is used as part of
a contest among participants
in the program, and not including programs relating
to the visual
entertainment arts (stage, motion pictures or television) where
more
than 50 percent of the program is devoted to the presentation
of
entertainment material itself. The term "public affairs programs"
means talks, commentaries, discussions, speeches, editorials, political programs, documentaries, forums, panels, roundtables, and similar
programs primarily concerning local, national, and international
public affairs.
(L)
Broadcast of the programs or more than one network. The provisions of this paragraph govern and limit the extent to which, after
October 1, 1971, commercial television stations in the 50 states of the
United States, which are regular affiliates of one of the three national
television networks, may broadcast programs of another network, in
markets where there are two such affiliated stations and one or more
operational VBF or U F stations having reasonably comparable facilities
which are not regular affiliates of any network. Whether or not the
stations in a particular market cane within the provisions of this
paragraph is determined by whether, as of July l of each year with
respect to programs beginning October 1, or as of January 1 of each
year with respect to programs beginning April 1, there are in the
market the stations specified in the last sentence.
3/16/78
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(1)
Definitions. As used in this paragraph, the following
terms have the meanings given:
(i)
"Station" means a commercial television station in
the 50 states of the United States.
(ii)
"Operational Station" means a station authorized
and operating as of June 10 (with respect to programs beginning October
1) or as of December 10 (with respect to programs beginning April 1),
or a station authorized and which gives notive to the Commission by
such June 10 or December 10 date that it will be on the air by such
October 1 or April 1 date (including request for program test authority
if none has previously been given), and commits itself to remain on the
air for 6 months after such October 1 or April 1 date. Such notice
shall be received at the Commission by the June 10 or December 10 date
mentioned, and shall show that copies thereof have been sent to the
three national networks and to the licensees of all operating television
stations in the market.
(iii)
"Affiliated Station" means a station having a
regular affiliation with one of the three national television networks,
under which it served as that network's primary outlet for the presentation of its programs in a market.
It includes any arrangement under
which the network looks primarily to this station rather than other
stations for the presentation of its programs and the station chiefly
presents the programs of this network rather than other networks.
(iv)
"Unaffiliated station" means a station not having
an affiliation arrangement as defined in this subparagraph with a national television network, even though it may have other types of
agreements or per -program arrangements with it.
(v)
"Network" means a national organization distributing
programs for a substantial part of each broadcast day to television
stations in all parts of the United States, generally via interconnection facilities.
(vi)
"Unaffiliated network" means a network not having
an affiliated station (as defined in this paragraph) in a particular
market, even though it may have other types of agreements or per -program
arrangements.
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(vii)
"Market" means the television markets of the United
States, and the stations in them, as identified in the latest publication
of American Research Bureau (ARB), together with any stations which have
since became operational in the same communities.
(viii)
Evening Programming% means programming (regular
programs or "specials") starting and conducting on a network between the
hours of 7:30 P.M. and 11 P.M. local time (except 6:30 P.M. and 10 P.M. in
the Central time zone), plus all programs other than regular newscasts
starting on the network between 7 and 7:30.P.M. local time (6 and 6:30 P.M.
local time in the Central time zone).
It does not include portions broadcast after 7 P.M. of programs starting earlier, or portions broadcast
after 11 P.M. of programs starting earlier.
(ix)
"Specials" means programs not carried on the network
at least as often as once a week.
It includes both programs scheduled
well in advance and those scheduled very shortly before broadcast on the
network.
(x)
"Reasonably comparable facilities" means stations
transmitting facilities (effective radiated power and effective antenna
height above average terrain) such that the station's Grade B coverage
area is at least two-thirds as large (in square miles) as the smallest
of the market affiliated stations' Grade B coverage areas. Where one or
both of the affiliates is licensed to a city different from that of the
unaffiliated station, the term "reasonably comparable facilities" also
includes the requirement that the unaffiliated station must put a predicted
Grade A or better signal over all of the city of license of the other
regular (non -satellite) station(s), except that where one of the affiliated
stations is licensed to the same city as the unaffiliated station, and puts
a Grade B but not a Grade A signal over the other city of license, the unaffiliated station will be considered as having reasonably comparable facilities if it too puts a predicted Grade B signal over all of the other city
of license.
(2)
Taking programs from unaffiliated networks. No affiliated
station, in a market covered by this paragraph, shall take and broadcast,
from an unaffiliated network, any programming of the times and types specified in this subparagraph, unless the conditions specified have first been
met:
(i)
Any evening programming (as defined in this paragraph), unless and until the entire schedule of such programs has been
offered by the unaffiliated network to the unaffiliated station as provided
in subparagraph (4) of this paragraph, and the unaffiliated station has
either accepted 15 hours per week of such programs, plus additional "special" hours when part of the "special". is included in the 15 hours, or has
accepted a lesser amount and indicated that it does not wish to carry any
more.
Such acceptance of this shall be governed by the provisions of subparagraph (4) of this paragraph.
_ (ii)
Any programming beginning on the network between 12
noon and 7 P.M. on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, and consisting of
sports evengs (including, without limitation, college football and basketball, professional football, baseball, ice hockey, golf, tennis, horderacing, and autoracing), unless and until the program has first been offered to unaffiliated station and thát station has indicated that it does not
wish to accept it.
_
_(iii)
Any programming broadcast after 11 P.M. local time
(except 10 P.M. local time in the central time zone) which is a continuation of programs starting earlier and_carried_by the unaffiliated station;
or any material broadcast after 7 P.M. (6 P" in the central time zone)
which is a continuation of sports programs beginning earlier and carried
by the unaffiliated station.
_
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-
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Any program presented in the same week by the unaf-

filiated station.
(3)
Carriage of programs of a network which has an affiliate.
No affiliated station in a market covered by this paragraph shall broadcast, from another network which has an affiliated station in the market,
any evening programming or Saturday, Sunday, or holiday sports programming,unless such programming has first been offered to the unaffiliated
station in the market and the latter has indicated that it does not wish
to carry it.
The "offer" by a network
(4)
Offer and acceptance.
(i)
referred to in this paragraph means an offer to the unaffiliated station
of the programs fcr broadcast. Programs so offered cannot be withdrawn
by the by the network until the following April 1 or October 1, unless
the station does not in fact broadcast the program as accepted, in which
case the provisions of subdivision (ii) of this subparagraph shall apply,
or unless the program is cancelled on the work, in which case the replacement or substitute program shall be offered to the station as a new proIf a program
gram under subparagraphs (2) or (3) of this paragraph.
accepted by the unaffiliated station is shifted in time, the station may
exercise its right of "first call" either with respect to the program at
its new time, or the previous time segment, at its option.
(ii)
The acceptance referred to in subparagraphs (2) and
(3) of this paragraph means that the unaffiliated station agrees to broadcast the program accepted, at its live network time or a delayed time
acceptable to the network, unless in its judgment the program is not in
the public interest or it wishes to substitute a local, or other live,
program for it.
The provisions of paragraph (a) of this section, prohibiting agreements which hinder the presentation of the programs of
other networks, shall not apply to material covered by this paragraph.
If a program is not presented in a particular week live or at a delayed
time acceptable to the network, the network may place this particular
broadcast of the program on another station; and if this occurs more than
4 times in any 13 -week period the network may withdraw the program from
the station without obligation to offer it any additional programming.
The unaffiliated station is free to seek and obtain other terms of acceptance from the network; but the offer of programming by the network on
the foregoing terms satisfies its obligations under this paragraph.
(iii)
The offer by the network shall, to the extent possible, be on or before July 15 with respect to programs beginning in the
fall season, and by January 15 with respect to programs presented after
April 1, or otherwise as soon as possible.
The unaffiliated station's
acceptance or indication of nonacceptance shall be within 2 weeks after
the date of the offer; where any negotiations between the network and the
station concerning particular programs are involved, programs not accepted
within 30 days of the date of the offer shall be deemed not accepted.
Note 1:
If there are in a particular market two affiliated stations and
two (or more) operational unaffiliated stations with reasonably comparable
facilities, the provisions of this paragraph (1) shall require an offer

of programming to each; but the 15 -hour -per -week "first call" provision
applies to the total programming taken by all such stations.
Note 2: The provisions of this paragraph (1) do not apply to a market
in which there are two VHF affiliated U.S. stations, and a foreign VHF
station to which a national U.S. television network transmits programs
pursuant to authority granted under section. 325 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, and which served as that network's primary
affiliate in the market.
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No teleTerritorial exclusivity in non -network arrangements.
vision station shall enter into any contract, arrangement or understanding,
express or implied with a non -network program producer, distributor, or
supplier, or other person which prevents or hinders another televisior
station located in a community over 35 miles away, as determined by the
reference points contained in 76.53 of this chapter (if reference points
for a community are not listed in 76.52, the location of the main post
office will be used) from broadcasting any program purchased for the
former station from such non -network program producer, distributor,
supplier, or other person, except that a television station may secure
exclusivity against a television station licensed to another designated
community in a hyphenated market specified in the market listing as
contained in 76.51 of this chapter for those 100 markets listed and for
markets not listed in 76.51 of this chapter, the listing as contained in
the ARE Television Market Analysis for the most recent year at the time
that the exclusivity contract arrangement or understanding is complete
under practices of the industry. .As used in this subsection, the terry
"community" is defined as the community specified in the instrument of
authorization as the location of the station.
(m)

Note 1: Contracts, arrangements, or understanding that are complete under
the practices of the industry prior to August 7, 1973 will not be disturExtensions or renewals of such agreements are not permitted because
bed.
they would in effect be new agreements without competitive bidding. However, such agreements that were based on the broadcaster's advancing "seed
money" for the production of a specific program or series that specify two
time periods --a tryout period and period thereafter for general exhibitionmay be extended or renewal as contemplated in the basic agreement.

Note 2: Deleated and reserved.

Note 3: It is intended that the top 100 major television markets listed
in 76.51 of this chapter shall be -used for the purposes of this rule and
that the listing of the top 100 television markets appearing in the ARB
Television Market Analysis shall not be used. The reference in this rule
to the listing of markets in the ARB Television Market Analysis refers to
hyphenated markets below the top 100 markets contained in the ARB TeleIf a community is listed in a hyphenated market
vision Market Analysis.
in 7651 and is also listed in one of the markets in the ARB listing, the
listing in 76.51 shall govern.

Note 4: The provisions of this paragraph apply only to U.S. commercial
television broadcast stations in the 50 states, and not to stations in
Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands, foreign stations or noncommercial
educational -television or "public" television stations (either by way of
restrictions on their exclusivity or on exclusivity against them).
Note 5: New stations authorized in any community of a hyphenated market
listed in 76.51 of this chapter or in any community of hyphenated market
listed in the ARB listing (for markets below the top 100 markets) are
subject to the same rules as previously existing stations therein. New
stations authorized in other communities are considered stations in separate markets unless and until 76.51 is amended by Commission action, or
the ARB listing is changed.
-41ePart 73TV
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73.659

Special rules rela.tinr:; to contracts nrovidinr; for reservation of
a station. oee
.
.

ti -.e upon sale o_

73.650

Station end operator licenses; posting; of.

73.661

TV operator requirements.
Transmitter duty operator requirements: See 73.1860.
a
b Chief operator requirements: See 73.1870.
Transmission system inspection requirements: See 73.1580.
c

73.662

Antenna str:actare, .,arK11a and lighting.. See 73.1213.

See 73.1230.

The operating power of the visual t:ransmi i ter of
(a)
§73.663 Détennininq operating L naer.
each TV station shall normally be determined by the direct method.
The direct method of power determ i n:,t i c rn
Direct method, visual .tránsmitt er.
(b)
for , TV visual transmitter uses the indications of calibrated transmission line irrt,
(responsive to peak power) located at the 1F output terminals of the transmitter. 'qtr.
indications of the calibrated meter are used to observe and maintain the authorized

operating power of the visual transmitter. This meter must be calibrated
whenever any component in the metering circuit is repaired or replaced and
as often as necessary to ensure operation in accordance with the provisions
of 73.1560 of this Part. The following calibration procedures are to be used:
The transmission line net.er is calibrated by measuring the average power
at the output terminals of the t.a s mitter, including any vestigial sideband and
harmonic filters which may be used in normal operation. For this determination the
average power output is neasured while operating into a dumpy load of substantially zero
reactance and a resistance equal to the transmission line characteristic inpedance.
During this measurement the transmitter is to be modulated only by a standard synchronizing
signal with blanking level set at 75% of peak amplitude as observed in an output waveform
monitor, and with this blanketing level amplitude maintained throughout the time interval
between synchronizing -pulses.
If electrical devices are used to determine the output power, such devices
(2)
must permit determination of this power to within an accuracy of +5% of the power indicated
by the full scale reading of the electrical indicating instrument-Of the device. If
temperature and coolant flaw indicating devices are used to determine the power output,
such devices must permit determination of this power to within an accuracy of +_4% of
measured average power output. The peak power output is the power so measured in the
(1)

G
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dummy load multiplied by the factor 1.68. During this measurement the input voltage and
current to the final radio frequency amplifier stage and the transmission line meter are.to
be read and compared with similar readings taken with the dummy load replaced by the antenna.
These readings must be in substantial agreement.
The meter must be calibrated with the transmitter operating at 80%, 100%,
(3)
and 110% of the authorized power as often as may be necessary to insure compliance with
the requirements of this paragraph and in any event at intervals of no more than 6 months.
cases where the transmitter is incapable of operating at 110% of the authorized power
In
n
output,
the calibration may be made at a power output between 100% and 110% of the
authorized power output.
However, where this is done, the output meter must be marked
at the point of calibration of maximum power output, and the station will be deemed to be
in violation of this rule if that power is exceeded. The upper and lower limits of
permissible power deviation.as determined by the prescribed calibration, must be shown
upon the meter either by means of adjustable red markers incorporated in the meter scale or
glass face. These markings must be checked and changed, if necessary, each time the meter
is calibrated.

The operatinl o
É
Indirect method visual tra
(c)
r1
determined by the indirect method by app ying an appropr age factor 'to them
the following
to the final radio -frequency amplifier stage of the transmitter using
formula:
Transmitter output power = Ep X Ip X T3F
Where:
stage.
Ep = DC input voltage of the final radio -frequency amplifier
stage.
Ip = DC input current of the final radio -frequency amplifier
F = Efficiency factor.
transmitter
If the above formula is not appropriate for the design of the
(1)
with
other
final amplifier, use a formula specified by the transmitter manufacturer
appropriate operating parameters.
authorized transThe value of the efficiency factor, F established for the
(2)
though there
mitter output power is to be used for maintaining the operating power, even
of
the
transmitter.
may be some variation in F aver the power operating range
The value of F- is to be determined and e record kept thereof
by one of the folloWinf; procedures listed in order of preference:
Usinm the most recent measurement data for calibration
(i)
procedures described in
of the transnissiofn line meter according to the measurements made by the
pa.ragra.ph. (b) of. this section or the most recent
composite translicensee establishin the value of F. In the case of have been modified
mitters or those in which the final amplifier stages
the FCC and also repursuant to FCC approval, the licensee must furnish used
as a basis for
tain with the station records the measurement data
determini.nT the value of F.
(3)

manufacturer's test
Using measurement data shown on the transmitter
made
at the authorized
data supplied to the licensee, provided that measurements were
carrier frequency and transmitter output power.
data submitted to the
(iii). Using the transmitter manufacturer's measurement
book supplied to the licensee.
FCC for type acceptance as shown in the instruction
(ii)

Note:

transmitter output power Levels.
§73.1560
for
aural
Refer to
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73.665 Use of TV aural baseband subcarriers. Licensees of. TV broadcast
stations may transmit, without further authorization from the FCC, sub carriers and signals within the composite baseband for the following
purposes:
Sterophonic (biphonic, quadraphonic, etc.) sound programs under
(a)
the provisions of 73.667 and 73.669.
Transmission of signals relating to the operation of TV stations,
(b)
such as relaying broadcast materials to other stations, remote cueing;
and order messages and control and telemetry signals for the transmitting system.
Transmission of pilot or control signals to enhance the station's
(c)
program service such as (but not restricted to) activation of noise'reduction .decoders in receivers, or for program alerting and program
identification.
Subsidi2ry communications services.
(d)
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73.667 TV aubsidiaj communications service. (e) Subsidiary communication services are those transmitted within the TV aural baseband signal
but do not include services which. enhance the main program broadcast
service or exclusively relate to station operations (see 73.665(a), (b)
Subsidiary communications include but are not limited to,
and (c)).
services such as_ functional music, specialized 'foreign language pro grams, radio reading services, utitity load management, market and
financial data and news, paging and calling, traffic control signal
switching, and point-to-point of multipoint messages.
TV subsidiary communications services that are common carrier or
(b)
private radio in nature are subject to common carrier or private radio
reulation. Licensees operating such services are required to app l7: to
the FCC for the appropriate authorization and to comply with all policies amd rules applicable to the service. Responsibilitray for making;
the indtial determinations of whether a particular activity requires
separate authority rests with the TV station licensee or perri_ttee.
Initial determinations by licensees or perr"ittees are subject to FCC
examination and may be reviewed at the FCC's discretion.
Subsidiary communications service are ¿f a secondary nature
(c)
under the authority of the TV station authorization, and the authority to
: ",provide such communications services may not be retained or 47
any manner separate from the station's authorization. The 'grant or
renewal of a TV station permit. or license is not furthered or promoted
by proposed or past subsidiary communications services. The nermittee
or licensee rust establish that the broadcast operation is in the interest wholly apart from the subsidiary communications services provided.
The station identification, delayed recording, and sponsor iden(d)
tification announcement required. by 73.1201, 73.1208 and 73.1212 are hot
applicable to leased communications service transmitted via services
that are not of a general broadcast nature.
The licensee or per-ittee must retain control over ll material
(e)
transmitted in a broadcast mode via the station's facilities, with the
right to reject any material that it deems inappropriate or andsirable.
'

TV sterophonic aural and multiples subcnr_.rier operation.
A TV broadcast station may without specific authority from the
(a)
FCC, transmit multichannel aural programs upon installation of multichannel sound equipment. Prior to commencement of multichannel broadcasting, the equipment shall be measured in accordance with 73.1690(e).
`':ultiplex subcarriers may be used by a TV station pursuant to
(b)
the provisions of 73.665 and may be transmitted on a secondary, noninterference basis to broadcast promrr.mminm without specifice authority
accordance with the
from the FCC. Transmissions must be conducted in
technical standards a;iven in 73.602(c).
outside parties effecting
In all arrangements entered into with
(c)
operation,
the
licensee
or permittee must
non -common carrier subcerrier_
the
station's faciliover
retain control over all material transmitted
material
which
is
deemed
inapproties, with the right to reject any
must be kept in
Su.bchannel
leasing
arrangements
priate or undesirable.
the FCC upon request.
writing at the station and made available to
See 73.1400.
73.676 Remote control authorization.
73.669

C

73.677

Remote control operation.
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See 73.1410
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SUBPART F --INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST STATIONS

DEFINITIONS AND ALLOCATION OF FACILITIES
Section
73.701
73.702
73.703

Definitions
Assignment and use of frequencies.
Geographical zones and areas of reception.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Cross reference.
See 73.1010
73.711 Notification of filing of applications 73.1030
73.712 Equipment tests.
73.713 Program tests.
73.710

73.717
73.731
73.732
73.733

(RESERVED)

Licensing requirements
Authorizations
Normal license period.
EQUIPMENT

73.751
73.753
73.754
73.755
73.756
73.757
73.758
73.759

Power requirement
Antenna
Frequency monitors
Modulation monitors
Required transmitter performance
Auxiliary transmitters
Alternate main transmitters
Changes in equipment and antenna system
TECHNICAL OPERATION

73.761
73.762
73.763
73.764
73.765
73.766
73.767
73.768
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Ñ73.701

SUBPART F

RULES GOVERNING INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST STATIONS

DEFINITION OF INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST STATIONS
AND ALLOCATION OF FACILITIES

The following definitions apply to terminology
§73.701 Definitions.
employed in this subpart:
A broadcasting station
International broadcasting stations.
(a)
employing frequencies allocated to the broadcasting service between
5,950 and 26,100 kHz, the transmissions of which are intended to be
(A
received directly by the general public in foreign countries.
station may be authorized more than one transmitter.) There are both
government and non -government international broadcasting stations; only
the latter are licensed by the Commission and are subject to the rules
of this subpart.
(b)

Transmitter -hour.

One frequency used on one transmitter for

one hour.

One frequency used for one hour regardless
(c)
Frequency -hour.
of the number of transmitters over which it is simultaneously broadcast
by a station during that hour.

Multiple operation. Broadcasting by a station on one frequency
over two or more transmitters simultaneously. If a station uses the same
frequency simultaneously one each of two (three, etc.) transmitters for
an hour, it uses one frequency -hour and two (three, etc.) transmitter hours.
(d)

Any twenty-four hour period beginning 0100 G.m.t. and
Day.
ending 0100 G.m.t.
(e)

The 12 -month running average of the number of
Sunspot number.
(f)
sunspots for any month as indicated by the U. S. Department of Commerce
Telecommunications Research and Engineering Report No. 13 --available
from the Supérintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402. The sunspot number varies in an approximate 11 -year cycle.

March season. That portion of any year commencing 0100 G.m.t.
(g)
on the first sunday in March and ending at 0100 G.m.t. on the first
Sunday in May.
May season. That portion of any year commencing at 0100 G.m.t.
(h)
on the first Sunday in May and ending at 0100 G.m.t. on the first Sunday
in September.
September season. That portion of any year commencing at 0100
(i)
G.m.t. on the first Sunday in September and ending at 010 G.m.t. on the
first Sunday in November.

That portion of any year commencing at 0100
November season.
(j)
G.m.t. on the first Sunday in November and ending at 0100 G.m.t. on
the first Sunday in March.
8-10-73
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173.701

(k)

- 73.702(a)

(k)
Seasonal schedule.
An assignment, for a season, of a frequency
or frequencies, and other technical parameters, to be used by a station
for transmission to particular zones or areas of reception during specified hours.

(1)
Reference month.
That month of a season which is used for
determining predicted propagation characteristics for the season. The
reference month is January, April, July, or October, as related to the
season in which it occurs.
(m)
Maximum usable frequency (MUF). The highest frequency which
is returned to ionospheric radio propagation to the surface of the earth
for a particular path and time of day for 50 percent of the days of the
reference month.

(n)
Optimum working frequency (FOT). The highest frequency which
is returned by ionospheric radio propagation to the surface of the earth
for a particular path and time of day for 90 percent of the days of
the reference month.

The international abbreviation for optimum working frequency,
FOT, is formed with the initial letters of the French words for "optimum
working frequency" which are "frequence optimum de travail."
Note:

(o)
Zone of reception. Any geographic zone indicated in 73.703 in
which the reception of particular programs is specifically intended and
in which broadcast coverage is contemplated.

Area of reception. Any geographic area smaller than a zone of
(p)
reception in which the reception of particular programs is specifically
intended and in which broadcast coverage is contemplated, such areas
being indicated by countries or parts of countries.
(q)
Delivered median field strength, or field strength. The
strength incident upon the zone or area of reception expressed in
volts per meter, or decibels above one microvolt per meter, which
exceeded by the hourly median value for 53 percent of the days of
reference month.

field
microis
the

The average power supplied to the antenna
(r)
Carrier power.
transmission line by a transmitter during one radio frequency cycle under
conditions of no modulation.
Frequencies will be
(a)
$73.702 Assignment and use of frequencies.
assigned by the Commission prior to the start of each season to authorized international broadcasting stations for use during the season
at specified hours and for transmission to specified power and antenna
bearing. Six months prior to the start of each season, licensees and
permittees shall by informal written request, submitted to the Commission in triplicate, indicate for the season the frequency or frequencies
desired for transmission to each zone or area of reception specified in
the license or permit, the specific hours during which it désires to
transmit to such zones or areas on each frequency, and the power, antenna
gain, and antenna bearing it desires to use. Requests will be honored
to the extent that interference and propagation conditions permit and
that they are otherwise in accordance with the provisions of this section.
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§72.702 (b)

-

(e)

n(b)graph
After
(a)

necessary processing of the requests required by paraof this section, the Commission will notify each licensee and
permittee of the frequencies, hours of use thereof to specified zones
or areas of reception, power, and antenna bearing which it intends to
authorize for the season in question. After receipt of such notification, the licensee or permittee shall, in writing, not later than two
months before the start of the season it question, inform the Commission
either that it plans to operate in accordance with the authorization
which the Commission intends to issue, or that it plans to operate in
another manner.
If the licensee or permittee indicates that it plans
to operate in another manner, it shall furnish explanatory details.
If after submitting the request required under the provisions
of paragraph (a) of this section, but before receipt of the Commission's
notification referred to in paragraph (b) of this section, the licensee
or permittee submits a request for changes of its original request, such
requests will be accepted for consideration only if accompanied by
statements showing good cause therefor and will be honored only if
conditions permit.
If the information required to be submitted by the
licensee or permittee under the provisions of paragraph (b) of this
section indicates that operation in another manner is contemplated, and
the explanatory details contain a request for change in the originally
proposed manner of operation, and requests will be accepted for consideration only if accompanied by statements showing good cause therefor
and will be honored only if conditions permit.
If after the license or
permittee submits the information required under the provisions of
paragraph (b) of this section, but before the start of the season in
question, the licensee or permittee submits a request for changes in
the manner of operation for the season in question, the request will be
accepted for consideration only if accompanied by statements showing
good cause therefor and will be honored only if conditions permit. "Íf,
after the start of a season the licensee or permittee submits a request
for changes in the manner of operation as authorized, the request will
be considered only if accompanied by statements showing good cause
therefor, and will be honored only if conditions permit.
(c)

C

(d)
The provisions of paragraphs :a)
(b) and (c) of the section
shall apply to licensees, to permittees, operating under program test
authority, and to permittees who antic:fpate applying for and receiving
program test authority for operation during the specified season.
,

O

NOTE:
Permittees who during the process of construction wish to engage
in equipment tests shall by informal written request, submitted to the
Commission in triplicate not less than 30 days before they desire to
begin such testing, indicate the frequencies they desire to use for
testing and the hours they desire to use those frequencies. No equipment testing shall occur until the Commission has authorized frequencies
and hours for such testing. Such authorizations shall be only for one
season, and if it is desired to continue equipment testing in a following season, new requests for frequencies and hours must be submitted
at least 30 days before it is desired to begin testing in the following
season.
(e)
Within 14 days after the end of each season, a report shall
be filed with the Commission by each licensee or permittee operating
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$73.702

(e)

(continued)- (f) (3)

under program test authority who has bee issued a seasonal schedule
for that season. The report shall state whether the licensee or Permittee has operated the number of freque cy -hours authorized by the
seasonal schedule to each of the zones o areas of reception specified
If such operation has of occurred, a detailed
in the schedule.
explanation of that fact that also be su fitted which includes specific
dates, frequency -hours not used, and rea ons for the failure to operate
as authorized. The report shall also co, tain informtion that has been
received by the licensee or permittee as to reception, or interference,
and conclusions with regard to propagati n characteristics of frequencies
that were assigned for the season in question.
ission shall be within the
Frequencies assigned by the
following bands which are allocated exc usively to the international
broadcasting service: (1)
(f)

5,950-6,200 kHz
9,500-9,775 kHz

17,700-17,900 kHz
21,450-21,750 kHz
25,600-26,100 kHz

11,700-11,975 kHz
15,100-15,450 kHz

(2)

In addition, the following band is allo ated exclusively to the
international broadcast service in Reig n 3:
7,100-7,300KHz

Assignments in this frequency
national broadcast stations located in
by No. 395 of the international Radio
to transmit to zones and areas of rece
as defined in No 394 of the Internatio
addition, during the hours of 0800-160
antenna gain with reference to an isoi
direction that would intersect any are,
2.15dBi, except in the case where a tr
is used.
In this case antenna gain on
exceed that which is determined in acc
Stations desiring to operate in this b
antenna performance information to ens
strictions.
Permitte Gain for transmitter powers 1

band will be limited to inter the area designated as Region 3
egulations and authorized only
tion situated outside Región 2
al Radio Regulations. In
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)
ropic radiator in any easterly
in Region 2 shall not exceed
nsmitter power of less than 100kW
restricted azimuths shall not
rdance with equation (1) below.
nd must submit sufficient
re compliance with these ress than 100kW:

100

Gi=2.15+10 log ( -) dBi

(1)

Pa

Where:

Gi equal maximum gain permitted with eference to an isotropic radiator,
Pa equal transmitter power employed i kW.

c

(3)

The carrier frequencies assignable sh-'11 begin 5 kHz above the frequency
specified above for the beginning of ach band and shall be in successive steps of 5 kHz to and including ' kHz below the frequency specified
as the end of each band.
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§73.702(g) - note 3

C

(g)
Frequencies requested for assi nment must be as near as prac(unless otherwise justified)
ticable to the optimum working frequen
for the zone or area of reception for t e period and path of transmission, and should be chosen so that a gi en frequency will provide the
largest period of reliable transmission to the selected zone or. area
of reception. Moreover, at the zone or 'area of reception frequencies
shall provide protecting to the transmi ssions of other broadcasting
ission, have priority of
stations which, in the opinion of the
assignment.

NOTE 1: Requests for frequency -hours hall be accompanied by all pert inent technical data with reference to the frequencies and hours of
operation, including calculated field trengths delivered to the zones
or areas of reception.
NOTE 2: It is preferable that calcula
zones or areas of reception be equal t
by I.F.R.B., Technical Standards, Seri
in order for the I.F.R.B. to afford th
from interference. Nevertheless, calc
those required by the I.F.R.B. standar
However, li
table to the Commission.
lesser field strengths are submitted s
will be provided by the I.F.R.B. if th
notifications show incompatibilities
fully complying with I.F.R.B. technics

ed field strengths delivered to
or greater than those required
s A (and supplements thereto),
notified assignment protection
lated field strengths less than
s for protection will be accepnsees should note that if such
protection from interference
it technical examination of such
th other notified assignments
standards.

NOTE 3: *Licensees are permitted to en age in multiple operation as
defined in 73.701 (d) .

O
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$7? .702

(g) NOTE 4 -

(k)

NOTE 4: Seasonal requests for frequency hours will be only for transmissions to zones or areas of reception pecified in the basic instrument of authorization.
Changes in such ones or areas will be made
only on separate application for modification of such instruments.
(h)
Not more than one frequency wi
one time for any one program transmissi
a program is intended for reception in
reception and the intended zones or are
frequency: Provided, However, That on a
may be authorized to operate on more th
to transmit any one program to a single

1 be assigned for use at any
n except in instances where
than one zone or area of
s cannot be served by a single
Is
showing of good cause a licensee
one frequency at any one time
zone or area of reception.

(i)
Any frequency assigned to a li ensee or permittee shall also
be available for assignment to other li ensees or permittees.

All assignments of frequencies
(j)
will be used will be made with the expr
are subject to immediate cancellation 03
ever the Commission determines that int
ditions so require and that each frequer'
seasonal schedule is unique unto itself
for use during a subsequent season.

and the hours during which they
ss understanding that they
change without hearing whenrference or propagation concy-hour assignment for a given
and not necessarily available

The total maximum number of frequency -hours which will be auth(k)
orized to all licensees of international broadcasting stations during
any one day for any season is 100. The number of frequency -hours
allocated to any licensee will depend on past usage, availability,
If for a forthcoming season the total of the requests for
and need.
daily frequency -hours of all licensees exceeds 100, all licensees
will be notified and each licensee that makes an adequate showing that
good cause exists for not having its requested number of frequency -hours
reduced and that operation of its station without such reduction would
be consistent with the public interest may be authorized the frequency-.
hours requested.

NOTE;. The provisions of this paragraph are not to be construed to mean
that a total of 100 (or more) frequency -hours per day is assured licenFrequency -hours will only be assigned to the extent that they
sees.
It is the responsibility of each licensee to make all
are available.
technical studies to show that frequency -hours requested by it are
available and suitable for use as proposed.
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73.703

75.703 geographical zone and areas of reception. The zones or areas
of reception t be served
international broadcasting stations shall
be based on the following map and directive antennas shall be employed
to direct transmissions thereto:
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873.712 - 73.713

(e)

During the process of construction of an
(a)
E73.712 Equipment tests.
international broadcasting station, the permittee, having obtained auth\___íorization_for frequencies and hours as set forth in the Note to 73.702(d)
may, without further authority of
the Commission, conduct equipment tests for the purpose of such adjustments
and measurements as may be necessary to assure compliance with the terms
of the construction permit, the technical provisions of the application
Such tests shall use voice
therefor, and the rules and regulations.
No
programming
shall be conducted
identification and test tones only.
during equipment tests.

The Commission may notify the permittee to conduct no tests or
may cancel, suspend, or change the date for the beginning of equipment
tests as and when such action may appear to be in the public interest,
and necessity.
(b)

Equipment tests may be continued so long as the construction permit
shall remain valid: Provided, however, That the procedure set forth ín paragraph (a) of this section must be repeated prior to the conducting of
such tests in each season after the season in which the testing began.
(c)

The authorization for tests embodied in this section shall not
be construed as constituting a license to operate but as a necessary part
of construction.
(d)

Upon completion of construction of an inter(a)
§73.713 Program tests.
national broadcasting station in accordance with the terms of the con.stru:
tion permit, the technical provisions of the application therefor, and the
rules and regulations and the applicable engineering standards, and why:.
an application for station license has been filed showing the station to be
authority
in satisfactory operating condition, the permittee may request
with
the
FCC at
Such
request
shall
be
filed
to conduct program tests.
begin
such
date
on
which
it
is
desired
to
least 10 days prior to the
compliance
with
the
terms
and
operation. All data necessary to show
lecense
must
be
filed
with
the
contitions of the construction permit
application.
Program tests shall not commence until specific commission auth(b)
The Commission reserves the right to change the date
ority is received.
of the beginning of such tests or to suspend or revoke the authority for
program tests as and when such action may appear to be in the public interest,
convenience, and necessity.
conUnless sooner suspended or revoked, program test authority
(c)
for
license
application
tinues valid during Commission consideration of the
construction
permit
is
not
and during this period further extension of the
terminated
by
final
Program test authority shall be automatically
required.
determination upon the application for station license.
in strict comAll operation under program test authority shall be stations and in
(d)
pliance with the rules governing international broadcasting
application for license.
strict accordance with representations made in the
be construed as
The granting of program test authority shall not
(e)
station
license.
approval by the Commission of the application for

C
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§73.733 - 73.755

RULES RELATING TO LICENSING POLICIRS
173.731 Licensing requirements(a},A license for an international broadcast
station will be issued only after a satisfactory showing has been made in
regard to the following, among others:
(1)
A license for an international broadcast station when there is a
need for the in ter:..ational broadcasting service proposed to be rendered.
(2)
That the necessary program sources are available to the applicant to render the international service proposed.
(3)
That the production of the programservice and the technical operation of the proposed station will be conducted by qualified persons.
(4)
That the applicant is legally, technically and financially qualified and possesses adequate technical facilities to carry forward the
service proposed.
(5)
That the public interest, convenience and necessity will be served
through the operation of the proposed station.

RULES RELATING TO EQUIPMENT
§73.732 Authorizations. Authorizations issued to international broadcasting stations by the Commission will be authorizations to permit the
construction or use of a particulat transmitting equipment combination and
related antenna systems for international broadcasting, and to permit
broadcasting to zones or areas of reception specified on the instrument of
authorization. The authorizations will not specify the frequencies to be
used or the hours of use.
Requests for frequencies and hours of use will
be made as provided in 73.702. Seasonal schedules, when issued pursuant
to the provisions of 73.702, will become attachments to and part of the
instrument of authorization, replacing any such prior attachments.
§73.733 N=7..a_ license period. All international broadcasting station
licenses wá.11 be issues so as to expire at the hour of 3 a.m. local time
and will be issued for normal license period of 7 years expiring November 1.
$73.751 Power requirement. No international broadcasting station will be
authorized to install, or be licensed for operation of, transmitter equipment with a rated carrier power of less than 50 kilowatts.
§73.753 Antenna. All international broadcasting stations shall operate
with directional antennas.
Such antennas shall be designed and operated
so that the radiated power in the maximum lobe toward the specific zone or
area of reception intended to be served shall be at least 10 times the
average power from the antenna in the horizontal plane. Radiation in all
other directions shall be suppressed to the maximum extent technically
feasible.
In order to eliminate or mitigate harmful interference, the
direction of the maximum lobe may be adjusted upon approval of the Commission..

173.754 Frequency monitors.
(a)
The licensee of each international broadcast station shall operate at the transmitter a frequency monitor independent of the frequency control of the transmitter.
(b)
The frequency monitor shall be designed and constructed in accordance with good engineering practice and shall have an accuracysufficient
to determine that the operating frequency is within one-half () of the
allowed tolerance.

C

§73.755 Modulation monitors. The licensee of each international broadcast
station shall have in operation at the transmitter a modulation monitor.
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$73.756 - 73.757

The construction,
Design.
$73.756 Required transmitter performance.
(a)
installation, operation, and performance of the international broadcasting
-- transmitter system shall be in accordance with good engineering practice.
Any emission appearing on a frequency
(b)
Spurious emission.
(1)
- removed from the carrier frequency by between 6.4 kHz and 10 kHz, inclusive, shall be attenuated at least 25 decibels below the level of the un modulated carrier. Compliance with the specification will be deemed to
show the occupied bandwidth to be 10 kHz or less.
Any emission appearing on a frequency removed from the carrier
(2)
frequency by more than 10 kHz and up to and including 25 kHz shall be attenuated at least 35 decibels below the level of the unmodulated carrier.
Any emission appearing on a frequency removed from the carrier
(3)
frequency by more than 25 kHz shall be attenuated at least 80 db below the
level of the unmodulated carrier.
In the event spurious emissions cause harmful interference to
(4)
other stations or services, such additional steps as may be necessary to
eliminate the interference must be taken immediately by the licensee.
(:c)
Frequency control. The transmitter shall be equipped with automatic frequency control apparatus so designed and constructed that it is
capable of maintaining the operating frequency within 0.0015 percent of the
assigned frequency.
$73.757 Auxiliary transmitters. upon showing that a need exists for the
use of auxiliary transmitters in addition to the regular transmitters of
an international broadcast station, a license therefor may be issued provided that:
Auxiliary transmitters may be installed either at the same loca(a)
tion as the main transmitters or at another location.
A licensed operator shall be in control whenever auxiliary trans(b)
mitters are placed in operation.
The auxiliary transmitters shall be maintained so that they may
(c)
be put into immediate operation at the time for the following purposes:
The transmission of the regular programs upon the failure of
(1)
the main transmitters.
The transmission of regular programs during maintenance or
(2)
modification work on the main transmitter, necessitating discontinuance
(This includes the
of its operation for a period not to exceed 5 days.
equipment changes which may be made without authority as set forth elsewhere in the Rules and Regulations or as authorized by the Commission by
letter or by construction permit. Where such operation is required for
periods in excess of 5 days, request therefor shall be in accordance with
1.331 of this chapter).
Upon request by a duly authorized representative of the Com(.3)
mision.
The auxiliary transmitters shall be tested at least once each
(d)
week to determine that they are in proper operating condition and that they
are adjusted to the proper frequency, except that in case of operation in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this section during any week, the test in
that week may be omitted provided the operation under paragraph (c) is
satisfactory. A record shall be kept of the time and result of each test
operating under paragraph (c) .
The auxiliary transmitters shall be equipped with satisfactory
(e)
control equipment which will enable the maintenance of the frequency
emitted by the station within the limits prescribed by the regulations in
this part.

.
..
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173.757 (f)

- 73.761(c)

(f)
The operating power of an auxiliary transmitter may be less than
the authorized power of the main transmitters, but in no event shall it be
greater than such power.

573.758 Alternate main transmitters. The licensee of an international
broadcast station may be licensed for alternate main transmitters provided
that a technical need for such alternate transmitters is shown that the
following conditions are met:
(a)
Both transmitters are located at the same place.
(b)
Both transmitters shall have the same power rating.
(c)
Both transmitters shall meet the construction, installation, operation, and performance requirements of good engineering practice.
Ñ73.759 Modification of transmission system.
Specific authority,
upon filing formal application (FCC Form 309) therefor, is required for any
of the following changes:
(a)
Change involving an increase or decrease in the power rating of the
transmitters.
(b)
A replacement of the transmitters as a whole.
(c)
Change in the location of the transmitting antenna.
(d)
Change in location of main studio, if it is proposed to move the
main studio to a different city from that specified in the license.
(e)
Change in the power delivered to the antenna.
(f)
Change in frequency control and/or modulation system.
(g)
Change in direction or gain of antenna system.
Other changes, not specified above, in this section, may be made at any
time without the authority of the Commission: Provided, That the Commission
shall be immediately notified thereof and such changes shall be shown in the
next application for renewal of license.

RULES RELATING TO TECHNICAL OPERATION
173.761 Time of operation.
(a)
All international broadcasting stations
shall operate in accordance with the times indicated on their seasonal
schedules.
(b)
In the event that causes beyond a licensee's control make it
impossible to adhere to the seasonal schedule or to continue operating, the
station may limit or discontinue operation for a period of not more than
10 days, without further authority from the Commission.
However, in such
cases, the FCC shall be immediately notified in writing of
suchlimitation or discontinuance of operation and shall subsequently be
notified when the station resumes regular operation.
(c)
In the event that causes beyond a licensee's contri make it impossible to adhere to the seasonal schedule or to continue operating for a
temporary period of more than ten days, the station may not limit or discontinue operation until it requests andreceives specific authority to do
so from the Commission.
When the station subsequently resumes regular
operation after such limited operation or discontinuance of operation, it
shall notify the FCC in Washington, D. C.

-
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73.764(a) - 73.766

r

(a) One
73.764 International broadcast station operator requirements.
or more operators holding a commercial radio operators license or permit
(any class, unless otherwise endorsed) must be on duty where the transmitting apparatus of each station is located and in actual charge thereof whenever it is being operated.
The licensed operator on duty and in charge of the transmitter may, at the
operation
discretion of the station licensee, be employed for other dutires or for the
of the
of other transmitters if such duties do not interfere with the proper operation
transmission system.
Operator licenses are to be posted as specified in 73.1230.
(c)
(b)

C

The operating
173.765 Operating power; how determined and maintained.
of
a
calibrated
power specified in 73.751 shall be deter,11ined by use
specified
by
the
licensee
and accepted
dummy load or by any other method
be
used
by
the licensee
Such method may subsequently
by the Commission.
to maintain the authorized operating power.
Modulation and bandwidth. The percentage of modulation shell be
§§73.766
maintained as high as possible consistent with good quality of transmisexceed 100 percent
sion and good b oadcast practice. In no case shall it
It should not be
on positive or negative peaks of frequent recurrence.
The
range of
less than 85 percent on peaks of frequent recurrence.
controlled
that
the
authorized
bandmodulation frequencies shall be so
of
width of the emission shall not be exceeded under all conditions
The highest frequency shall not exceed kHz.
modulation.
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*73.781

OTHER RULES RELATING TO OPERATION
5§73.781

Logs.
The licensee or permittee of each international broadcast
station must maintain the station log in the -following manner:

In the program log:
An entry of the time each station identification announcement
(call letters and location) is made.
(2)
An entry briefly describing each program broadcast, such as
"music," "drama," "speech," etc., together with the same or title thereof,
language, and the sponsor's'name, with the time of the beginning and ending of the complete program.
(a)

(1)

(3)
An entxj showing, for each program of network origin, the name
of the network originating the program.
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73.702 - 73 .788(b((3)
§73.782 Logs; retention of. Logs of international broadcast stations shall
be retained by the licensee or permittee for a period of two years; provided,,
However, That logs involving communications incident to a disaster or which
include communications incident to or involved in an investigation by the
Commission and concerning which the licensee or permittee has been notified,
shall be retained by the licensee or permittee until he is specifically
authorized in writing by the Commission to destroy them; Provided, further,
That logs incident to or involved in any claim or complaint of which the
licensee or permittee has notice shall be retained by the licensee or
permittee until such claim or complaint has been fully satisfied or until
the same has been barred by statute limiting the time for the filing of
suits upon such claims.
Station identification (a) A licensee of an international broadcast station
shall make station identification announcement (call letters and location) at the
beginning and ending of each time of'operation and during the operation on the hour.
Station identification, program announcements, and oral continuity shall be
(b)
made with international significance (language particularly) which is designed for
the foreign country or countries for which the service is primarily intended.
73.787

Tom.

A licensee of an international
(a)
73.788 Service; commercial or sponsored program.
broadcast station shall render only an international broadcast service which will reflect
the culture of this country and which will promote international good -will, understanding
Any program solely intended for, and directed to an audience in the
and cooperation.
continental United States does not meet the requirements for this service.
Such international broadcast service may include commercial or sponsored
(b)
programs; Provided, That -Commercial program continuities give no more than the name of the
(1)
sponsor of the program and the name and general character of the commodity, utility
or service or attraction advertised.
In case of advertising a commodity, the commodity is regularly sold or
(2)
is being promoted for sale on the open market in the foreign country or countries to
which the program is directed in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section.
In case of advertising an American utility or service to prospective
(3)
tourists or visitors to the United States, the advertisement continuity is particularly
directed to such persons in the foreign country or countries where they reside and to
which the program is directed in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section.
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§73.798(4) - (d)

In case of advertising an international attraction (such as a world fair,
resort, spa, etc.) to prospective tourists or visitors to the United States, the
oral continuity concerning such attraction is consistent with the purposes and intent of this section.
(4)

In case of any other type of advertising, such advertising is directed to
the foreign country or countries to which the program is directed and is consistent
with the purpose and intent of this section.
(5)

The geographic areas to be served by international broadcasting stations are the zones and areas of reception shown in 73.703.
(c)

An international broadcast station may transmit the program of a standard
broadcast station or network system: Provided, The conditions in paragraph (b) of
this section in regard to any oommerc al continuities are observed and when station
identifications are made, only the call letter designation of the international stations is given on its assigned frequency: And provided further, That in the case of
chain broadcasting the program is not carried simultaneously by another international station (except another station owned by the same licensee operated on a frequency
in a different group to obtain continuity of signal service), the signals from which
are directed to the same area. (Bee section 3(p) of the Communications Act of 1934
for the definition of "chain broadcasting.")
(d)

0
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Subpart G - Emergency Broadcast System
Scope and Objectives
Section
73.90
73.902

Scope of Subpart
Objectives of subpart
Definitions

c

73.903
73.904
73.905
73.906
73.907
73.908
73.9091
73.910
73.911
73.912
73.913
73.914

Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)
Licensee
Emergency Action Notification (EAN)
Attention Signal
Emergency Action Termination
EBB Checklist
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's)
Authenticator Wbrd Lists
Basic Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) Plan.
NIAC Order.
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) Authorization.
Primary Station (Primary)

73.916
73.916
73.917
73.918
73.919
73.920
73.921
73.922

Primary Relay Station (Pri Relay)
Common Program Control Station (CPCS)
Originating Primary Relay Station (Orig Pri Relay)
Non -Participating Station (Non EBS)
State Relay Network
Operational (Local) Area
State Emergency Broadcast System Operational Plan
Emergency Broadcast System Programming Priorities

.

Participation
73.926
73.927

Participation in the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)
Participation by Communications Common Carriers.
Emergency Actions

73.931
73.932
73.933

Dissemination of Emergency Action Notification.
Radio Monitoring & ttention_Jignal Transmission Requirements
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) Operation During a National Level Emergency.
Day -to -Day Emergency Operation

73.935
73.936
73.937

G

Day -to -Day emergencies posing a threat to the safety of life
and property: State -Level and Operational (Local) Area Level Emergency Action Notification.
Emergency Broadcast System (EBB) Operation During a State Level Emergency.
Emergency Broadcast System (EBB) Operation During an Operational (Local) Area -Level Emergency.
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EBS ATTENTION SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

Section
73.940
73.941
73.942
73.943
73.961
73.962

Encoder divices.
Decoder divices.
Acceptability of EBS attention signal equipment.
Individual construction of encoders and decoders.
Tests
Tests of the Emergency Broadcast System Procedures.
Closed Circuit Tests of Approved National -level Interconnecting Systems and Facilities of the Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS) .

Note:

O

EBS

See also Subpart E of Part 2.

-II-

§73.901 - g73.906

0

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
Scope of subpart. This subpart contains rules and regulations
§73.901
It applies to all
providing for an Emergency Broadcast System (EBS).

broadcast stations under FCC jurisdiction, and is issued under authority
of Sections 1, 4 (i), (o), and 303(r) of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended.
§73.902 Objectives of subpart. The objective of this subpart is to
provide a means for the development and implementation of Emergency
Broadcast System planning and operation at the National, State, and
local levels. Provision is made for operation of participating
broadcast stations and other non -government industry entities on a
voluntary, organized basis during emergency situations for the purpose
of providing the President and the Federal government, as well as
heads of State and local government, or their designated representatives, with a means of communicating with the general public. Participation in the EBS at the State and Operation (Local) Area levels is at the
discretion of broadcast station management.
DEFINITIONS

`;,
(:1

73.903 Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). The EBS is composed of AM, FM,
a nd TV broadcast stations; low power TV stations; and non -government industry entitlies operating on a voluntary organized basis during emergencies at National State or Operational (Local) Area Levels.
73.904 Licensee. The term "licensee" as used in this subpart means the
holder of a brodcast station license granted or continuing in force under
authority of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. Such licensee
includes any AM;FM,TV or low power TV station holding a valid license,
program test authorization or other authorization permitting regular programming operation.
The Emergency Action Noti1473.905 Emergency Action Notification (EAN).
fication (EAN) is the notice to all licensees and regulated services of
the FCC, participating non -government industry entities, and to the
The EAN is distributed in
general public, of the activation of the EBS.
accordance with p73.931.
The attention signal to be used by AM, FM, and
1973.906 Attention Signal.
TV broadcast stations to actuate muted receivers for inter -station
receipt of emergency cueing announcements and broadcasts involves the
Tone
(a)
use of two audio tones in the following arrangement:
frequencies. The two audio tones shall have dundamental frequencies of
855 and 960 Hertz and shall not vary over +0.5 Hertz. (b) Harmonic
distortion. The total harmonic distortion of each of the audio tones
Minimum level of modulation. Each of the two
(c)
shall not exceed 5%.
tones shall be calibrated separately to modulate the transmitter at no
less than 40%. These two calibrated modulations levels shall have
values that are within at least 1 dB of each other. (d) Time period for
The two tones with the characteristics specified
transmission of tones.
above shall automatically modulate the transmitter simultaneously at the
resulting level for an automatic time period of not less than 20 seconds
nor longer than 25 seconds.
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N73.907 -

§73.911

§73.907 Emergency Action Termination. The EmerFency Action Termination
is the notice to all licensees and regulated services of the FCC, participating nongovernment industry entities and to the general public of
the termination of the EBS at the National level. This termination is
distributed in the same manner as the dissemination of the EAN at the
National level in accordance with 11373.931.
§73.908 EBS Checklist. The EBS Checklist states in summary form the
actions to be taken by station personnel upon receipt of the Emergency
Action Notification, Termination or Test ,Messages. Two EBS Checklists
are available:
one for participating stations and the other for nonparticipating stations. A copy of the appropriate Checklist should be
located at normal duty positions where it shall be immediately available
authenticating Emergency
to broadcast station staff responsible for:
(a)
Action Notifications, Terminations, and Tests received; and (b) initiating appropriate EBS actions.
§73.909 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's). The SOP's contain detailed operational instructions which are used for activating, terminating and testing the National level EBS. They are issued by the FCC
to spesified control points of the national Radio and Television Broadcast Networks (ABC CBS, NBS, NBC, NPR, UPI -Audio, ABC-TV, CBS -TV, NBC-TV,
and PBS), participating Communications Common Carrier, the Associated
Press (AP) and the United Press International (UPI).
(a)
SOP -1: EBS activation and termination procedures. This SOP
contains the detailed operational authentication procedures for activation, operation, and termination of the EBS in response to the actual
National emergency situation.
(b)
SOP -2, EBS test transmissions. This SOP contains the detailed
operational and authentication procedures for testing the EBS at the
National level.
(c)
SOP -3, EBS backup procedures.
This SOP contains the detailed
operational and authentication procedures to be used in event the procedures in SOP -1 cannot function.
§73.910 Authenticator Word Lists. These lists are issued every six
months by the FCC and are used in conjunction with procedures contained
in the EBS Checklist and SOP's for tests for actual National emergency
situations.
(a)
EBS Authenticator List -- Red Envelope. This document is
used for authentication purposes in conjunction with the procedures
contained in EBS Checklists, SOP -1, SOP -2, and SOP -3. It is issued to
all broadcast stations and specified control points (National Radio and TV
Broadcast Networks, participating communications common carriers, AP
and UPI .
(b)
EBS Authenticator List Voice)-- White Envelope. This document is used for caller identification purposes in conjunction with the
procedures in SOP -3 and is issued to the above specified control points.
873.911 Basic Em er ency Broadcast System Plan. The Basic EBS Plan contains,guidance to all non -government entities for the distribution of
emergency information and instructions covering a broad range of
emergency contingencies posting a threat to the safety of life or
property.
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4573.912 - §73.q1n
§73.912 NIAC Order. This is a service order previously filed with
participating communications common carrier providing for promrrm
origination reconfiguration of the major Radio and Television "(etworl-s
voluntarily participating in the National level EBS.
Particinntinr
networks are:
(a)
American Broadcasting Company (ABC and ABC-TV).
CO- Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS and CBS -TV).
(c)
Intermountain Network (INN).
(d)
Mutual Broadcasting System (1iBS).
(e)
National Broadcasting Company (NBC and NBC-TV).
(f)
National Public Radio (NPR).
(g)
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS).
(h)
United Press I.,ternational Audio (UPI -Audio).
F1IAC Orders must meet White House requirements and will be activated
only in accordance with the FCC Rules and Regulations.
§73.913 Emergency Broadcast SSstem Authorization. (a) This authorization is issued by the -FCC to licensees of broadcast stations to Permit
operation on a voluntary, organized basis during a National emer.mency
consistent with the provisions of this subpart of the rules and rerrilntions. This authorization will remain in effect during the period of
the initial license and subsequent renewals unless returned by the holder
or suspended, modified or withdrawn by the Commission
(b)
An EBS Authorization is not required in order to participate
on a voluntary, organized basis in State and Operational (Local) Aren
Emergency Broadcast System operations as set forth in $73.935.
(c)
Any non -participating broadcast station may request an EBS
authorization by making such request via informal letter to the FCC in

Washington, D C. 20554
§73.914 Primary Station (Primary). A Primary Station broadcasts or
rebroascasts a common energency program for the duration of the activation of the EBS at the National, State, or Operational (Local) Area
Level. The EBS transmissions of such stations are intended for direct
public reception as well as inter -station programming.
§73.915 Primary Relay Station (Pri Relay). A Primary Relay Station (an
integral part of the State Relay Network is a broadcast station responsible for the relay of National level and State level common emergency programming into the Operation (Local) Area levels.
§73.916 Common Program Control Station (CPCS). This is a Primary
Station in an Operation (Local) Area which preferably has special communication links with appropriate authorities (e.g., National Weather
Service, Civil Defense, local or State government authorities, etc.) as
specified in the State EBS Operational Plan. A Primary CPCS Station is
responsible for coordinating the carriage of a common energency program
for its area. If it is unable to carry out this function, other Primary
Stations in the Operational (Local) Area will be assigned the responsibility as indicated in the State EBS Operational Plan.
§73.917 0rigginatin Primary'Relay Station COrig Pri Relay). An
Originating Primary Ilelay Station is a station as defined in §73.915 that
acts as the originating station source of a common program from the State
capital or State mergeu y operating center for the State Relay Network,
and may be programmed erectly by the Governor or a designated representative.
§73.918 Non -:participating Station (Non-EBS). This is a broadcast station
which has elected not to participate In the National level EBS and does
not hold an EBS authorization. Upon activation of the EBS at the National
level such stations are required to remove their carriers from the air
and monitor for the Emergency Action Termination in accordance with the
.instructions in the EBS Checklist for Non -Participating Stations.
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C

1-23.26(d)

573.919 State Relay Network. A State Relay Network is a relay network,
composed of Primary Relay Stations and leased common carrier communications facilities and any other available communication facilities,
for disswinating statewide emergency programming originated by the
Governor or a designated representative.
Operational (Local) Area. This is a geographical area which
1173.720
encompasses a number of contiguous communities as shown in the State :;i'
Operational Plan.
State Emer.genc Broadcast System Operational Plan. This plan
§73.921
contains the necessary guidance for the voluntary coordination between
appropriate authorities (e.g. National Weather Service, Civil Defense,
local or State government, etc.) and the broadcast industry to communicate with the general public during a State or local emergency situation.
Additional procedural guides, SOP's and other implementing instructions
should be developed at the Stateand local levels to insure effective
operation of the EBS at the State and Operational (Local) Area levels.
Emergency Broadcast System programming priorities.
1173.922
Program priorities for EBS are as s`o lows:
(a)
Priroity One -- Presidential Messages
Priority Two -- Operational (Local) Area Programming
Priority Three -- State Programming
Priority Four -- National Programming and News
(b)
Participating stations that remain on the air during a
National emergency situation must carry Presidential Messages "live" at
the time of transmission. Activation of the National level EBS will preempt operation of the Operational (Local) Area or State level ¿BS.
During a National emergency the Radio and `television (aural)
(c)
Broadcast Network program distribution facilities shall be reserved
exclusively for distributional Programming and News. National Programming and News which is not broadcast at the time of original transmission shall be recorded locally by the CPCS for broadcast at the
earliest opportunity consistent with Operational (Local) Area requirements.

PARTICIPATION

C

The FCC
(a)
173.926 Participation in the Emergency Broadcast System.
will send the new licensees an EBS authorizationh and a letter requesting
their voluntary participation in the EBS. Stations are requested to
accept or decline this authorization within 30 days of receipt. Should
the request be declined, the EBS Authorization should be returned to
In either event, an appropriate EBS Checklist and EBS station
FCC.
designation will be forwarded to the station manager.
An existing licensee who is not already a participant and
(b)
desires to participate voluntarily in the National level EBS must submit
a written request to the FCC. The FCC may then issue an EBS Authorization.
Any station may withdraw from EBS participation by giving 30
(c)
days written notice and by returning its EBS Authorization to the FCC.
Any station that is denied participation in the National
(d)
level EBS for any reason may apply to the Commission for review of the
staff denial in accordance with 131.115 of this chapter.
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1473.931(a)

Any ATM FM, or TV brfoadcast station licensee rye--, a4discretion of management, voluntarily participate in the State level and
Operational (Local) Area level EBS in accordance with the provisions or
the State EBS Operational Plan. An EBS Authorization is not required,
CoTmur:i-(a)
§73.227 Partic pation by communications common carriers.
available
in
place
may,
cations common carriers which have facilities
without charge, connect and independent broadcast station to networks
operated by ABC, CBS, INN, MBS, NBC, NPR, or PBS for the duration of tc'e
activation of the National level EBS; provided that the station has in
service a local channel from the station's studio or transmitter diTec;:1
to the broadcast source or a broadcast connection point.
During the activation of the National level EBS, commnni c,'_
(b)
tions common carriers which have facilities in place may, without c.nrr:e,
connect an originating source associated with an appropriate NIAC Grder.
:"rota the nearest Exchange to a selected Test Center and then to the Hdi.o
end Television (aural) Broadcast Networks for the duration of the emergency; provided that:
The originating source has in service a local channel frc:.
(1)
the originating point to the nearest Exchange.
A NIAC Order covering this service is requested by the ':;!hite
(2)
House.
Upon receipt of the Emergency Action Termination the conc;uni (c)
cations common carriers shall:
Disconnect the participating independent station.
(1)
(2) Disconnect the origination source.
Restore the networks to their original configurations.
(3)
using
During Closed Circuit Trests of the National level E}
(d)
'T!COrders, communications common carriers which have faci.lifi
t;e-i
r,l.ece may, without charge, connect an originating source assoc
wit,h an appropriate NIAC Order from the nearest Exchange to a
'Nest Center, and then to the Radio Networks. No partici.natinr,_ i.ndepdendent station may be connected during the test unless authorized. b" Hie
Upon termination of tests the Radio Networks shall be restored Lo
i'CC.
their original configuration.
Every such carrier rendering any such free service r,ha l
(e)
,H i v
rind file, in duplicate, with the FCC, on or before the 311st; day o
and on or before the 31st day of January of each year, reports coveri uc';
the periods of 6 months ending on the 30th day of June and the 1.st. d:;,,
of December respectively, next prior to said dates. These re,orta shall
show .i_n detail what free service was rendered pursuant Co t;h i.:. rule and
the charges in dollars which would have accrued to the carrier For :naafi
services rendered if charges therefore had been collected at the
published tariff rates.
(e)

i

1

;:'.;'

i'

EMERGENCY ACTIONS
(Nn t.i onl
(a)
Dissemination' of Emergenc. Action Notification.
Level. The Emergency TIction Nótification (EANJ win be released at t.lr
The EAN message is disseminated
level upon request of the White House.
From the origination point on a dedicated teletypewriter network Lo con
t,rol points of the Radio and TV Broadcast Networks (ABC, CBS,
HM?, UPI -Audio, ABC-TV, CBS -TV, NBC-TV and PBS), participating ('omuunications Common Carriers, AP and UPI. The EAN is then further disc mi
nit;ed es follows by:

m'15.O31

i
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§73.q31(1) -

The internal alerting facilities of the Radio and Television
Broadcast Networks to all affiliates.
The AP and UPI Radio Wire Teletype Networks to all sub(2)
scribers (All, FM, TV broadcast and other stations).
Off -the -air monitoring of AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations
(3)
and other licensees and regulated services.
Receipt of the EAN via any one of the above arrangements is sufficient
to begin emergency actions set forth in §73.933.
State Level. The dissemination arrangements for the EMI at
(b)
this level originate from State and Federal government authorities to the
Originating Primary Relay Station. The management of this station may,
at its discretion, activate the EBS at this level under the provisions of
173.935(a). The EBS will be activated in accordance with §73.`?^1(n)(3)
and the State EBS Operational Plan.
The dissemination arrangeOperational (Local) Area Level.
(c)
ments for the EAN at this level originate from Operational (Local) Area
authorities to the Primary Station designated as the CPCS for the area.
The management of this Primary Station may, at its discretion, activate
the EBS at this level under the provisions of §'73.935(a). The EBr will
be activated in accordance with ®73.931(a)(3) and the State EBS Operational Plan.
Prior to commencing routine operation or originatinF any
(d)
emissions under program test, equipment test, experimental, or other
authorizations or for any other purpose, licensees or permittees shall
first ascertain whether the EBS has been activated by one or all of the
following methods:
ronitor the radio and TV network facilities.
(1)
Check the Radio Press Wire Service (AP and UPI).
(2)
Monitor the Primary CPCS Station and/or the Primary Relay
(3)
Station for your operational (Local) Area.
If so, operation shall be in accordance with this subpart of the rules.
p73.932 Radio monitoring and Attention Signal transmission requirements.
To insure effective off -the -air
(a) Monitoring Requirement.
signal monitoring (1373.931(a)(3)) all broadcast station licensees must
install and operate, during their hours of broadcast operation, equipment capable of receiving the Attention Signal and emergency programming
transmitted by other broadcast stations. This equipment must be maintained in operative condition, including arrangements for human listening
watch or automatic alarm devices. This equipment must be installed in
the broadcast station, either at the transmitter control point and/or
studio location, in such a way that it enables the broadcast station
staff, at normal duty locations, to be alerted instantaneously upon the
receipt of the attention signal and to immediately monitor the emergency
programming. For situations where broadcast stations are co -owned and
co -located (e.g., an AM and FM licensed to the same entity at the same
location) with a combined studio facility, only one receiver is required
if installed in the combined studio facility. The off -the -air signal
monitoring assignment of each broadcast station is specified in the State
EBS Operational Plan.
Transmission Requirement. All broadcast licensees, except
(b)
noncommercial educational FM Broadcast Stations of 10 Watts or less, must
install, operate, and maintain equipment capable of generating the Attention Signal (173.906) to modulate the transmitter so that the signal
may be broadcast to other broadcast stations. All broadcast station
licensee except noncommercial educational FM stations authorized to
operate with transmitter output powers of 0.010kW or less and low power
TV stations, must install, operate and maintain equipment capable of
generating the Attention Signal (see 73.906) to modulate the transmitter
(1)

(D

a73. 3?(r)
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A73.932(b) -

§73.933(b)(3)

so that the signal may be broadcast to other _stations.
It is also used during `r.e
Weekly Tests involving the transmission and reception of the Attention
Signal and Test Script in accordance with 73.961(c). This equipment
must be installed in the broadcast station either at the transmitter
control point and/or studio location in such a way that it enables the
broadcast station staff at normal duty locations to initiate the twotone transmission. For situations where broadcast stations are co-owner
and co -located (e.g., and AM and FM licensed to the same entity at the
same location) with a combined studio facility, only one generator is
required if installed in the combined studio facility.
The licensee has the responsibility to insure that the
(c)
equipment used for off -the -air signal monitoring and generating the EBS
Attention Signal is in functioning condition during all times the
station is in operation, and to determine the cause of any failure to
receive the Weekly Transmission Tests as described in paragraph (c) of
[473.961.
(d)

In the event that the equipment for receiving the Attention
Signal and emergency programming transmitted by other broadcast stations,
or the equipment for generating the Attention Signal becomes defective,
the station may operate without the defective equipment pendinG its repair or replacement for a.period not in excess of 60 days without
further authority of the Commission provided that:
Appropriate entries' must be made in the station log,
(1)
indicating reasons why Weekly Test Transmissions were not
received or conducted and;
Appropriate entries must be made in the station log
(2)
showing the date and time the equipment was removed and
restored to service.
If conditions beyond the control of the licensee prevent the
(e)
restoration of the defective equipment to service within the above
of this
allowed period, informal request in accordance with Section 1.5'4
chapter may be filed with the Engineer in Charge of the radio district
in which the station is operating for such additional time as may he
required to complete repairs of the defective equipment.
s73.933 Emergency Broadcast System operation during a National Level
emergenc .
(a)
An EBS Checklist will be posted at normal duty positions where
it shall be immediately available to broadcast station personnel responsible for EBS actions. This Checklist summarizes the procedures to be
followed upon receipt of a National level Emergency Action Notification or
Termination Message in accordance with arrangements described in
§73.931(a).
Immediately upon receipt of an EAN Message all licensees will
(b)
proceed as follows:
(1)
Monitor the radio and TV network facilities for further instructions from the network control point.
(2)
Check the Radio Press Wire Service (AP and UPI). Verify the
authenticity of' message with current EBS Authenticator List (Red Envelope).
(3)
Monitor your EBS monitoring assignment (See Stat;e EBS Operational Plan) for the receipt of any further instructions.
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§73.933(b)(4) - §73. '33(e)
(4)
Discontinue normal programming and follow the transmission
procedures set forth in the appropriate EBS Checklist.
Primary CPCS, Originating Primary Relay, Primer,
(i)
e1n7, and Primary stations follow the transmission procedures and mae
the rnnouncements under the National Level Instructions of the
:t:ecklist for Participating Stations.
Non-participatinc stations follow the transmission
(ii)
Procedures and make the announcements under the National Level Instructions of the EBS Checklist for Non -Participating Stations. Followinr the
announcement, non -participating stations are required to remove their
carriers from the air and monitor for the Emergency Action Termination.
Upon completion of the above transmission procedures:
(5)
Participating stations will begin broadcast of a common
(i)
All stations shall carry the common emergency program.
e::,er- Tency program.
Programming
until receipt of the Emergency Action Termination Message.
Feeds
will
be
provided
by one or
priorities are set forth in §73.922.
more of the following:
Comm n Program Control Stations.
(2)
Radio and Television Broadcast Networks.
(b)
Originating Primary Relay and Primary Relay Stations in the
(c)

:state Relay Network.

Should it become apparent that the primary CPCS
(ii)
t:ation or Primary Relay Station of an Operation (Local) Area may not be
able to provide an appropriate emergency program feed, other Primary
.;tations of the area may elect to assume the duties of providing a program feed. This should he done in an organized manner as designated in
the State EBS Operational Plans.
The Standby Script shall be used until program material is
(6)
available. The text of the Standby Script is contained in the EBS Checklist for Participating Stations.
TV broadcast stations shall display an appropriate 1:; slide
(7)
and then transmit all announcements visually and aurally in the manner
described in 73.1250(h).
(8)
Stations which provide foreign language programming may
transmit emergency announcements in the foreign language prior to broadcasting such announcements in English.
(9)
Broadcast Stations in the International Broadcast Service will
cease broadcasting immediately upon receipt of an Emergency Action Notification and will maintain radio silence. However, under certain conditions
they may be issued appropriate emergency authorization by the FCC with
concurrence of the Director, Office of science & Technology Policy, in
which event they will transmit only Federal government broadcasts or communications. The Station's carrier must be removed from the air during
periods of no broadcasts or communcations transmissions.
(10)
Stations may broadcast their call letters during an EBS
activation. State and Operational (Local) Area identifications shall
also be given.
(11)
All stations operating and identified with a particular
Operational (Local) Area will broadcast a common emergency program until
receipt of the Emergency Action Termination.
(12)
Broadcast stations holding an EBS Authorization are specifically exempt from complying with §73.52 (pertaining to maintenance of
operating power) while operating under this subpart of the rules.
(c)
Upon receipt of an Emergency Action Termination Message all
stations will follow the termination procedures set forth in the EBS
Checklist.
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W73.933(d ) - W73.'"'36(71)

C

(d)
Stations originating emergency communications under this
:Section shall be deemed to have conferred rebroadcast authority, as reolaired by Section 325(a) of the Communications Act of 1q34, as aMen ed,
and 573.1207, on other participating stations.

i;AY-TO-;AY EiERGENCY OPERATIONS

--

§73.835 Day-to-day emergencies posing a threat to the safety of life and
property; State Level and Operational Local) Area Level Emergency Action
Notification.
(a)
State Level or Operational (Local) Area Level. The I:F5 may he
activated at this level by AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations, at Tanal7ement's discretion, in connection with day-to-day emergency situations
Posing a threat to the safety of life and property. Examples of energency situations which may warrant either an immediate or delayed response
by the licensee are:
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tidal waves, earthquakes, icing conditons, heavy snows, widespread fires, discharge of toxic
gases, widespread power failures, industrial explosions, and civil disorders.
(h)
Stations originating emergency communications under this
Section shall be deemed to have conferred rebroadcast authority, as required by Section 325(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
and §73.1207 of this Part, on other participating stations.
§73.836 Emergency Broadcast System operation during a State Level
emergency.
(a)
An EBS Checklist will be poste -d at normal duty positions where
it shall be immediately available to broadcast station personnel responsible for EBS action.
(b)
Operations will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the State EBS Operational Plan.
An EBS Authorization is not required for a broadcast station
(c)
to participate in the operation of the State level EBS.
(d)
Immediately upon receipt of a State level Emergency Action
Notification message all licensees which are voluntarily participating,
may, at the discretion of management, proceed as follows:
Monitor the State Relay Network (Primary Relay Stations) for
(1)
receipt of any further instructions from the Originating Primary Relay
Station.
Monitor the Primary Stations designated as the CPCS for your
(2)
Operational (Local) Area for receipt of any further instructions.
All licensees participating in the State level EBS shall dis(3)
continue normal programming and follow the transmission procedures set
forth in the appropriate EBS Checklist. and State EBS Operational Plan
(73.921) under the State and Local Level Instructions. Stations. which
provide foreign language programming may transmit emergency announcements in foreign language prior to broadcasting such announcements in
English. TV
broadcast stations shall display an appropriate EBS slide and then transmit all announcements visually and aurally in the manner described in
73.1250(h).
(4)
Upon completion of the above transmission procedures, resume
normal programming until receipt of the cue from the CPCS for your
Operational (Local) Area, or Primary Relay Station of the State EBS
Network. At that time begin broadcasting the State level common emergency program received from one of the following sources:

73 EBS
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S73.936(i) (i)

g'73.940(b)

Common Program Control Station for your Operational

(Local) Area.

Any Primary Relay Station of the State Helm/ 'network.
(ii)
All licensees may resume normal broadcast operations upon
conclusion of the State level EBS broadcast.
§73.937 Emergency Broadcast System operation during an Operational
Area Level emergency.
(Iiocal)
An EBS Checklist will be posted at normal duty positions where
(a)
it shall be immediately available to broadcast station personnel responsible for EBS actions.
Operations will be conducted in accordance with the provi(b)
sions of the State EBS Operational Plan.
An EBS Authorization is not required for a broadcast station
(c)
to participate in the operation of the local level EBS.
Immediately upon receipt of an Operational (Local) Area
(d)
level Emergency Action Notification all licensees which are voluntaril-T
participating, may, at the discretion of management, proceed as follows:
Monitor the Primary Station designated as the CI -CS for your
(1)
Operational (Local) Area for the receipt of any further instructions.
Monitor the Primary Relay Station for your Operational (Local)
(2)
Area for receipt of any further instructions.
All licensees participating in the Operational (Local)
(3)
Area level EBS shall discontinue normal programming and follow the
transmission procedures set forth in the appropriate EBS Checklist and
State EBS Operational Plan (15173.921) under State and Local Level Instructions. Stations which provide foreign language programming may
transmit emergency announcements in the foreign language prior to broadcasting such announcements in English.
TV broadcast stations shall display an appropriate
EBS slide and then transmit all announcemtns visually and aurally in
the manner described in §74.675(b) of this Part.
Upon completion of the above transmission procedures, resume
(4)
normal programming until receipt of the cue from the CPCS for your
Operational (Local) Area. At that time begin broadcasting the common
emergency program received from one of the following sources for your
Operational (Local) Area:
Common Program Control Station.
(i)
Primary Relay Station.
(ii)
All
licensees
may resume normal broadcast operations upon
(5)
conclusion of the Operational (Local) Area level EBS broadcast.
(5)

EBS ATTENTION SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

C,

173.940 Encoder devices. An encoder device shall be used by broadcast
stations for the generation of the two-tone Attention Signal. Only noncommercial educational FM broadcast stations of 0.01kW or less and low
power TV stations are exempt from the requirements of installing the encoder device. The encoder device shall comply with the fn1 o nRrequirer ents
Tone Frequencies. The two audio signals of the encoder shall
(a)
have fundamental frequencies of 853 and 960 Hertz. The frequency of
each tone shall not vary more than +0.5 Hertz.
Harmonic Distortion. Total harmonic distortion of each of
(b)
the audio tones shall not exceed 5 percent as measured at the output
terminals of the encoder.
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173.40(c) -

A75. .'11(c

(c)
:inimum Level of Output. The encoder shall have an outnnt
level car)ability of at least +8 dBM into a 600 ohm load impedance at
each audio tone.
(The output level of each tone shall be calibrated
individually.)
A non -locking switch (or switches) shall be provided ir
the encoder to permit individual activation of the two tones for calibration of associated systems.
(d)
Time Period for Transmission of Tones. The encoder shall
have timing circuitry that will automatically allow for the generation
of the two tones simultaneously for a period of not less than 20 seconds
nor longer than 25 seconds.
(e)
Operating Temperature. Encoders shall have the ahilit7: to
operate with the above specifications of paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and
(d) of this section within at least an ambient temperature r.anre of from

0 to+ 50°C.
(f)
Operating Humidity. Encoders shall have the ability to
operate with the above specifications of paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and
(d) of this section in a range of relative humidity of up to 0s percent.
(g)
Primary Supply Voltage Variation. The encoder shall be
capable of operation within the tolerances specified in this section
during a variation in primary supply voltage of 85 percent to 115 percent of the rated value.
(h)
Testing Encoder Units.
Encoders not covered by the provision
of 173.943 shall be tested in the presence of a minimum RC' field of 10 V/n
at a frequency in the Ail broadcast band and in the presence of a minior TV broadmum of RF field of .5 V/m at a frequency in either the
cast bands to simulate actual working conditions. At least the parameters specified in paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of this section shall he
tested in the RF fields as specified.
(i)
Indicator Device. The encoder shall be provided with a vi.suaJ
and/or aural indicator which clearly shows that the device is activated.
(;j)
Switch Guard. The switch used for initiating the automatic
generation of the simultaneous tones shall be protected in a manner which
will prevent accidental operation. This includes switching devices used
in a remote control fashion.
Decoder devices shall have detection and
§?3.941 Decoder devices.
activation circuitry that will demute a broadcast receiver only upon the
simultaneous detection of the two audio tones of 853 and 960 Mertz.
For the purpose of preventing galse responses, decoder de(a)
vices, designed to utilize the two tones for broadcast receiver demuting,
shall contain circuitry designed to meet the following specifications
and thereupon be certified by the Commission.
Time Delay.. A time delay of a minimum of 8 seconds but not
(1)
more than 16 seconds of tone reception shall be incorporated into the
activation or demuting process to insure that the tones will be audible
for a period of from 4 seconds to 17 seconds,
Operation Bandwidth. The decoder circuitry shall not respond
(2)
to tones which vary more than +5 Hz from each of the frequencies, 853
Hertz and 960 Herz.
Reset Ability. The decoder shall have a switching device
(b)
which, when operated manually, resets the associated broadcast receiver tc
a muted state.
Operating Temperature. Decoders shall have the ability to
(c)
operate with the above specifications of (a) and (b) of this section
within at least an ambient temperature range from 0 to +500C.
H,
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§73.942 -

C

§73.1E -1(c)

Acceptability of EBS Attention Signal equipment.
An encoder device used for generating the EnS Attention . i Ina 1
must be type accepted by following the procedures set forth in Suhnart d
of Part 2 of the Rules and Regulations. The data. and information submitted shall show capability of the equipment to meet the requirements
of ®73.940.
A decoder device used for the, detection of the E'YE'S Attention
(b)
Signal shall be certified following the applicable procedures set forth
in Subpart J, Part 2 and Subpart B of Part. 15 of the Rules and Renulations. This requirement shall also apply to combinations which include
a receiver subject to certification and an EBS Attention Signal decoder
which is an integral part of said receiver. The date and information
submitted shall show capability of the equipment to meet the requirements of §73.941.
173.943 Individual construction of encoders and decoders.
A station licensee who constructs decoders and encoders for
(a)
use at his station and not for sale need not submit the fees otherwise
required with certification and type acceptance applications.
The provisions of §73.942(a) and (b) shall apply to encoders
(b)
and decoders contructed by individual station licensees.
Ñ'13.942

(a)

TESTS

Tests of the Emergency Broadcast System procedures. Tests of. the
EBS procedures will be made at'regular intervals as indicated below.
Appropriate entries must be made consistently in the station log
concerning EBS tests received and transmitted by broadcast stations.
Weekly "500" Net Test Transmissions. Test transmissions of.
(a)
the National level interconnection facilities will be conducted on a
random basis once each week. The tests will originate on an alternate
basis from one or two origination points over a dedicated government
teletypewriter network to the control points of the Radio and Television
Broadcast Networks, participating communications common carriers, AP
and UPI. A dedicated automatic telephone network will be used for con-,
firmation purposes between the origination points and AP and TIPI. These
tests will be in accordance with procedures set forth in LBS SOP-2 which
is furnished to the non -government entities concerned.
Periodic AP and UPI Test Transmissions. AP and UPI will
(b)
separately conduct test transmissions to AM, FM, and TV broadcast
stations, on their Radio Wire Teletype Network, a maximum of twice a
month on a random basis at times of their choice. These tests will be
conducted in accordance with procedures set forth in EBS SOP -2 which is
furnished to the non -government entities concerned and the EBS Checklist
furnished to all broadcast stations.
§73.961

ExWeekly Transmission Tests of the Attention Signal and Test Script.
be
conducted
cept as provided for in paragraph (d) of this Section, these tests shall
by all AM, FM and TV stations a minimum of once a week at random days and times between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. local time and local sunset. These tests will be conducted in
accordance with procedures set forh in the EBS Checklist furnished to all broadcast
stations, however, Class D non-commercial educational FM stations (those operating with
10 watts or less transmitter output power) need not transmit the two-tone attention
(c)

L

signal. However, Class D noncommercial educational FIJI stations authorized
to operate with transmitter output powers of 0.01kW or less and low power
TV stations need not transmit the two-tone EBS Attention Signal.
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§73.")61(d) -§`73.?(1
Activation of the EBS at the State or local level by a
broadcast station, or coordinated tests of EBS operational procedures
for an entire State or Operational(Local) Area may be conducted in
lieu of the Weekly Transmission Tests of the Attention Signal and
Test Scrip required in paragraph (c) of this section. Tests of
implementing procedures developed at the State and local levels maybe
conducted on a day-to-day basis as indicated in State. EBS Operational
Plans.
(d)

NOTE

Change effective August 1, 1981. Appropriate change material
will be sent to all broadcast licensees before that date by
the FCC.

(e)
Stations originating emergency communications under this
section shall be deemed to have conferred rebroadcast authority, ns r.eauired by Section 325(a) of the Communications Act of 123'1 as amended,
and. §73.120? of this Part.
§§73.'%62
Closed Circuit Tests of approved Rational Level interconnectinír
systems and facilities of the Emergency Broadcast System.
(aj Tests of approved Rational level interconnecting systems and
facilities of non -government entities voluntarily participatinr in the EB'
will be conducted on a random or scheduled basis not more than once a
month and not less than once every 3 months only after FCC approval. Time
of test will be selected by both White House and National Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC) representatives in coordination with the r,efense
Commissioner, FCC. Unless a random Closed Circuit Test has been
selected, the FCC will notify the Networks, participating communications
common carriers and Wire Services of the selected time window, four working days (holidays excluded) prior to the test.
(b)
The details of these Closed Circuit Tests procedures are
contained in the EBS Checklists issued to all broadcast stations and in
SOP -2 issued by the FCC to those non -Government entities concerned.
The radio networks, participating communications common
(c)
carriers, AP and UIPI will receive notification of closed circuit tests
1)7 a Closed Circuit Test Activation Message, followed by a NIAC Order
iequest : iessar:e.
The National level. EBS will be tested on a closed circuit
(d)
basis. These test broadcasts will originate from a point selected by
the White House with program feed circuitry connected to the Telephone
Company Toll Test Center at paints indicated by individual NIAC Orders.
articipating communications common carriers will interconnect, as reduired, the facilities of the Radio Broadcast Networks, ABC, CBS,
NPR, UPI -Audio and the Intermountain (NN) Radio Broadcast Network
as authorized by the NIAC Order associated with the Closed Circuit Test.
The audio networks associated with the video networks of ABC-TV, CFA;; -TV,
NBC-TV, and PBS shall not be utilized during closed curcuit tests. The
telephone companies are not authorized to add any of the independent
stations participating in the EBS unless authorized by the FCC. Authentication will be provided to the Telephone Company Toll Test Center or
other program entry location responsible for the particular NIAC. Order to
be used as set forth in SOP -2. Authentication used in the Closed Circuit Test ilessages will be the test words printed on the outside of. the
EBS Authenticator List (Red Envelope).
Closed Circuit Test procedures for Radio Network affiliates
(e)
and AP and UPI subscribers are as follows:
Notification of a Closed Circuit Test will be received in
(17;(1)
accordance with procedures set forth in §73.931(a) (1) and (2) and the
EBS Checklist.
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§73.q62(2) -

o

®`73.9r2. (f)

Immediately monitor your radio network (ABC, CBS, Ii'U, rBG,
NBC, NPR and UPI -Audio) and check your AP and UPI Radio Wire Teletyne
Network machine for the receipt of the Closed Circuit Test Activation
Message. Verify authenticity using the test words printed on the outside cover of the current issue of the EBS Authenticator List (Red Envelope). Television networks do not participate in the Closed Circuit
Tests.
Continue to monitor your radio network for talkup, and the
(3)
Closed Circuit Test Program.
Enter the time of receipt of the Closed Circuit Test consis(4)
tently in your station log.
The Closed Circuit Test will terminate on the followinIT aural
(5)
Closed Cue as it appears in the text of the test program:
(2)

This concludes the Closed Circuit Test of the Emergency Broadcast System
Following the Closing Cue as indicated in paragraph (e)(5)
of this section AP and UPI subscribers only will receive a "Closed Circuit Test Termination ilessage". Record time of receipt of this message
as indicated in paragraph (3)(4) of this section.
The Federal Communications Commission may request a report
(f)
of a Closed Circuit Test as deemed appropriate in a format prescribed by
the Commission.
(6)
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SUBPART H - RULES APPLICABLE TO ALL BROADCAST
STATIONS

73.1001
73.1010
73.1020
73.1030

(72

Scope
Cross reference to rules in other parts
Station license period
Notifications concerning interference to radio astronomy, research and receiving installations.
73.1120 Station location
73.1125 Station main studio location
73.1130 Station program origination
73.1150 Transferring a station
73.1201 Station identification
73.1202 Retention of letters received from the public
73.1205 Fraudulent billing
73.1206 Broadcast of telephone conversation
73.1207 Rebroadcast
73.1208 Broadcast of taped, filmed or recorded material
73.1209 Reference to time
73.1210 TV/F' dual language broadcasting in Puerto Rico
73.1211 Broadcast of lottery information
73.1212 Sponsorship identification; list retention; related requirements
73.1213 Antenna structure, marking and lighting
73.1215 Specification for indicating instruments
73.1216 Licensee -conducted contests
73.1225 Station inspections by FCC
73.1226 Availability to FCC of station logs and records
73.1230 Posting of station and operator licenses
73.1250 Broadcasting emergency information
73.1400 Remote control authorization
73.1410 Remote control'operation
73.1510 Experimental authorizations
73.1515 Special field test authorization
73.1520 Operation for tests and maintenance
73.1530 Portable test stations
(Definition)
73.1540 Carrier frequency measurements
73.1545 Carrier frequency departure tolerance
73.1550 Extension meters
73.1560 Operating power and mode tolerance
73.1570 Modulation levels: AM, FM and TV aural
73.1580 Transmission system inspection
73.1590 Equipment performance measurements
73.1610 Equipment tests
73.1615 Operation during modification of facilities
73.1620 Program tests
73.1635 Special temporary authorization
73.1650 International broadcasting a reemerts
73.1660 Acceptability of broadcast transmitters
73.1665 Main transmitters
73.1668 Type approval of modulation monitors
73.1670 Auxiliary transmitters
73.1675 Auxiliary antenna
73.1680 Emergency antenna
73.1690 Modification of transmission system
73.1695 Change in transmission standards

RULES APPLICABLE TO ALL BROADCAST STATIONS
73.1700
73.1705
73.1710
73.1715
73.1720
73.1730

73.1735
73.1737
73.1740
73.1745
73.1750
73.1800

73.1820
73.1835
73.1830
73.1840
73.1e380

73.1970
73.1910
73.1920
73.1930
73.1940
73.20£30

C

77.3500
73.3511
73.3512
73.3513
73.3514
73.3516
73.3517
73.3518
73.3518
73.3520
73.3522
73.3525
73.3526
73.3527

73.3533

Broadcast day
Time of operation
Unlimited time
Share time
Daytime
Specified hours
Pre-sviurisé service authorization (PSRA) and Post -sunrise servie
authorization (PSSA)
Presunrise service authority (PSA)
Minimum operating schedule
Unauthorized operation
Discontinuance of operation
General requirements relating to logs
Station logs
Special technical records
Maintenance logs
Retention of logs

Transmitter duty operators
Chief operators
Fairness Doctrine
Personal attacks
Political editorials
Broadcasts for candidates for public office
Equal employment opportunities
Applications and report forms
Applications required
Where to file; number of copies
Who may sign applications
Content of applications
Specification of facilities
Contingent applications
Inconsistent or conflicting applications
Repetitious applications
Multiple applications
Amendment of applications
Agreements between parties for amendment or dismissal of, or
failure to prosecute, broadcast applications
Records to be maintained locally for public inspection by
commercial applicants, permittess and licensees
Records to be maintained locally for public inspection by noncommercial educational applicants, permittees and licensees
Application for construction for modification permit

73.3534 Application for extension of construction permit or for construction permit to replace expired construction permit
73.3536 Application for license to cover construction permit
73.3538 Application to make changes in existing station
73.3539 Application for renewal of license
73.3540 Application for voluntary assignment or transfer of control
73.3541 Application for involuntary assignment of license or transfer of
control
73.3542 Application for temporary or emergency authorization
73.3543 Application for renewal or modification of special service
authorization
-,
73.3544 Application to obtain a modified station license
173.3545 Application for permit to deliver programs to foreign countries

7311

II

RULES APPLICABLE, TO ALL BROADCAST STATIO'IS

73.3547

Deleted

73.3548
73.3549

Application to operate by remote control
Requests for extention of authority to operate without require(:
monitors indicating instruments and EBS Attention Siena' devices
Requests for new or modified call sign assignments
Iultiple ownership
Staff condideration of applications which receive action by the
Commission
Staff condideration of applications which do not rec:uire action
by the Commission
Acceptance of applications
Defective applications
Dismissal of applications
Reserved
AM broadcast station applications involving other North A;5erican
countries
Processing MI broadcast station applications
Processing TV broadcast and translator station applications
Processing FM broadcast and translator station applications
Processing of international broadcast station applications
Amendments to applications for renewal, assignment or trnsfer
of control
Local public notice of filing of broadcast applications
Petitions to deny
Informal objections; formal oppositions
Grants without hearing
Conditional grant
Designation for hearing
Local public notice of designation for hearing
Procedures on transfer and assignment applications
Period of construction
Forfeiture of construction permit
Simultaneous modification and renewal of license
Special waiver procedure relative to applications
Retention of applications in hearing status after designation
for hearing
Deleted
Annual employment report
Filing of contracts
Ownership reports

73.3550
73.3555
73.3561

73.3562
73.3564
73.3566
73.3568
73.3569
73.3570
7':.3571

73.3572
73.3573
73.3574
73.3578
73.3580
73.3584
73.3587
73.3591
73.3592
73.3593
73.3594
73.3597
73.3598
73.3599
73.3601
77.3603
73.3605

73.3611
73-.3612

73.3613
73.3615

part 73H

III

S 73.1001 and §73.1010 (e)

o

The rules in this subpart are oonmon to all AM, R'l, and TR
Scope.
(a)
:;er,'ices, commercial and nonecr.rercial.

',7s.1901
:,,;t

br().,d-

Rules in Part 73 applying exclusively to a particular broadcast service are
(b)
(xmtained in the following: AM, subpart A; FM, subpart B; Noncommercial Educational. FT'l,
:subpart C; and TV, subpart E.
(c)
Certain provisions of this subpart apply to International Broadcast Stations (Subpart F, Part 73), TV translator stations and low power TV
stations (Subpart G, Part 74) where the rules for those services so provide.
(d)
The provisions of this part applying to licensees also apply to holders of
construction permits (permittees).

§73.1010 Cross reference to rules in other Parts. Certain rules applicable to broadcast services, some of which are also applicable to other services, are set forth in the
following Volumes and Parts of the Commission's Rules and Regulations:

Part 1 (Volume I), "Practice and Procedure."
(1)
Subpart A, "General Rules of Practice and Procedure" (5§1.1 to 1.120).
(2)
Subpart B, "Hearing Proceedings" (§§1.201 to 1.363)..
(3)
Subpart C, "Rule Making Proceedings" (§§1.399 to 1.430).
4
Subpart G, "Schedule of Fees" (§§1.1101 to 1.1120).
(5 .
Subpart H, "Ex Parte Presentations" (551.1201 to 1.1251).
(6
Subpart I, "Procedures Implementing the National Environmental policy
Act of 1969" (§§1.1301 to 1.1319).
(a)

I

.

(b)
Part 2 (volume II), "Frequency Allocations and Radio Treaty Matters:
('general
Rules and Regulations," including subparts A, "Definitions," B, "Allocation, Assignments,
and Use of Radio Frequencies," C, "Emissions," D, "Call Signs and Other Forms of Identifying Radio Transmissions," G, "Treaties and Other International Agreements," and J,
"Equipment Authorization Procedures - Type Approval; Type Acceptance; Certification."

(c)

Part 13 (volume I), "Commercial Radio Operators."

(d)

Part 17 (volume I), "Construction, Marking, and Lighting of Antenna Struc-

tures."

(e)
Part 74 (Volume III), Experimental, Auxiliary and Special
Broadcast and Other Program Distributional Services, including:
(1) Subpart A, Experimental Broadcast Stations;
(2) Subpart D, Remote Pickup Broadcast Stations;
(3) Subpart E, Aural Broadcast Auxiliary Stations;
(4) Subpart F, Television Auxiliary Broadcast Stations;
(5) Subpart G, Low Power TV and TV Translator Stations;
(6) Subpart H, Low. Power Auxiliary Stations;
(7) Subpart I, Instructional Television Fixed Service;
(8) Subpart L, FP Broadcast Translator Stations and F"1 Broadcast Booster
Stations.
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§73.1015 - §73.1020(b)

0

73.1015 Truthful written statements and responses to Commission
inquires and correspondence. The Commission or its representatives

may, in writing, require from any permittee or licensee written
statements of fact relevant to a determination whether an application should be granted or denied, or to a determination whether a
license should be revoked or to some other matter within the jurisdiction of the Commission. No applicant, permittee or licensee
shall in any response to Commission correspondence or inquiry or in
any application, pleading, report or any other written statement
submitted to the Commission, make any misrepresentation or willful
material omission bearing on any matter within the jurisdiction of
the Commission.
Note - Section 73.1015 is limited in application to written matter.
It implies no change in the Commissions existing policies respecting the obligation of applicants, permittees and licensees in all
instances to respond truthfully to requests for information deemed
necessary to the proper execution of the Commission's functions.

C /

Initial licenses for broadcast stations will
(a)
73.1020 Station license period.
ordinarily be issued for a period running until the date specified in this section for
If issued after such date, it
the state or territory in which the station is located.
will run to the next renewal date determined in accordance with this section; and,
commencing with the licenses scheduled to expire on October 1, 1981 and thereafter, it
will normally be renewed for 7 years in the case of radio broadcast stations and for
If the FCC finds that the public
5 years in the case of television broadcast stations.
interest, convenience, and necessity will be served thereby, it may issue either an
The time of expiration of
initial license or a renewal thereof for a lesser term.
normally issued initial and renewal licenses will be 3 a.m., local time, on the following dates and thereafter at 7 year intervals for radio broadcast stations and at 5
year intervals for television broadcast stations located in:

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia, October 1, 1981.
North Carolina and South Carolina, December 1, 1981.
Florida, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, February 1, 1982.
Alabama and Georgia, April 1, 1982.
Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississpii, June 1, 1982.
Tennessee, Kentucky and Indiana, August 1, 1982.
Ohio and Michigan, October 1, 1982.
Illinois and Wisconsin, December 1, 1982.
Iowa and Missouri, February 1, 1983.
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and Colorado, April 1, 1983.
Kansas, Oklahoma and Nebraska, June 1, 1983.
Texas, August 1, 1983.
Wyoming, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and Idaho, October 1, 1983.
California, December 1, 1983.
Alaska, American Samoa, Guam, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington, February 1, 1984.
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermond,

(17)
(18)

April 1, 1984.
New Jersey and New York, June 1, 1984.
Delaware and Pennsylvania, August 1, 1984.

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

o

For the cutoff date for the filing .bf 'applications mutually
(b)
exclusive with, and petitions to deny, renewal applications, see 73.
3516(e).
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73.1030 - (b)(l)

C

73.1030 Notifications concerning interference to Radio Astronomy, Research and
In
Receiving Installations.
Radio Astronomy and Radio Research Installations.
(a)
order to minimize harmful interference at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
site located at Green, Pocahontas County, West Virginia, and at the Naval Radio
Research Observatory at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County, West Virginia, a licensee
proposing to operate a short-term broadcast auxiliary station Pursuant to 74.24, or an
applicant for authority to construct a new broadcast station or for authority to make.
changes in the frequency, power, antenna height, or antenna directivity of an existing
station within the area bounded by 39° 15'N on the north, 78° 30' W on the east,
37° 30' N on the south, and 800 30' W on the west shall, at the time of filing such
Interference Office,
application with the FCC, simultaneously notify the following:
National Radio Astronomy Observatory, P. 0. Box 2, Green Bank, West Virginia 24944,
Telephone:
304-456-2011.

Radio receiving installations. Protection for Table Mountain
Radio Receiving Zone, Bolder County, Colorado: Applicants for a station
authorization to operate in the vicinity of Boulder County, Colorado
prior to filing
under this part are advised to give due consideration,
Mountain
Radio Receiving
applications, to the need to protect the Table
laboratories of
Zone from harmful interference. These are the researchTo
prevent dethe Department of Commerce, Boulder County, Colorado.
level
at
the
site, the
gradation of the present ambient radio signal field strengths
of any
Department of Commerce seeks to ensure that the
radiated signals (excluding reflected signals) received on this 1800
acre site (in the vicinity of coordinates 40° 07' 50" N Latitude,
105° 14; 40' W Longidude) resulting from new assignments (other than
mobile stations) or from the modification or relocation of existing
facilities do not exceed the following values:
(b)

C

Frequency range

Field
strength
10
20
10
30

Below 540 kHz

540 to 1600 kHz
1.6 to 470 MHz
470 to 890 MHz

1

Above 890 MHz

1

Power flyx2

density

65.8
59.8
**65.8

**5'6.2

**85.8

2 (mVm is authorized bandwith of service.
(dBW/M2 is authorized bandwith of service.
Equivalent values of power flux density are calculated assuming
free space characteristic impedance of 376.7:1201fohms.
* Space stations shall conform to the power flux density limits at the

Earth's surface specified in appropriate parts'of the FCC rule, but in
no case should exceed the above levels in any 4 kHz band for all angles
of arrival.

applicants who
Advance consultation is recatmended particularly for thosepower flux
or
have noreliable data which indicate whether the field strengthproposed
radio
exceeded
by
their
density figures in the above table would be
is a suggested
the
following
facilities (except mobile stations). In such instances,
(1)

G

guide for determining whether coordination is recattnended:'
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73.1030(b)(L)(i) - (c)(3)(i)

All stations within 2.4 km (1.5 statute miles);
Stations within 4.8 km (3 statute miles) with 50 watts or
more effective radiated power (ERP) in the primary plane polarization
in the azimuthal direction of the Table Mountain Radio Receiving Zone;
(iii) Stations within 16km (10 statute miles) with 1 kW or more
ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal direction of
Table Mountain Receiving Zone;
(iv)
Stations within 80 km (50 statute miles) with 25 kW or
more ERP in the primary plane polarization in the azimuthal direction
of Table Mountain Receiving Zone.
(2)
Applicants concerned are urged to communicate with the Radio
Frequency Management Coordinator, Department of Commerce, Research
Support Services, NOAAR/E5X2, Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, CO 80303;
telephone (303) 497-6548, in advance of filing their applications with
the Commission.
(i)

C

(ii)

The FCC will not screen applications to determine whether advance consultation has taken place. However, applicants are advised that such consultation can
avoid objections from the Department of Commerce of proceedings to modify any authorization which may be granted which, in fact, delivers a signal at the site
in excess of the field strength specified herein.
(3)

(c)

Protection for r'edéral communications Commission monitoring

stations:

Applicants in the vicinity of an FCC monitoring station for a
radio station authorization to operate new transmitting facilities or
changed transmitting facilities which would increase the field strength
produced over the monitoring station over that previously authorized
are advised to give consideration, prior to filing applications, to
the possible need to protect the FCC stations from harmful interference.
Geographical coordinates of the facilities which require protection
are listed in Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules. Applications for stations (except mobile stations) which will produce on
any frequency a direct waive fundamental field strength of greater than
10 mV/m in the authorized bandwidth of service (-65.8 dBW/mz power
iiux aensity assuming a free space characteristic impedance of 120
ohms) at the referenced coordinates, may be examined to determine
extent of possible interference. Depending on the theoretical field
strength value and existing root -sum -square or other ambient radio
field signal levels at the indicated coordinates, a clause protecting the
monitoring station may be added to the station authorization.
(1)

C

C

In the event that calculated value of expected field exceeds
(2)
10 mV/m (-65.8 dBW/m2) at the reference coordinates, or if there
is any question whether field strength levels might exceed the
threshold value, advance consultation with the FCC to discuss any protection necessary should be considered. Prospective applicants may
Chief, Field Operation Bureau, Federal Communications
communicate with:
Commission, Washington, D.C.20554, Telephone (202) 632-6980.
Advance consultation is suggested particularly for those appli(3)
cants who have no reliable data which indicates whether the field strength
or power flux density figure indicated would be exceeded by their proposed
radio facilities (except mobile stations). In such instances, the following is a suggested guide for determining whether an applicant should
coordinate:
All stations within 2.4 kilometers (1.5 statute_ miles);
(i)
11/14/85
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73.1030(c)(3)(ii) - 73.1120
(ii)
Stations within 4.8 kilometers (3 statute miles) with
50 watts or more average effective radiated power (EPR) in the primary
plane or polarization in the azimuthal direction ofthe Monitoring Stations.
(iii)
Stations within 16 kilometers (10 statute miles) with 1 kW or
more average ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal
direction of the Monitoring Station;
(iv)
Stations within 80 kilometers (50 statute miles) with 25 kW or
more average ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal
direction of the monitoring Station;
(4)

Advance coordination for stations operating above 1000 MHz is
recommended only where the proposed station is in the vicinity of a
monitoring station designated as a satellite monitoring facility in
Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules and also meets the criteria outlined in paragraphs (2) and (3) above.
(.5)
The Commission will not screen applications to determine whether
advance consultation has taken place. However, applicants are advised
that such consultation can avoid objections from the Federal Communications
Commission or modification of any authorization which will cause harmful
interference.

73.1120 Station location.
(a) Each AP7, FM and TV broadcast station
will be licensed to the principal community or other political subdivision
which it primarily serves.
This principal community (city, town or other
political subdivision) will be considered to be the geographical station
.location.
(b)
AM and FM stations (not TV stations) will be licensed to
serve more than one community or other political subdivision only where a
satisfactory showing is made:
(1)
That each such place meets all the requirements of 73.1125 with
respect to the location of main studios:
(2)
That the station can and will originate a substantial number of
local live programs from each place; and.
(3)
That the requirements as to origination of programs in 73.1130
would place an unreasonable burden on the station if it were licensed to
serve only one community or other political subdivision.
(c)
A station licensed to serve more than one community shall be
considered to be located in and shall maintain main studios in each such
place.
(1)
For such licensed stations, the requirements regarding program.
origination in 73.1130 shall be fulfilled by originating programs from any,
or all, of the main studios or other studios or remote points situated in
any or all of the places in which the main studios are located.

C
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73.1125 - 77;.1150(b)

73.1125 Station main studio location. (a) Each AM, 71'; and TV brondeant
station shall maintain a main studio in the station's principal community
which it is licensed'to serve, except:
AM stations licensed as synchronous amplifier transmitters
(1)
("AM boosters") or,
AM stations whose main studio is located at the station trans(2)
mitter which is situated outside the station's principal community of
license or, an FM station, commonly owned with such APB station, and
licensed to the same principal community, whose main studio may also be
co -located at the commonly owned AM station's transmitter or,
AM, FM or TV stations, when good cause exists for locating the
(3)
main studio outside the principal community to be served and that to do so
would be consistent with operation of the station in thepublic interest.
Relocation of the main studio may be made:
(b)
From one point to another within theprincipal community or
(1)
from a point outside the principal community to one within it, without
specific FCC authority, but notification to the FCC in Washington shall be
made promptly; however,
From a point within the principal community to one outside it or
(2)
from one such point outside the community to another, only by first securing
(FCC Forms 301 for commermodification of construction permit or license.
cial stations and 340 for noncommercial educational stations.)
Two exceptions to paragraph (b)(2) of this section are:
(3)
AM stations moving their main studio to their transmitter
(i)
site wherever it is located; and,
FM station, commonly owned with an AM station, and licensed
(ii)
to the same community, whose main studio is co -located.
Notification to the FCC in Washington shall be made
(iii)
promptly of such relocations described in paragraphs (b)(3) and (i) and (ii)
of this section.
Where the principal community to be served does not have
(c)
specifically defined political boundaries, applications will be considered
on a case -by -case basis by theFCC to determine if themain studio is located
within theprincipal community to be served.
(a) More than 5090 of an All, FM or
73.1130 Station program origination.
TV station's non -network programs shall originate from the station's
main studio or from points which are remote from the main studio so long
as such origination points are situated in the principal community which
the station is licensed to serve.
Such originations shall be computed on the basis of total
(b)
duration or total length of time of programs, and not on the number of
separate programs.
(a) In transferring a broadcast station, the
§73.1150 Transferring a station.
licensee may retain no right of reversion of the license, no right to reassignment
of the license in the future, and may not reserve the right to use the facilities
of the station for any period whatsoever.
No license, renewal of license, assignment of license or transfer of con(b)
trol of a corporate licensee will be granted or authorized if there is a contract,
arrangement or understanding, express or implied, pursuant to which, as consideration
or partial consideration for the assignment or transfer, such rights, as stated in
paragraph (a) of this section, are retained.
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73.1201 - (c) (3) (ii)

$73.1201 Station identification.
BroadWhen regularly required.
a)
cast station identification announcements shall be made: 11) At the
beginning and ending of each time of operation, and (2) hourly, as
close to the hour as feasible, at a natural break in program offerings.
Television broadcast stations may make these announcements visually
or aurally.
Official station identification shall consist of
;b)
Content.
the comthe station's call letters immediately followed by
munity or communities specified in its license as the station's locaProvided, That the name of the licensee or the station's frequency
tion.
or channel number, or both, as stated on the station's license may be inserted between the call letters and station location. No other insertion is
permissible.
A station may include in its official station identification the
(2)
name of any additional community or communities, but the community to which
the station is licensed must be named first.
(c)
Channel--(l).Gen& ally. Except as otherwise provided
in this paragraph, in making the identification announcement the call
letters shall be given only on the channel of the station identified
thereby.
(2)
Simultaneous AM -FM broadcasts.
If the same licensee
operates an FM broadcast station and a standard broadcast station and
simultaneously broadcasts the same programs over the facilities of both
such stations, station identification announcements may be made jointly
for both stations for periods of such simultaneous operation. If the
call letters of the FM station do not clearly reveal that it is an FM
station, the joint announcement shall so identify it.
(3)
Satellite operation.
When programming of a broadcast simultaneously over the facilities of a satellite station, the originating
station may make identification announcements for the satellite station
for periods of such simultaneous operation.
_

(i)
In the case of a television broadcast station, such announcements, in addition to the information required by paragraph (b)(1)
of this section, shall include the number of the channel on which each
station is operating.

(ii)
In the case of aural broadcast stations, such announcements, in addition to the information required by paragraph (b) (1) of
this section, shall include the frequency on which each station is
operating.

C
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73.1201(d) - 73.1202(a)(2)

C

(d)
Subscription television stations (STV). The requirements for official
station identification applicable to TV stations will apply to Subscription TV stations
except, during STV-encoded programming such station identification is not required.
However, a station identification announcement will be made immediately prior to and
following the encoded Subscription TV program period.

Retention of letters received from the public.
All written comments and suggestions received from the public
regarding operation of the station shall be maintained in the local Public
inspection file, unless the letter writer has requested that the letter not
be made public or when the licensee feels that it should be excluded from
public inspection because of the nature of its content, such as a defamatory
or obscene letter.
Letters shall be retained in the local public inspection file
(1)
for three years from the date on which they are received by the licensee.
(2)
Letters received by TV licensees only shall be placed in one
of the following separated subject categories: programming or nonprogramming. If comments in a letter relate to both categories, the licensee shall file it under the category to which the writer has given the
greater attention.
73.1232

(a)

C
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73.1206 -73.1207(c) (3)

0

c

173.1206 Broadcast of telephone conversations.
Before recording a telep.one conversation for broadcast, or broadcasting such a conversation
simultaneously with its occurrence, a licensee shall inform any party
to the call of the licensee's intention to broadcast the conversation.
except where such party is aware, or may be presumed to be aware frzm
circumstances of the conversation, that it is being or likely will
he broadcast.
Such awareness is presumed to exist only when the Dther
party to the call is associated with the station (such as an employee
cr part-time employee - reporter), or where the other party originates
the call and it is obvious that it is in connection with a program in
which the station customarily broadcasts telephone conversations.
§73.1207 Rebroadcasts.
(a)
The term "rebroadcast" means receiption by readio of the
programs or other transmissions of a broadcast or any other type of radio station, and the
simultaneous or subsequent retransmission of such programs or transmissions by a broadcast
stations.
(1)
As used in this Section, "program" includes any completed programs or part
thereof.
(2)
The transmission of a program from its point of origin to a broadcast
station entirely by common carrier facilities, whether by, wire line or radio, is not considered a rebroadcast.
(3)
The broadcasting of a program relayed by'a remote pickup broadcast station
is not considered a rebroadcast.
(b)
No broadcast station may retransmit the program, or any part thereof, of
another U.S. broadcast station without the express authority of the originating station.
A copy of the written consent of the licensee originating the program must be kept by
the licensee of the station retransmitting such program and made available to the FCC
upon request.
(1)
Stations originating emergency communications under a Detailed State
EBS Operation Plan are deemed to have conferred rebroadcast authority to other participating stations.
Permission must be obtained from the originating station to re(2)

broadcast any subsidiary communications transmitted by means of a multiplex
subcarrier or the vertical blanking interval of a television signal.
(3)
Programs originated by the Voice of America (VOA) and the Armed Forces
Radio and Television Services (AFRTS) cannot, in general, be cleared for domestic
rebroadcast, and may therefore be retransmitted only by special arrangements among the
parties concerned.
(4)
Except as otherwise provided by international agreement, programs originated
by foreign broadcast stations may be retransmitted without the consent of the originating

station.

c

(c)
The transmissions of non -broadcast stations may be rebroadcast under the following conditions:
(1)
Messages originated by privately -owned non -broadcast stations
other than those in the Amateur and Citizens Baand (CB) Radio Service may
be broadcast only upon receipt of prior permission from the non -broadcast
licensee. Additionly, messages transmitted by common carrier stations
may be rebroadcast only upon prior permission of the originator of the
message as will as the station licensee.
(2)
Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, messages
originated entirely by non -broadcast stations owned and operated by the
Federal Government may be rebroadcast only upon receipt of prior permission from the government agency originating the messages.
(3)
Messages originated by stations in the amateur and Citizens
Band (CB) Radio Service may be rebroadcast at the discretion of broadcast
station licensees.
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73.1207(d) (2)
(d)
The rebroadcasting of time signals originated by the Naval Observatory
and the National Bureay of Standards and messages from the National Weather Service stations
is permitted without specific authorization under the following procedures:
(1)
Naval Observatory Time Signals.
(i) The time signals rebroadcast must be
obtained by direct radio reception from a naval radio station, or by land line circuits.
(ii)
Announcement of the time signal must be made without reference to any
commercial activity.
(iii)
Identification of the Naval Observatory as the source of the time signal must
be made by an announcement, substantially as follows:
"With the signal, the time will
be . . .courtesy of the U. S. Naval Observatory."
(iv)
Schedules of time signal broadcasts may be obtained upon request frawthe
Superintendent, U.S. Naval Observatory., Washington, D.C. 20390.
(2)
National Bureau of Standards Time Signals.
(i) Time signals for rebroadcast
must be obtained by direct radio reoeiption fran a National Bureau of Standards (NBS)

station.
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(ii)
Use of receiving and rebroadcasting equipment must not delay the signals
by more than 0.05 second.
(iii)
Singals must be rebroadcast live, not from tape or other recording.
(iv)
Voice or code announcements of the call signs of NBS stations are not to be
rebroadcast.
(v)
Identification of the origin of the service and the source of the
signals must be made by an announcement substantially as follows: "At the tone, 11 hours
and 25 minutes COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TINE. This is a rebroadcast of a oontinais
.service furnished by the National Bureau of Standards, Ft. Collins, Colo." No commercial
sponsorship of this announoenent is permitted and none may be implied.
(vi)
Schedules of time signal broadcasts may be obtained from, and notice of
use of NBS time signals for rebroadcast must be forwarded semiannually to: National
Bureau of Standards, Radio Station -12~1M, 2000 East Country Road 58, Ft. Collins,
Colorado 80524.
(vii)
In the rebroadcasting of NBS time signals, announcements will not state that
they are standard frequency transmissions. Voice announcements of COORDINATED UNIVERSAL
TIME are given in voice every minute. Each minute, except the first of the hour, begins
with an 0.8 second long tone of 1000 hertz at WWV and 1200 hertz tone at WWVH. The first
minute of every hour begins with an 0.8 second long tone of 1500 hertz at both stations.
This tone is followed by a 3 -second pause, then the announcement, "National Bureau of
Standards Time." This is followed by another 3 -second pause before station identification.
This arrangement allows broadcast stations sufficient time to retransmit the hour time
tone and the wards "National Bureau of Standards Time" either by manual or autanatic
switching.
(viii)
Time signals or scales made up fran integration of standard frequency signals
broadcast from NBS stations may not be designated as national standard sr*lps of time or
attributed to the NBS as originator. For example, if a broadcasting stations transmits
time signals obtained from a studio clock which is periodically calibrated against the
NBS time signals from~ or WWVH, such signals may not be announced as NBS standard
time or as having been originated by the NBS.
(3)
National Weather Service Messages. (i) Messages of the National weather
Service must be rebroadcast within 1 hour of receipt.
(ii)
If advertisements are given in connection with weather rebroadcast, these
advertisements must not directly or indirectly convey an endorsement by the U.S. government of the products or services so advertised.
(iii)
credit must be given to indicate that the rebroadcast message originates
with the National Weather Service.
(e)
A broadcast statics may not rebroadcast, live or delayed, the transmissions
of a Personal Radio Service statics.
'

873.1208 Broadcast of taped, filmed, or recorded materiel.
(a)
Any
taped filmed or recorded program material in which time is of special
significance, or by which an affirmative attempt is made to create the
impression that it is occurring simultaneously with the broadcast,
shall be announced at the beginning as taped, filmed or recorded. The
language of the announcement shall be clear and in terms commonly understood by the public. For television stations, the announcement may be
made visually or aurally.
(b)
Taped, filmed, or recorded announcements Which are. of a commercial, promotional or public service nature need not be identified
as taped, filmed or recorded.

73.1209 Jteference to time: Unless specificially designated as
ns.tandard (non -advanced)
or "advanced," all references to time con-

tained in this part and ih license documents and other authorizations
issued there -under shall be understood to mean local timei.e., the
time leagally observed in the community.
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73.1210 TV/FM dual laua a broadcasting in Puerto Rico. (a) For the
purpose of this Section, dual -language broadcasting shall be understood
to mean the telecasting of a program in one language with the simultaneous transmission, on the main channel of a participating FM broadcast
station, of companion sound traxk information in a different language.
Television broadcast licensees in Puerto Rico may enter into
(b)
dual -language time purchase agreements with FM broadcast licensees, subject to the following:
All such agreements shall be reduced to writing and retained
(1)
by the licensee for possible Commission inspection, in accordance with
73.3613(d) of this chapter.
All such agreements shall specify that the FM licensee will
(2)
monitor sound track material with a view to rejecting any material
deemed to be inappropriate or objectionable for broadcast exposure.
No television or FM broadcast station may devote more than 15
(3)
hours per week to dual -language broadcasting, nor may more than three (3)
hours of such proRrammine be presented on any given day.
RESERVED.
(4)
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations using
(5)
the facilities of commercial broadcast stations shall take all necessary
precautions to assure that the entire operation is conducted on a noncommercial basis and otherwise in accordance with 73.621 of this Part.
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73.1211 Broadest of lottery information.
(a)
No license of an AM,
FM or television broadcast station, except as in paragraph (c) of this
section, shall broadcast any advertisement of or information concerning
any lottery, gift enterprise, or similar scheme, offering prizes dependent in whole or in part upon lot or chance, or any list of the prizes
drawn or awarded by means of any such lottery, gift enterprise or scheme
whether said list contains any part or all of such prizes
(b)
The determination whether a particular program comes within the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this section depends on the facts of each
case.
However, the Commission will in any event consider that a program
comes within the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section if in connection with such program a prize consisting of money or other thing of
value is awarded to any person whose selection is dependent in whole or
in part upon lot or change, if as a condition of winning or competing
for such prize, such winner or winners are required to furnish any
money or other thing of value or are required to have in their possession.any product sold, manufactured, furnished or distributed by a
sponsor of a program broadcast on the station in question.
(c)
The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Section shall not apply to
an advertisement, list of prizes or other information concerning:
(1)
A lottery conducted by a State acting under authority of State law when
such information is broadcast:
(i)
By a broadcast station licensed to a location in that State; or
(ii)
By a broadcast station licensed to a location in an adjacent State which
also conducts such a lottery.
(18 U.S. Code 1307; 88 Stat. 1916).
(2)
Fishing contests exempted under 18 U.S. Code 1305 (not conducted for profit,
i.e., all receipts fully consumed in defraying the actual costs of operation).
(d)
For the purposes of paragraph (c)(1) of this Section:
(1)
"Lottery" means the pooling of proceeds derived from the sale of tickets or
chances and allotting those proceeds or parts thereof by chance to one or more chance
takers or ticket purchasers. It does not include the placing or accepting of bets or
wages on sporting events or contests.
(2)
A broadcast station licensed to a location in a State that conducts a State
lottery may broadcast advertisements of or information concerning such lottery in its
State of license and advertisements of or information concerning such lotteries conducted in any adjacent State.
(See 18 U.S.C. 1307, FCC 75). The exemption would, for
example, permit a.broadcast station licensed to a location in New York, which now conducts a lawful State Lottery, to broadcast advertisements of or information concerning
the New York State Lottery as well as the lawful State Lotteries of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, since these States are adjacent to New York,
and also conduct a State Lottery. The exemption, however, would not permit a broadcast
station licensed to a location in New York to broadcast information concerning the Maine
or Michigan State Lotteries since those States are not adjacent States to New York. Nor
would the exemption permit a station licensed to a location in Virginia to broadcast
information concerning the Maryland State Lottery, since although Virginia is adjacent
to Maryland, Virginia does not conduct a State lottery.
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73.1212(a) - (e)

Sponsorship identification: list retention: related requirements.
When a broadcast station transmits any matter for which money,
(a)
service, or other valuable consideration is either directly or indirectly
paid or promised to, or charged or accepted by such station, the station,
at the time of the broadcast, shall announce (1) that such matter is
sponsored, paid for, or furnished, either in whole or in part, and (2)
by whom or on whose behalf such consideration was supplied: Provided,
However, That "service or other valuable consideration" shall not include
any service/property furnished either without or at a nominal charge for
use on, or in connection with, a broadcast unless it is so furnished in
consideration for an identification of any person, product, service,
trademark, or brand name beyond an identification reasonably related to
the use of such service or property on the broadcast.
For the purposes of this section, the term "sponsored" shall
(i)
be deemed to have the same meaning as "paid for."
The licensee of each broadcast station shall exercise reasonable
(b)
diligence to obtain from its employees and from other persons with wham
it deals directly in connection with any matter for broadcast information to enable such licensee to make the announcement required by this
section.
In any case where a report has been made to a broadcast station
(c)
as required by section 508 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
of circumstances which would have required an announcement under this
section had the consideration been received by such broadcast station,
an appropriate announcement shall be made by such station.
In the case of any political broadcast matter or any broadcast
(d)
matter involving the discussion of a controverisal issue of public importance for which any film, record, transcription, talent, script or other
material or service of any kind is furnished, either directly, or indirectly, by a station as an inducement for bra)dcasting such matter, an
announcement shall be made both at the beginning and the conclusion of such
broadcast on which such material or service is used that such film,
record, transcription, talent, script, or other material or service has
been furnished to such station in connection with the transmission of
such broadcast matter: Provided, However, That in the case of any broadcast of 5 minutes duration or less, only one such announcement need be
made either at the beginning or conclucion of the broadcast.
The announcement required by this section shall, in addition to
(e)
stating the fact that the broadcast matter was sponsored, paid for or
furnished, fully and fairly disclose the true identity of the person or
persons, or corporation, committee, association or other entity by whom
or on whose behalf such payment is made or promised or from whom or on
whose behalf such services or other valuable consideration is received, or
by whom the material or services referred to in paragraph (d) of this
section are furnished. Where an agent or other person or entity contracts or otherwise makes arrangements with a station on behalf of
another, and such fact is known or by the exercise of reasonable diligence, as specified in paragraph (b) of this section, couldte known to
the station, the announcement shall disclose the identity of the person
or persons or entity on whose behalf such agent is acting instead of the
name of such agent. Where the material broadcast is political matter or
matter involving the discussion of a controversial issue of public
importance and a corporation, committee, association or other entity is
paying for or furnishing the broadcast matter the station shall in addition to making the announcement required by this section, require that a
list of the chief executive officersor members of the executive committee
or of the board of directors of the corporation, committee, association
73.1212
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73.1212(e) -

(i)

or other unincorporated group, or other entity shall be made available
for public inspection at the location specified by the licensee under
If the broadcast is originated by a network, the
1.526 of this Chapter.
list may, instead, be retained at the headquarters office of the network
or at the location where the originating station maintains its public
inspection file under 1.526 of this chapter. Such lists shall be kept
and made available for a period of two years.
(f)
If the case of broadcast matter advertising commercial products
or services, an announcement stating the sponsor's corporate or trade
name, or the name of the sponsor's product, when it is clear that the
mention of the name of the product constitutes a sponsorship identification, shall be deemed sufficient for the purpose of this section and only
one such announcement need be made at any time during the course of the
broadcast.
The announcement otherwise required by section 317 of the Com(g)
munications Act of 1934, as amended, is waived with respect to the broadcast of "want ad" or classified advertisements sponsored by an individual.
The waiver granted in this paragraph shall not extend to a classified
advertisement or want ad sponsorship by any form of business enterprise,
corporate or otherwise. Whenever sponsorship announcements are omitted
pursuant to this paragraph, the licensee shall observe the following
conditions:
Maintain a list showing the name, address, and (where
(1)
i.F ww1. r7..wr. . ems.- .
}gyp
ra ua i 1 a h1 o,
(2)

RESERVED.

Mike the listavailable to members of the public who have a legitimate
interest in obtaining the information contained in the list. Such list must be retained
(3)

period of two years after broadcast.
Any announcement required by section 317(b) of the Communications
(h)
Act of 1934, as amended, is waived with respect to feature motion picture
film produced initially and primarily for theatre exhibition.
Report and
NOTE: The waiver heretofore granted by the Commission in its continues to
Order adopted November 16, 1960 (FCC 60-1369; 40 F.C.C. 95),
apply to programs filmed or recorded on or before June 20, 1963, when
73.654, the predecessor television rule, went into effect.
Commission interpretations in connection with the provisions
(i)
of the sponsorship identification rules are contained in the Commission's
Rules,"
Public Notice, entitled "Applicability of Sponsorship Identification
dated
dated May 6, 1963 (40 F.C.C. 141), as modified by Public Notice,
Further interpretations are printed in
April 21, 1975 (FCC 75-418).
full in various volumes of the FCC Reports.
for a
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The provisions
73.1213 Antenna structure, marking and lighting.
(a)
of Part 17 of this Chapter (Construction, Marking and Lighting of Antenna
Structures), require certain antenna structures be painted and/or lighted
in accordance with the provisions of that Part. (See 17.47 through 17.56).
(b)
The licensee or permittee of an AM, FM or TV broadcast
station, if the sole occupant of the antenna end/or the antenna supporting structure, is responsible for conforming to the requirements of 17.47
through 17.56 of this Chapter.

(c)
If a common tower is used for antenna and/or antenna supporting purposes by
more than one licensee or permittee of an AM, FM, or TV station or by one or more such
licensees or permittees of any other service, each licensee or permittee shall be
responsible for painting and lighting the structure when obstruction marking and lighting
are required by FCC rules.
However, each such licensee or permittee utilizing a common
tower may designate one of the licensees or permittees as responsible for painting and
lighting the structure.
Such designated licensee or permittee shall be solely responsible
for conforming to all FCC requirements of Part 17 of this Chapter regarding obstruction
marking and lighting of antenna structures.
(See 17.47 through 17.56.) A copy of the
agreement between the licensees or permittees must be retained in each licensee's or
permittee' station file, available for inspection by FCC representatives. In the event
of default by the designated licensee of his responsibility, each of the licensees or
permittees shall again be individually responsible for conforming to the requirements
of the rules, pending appointment of a new designated licensee responsible for conforming
to these rules.

The following
Specifications for indicating instruments.
requirements and specifications shall apply to indicating instruments
used by broadcast stations:
(a)
Linear scale instruments:
Length of scale shall not be less than 2.3 inches (5.8 cm).
(1)
Accuracy shall be at least 2 percent of the full scale rating.
(2)
The maximum rating of the meter shall be such that it does
(3)
not read off scale during modulation or normal operations.
Scale shall have at. least 40 divisions.
(4)
Full scale reading shall not be greater than 5 times the
(5)
minimum normal indication.
Instruments having square -law scales:
(b)
Meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) (1) to (3) of this
(1)
section for linear scale instruments.
Full scale reading shall not be greater than three times
(2)
the minimum normal indication.
No scale division above one-third full scale reading shall
(3)
be greater than one -thirtieth of the full scale reading (Example: an
ammeter meeting requirement (1) having full scale reading of 6 amperes
is acceptable for reading currents from 2 to 6 amperes is greater than
one -thirtieth of 6 amperes, 0.2 ampere.)
Instruments having logairthmic scales:
(c)
73.1215
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73.1215(c)(1) -

73.1216

(1)

Meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) (1) to (3)of
this section for linear scale instruments.
(2)
Full scale reading shall not be greater than 5 times the
minimum normal indication.
(3)
No scale division above one -fifth full scale reading in
watts shall be greater than one -thirtieth of the full scale reading.
(Example: A wallmeter meeting requirement (3) having full scale reading
of 1500 watts is acceptable for reading power from 300 to 1,500 watts,
provided no scale division between 300 and 1,500 watts is greater than
one -thirtieth of 1,500 watts or 50 watts.)
(d)
Instruments having expanded scales:
(1)
Shall meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) (1) to (3)
of this section:
(2)
Full scale reading shall not be greater than 5 times the
minimum normal indication.
(3)
No scale division above one -fifth full scale reading shall
be greater than one -fiftieth of the full scale reading.
(Example:
An
ammeter meeting the requirement (1) is acceptable for indicating current
from 1 to 5 amperes, provided no division between 1 and 5 amperes
is greater than one -fiftieth of 5 amperes, 0.1 ampere.)
(e)
Digital meters, printers, or other numerical readout devices
may be used in addition to or in lieu of indicating instruments, meeting the specifications of paragraphs (a),(b),(c) and (d) of this section.
The readout of the device must include at least three degits and must
indicate the value of the parameter being read to an accuracy of 2%.
The multiplier, if any, to be applied to the reading of each parameter
must be indicated at the operating position.
No instrument which has been broken or appears to be damaged.
(f)
or defective, or the accuracy of which is questionable shall be used,
until it has been checked, and if necessary repaired and recalibrated
by the manufacturer or qualitied instrument repair service. Repaired
instruments shall not be used unless a certificate of calibration has
been provided showing that the instrument conforms to the manufacturer's'
specifications for accuracy.
73.1216 Licensee -conducted contests. A licensee that broadcasts or advertises information about a contest it conducts shall fully and accurately disclose the material terms of the contest, and shall conduct the.
No contest descripcontest substantially as announced or advertised.
tion shall be false, misleading or deceptive with respect to any material
term.
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73.1216 (a) - 73.1225 (c)(5)
:MOTE 1 - For the purposes of this rule:
(a)
A contest is a scheme in which a prize is offered or awarded,
based upon chance, diligence, knowledge or skill, to members of the
public.
(b)
Material terms include those factors which define the operation
of the contest and which affect participation therein.
Although the
material terms may vary widely depending upon the exact nature of the
contest, they will generally include: how, to 'enter or. part
:e
eligibility restrictions; entry deadline dates; whether pr:zes can be
won; when prizes can be won; the extent nature and value
the prizes;
basis for valuation of prizes; time and means of a selection of winners;
and/or tie breaking procedures.

NOTE 2
In general, the time and manner of disclosure of the material terms of
a contest are within the licensee's discretion. However, the obligation to disclose the material terms arises at the time the audience is
first told how to enter or participate and continues thereafter.
The material terms should be disclosed periodically by announcements
broadcast on the station conducting the contest, but need not be enumerated each time an announcement promoting the contest is broadcast.
Disclosure of material terms in a reasonable number of announcements
is sufficient.
In addition, to the required broadcast announcements,
disclosure of the material terms may be made in a non -broadcast manner.
NOTE(3)This rule is not applicable to licensee -conducted contests not
broadcast or advertised to the general public or to a substantial segment thereof, to contests in which the general public is not rer,ue:-,ted
or permitted to participate, to the commercial Overtisement of non licensee -conducted contests or to a contest eondúcted by a non -broadcast division of the licensee or by a non -broadcast company related to
the licensee.
73.1225 Station inspections by FCC.
The licensee of a broadcast station shall make
(a)
the station available for inspection by representatives of the FCC during the station's
business hours, or at any time it is in operation.
(b)
In the course of an inspection br,investigation, an FCC representative may
require special equipment tests, program tests or opera/ion with nightime or presunrise
facilities during daytime hours pursuant to 0.314, Part 1, of the FCC rules.
-

(c)
The following records shall be made available by all broadcast stations upon request by representatives of the FCC.
(1)
Equipment performance measurements required by ?3.1590 & 73.1690.
(2)
The written designations for chief operators and, when applicable, the contracts for chief operators engaged on a contract basis.
(3)
Applications for modification of the transmission system made
pursuant to 73.1690(c).
(4)
Informal statements or drawings depicting any transmitter
modification made pursuant to 73.1690(e).
(5)
Station logs and special technical records.
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73.1225(d) - 73.1226(c)(4).

(d)
Commercial and noncommercial AM
stations must make the following information also available
upon request by representatives of the FCC.
(1)
Copy of the most recent antenna
or common -point impedance
measurements.
(2)
Copy of the most recent field strength
measurements made to
establish performance of directional
antennas
required
by 73.151.
(3)
Copy of the partial directional antenna
proofs
of performance
made in accordance with 73.154 and
made pursuant to the following requirements:
(i)
Section 73.66, Sampling systems for antenna
monitors.
(ii)
Section 73.69, Antenna monitors.
(iii)
Section 73.61, AM directional antenna
field strength and
proof of performance measurements.
73.1226

Availability to FCC of station logs and records. The following shall be made
available to any authorized representative of the FCC upon request:.
(a)
Station records and logs shall be made available for inspection or duplication
at the request of the FCC or its representative. Such logs or records may be removed
from the licensee's possession by an FCC representative or, upon request, shall be mailed
by the licensee to the FCC by either registered mail, return receipt requested, or certified mail, return receipt requested.
The return receipt shall be retained by the licensee
as part of the station records until such records or logs are returned to the licensee.
A receipt shall be furnished when the logs or records are removed from the licensee's
possession by an FCC representative and this receipt shall be retained by the licensee
as part of the station records until such records or logs are returned to the licensee.
When the FCC has no further need for such records or logs, they shall be returned to the
licensee. The provisions of this rule shall apply solely to those station logs and records
which 4re required to be maintained by the provisions of this Chapter.
(1)
Logs and records stored on microfilm, microfiche or other data -

storage systems are subject to the requirements pertaining thereto found in
73.1840(bj.

(b)
Where records or logs are maintained as the official records of a recognized
law enforcement agency and the removal of the records from the possession of the law
enforcement agency will hinder its law enforcement activities, such records will not be
removed pursuant to this section if the chief of the law enforcement agency promptly
certifies in writing to the FCC that removal of the logs or records will hinder law enforcement activities of the agency, stating insofar as feasible the basis for his decision
and the date when it can reasonably be expected that such records will be released to the
(c)
The following contracts, agreements or understandings, which need

not be filed with the FCC (per 73.3613, Filing of contracts), must be kept
at the station and made available for inspection by any authorized representative of the FCC upon request:
(1)
Contracts relating to the sale of broadcast time to ^time brokers!'
for resale.
2
FM subchannel leasing agreements for subsidiary communications.
(3)
Time sales contracts with the same sponsor for 4 or more hours per
day, except where the length of the events (such as athletic contests,
musical programs and special events) broadcast pursuant to the contract is
not under control of the station.
(4)
Contracts with chief operators or other engineering personnel.
.

C
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73.1230 - 73.1250'(f )

73.1230 Postin1 of station and operator licenses.
The station license and any other
(a)
instrument of station authorization shall be posted in a conspicuous place and in such a
manner that all terms are visible at the place the licensee considers to be the principal
control point of the transmitter. At all other control or ATS monitoring and alarm points
a photocopy of the station license and other authorization shall be posted.
(b)
The operator license of each station operator employed full-

time or part-time or via contract, shall be permanently posted and shall
remain posted so long as the operator is employed by the licensee.
operators employed at two or more stations, wnich are not co -located,
shall post their operator license or permit at one of the stations and a
photocopy of the license or permit at each other station. The operator
license shall be posted where the operator is on duty, either:
At the transmitter; or
At the extension meter location; or
At the remote control point, if the station is operated by remote control; or
(3)
At the monitoring and alarm point, if the station is using an automatic trans(4)
mission system.
Posting of the operator licenses and the station license and any other
(c)
instruments of authorization shall be done by affixing the licenses to the wall at the
posting location, or by enclosing them in a binder or folder which is retained at the
posting location so that the documents will be readily available and easily accessible.
(1)
(2)

Emergency situations in which the
(a)
73.1250 Broadcasting emergency information.
broadcasting of information is considered as furthering the safety of life and property
include, but are not limited to the following: Tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tidal
waves, earthquakes, icing conditions, heavy snows, widespread fires, discharge of toxic
gasses, widespread power failures, industrial explosions, civil disorders and school
closings and changes in school bus schedules resulting from such conditions.

See also 73.3542, Application for Emergency Authorization, for
requirements involving emergency situations not covered by this section
for which prior operating authority must be requested.
If requested by responsible public officials, a station may, at its discretion,
and without further FCC authority, transmit emergency point-to-point messages for the
purpose of requesting or dispatching aid and assisting in rescue operations.
If the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) is activated for a national level
(c)
emergency while a local or State level emergency operation is in progress, the national
level EBS operation shall take precedence. If, during the broadcasting of local or State
emergency information, the attention signal described in 73.906 is used, the broadcasts
are considered as being carried out under a State level or local level EBS operational plan.
Any emergency operation undertaken in accordance with this section may be
(d)
terminated by the FCC if required in the public interest.
Immediately upon cessation of an emergency during which broadcast facilities
(e)
were used for the transmission of point-to-point messages under paragraph (b) of this
section, or when daytime facilities were used during night-time hours by an AM station
in accordance with paragraph (f) of this section, a report in letter form shall be forwarded to the FCC in Washington, D. C., setting forth the nature of the emergency, the
dates and hours of the broadcasting of emergency information, and a brief description of
the material carried during the emergency. A certification of compliance with the non commercialization provision of paragraph (f) of this section must accompany the report
where daytime facilities are used during nighttime hours by an AM station, together with
a detailed showing, under. the provisions of that paragraph, that no other broadcast service
existed or was adequate.
AM stations may, without further FCC authority, use their full daytime faci(f)
lities during nightime hours to braodcast emergency information (examples listed in paragraph (a) of this section), when necessary to the safety of life and property, in dangerous conditions of a general nature and when adequate advance warning cannot be given with
the facilities authorized. Because of skywave interference impact on other stations
assigned to the same channel, such operation may be undertaken only if regular, unlimited time service, is non-existent, inadequate from the standpoint of coverage, or not serving
the public need. All operation under this paragraph must be conducted on a non-commercial
Recorded music may be used to the extent necessary to provide program continuity.
basis.
(b)
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73.1250(g) - 73.1410(b)
Broadcasting of emergency information shall be confined to the hours, frequencies, powers and modes of operation specified in the station license, except as otherwise nzavided for AM stations in paragraph (f) of this section.
with
Any emergency information transmitted by a TV station in accordance
(h)
TV stations
only
visually.
this .section shall be transmitted both aurally and visually or
conveying
may use any method of visual presentation which results in a legible message
include, but are not
Methods
which
may
be
used
the essential emergency information.
printing)
necessarily limited to, slides, electronic captioning, manual methods (e.g., hand
is
being
conducted
or mechanical printing processes. However, when emergency operation
under a national, State or local level Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) plan, emergency
information shall be transmitted both aurally and visually.
(g)

Remote control authorization. '(a) An AM,FM or TV station
73.1400
Lising the procedtransmission system may be operated by remote control
ures.described in 73.1410.
to operate the transNo aurhorization from the FCC is required
(b)
antenna,
mission system of an AM station operating with a nondirectional
Authority to operate an AM
FM station, or TV station by remote control.
remote control is obtained
directional
antenna
-system
by
station using a
using the following procedures;
directAn application for a construction permit to erect a new
(1)
directional antenna,
ional antenna or make modifications in an existing
73.68, may request remote
system
requirements
of
subject to the sampling
Form 301 (FCC Form
control authorization on the permit application FCC
340 for noncommercial educational stations).
compliance
A licensee or permittee having á sampling system in
(2)
control
authorization
with the provisions of 73.68(a) must request remote
showing that the directional
on FCC Form 301-A, and submit information
to the specificaantenna sampling system has been constructed according
tions of 73.68(a).
A licensee or permittee of a station not having an approved
(3)
of 73.68(a)
directional sampling system in compliance with the provisions
Form,
301-A,
and
submit
must request remote control authorization on FCC
adjustment
directional
antenna
is
in
proper
information showing that the
during the 1 -year
and further showing the stability of the antenna system
period specified in Section II of Form 301-A.
Whenever a remote control point is established at a location
(c)
notification of that remote
other than at the main studio or transmitter,
within 3 days of
location must be sent to the FCC in Washington, D.C.,
required
if responThis notification is not
initial use of the point.
transmitter
of
studio
sible station personnel may be contacted at the
operator
is elsewhen
the
remote
control
site during hours of operation
where.

Broadcast stations operated by
73.1410 Remote control operation. (a)
at
remote
control
points sufficient control
remote control must provide
monitoring
capability
to
allow technical operaand operating parameter
that
station and the
tion in compliance with the Rules applicable to
AM
stations
that
are required to
terms of the station authorization.
must provide sufficduring
the
broadcast
day
change modes of operation
ient redundancy to assure that such mode changes actually occur.and protectThe remote control system must be designed, installed
(b)
only by licensed so that the transmitter can be activated or controlled
authorized
by
the
licensee.
ed transmitter operators
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C

(c)
The remote control and monitoring equipment must be calibrated
and tested es often as necessary to ensure proper operation.
The remote control system must be designed so that malfunctions
(d)
in the circuits between the control points and transmitter willnot cause the
transmitter to be inadvertently activated or to change ooerating modes or
output power.
'"Jhenever a malfunction causes loss of accurate indications of
(e)
the transmitter operating parameters, use of remote control must be disIf the
continued within 3 hours after the malfunction is first detected.
station is found to be operating beyond the terms of the station authorization and such malfunction cannot be corrected by remote control, station
operation must be immediately terminated.
Al stations may use amplitude or phase modulation of the carrier
tf)
Fm stations may use
wave for remote control telemetry and alarm purposes.
aural subcarriers and TV stations may use either aural subcarriers or signals within the vertical blanking interval for telemetry and alarm purposes.
Use of such remote control signals must be in accordance with the technical standards for the particular class of station.

§73.1500 Automatic transmission system (ATS).
An automatic transmission
system consists of monitoring devices, control and alarm circuitry,
arranged so that they interact automatically to operate a broadcast
station's transmitter and maintain technical parameters within licensed
values.

(a) Licensees of AM, FM or TV broadcast stations may utilize an automatic transmission system (ATS) in lieu of either direct or remote control
of the station transmitting system.
(b) No authorization from the FCC is required to operate the transmitter using an automatic transmission system. Prior to commencing use of
the ATS, the station chief operator, technical director or consulting
engineer shall certify in writing to the station licensee that the system
has been installed, tested and fully complies with all prescribed technical standards of the Rules applicable to the particular class of station.
(c) Broadcast stations operating automatic transmission systems must
be provided with one or more ATS duty operator points.
Each such point
shall have a means3to turn the transmitting apparatus off at all times.
(d) Whenever an automatic transmission system duty operator point is
established at a location other than at the main studio or transmitter,
notification of that location must be sent to the FCC in Washington, D.C.,
within 3 days of initial Ilse of that point. This notification is not required if responsible station personnel may be contacted at the transmitter
or studio site during hours of operation when the ATS duty operator is
elswhere.
(e) The ATS must incorporate circuits that will terminate station
transmission within 3 minutes if the adjustment controls do not correct an
operating condition which is capable of causing interference.
(f) The transmitting apparatus must be manually activated at the beginning of each broadcast period.
(g) For AM station operation, the ATS may incorporate a means to
transmit emergency information under the provisions of §73.1250(f).
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§73.1510 Experimental authorizations. (a) Licenses of broadcast stations may obtain
experimental authorizations to conduct technical experimentation directed toward
improvement of the technical phases of operation and service, and for such purposes
may use a signal other than the normal broadcast program signal.
Experimental authorizations may be requested by filing an informal appli(b)
cation with the FCC in Washington, D. C., describing the nature and purpose of the
experimentation to be conducted, the nature of the experimental signal to be transmitted, and the proposed schedule of hours and duration of the experimentation. Experimental authorizations shall be posted with the station license.
Experimental operations are subject to the following conditions:
(c)
The authorized power of the station may not be exceeded, except as
(1)
specifically authorized for the experimental operations
Emissions outside the authorized bandwidth must be attenuated to the
(2)
degree required for the particular type of station.
The experimental operations may be conducted at any time the station
(3)
is authorized to operate, but the minimum required schedule of programming for the
class and type of station must be met. AM stations also may conduct experimental
operations during the experimental period (11 midnight local time to local sunrise)
and at additional hours if permitted by the experimental authorization provided no
interference is caused to other stations maintaining a regular operating schedule
within such period(s).
If an experimental authorization permits the use of additional facili(4)
ties or hours of operations for experimental purposes, no sponsored programs or
commercial announcements may be transmitted during such experimentation.
The licensee may transmit regularly scheduled programming concurrently
(5)
with the experimental transmission if there is no significant impairment of service.
No charges may be made, either directly or indirectly, for the experi(6)
mentation; however, normal charges may be made for regularly scheduled programming
transmitted concurrently with the experimental transmissions.
The FCC may request a report of the research, experimentation and results
(d)
at the conclusion of the experimental operation.
Y

.

0

A special field test authorization may be
(a)
§73.1515 Special field test authorizations.
of suitable sites for
issued to conduct field strength surveys to aid in the selection
determine coverage areas, or to study other factors
broadcast transmission facilities,
authorization must be
influencing broadcast signal propagation. The applicant for the
Camnanicaticns
Act.
qualified to hold a license under Section 303(1) (1) of the
operate
a
transmitter
under
a Special field
Requests for authorizations to
(b)
application
in
letter
form, signed by
test authorization must be in writing using an informal
the applicant and including the following information:
Purpose, duration and need for the survey.
(1)
Frequency, transmitter output powers and time of operation.
(2)
estimated effective
A brief description of the test antenna system, its
(3)
the geographic coordinates
ground
or
average
terrain,
and
radiated field and height above
of its proposed location(s).
following
Operation under a special field test authorization is subject to the
(c)
conditions:
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§73.1515(c)(1) -

§73.1520

No objectionable interference will result to the operation of other
(1)
authorized radio services; in this connection, the power requested shall not exceed that
,cessary for the purposes of the test.
The carriers will be unmodulated except for the transmission of a test
(2)
pattern on a visual TV transmitter, and for hourly voice station identification on aural
ZM, FM and TV transmitters.
The transmitter output power or antenna input pcwer may not exceed those
(3)
specified in the test authorization and the operating power must be maintained at a constant
value for each phase of the tests.

The input power to the final amplifier stage and the Af- antenna
current or the FM or TV transmitter output power must be observed and
recorded at half hour intervals and at any time the power is adjusted or
Copies of these records must be submitted to the FCC with the
chin-med.
required report.
(4)

(5)
The test equipment may not be permanently installed, unless such installation has been separately authorized.
Mobile units are not deemed permanent installations.

Test transmitters must be operated by or under the immediate direction of an operator holding a commercial radio operator
license (any class, unless otherwise endorsed).
(6)

A report, containing the measurements, their analysis and other results of
(7)
the survey shall be filed with the FCC in Washin-ton, D.C. within sixty (60) days following the termination of the test authorization.
The test teansmissicn equipment, installation and operation thereof need not
(8)
comply with the requirements of FCC rules and standards except as specified in this Section
if the equipment, installation and operation are consistent with good engineering
principles and practices.
A special field test authorization may be modified or terminated by notifi(d)
ition f ran the FCC if in its judgment such action will promote the public interest,
convenience and necessity.
§73.1520 Operation for tests and maintenance.
(a). Broadcast stations may be operated
for tests and maintenance of their transmitting systems ón their assigned frequencies using their licensed operating power and antennas during their authorized
hours of operation without specific authorization from the FCC.
(b)
Licensees of AM stations may operate for tests and maintenance during the
hours from 11 midnight local time to local sunrise, if no interference is caused
to other stations maintaining a regular operating schedule within such period.
No
AM station licensed for "daytime" or "specified hours" of operation may broadcast
any regular or scheduled programs during this period of test and maintenance operation.
Licensees of AM stations may obrain special antenna test authorizations,
(c)
and operate under the provisions described in §73.157, to operate with nighttime facilities
during daytime hours in conducting directional antenna field strength and antenna proof of

performance measurements.

C
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§73.1530

- §73.1545

A portable test station is one
§73.1530 Portable test stations,
(Definition)
that is moved fran place to place for making field strength and ground conductivity
measurements, for selecting station transmitter sites, and conducting other specialized
propagation tests, Portable test stations are not normally used while in motion,
and may not be used for the transmission of programs intended to be received by the
public.

The carrier frequency of each AM and
(a)
§73.1540 Carrier frequency measurements.
FM station and the visual carrier frequency and difference between the visual carrier
and the aural carrier or center frequency of each TV station shall be measured or
determined as often as necessary to insure that they are meaintained within the prescribed tolerances.
In measuring the carrier frequency, the licensee may use any method or
(b)
procedure that has sufficient precision to establish that the carrier frequency is
within the prescribed departure limits.
The primary standard of frequency for radio frequency measurements is the
(c)
standard frequency maintained by the National Bureau of Standards or the standard
signals of Stations WWV, WWVB, and WWVH of the National Bureau of Standards.
§73.1545 Carrier frequency departure tolerances.
(a)
AM stations. The departure of
the carrier frequency for monophonic transmissions or center frequency for stereophonic
transmissions may not exceed + 20 Hz from the assigned frequency.
(b)
FM stations.
(1) The departure of the carrier or center frequency of an FM
station with an authorized transmitter output pacer more than 10 watts may not exceed
+2000hertz fran the assigned frequency.
(2)
The departure of the carrier or center frequency of an FM station with an
authorized transmitter output power of 10 watts or less may not exceed +3000 hertz
fran the assigned frequency.
(c)
TV stations. (1) The departure of the visual carrier frequency of a TV
station may not exceed +1000 hertz fron the assigned visual carrier frequency.
The departure of the aural carrier frequency of a TV station may not exceed
(2)
+1000 hertz fran the actual visual carrier frequency plus exactly 4.5 MHz.
(d)
International broadcast stations. The departure of the carrier frequency
of an International broadcast station may not exceed 0.0015% of the assigned frequency
on which the station is transmitting.
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17.1550(c)(3)

A broadcast station may, without further authority from
(a)
73.1550 Extension meters.
the FCC, install and use extensión meters and monitoring devices provided:
The transmitter is in the same building as the normal operating location of
(1)
the station's licensed operator and is no more than one floor above or below the normal
operating location.

to the transmitter
The path from the normal operating location
and provides the operator with
is no longer than 30.5 meters (100 feet)
ready access to the transmitter.
sufficiently close
(2)

The required extension meters and monitoring devices are
from normal indications of such
to the operator's normal operating location that deviations
instruments can be observed from that location.
accessible to unThe transmitter is installed and protected so it is not
(4)
authorized persons.
the type of station,
Each extension meter or monitoring device required for
(5)
continuously
sample
the parameter for
pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section, shall
which it is installed and constantly indicate that parameter.
with the
Installation and operation of these meters shall be in accordance
(6)
and monitoring devices.
requirements prescribed for their corresponding regular meters
do not affect the
Devices used for obtaining extension meter indications
(7)
accuracy of their corresponding regular meters.
follows:
Extension metering and monitoring devices shall be installed as
(b)
input
power
of
the
last radio
Meters for indicating the DC
(i)
AM stations.
(1)
frequency power amplifier stage of the transmitter.
directional antenna
(ii) A meter for indicating non -directional antenna current or
common point current.
either the antenna monitor or
(iii) For stations using directional antenna systems,
and repeatability prescribed for
specifications
for
accurancy
external meters meeting the
the monitor itself.
(i)
10 watts.
FM stations operating with transmitter output power more than
(2)
amplifier
stage
radio frequency power
Meters for indicating the DC input power to the last
(3)

c

of the transmitter.
current or power.
(ii) A meter for indicating the relative transmission line voltage,
(i) An indiless.
FM stations operating with transmitter power of 10 watts or
(3)
cator to show when the transmitter is in operation. the DC input power to the last radio
(i) Meters for indicating
TV stations.
(4)
transmitters.
frequency power amplifier stages for the aural and visual
line voltage, current or power,
(ii) Meters for indicating the relative transmission
for the aural and visual transmitters.

monitoring the visual signal so that
(iv) Visual monitoring equipment suitable for
requirements.
it may be maintained in accordance with the FCC
section,
required,
pursuant
to paragraph (b) of this
The extension meters
(c)
necessary to
regular
meters
as
often
as
must be calibrated against their corresponding

(iii) Reserved.

insure their accuracy. and.
or
In no event shall an extension meter be calibrated against another remote
(1)
extension meter.
value read
(2) Each extension meter shall be accurate to within 2 percent of the
on its corresponding regular meter.
each mode of operation.
(3) For AM stations, such calibration shall be made for
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73.1550(d) - 73.1560(c)
(d)
If a malfunction of any component of the extension metering or monitoring
system causes inaccurate readings, the following procedures shall apply:

(1)
All stations. If the malfunction affects the meters for indication the DC input power to the last radio stage of the transmitter power
amplifier, the indications must be read at the transmitter.

AM stations.
In addition to (1) above, if the malfunction affects the exten(2)
sion indications of antenna or armion point ammeter, the operating power may be determined
by the indirect method using the procedures described in §73.51(e) for a period not to
Alternatively, the operating power may be determined by the direct
exceed 60 days.
method on a continued basis by reading the regular antenna or common point ammeter for

each mode of operation until the defective extension metering is repaired.
If the malfunction affects the extended indidefective extension metering is repaired.
cations of the directional antenna monitor, the pertinent entries required in the
operating log must be obtained at the specified intervals at the monitor location.
In addition to subparagraph (1) of this paragraph, if the malFM stations.
(3)
function affects the transmission line meter, the indications must be read at the transmitter.

In addition to subparagraph (1) of this paragraph, if the malTV stations.
function affects the transmission line meter(s), indications must be read at the trans(4).

--

mitter..If the malfunction effects the indications of the visual monitoring
equipment, the licensee must, pending repair or replacement, provide other
suitable means for monitoring visual modulation at the extension meter
location.
If a malfunctioning component. cannot be repaired or replaced
(e)
within 60 days from the date faulty operation is detected, the Engineer -in-'
district in which the station is located must be notified
Charge of the radio
made
for
such additional time as is needed to complete the
and request
necessary repairs or replacement.
ce.(a)(1/AM stations. Except as provided for in paragraph
§73.1560 Cperati.rffl jower/folé9
specified
(d), the antenna input power of an PM station as determined by the procedures
input
is
practicable
to
the
authorized
antenna
in 573.51 must be maintained as near as
authorized
power.
than
90%
nor
more
than
105%
of
the
power and may not be mess

cannot be placed
(a)(2) Whenever the transmitter of an AM station
transmissions
time
required,
into the specified operating mode at the
However,
if the radiated
of the station must be immediately terminated.
for that
exceed
that
permitted
field at any bearing or elevation does not
the lesser radiated field may
time of day, operation in the mode with
of paragraph (d) of this section.
continue under the notification procedures
(d), the transmitter output
FM stations. Except as provided in paragraph
determined
by
the
procedures specified in
power of an FM station with power output as
for output power
educational
FM
stations)
authorized
§73.267 (S73.567 for nonoammercial
practicable to the authorized transmore than 10 watts must be maintained as near as
be
less
than
90%
nor
more than 105% of the authorized
mitter output power and may not
output power of 10 watts or
FM stations operating with authorized transmitter
power.
but
not
more than 105% of the
less, may operate at less than the authorized power,
authorized power.
TV stations. (1) Except as provided in paragraph (d), the
(c)
determined by the Procedures
(b)

visual output power of a TV transmitter, as
is practicable to the
specified in 73.663, must be maintained as near as
be less than 80% nor more
power
and
may
not
authorized transmitter output
than 110 of the authorized power.
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(2)
The output power of the aural transmitter shall be maintained to provide an aural carrier ERP not to exceed 22% of the peak
authorized visual ERP.
(3)
The FCC may specify deviation from the power of tolerance
requirements for subscription television operations to the extent it deems.
necessary to perrit proper operation.
technically impossible
induced power operation. In the event it beds
operate
at reduced P°"=
a broadcast station may
to operate with the authorized
If
authority
from
the
FCC.
for a period of not more than 30days without specific
notification must be sent
operation at reduced paws will exceed 10 consecutive days, a
power operation.
to the FCC.in Washington, D.C., not later. than the 10th day of the lower
expiration of. the 30 day period,
In the event the normal power is restored prior to the
If causes,
the licensee must notify .the FCC upon restoration of normal operation.
gyp. within 3C.,0ár
.beyond the control of the licensee prevent restoration of authori zed
no
days, an informal written request mist be made to the FCC in Washington,
(d)

than the 30th day for additional time as may be necessary.
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73.1570 - 73.1580
(a) The percentage of modulation is to
573.1570 Modulation levels: AM,. FM, and TV aural.
be maintained at as high a level as is consistent with good quality..of transmission and
good broadcast service, with maximum levels not to exceed the values specified in paragraph OD). Generally, the modulation should not be less than 95% on peaks of frequent
recurrence, but where lower modulation levels may be required to avoid objectionable
loudness or to maintain the dynamic range of the program material, the degree of modulasuch
tion may be reduced to whatever level is necessary for this purpose, even though under
which
produces
peaks
of
circumstances, the level may be substantially less than that
frequent recurrence at a level of 85%.
Maximum modulation levels must meet the following limitations:
(b)
In no case shall the amplitude modulation of the carrier wave
AM stations.
(1)

exceed 100% on negative peaks of frequent recurrence, or 125% on positive oeaks at anv time.
(i) AM stations transmittina stereophonic proorams not exceed the AM
maximum stereophonic transmission sional modulation specifications of stereophonic system
in use.

(ii)

stations transmittino telemetry signals for remote control. or automatic
transmission system operation must meet the modulation limitations of ?3.142(i).
AM

The tolal modulation must not exceed 100 perFM -stations.
(2)
cent of peaks of frequent reoccurrence referenced to 75 kHz deviation.
However, stations providing subsidiary communications service using sub carriers under provisions of 73.319 concurrently with the broadcasting of
stereophonic or monophonic programs may increase the peak modulation deviation as follows:
The total peak modulation may be increased 0.5 percent for each
(i)
1.0 percentsubcarrier injection modulation.
In no event may the modulation of the carrier exceed 110 percent
(ii)
(82.5kHz peak deviation).
stations. In mo case shall the total modulation of the
TV
(3)
aural carrier exceed 100ó on peaks of frequent recurrence, unless some
other peak modulation level is specified in an instrument of authorFor monophonic transmissions, 100% modulation is defined as
ization.
plus or minus 25kHz.
Stations transmitting aural multiplex subcarriers for
(i)
authorized services (see 73.665) may increase the modulation deviation
to the limits specified in 73.682(c'5.
as part of encoded
Stations transmitting aural subcarriers
(ii)
73.641-73.644
may modsubscription programs under the provisions of specifications stated in
ulate the aural carrier in accordance with the
the application for advance FCC approval.

maintain modulation
If a limiting or compression amplifier is employed to
substantially
alter
the
dynamic characterlevels, precaution must be taken so as not to
istics of programs.
(c)

C

Each AM, rM and TV station
73.1580 Transmission sZstem inspections.
complete
inspection of the transa
licensee or permittee must conduct
monitors
as
often
as necessary to enmitting system and all required
sure proper station operation.
-11c8/12/86
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73.1590(á) -.(c)(5)
73.1590

Equipment performance measurements.
(a) The licensee of each
A:d,FM and TV station, except -licensees of Crass D non-commercial educat-

ional FM stations authorized to operate with 10 watts or less output
power , must make equipment performance measurements for each main transmitter as follows:
(1)
Upon initial installation of a..new or replacement main transrlitter.
(2)
T pon modification of an existing transmitter Made under
the provisions of 73.1690. Modification of transmission systems, and especified
therein.
(3)
Installation of AM stereophonic transmission equipment pursuant
to 73.128.
(4)
Installation of FM subcarrier or stereophonic transmission equip rent pursuant to 73.295, 73.297, 73.593 or 73.597.
(5)
Installation of TV stereophonic or subcarrier transmission equip rent pursuant to 73.669 and 73.1690.
(6)
Annually, for
stations, with not more than 14 months between
measurements.
(7)

license.

When required by other provisions of the rules or the station

(b)

Measurements for spurious and harmonic emissions must be -nde to
show compliance with the transmission system requirements of 73.44 for AI'
stations. Y5.317 for FM stations end 73.6887 for TV stations. measurements must be made under all conditions of modulation expected to be encountered by the station whether transmitting monophonic or stereophonic
programs and providing subsidiary communications services.
(c)
TV visual equipment performance measurements must he made with
the equipment adjusted for normal program operation at the transmitter
antenna sampling port to yield the following information:
(1)

Field strength or voltv.:e o:" '_he lower side -band for a

frequency of 1,25 MHz or greater, (including 3.59 MHz for color),modiz? ati.n^
and of
the upper side -band for
modulating frequency of 4.75 MHz or greater.
(P)
Data showing that the waveform of the transmitted signal conforms
to that specified by the standards for TV transmissions.
(3)
Photographs of a test pattern taken from a receiver or monitor
connected to the transmitter output.
4
Data showin
showing envelope
envelope delay characteristics of the radiated si.n^a7..
(5)
Data showing the attenuation of spurious and harmonic
radiation, if,
after type acceptance, any changes have been made in
the
reansmitter
or
associated equipment (filters, multiplexer, etc.) which co,4ld
cause
changes
in its radiation products.
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73.1610(a) - (d)

(a) During the process of construction of a
73.1610 Equipment tests.
new broadcast station, The permittee, after notifying the FCC in Washington, D.C.may, without further authority from the FCC, conduct equipment teats for the purpose of making such adjustments and measurements
as may be necessary to assure compliance with the terms of the construction permit, the technical provisions of the application therefore, the
rules and regulations and the applicable engineering standards. For AM
stations, equiptment tests, including either a directional or nondirectional proof of performance required by the construction permit, may be
conducted during daytime hours provided that the antenna system is first
substantially tuned during the expermental period. The nondirectional
proof shall be conducted with power adjusted to 25% of that specified in
the permit for the authorized directional facilities or, if applicable,
to such higher power as is specified in the same permit for authorized
nondirectional ficilities. For licensed stations, see 73.1616, Operation During Modification of Facilities; and ?3.157, Antenna Testing during Daytime.
(b) The FCC may notify the permittee not to conduct equipment tests
or may modify, cancel,suspend or change the modes of testing or the dates
and times for such tests in order to resolve interference complaints or
when such action may appear to be in the public interest., convenience and
necessity.
-lb) The FCC may notify the permittee not. to conduct tests or may cancel, suspend, or change the date for the beginning of equipment tests if an when such action
may appear to be in the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
Equipment tests may be continued so long as the construction permit shall
(c)
-

remain valid.
The authorization for tests embodied in this section shall not be construed
(d)
is constituting a license to operate but as a necessary part of construction.

G
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73.1615 Operation during modification of facilities. When the licensee
of an existing AM, 14 or TV station is in the process of modifying existing facilities as authorized by a construction permit and determines it
is necessary to either discontinue operation or to operate with temporary
facilities to continue program service, the following procedures apply:
(a) Licensees holding a construction permit for modification of directional or nondictional FM and TV or nondirectional AM station facile,_
ties may, without specifice FCC authority, for a period not exceeding 30
days;

(1) Discontinue operation, or
(2) Operate with temporary facilities to maintain, as nearly as possible, but not exceed, the size of the presently licesned coverage area.
(b) Licensees of an AM station holding a construction permit which
involves directiona facilities and which does not involve a changelín
operating frequencymay, for a period not exceeding 30 days;
(1) Discontinue operation, or
(2) Operate with reduced power or with parameters at variance from
licensed tolerance while maintaining monitoring point field strengths
within licended limits during the period subsequent to the commencement
of modifications authorized by the construction permit, or
(3) Operate in a nondirectional mode during the presently licensed
hours of directional operation with power reduced to 25% or less of the
nominal licensed power or whatever higher power, not exceeding licensed
power, will insure that the radiated field strength specified by the
license is not exceeded at any given asimuth for the corresponding hours
of directional operation, or
(4) Operate in a nondirectional mode during daytime hours, if not
already do licensed, only as necessary to conduct a required nondirectional proof of performance with a power not to exceed ?5% of the maximum
power authorized by the construction permit for directional operation, or
(5) Operate during daytime hours with either the daytime or nighttime
directional pattern and with the power authorized by the construction permit only as necessary to take proof of performance measurements. Operating power shall be promptly reduced to presently licensed level during any
dignificant period of time that these measurements are not being taken.
No daytime operation of construction permit directional patterns authorized by this paragraph shall be conducted before such patterns have
been substantially tuned during the expermental period.
(6) In the event the directional pattern authorized by the construction permit replaces a licensed directiona pattern, the licensee may
operate with the substantially adjusted construction permit pattern durimg the corresponding licensed hours of directional operation with power
not exceeding that specified for the. licensed pattern.
(c) Such operation or discontinuance of operation in accordance with
the provisions of paragraph (a) or (b) of this section may begin upon
notification to the FCC in Washington, D.C.
(1) Should it be necessary to continue the procedures in either paragraph (a) or (b) of this section beyond 30 days, an informal letter re..
quest signed by the licensee or the licensee's representative must be
sent to the FCC in Washington, D.C. prior to the 30th day.
(d) Licensees of an AM station holding a construction permit which
authorizes both a change in frequency and directional facilities must request and obtain authority from the FCC in Washington, D.C. prior to using any new installation authorized by the permit or using temproary
facilities.
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73.1615(d)(1) - 73.1620(f)

(1) The request is to be made at least 10 days prior to the date on
which the temporary operation if to commence. The request is to be made
by letter which shall describe the operating modes and ficilities to be
used. Such letter requests shall be signed by the licensee or the
licensee's representative.
(2) Discontinuance of operation is permitted upon notification to the
FCC in Washington, D.C. Should it be necessary to discontinue operation
longer than 30 days, an informal letter request, signed by the licensee
or the licensee's representatives, must be sent to the FCC in Washington,
D.C. prior to the 30th day.
(e) The FCC may modify or cancel the temporary operation permitted
under the provisions of paragraph (a),(b),(c) or (d) of this section
without prior notice or right to héaring.,_
§73.1620 PLuyiam tests.
(a) Upon completion of construction of an AM, FM or TV
station in accordance with the terms of the construction permit, the technical provisions of the application, the rules and regulations and the applicable engineering
standards, program tests may be conducted in accordance with the following:
The permittee of a nondirectional AM or.FM station, or a
(1)

nondirectional olt directional TV station, may begin program tests upon
notification to the FCC in Washington, D. C. provided that within 10 days
thereafter, an application for a license is filed with the FCC in
Washington, D. C.
(2)
The permittee of an AM or FM station with a directional
anetnna system must file an application for licensee requesting
test authority with the FCC in Washington, D. C. at least 10 days
prior to the date on which it desires to begin program tests. Also
an antenna proof of performance must be filed with the request by
an AM or FM dtation with a directional antenna.
(b)
The FCC reserves the right to revoke or suspend program tests by any station
without right of hearing for failure to comply adequately with all terms of the
construction permit or in order to resolve instances of objectionable interference.
(c)
Unless sooner suspended or revoked, the program test authority continues
valid during FCC consideration of the application for license, and during this period
further extension of the construction permit is not required.
Program test authority
shall be automatically terminated by final determination upon the application for
station license.
(d)
All operation under program test authority shall be instrict compliance
with the rules governing broadcast stations and in strict accordance with representations made in the application for license pursuant to which the tests were
authorized.
(e)
Acceptance by the FCC of notification of the station of program tests, or
the granting of program test authority by the FCC, is not to be construed by the
permittee as approval by the FCC of the application for station license.
(f)
The licensee of a UHF -TV station which is not in operation on, but
assigned to, the same allocated channel which a 1000 watt UHF translator station is
authorized to use (see §73.3516, "Specification of facilities"), shall notify the
licensee of the translator station, in writing, at least 10 days prior to
commencing or resuming operation. The -TV station licensee shall also certify to the
FCC in Washington, D.C. that such advance notice has been given to the translator
station licensee.
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73.1635(a) - (c)

(a) A special tem73.1635 Special temporary authorizations (STA).
porary authorization (STA) is the authority granted to a permitee or
licensee.to permit.the operation of e,_broadcast facility for a limited
period at a specified variance from the terms of the station authórization or requirements of the FCC rules applicable to the particular class
of station.
(1) A request for a STA should be filed with FCC in Washington, D.C.
at least 10 days prior to the date of the proposed operation.
(2) The request is to be made by letter and shall fully describe the
proposed operation and the necessity for the requested STA. Such letter
tequests shall be signed by the licensee or the licensee's representative.
(3) A request for a STA necessitated by unforeseen equipment damage or
failure may be made without regard to the procedural requirements of this
section (e.g. via telegram or telephone). Any request made pursuant to
this paragraph shall be followed by a written confirmation request conforming to the requirements of paragraph (a)(2) of this section. Confirmation requests shall be submitted within 24 hours. (see also 73.1680
Emergency Antennas).
(4) An STA may be granted for an initial period not to exceed 180 days.
A limited number of extensions of such authorizations may be granted for
additional periods not exceeding 180 days per extension. An STA necessitated by technical or equipment problems, however, may, in practice, be
granted for an initial period not to exceed 90 days with a limited number
of extensions not to exceed 90 days per entension.
The permittee or
licensee must demonstrate that any further extensions requested are necessary and that all steps to resume normal operation are being undertaken
an in expeditious and timely fashion.
(5) Certain rules permit temporary operation at variance without prior
authorization from the FCC when notification is filed as prescribed in the
particular rules. -See 73.62, Directional Antenna System Tolerance, 73.157
Antenna Testing During Daytime; 73.1250, Broadcasting Emergency information; 73.1615, Operation During Modification of Facilities; and 73.1680,
Emergency Antennas.
(b) An STA may be modified or cancelled by the FCC without prior notice
or right to hearing.
(c) No request by an AM station for temporary authority to extend its
hours of operation beyond those authorized by its regular authorization
will be accepted or granted by the FCC except in emergency situations conforming with the requirements of 73.3542, Application for Emergency Authorization.
See also 73.1250, Broadcasting Emergency information.
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17.1650 - 73.1665(b)
73.1650

C

International broadcasting agreements.

(a) AM broadcast station agreements.

(1)
The U.S.A. is signatory to the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement (MARBA) with the Bahama Islands and the Dominican Republic.
(2)
The U.S.A. is a signatory to the Regional Agreement for the
;edium.: Frequency Broadcasting Service in Region 2 (Region 2AM Agreement)
(3)
The U.S.A. and Canada are signatories to a separate agreement
(U.S./Canadian Agreement).
.

(4) The U.S.A. and Mexico are signatories to a separate agreement (U.S./Mesican
Agreement).
(5) The U.S.A. has separate, bilateral agreements with Canada, Mexico and the
Bahama Islands pertaining to presunrise authority.
(b)
FM broadcast stations agreements. The U.S.A. is a signatory to separate,
bilateral agreements concerning FM broadcast stations with the governments of Canada
and Mexico.
(c)
TV broadcast station agreements. The U.S.A. is signatory to separate, bilateral agreements concerning TV broadcast stations with the governments of Canada and
Mexico.

TV broadcast station agreements to which the U.S.A.
is a signatory are available for inspection in the Office of the Chief,
Iass 'edia Bureau, FCC,. Washington, P.C.. Copies may be purchased from the
FCC cony contractor whose name may be obtained from the FCC Consumer
Assistance Office in Washington, P.C.
(d)

All A,F''

and

73.1660 Acceptability of broadcast transmitters.
(a) A transmitter may
be type accepted or notified upon the request of any manufacture of
transmitters following the procedures described in Part 2 of the FCC Rules.
If acceptable, the transmitter will be included in the FCC's "Radio Equipment List, Equipment Acceptable for Licensing". Since March 5, 1984, these
transmitters shall be authorized under notification.
(b) A permitee or licensee planning to install and use as a main transmitter one not included on the FCC's "Radio Equipment List" must obtain
authority to use such a transmitter by filing an application for a construction permit on FCC Form 301 (FCC Form 340 for noncommercial educational stations). The application must include a complete description and
Circuit diagram of the transmitter, description of the carrier frequency
determining circuits, complete. operating parameters and measurement data
as would be required .for a grant of type acceptance. A permittee or
licensee planning to modify a transmitter which in included on the FCC's
"Radio Equipment List" ór for which an FCC Form 301 has been submitted
and approved, must follow the requirements 'contained in 73.1690.
A transmitter which was in use prior to January 50, 1955, may
(c)
continue to be used by the licensee, and successors or assignees, if it
continues to comply with the technical requirements for the type of station
at which it is used.
(d) Kl sterophonic exciter-generaters for interfacing with type accepted
or notified AN transmitters may be type accepted upon request from any
manufacturer by procedures described in Part 2 of the FCC Rules.
Broadcast licensees may modify their type accepted AM sterophonic exciter-generators in accordance with 73.1690.
(e) Additiona.lrule covering type acceptance and notification, modificatuon of authorized transmitters and withdrawal of a grant of authorization are contained in Part 2 of the FCC Rules.
.

73.1665 Main transmitters.
(a) Each broadcast station must have at least one main transmitter which complies with the provisions of the transmitter technical requirements for the
type and class of station. A main transmitter is one which is used for regular program
service having power ratings appropriate for the authorized operating power(s).
(b)
There is no maximum power rating limit for FM or TV station transmitters, however, the maximum rated transmitter power of a main transmitter installed at an AM station
shall be as follows:
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73.1665(b) - 73.1670(a)(1)

Authorized power

0.25, 0.5, or 1
2.5 kW
5 or 10 kW
25 or 50 kW

kW

Maximum rated transmitter
power (kW)
1

5

10
50

(c)
A licensee may, without further authority or notification to
the FCC, replace an existing main transmitter or install additional main
transmitter(s) for use with the:authorized antenna if the replacement or
additional transmitters) is type accepted or notified as shown in the
FCC's "Radio Equipment List". Within 10 days after commencement of regular use of the replacement or additional transmitter(s), equipment per
formánce measurements, as perscribed for the type of station are to be
completed.
17.1668 Type approval of modulation monitors.
(a)
A manufacturer desiring to obtain type
approval of a modulation monitor must submit two copies of the full specifications of the
monitor with the test data specified in the requirements for the particular type of monitor.
(See 73.50 for AM, 73.332 for FM, or 73.694 for TV monitors.) If this information appears
to meet the requirements for type approval, the FCC will advise the manufacturer and re guest that a monitor be shipped to the Laboratory at Gilford, Maryland.
Type approval
of the monitor will be given only on the basis of data obtained by the FCC in testing
the sample monitor supplied by the manufacturer.
(b)
In approving the monitor upon the basis of tests conducted by the Laboratory,
the FCC merely. recognizes that type monitor has the inherent capability of functioning in
compliance with the rules if properly constructed, maintained, and operated.
(c)
All charges for shipping the sample monitor to and from the FCC Laboratory
must be paid for by the manufacturer.
(d)
Additional information concerning modification of type approved equipment,
withdrawal of type approval, and limitations on findings upon which type approval is based
are contained in Part 2, Subpart J of the FCC rules.'

73.1670 Auxiliary transmitters.
(a) A licensee of a broadcast station may,
without further authority from the FCC, install and use with the main antenna
system one or more auxiliary transmitters for the following purposes:
(1)
The transmission of regular programs upon failure of the main
transmitter.
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73.1670(a) (2) -

73.1675(e)

The transmission of regular programs during maintenance or modification of the main transmitter.
(3)
Emergency broadcast system operation.
(4)
The transmission of regular programs by an AM station authorized
(2)

for Pre -sunrise (PSRA) and/or Post -sunset (PSSA) operation.

The transmission of tests to determine the operating condition
of the auxiliary transmitter or auxiliary antenna.
(6)
For testing, upon the reouest of representatives of the FCC.
transmitter for use
(b) Authorization to install an auxiliary
authorized
auxiliary
antenna must bewith other than the main antenna or
FCC 301
obtained by filing an application for a construction permit on
(FCC form 340 for noncommercial educational stations).
apply to auxiliThe following technical and operating standards
(c)
ary transmitter:
the station's
The auxiliary transmitter may be operated on only
(1)
frequency
departure
authorized frequency and within the required carrier
tolerance for the type of station.
must be
The carrier frequency of the auxiliary transmitter
(2)
is
maintained
within the
measured as often as necessary to insure that it
prescribed tolerance.
may be
When using an auxiliary transmitter, the operating power
(3)
exceed the authorized power
less than the authorized power but may not
for
the
type
of
station. If operation with
within the permitted tolerance
continues
for a period exceeding
an auxiliary transmitter at reduced power
(See 73.51, AM;
10 days, the FCC in Washington, D. C., must be notified.
TV.)
73.267, FM; 73.567, NCE-PM ; and 73.663
(4)
Reserved.
operation of the
Normal operator requirements apply to the
(5)
auxiliary transmitter.
issued nor
After January 1, 1979, new licenses will not be
NOTE:
transmitters
that
are
will existing licenses be renewed for auxiliary
operated into the main antenna system.
(5)

73.1675 Auxiliary antennas. (a) An auxiliary antenna is one that is permanently installed and available for use when the main antenna is out of service for repairs or
transmitter site as the
replacement. An auxiliary antenna may be located at the same
In
either
case,
however, the coverage
station's main antenna or at a separate site.
auxiliary
antenna
may
not
extend
beyond
the coverage area
area when operating with the
authorization filed under the
An
application
for
an
auxiliary
antenna
of the main antenna.
procedures given in paragraphs (b) or (c) of this section must contain a map showing the
following contours for both the main and auxiliary antenna radiation:
The 0.5 mv/m field strength contours.
AM stations:
(1)
(2)

(3)

FM stations:
TV stations.

The 1.0 my/m field strength contours.
The Grade B coverage contours.

An application for a construction permit to install a new auxiliary. antenna, or to make changes in an existing auxiliary antenna for
which prior FCC authorization is requested (see §73.1690),
must be filed on FCC Form 301 (FCC Form 340 for noncommercial educational
(b)

stations)

.

Authority to use a formerly licensed main antenna without
changes or modifications as an auxiliary antenna may be obtained by
filing FCC Form 302.
(c)
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73.168O(a) - 73.169O(c)
(a) An emergency antenna is one that is
erected for temporary use after the authorized main and auxiliary antennas
are damaged and cannot be used.
(b)
Prior authority from the FCC is not required to erect and commence using an emergency antenna to restore program service to the public
owever an informal request to continue operation with the emergency antenna
must be made to the FCC in Washington, D.C. within 24 hours after commencement of its use. The request is to include a description of the damage to
the authorized antenna, a discription of the emergency antenna and the
station_operating power with the emergency antenna.
(1)
AM stations. AM stations may use a horizontal -or vertical
wire or a nondirectional vertical element of a directional antenna as an
emergency antenna. AM stations using an emergency dondirectional
antenna or a horizontal or vertical wire pursuant to this section, in
lieu or autholized directional facilities, shall operate with power reduced to 25% or less of the nominal licensed power, or, a higher power,
not exceeding licensed power, while insuring that the radiated filed
strength does not exceed that authorized in any given azimuth for the
corresponding hours of directional operation.
(2) FM and TV stations. Fly and TV stations may erect any suitable
radiator, or use operable sections Of the authorized antenna(s) as an emer-

73.1680 Emergency antennas.

gency antenna.
(c) The FCC may prescribe

interference is caused to
rrency antenna.

limits, or

the output power, radiation
and emergency
event harmful
other stations or services by the use of an emer-

other operating conditions when using an emergency antenna,
antenna authorizations may be modified or terminated in the

73.1690 Modification of transmission systems. The followino procedures and restrictions
apply to licensee modifications of authorized broadcast transmission system facilities.
r
(a) The following changes are prohibited:
(1) Those that. would result in the emission of signals outside of the authorized
channel exceeding limits prescried for Ithe class of service.

(2) Those that would cause the transmission system to exceed the equipment performance measurements prescribed for the class of service, (AM, 73.44; FM, 73.317, 73.319,
and 73.322; TV, 73.682 and 73.687).
(b) The following changes may be made only upon specific authority of the FCC.
Applications requesting authorization must be filed on FCC Form 301 for commercial stations
and on FCC Form 340 for noncommercial educational stations.
(1) Any change in the location, overall height of antenna structure, or directional radiation characteristics of a directional antenna
system. (See 73.45 and 73.150.
AM; 73.316, FM; 73.510, noncommercial educational FM; or 73.685, TV).

(2) Changes in the operating power from that specified on the
station authorization.

(3) Change in location of the main studio to a location outside the station's
principal community of license, except as provided for in 73.1125.

(c) The following FM and TV station modifications may be made and operation
commenced without prior authorization from the FCC, provided that the modifications would
not possibly affect the operation of any co -located or nearby AM station. An application
for license modification filed on FCC Form 302 oust be filed within 10 days follow -

in completion of the changes. Eauipment performance measurements are not
required for applications covering changes described in (c)(1) anti (2) of'

this section.
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73.1690(c)(1) -

(e) (8)

(1)
Replacement of a non -directional antenna with
one of the same or different
type or number of bays, Provided that the height
above around of the center of radiation
is within +2meters of that specified in
the station authorization, there is no change in
the horizontal effective radiated Power, and
there is no increase in the radiation at any
angle below the horizon in any direction.
(2)

n

which requires Ichange aino
f
thetransmittersoutpution
nPowerhtonmaintaintherlicensedl 'ffective
radiated power.
(3)
Installation of harmonic filters, sideband filters or diplexers of a differen
type which requires a change in the transmitter
output power to maintain the licensed
effective radiated power.
.

(d)

The following changes may be made withóút authorization from the FCC.
however informal notification of the changes must be made accordinn to the rule sections
specified:
(1)
Change in studio location within the community of license. Sep 71.1125.

(2)

Commencement of remote control operation pursuant to 73.1400

and 73.1410.
(3)

Modification of an AM directional -antenna sampling system.

See 73.68.

(e)
Any electrical and mechanical modification to authorized
transmitting equipment that is not otherwise restricted by the preceeding provisions of this section, may be made without FCC notification or authorization. Equipment performance measurements must be
made within ten days after completing the modifications (See 73.1590).
An informal statement, diagram, etc. describing the modification must
be retained at the transmitter site for as long as the equipment is
in use.
Installation of a new transmitter which is included as the
(1)
FCC's "Radio Equipment List" as type accepted of notified for broadcast

use.

Replacement of the carrier frequency generator of the transmitter
(2)
with one of a different type that has been demonstrated to the FCC to be
compatible with the transmitter in -use.
Replacement of the modulator exciter unit of. the W or TV
(3)
aural transmitter with one that has been authorized for broadcast service
through the FCC's type acceptance or notification procedures and that has
been demonstrated compatible with the transmitter in use.
modification of the At" transmitter for sterophonic broadcasting
(4)
+ith a sterophonic exciter unit which has been type accepted and designed
for interfacing with the type accepted or notified transmitter with which
it is to be used.
Installation or replacement of a sterophonic or subcarrier
(5)
venerator of en 771 or TV transmitter transmitter with one that has been
demonstrated to be both electrically and mechanically compatible with the
type accepted or notified transmitter.
(6) Modification of the transmitter for multiplexing of the carrier
with an exciter unit that has been designed for interfacing with the type
r.ccepted transmitter with which it is to be used in accordance with the
following:
The combination of the multiplexing exciter and trasnitter
(i)
meets the minimum specifications riven in Sections 73.40 and 73.44.
(ii) The frequency stability requirements of Section 73.1545(a)
must be maintained.
No electrical or mechanical changes in the transmitter cir(iii)
cuits are allowed.
(7)
DELETED.
Installation of subscription TV program encoding equinm ent
(8)
See 2.1001(x) in Part 2 and 73.6114(c) in this
having advance ?CC approval.
part of the Rules.
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37.1695 - (f)

73.1695 Changes in transmission standards. The FCC will condider the
question whether a proposed change or modification of transmission
standards would be in the public interest, convenience and necessity,
upon petition being filed by the person proposing such change or modification setting forth the following:
(a)
The exact character of the change or modification proposed;
(b)
The effect of the proposed change or modification upon all other
transmission standards that have been adopted by the FCC for broadcast
stations;
(c)
The experimentation and field tests that have been made to show
that the proposed change or modification accomplishes an improvement and
is technically feasible;
(d)
The -effect of the proposed change or modification in the adopted
standards upon operation and obsolescence of receivers;
(1) Should a change of modification in the transmission standards be adopted by the FCC, the effective date thereof will be determined in the ligh of the considerations mentioned in this paragraph;
(e)
The change in equipment required in existing broadcast stations
for incorporating the proposed change or modification in the adopted
standards; and
(f)
The facts and reasons upon which the petitioner bases the conclusion that the proposed change or modification would be in the public
interest, convenience and necessity.
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73.1700 -- 73.1720

o

OPERATING HOURS
73.1700 Broadcast day.

The term "broadcast day" means that period of time between the

station's sign -on and its sign -off.

73.1705 Time of operation.
Commercial and noncommercial educational TV and commercial
(a)
Application may be made for
FM stations will be licensed for unlimited time operation.
voluntary share -time operation.
(b)
Noncommercial educational FM stations will be licensed for unlimited and
share time operation according to the provisions of 73.561.
(c)
AM stations will be licensed for unlimited time, limited time, daytime, share
time or specified hours.

73.1710

Unlimited time.

Operation is permitted 24 hours a day.

73.1715

Share time.
Operation is permitted by two or more broadcast stations using the
same channel in accordance with a division of hours mutually agreed upon and considered
part of their licenses.
(a)
If the licenses of stations authorized to share time do not specify hours of
operation, the licensees shall endeavor to reach an agreement for a definite schedule of
periods of time to be used by each.
Such agreement shall be in writing and each licensee
shall file it in triplicate original with each application to the FCC in Washington, D.C.
for renewal of license.
If and when such written agreements are properly filed in conformity with this section, the file mark of the FCC will be affixed thereto, one copy
will be retained by the FCC, one copy forwarded to the,
If ¿he license speciposted with the station license and considerad as a part thereof.
If
fies a proportionate time division, the agreement shall maintain this proportion.
no proportionate time division is specified in the license, the licensees shall agree
upon a division of time.
Such division of time shall not include simultaneous operation
of the stations unless specifically authorized by the terms of the license.
(b)
If the licensees of stations authorized to share time are unable to agree on
a division of time, the FCC in Washington, D. C. shall be so notified by a statement filed
with the applications for renewal of licenses. Upon receipt of such statement, the FCC
will designate the applications for a hearing and, pending such hearing, the operating
schedule previously adhered to shall remain in full force and effect.
(c)
A departure from the regular schedule in a time-sharing agreement will be
permitted only in cases where an agreement to that effect is put in writing, is signed
by the licensees of the stations affected thereby and filed in triplicate by each licensee
with the FCC in Washington, D. C. prior to the time of the time of the proposed change.
If time is of the essence, the actual departure in operating schedule may precede the
actual filing of written agreement, provided appropriate notice is sent to the FCC.
(d)
If the license of an AM station authorized to share time does not specify
the hours of operation, the station may be operated for the transmission of regular programs during the experimental period provided an agreement thereto is reached with the
other stations with which the broadcast day is shared: AND FURTHER PROVIDED, Such operation is not in conflict with 73.72 (Operating during the experimental period). Timesharing agreements for operation during the experimental period need not be submitted to

licensee to be

the FCC.

Noncommercial educational FM stations are authorized for share time operation
(e)
according to the provisions of 73.561.

c

Operation is permitted during the hours between average monthly local
73.1720 Daytime.
sunrise and average monthly local sunset.
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73.1720(a) -

17.1740(a)(1)

The controlling times for each m onth of the year are stated in the station's
instrument of authorization. Uniform sunrise and sunset times are specified for all of
the days of each month, based upon the actual times of sunrise and sunset for the fifteenth
Sunrise and sunset times are
day of the month adjusted to the nearest quarter hour.
derived by using the standarized procedure and the tables in the 1946 American Nautical
Almac issued by the United States Naval Observatory.
(a)

C

(a) Operation is applicable only to class II (secondary) AM
Limited time.
Operation
stations on a clear channel with facilities authorized before November 30, 1959.
if
located
of the secondary station is permitted during daytime and until local sunset
west of the dominant station on the channel, or until local sunset at the dominant station
Operation is also permitted during nighttime hours not
if located east of that station.
used by the dominant station or stations on the channel.
No authorization will be granted for:
(b)
(1)
A new limited time station;
A limited time station operating on a changed frequency;
(2)
A limited time station with a new transmitter site materially closer to the
(3)
0.1 mV/m contour of a co -channel U.S. class I station; or
Modification of the operating facilities of a limited time station resulting
(4)
ín increased radiation toward any point on the 0.1 mV/m contour of a co -channel U.S.
class I station during the hours after local sunset in which the limited time station is
permitted to operate by reason of location east of the class I station.
The licensee of a secondary station which is authorized to operate limited
(c)
time and which may resume operation at the time Ne dominant station (or stations) on the
same channel ceases operation shall, with each application for renewal of license, file
It shall bear a signed notation
in triplicate a copy of its regular operating schedule.
by the licensee of the dominant station of its objection or lack of objection thereto.
Upon approval of such operating schedule, the FCC will affix its file mark and return one
This shall be posted with the
copy to the licensee authorized to operate limited time.
Departure from said operating schedule
station license and considered as a part thereof.
will be permitted only pursuant to 73.1715 (Share time).
73.1725

C

73.1730 Specified hours.
(a)
Specified hours stations must operate in accordance with
the exact hours specified ín their license. However, such stations, operating on local
channels, unless sharing time with other stations, may operate at hours beyond those
When such programs are
specified in their licenses to carry special events programing.
carried during nighttime hours, the station's authorized nighttime facilities must be used.
Other exceptions to the adherence to the schedule of specified hours of opera(b)
tion are provided in 73.72 (Operating during the experimental period), 73.1250 (Broadcasting emergency information) and 73.1740 (Minimum operating schedule).

73.1735 Pre -sunrise service authorization (PSRA) amd Post -Sunset
service authorization (PSSA). Licensees of certain classes of Am
stations are eligible to request ore -sunrise authorization and post sunset service authorization pursuant of the requirements of 73.99.

73.1737 AM station operation pre -sunrise and post -sunset. Certain classes
of AM stations are eligible to operate pre -sunrise and/or post -sunset for
specified periods with facilities other than those specified on their basic
instruments of authorization. Such pre -sunrise and post -sunset operation is
authorized pursuant to the provisions of 73.99 of the Rules.
All commercial broadcast stations are required
(a)
Minimum operating schedule.
to operate not less than the following minimum hours:
AM and FM stations. Two-thirds of the total hours they are authorized to
(1)
operate between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. local time and two-thirds of the total hours they are
authorized to operate between 6 p.m. and midnight, local time, each day of the week except
73.1740

C

Sunday.
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73.1740(í) -

73.1750

(i)
Daytime AM stations need comply only with the, minimum requirements for operation between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., local time.
(2)
TV stations.
(i) During the first 36 months of operation, not less than 2
hours daily in any 5 broadcast days per calendar week and not less than a total of:
(A)
12 hours per week during the first 18 months.
(B)
16 hours per week during thé 19th through 24 months.
(C)
20 hours per week during the 25th through 30th months.
(D)
24 hours per week during the 31st through 36th months.
(ii)
After 36 months of operation, not less than 2 hours in each day of the week
and not less than a total of 28 hours per calendar week.
(iii)
Visual transmissions of test patterns, slides, or still pictures accompanied
by unrelated aural transmissions may not be counted in computing program service (see

73.653).

"Operation" includes the period during which the station is operated pursuant
to temporary authorization or program tests, as well as during the' license period.
(4)
In the event that causes beyond the control of a licensee make it impossible
to adhere to the operating schedule of this section or to continue operating, the station
may limit or discontinue operation for a period of not more than 30 days without further
authority from the FCC.
Notification must be sent to the FCC in Washington, D.C. not
later than the 10th day of limited or discontinued operation.
During such period, the
licensee shall continue to adhere to the requirements in the station license pertaining
to the lighting of antenna structures. In the event normal operation is restored prior
to the expiration of the 30 day period, the licensee will so notify the FCC of this date.
If the causes beyond the control of the licensee make it impossible to comply within the
allowed period, informal written request shall be made to the FCC no later than the 30th
day for such additional time as may be deemed necessary.
(b)
Noncommercial educational AM and TV stations are not required to operate on
a regular schedule and no minimum hours of operation are specified; but the hours of actual
operation during a license period shall be taken into consideration in the renewal of
noncommercial educational AM and TV broadcast licenses. Noncommercial educational FM
stations are subject to the operating schedule requirements according to the provisions
(3)

of 73.561.

73.1745 Unauthorized operation.
(a) No broadcast station shall operate at times, or with
modes or power, other than those specified and made a part of the license, unless otherwise provided in this part.
(b)
Any unauthorized departure from an operating schedule which is required to be
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., will be considered as a violation of a material
term of the license.
73.1750 Discontinuance of operation.
The licensee of each station shall notify the' FCC
in Wash .DX of permanent discontinuance of operation at least two days before operation
is discontinued.
Immediately after discontinuance of operation, the licensee shall forward
the station license and other instruments of authorization to the Washington, D.C. office
of the FCC for cancellation.
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73.1800 -

73.1820(a)

73.1800 General requirements .^elated to the station to .
(a) The licensee
of each station must maintain a station og as required by Section 73.1820.
This log shall be kept by station employees competent to do so, having
..ctual knowledge of the facts required. All entries, whether required
or not by the provisions of this Part, must accurately reflect the station
operation. Any employee making a log entry shall sign the log, thereby
attesting to the fact that the entry, or any correction or addition made
thereto, is an accurate representation of what transpired.
The logs shall be kept in an orderly and legible manner, in
(b)
suitable form and in such detail that the data required for the particular class of station concerned are readily available. Key letters or
abbreviations may be used if the proper meaning or explanation is contained
elsewhere in the log. Each sheet must be numbered and dated. Time entries
must be made in local time and must be indicated as advanced (e.g.,EST)
or non -advanced (e.g., EST) time.
Any necessary corrections of a manually kept log after it has
(c)
been signed in accordance with paragraph (a) of this section shall be made
only by striking out the erroneous portion and making a corrective explana
Such corrections shall be dated and
tion on the log or attachment to it.
signed by the person who kept the log or the station chief operator, the
station manager or an officer of the licensee.
No automatically kept log shall be altered in any way after entries have been
malfunctions, the log must be kept
recorded. When automatic logging processes fail or
manually for that period and in accordance with the requirements of this section.
No log, or portion thereof, shall be erased, obliterated or willfully destroyed
(e)
during the period in which it is required to be retained. (Section 73.1840, Retention
(d)

of logs.)
(f)

RESERVED.
authorizations may
Application forms for licenses and other
(g)
These applicadata be supplied.maintenance
require that certain technical operating
of t1,.e
connection with the
tion forms should be kept in mind in
station log.
Station logs. (a) Entries shall be made in the operating log either manually
73.1820
by a properly licensed operator in actual charge of the transmitting apparatus, or by
automatic devices meeting the requirements of paragraph (b) of this section. Indications

of operating parameters that are required to be logged must be logged prior
to any adjustment of the equipment. Zhere adjustments are made to restore
parameters to their proper operating values, the corrected indications must
be logged and accompanied, if any parameter deviation was beyond a prescribed tolerance, by a notation describing the nature of the corrective
Indications of all parameters whose values are affected by the
action.
modulation of the carrier must be read without modulation. The actual time
of observation must be included in each log entry. The following information must be entered:

(2
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73.1820(a)(1) - 73.(a)(2)(iii)

C

(i) Enteries required by 17.49 of this chapter
(1)
All stations:
concerning any observed or otherwise known extinguishment or improper
functioning of a tower light:
The nature of such extinguishment or improper functioning.
{A)
The date and time the extinguishment or improper operation was
B
observed or otherwise noted.
The date, time and nature of adjustments, repairs or replace(C)
ments made.
(ii) Any entries not specifically required in this Section, but required by the insturment of authorization or elsewhere in this part.
(iii)_ An entry of each test of the Emergency Broadcast System procedures pursuant to the requirements of Subpart G of this Part and the
appropriate EBS checklist. All stations may keep EBS test data in a
special EBS log which shall be maintained at any convenient location,
however, such log should be condidered a'part of the station log.
Directional AM stations without an FCC -approved antenna sampling
(2)
(i) An entry at the beginning of operations in each
system (See 73.68):
;code of operation and thereafter and at intervals not exceeding 3 hours, of
the following (actual readings observed prior to making any adjustments to
the equipment and an indication of any corrections to restore parameters to
normal operating values);
Common point current.
(A)
Zhen the operating power is determined by the indirect method,
B
the efficiency factor F and either the product of the final amplifier
input voltage and current.'or the calculated antenna input power See73.51(e).
Antenna monitor phase of phase deiviation indications.
C
Antenna monitor sample currents, current ratios, or ratio de(D)
viation indications.
Entries required by 73.61 performed in accordance with the
(ii)
schedule specified therein.
Entries of the results of calibration of automatic logging de(iii)
vices (see paragraph (b) of this section), extension meters (see 73.1550)
or indicating instruments (see 73.67) whenever performed.
.

C

C
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73.1800(b) - 73.1835
(b)
Automatic devices accurately calibrated and with appropriate time, date and
circuit functions may be utilized to record the entries in the station log provided:
(1)
The recording devices do not affect the operation of circuits or accuracy of
indicating instruments of the equipment being recorded;
The recording devices have an accuracy equivalent to the accuracy of the
(2)
indicating instruments;
The calibration is checked against the original indicators as often as
(3)

necessary to ensure recording accuracy.
Provision is made to actuate automatically an aural alarm circuit located near
the operator on duty if any of the automatic log readings are not within the tolerances
or other requirements specified in the rules of station license;
The alarm circuit operates continuously or the devices which record each
(5)
parameter in sequence must read each parameter at least once during each 30 -minute period;
The automatic logging equipment is located at the remote control point if the
(6)
transmitter is remotely controlled, or at the transmitter location if the transmitter is
manually controlled;
The automatic logging equipment is located in the near vicinity of the operator
(7)
In the event of failure
on duty and is inspected periodically during the broadcast day.
of malfunctioning of the automatic equipment, the employee responsible for the log shall
make the required entries in the log manually at that time;
The indicating equipment conforms to the requirements of 73.1215 (Indicating
(8)
instruments -- specifications) except that the scales need not exceed 2 inches in length.
krbitrary scales may not be used.
In preparing the station log, original data may be recorded in rough form
(c)
and later transcribed into the log.
(4)

The FCC may require a broadcast
73.1835 Special technical records.
records as necessary to
station licensee to keep operating and maintenance
rule violations, or
resolve conditions of actual or potential interference,
deficient technical operation.

C
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73.1840 -

(b)(4)

73.1840 Retention of logs {e)Any log required to be kept by station licensees shall be
retained by them for a period of 2 years. However, logs involving communications incident
to a disaster or which include communications incident to or involved in an investigation
by the FCC and about which the licensee has been notified, shall be retained by the
licensee until specifically authorized in writing by the FCC to destroy them. Logs
incident to or involved in any claim or complaint of which the licensee has notice shall
be retained by the licensee until such claim or complaint has been fully satisfied or
until the same has been barred by statute limiting the time for filing of suits upon
such claims.
(b)
LoRs may be retained on microfilm, microfiche or other data

storage systems subject to the following conditions:
(1)
Suitable viewing -- reading devices shall be available to permit
FCC inspection of logs pursuant to Section 73.1226, availability to FCC of
station logs and records.
(2)
Reproduction of logs, stored on data -storage systems, to full
size copies, is required of licensees if requested by the FCC or the public
as authorized by FCC rules.
Such reproductions nust be completed within
2 full work days of the time of the request.
(3)
Corrections to logs shall be nade:
(i)
Prior to converting to a data storage system pursuant to
the requirements of Section 73.1800(c) and (d), (Sec. 73.1800, General
requirements relating to logs).
(ii)
After converting to a data storage system, by separately
making such corrections and then associating with the related data stored
logs.
Such corrections shall contain sufficient information to allow those
reviewing the logs to identify where corrections have been made, and when and
by whom the corrections were made.
(4)
Copies of any log required to be filed with any applicationn; or
placed in the station's local public inspection file as part of an application; or filed with reports to the FCC must be reproduced in fullsize form
when complying with these requirements.
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0
Transmitter ~uty operators. (a) Each A?",F° or TV broadcast
station must have at least one person holding: a commercial radio
operator license or Hermit (any class, unless otherwise endorsed) on duty in
charge of the transmitter during all periods of broadcast operation.
The operator oust be on duty at the transmitter location, e remote
control point, an ATS monitor and alarm point, or a position where
extension n,.eters are installedunder the provisions of 73.1550.
73.1.360

(b) The transmitter operator must be able to observe the required transmitter
and monitor metering to determine deviations from normal indications. The operator must
also be able to make the necessary adjustments from the normal operator duty position,
except as provided for in 73.1550.
It is the responsibility of the station licensee to ensure that each trans(c)
mitter operator is fully instructed and capable to perform all necessary observations
and adjustments of the transmitting system and other associated operating duties to ensure
compliance with the rules and station authorization.
The transmitter duty operator may, at the discretion of the station licensee
(d)
and chief operator, be employed for other duties or operation of other transmitting
stations if such other duties will not interfere with the proper operation of the broadcast transmission system.

c

(a) The licensee of each AM, FM, and TV broadcast station must.
73.1870 Chief operators.
designate a person holding a commercial radio operator license or permit (any class,
At times when the
unless otherwise endor.sed)to serve as the station's chief operator.
chief operator is unavailable or unable to act (e.g., vacations, sickness), the licensee
shall designate another licensed operator as the acting chief operator on a temporary
basis:

The chief operator for an AM station using a directional antenna or operating
(1)
with greater than 10 kW authorized power, or of a TV station is to be an employee of the
station on duty for whatever number of hours each week the station licensee determines is
necessary to keep the station's technical operation in compliance with FCC rules and the
terms of the station authorization.
Chief operators for non -directional AM stations operating with authorized
(2)
powers not exceeding 10 kW and FM stations may be either an employee of the station or
engaged to serve on a contract basis for whatever number of hours each week the licensee
determines is necessary to keep the station's technical operation in compliance with the
FCC rules and terms of the station authorization.
The designation of the chief operator must be in writing with a copy of the
(3)
designation posted with the operator license. Agreements with chief operators serving on
a contract basis must be in writing with a copy kept in the station files.

(c)

The chief operator is responsible for completion of the following
duties specified in this paragraph below. 'hen these duties are delegated
to other persons, the chif operator shall maintain supervisory oversight
sufficient to know that each requirement has been fulfilled in a timely
and correct manner.
Inspections and calibrations of the transmission system,
(1)
required monitors, metering and control systems; and any necessary
repairs or adjustments where indicated. (See §73.1580.)

o
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73.1870(c)(2) - (4)

(2)
Make or supervise periodic AM field monitoring point measurements, equipment
performance measurements, or other tests as specified in the rules or terms of the station

license.
(3)
Review of the station records at least once each week to determine if required entries are being made correctly. Aditionally, verification
must be made that the station has been operated as required by the rules or
the station authorization. Upon completion of the review, the chief operator
or his designee must date and sign the log, initiate any corrective action
which may be necessary and sdvise the station licensee of any condition which
is repetitive.
(4)
Any entries which may be required in the station records.
(See 73.1820.)
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73.1930(b)

contained in section 315(a) of
73.1910 Fairness Doctrine. The Fairness Doctrine is
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, which provides that broadcasters have certain
pbligations to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on
Doctrine and the Public
issues of public importance. See FCC public notice "Fairness
Copies may be obtained from the FCC upon request.
Interest Standards," 39 FR 26372.
(a) When, during the presentation of views on a controversial
73.1920 Personal attacks.
issue of public importance, an attack is made upon the honesty, character, integrity
or like personal qualities of an identified person or group, the licensee shall, within
a reasonable time and in no event later than one week after the attack, transmit to the

persons or group attacked:
Notification of the date, time and identification of the broadcast;
(1)
A script or tape (or an accurate summary if a script or tape is not available)
(2)
of the attack; and
An offer of a reasonable opportunity to respond over the licensee's facilities.
(3)
The provisions of paragraph (a) of this section shall not be applicable:
(h)
To attacks on foreign groups or foreign public figures;
(1)
To personal attacks which are made by legally qualified candidates, their
(2)
authorized spokesmen, or those associated with them in the campaign on other such candidates, their authorized spokesmen or persons associated with the candidates in the
campaign; and
To bona fide newscasts, bona fide news interviews, and on -the -spot coverage
(3)
of a bona fide news event, including commentary or analysis contained in the foregoing
programs.

The provisions of paragraph (a) of this section shall not apply to broadcast
material which falls within one or more of the following categories:
Personal attacks on foreign groups or foreign public figures;
(1)
Personal attacks occurring during uses by legally qualified candidates;
(2)
Personal attacks made during broadcasts not included in paragraph (b)(2)
(3)
of this section and made by legally qualified candidates, their authorized spokespersons,
or those associated with then in the campaign, on other such candidates, their authorized
spokespersons or persons associated with the candidates in the campaign; and
Bona fide newscasts, bona fide news interviews, and on -the -spot coverage
(4)
of bona fide news events, including eannentary or analysis contained in the foregoing
programs.
(b)

(a) Where a licensee, in an editorial,
Political editorials.
(1) Endorses or,
Opposes a legally qualified candidate or candidates, the licensee shall, with
(2)
24 hours after the editorial, transmit to, respectively,
(i) The other qualified candidate or candidates for the same office or;
The candidate opposed in the editorial,
(ii)
Notification of the date and the time of the editorial,
(A)
A script or tape of the editorial and
(B)
An offer of reasonable opportunity for the candidate or a spokesman of the
(C)
candidate to respond over the licensee's facilities. Where such editorials are broadcast
on the day of the election or within 72 hours prior to the day of the election, the licensee
shall comply with the provisions of this paragraph sufficiently far in advance of the
broadcast to enable the candidate or candidates to have a reasonable opportunity to prepare
a response and to present it in a timely fashion.
Inasmuch as noncommercial educational stations may not engage in
(b)
73.1930

C

editorializing nor may support nor oppose any candidate for policical
office (section 399, Commissions Act), The prolisions of paragraph (a) of
this section, do not apply to such stations.
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(a)
A
Definitions.
(a)
§73.1940 Broadcasts by candidates for public office.
person
who
legally qualified candidate for public office is any
Has publicly announced his or her intention to run for nomination or
(i)
office;
Is qualified under the applicable local, State or Federal law to
(ii)
hold the office for which he or she is a candidate; and
Has met the qualifications set forth in either subparagraphs (2), (3),
(iii)
or (4), below.
A person seeking election to any public office including that of President
(2)
or Vice President of the United States, or nomination for any public office except
that of President or Vice President, by means of a primary, general or special
election, shall be considered a legally qualified candidate if, in addition to
meeting the criteria set forth in subparagraph (1) above, that person:
Has qualified for a place on the ballot, or
(i)
Has publicly committed himself or herself to seeking election by the
(ii)
write-in method and is eligible under applicable law to be voted for by sticker,
by writing in his or her name on the ballot or by other method, and makes a substantial showing that he or she is a bona fide candidate for nomination or office.
Persons seeking election to the office of President or Vice President of
the United States shall, for the purposes of the Communications Act and the rules
thereunder, be considered legally qualified candidates only in those States or territories (or the District of Columbia) in which they have met the requirements set
forth in paragraph (a)(1) and (2) of this rule: Except, that any such person who
has met the requirements set forth in paragraph (a)(1)and (2) in at least 10. States
(or 9 and the District of Columbia) shall be considered a legally qualified candidate
for election in all States, territories, and the District of Columbia for purposes
of this Act.
A person seeking nomination to any public office, except that of President
(3)
or Vice President of the United States, by means of a convention, caucus or similar
procedure, shall be considered a legally qualified candidate if, in addition to
meeting the requirements set forth in paragraph (a)(1) above, that person makes a
substantial showing that he or she is a bona fide candidate for such nomination:
Except, that no person shall be considered a legally qualified candidate for nomination by the means set forth in this paragraph prior to 90 days before the beginning
of the convention, caucus or similar procedure in which he or she seeks nomination.
A person seeking nomination for the office of President or Vice President
(4)
of the United States shall, for the purposes of the Communications Act and the rules
thereunder, be considered a legally qualified candidate only in those States or
territories (or the District of Columbia) in which, in addition to meeting the
requirements set forth in paragraph (a)(1) above,
He or she has made a substantial showing of bona fide candidacy for
(i)
such nomination in that State, territory or the District of Columbia; Except that
any such person meeting the requirements set forth in paragraph (a)(1) and (4) in
at least 10 States (or nine and the District of Columbia) shall be considered a
legally qualified candidate for nomination in all States, territories and the District
of Columbia for purposes of this act.
The term "substantial showing" of bona fide candidacy as used in paragraphs
(5)
(a)(2), (3), and (4) above means evidence that the person claiming to be a candidate
has engaged to a substantial degree in activities commonly associated with political
Such activities normally would include making campaign speeches, discampaigning.
tributing campaign literature, issuing press releases, maintaining a campaign
committee, and establishing campaign headquarters (even though the headquarters in
some instances might be the residence of the candidate or his campaign manager). Not
all of the listed activities are necessarily required in each case to demonstrate a
substantial showing, and there may be activities not listed herein which would contribute to such a showing.
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§74.1940(b) - (f)

The charges, if any, made for the use of any
Charges for use of stations.
(b)
broadcasting station by any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public
office in connection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to
such office shall not exceed
during the 45 days preceding the date of a primary or primary runoff
(1)
election and during the 60 days preceding the date of a general or special election
in which such person is a candidate, the lowest unit charge of the station for the
same class and amount of time for the same period, and
at any other time the charges made for comparable use of such station
(2)
by other users thereof. The rates, if any, charged all such candidates for the same
A
office shall be uniform and shall not be rebated by any means direct or indirect.
candidate shall be charged no more than the rate the station would charge if..the
candidate were a commercial advertiser whose advertising was directed to promoting
its business within the same area as that encompassed by the particular office for
which such person is a candidate. All discount privileges otherwise offered by a
station to commercial advertisers shall be available upon equal terms to all candidates for public office.
This paragraph shall not apply to any station which is not licensed
(3)
for commercial operation.
In making time available for public
Discrimination between candidates.
(c)
office, no licensee shall make any discrimination between candidates in practices,
regulations, facilities, or services for or in connection with the service rendered
pursuant to this part, or make or give any preference to any candidate for public
office or. subject any such candidate to any prejudice or disadvantage; nor shall
.any licensee make any contract or other agreement which shall have the effect of
permitting any legally qualified candidate for any public office to broadcast to the
exclusion of other legally qualified candidates for the same public office.
Records, inspection. Every licensee shall keep and permit public inspection
(d)
of a complete record (political file) of all requests for broadcast time made by or on
behalf of candidates for public office, together with an appropriate notation showing
the disposition made by the licensee of such requests, and the charges made, if any,
When free time is provided for use by or on behalf of such
if the request is granted.
candidates, a record of the free time provided shall be placed in the political file.
All records required by this paragraph shall be placed in the political file as soon
See 73.3526 and 73.3527.
as possible and shall be retained for a period of two years.
Time of request. A request for equal opportunities must be submitted to
(e)
the licensee within 1 week of the day on which the first prior use, giving rise
to the right of equal opportunities, occurred: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That where the
person was not a candidate at the time of such first prior use, he shall submit his
request within 1 week of the first subsequent use after he has become a legally
qualified candidate for the office in question.
(f)
Burden of proof. A candidate requesting equal opportunities of the licensee,
or complaining of noncompliance to the Commission shall hve the burden of proving
that he and his opponent áre legally qualified candidates for the same public office.
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(g)
General requirements. (1) Except as otherwise indicated in paragraph (g)(2)
of this section, no station licensee is required to permit the use of its facilities by
any legally qualified candidate for public office, but if any licensee shall permit any
such candidate to use its facilities, it shall afford equal opportunities to all other
candidates for that office to use such facilities.
Such licensee shall have no power
of censorship over the material broadcast by any such candidate. Appearance by a legally
qualified candidate on any (i) bona fide newscast, (ii) bona fide interview, (iii) bona
fide documentary (if the appearance of the candidate is incidental to the presentation
of the subject covered by the news documentary), or (iv) on -the -spot coverage of bona
fide news event (including, but not limited to political coventions and activities incidental thereto) shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station. (Section 315(a)
of the Communications Act.)
(2)
Section 312(a)(7) of the Communications Act provides that the Commission may
revoke any station license or construction permit for willful or repeated failure to
allow reasonable access to, or to permit purchase of, reasonable amounts of time for the
use of a broadcasting station by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office
on behalf of his candidacy.
(h)
Political broadcasting primer. A detailed study of these rules regarding
broadcasts by candidates for Federal and non -Federal public office is available in the FCC
public notice of July 20, 1978, "The Law of Political Broadcasting and Cablecasting."
Copies may be obtained from the FCC upon request.
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General policy. Equal opportunity in
(a)
§73.2080 Equal employment opportunities.
employment shall be afforded by all licensees or pexmittees of commercially or non commercially operated AM, FM, TV (or international broadcast stations (as defined in this
part) to all qualified persons, and no person shall be discriminated against in employment because of race, color, religion, national origin or sex.
maintain,
Equal employment opportunity program. Each station shall establish,
(b)
specific
practices
designed
to
assure
and carry out, a positive continuing program of
Under
the
policy
and
practice.
equal opportunity in every aspect of station employment
terms of its programs, a station shall:
Define the responsibility of each level of management to insure a positive appli(1)
cation and vigorous enforcement of.the policy of equal opportunity, and establish a
procedure to review and control managerial and supervisory performance.
Inform its employees and recognized employee organizations of the positive equal
(2)
employment' opportunity policy and program and enlist their cooperation.
Communicate the station's equal employment opportunity policy and program and
(3)
and its employment needs to sources of qualified applicants without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin or sex, and solicit their recruitment assistance on a

continuing basis.
Conduct a continuing campaign to exclude every form of prejudice or discrimination
(4)
based upon race, color, religion, national origin or sex, from the station's personnel
policies and practices and working conditions.
Conduct continuing review of job structure and employment practices and adopt
(5)
positive recruitment, training, job design, and other measures needed in order to
insure genuine equality of opportunity to participate fully in all organizational units,
occupations and levels of responsibility in the station.
Applicants for a construction permit for a new facility, for authority to obtain
(c)
authority to acquire
assignment of the construction permit or license of such a station, for
(other than pro forma or
construction
permit
or
license
control of any entity holding such
file with the
involuntary assignments and transfers), and for renewal of license, shall
Indians and
employment
opportunities
for
American
FCC programs designed to provide equal
Hispanics;
Blacks,
not
of
Hispanic
Origin;
Alaskan Natives; Asians and Pacific Islanders;
such
and women, or amendments to such programs. Guidelines for the preparation of
A program need not
relevant
Commission
application
forms.
programs are set forth in the
full-time
be filed by any applicant who employs or. proposes to employ less than five
need
not
be
filed
if
employees. Additionally, a program for minority group members
force in the
in
the
aggregate,
of
the
labor
minorities constitute less than five percent,
requirement should
applicant's labor recruitment area. Applicants exempt from the filing
their
applications.
submit a statement of explanation with
'

C
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§73.3500 Application and report forms.
and report forms, listed by number.

Following are the FCC broadcast application

TITLE
301 ----------- Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes in a

FORM NUMBER

Onmmercial Broadcast Station.

301-A -------- Application for Authority to Operate a Broadcast Station by Remote
Control or to Make Changes in a Remote Control Authorization.

-,Application for New Broadcast Station License.
Application for Renewal of License for Commercial and
Noncommercial Educational AM,FM and TV Broadcast Sta's

302

303S--308

Application for Permit to Deliver Programs to Foreign Broadcast
Stations.

309

Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes
in an International or Experimental Broadcast Station.
Application for an International or Experimental Broadcast Station License.
Application for Renewal of an International or Experimental Broadcast Station License.

310
311

313 ------------ Application for Authorization in the Auxiliary Broadcast Services.
313-R --------- Application for Renewal of Auxiliary Broadcast License (Short
Dorm).

Application for Consent to Assignment of Broadcast Construction
Permit or License.
Application for Consent to Transfer of Control of Corporation
Holding Broadcast Station Construction Permit or License.
------- Application for-Cbnsent to Assignment of Broadcast Station
Construction Permit or License or Transfer of Control of Corporation
Holding Broadcast Station Construction Permit or License.

314

315
316

318
321
323
323-E

Deleted.
Deleted.

See 701 page 18.

Ownership Report
Qanership Report for Non RI rcial Educational Broadcast Station.
Application for instructional Television Fixed Station License.
330-L Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes in an
330-P
Instructional TV Fixed Station and/or Response Station(s) and law
Power Relay Station(s).
330-R ---------- Application for Renewal of Instructional TV Fixed Station and/or
Response Station(s) and Low Power Relay Station(s) License.
Application
for Authority to Construct or Make Changes in a
340
Noncommercial Educational Broadcast Station.
Application for Consent to Assignment of a TV or FM Translator
345
Station Construction Permit or License.
346
Application for Auth'rity to Construct or Make Changes

in a Low Power TV, TV Translator or FM Translator station.

10/28/86
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§73.3500 - §73.3512

C

FORM NUMBER

Application for a Low Power TV, TV Translator or
Translator Station.
__Application for Renewal of a Low Power TV, TV Translator,
or FM Translator Station License.
FM

347
348 ___

Application for an FM Booster Station License.
Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes in an
FM Booster Station.
Application for Renewal of FM Booster Station License.
-- Annual Employment Report and Instructions.

349-L
349-P
349-R
395

Equal Employment Opportunity Program (10 point program)
Equal Employment Opportunity Program (5 point program)

396
396-A

Application for Extension of Construction Permit or tp I:eplace Expired Permit.
FILI!IG OF APPLICATIONS

701

C

TITLE

"Formal application" means any request for
§73.3511 Applications required.
(a)
The prescription of
authorization where an FCC form for such request is prescribed.
an FCC form includes the requirement that the proper edition of the form is used.
Formal applications on obsolete forms are subject to the provisions of §73.3564
concerning acceptance of applications and §73.3566 concerning defective applications.
"Informal application" means all other written requests for authorization.
(b)
All such applications should contain a caption clearly indicating the nature of the
request submitted therein.
(c)
Formal and informal applications must comply with the requirements as to
signing specified herein and in §73.3513.
In cases of emergency found by the FCC involving danger to life or property
((I)
or due to damage to equ:_Frnent, or during a national emergency proclaimed by the
President or declared by the Congress and during the continuance of any war in which
the United States is engaged, and when such action is necessary for the national
defense or security or otherwise in furtherance of the war effort, the FCC may
grant construction permits and station licenses, or modifications or renewals thereof,
without the filing of a formal application; but no authorization so granted shall
continue in effect beyond the period of the emergency or war requiring it.
.

§73.3512 Where to file; number of copies. All applications for authorizations
required by §73.3511 shall be filed at the FCC in Washington, D. C. The number of
copies required for each application is set forth in the FCC Fbnn which is to be used
in filing such application.

C
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L

§73.3515

- §73.3516(d)

573..3513 Signing of applications. (a)
Applications, amendments thereto, and related
statements of fact required by the FCC must be signed by the following persons:
(1)
INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT. The applicant, if the applicant is an individual.
(2)
PARTNERSHIP.
One of the partners, if the applicant is a partnership.
(3)
CORPORATION.
An officer, if the applicant is a corporation.
(4)
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATICN. A member who is an officer, if the applicant
is an unincorporated association.
(4)
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY. Such duly elected or appointed officials as may
be competent to do so under the law of the applicable jurisdiction, if the applicant
is an eligible governmental entity, such as a State or Territory of the United
States and political subdivisions thereof, the District of Columbia, and a unit of
local government, including an unincorporated municipality.
(b)
Applications, amendments thereto, and related statements of fact required
by the FCC may be signed by the applicant's attorney in case of the applicant's
physical disability or of his absence fran the United States. The attorney shall in
that event separately set forth the reason why the application is not signed by the
applicant.
In addition, if any matter is stated on the basis of the attorney's
belief only (rather than his knowledged), he shall separately set forth his
reasons for believing that such statements are true.
(c)
Only the original of applications, amendments, or related statements of
fact, need be signed; copies may be conformed.

Applications, amendments and related statements of fact
(d)
need not be submitted under oath. Willful false statements made
therein however, will be considered a violation of §73.1015, are
also punishable by fine and imprisonment, U.S. Code, Title 18,
section 1001, and by appropriate admistrative sanctions including
revocation of station license pursuant to section 312(a)(1) of the
Communications Act.
§73.3514 Content of applications.
(a)
Each application shall include all information called for by the particular form on which the application is required to be
filed unless the information called for is inapplicable, in which case this fact shall
be indicated.
(b)
The FCC may require an applicant to submit such documents and written
statements of fact as in its judgment may be necessary. The FCC may also, upon
its own motion or upon motion of any party to a proceedings, order the applicant to
amend the application so as to make it more definite and certain.
§73.3516

Specification of facilities.(a) An application for facilities in the

AM, FM or TV broadcast servides'ór.low power TV service shall be limited
to one frequency or channel assignment and no application will be accepted for filing if it requests alternate frequency or channel assignments.

C

An application for facilities in the experimental and auxiliary broadcast
(b)
services may request the assignment of more than one frequency if consistent with
applicable rules in Part 74. Such applications must specify the frequency or
frequencies requested and may not request alternate frequencies.
An application for a construction permit for a new broadcast station,
(c)
the facilities for which are specified in an outstanding construction permit or
license, will not be accepted for filing.
(d)
An application for facilities in the International broadcast service may
be filed without a request for specific frequency, as the FCC will assign frequencies
fran time to time in accordance with §573.702 and 73.711.
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§73.3516(e)- §73.3520

An application for a construction permit for' a new broadcast station
(e)
or for modification of construction permit or license of a previously authorized
broadcast station will not -be accepted for filing if it is mutually exclusive
with an application for renewal of license of an existing broadcast station unless
it is tendered for filing by the end of the first day of the last full calendar
month of the expiring license term.
(1)
If the license renewal application is not timely filed as prescribed
in §73.3539., the deadline for filing applications mutually exclusive therewith is
the 90th day after the FCC gives public notice that it has accepted the late -filed
renewal application for filing.
(2)
If any deadline falls on a nonbusiness day, the cutoff shall be the
close of business of the first full business day thereafter.
(3)
The dates when the licenses of all broadcast and broadcast auxiliary
services regularly expire are listed in §§73.733, 73.1020 and 74.15.

73.3517 Contingent applications. Contingent applications for new stations and for changes in facilities of existing stations are not acceptable
for filing. .Contingent applications will be accepted for filing under
circumstances described below:
(a)
Upon the filing of an application for the assignment of a license or
construction permit, or for a transfer of control of a licensee or permittee, the
proposed assignee or transferee may, upon payment of the filing fee prescribed in
§1.1111 of this chapter, file applications in its own name for authorization to make
changes in the facilities to be assigned or transferred contingent upon approval and
consummation of the assignment or transfer. Any application filed pursuant to this
paragraph must be accompanied by a written statement from the existing licensee
which specifically grants permission to the assignee or transferee to file such
application. The filing fee will not be refundable should the assignment or transfer
not be approved. The existing licensee or permittee may also file a contingent
application in its own name, but fees in such cases are. also not refundable.
(b)
Whenever the FCC determines that processing of any application filed
pursuant to paragraph (a), of this section, would be contrary to sound administrative
practice or would impose an unwarranted burden on its staff and resources, the FCC
may defer processing of such application until the assignment or transfer has been
granted and consummated.

§73.3518 Inconsistent or conflicting applications. While an application is pending
and undecided, no subsequent inconcistent or conflicting application may be filed
by or on behalf of or for the benefit of the same applicant, successor or assignee.

C

§73.3519 Repetitious applications.
(a)
Where the FCC has denied an application
for a new station or for any modification of services or facilities, or dismissed
such application with prejudice, no like application involving service of the same
kind for substantially the same area by substantially the same applicant, or his
successor or assignee, or on behalf or for the benefit of the original parties in
interest, may be filed within 12 months frown the effective date of the FCC's action.
However, applicants whose applications have been denied in a camparative hearing
may apply immediately for another available facility.
(b)
Where an appeal has been taken from the action of the FCC in denying a
particular application, another application for the same class of broadcast station
and for the same area, in whole or in part, filed by the same applicant, or his
suoressor or assignee, on on behalf of, or for the benefit of the original parties
in interest, will not be considered until final disposition of such appeal.

§73.3520 Multiple applications. Where there is one application for new or additional
facilities pending, no other application for new or additional facilities for a
station of the same class to serve the same caminunity may be filed by the same
applicant, or successor or assignee, or on behalf of, or for the benefit of the
original parties in interest. Multiple applications may not be filed simultaneously.
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§73.3522 (a) - (6).

O

C

C

§73.3522

Amendment of applications. (a) PREDESIGNATION AMENDMENT.
.Dubject to the provisions of §§73.3525, 73.3571, 73.3572,
73.3573 and 73.3580 and except as provided in paragraph (a)(2) of this
section, any application, other than an application for a low power
TV, TV translator station, or a non -reserved bank FM station may be
amended as a matter of right prior to the adoption date of an order
desiznatiug such applications for hearings, merely In filing the
appropriate number of copies of the amendments in question duly excuted in accordance with §73.3513. If a petition to deny (or to designate for hearing) has been filed, the amendment shall be served on
the petitioner.
(2)
Subject to the provisions of §§73.3525, 73.3571, 73.3572,
73.3573 and 73.3580 and except for applications for low power TV, TV
translator stations or a non -reserved band FM station, mutually exclusive broadcast applications may be amended as a matter of right by
the specified (not leas than 30 days after issucane) in the FCC's
Public Notice announcing the acceptance for filing of the last -filed
mutually exclusive application. Subsequent amendments prior to designation of the proceeding for hearing will be considered only upon
a showing of a good cause for late filing or pursuant to §1.65 or
73.3514.
Unauthorized or untimely amendments are subject to return
by the FCC's staff without consideration.
(3)
Subject to the provisions of 73.3525, 73.3572 and 73.3580 and
except as provided in (4) of this paragraph, any application for low power
TV and TV translators may be amended at any time.
(4)
No applicant for low power TV and TV translator station
which is mutually exclusive can improve its status with respect to
§1.1622 by amendment of its application subsequent to the release of
the initial Public Notice announcing the public lottery that will resolve the applicant's mutual exclusivity pursuant to §1.1601 et seq.,
notwithstanding the requirements of §1.65.
(5)
Paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section are not applicable to
applications for low power TV and TV translator stations.
(6)
Subject to the provisions of §§73.3525, .3573 and .3580,
applications for non -reserved band FM stations (other than Class D
stations) May be amended as a matter of right during the appropriate
window filing period of 30 days following the FCC's issuance of a
Public Notice announcing the acceptance of the application for tender,
minor amendments may be filed as a matter of right; provided, however
that such amendments may not correct deficiencies in the tenderability
of the underlying application. Subsequent amendments prior to designation for hearing or grant will be condidered only upon a showing of
unauthorgood cause for late filing or pursuant to §1.65 or §73.3514.
ized or untimely amendments are subject to return by the Commission.
However, an amendment to a non -reserved band application will not be
accepted after the close of the appropriate filing window if the effect
of such amendment is to alter the proposed facllity's coverage area so
as to produce a conflict with an applicant who files subsequent to the
Similarly,
initial applicant but prior to the amendment application.
an applicant subject to "first come/first serve" processing will not be
permitted to amend its application and retain filing priority if the
result of such amendment is to alter the facility's coverage area so as
to produce a conflict with an applicant who files subsequent to the
initial applicant but prior to the amendment.
(1)
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73.3522(b) - (c) note
(b)

P06TDESIGNATION

MEND ENT. (1) Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2)

`.' of this .section, requests to amend an application after it has been designated
for hearing will be considered only upon written petition properly served upon
the parties of record in accordance with 51.47 and, where applicable, compliance
with the provisions of §73.3525, and will be considered only upon a showing of good
cause for late filing. In the case of requests to aménd the engineering proposal
(other than to make changes with respect to the type of equipment specified), good
cause will be considered to have been shown only if, in addition, to the usual
good cause consideration, it is demonstrated:
(i)
That the amendment is necessitated by events which the applicant
could not reasonably have forseen (e.g. notification of a new foreign station or
loss of transmitter site by condemnation); and
(ii)
That the amendment does not require an enlargement of issues or the
addition of new parties to the proceeding.
(2)
In comparative broadcast cases (includinm comparative renews'

proceedin7s), aendtients relating to issues first raised in the disian?ti order^ may he filed as a matter of ri7ht within 30 days after_ that Order or
a summary thereof is published in the Federal Reister, or by A date certain
to be specifier_ in. the Order.
(c)
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) of this. section, and
subject to compliance with the provisions of §73.3525, a petition for leave to amend
may be granted, provided it is requested that the application as amended be removed
fran the hearing docket and returned to the processing line. See §73.3571.
NOTE L When two or more broadcast applications are tendered for filing which are
mutually exclusive with each other but not in conflict with any previously filed
applications which have been accepted for filing, the FCC, where appropriate, will
announce acceptance of the earliest tendered application and place the later
filed application or applications on a subsequent public notice of acceptance for
filing in order to establish a deadline for the filing of amendments as a matter of
right for all applicants in the group.

C
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73.3525(a) - (c) (4)

73.3525 Agreement for removing application conflicts.
(a) whenever
applicants for a construction permit for a broadcast station enter
into an agreement to procure the removal of a conflict between applications pending before the FCC by withdrawel or amendment of an application or by its dismissal pursuant to 73.3568, all parties thereto
shall, within 5 days after entering into the agreement, file with the
FCC a joint request for approval of such agreement.
The joint request
shall be accompanied by a copy of the agreement and an affidavit of
each party to the agreement setting forth:
(1)
The reasons why it is condidered that such agreement is in the
public interest; and
(2)
A statement that its application was not filed for the purpose
of reaching or carrying out such agreement.
(b) deleted and reserved.
(c)
Whenever two or more conflicting applications for construction permits for
broádcast stations pending before the FCC involve a determination of fair, efficient
and equitable distribution of service pursuant to Section 307(b) of the Carununications
Act, and an agreement is made to procure the withdrawal (by amendment to specify
a different community or by dismissal pursuant to §73.3568) of the only application
or applications seeking the same facilities for one of the communities involved,
all parties thereto shall file the joint request and affidavits specified in
paragraph (a) of this section.
(1)
If upon examination of the proposed agreement the FCC finds that withdrawal of one of the applications would unduly impede achievement of a fair,
efficient and equitable distribution of radio service among the several States
and communities, then the FCC shall order that further opportunity be afforded for
other persons to apply for the facilities specified in the application or applications
to be withdrawn before acting upon the pending request for approval of the agreement.
(2)
Upon release of such order, any party proposing to withdraw its application shall cause to be published a notice of such proposed withdrawal at least
twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within the 3 week period immediately following
release of the FCC's order, in a daily newspapPr of general circulation published in
the community in which it was pr oposed to locate the station. However, if there is
no such daily newspaper published in the community, the notice shall be published
as follows:
(i)
If one or more weekly newspapers of general circulation are published
in the canminity in which the station was proposed to be located, notice shall be
published in such a weekly newspaper once a week for 3 consecutive weeks within the
4 week period immediately following the release of the FCC's order.
(ii)
If no weekly newspaper of general circulation is published in the
community in which the station was proposed to be located, notice shall be published
at least twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within the 3 week period immediately
following the release of the FCC's order in the daily newspaper having the
greatest general circulation in the community in which the station was proposed to
be located.
(3)
The notice shall state the name of the applicant, the location, frequency
and power of the facilities proposed in the application; the location of the station
or stations proposed in the applications with which it is in conflict; the fact
that the applicant proposes to withdraw the application; and the date upon which
the last day of publication shall take place.
(4)
Such notice shall additionally include a statement that new applications
for a broadcast station on the same frequency, in the same community, with substantially the same service area as the application sought to be withdrawn, timely
filed pursuant to the FCC's rules, or filed, in any event, within 30 days fran the
last date of publication of the notice (notwithstanding any provisions normally
requiring earlier filing of a carpeting application), will be entitled to camparative
consideration with other pending mutually exclusive affidavits.
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§73.3525(c)(5) - §73.3525(h)
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(5)
Within 7 days of the last day of publication of the notice, the applicant
proposing to withdraw shall file a statement in triplicate with the FCC giving the
dates on which the notice was published, the text of the notice and the name and
location of the newspaper in which the notice was published.
(6)
Where the FCC orders that further opportunity be afforded for other
persons to apply for the facilities sought to be withdrawn, no application of any
party to the agreement will be acted upon by the FCC less than 30 days from
the last day of publication of the notice specified in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. Any applications for a broadcast station on the same frequency in the
same community, with substantially the same engineering characteristics and proposing
to serve substantially the same service area as the application sought to be withdrawn, filed within the 30 -day period following the last date of publication
of the notice (notwithstanding any provisions normally requiring earlier filing of a
competing application), or otherwise timely file, will be entitled to camparative
consideration with other pending mutually exclusive applications.
If the application of any.party to which the new application may be in conflict has been designated
for hearing, any such new application will be entitled to consolidation in the
proceeding.
(d)
Except where a joint request is filed pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section, any applicant filing an amendment pursuant to S73.3522(a) or a request for
dismissal pursuant to §73.3568(a) which would remove a conflict with another pending
application; or a petition for leave to amend pursuant to §73.3522(b) or (c) which
would pérmit a grant of the amended application or an application previously in
conflict with the amended application; or a request for dismissal pursuant to
§73.3568(c), shall file with it an affidavit as to whether or not consideration
(including an agreement for merger of interests) has been premised to or received
by such applicant, directly or indirectly, in connection with the amendment, petition
or request.
(e)
Upon the filing of a petition for leave to amend or to dismiss an
application for broadcast facilities which has been designated for hearing or upon
the dismissal of such application on the FCC's awn motion pursuant to §73.3568(b),
each appl-cant or party remaining in hearing, as to wham a conflict would be removed
by the amendment or dismissal shall submit for inclusion in the record of that
proceeding an affidavit stating whether or not he has directly or indirectly
paid or promised consideration (including an agreement for merger of interests)
in connection with the removal of such conflict.
(f)
Where an affidavit filed pursuant to paragraph (d) of this section
states that consideration has been paid or promised, the affidavit shall set forth
in full all relevant facts, including, but not limited to, the material listed in
paragraph (a) of this section for inclusion in affidavits.
(g)
Affidavits filed pursuant to this section shall be executed by the applicant, permittee or licensee, if an individual; a partner having personal knowledge
of the facts, if a partnership; or an officer having personal knowledge of the facts,
if a corporation or association.
(h)
Requests and affidavits which relate to an application which has not been
designated for hearing shall bear the file number of such application. If the
affiant is also an applicant, the affidavit shall also bear the file number of
affiant's pending application(s). Requests and affidavits which relate to an application which is designated for hearing shall hear the file member of that application
and the hearing docket number and will be acted on by the presiding officer.
(i)
For the purposes of this Section an application shall be deemed to be
"pending" before the FCC and a party shall be considered to have the status of
an "applicant" fran the time an application is filed with the FCC until an order
of the FCC granting or denying it is no longer subject to reconsideration by the
FCC or to review by any court.
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73.3526 - 73.3526(2)

73.3526 Local public inspection file of commercial stations.
RECORD S T6 'AINTAI . Every applicant for a construction permit for
(a)
a new station in the commercial broadcast services shall maintain for
public inspection a file containing the material described in paragraph
(Every permittee of licensee of and AM, FM or TV
-(a)(1) of this section.
station in the commercial broadcast services shall maintain for public
inspection a file containing the material described in paragraphs (a)(1),
(2), (3), (4), (5),.(6),(7),(10)of this section. In addition every permittee or licensee of a TV station shall maintain for public inspection
a file containing the material described in paragraphs (a)(8) Of
this section;) every permittee of licensee of an AM or FMstation shall
maintain for. public inspection a file containing material described in
of this section. The material to be contained in the
paragraph (a)(9)
file is as follows:
A copy of every application tendered for filing, with respect to which
(1)
local public notice is required to be given under the provisions of §73.3580 or
§73.3594; and all exhibits, letters and other documents tendered for filing as
part thereof; all amendments thereto, copies of all documents incorporated therein by
reference, all correspondence between the FCC and the applicant pertaining to the
application after it has been tendered for filing, and copies of Initial Decisions
and Final Decisions in hearing cases pertaining thereto, which according to the
provisions of §50.45.1-0.461 of the rules are open for: public inspection at the offices
Information incorporated by reference which is already in the local
of the FCC.
file need not be duplicated if the entry making the reference sufficiently identifies
the information so that it may be found in the file, and if there has been no change
in the document since the date of filing and the applicant, after making the
If petitions to deny are filed against the application, and
réference, so states.
have been duly served on the applicant, a statement that such a petition has
been filed shall appear in the local file together with the name and address of the
party filing the petition. The file shall also contain a copy of every written
For purposes of this Section, a citizen agreement is a written
citizen agreement.
agreement between a broadcast applicant, permittee, or licensee, and one or more
citizens or citizen groups, entered for primarily noncommercial purposes. The
definition includes those agreements that deal with goals or proposed practices
directly or indirectly affecting station operation in the public interest, in
areas such as - but not limited to -- oamnunity ascertainment, programming, and
employment. It excludes cannon coninercial agreements such as advertising contracts;
union, employment, and personal services contracts; network affiliation, syndication,
program supply contracts and so on. However, the mere inclusion of commercial terms

provision for payment of
a primarily noncommercial agreement --such as a (see "Report and Order,"
the
citizen
-parties
fees for future services of
Docket 19518,57 FCC 2nd 494 1976) --would not cause the agreement, to be
this section.
ftendeur gore
r
C
consid,

itng

May 13, 1965, which are
on
subsequently designated for hearing after May 13, 1965, with local notice being
given pursuant to the provisions of §73.3594, and material related to such applications, need not be placed in the file required to be kept by this Section. Applications tendered for filing after May 13, 1965, which contain major amendments
to applications tendered for filing on or before May 13, 1965, with local notice of
the amending application being given pursuant to the provisions of §73.3580, need
not be placed in the file required to be kept by this section.
A copy of every application tendered for filing by the licensee or
(2N
permittee for such station which is not included in paragraph (a)(1) of this
section and which involves changes in program service, which requests an extension
of time in which to cx plete construction of a new station, or which requests consent
tr involuntary assignment or transfer, or to voluntary assignment or transfer not
resulting in a súbstantial change in ownership or control and which may be applied
for on FCC Form 316; and copies of all exhibits, letters, and other documents filed as
part thereof, all amendments thereto, all correspondence between the FCC and the
applicant pertaining to the application after it has been tendered for filing, and
copies of all documents incorporated therein by reference, which according to the
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S73:3526(2) - §73.352b (8) ,

provisions of §§0.451-0.461 of this rule are open for public inspection at the
offices of the FCC.
Information incorporated by reference which is already in the
local file., need not be duplicated if the entry making the reference sufficiently
ident.ifies'the information so that it may be found in the file, and there has
been no change in the document since the date of filing and the licensee, after
making the reference,.so states. If petitions to.deny are filed against the
application, and have been duly served on the applicant, a statement that such
a petition has been filed shall appear in the loca file together with the name and
address of the party filing the petition.

Note --The engineering section of the applications mentioned
in paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section and material related to the engineering section, need not be kept in the file
required to be maintained by this paragraph.
If such engineering section contains service contour maps submitted with that section, copies of such maps and information (State, county, city,
street address or other identifying information) showing main
studio and transmitter location shall be kept in the file.
(3)
A copy of every ownership report or supplemental ownership report
filed by the licensee or permittee for such station after May
13, 1965, pursuant
to the provisions of this part; and copies of all exhibits,
letters, and other
documents filed as part thereof, all amendments therto, all
correspondence between
the permittee or licensee and the FCC pertaining to the
reports after they have been
filed, and all documents incorporated therein by reference,
including Contracts
listed in such reports in accordance with the provisions
of §73.3615(a)(4)(1) and
which according to the provisions of S§0.451-0.461 of the rules
are open for public
inspection at the offices of the FCC.
Information incorporated by reference which
is already in the local file need not be duplicated if the
entry making the
reference sufficiently identifies the information so that it
may be found in the
file, and if there has been no change in the document
since the date of filing and
the licensee or permittee, after making the reference,
so states.
(4)
Such records as are required to be kept by §73.1940 concerning
broadcasts
by candidates for public office.
(5)
A copy of every annual employment report filed by the licensee
or permittee
for such station pursuant to the provisions of this part; and
copies of all exhibits,
letters and other documents filed as part thereof, all amendments thereto,
and all
correspondence between the permittee or licensee and the FCC pertaining
to the
reports after they have been filed and all documents incorporated therein
by
reference and which according to the provisions of §§0.451-0.461
of the rules are
open for public inspection at the offices of the FCC.
(6)
The Public and Broadcasting -- A Procedure Manual (see FCC 74-942, 39
FR 32288, September 5, 1974).
(7)
Letters received from ambers of the public as are required to be retained
by §73.1202.
.

(8)
For commerical TV broadcast stations, every three nonths a
list of programs that have provided the station's most significant treatment of community issues during the preceding three month period. The
list for each calendar quarter is to be filed by the tenth day of the succeeding calendar quarter (e.g., January 10 for the quarter October -December, April 10 for the quarter January -March, etc.). The list include a
brief narrative describing what issues were given significant treatment
and the programming that provided this treatment. The description of the
programs should include, but is not limited to, the time, date, duration
and title of each program in which the issue was treated.
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73.3526(a)(9) - (b)

c

(9)
For commercial AM and FM broadcast stations, every three
months a list of programs that have provided the station's most significant treatment of community issues during the preceding three month period.
The list for each calendar quarter is to be filed by the tenth of the succeeding calendar quarter (e.g., January 10 for the quarter October- December, April 10 for the quarter January March, etc.). The list shall include a brief narrative describing what issues were given significant treatment and the programming that provided this treatment. The description of
the programs should include, but is not limited to, the time, date, duration
and title of each program in which the issue was treated.
(10) Each applicant for renewal of license shall, within 7 days of the last day of
broadcast of the local public notice of filing announcements required pursuant to
§13.3580(h), place in the station's local public inspection file a statement certifying
compliance with this requirement. The dates and times that the pre -filing and post -filing
notices were broadcast and the test thereof shall be made part of the certifying statement.
(1) In cases involving
(b)
RESPONSIBILITY IN CASE OF ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER.
.applications for eonsent,to assignment of broadcast station construction permits
or licenses, with respect to which public notice is required to be given under the
provisions of S73.3580 or 573.3594, the file mentioned in paragraph (a) of this
section shall be maintained by the assignor. If the assignment is consented to by the
FCC and consummated, the assignee shall maintain the file commencing with the date
on which notice of the consummation of the assignment is filed with the FCC. The
file maintained by the assignee shall cover the period both before and after
The assignee is
the time when the notice of consummatidn.of assignment was filed.
responsible for obtaining copies of the necessary documents from the assignor or from
the FCC files.
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(2)

In cases involving applications for consent to transfer of control of a
pennittee or licensee of a broadcast station, the file mentioned in paragraph (a) of
this section shall be maintained by the permittee or licensee.
(c)
STATION TO WHICH RECORDS PERTAIN. The file need contain only applications,
ownership reports, and related material that concern the station for which the file is
kept.
Applicants, permittees, and licensees need not keep in the file copies of
such applications, reports, and material which pertain to other stations with regard
to which they may be applicants, permittees, or licensees, except- to the ,,xtent that
such information is reflected in the materials required to be kept under the rrrovisions of this Section.
(d)
LOCATICIV OF RECORDS.
The file shall be maintained at the main studio
of the station, or any accessible place (such as a public registry for documents or an
attorney's office) in the caimunity to which the station is or is pro used -c he
licensed, and shall be available for public inspection at any time during regular
business hours.

(e)
PERIOD OF RETENTION. .The records specified in paragraph (a)(4)
of this section shall be retained for periods specified in 73.1940 (2 years).
The manual specified in paragraph (a)(6) of this section shall'be retained
indefinitely. The letters specified in paragraph (a)(7) of this section
shall be retained for the period specified in 73.1202 ( 3 years). The
"significant treatment in paragraphs (a)(8) and (9) of this section shall
be retained for the term of license (5 and 7 years for TV and radio respectively).
The certification specified in paragraph (a)(10) of this
section shall be retained for the period specified in 73.3580 (for as long
as the application to which -it réfers). The records Specified in paragraphs (a)(1), (2), (3) and (5) of this section shall be retained as follows:

C

The applicant for a construction permit for a new station shall maintain
.(1)
such a file so long as the application is pending before the FCC or any proceeding"
involving that application is pending before the courts.
(If the application is
granted, paragraph (e) (2) of this section shall apply.)
(2)
The permittee or licensee shall maintain such a file so long as an
authorization to operate the station is outstanding, and shall permit public inspection
of the material as long as it is retained by the licensee even though the request for.
inspection is made after the conclusion of the re aired retention period specified
in this subparagraph. However, material which is voluntarily retained after the
required retention time may be kept in a form and place convenient to the licensee,
and shall be made available to the inquiring party, in good faith after written
Applirequest, at a time and place convenient to both the party and the licensee.
cations and related material placed in the file shall be retained for a period of 7
years from the date the application is tendered for filing with the FCC with two
exceptions: First, engineering material pertaining to a former mode of operation
need not be retained longer than 3 years after a station commences operation under a
new or modified mole; and second, all of the material shall be retained for whatever
longer period is necessary to comply with the following requirements:
Material shall be retained until final FCC action on the second
(i)
renewal application following the application or other material ;n question; and
Material having a substantial bearing on a matter which is the
(ii)
subject of a claim against the licensee, or relating to an FCC investigation or a
=plaint to the FCC of which the licensee has been advised, shall be retained until
the'licensee is notified in writing that the material may be discarded, or, if the
matter is a private one, the claim has been satisfied or is barred by statute of

limitations. Where an application or related material incorporates
by reference material in 'earlier applications and material concerning
programming and
'6/27/86
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related matters (Section IV and related materials), the material so referred to
If a written agreement
shall be retained as long as the application referring to it.
is not incorporated in an application tendered for filing with the FCC, the starting
date of the retention period for that agreement is the date the agreement is
executed.
Copies of any material required to be in the public file of any applicant for
(f)
a construction permit, or permittee or licensee of any TV. or radio station shall be
available for machine reproduction upon request made in person, provided the requesting
shall
party shall pay the reasonable cost of reproduction. Requests for machine copies
applicant,
permittee
or
licensee,
within
a
be fulfilled at a location specified by the
be
longer
than
seven
days
unless
reasonable period of time which, in no event, shall
reproduction facilities are unavailable in the applicant's, permittee's or licensee's
is not required to honor requests made
community. The applicant, permittee or licensee
by mail, but may do so if it chooses.
_

73.3527 Local public inspection file of noncommercial educational stations.
(a)
Records to be maintained. Every applicant for a construction permit for a new
station in the noncommercial educational broadcast services shall maintain for public

Every
inspection a file containing the material in (a)(l) and (7) of this section.
permittee or licensee of a station in the noncommercial educational broadcast services shall maintain for public inspection a file containing the
material described in (a)(1) through (9) of this section. The material
to be contained in the file is as follows:
A copy of every application tendered for filing with respect to which
(1)
local public notice is required to be given under the provisions of §73.3580 or
§73.3594; and all exhibits, letters and other documents tendered for filing as part
thereof, all amendments thereto, copies of all documents incorporated therein by
reference, all correspondence between the FCC and the applicant pertaining to the
application after it has been tendered for filing, and copies of Initial Decisions
and Final Decisions in hearing cases pertaining thereto, which according to the
provisions of §§0.451-0.461 of the rules are open for public inspection at the offices
Information incorporated by reference which is already in the local file
of the FCC.
need not be duplicated if the entry making the reference sufficiently identifies the
information so that it may be found in the file, and if there has been no change in
the document since the date of filing and the applicant, after making the
If petitions to deny are filed against the application, and have
reference, so states.
been duly served on the applicant, a statement that such a petition has been filed
shall appear in the loca file together with the name and address of the party
filing the petition.
Applications tendered for filing on or before May 13, 1965, which were
NODE.
subsequently designated for hearing after May 13, 1965, with local notice being
given pursuant to the provisions of §73.3594, and material related to such appliMaterials
cations, need not be placed in the file required to be kept by this section.
tendered for filing after May 13, 1965, with local notice of the amending application
being given pursuant to the provisions of §73.3580 need not be placed in the file
required to be kept by this section.
A copy of every application tendered for filing by the licensee or
(2)
permittee for such station after May 13, 1965, pursuant to the provisions of this part,
which is not included in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph and which involves
changes in program service, which requests an extension of time in which to complete
construction of a new station, or which requests consent to involuntary assignment
or transfer, or to voluntary assignment or transfer not resulting in a substantial
change in ownership or control and which may be applied for on FCC Form 316; and
copies of all exhibits, letters, and other documents filed as part thereof, all
amendments thereto, all correspondence between the FCC and the applicant pertaining
to the application after it has been tendered for filing, and copies of all documents
incorporated therein by reference, which according to the provisions of §§0.451-0.461
Information
of this chapter are open for public inspection at the offices of the FCC.
incorporated by reference which is already in the local file need not be duplicated
if the entry making the reference sufficiently identifies the information so that it
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(8)

may be found in the file, and there has been no change in the document since the
date of filing and the licensee, after making the reference so states.
If petitions
to deny are filed against the application, and have been duly served on the applicant,
a statement that such a petition has been filed shall appear in the local file
together with the name and address of the party filing the petition.

Note --The engineering section of the applications mentioned in paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section and material related to the engineering section, need not be kept in the file required to be maintained by this paragraph. If such engineering section contains service contour maps submitted with that section, copies of such maps and information (State, county, city, street address or other identifying information) showing main studio and transmitter location shall be kept in hhe
file.
(i)
A copy of contracts listed in ownership reports filed in accordance
with the provisions of §73.3613(e) and which according to the provisions of
§§0.451-01461 of the rules are open for public inspection at the offices of the
FCC.
Information incorporated by reference which is already in the local file need
not be duplicated if the entry making the reference sufficiently identifies the
information so that it may be found in the file, and if there has been no change
in the document since the date of filing and the licensee or permittee, after making
the reference, so states.
(4)
Such records as are required to be kept by §73.1940, "Broadcasts by
candidates for public office."
(5)
A copy of every annual employment report filed by the licensee or permittee
for such station pursuant to the provisions of this Part; and copies of all
exhibits, letters and other documents filed as part thereof, all amendments thereto,
all correspondence between the permittee or licensee and the FCC pertaining to
the reports after they have been filed and all documents incorporated therein by
reference and which, according to the provisions of §§0.451 - 01461 of the rules,
are open for public inspection at the office of the FCC.
(6)
The Public and Broadcasting:
Revised Edition (see FCC 74-942, 39 FR
32288, September 5, 1974).

(7)
For noncommercial broadcast stations every three months a list'
of at least 5 to 10 communicty issues addressed by the station's
programming during the preceding 3 month period. The list is to be filed
by the tenth day of each calendar quarter (e.g., July 10, October 10,
January 10 and .-',pril 10) and should include a record of programming for the
3 preceding calendar months (e.g., the list filed by July 10 would be a record
of programming from April 1 through June 30). The list shall include a
brief narrative describing how each issue was treated. The description
of the program should include, but is not limited to, the time, date and
duxrtion of each program, the title, and the type of programming in which
the issue was treated (e.g. public service announcements, a call -in program
with a public official, etc.). These lists are to be retained for the
entire license periód.
NOTE.l The first quarterly filing is to include at least the past three
months off` a station's programming performance.
If the last annual
issues/programs list was filed more than three months prior to October 1,
1984, the licensee must place in its public inspection file an issues/programs list encompassing the period of time between its last annual filing
and October 1, 1984.
NOTE 2 --For purposes of paragraph (a)(7) of this section, exempt
applicants, permittees or licensees include those whose existing or
prospective facilities are Class D FM stations or whose programming ís
wholly "Instructional."
(8) The lists of donors supporting specific programs.
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§73.3527(9) - (e)
Each applicant for renewal of license shall, within 7 days of the last day of
(9)
broadcast of the local public notice of filing announcements required pursuant to
§73.3580(h), place in the station's public inspection file a statement certifying
The dates and times that the pre -filing and post -filing
compliance with this requirement.
notices were broadcast and the text thereof shall be made part of the certifying state
ment.

(b) RESPONSIBILITY IN CASE OF ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER. (1)
In cases involving
applications for consent to assignment of broadcast station construction permits or
.licenses, with respect to which public notice is required to be given under the
provisions of §73.3580 or §73.3594, the file mentioned in paragraph (a) of this
section shall be maintained by the assignor.
If the assignment is consented to by
the FCC, and consummated, the assignee shall maintain the file commencing with the
date on which notice of the consummation of the assignment is filed with the FCC.
The file maintained by the assignee shall cover the.period both before and after
the time when the notice of consummation of assignment was filed.
The assignee is
responsible for Obtaining copies of the necessary documents from the assignor or
f ran the FCC files.

In cases involving applications for consent to transfer of control of a
permittee or licensee of a broadcast station, the file mentioned in paragraph (a) of
this section shall be maintained by the permittee or licensee.
(c) STATION TO WHICH RECORDS PERTAIN. The file need contain only applications,
ownership reports, and related material that concern the station for which the file
is kept. Applicants, permittees and licensees need not keep in the 'file copies of such
applications, reports and material which pertain to other stations with regard to
which they may be applicants, permittees, or licensees, except to the extent that such
information is, reflected in the materials required to be kept under the provisions
of this Section.
The file shall be maintained at the main studio of the
(d) LOCATION OF RECORDS.
station, or at any accessible place (such as a public registry for documents or an
attorney's office) in the armtunity to which the station is or is proposed to be
licensed, and shall be available for public inspection at any time during regular
business hours.
(e)
PERIOD OF RETENTION. The records specified in paragraph
(2)

l

(a)(4) of this section shall be retained for the period specified in
§73.1940 (two years). The manual specified in paragraph (a)(6) of this
sectimn shall be retained indefinitely. The issues/programs list
specified (a)(7) shall be retained for the term of the license (5 years
and 7 years fór TV and radio respectively). The donor lists specified
in paragraph (a)(8) of this section shall be retained for two years.
The certification specified in paragraph (a)(9) of this section shall
be retained for the period specified in §73.3580 (for as long as the
application to which it refers).
The records specified in paragraphs
(a)(1),(2),(3) and (5) of this section must be retained as follows:
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(1)

C

The applicant for a construction permit for a new station shall maintain
such a file so long as the proceeding in which that application was filed is pending
before the FCC or any proceeding involving that application is pending before the
courts.
(If the application is granted, paragraph
(2) of this section shall apply).
(2)
The permittee or licensee shall maintain a file of such records so long
as an authorization to operate the station is outstanding, and shall permit public
inspection of the material as long as it is retained by the licensee even though the
request for inspection is made after the conclusion of the required retention period
specified in this subparagraph.
However, material which is voluntarily retained .after
the required retention time may be kept in a form and place convenient to the licensee,
and shall be made available to the inquiring party, in good faith after written
request, at a time and place convenient to boththe party and the licensee. Applications and related material placed in the file shall be retained for a period of
7 years from the date the application is tendered for filing with the FCC, with two
exceptions:
First, engineering material pertaining to a former mode of operation
need not be retained longer than 3 years after a station commences operation under a
new or modified mode; and second, all of the material shall be retained for whatever
longer period is'necessary to amply with the following requirements:
(i)
Materi:i shall be retained until final FCC action on the second
renewal application following the application or other material in questions; and
(ii)
Material having a substantial bearing on a matter which is the
subject of a claim against the licensee, or relating to an FCC investigation or a
complaint to the FCC of which the licensee has been advised, shall be retained until
the licensee is notified in writing that the material may be discarded, or, if the
matter is a private one, the claim has been satisfied or is barred by statutes of
limitations. Where an application or related material incorporates by reference
material in an earlier application and material concerning programing and related
matters (Section IV and related material), the material so referred to shall be
retained as long as the application referring to it.

(f)
Copies of any material required to be in the public file of
-any applicant for a coast -action permit or permittee or licensee of
any noncommercial educatii'nal TV or radio reproduction upon request
made in person, provided the requesting party shall pay the reasonable
Requests for machine copies shall be fulfiled
costs of reproduction.
at a location specified by the applicant, permittee or licensee, within a reasonable period of time which, in no event, shall be longer than
seven days unless reproduction facilities are unavailable in the
applicant's, permittee's or liceriieé's community. The applicant,
permittee or licensee is not required to honor requests made by mail
but may do so if chooses.
73.3533 Application for construction permit or modification of construction permit.
(a)
Application for construction permit, or modification of a construction permit, for a
new facility or change in an existing facility is to be made on the following forms:
(1)
FCC Form 301, "Application for Authority to Construct of Make Changes in
an Existing Commercial Broadcast Station."
(2)
FCC Form 309, "Application for Authority to o t;ruct 9r Make Changes in an

Existing International,or Experimental Broadcast Stations.
(3)

FCC Form 313, "Application for Authorization in the Auxiliary Broadcast

Services . "
(4)

Reserved.

.

FCC Form 330-P, "Application for Authority to construct or Make Changes in
Instructional TV Fixed and/or Response Station(s) and Low Power Relay Station(s)."
(6)
FCC Form 340, "Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes in a
Noncommercial Educational Broadcast Station."
(5)
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(7)
FCC Form 246, "Application for Authority to Construct or Make Changes
in a TV or FM Broadcast Translator Station."
(8)
FCC Form 349-P, "Application for 'Authority to Construct or Make Changes
in an FM Broadcast Booster Station."

§73.3534 Application for extension of construction permit or for
construction permit to replace expired construction permit.
Application for extension of time within which to construct
(a)
a station shall be filed on FCC Form 701, "Application for Extension
of Construction Permit or to Replace Expired Construction Permit."
The application shall be filed at least 30 days prior to the expires.:
tion date of the construction permit if the facts supporting such
application focr extension are known to the applicant in time to permit
such filing. In other cases, an application. will be accepted upon a
showing satisfactory to the FCC sufficient reason for filing within
less than 30 days prior to the Iexpiration date.
Applications for extension of time to construct broadcast
(b)
stations, with the exception of International Broadcast and Instructional TV Fixed stations, will be granted only if one of the following three circumstances have occurred: (1) Construction ís complete
and testing is underray looking toward prompt filing of a License
application; (2) substantial progress has been made,i.e., demonstration
tíon that equipment ís on order or on hand, site acquired, site cleared and construction proceeding toward completion; or (3) no progress
has been made for reasons clearly beyond the control of the permittee
(such as delays caused by governmental budgerary processds and zoning
problems) but the permittee has taken all possible steps to expeditiously resolve the problem and proceed with construction.
Applications for extension of time to construct International
(c)
Broadcast and Instructional TV Fixed stations will be granted upon a
specific and detailed showing that the failure to complete was due to
causes not under th.e control of the permittee or upon a specific and
detailed showing of other sufficient to justify an extension.
If an application for extension of time within which to con(d)
struct a station is approved, such an extension will be limited to a
period of no more than 6 months except when as assignment or transfer
has been approved that provides for a longer period up to a maximum of
12 months from the date of consummation.
Application for a construction permit to replace an expired
(e)
Such applicaconstruction permit shall be filed on FCC Form 701.
tions must be filed within 30 days of the expiration date of the
If approved, such authorizaauthorization sought to be replaced.
tion shall specify a period of not more than 6 months within which
construction shall be completed and application for license filed.
573.3535 Application to modify authorized but unbuilt facilities,
(a) If a
orto assign or transfer control of an unbuilt facility.
permittee finds it neccessary to file either an application to
modify its authorized, but unbuilt faciti_ti.es, or an assignment/
transfer application, such application shall be filed within the
first 9 months of the issuance of the original construction permit
for radio and other broadcast and auxiliary stations, or within
12 months of the Issuance of the original construction permit for
Before such an application can be granted,
television facilities.
the permittee or assignee must certify that ít will immediately begin building after the modification is granted or the assignment is
consummated.
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Modification and assignment applications filed after the
(b)
time periods stated in paragraph (a) will not be granted absent a
showing that one of the following three criteria apply: (1) Construction is complete and testing is underway looking toward prompt
filing of a license application: (2) substantial progress has been
made i.e. demonstration that equipment is on order or on hand, site
acquired, site cleared and construction proceeding toward completion:
or (3) no progress has been made for reasons clearly beyond the control
of the permittee (such as delays caused by governmental budgetary
processes and zoning problems) but the permittee has taken all possible steps to expeditiously resolve the problem and proceed with construction. A certification by the permittee or the assignee that it
immediately will begin building after the modification is granted or
the assignment ís consummated is also necessary. A seller must make
the "one of three criteria" showing in an assignment application.
If a modification is granted, the time period allowed for con(c)
struction will be 6 months from the issuance of the authorization to
modify or the remainder of the construction period whichever is longer.
Also, in the case of an assignment, the time period allowed for construction will be 12 months from the consummation of the assignment
or the remainder of the construction period, whichever is longer. The
extension will be given subject to the condition that the modification
Failure to modify or
is completed or the assignment is consummated.
consummate within the time allowed will result in cancellation of the
construction permit.
We will not entertain an application for modification of an
(d)
authorized but unbuilt facility or an application for assignment or
transfer of control of an unbuilt facility if filed after the exni.ration of the initial construction period.
73.3536 Application for license to cover construction permit. (a) The
application for station license shall be filed by the permittee pursuant
to the requirements of 73.1620 Program tests.
(b)
(1)
(2)

The following application forms shall be used:
FCC Form 302, "Application for a New Broadcast St
FCC Form 310, "Application for an International or

t
tiériméñtánl.Se___

Broadcast Station License."
(3)

FCC Form 313, "Application for Authorization in the Auxiliary Broadcast

Services."

FCC Form 318, "Request for Subsidiary Oom unications Authorization."
(4)
(5) FCC Form 341, "Application for a New Noncommercial Educational Broadcast
Station License."
(6) FCC Form 347, "Application for a TV or FM Broadcast Translator Station
License."

(7) FCC Form 349-L, "Application for FM Broadcast Booster Station License.

main antenna as an auxiliary.
73.3537 Application for license to use former
302
for
authority
to use a formerly
A licensee may apply on FCC Form
auxiliary
antenna.
licensed main antenna system as an
Where prior authority
§73.3538 Application to make changes in an existing station.
following procefran the FCC is required to make changes in an existing station the
dures shall be used to request that authority:
specified in
An application for a construction permit using the forms
(a)
make
the
following
changes:
§73.3533 must be filed for authority to
station.
Any change involving frequency, power or location of the
(1)
the hours of
A change in the hours of operation of an AM station, where
(2)
operation are specified on the station license.
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§73.3538(a)(3) - §73.3539(d)

C

The installation of a transmitter which has not been
(3)
authorized by the FCC for use by licensed broadcast stations.
Any change in the location, heitht or directional radiat(4)
ing characteristics of the antenna or antenna system.
To move the main studio location of an AM station to a
(5)
location outside the principal community or to move the studio from
one location outside the principal comunnity to another such location
(other that. to the authorized transmitter site). See §73.1125.
To remove the main studio of an FM station to a location
(6)
outside the principal community or to move the studio from one location outside the principal community to another such location (other
than to the studio of a commonly -owned AM station licensed to the same
See §73.1125
community).
To move the main studio of a TV station to a location out(7)
side the principal community or to move the studio from one location
outside the principal community to another such location. See §73.1125
An informa], application filed in accordance with §73.3511 is to be used
to obtain authority to make the'following changes in the station authorization:
(1)
To specify a new AM station directional antenna field monitoring point
as a substitute for one that is no longer suitable or available, such as due to
construction. The request is to include sufficient measurement data taken at
the new monitoring point to establish its reliability in comparison with data
taken at the old monitoring point on the same radial, the routing directions to the
new point, a location photograph, and such other information as the FCC may request.
(2)
To modify or discontinue the obstruction marking or lighting of the
antenna supporting structure where that specified on the station authorization either
differs from that specif ed in FCC Pules, Part 17, or is not appropriate for other
reasons.
(b)

C

§73.3539 Application for renewal of license.
the FCC, an application for renewal of license
day of the fourth full calendar month prior to
sought to be renewed, except that applications

(a) Unless otherwise directed by
shall be filed not later than the first
the expiration date of the license
for renewal of license of an experi-

mental broadcast station shall be filed not later than the first
day of the second full calendar month prior to the expiration date of the license
sought to be renewed. If any deadline prescribed in this paragraph falls on a non business day, the cutoff shall be the close of business of the first full business
day thereafter.
(b)
No application for renewal of license of any broadcast station will be
considered unless there is on file with the FCC the information currently
required by §§73.3612- 73.3615, inclusive, for the particular class of station.

(c)
Whenever the FCC regards an application for a renewal of license as
essential to the proper conduct of a hearing or investigation, and specifically
directs that it be filed by a date certain, such application shall be filed within
the time thus specified. If the licensee fails to file such application within the prescribed time, the hearing or investigation shall proceed as if such renewal application
had been received.

(d)
Renewal application forms titles and numbers are listed in
73.3500, Application and Report Forms.

C
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73.3540(a) - 73.3541(b)
;

§73.3540 Application for voluntary assignment or transfer of control. (a) Prior consent must be obtained for a voluntary assignment or transfer of control.
Application should be filed with the FCC at least 45 days prior to the
(b)
contemplated effective date of assignment or transfer of control.
(c)
Application for consent to the assignment of constriction permit or
license must be filed on FCC Form 314 "Assignment of license," FCC Form 316 "Short
form" (see paragraph (f) below).
(d)
Application for consent to the transfer of control of a corporation
holding a construction permit or license must be filed on FCC Form 315

Transfer

of Control" or FCC Form 316 "Short form" (see paragraph (f) of this section).
Application for consent to the assignment of construction
(e)
permit or license or to the transfer of'control of a corporate licensee
or permitee for an FM or TV translator station, a low power TV station
and any associated auxiliary station such as translator microwave relay
stations and UHF translator booster stations, only must be filed on FCC
Form 345 "Application for Transfer of Control of Corporate Licensee or
Permitee, or Assignment of License or Permit for an FM or TV translator
Station. or a Low Power TV Station".

c

(f) The following assignment or transfer applications may be filed on FCC
"Short form" 316:
Assignment fran an individual or individuals (including partnerships) to a
(1)
corporation owned and controlled by such individuals or partnerships without
any substantial change in their relative interests:
Assignment from a corporation to its individual stockholders without
(2)
effecting any substantial change in the disposition of their interests;
Assignment or transfer by which certain stockholders retire and the
(3)
interest transferred is not a controlling one;
Corporate reorganization which involves no substantial change in the
(4)
beneficial ownership of the corporation;
Assigrnnent or transfer from a corporation to a wholly awned subsidiary
(5)
thereof or vice versa, or where there is an assignment fran a corporation to a
corporation owned or controlled by the assignor stockholders without substantial
change in their interests; or
Assignment of less than a controlling interest in a partnership.
(6)

§73.3541 Application for involuntary assignment of license or transfer of control.
The FCC shall be notified in writing promptly of the death or legal
(a)
disability of an individual permittee or licensee, a member of'a partnership, or a
person directly or indirectly in control of a corporation which is a permittee or
licensee.

Within 30 days after the occurrence of such death or legal disability,
an application on FCC Form 316 shall be filed requesting consent to involuntary
assignment of such permit or license or for involuntary transfer of oontrol'of such
corporation to a person or entity legally qualified to succeed to the foregoing
interests under the laws of the place having jurisdiction aver the estate involved.
(b)
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C

C

(a) Authority may be
73.3542 Application for emergency authorizstion.
granted on a temporary basis, in extraordinary circumstances requiring
emergency operation to serve the public interest,such situations include:
emergencies involving danger to life and property; a national emergency
proclaimed by the President or the Congress of the U.S.A. and; the continuance of any war in which the United States is engaged and where such
action is necessary for the national defense or security or otherwise in
furtherance of the war effort.
(1) An informal application may be used. The. FCC may grant such construction permits, station licenses, modifications or renewals thereof,
without the filing of a formal application.
(2) No authorization so granted shall continue to be effective beyond
the period of the emergency of war requiring it.
(3) Each individule request submitted under the provisions of thes
paragraph shall contain, as a minimum requirement, the following information:
(i) Name and address of applicant.
(ii) Location of proposed installation or operation.
iii) Official call letters of any valid station authorization already
held py applicant and the station location.
(iv) Type of service desired (not required for renewal or modification
unless class of station is to be modified).
(v) Frequency assignment, authorized class(es) of emission dessred
(not required for renewal; required for modification only to the extent
such information may be involved).
(vi) Equipment to be used, specifying the manufacture and type or
model number (not required for renewal; required for modification only to
the extent such information may be involved).
(vii) Statements to the extent necessary for the FCC to determine
whether or not the graritingof the desires authorization will be in accordance with the citizenship eligibility requirement of section 310 of the
Communications Act.
(viii) Statement of facts which, in the opinion of the applicant,
constituts an emergency to be found by the FCC for the purpose of this
section. This statement must also include the estimated duration of the
emergency and if during an emergency of war declared by the President or
Congress, why such action, without formal application, is necessary for
the national defense -or security or in furtherance of the war effort.
(b) Emergency operating authority issued under this section may be
cancelled or modified by the FCC without prior notice or right to hearing.
See also 73.1250, Broadcasting Emergency Information, for situations in
which emergency operation may be conducted without prior authorization,
and 73.1635, Special Temporary Authorization (STA), for temporary operating authorizstion necessitated by circumstances not within the ambit of
its section.
Application for renewal of modification of special service authorization.
No new special service authorization will be issued.
However, consideration will be given to renewal or modification of a special service authorization
which was outstanding on February 3, 1958, providing a satisfactory showing has been
made in regard to the following,_ among others:
That the requested operation may not be granted on a regular basis under
(1)
§73.3543

(a)

the existing rules gove_...ing the operation of ' AM stations;

C

That experimental operation is not involved as provided for by §73.1510
(2)
(Experimental authorizations); and
That public interest, convenience and necessity will be served by the
(3)
authorization requested.
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§73.3544 Application to obtain a modified station license. Where prior authority
not required to make certain changes in the station authorization or facilities, but
a modified station license must be obtained, the following procedures shall be used
to obtain modification of the station license:
(a)
An application for a station license using the forms specified in
§73.3536 shall be used to cover the following changes:
(1)
A change in the type of FM or TV transmitting antenna where prior
authority from the FCC is not required to make such a Change. See §§73.257, 73.557
or 73.639.
(2)
A change in the output power of FM or TV aural or visual transmitters to
accommodate a change in the antenna type or transmission line.
(b)
An informal application filed according to the procedures specified in
§73.3511(b) shall be used to cover the following changes:
(1)

Reserved.

(2)
A correction of the routing instructions and description of an AM station
directional antenna system field monitoring point, when the point itself is not
changed.
(3)
A change in the type of AM station directional antenna monitor.
See

§73.69.
(4)
A change in the location of the station main studio when prior authority
to move the main studio location is not required.
(5)
The location of a remote control point of an AM or FM station when prior
authority to operate by remote control is not required.

C
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(c)
A change in the name of the licensee where no change in
ownership or control is involved may be accomplished by written notification by the licensee to the Commission.

Application
S73.3545 Application for permit to deliver programs to foreign stations.
under Section 325(b) of the amnunications Act for authority to locate, use, or
maintain a broadcast studio in connection with a foreign station consistently receives
in the United States, should be made on FCC Form 30Q, "Application for Permit to
An informal application may be
Deliver Programs to Foreign Broadcast Stations."
used by applicants holding an AM, FM or Tv broadcast station license or construction
Informal applications must, however, contain a description of the nature
permit.
and character of the programming proposed, together with other information requested
on Page 4 of From 308.

G
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§73.3549 Requests for extension of authority to operate without required monitors,
Requests for extension
indicating instruments, and EBS attention sivnal devices.
of authority to operate without required monitors, transmission system indicating
instruments, or devices for off -the -air monitoring and generating of the EBS
Attention Signal should be made to the Engineer in Charge of the radio district
in which the station is operating. Such requests must contain information as to when
and what steps were taken to repair or replace the defective equipment and a brief
description of the alternative procedures being used while the defective equipment
is out of service.

73.3550 Requests for new or modified call sign assignments. (a) Requests
for new or modified call sign assignments for`broadcsst stations shall be
made by letter to the Secretary, FCC, Washington, D.C. 20554. An origin
al and one copy of the letter shall be submitted and shall be accompanied by the filling fee, i.f required, specified in 1.1111. incomplete or
otherwise defective filings will be returned by the FCC and any filing fee
submitted in connecection therewith. will be forfeited. 45 days from the
date the application is returned should the aonlicant fail to submit an
acceptable call sign application for the same station within that period.
As many as five call sign choices, listed in descending order of preferA call dign may not be reser- c
ence, may be included in a single request.
ved.
(b) No

request for a new call sign assignment will be accepted from
an applicant for a new station until the FCC has granted a construction
the assignFailure by the permittee of e new station to ,
permit.
grant
of
the
construction
ment of a specific call sign within 30 days of
permit will result in the FCC, on its own motion, assigning an appropriate call sign.
(c) An applicant for transfer or assignment of an outstanding construction permit or license may, in accordance wit this Section, request
a new call sign assignment at the time the application for transfer or
assignment is filed, or at any time thereafter. In the absence of written consent of the proposed transfer or assignor, no change in call sign
assignment will be made effective until such application is granted by
the FCC and the transaction consummated.
(d) Where an application is granted by the FCC for transfer or assignment of the construction permit or license of a station whose existing
call siFn conforms to that of a commonly owned station not part of the
transaction, the assign -e shall, within 30 days after consummation, request a different call sign in accordance with the provisions of thus
Should, a suitable application not be received within that
section.
period of time, the FCC will, on its own motion, selec an appropriate
call sing and effect the change in call sign assignment.
(e) Call signs beginning with. the letter "K" will not be assigned to
stations east of the Mississippi River, nor will call signs beginning
with the letter "W" be assigned to stations located west of the Mississippi River.
(f) On1T-four-letter call signs (plus 71 or TV suffixes, if used) will
be assigned. However, subject to the other provisions of this Section,
a call sign of a station may be conformed to a commonly owned station
holding a three -letter call sign assignment (plus, or TV suffixes, if
used)
-3873FH
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(g) Subject to the foregoing limitations, applicants may request call
Objections to the
signs of their choice if th.e combination is available.
assignment of requested call sign will not be entertained at the FCC.
However, this does not hamper any party from asserting such rights as it
may have under private law in some other forum. Should it be determined
by an appropriate forum that a station should not utilize a particular
call sign, the inital assignment of a call sign will not serve as a bar
to the making of a different assignment.
(h) Call signs are assigned on a "first -come -first served" basis.
Receipt by the FCC of a request for an available call sign blocks the
acceptance of competing requests until the first received request is
processes to completion. In the case of requests for the same call sign
being received on. the same date at the FCC the assignment (if otherwise
grantable) will be made to the station having the longest continuous
record of broadcasting operations under substantiall unchanged ownership
and control. However, involuntary and pro forma assignments and transfers
will not be taken into account in determining priority.
(i) Stations in different broadcast services wihch are under common control may request that their call signs be conformed. by the assignment of the
same basic call sign. For the purpose of this paragraph, 50% or greater
common ownership shall constitute a prima fact showing of common control.,
(j) The provisions of this section shall not apply to International
broadcast stations, to stations authorized under Part 74 of the rules, nor
to FM or TV stations seeking to modify an existing call sign only to the
extent of adding or deleting an "-FM" or "-TV" suffix. The latter additions and deletions may be effective upon. notification to the Commission.
(k) Unless subject to a pending transfer or assignment application, a
sign assignment will be made effective on the date specifchange in call
ied in the telegram authorizing the change. In this .regard, the applicant
may include with its application a request for a specific effective date
tci take place withu.n 45 days of the submission of its application for a
Postponement o_f the effective date will be granted only in recall sign.
compelling reasons.
sponse to a timely request and for only the most "W"
or "K" which are as(1) Four-letter combinations commencing with
signed as call signs to ships Or to other radio services are not available
for assignment to broadcast stations, with or without the ``FM" or "_TV"
suffix.
(o) Users of nonlicensed, low -power devices operating under Part 15 of
the FCC rules may use whatever identification is currently desired, so
long as propriety is observed and no confusion results with a station for
which the FCC issues a license.

C
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Multiple ownership. (a) No license for an AM,F'I or TV broadcast station shall be granted to any party (including all parties under
common control) if such party directly or indirectly owns, operates or
controls one or more broadcast stations in the same service and the grant
'of such license will result in:
(1)
Any overlap of the predicted or measured 1 mVm groundwave
contours of the existing and proposed AM stations, computed in accordance
with 73.183 or 73.186; or
(2)
Amy overlap of the predicted 1 mVm contours of the existing and
proposed 1'i''á stations, computed in accordance with 73.313;
or
(3)
Any overlap of the Grade B contours of the existing and proposed TV stations, computed in accordance with 73.684.
(b)
license for an AN, F11, or TV broadcast station shall be granted
to any party (including all parties under common control) if such party
directly or indirectly owns, operates, or controls one or more such
broadcast stations and the grant of such license will result in:
(1)
The predicted or measured 2 mV/m groundwave contour of an existinf; or proposed AM station, computed in accordance with Section 73.183
or 73.186, encompassing the entire community of license of an existing or
proposed TV broadcast station(s) or the Grade A contour(s) of the TV broadcast station(s), computed in accordance with 73.684, encompassing the entire
community of license of the AM station; or
(2)
The predicted 1 mV/m contour of an existing or proposed FM station,
computed in accordance with 73.313, encompassing the entire community of
license of an existing or proposed TV broadcast station(s) or the Grade A
contour(s) of the TV broadcast station(s), computed in accordance with
73.684, encompassing the entire community of license of the FM station.
(c)
No license for an AM,FM or TV broadcast station shall be granted to any party (including all parties under common control) if such
party directly or indirectly owns, operates or controls a daily newspaper
and the grant of such license will result in:
(1)
The predicted or measured 2 mV/m contour for an AM station,
computed in accordance with 73.183 or 73.186, encompassing the entire
community in which such newspaper ís published; or
(2)
The predicted 1 mV/m contour for an FM station, computed in
accordance with 73.313, encompassing the entire community in which such
newspaper is published; or
(3)
The Grade A contour for a TV station, computed in accordance
with 73.684, encompassing the entire community in which newspaper is
published..

c

(d)
No license for an AM, FPM or TV broadcast station shall be grant ed to any party (including all par ties under comma n control) if such party
or any stockholder, officer or dir ector of such pa rty, directly or findirectly owns, operates, controls or has any inter est in, or is an officer
or director of any other broadcast station in the same service, if the
grant of such license would result in a concentrat ion of control of broadcasting in a manner inconsistent w ith the public i nterest, convenience, or
necessity.
The FCC, however, will in any event co nsider that there would
be such a concentration of control contrary to the public interest, convenience or necessity for any part y or any of Its stockoulders, officers
or directors to have a direct or i ndirect interest in, or be stockholders,
officers or directors of, more tha n seven Al, seve n FM or seven TV broad cast stations (no more than five o f which may be i n the VHF band).
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(d)(1)
No license for a commercial AM, FM or TV broadcast station
shall be granted, transferred or assigned to any party (including all
parties under common control) if the grant, transfer or assignment of
such license would result in such party or any of its stockholders,
partners, members officers or directors, directly or indirectly, owning,
operating or controlling or having a cogniizable interest in, either:
more than fourteen (14) stations in the same service, or
(i)
more than twelve (12) stations in the same service which are not
(ii)

minority -controlled.
(2)
No license for a commercial TV broadcast station shall be granted,
transferred or assigned to any party (including all parties under_gom.rgen
control) if the grant, transfer or assignment of such license would"result
in such party or any of its stockholders, partners, members, officers or
directors, directly or indirectly, owning, operating or controlling or
having acoginzable interest in, either:
(i)
TV stations which have an aggregate national. audience reach exceeding thirty (30) percent, or
(ii)
TV stations which have an aggregate national audience reach exceeding twenty-five (25) percent and which are not minority -controlled

(3)For purposes of paragraph (d) of this section:
"national audience reach" means the total number of television
i
households in the Arbitron Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) markets in
which the relevant stations are located divided by the total national
television households as measured by ADI data at the time of a grant, transfer or assignment of a license.
For purpose of making this calculation, UHF
television stations shall be'attributed with 50 percent Cf the television
Where the relevant application forms rehouseholds in their ADI market.
quire a showing with respect to audience reach and the application relates
to an area where Arbitron ADI market data are unavailable, then the applicant
shall make a showing as to the number of television households in its market.
Upon such a showing, the Commission shall make a determination asrto the
appropriate audience reach to be attributed to the applicant.
(ii)
"TV broadcast stations" or "TV stations" exclude stations which
are primarily_ satellite operations.
(iii)
"minority -controlled" means more than 50 percent owned by one or
more members of a minority group.
(iv)
"minority" means Black, Hispanic, American Indian, Alaska Native,
Asian and Pacific Islander.
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(e)
No renewal of license shall be granted for a term extending
beyond January 1, 1980, to any party that as of January 1, 1975, directly or indirectly owns, operates or controls the only daily newspaper
published in a corm unity and also as of January 1, 1975, directly or
indirectly owns, operates or controls the only commercial aural station
or stations encompassing the entire community with a city -grade signal
during daytime hours (predicted or messured signal for AM, predicted
for Fh), or the only commercial TV station. encompassing the entire
community with a city -grade signal. The provisions of this paragraph
shall not require divestiture of any interest not in conformity with its
provisionsearlier than January 1, 1980. Divestiture is not required
for aural stations if there is a separately owned, operated or controlled
TV broadcast station licensed to serve the community.
(f)
This section is not applicable to noncommercial educational FM
and noncommercial educational TV stations.
Note 1 --The word "control" as used herein is not limited to majority
stock ownership but includes actual workingcontrol in whatever manner
exercised.
Note 2 --In applying the provisions of this section, ownership and
other interests in broadcast licensees, cable television systems and
daily newspaper will be attributed to their holders and deemed cognizable pursuant to the following criteria:
(a) --Except as otherwise provided herein partnership and direct
ownership interests and any voting stock interest amounting amounting
to 5% or more of the outstanding voting stock of a corporate broadcast
licensee, cable television system or daily newspaper will be cognizable;
(b) --No minority voting stock interest will be cognizable if there
is a single holder of more than 50% of the outstanding voting stock of
the corporate broadcast licensee, cable television system of daily
newspaper in which the minority interest is held;
(c) --Investment companies, an defined in 15 U.S.C. 80a-3, insurance
companies and banks holding stock through their trust departments in
trust accounts will be considered to have a cognizable interest only if
they hold 10% or more of the outstanding voting stock of a corporate
broadcast licensee, cable television system or daily newspaper, or if
any of the officers or directorsof the broadcast licensee, cable
television system or daily newspaper are representatives of the investHoldings by a
ment company, insurance company or bank concerned.
bank or insurance company will be aggregated if the bank or
insurance company has any right:to determine how the stock will be voted.
Holdings by investment companies will be aggregated if under common
management.
(d) --Attribution of ownership in a broadcast licensee, cable
television. system or daily newspaper that are held indirectly by any
party through one or more intervening corporations will be determined
by successive multilpication of the ownership percentages for each link in
the vertical ownership dhain and application of the relevent attribution
benchmark to the resulting product, except that wherver the ownership
percentage for any link in the chain exceeds 50%, it shall not be in(For example, if A owns 10%
cluded for purposes of this multiplication.
of company X, which owns 60% of company Y, which. owns 25% of "Licensee,
then X's interest in "Licensee" would be 25% (the same ,s Y's interest since
X's interest in Y exceeds 50%), and A'sinterest in "Licensee" would be
2.5% (0.1x0.25). Under the 5% attribution benchmark, X's interest in
"Licensee" would be cognizable, while A's interest would not be cognizable.)
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(e) --Voting stock interests held in trust shall be attributed to
any person who holds or shares the power to vote such stock, to any
person who has the sole Dower to sell such stock, and to any person
who has the right to revoke the trust at willor to replace the trustee
at will.
If the trustee has a familial, personal or extra -trust
business relationship to the grantor or the beneficiary, the grantor
or beneficiary, as appropriate,. will be attributed with the stock interests held in trust. An otherwise qualified trust will be ineffective
to insulate the grantor or beneficiary from attribution with the trust's
assets unless all voting stock interests held by the grantor or beneficiary in the relevant broadcast licensee, cable television system or
daily newspaper are subject to said trust.
(f) --Holders of non -voting stock shall not be attributed an interest
in the issuing entity. Holders of debt and instruments such as warrants,
convertiable debentures, options or other non -voting interests with rights
of conversion to voting interests shall not be attributed unless and until
conversion is effected.
(g)(1) A limited partnership interest shall be attributed to a
limited partner unless that partner is not materially involved, directly
or indirectly in the management or operation of the media -related activities of the partnership and the licensee or system so certifies.
(2)
In order for a licensee or system to make the certification.
set forth in paragraph (a)(1) of this section, it must verify that the
partnership agreement or certificate of limited partnership, with respect
to the particular limited partner exempt from attribution, establishes
that the exempt limited partner has no material. involvement, directly or
indirectly, in the management or operation of the media activities of
the partnership. The criteria which would assure adequate insulation
for purposes of this certification are described in. the MEHORANDUM
OPINION AND ORDER in MM Docket No. 83-46, FCC 85-252 (released June 24,
1985).
Irrespective of the terms of the certificate of limited partner
ship or partnership agreement, however, no such certification shall be
made if the individual or entity making the certification has actual
knowledge of any material involeement of the limited partners in the
management or operation of the media. -related businesses of the partnership.
(h) --Officers and directors of a broadcast licensee, cable television
system or daily newspaper are considered to have a cognizable interest in
the__in entity with which they are so associated.
If any such entity engages in business in adddtion to its primary business of broadcasting, cable
television service or newspaper publication, it may request the Commission
to waive attribution for any officer or director whose duties and responsibilities are wholly unrelated to its primary business. The officers and
directors of a parent company of a broadcast licensee, cable television
system or daily newspaper, with an attributable interest in any such subsidiary entity, shall be deemed to have a cognizable interest in. the subsidiary unless the duties and responsibilities of the officer or director
involved are holly unrelated to the broadcast licensee, cable television
system or daily newspaper subsidiary, and a statement properly documenting
this fact is submitted to the Commission.
(This statement may be included
on the appropriate Ownership Report). The officers and directors of a
sister corporation of a broadcast licensee, cable television system or daily
newspaper shall not be attributed with ownership of these int.ities by
virtue Hof such status.
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(i)
Discrete ownership interests will be aggregated in determining
whether or not an interest is cognizable under this section. An individual or entity will be deemed to have a cognizable investment if:
(1)
The sum of the interests held by or through "passive investors"
is equal to or exceeds», percent; or
(2)
the sum of the interests other than those held by or through
"passive investors" is equal to or exceeds 5 percent; or
(3)
the sum of the interests computed under paragraph (i)(1) of
this section plus the sum of the interests computed under paragraph (i)(2)
of this section is equal to or exceeds 10 percent.

Note (3) --In cases where record and beneficial ownership of voting stock
is notidentical (e.g., bank nominees holding stock as record owners for the
benefit of mutual funds, brokerage houses holding stock in street names for
the benefit of coustomers, investment advisors holding stock in their own
names for the benefit of clients and insurance companies holdig stock), the
party having the right to determine how the stock will be voted will be
considered to own it for purpose of these rules.
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Note (4) - Note (5)

Note 4 - Paragraphs (a) -(d) of this section will not be applied so as
to require diverstiture, by any licensee, of existing facilities, and will
not apply to applications for increased power for Class IV stations, to
applications for assignment of license or transfer of control filed in
accordance with 73.354O(f) or 73.3541(b) of this part, or to applications
for assignment of license or transfer or control to heirs or legatees by
will or intestacy if no new or increased overlap would be created between
commonly owned, operated or controlled broadcast stations in the same
service and if no new encompassment or communities proscribed in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section as to commonly owned, operated, or controlled broadcast stations or daily newspapers would result. Said paragraphs will apply to all applications for new stations, to all other applications for new stations, to all other applications for assignment or
transfer, and to all applications for major changes in existing stations
except major changes that will result in overlap of contours of broadcast
stations in the same service with each other no greater than already
(The resulting areas of overlap of contours of such broadcast
existing.
stations with each other in such major change cases may consist partly or
entirely of new terrain. However, if the population in the resulting overlap
areas substantially exceeds that in the previously existing overlap areas,
the Commission will not grant the application if it finds that to do so
This
would be against the public interest, convenience, or. necessity.)
section will not apply to major changes in UHF television broadcast stations
authorized as of September 30, 1964, which will result in Grace B overlap
with another television station that was commonly owned, operated, or controlled as of September 30, 1964; or to any broadcast application where
grant of such application would result in the Grade A contour of an existing
or proposed UHF station encompassing the entire community of license of an
existing or proposed AM or FM broadcast station that is commonly owned,
operated or controlled or would result in the entire community of license
of such UHF station being encompassed by the 2 mV/m contour of such AM
broadcast station or the 1 mV/m contour of such FM broadcast station. Such
UHF overlap or community encompassment cases will be handled on a
case -by -case basis in order to determine whether common ownership,
operation, or control of the stations is question would be in the public
interest. Commonly owned, operated, or controlled broadcast stations,
with overlapping contours or with community -encompassing contours prohibited
by this section may not be assigned or transferred to a single person,
group, or entity, except as provided above in this note. If a commonly
owned, operated, or controlled broadcast station and daily newspaper fall
within the encompassing proscription of this section, the station may
not be assigned to a single person, group or entity if the newspaper is
being simultaneously sold to such single person, group or entity.
Note (5.) --Paragraphs (a) -(d) of this section will not be applied to
cases involving television stations which are primarily "satelite" operations. Such cases will be considered on a case -by -case basis in order
to determine whether common ownership, operation or control of the stations in
Whether or not a particular
question would be in the public interest.
television broadcast station which does not present a substantial amount of
locally originated programming is primarily a "satelite" operation will be
determined on the facts of the particular case. An authorized and operating "satilite" television station the Grade B contour of which overlaps
that of a commonly owned, operated or controlled "non-satelite" parent
television broadcast station or the Grade A contour of which completely
encompasses the community of publication of a commonly owned, operated
or controlled daily newspaper or the community of license of a commonly owned,
operated or controllé AM or FM broadcast station or the community of.
]irenee.o.f which is completely encompassed by the 2mV/m contour of such
10/19/84
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AM broadcast station or the lmV/m contour of such FM broadcast station
may subsequently become a "non-satelite" station with local studios and
locally originated programming. However, such common owned, operated or
controlle "non-satelite" television stations with Grade B overlap or such
commonly owned, operated or controlled"n.on-satelite" television stations
and AM or FM stations with the aforementioned community encompassment,
may not be transferred or assigned to a single person, group or entity
except as provided in Note 3. Nor shall any application for assignment or
transfer concerning such "non-satelite" stations be granted if the assignment of transfer would be to the same person, group or entity to which
the commonly owned, operated or controllednewspaper is proposed to be
transferred, except as provided in Note 3.
Note 6 --For the purposes of this section a daily newspaper in one which
is published four or more days per week, which is in the English language
and which is circulated generally in the community of publication. A
college newspaper is not considered as being circulated gererally.
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APPLICATI(N PRESSING
§73.3561 Staff consideration of luplications reauiri
Upon
C rinission action.
and, except
acceptance of an application, the complete file is rev
s
by
where the application is acted upon by the staff pursuant to delegation of authority,
a report containing the recommendations of the staff and any other c~nn~nents required
is prepared and placed an the Commission's agenda.

Staff consideration of applications not remixing action by the
Commission. Those' applications which do not require action by
the Commission but which, pursuant to the delegation of authority set
forth in Subpart B of Part 0, may be acted upon by the Chief, Mass media
Bureau, are forwarded to the Mass Media Bureau for necessary action. If
the applecation is granted, the formal authorization is issued. In any
case where it is recommended that the application be set for hearing,
where a novel question of policy is presented, or where the Chief, Mass
Media Bureau desires instructions from the Commission, the matter is
placed on the Commission agenda.

73.3562

C

(a) Applications tendered for
§73.3564 Acceptance of applications.
filing are dated upon receipt and then fowarded to the Mass Media
Bureau, where an administrative examination is made to ascertain
whether the applications are complete. Except for low power TV,TV
translator applications and non -reserved band FM (except for Class D)
applications, those found to be complete or substantially complete are
accepted for filing and are given file numbers. In the case of minor
defects assto completeness, this applicant will be required to supply
themissing information. Applications that are not substantially complete will be returned to the applicant. In case of non -reserved band
FM applications, those found to be substantially complete at tender are
accepted for tender and are given file numbers. Non -reserved band FM
applications that are not substantially complete will be returned to
In the case of low power TV and TV translator applicathe applicant.
tions, those found to be complete are accepted for filing and are given
Lowpower TV and TV translator applications that are not
file numbers.
complete will be returned to the applicant.
Acceptance of an application for filing merely means that it
(b)
has been the subject of a preliminary review fy the FCC's adminisSuch acceptance will not preclude
trative staff as to completeness.
the subsequent dismissal of the application if it is found to be
patently not in accordance with the FCC's rules.
At regular intervals, the FCC will issue a Public Notice list(c)
ing all applications and major amendments thereto which have been accepted for filing, except for non -reserved band FM stations and low
Pursuant to §§73.3571(c),
power TV and TV translator stations.
73.3572(c) and 73.3573(d) such notice shall establish a cut -off -date
(not less than 30 days from the date of issuance) for the filing of
mutually exclusive applications and petitions to deny. However, no
application will be accepted for filing unless certification of compliance with the local notice requirements of §73.3580(h) has been
made in the tendered application.
New and major change applications for non -reserved band FM
(d)
stations (except for Class D stations) and for low power TV and TV
translator stations will be accepted only on date(s) specified by the
Low power TV and TV translator station filing period(s)
Commission.
will be designated by the Commission in a Public Notice. Non -reserved
band FM facilities and major change applications will have filing dates
designated by the Commission in the following manner:
7/11/85
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For all vacant non -reserved band FM allocations listed on the
FM Table of Allotments §73.202, as of March 14, 1985, a bile -time filing
period or"window" will open for 30 days, beginning on the 31st day after
the date of publication of the Report and Order in MM Docket #84-750
in the Federal Register and will close on the 60th day after such publication.
(This filingwindow does not apply to the 689 FM channels
added to the FM Table of Allotments by the Commission's decision in
MM Docket #84-231).
(2)
The 689 FM allocations added to the FM Table of Allotments by
MM Docket #84.231 will be subject to a series of windows. The Audio
Services Division of the Mass Media Bureau will establish, by Public
Notice, the window filing dates for this group of allotments.
(3)
Each Report and Order specifying a new non -reserved FM band
allocation will identify the window filing period which will begin upon
the effective date of that Order and continue for at least 30 days.
Where no applications are tendered during a window filing period
(4)
applications may be tendered any time after the window closes. These
applications will be processed on a "first come/first serve basis and
will be treated as simultaneously filed if filed on the samy day. Any
applications received after the filing of a dead applicant will be placed
in a queue, according to filing date, behind the lead applicant.
(5)
If a non -reserved band FM channel allotment is vacant after the
grant of a construction permit becomes final, because of a lapsed construction permit or for any other reason, the FCC will by Public Notice,
announce a subsequent filing window for the acceptance of new applications for such channels.
(6)
However, no application will be accepted for tender unless certification of compliance with the local notice requirements of§73.3580(h)
has been made in the tendered application.
(1)

(a) Applications which are determined
73.3566 Defective applications.
with
the FCC rules, regulations, or
to be patently not in accordance
other requirements, unless accompanied by an appropriate request for
waiver, will be considered defective and will not be accepted for filing
or if inadvertently accepted for filing will be dismissed. Requests
for waiver shall show the nature of the waiver or exception desired and
shall set forth the reasons in support thereof.
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If an applicant is requested by the FCC to file any
(b)
additional documents or information not included in the prescribed
application form, a failure to comply with such request will be deemed
to render the application defective, and such application will be
dismissed.
Subject to the provisions of S73.3525
S73.3568 Dismissal of applications.
(a)
(Agreements for removing application conflicts). any application may, upon request of
the applicant be dismissed without prejudice as a matter or right prior to the
designation of such application for hearing. An applicant's request for the return
of an application that has been accepted for filing will be regarded as a request
for dismissal.
Failure to prosecute an application, or failure to respond to official
correspondence or request for additional information, will be cause for dismissal.
Subject to the provisions of S73.3525, such dismissal will be without prejudice
where an application has not yet been designated for hearing, but may be made with
prejudice after designation for hearing.
Requests to dismiss an application without prejudice after it has been
(c)
designated for hearing will be considered only upan written petition properly served
upon all parties of record and, where applicable, compliance with the provisions of
Such requests shall be granted only upon a showing that the request is
S73.3525.
based on circumstances wholly beyond the applicant's control which preclude further
prosecution of his application.
(b)

73.3569
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73.3570ka) - kbA3)
§73.3570

AM broadcast station applications involving other North American countries.

(a)
APPLICZTIONS INVOLVING CONFLICTS WITH THE U.S./CANADIAN
AGREEMENT, THE U.S./MEXICAN AGREEMENT DR WITH COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE
RATIFIED NARBA. Except for applications falling within the provisions
of paragraph (b) of this section, no application will be accepted for
filing if authorization of the facilities requested would be inconsistent with the provisions of the U.S./Canadian Agreement, the North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement (NARBA), or the Agreement
between the United States of America and the United Mexican States
Concerning Radio Broadcasting in the Standard (AM) Broadcast Band
(the U.S./Mexican Agreement). Any such application which has heretofore been accepted for filing or which is inadvertently accepted
for filing will be dismissed.
APPLICNTICNS INVCLVING CONFLICTS CNLY WITH RESPECT TO HAITI OR COUNTRIES
Applications (regardless of when they
WHICH' HAVE SIGNED BUT NCQ' RATIFIED NARBA.
were or may be filed) for facilities which would be inconsistent with NARBA only with
respect to a country which has signed but not completed formal ratification of that
agreement, or which would cause objectionable interference (under the standards set
forth in NARBA) to a duly notified Haitian station, will be retained in the pending
file without further action, except where they conflict with other applications which
do not involve international problems. In the latter situation, the various eonf licting applications will be designated for hearing in a consolidated proceeding. Where
an application incnncistent with international relationships as specified in this
_paragraph is designated for hearing, the following procedures will govern:
Where all applications involved in a consolidated hearing proceeding are
(1)
inconsistent with international relationships as specified in this paragraph, all
will be removed front hearing status and returned to the pending'file.
Where one or more but not all of the applications involved in a consoli(2)
dated hearing proceeding are inconsistent with international relationships as specified
in this paragraph, the hearing issues will include an issue as to such inconsistency.
If necessary, the hearing issues will be enlarged, and if closed, the hearing
record will be reopened to include this matter. The initial decision and the final
decision will contain findings and conclusions as to this issue, but neither the
presiding officer nor the FCC will, in their decisions, take into account such issues
in determining whether the public interest would be served by grant of any of the
various applications. In the decision in such a pi.xding, applications will be:
Granted, where they are not inconsistent with international relation(i)
ships and the public interest will be served thereby.
Denied, if denial is required because of grant of other applications
(ii)
or for other reasons independent of the consistency issue; or
Placed in the pending file without removal fran hearing status if
(iii)
grant of the application would be in the public interest except for inconsistency
with international relationships as specified in this paragraph, or where denial
would be only on the basis of comparative consideration with an application which
is being placed in the pending file because of such inconsistency.
Where an application inconsistent with international relationships is
(3)
designated for hearing because of conflict with another application not involving
such inconsistency, and the conflict is later removed by amendment or dismissal of
the latter application, the inconsistent application will be removed for hearing
status and returned to the pending file.
(b)
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73.3570(b)(3) (Note 1.) - 73.3571(b)
NOTE 1. For the purpose of this Section, an application is not regarded
as inconsistent with the provisions of NARBA if it is for Class IV facilities
operating with more than 250 watts but no more than 1 kW power, to be located in
those portions of the United States where such facilities are not precluded under
Note 1 to §73.21(c), and where such facilities would not cause objectionable interference (under the standards set forth in NARBA) to a duly notified station in any
other NARBA signatory country or in Haiti.
NORE 2. As to the use of hearings of groundwave field strength measurements
involving foreign countries, see the note to S73.183(b).
AMENDMENT OF APPISCATI(N DESIGNATED FC)R HEARING. When, in the case of any
(c)
application which has been designated for hearing on issues not including an issue
as to consistency with international relationships and as to which no final decision
has been rendered, action under this Section becomes appropriate because of inconsistency with international relationships, the applicant involved shall, notwithstanding the provisions of S573.3522 and 73.2571, be permitted to amend its
application to achieve consistency with such relationships. In such cases the provisions of §73.3605(c) will apply.

APPLICATIONS NOT INVOLVING CONFLICT WITH THE U.S.
(a)
CANADIAN AGREEMENT, NARBA OR U.S./MEXICAN AGREEMENT. As a matter
of general practice, applications which are consistent with the U.S./
Mexican Agreement and which would not involve objectionable interference to a duly notified Haitian agreement, will be condidered and
acted upon by the FCC in accordance with its established procedure.
In particular cases, involving applications of this character but in
which special international considerations require that a different
procedure be followed, the applicant involved will be formally advised to this effect.
Applications for AM
(a)
573.3571 Processing of AM broadcast station applications.
broadcast facilities are divided into three groups.
In the first group are applications for new stations óf
(1)

for major changes in the facilities of authorized stations. A major
change is any increase in power (except for Class IV stations on
local channels), or any change in frequency, hours of operation, or
station location. However, the FCC May, within 15 days after the
acceptance for filing of any other ap :1.=.ction for modification of
facilities, advise the applicant that such application is condidered
to be one for a major change and therefore is subject to the provisions of 73.3580 and 1.1111 pretaining to major changes.
The second group consists of applications for licenses and all other
changes in the facilities of authorized stations.
If an application is amended so as to 'effect a major
(b)
(2)

change as defined in paragraph (a)(1) of this section or so as to result
in a situation where the originsl party or parties to the application
do not retain more than 50% ownership interest in the application as
originally filed, Section 73.3580 will apply to such amended application.
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73.3571(c) - (i)

(c)
Applications for'new stations or for major changes in the facilities of
authorized stations are processed as nearly as possible in the order in which they
are filed.
Such applications will be placed in the processing line in numerical.
sequence, and are drawn by the staff for study, the lowest file number first. Thus,
the file number determines the order in which the staff's work is begun on a particular
application or group of conflicting applications. In order that those applications
which are entitled to be grouped for processing may be fixed prior to the time processing of the earliest filed application is begun, the FCC will periodically release a
Public Notice listing applications which have been accepted for filing and announcing
a date (not less than 30 days after release) on which the listed applications will
be considered available and ready for processing and by which all mutually exclusive
applications and/or petitions to deny the listed applications must be filed.

(d) Applications proposing to increase the power of an AM station
are subject to the following requirements:
(1)
In order to be acceptable for filing, any application which
does not involve a change in site and which is filed before June 3, 1988
must propose at least a 50% increase in the station's nominal power.
However, applications proposing at least a 20% increase and which are in
conflict with an application proposing a 50% increase are acceptable for
filing.
(2)
In order to be acceptable for filing any application which does
not involve a change in site and which is filed on or after June 3, 1988
must propose at least a 20% increase in the station's nominal power.
(3)
Applications involving a change in site are not subject
the
requirements in paragraphs (d)(l) or (2) of this section and maytoinclude
a request for an increase in power of any amount.
(e)
The processing and consideration of applications for new stations or
major changes on those frequencies specified in §73.3569 are subject to certain
restrictions, as set forth therein.
(f)
Applications other than those for new stations or for major changes in
the facilities of authorized stations are not placed on the processing line but are
processed as nearly as possible in the order in which they are filed.
(g)
Applications for change of license to change hours of operation of a
Class IV station, to decrease hours of operation of any other class of station, or to
change station location involving no change in transmitter site will be considered
without reference to the processing line.
(h)
If, upon examination, the FCC finds that the public interest, convenience
and necessity will be served by the granting of an application, the same will be
granted.
If the FCC is unable to make such a finding and it appears that a hearing
may be required, the procedure set forth in §73.3593 will be followed.
(i)
When an application which has been designated for hearing has been
removed fran the hearing docket, the application will be returned to its proper position
(as determined by the file number) in the processing line. Whether or not a new file
number will be assigned will be determined pursuant to paragraph (j) of this section,
after the application has been removed from the hearing docket.
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§73.3571(j)(1) - (3)
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(j)(1)
Anew file number will be assigned to an application for a new station,
or for major changes in the facilities of an authorized station, when it is amended
to change frequency, to increase power, to increase hours of cperaticn, or to change
station location. Any other amendment modifying the engineering proposal, except an
amendment respecting the type of equipment specified, will also result in the assignment of a new file number unless such amendment is accompanied by a complete engineering study showing that the amendment would not involve new or increased interference
problems with existing stations or other applications pending at the time the amendment is filed.
If, after submission and acceptance of such an engineering amendment,
subsequent examination indicates new or increased interference problems with either
existing stations or other applications pending at the time the amendment was
received at the FCC, the application will then be assigned a new file number and
placed in the processing line according to the numerical sequence of the new file

number.

A new file number will be assigned where an application for
a new station is amended (whether by a single amendment or by a series
of amendments) so as to result in a situation where the original party
or parties to the application do not retain more than 50% ownership
interest in the application as originally filed, and Section 73.3580 will
appl« to such amended application.
(2)

An application for changes in the -facilities of an existing station will.
(3)
cont.nue to carry the same file number even though (pursuant to FCC approval) an
assignment of license or transfer of control of said licensee or pelmittee has taken
place if, upon consummation, the application is amended to reflect the new cwnership.

C
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573.3571(k) -

§73.3572(c)

When an application is reached for processing, and it is necessary to
(k)
address a letter to the applicant asking further. information, the application will
not be Processed until the information requested is received, and the application
will be placed in the pending file to await the applicant's response.
(1)
When an application is placed in the pending file, the applicant will be
notified on the reason for such action.
73.3572 Processing of TV broadcast, low power TV, and TV translator station applications.
Applications for TV stations are divided into two groups.
(a)

In the first group are applications for new stations or
(1)
major changes in the facilities of authorized stations. A major change
for TV broadcast stations authorized under this part is any change in
frequency or community of license which is in accord with a present
allotment contained in the Table of Assignments (Section 73.606). Other
requests for change in frequency of community of license for television
stations must first be submitted in the form of a petition for rulemaking
to amend the Table of Assignments. In the case of lower power TV and TV
translator stations authorized under Part 74 o this chapter, a major
change is any change in:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Frequency (output channel) assignment;
Transmitting antenna system including the direction of the radiation,
directive antenna pattern or transmission line;
Antenna height;
Antenna location exceeding 200 meters;

Authorized operating power; or
However, if the proposed modification of facilities, other than a
change in frequency, will not increase the signal range of the low
power TV or TV translator station in any horizontal direction, the
modification will not be considered a major change. Provided further
that the FCC may, within 75 days after the acceptance of any other
application for modification of facilities advise the applicant that
such application is considered to be one for a major change and therefore subject to the provisions of 73.3580 and 1.1111 pending to major
changes.
(v)

The second group consists of applications for licenses and all other
changes in the facilities of authorized stations.
(2)

A new file number will be assigned to an application for a
new station or for major changes in the facilities of an authorized
station, when it is amended so as to effect a major change, as defined
in paragraph (a)(1) of this section, or result in a situation where the
original psrty or psrties to the application do not retain more than
50% ownership interest in the application as originally filed and Section
73.3580 will apply to such amended application. An application for
change in the facilities of any existing station will continue to carry
the same file number even though (pursuant to FCC approval) an assignment
of license or transfer of control of such licensee or permittee has taken
place if, upon consummation, the application is amended to reflect the
new ownership.
Applications for TV stations other than low power TV and TV
(c)
translator stations will be processed as nearly as possible in the
(b)

Such applications will be placed in the processing line in
order in which they are filed.
numerical sequence, and will be drawn by the staff for study, the lowest file number first.
In order that those applications which are entitled to be grouped for processing may be
fixed prior to the time 'processing of the earliest filed application is begun, the FCC
will periodically release a Public Notice listing applications which have been accepted
for filing and announcing a date (not less than 30 days after issuance) on which the
listed applications will be considered available and ready for processing and by which
all mutually exglusive applications and petitions to deny the listed listed

applications must be -filed.
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(d)
Regardless of the number of applications filed for channels in a city or the
number of assignments available in that city, thoseapplications which are mutually
exclusive, i.e., which request the same channel, will be designated for hearing.
All other applications for channels will, if the applicants are duly qualified,
receive grants. Fbr example, if Channels 6, 13, 47, and 53 have been assigned to City X
and there are pending two applications for Channel 6 and one application for each
of the remaining channels, the latter three applications will be considered grants
without hearing and the two mutually exclusive applications requesting Channel 6 will
be designated for hearing. If there are two pending applications for Channel 6 and
two applications for Channel 13, separate hearings will be held.

(e)
Where applications are mutually exclusive because the distance between
the respective proposed transmitter sites is contrary to the station separation
requirements set forth in §73.610, such applications will be processed and designated
for hearing at the time the application with the lower file number is reached for
processing. In order to be considered mutually exclusive with a lower file number
application, the higher file number application must have been accepted for
filing at least one day before the lower file number application has been acted
upon by the FCC.

%

(f)
Processing of apnlioations for low cower TV and TV translator
stations. (1)Applications for low power TV and TV translator stations
w
1 be processed as nearly as possible in the order in which they are
filed.
Such applications will be placed in the processing line in
numerical sequence and will be drawn by the staff for study, the lowest
file number first.
The FCC will specify, by Public Notice, a period for
filing low power TV or TV translator applications.
The filing period
will open no less than 30 days after release of the Public Notice and
remain open for at least five work days.
(2)
Subsequently, the FCC will release a Public Notice: (i)
Establishing a date, time and place for a public lottery; (ii) accepting for filing mutually exclusive applications which were timely filed
during the filing period previously specified by the FCC; (iii) designating the listed mutually exclusive applications fdr public lottery
pursuant to the procedures set forth in 1.1601 et seq.; and (iv) describing each applicant's certified preferences and selection probabilities and assigning"to each applicant a number block. (It will be the
Epblicant's responsibility to notify the FCC within 30 days of the release
of the Public Notice, or any omissions of applications or clerical or
mathematical errors in preferences or probabilities.
The FCC will not
entertain appeals involving these matters if timely notification to the
FCChas not been made.)
If necessary, the FCC will release subsequent
Public Notices correcting only clerical or mathematical errors and including any previously omitted applications.
The public lottery pursuant to the procedures set forth in 1.1601 et seq., will be held no less
than 30 days subsequent to the initially released Public Notice announcing the lottery.
Subsequent to the lottery, the FCC Will release a
Public Notice announcing the selection of a tentative selectee resulting from the lottery and providing aniopportunity for the filing of
Petitions to Deny pursuant to the requirements of 73.3584(c)..
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73.3572(f)(2) - 73.3573(a)(2)
If, upon examination, the FCC finds -that the public interest, convenience and necessity will be served by the granting of a tentative
selectee's application, the same will be granted.
Those applications
which, due to the lottery, are no longer mutually exclusive with other
applications will be announced in a Public Notice proposing the grant
of those applications and Petitions of Deny pursuant to 73.3594 (c).
Groups of mutually exclusive applicants remaining after a lottery will
be designated fat lottery.
Applications which are not grantable due to
mutual exclusivity with the oermittee selected by lottery will be dismissed.
(3)
The FCC will periodically release a Public Notice accepting
for filing and proposing for grant those applications which were timely
filed during the filing period specified by the FCC in a Public Notice
for filing low power TV or TV translator applications but which are not
mutually exclusive with any other application and providing the Petitions
to Deny pursuant to 73.3584.
(a) AppliProcessing FM broadcast and FM translator statics applications.
cations are divided into b groups:
stations or for
In the first group are applications for new A major changé
(1)

573.3573

major changes in the facilities of authorized stations. in frequency
part is any change
for ,,,M stations authorized under this
in
accord
with a present allotment
or community of license which is
Other requests
contained in the Table of Allotments (Section 73.202).
FM stations must
for change in frequency or community of license for
for
rulemsking
to amend the
first be submitted in the form of a petition
translator stations authorized
Table of Allotments. In the case of FM
(output channel), or authoriunder Part 74, it is any change in frequency
For noncommercial educational FM
zed principal community or area.
frequency or community of
stations, a major change is any change in location or height above
license or any change in power or antenna
thereof) which would result in a change
average terrain (or combination
of 50% or more in the area within the station's predicted lmV/m field
(A change in area is defined as the sum of the area
strength contour.
gained and the area lost as a percentage of the original area). However, the FCC may within 15 days after the acceptance of any other
application for modification of facilities, advise the applicant that
such application is considered to be one for a major change and therefore
subject to the provisions of Sections 73.3580 and 1.1111 pertaining to
major changes. Until :-arch 1, 1987, an applicant with authorized
facilities in existence as of March 1, 1984, may effectuate s downgrading
in class of F1' station by filing a minor change application. All other
proposals to either upgrade or downgrade the class of an FM station must
first be submitted as petitions for rulemsking to amend the Table of
Allotments (Section 73.202).
The second group consists of applications for licenses and
(2)
all other changes in the facilities of authorized stations.
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A new file number will be assigned to an application for a
new station or for major changes in the facilities of an authorized
station, when it is ar-.ended SD as to effect a major change, as defined
in paragraph (a) (1) of this section, or result in a situation where
the original party or parties to the spplication do not retain more than
50 ownership interest in the application as originally filed, and Section
73.3580 will apply to such amended application. An application for
changes in the facilities of any existing station will continue to carry
the same file number even though (pursuant to FCC approval) an assignment
of license or transfer of control of such licensee or permittee has taken
place if, upon consummatuon, the application is amended to reflect the
new ownership.
(b)

If, upon examination, the FCC finds that the public interest, convenience
(c)
and necessity will be served by the granting of an application for FM broadcast faciliIf the FCC is unable to make such a finding and it
ties, the same will be granted.
appears that a hearing may be required, the procedure given in §73.3593 will be followed.

Applications for reserved band and Class D FM broadcast
(d)
stations will be processed as nearly as possible in the order in
which they are filed. Such applications will be placed in the processing line in numerical sequence and will be drawn by the staff for
the lowest file number first.
In order that those applications
study,
which áre entitled to be grouped for processing may be fixed prior to
the time processing of the earliest filed application is begun, the FCC
will periodically release a Public Notice listing applications which
have been accepted for filing and announcing a date (not less than 30
days after publication) on which the listed applications dill be considered available and ready for processing and by which all mutually
exclusive applications and/or petitions to deny the listed applications

must be.iled.
del
Where reserved band plus Class D applications are mutually
exclusive because the distance between their respective proposed transmitter sites is contrary to the stations separation requirements set
forth in§73.507, such applications will be processed and designated
for hearing at the time the application with the lower file number is

C

reached for processing.
In order to be considered mutually exclusive
with a lower file number application, the higher file number application must have been accepted for filing at least on day before the
lower file number application has been acted upon by the FCC.
(f)
Processing non -reserved FM broadcast station applications.
(1)
Applications for non -reserved FM broadcast stations will be
processed as nearly as possible in the order in which they are tendered.
Such applications will be placed in the processing line in numerical
sequence and will b e drawn by the staff for study, the lowest file
number first. The FCC will specify, pursuant to §73.3564(d). the filimg periods for non -reserved band FM applications.
(2)
All applications received during the appropriate filing
period or "window" which are found to be mutually exclusive will be
designated for hearing. All other applications will, if the applicants are duly qualified, receive grants. The FCC will periodically
release a Public Notice listing applications pending hearings or grant
and announcing a date (not less than 30 days after issuance) by which
petitions to deny must be filed.
7/11/85
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(3)
If, after the close of the appropriate window filing period
a non -reserved FM allotment remains vacant, processing for that channel
will be on a "first come/first serve" basis with the first acceptable
application cutting off the filing rights of subsequent applicants.
All applications received on the same day will be treated as simultaneously tendered and if they are found to be mutually exclusive, will be
designated for hearing. Applications received after the tender of a
lead application will be grouped, according to filing date, behind the
lead application in a queue.
The priority rights of the lead applicant
as against all other applicants, are determined by the date of filing
but the filing date for subsequent applicants for that channel and
community only reserves a place in the queue. The rights of an applicant in a queue ripen only upon a final determination that the lead
applicant is unacceptable and if the queue member is reached and found
acceptable. The queue will remain behind the lead applicant until a
construction permit is finally granted, at which time the queue dissolves.
If there is no queue or if no queue member is found acceptable,
that allotment remains subject to "firt come/first serve" processing.
The FCC will periodically release a Public Notice listing those pending hearings or grant and announcing a date (not less than 30 days after
issuance) by which petitions to deny must be filed.
(g)
Resolving processing conflicts between the reserved and
non -reserved bands.
The reserved bands include Class D stations.
(1)
Reserved band applicants applying for a channel on the
non -reserved band are subject to the processing procesures in Section (f).
(2)
If a reserved band applicant has generated a cut-off list
that overlaps a non -reserved band window filing period, the non -reserved band applicant must file within the cut-off if he seeks mutually
exclusive status with the reserved band applicant.
(3) Following the close of a non -reserved band application filing
window, the non -reserved applicant is subject to the "first come/first
serve" rules and would lose to a pre -filed reserved band applicant.
(a) Applica§73.3574 Processing of international broadcast station applications.
tions for International station facilities are divided into two groups.
In the first group are applications for new stations, or for major
(1)
changes in the facilities of authorized stations. A major change is any change in or
addition to authorized zones or areas of reception, any change in transmitter location
other than one in the immediate vicinity of existing antennas of the station, or any
change in power, or antenna directivity. However, the FCC may, within 15 days after the
acceptance for filing of any other application for modification, advise the applicant
that such application is considered to be one for a major change and therefore is
subject to §§1.1111 and 73.3580 pertaining to major changes.
The second group consists of applications for licenses and all other
(2)
changes in the facilities of authorized stations.
If an application is amended so as to effect a major change as
(b)
defined in paragraph (a)(1) of this section, or so as to result in an assignment
or transfer of control which, in the case of an authorized station, would require
the filing of an application therefor on FCC Form 314 or 315 (see §73.3540), §73.3580
will apply to such amended application.
Applications for International stations will be processed as nearly as
(c)
possible in the order in which they are filed.

C
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§73.3578
(a)

Amendments to applications for renewal, assignment or transfer of control.
Any amendment to an application for renewal of any instruanent of authori-

zation shall be considered to be a minor amendment,. However, the FCC may, Within
15 days after tender for filing of any other amendment, advise the applicant that
the amendn ent is considered to be a major amendment and therefore is subject to the
provisions of S73.3580.
Any amendment to an application for assignment of construction permit or
(b)
license, or consent to the transfer of control of a corporation holding such a
construction permit or license, shall be considered to be a minor amendment, except
that any amendment which seeks a change in the ownership interest of the proposed
assignee or transferee which would result in a change in control, or any amendment
which would require the filing of FCC Forms 314, 315, or 345 (see §73.3540), if the
of
changes sought were made in an original application for assignment or transfer
However,
the
FCC
may,
within
control, shall be considered to be a major amendment.
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15 days after the acceptance for filing of any other amendment, advise the applicant
that the amendment is considered to be a major 'amendment and therefore is
subject to the provisions of §73.3580.

C

(a) All applica§73.3580 Local public notice of filing of broadcast applications.
tions for instruments of authorization in the broadcast service (and major amendments
thereto, as indicated in §73.3571, 73.3572, 73.3573, 73.3574 and 73.3578) are subject
to the local public notice provisions of this section, except applications for:
(1)
A minor change in the facilities of an authorized station, as indicated
in §§73.3571, 73.3572, 73.3573 and 73.3574.
(2)
Consent to an involuntary assignment or transfer or to -a voluntary
assignment or transfer which does not result in a change of control and which may
be applied for on FCC Form 316 pursuant to the provisions of §73.3540(b).
(3)
A license under Section 319(c) of the Communications Act or, pending
application for or grant of such license, any special or temporary authorization
to permit interim operation to facilitate cit letion of authorized construction or
to provide substantially the same service as would be authorized by such license.
(4)
Extension of time to oanplete construction of authorized facilities.
(5)
An authorization of facilities for remote pickup or studio links for use in
the operation of a broadcast station.
(6)
Authorization pursuant to Section 325(b) of the Ca munications Act
(" * * * studios of foreign station") where the programs to be transmitted are
special events not of a continuing nature.
(7)
An authorization under any of the proviso clauses of Section 308(a) of
the Communications Act concerning applications for and conditions in licenses.
Applications (as originally filed or amended) will be acted upon by the FCC
(b)
no sooner than 30 days following public notice of acceptance for filing or amendment.,
except as otherwise permitted in §73.35421."Application for temporary authorization."
An applicant who files an application of amendment thereto
(c)

which is subject to the provisions of this section, must give a notice
of this filing in a newspaper. Exceptions to this requirement are applications for renewal of AM, FM, TV and International broadcasting stations;
low power TV stations; TV and FM translator stations; FM booster stations
and applications subject to paragraph (e) of this section. The local public notice must be completed within 30 days of the tendering of the appliIn the event the FCC notifies the applicant that a major change
cation.
is involved, requiting the applicant to file public notice pursuant to
73.3571, 73.3572, 73.3573 or 73.3578, this filing notice shall be given in
a newspaper following this notification.
NOTICE REQUIREMEQTS FOR THESE APPLICANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
In a daily newspaper of general circulation published in the
(i)
community in which the station is located, or proposed to be located, at least twice
a week for two consecutive weeks in a three-week period; or,
If there is no such daily newspaper, in a weekly newspaper of
(ii)
general circulation published in that camiunity, once a week for 3 consecutive in
(1)

a 4 -week period; or,

C

If there is no daily or weekly newspaper published in that car unity,
(iii)
in the daily newspaper from wherever published, which has the greatest general
circulation in that community, twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within a 3 -week
period.
NOTICE REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICANTS FCR A PERNIIT PURSUANT TO SECTICN
(2)
325(b) OF THE CCMMUNICATICNS ACT (" * * * STUDICS CF FCREIGN STATIONS") ARE AS
FOLLOWS:
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(i)
In a daily newspaper of general circulation in the largest city in
the principal area to be served in the U.S.A. by the foreign broadcast station, at
least twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within a three-week period.
(3)
NOTICE FECUIREMENIS FOR APPLICANTS FCR A CHAN(E IN STATIQQ IDCATIQJ ARE
AS FalJ: S:
(i)
In the community in which the station is located and the one in
which it is proposed to be located, in a newspaper with publishing requirements as
in paragraph (c)(1)(i), (ii) or (iii) of this section.
(4)
The notice required in paragraph (f) (1) , (2) and (3) of this section shall
contain the information described in paragraph (f) of this section.
(d)
The licensee of an operating broadcast station who files

an application or amendment thereto which is subject to the provisions
of this section must give notice as follows:
(1)
An applicant who files for renewal of a broadcast station
license, other than a low power TV stationlicense not locally originating programming as defined by 74.701(h), Fm translator station, Fm
booster station or a TV translator station license, must give notice
of this filing by broadcasting announcements on applicant's station.
(Sample and schedule of announcements are below.) Newspaper publication is not required.
An applicant who files for renewalof a low power
TV station license not locally originating programming as defined by
74.701(h), Fm translator station, Fm booster station or a TV translator
station licensee will comply with (g) below.
(2)
An applicant who files an amendment of an application for renewal of a
broadcast station license will comply with paragraph (d)(1) of this section.
(3)
AN APPLICANT WHO FILES FOR MODIFICATION, ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER OF A
BROADCAST STATION LICENSE (except for International broadcast, low power TV, TV
translator, FM translator, and FM booster stations) shall give notice of the filing
in a newspaper as described in paragraph (c) of this section, and also broadcast the
same notice over the station as follows:
(i)
At least once daily on four days in the second week immediately
following either the tendering for filing of the application or immediately following
notification to the applicant by the FCC that Public Notice is required pursuant to
sections 73.3571, 73.3572, 73.3573 or 73.3578.
For commercial radio stations these
announcements shall be made between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. and/or 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
For
stations which neither operate between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. nor between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
these announcements shall be made during the first two hours of broadcast operation.
For commercial TV stations, these announcements shall be made between 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.
(5 p.m. and 10 p.m. Central and Mountain time).
(4)
The broadcast notice requirements for those filing renewal applications and
amendments thereto are as follows:

(i)
PRE -FILING ANNOUNCEMENTS. During the period and beginning
on the first day of the sixth calendar month prior to the expiration of
the license, and continuing to the date on which#the application is
filed, the following announcement shall be broadcast on the 1st and 16th
day of each calendar month. Stations broadcasting primarily in a foreign
language should broadcast the announcements in* that language.
On (date of last renewal grant) (Station's call letters) was
granted a license by the Federal Communication Commission to serve the
public interest as a public trustee until (expiration date).

C
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Further information concerning the FCC's broadcast license renewal
process i:s available at (address of location of the station's public
inspection file) or may be obtained from the FCC, Washington, D. C.
20554.
(A) This announcement shall be made during the following time periods:
(1) For commercial TV stations-at least two of the required announcements between 6p.m. and 11p.m. (5p.m. and 10p.m. Central and mountain
time.
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-

.(e)

Our license will expire on (date). We must file an application for
renewal with the FCC (date four calendar months prior to expiration date).
When filed, a copy of this application will be available for public
inspection during our regular business hours. It contains information
concerning this station's performance during the last (period of time
covered by the application).
Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our
renewal application and to whether this station has operated in the public
interest should file comments and petitions with the .FCC by (date first
day of last full calendar month prior to the month of expiration).
Further information concerning the FCC's broadcast license
renewal process is available at (address of location of the station's
public inspection file) or may be obtained from the 7 CC, Washington, D.C.
20554.
(ii)
POST FILING ANNOUNCEVENTS. During the period beginning of the
date on which the renewal application is filed to the sixteenth day of the
next to last full calendar month prior to the expiration of the license,
all applications .for renewal of broadcast station licenses, shall broad
cast the following announcement on the 1st and 16th day of each calendear
month.
Stations broadcasting primarily in a foreign language should
broadcast the announcements in that language.
On (date of last renewal grant) (Station's call letters) was
granted a license by the Federal Communications Commission to serve the
public interest as a public trustee until (expiration date).
Our license will expire on (date). We have filed an application
for renewal with the FCC.
A copy of this application is available for public inspection
during; our regular business hours. It contains information concerning
this station's performance during the last (period of time covered by
:,pnlication).

Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our
renewal application and to whether this station has operated in the public
interest should file comments and petitions with the FCC by (date first
day of last full calendar month prior to the month of expiration).
Further information concerning the FCC's broadcast license renewal
process is available at (address of location of the station's public
inspection file) or nay be obtained from the FCC; Washington, D.C. 20554.
(iii)
TV broadcast stations (commercial and narnoanmercial educational) , in
presenting the pre -and post -filing announcements, Host use visuals with the licensee's
and the FCC's addresses when this information is being orally presented by the

announcer.
(iv)
Stations which have not received a renewal grant sinod the filing
of their previous renewal application, shall use the following first paragraph for

the pre -filing and the post -filing

is :

(STATION'S CALL LETTERS) is licensed by the Federal Ocmnission to serve the
public interest as a public trustee.
When the station in question is the only operating station in its broad(e)
cast service which is located in the camunity involved, or if it is a noncanrercial
educational station, publication of the notice in a newspaper, as provided in paranot required, and publication by broadcast over that
graph (c) of this section
station as provided in paragraph (d) of this section shall be deemed sufficient to
meet the notice requirements of this section. Noncommercial educational broadcast
stations which do not broadcast during the portion of the year in which the period
of broadcast of notice falls rust comply with the provisions of paragraph (c) of

is

this section.
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(f)
The notice required by Paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section shall contain,
when applicable, the following information, except as otherwise provided in paragraphs
(d)(1) and (2) and (e) of this section in regard to renewal applications*
ivi ua ; the
applicantis an
(1)
The name of the applicant, i
names of all partners, if ,the applicant is a partnership; or the names of all
officers and directors and of those persons holding 10% or more of the capital stock
or other ownership interest if the applicant is a corporation or an unincorporated
(In the case of applications for assignment or transfer of control,
association.
information should be included for all parties to the application.)
(2)
The purposes for which the application was or will be filed (such as, construction permit, modification, assignment or transfer of control).
The date when the application or amendment was tendered for filing
(3)

with the F.
The call letters, if any, of the station, and the frequency or channel
(4)
on which the station is operating or proposes to operate.
In the case of an application for construction permit for a new
(5)
station, the facilities sought, including type and class of station, power, location
of studios, transmitter site and antenna height.
In the case of an application for modification of a construction permit
(6)
or license, the exact nature of the modification sought.
In the case of an amendment to an application, the exact nature of
(7)
the amendment.
In the case of applications for a permit pursuant to Section 325(b) of the
(8)
Q mom nications Act (" * * * studios of foreign stations"), the call letters and
location of the foreign radio broadcast station, the frequency or channel on which
it operates, and a description of the pioyLams to be transmitted over the station.
A statement that a copy of the application, amendment(s), and related
(9)
material are on file for public inspection at a stated address in the community in
which the main studio is maintained or is proposed to be located. See SS73.3526
and 73.3627.

An applicant who files for an authorization, major modifi(g)
cation, assignment, transfer or renewal or a major amendment thereto,
for a low power TV, TV translator, FM translator or FM booster station
must give notice of this filing in a daily, weekly or biweekly newspaper of general circulation in the community or area to be served.
(An applicant who files for renewal of a low power TV station locally
orginating programming as defined by 74.701(h) must give notice pursuant to (d)(1) of this section.) The filing notice will be given
immediately following the tendering for filing of the application or
amendment 'or immediately following notification to the applicant by
the FCC that public notice is required pursuant to 73.3572, 73.3573
or 73.3578.
(1)
Notice requirements for these applicants are as follows:
In a newspaper at least one time: or
(i)
If there is no newspaper published or having circulation in the
(ii)
community or area to be served, the applicant shall determline an appropriate means
of providing the required notice to the general public, such as posting in the local
post office or other public place. The notice shall state:
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C

§73.3584(b)

The name of the applicant, the community or area to be served, and the
transmitter site.
(B)
The purpose for which the application was filed.
(A)

The date when the application or amendment was filed with the FCC.
The output channel or channels on which the station is operating or pro(D)
posed to operate and the power used or proposed to be used.
In the case of an application for changes in authorized facilities, the
(E)
nature of the changes sought.
In the case of a major amendment to an application, the nature of the
(F)
amendment.
A statement that the station engages in or intends to engage in broad(G)
casting, and the call letters, location and channel of operation of each station
whose signals it is rebroadcAstinq or intends to rebroadcast.
(C)

The applicant may certify in the appropriate application that
(h)
it has or will comply with the public notice requirements contained in
paragraphs (c),(d) or (g) of this Section. However, within 7 days of the
last day of broadcast of the required publication announcements, place in
its public inspection file a statement certifying compliance with Section
73.3580 along with the dates and times that the prefiling and post -filing
notices were. broadcast and the text thereof. This certification need not
be filed with the Commission but shall be retained in the public inspection
file for as long as the application to which it refers.
(a) Any party in interest may file with the Commission
§73.3584 Petitions to deny.
a petition to deny any application (whether as originally filed or if amended so as
to require a new file number pursuant to 5573.3571(j), 73.3572(b), 73.3573(b), or
73.3578) for which local notice pursuant to Section 73.3580 is required, provided
such petitions are filed prior to the day such applications are granted or designated
for hearing; but where the FCC issues a public notice pursuant to the provisions
of 5573.3571(c), 73.3572(c) or 73.3573(d), establishing a "cut-off" date, such
petitions must be filed by the date specified. In the case of applications for
transfers and assignments of construction permits or station licenses, petitions to
deny must be filed not later than 30 days after issuance of a public notice of the
acceptance for filing of the application. In the case of applications for renewal of
license, petitions to deny may be filed at any time up to the last day for filing
Requests for extension of time
mutually exclusive applications under §73.3516(e).
to file petitions to deny applications for new broadcast stations or major changes
in the facilities of existing stations or applications for renewal of license will
not be granted unless all parties concerned, including the applicant, consent to
such requests, or unless a carpelling showing can be made that unusual circumstances
make the filing of a timely petition impossible and the granting of an extension
warranted.

The applicant may file an opposition to any petition to deny, and the
(b)
petitioner a reply to such opposition in which allegations of fact or denials thereof
shall be supported by affidavit of a person or persons with personal knowledge thereof.
The times for filing such oppositions and replies shall be those provided in §1.45
except that as to a petition to deny an application for renewal of license, an
opposition thereto may be filed within 30 days after the petition to deny is filed,
and the party that filed the petition to deny may reply to the opposition within 20
days after the opposition is due or within 20 days after the opposition is filed,
whichever is longer. The failure to file an opposition or a reply will not necessarily be construed as an admission of any fact or argument contained in a pleading.
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(c)
In the case of applications for new low power TV or TV
translator stations, or for major changes in the existing facilities
of such stations, any party in interest may file with the FCC a
Petition to Deny any application (whether as originally filed or if
amended so as to require a new file number pursuant to 73.3572(b))
for which local notice pursuant to 73.3580 is required; provided
such petitions are filed within 30 days of the FCC Public Notice
proposing the application for grant (applicants may file oppositions
within 15 days after the Petition to Deny is filed), but where the
FCC selects a tentative permittee pursuant to 1.1601 et seq.,
Petitions to Deny shall be accepted only if directed against the
tentative selectee and filed after issuance of and within 15 days
The applicant
of FCC Public Notice announcing the tenative selectee.
may file an opposition within 15 days after the Petition to Deny is
filed.
In cases in which the minimum diversity preference provided
for in 1.1623(f)(1) has been applied, an "objection to diversity
claim," and opposition thereto may be filed against any applicant
receivinga diversity preference within the same time period provided
In all pleadings, allegations
herein for Petitions and Oppositions.
of fact or denials thereof shall be supported by appropriate certification.
However, the FCC may announce, by Public Notice announcing
the acceptance of the last -filed mutually exclusive application, that
a notice of Petition to Deny will be required to be filed no later
than 30 days after issuance of the Public Notice.
§73.3587 Procedure for filing informal objections. Before FCC action on any application for an instrument of authorization, any person may file informal objections
to the grant. Such objections may be suiinitted in letter form (without extra
copies) and shall be signed. The limitation on pleadings and time for filing
pleadings provided for in §1.45 of the rules shall not be applicable to any
objections duly filed under this section.
ACTIIN CN APPLICATIINS
§73.3591 Grants without hearing.
(a) In the case of any application for an instrument of authorization, other than a license pursuant to a construction permit, the
FCC will make the grant if it finds (on the basis of the application, the pleadings
filed or other matters which it may officially notice) that the application presents no substantial and material question of fact and meets the following requirements:
There is not pending a mutually exclusive application filed in accordance
(1)
with paragraph (b) of this section;
The applicant is legally, technically, financially, and otherwise qualified;
(2)
The applicant is not in violation of provisions of law, the FCC rules,
(3)
or established policies of the FCC; and
A grant of the application would otherwise serve the public interest,
(4)
convenience and necessity.
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In making its determinations pursuant to the provisions of
(b)
paragraph (a) of this section, the FCC will not consider any other
application, or any application if amended so as to require a new file
number, as being mutually exclusive or in conflict with the application under consideration unless such other application was substantially complete or, in the case of low power TV and TV translator
stations complete and sufficient and tendered for filing by:
The close of business on the day preceding the day de(1)
signated by Public Notice as the day the listed application is to be
available and ready for processing;'
The date prescribed in 73.3516(e) in the case of application
(2)
which are mutually exclusive Ilth applications for renewal of license
of Broadcast stations; or
The close of business on the day designated by the FCC
(3)
pursuant to 73.3564(d) as the date(s) for filing low power TV or TV
translator applications.
(c)
If a petition to deny the application has been filed in accordance with
§73.3584 and the FCC makes the grant in accordance with paragraph (a) of this
section, the FCC will deny the petition and issue a concise statement setting forth the
reasons for denial and disposing of all substantial issues raised by the petition.

§73.3592 Conditional grant.
(a) Where a grant of an application would preclude the
grant of any application or applications mutually exclusive with it, the FCC may,
if the public interest will be served thereby, make a conditional grant of one of the
applications and designate all of the mutually exclusive applications for hearing.
Such conditional grant will be made upon the express condition that such grant is
subject to being withdrawn if, at the hearing, it is shown that public interest
Such conditional
will be better served by a grant of one of the other applications.
grants will be issued only where it appears:
(1)
That same or all of the applications were not filed in good faith but
were filed for the purpose of delaying or hindering the grant of another application; or
(2)
That public interest requires the profit establishment of broadcast
service in a particular community or area; or
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(3) -

§73.3594 (a)

(1) (ii)

(3)

That a grant of one or more applications would be in the public
interest, and that a delay in making a grant to any applicant until after the conclusion of a hearing on all applications might jeopardize the rights of the United
States under the provisions of international agreement to the use of the frequency
in question; or
(4)
That a grant of one application would be in the public interest, and that
it appears fran an examination of the remaining applications that they cannot be
granted because they are in violation of provisions of the Communications Act, other
statutues, or the provisions of the FCC rules.
(b)
When two or mere applications for the same AM, FM or TV assignment
have been designated for hearing, the FCC may, if the public interest will be
served thereby, make a conditional grant to a group composed of any two or more of
the carpeting applicants, such grant to terminate when the successful applicant
cannences operation under the terms of a regular authorization. No conditional grant
will be made unless all of the competing applicants have been afforded a reasonable
opportunity to participate in the group seeking the conditional grant. In its
application, the group shall include a special showing as to the need for service
pending operation by the successful applicant under the terms of a regular authorization; the effect, if any, of a grant on the position of any applicant which is not
a member of the group; and any other factors which are deemed pertinent to the public
interest judgment.
§73.3593 Designation for hearing. If the FCC is unable, in the case of any application for an instrument of authorization, to make the findings specified in
§73.3591(a), it will formally designate the application for hearing on the grounds
or reasons then obtaining and will forthwith notify the applicant and all known
parties in interest of such action and the grounds and reasons therefor,, specifying
with particularity the matters and things in issue but not including issues or
requirements phrased generally.
73.3594 Local public notice of designation
for hearing.
(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (c) of this section when an application
subject to the provisions of
73.3580 (except for applications for International broadcast,
low power TV, TV translator, FM translator, and FM booster stations) is designated
for hearing, the applicant
shall give notice of such designation as follows:
Notice shall be given at least twice
a week, for 2 consecutive weeks within the 3 -week period immediately
following release
of the FCC's order, specifying the time and place of the
commencement of the hearing,
in a daily newspaper of general circulation published in
the community in which the
station is located or proposed to be located.
(1)
However, if there is no such daily newspaper published in the community,
the notice shall be given as follows:
(i)
If one or more weekly newspapers of general circulation are published
in the catmunity in which the station is located or proposed to be located, notice
shall be given in such a weekly newspaper once a week for 3 consecutive weeks within
the 4 -week period immediately following the release of the FCC's order, specifying
the time and place of the commencement of the hearing:
(ii)
If no weekly newspaper of general circulation is published in the
community in which the station is located or proposed to be located, notice shall
be given at least twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within the 3 -week period
immediately following the release of the FCC's orders, specifying the time and
place of the commencement of the hearing in the daily newspaper having the greatest
general circulation in the community in which the station is located or proposed
to be located.
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(2)
In the case of an application for a permit pursuant to Section 325(b) of
the Communications Act, the notice shall be given at least twice a week for 2 consecutive weeks within the 3 -week period immediately following release of the FCC's
order, specifying the time and place of the commencement of the hearing in a daily
newspaper of general circulation in the largest city in the principal area to be
served in the United States by the foreign radio broadcast station.
(3)
In the case of an application for change in the location of a station, the
notice shall be given both in the community in which the station is located and in
the community in which the station is proposed to be located.
When an application which is subject to the provisions of 73.3580 and which
(b)
seeks modification, assignment, transfer, or renewal of an operating broadcast station
is designated for hearing (except for applications for an International broadcast, low
power TV, TV translator, FM translator, or FM booster stations), the applicant shall,
in addition to giving notice of such des-gnation as provided in paragraph (a) of this
section, cause the same notice to be broadcast over that station at least once daily
for 4 days in the second week immediately following the release of the FCC's order,
specifying the time and place of the commencement of the hearing.
In the case of
both commercial and noncommerical TV broadcast stations such notice shall be broadcast orally with the camera focused on the announcer. The notice required by this
paragraph shall be broadcast during the following periods;

For commercial TV stations, between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Fbr commercial AM and FM stations, between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m., but
if such stations do not operated during those hours, then between 6:00 p.m. and 9:00
(1)
(2)

p.m.
(3)
For nonca mercial educational TV stations, between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00
p.m., but if the period of broadcast of notice falls within a portion of the
year during which such stations do not broadcast, then such stations need not comply
with the provisions of this paragraph.
(4)
For noncommercial educational AM and FM stations, between 3:00 p.m. and
10:00 p.m., but if the period of broadcast of notice falls within a portion of the
year during which such stations do not broadcast, then such stations need not comply
with the provisions of this paragraph.
(c)
If the station in question is the only operation station in its broadcast
service which is located in the community involved, or if it is a noncommercial
educational station, publication of the notice in a newspaper, as provided in paragraph (a) of this section, is not required, and publication by broadcast over that
station as provided in paragraph (b) of this section shall be deemed sufficient to
meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section. However, noncommercial educational stations which do not broadcast during the portion of the
year in which the period of broadcast of notice falls must comply with the provisions
of paragraph (a) of this section.
(d)
The notice required by paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section shall state:
(1)
The name of the applicant or applicants designated for hearing.
(2)
The call letters, if any, of the stations or stations involved, and the
frequencies or channels on which the station or stations are operating or proposed to
operate.
(3)
The time and place of the hearing.
(4)
The issues in the hearing as listed in the FCC's order of designation for
hearing.
(5)
A statement that a copy of the application, amendment(s), and related
material are on file for public inspection at a stated address in the community in
which the main studio is maintained or is proposed to be located. See §§73.3526 and

C

73.3527.
(e)
When an application for renewal of license is designed for hearing, the
notice shall contain the following additional statements:
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(1)
Immediately preceding the listing of the issues in the hearing:
The application os this station for a renewal of its license to operate this
station in the public interest was tendered for filing with the Federal Communications
Commission on (date).
After considering this application, the FCC has determined
that it is necessary to hold a hearing to decide the following questions:
(2)
Immediately following the listing of the issues in the hearing:
The hearing will be held at (place of hearing) cx:rnncing at (time), on
(date).
Members of the public who desire to give evidence concerning the foregoing
issues should write to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.
20554, not later. than (date).
Letters should set forth in detail the specific facts
concerning which the writer wishes to give evidence. If the FCC believes that the
evidence is legally competent, material, and relevant to the issues, it will contact
the person in question.
(Here the applicant shall insert, as the date on or before which members of
the public who desire to give evidence should write to the FCC, the date 30 days
after the date of release of the FCC's order specifying the time and place of the
commencement of the hearing.)

When an application for a low power TV, TV translator, FM translator,
or FM booster station which is subject to the provisions of 73.3580 is designated
for hearing, the applicant shall give notice of such designation as follows:
Notice
shall be given at least once during the 2 -week period immediately following release
of the FCC's order, specifying the time and place of the commencement of the hearing
in a daily, weekly or biweekly publication having general circulation in the community
or area to be served.
However, if there is no publication of general circulation
in the community or area to be served, the applicant shall determine an appropriate means
of providing the required notice to the general public, such as posting in the local
post office or other public place.
The notice shall state:
(1)
The name of the applicant or'applicants designated for hearing.
(2)
The call letters, if any, of the station or stations involved, the output
channel or channels of such stations, and, for any rebroadcasting, the call letters,
channel and location of the station or stations being or proposed to be rebroadcast.
.3)
The time and place of the hearing.
(4)
The issues of the hearing as listed in the FCC's order of designation
for hearing.
(5)
If the application is for renewal of license, the notice shall contain,
in addition to the information required by paragraph (1) through (4) of this section,
the statements required by paragraph (e) of this section.
(g)
Within 7 days of the last day of publication or broadcast of the notice
required by paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section, the applicant shall file a
statement in triplicate with the FCC setting forth the dates in which the notice
was published, the newspaper in which the notice was published, the text of the
notice, and/or, where applicable, the date and time the notice was broadcast and
the text thereof. When public notice is given by other means, as provided in paragraph (f) of this section, the applicant shall file, within 7 days of the giving
of such notice, the text of the notice, the means by which it was accanplished, and
the date thereof.
(h)
The failure to canply with the provisions of this Section is cause for dismissal of an application with prejudice. However, upon a finding that applicant has
complied (or proposes to carply) with the provisions of Section 311(a) (2) of the
Communications Act., and that the public interest, convenience and necessity will be
served thereby, the presiding officer may authorize an applicant, upon a shading of
special circumstances, to publish notice in a manner other than that prescribed by
this Section; may accept publication of notice which does not conform strictly in all
respects with the provisions of this section; or may extend the time for publishing
notice.
(f)

c
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73.3597 Procedures on transfer and assignment applications.
(a) If, upon the examination of an application for FCC consent to an assignment of a broadcast construction
permit or license or for a transfer of control of a corporate permittee or licensee,
it appears that the station involved has been operating on -air for less than one year,
the application will be designated for hearing on appropriate issues unless the FCC is
able to fine that:
(1)
The permit or license was not authorized after a comparative hearing;
(2)
The application involves an FM or TV translator station or FM booster station
only;

The application involves a pro forma assignment or transfer of control; or
The assignor or transferor has made an affirmative factual showing, supported
by affidavits of a person or persons with personal knowledge thereof, which establishes
that, due to unavailability of capital, to death or disability of station principals, or
to other changed cirumstances affecting the licensee or permittee occurring subsequent
to the acquisition of the license or permit, FCC consent to the proposed assignment or
transfer of control will serve the public interest, convenience and necessity.
(b)(1)
The commencement date of the one year period set forth in paragraph (a) of
this section shall be the date on which the station initiated program tests in accordance with 73.1620.
(2)
In determining whether the station has been operating on -air for one year, the
FCC will calculate the period between the date of initiation of program tests (as
specified in paragraph (b)(1) of this section) and the date the application for transfer
or assignment is tendered for filing with the FCC.
(c)(1)
As used in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section:
(3)
(4)
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173.3597(e) (1) (i)

-

(d) (2) (ii)

(i) "Unbuilt station" refers to an AM, FM or TV broadcast station
or a low power TV station for which a construction permit is outstanding,
and, regardless of the stage of physical completion, as to which program
tests have not commenced,or; if required been authorized.
(ii)
"Seller" includes the assignor(s) of a construction permit for an
unbuilt station, the transferor(s) of control of the holder of such construction
permit, and any principal or such assignor(s) or transferor(s) who retains an interest
in the permittee or acquires or reacquires such interest within 1 year after the

commencement of program tests.
The WC will not consent to the assignment or transfer of control of the
(2)
construction permit of an unbuilt station if the agreements or understandings
between the parties provide for, or permit, payment to the seller of a sum in excess
of the aggregate mount clearly sham to have been legtimately and prudently expended
and to be expended by the seller, solely for preparing, filing, and advocating the
grant of the constructi on permit for the station, and for other steps reasonably
necessary toward placing the station in operation.
Applications for consent to the assignment of a construction permit
(3)
(i)
or transfer of control shall, in the case of unbuilt stations, be accuripanied by
declarations both by the assignor (or transferor) and by the assignee (or transferee)
that, except as clearly disclosed in detail in the applications, there are no agreements or understandings for reimbursement of the seller's expenses or other payments to
the seller, for the seller's retention of any interest in the station, for options or
any other means by which the seller may acquire such an interest, or for any other
actual or potential benefit to the seller in the form of loans, the subsequent repurchase of the seller's retained interest, or otherwise.
When the seller is to receive reimbursement of his expenses, the
(ii)
applications of the parties shall include an itanized accounting of such expenses,
together_ with such factual information as the parties rely upon for the requisite
showing that those expenses represent legitimate and prudent outlays made solely for
the purposes allowable under paragraph (e)(2) of this section.
Whenever an agreement for the assignment of the construction permit of
(d) (1)
an unbuilt station or for the transfer of control of the permittee of an unbuilt station or for the transfer of control of the permittee of an unbuilt station, or
any arrangement or understanding incidental thereto, provides for the retention by
the seller of any interest in the station, or for any other actual or..potential
benefit to the seller in the form of loans or otherwise, the question is raised as
to whether the transaction involves actual or potential gain to the seller over and
above the legitimate and prudent out-of-pocket expenses allowable under paragraph
In such cases the FCC will designate the assignment or
(c)(2) of this section.
transfer applications for evidentiary hearing. However, a hearing is not mandatory
in cases coming within paragraph (d) (2) of this section.
It is not intended to forbid the seller to retain an equity interest in an
(2)
unbuilt station which he is transferring or assigning if the seller obligates

himself, for the period ending 1 year after commencing program tests,
to provide that part of the total capital made available to the station, up to end
of that period, which is proportionate to the seller's equity share in the permittee,
taking into account equity capital, loan capital, and guarantees of interest and
amortization payments for loan capital provided by the seller before the transfer
or assignment. This condition will be satisfied:
By paid -in cash capital contributions
In the case of equity capital:
(i)
proportionate to the seller's equity share:
In cases where any person who has an equity interest in the permittee
(ii)
provides loan capital: By the seller's provision of that part of the total loan
capital provided by equity holders which is proportionate to the seller's equity
share; and
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- §73.3599

(iii)
In cases where any person cosigns or otherwise guarantees payments
under notes given for loan capital provided by nonequity holders: By similar guarantees
by the seller covering that part of such payments as is proportionate to the seller's
equity share.
However, this condition shall not be deemed to be met if the guarantees
given by persons other than the seller cover, individually or collectively, a larger
portion of such payments than the ratio of the combined equities of persons other
than the seller to the total equity.
(3)
In cases which are subject to the requirements of paragraph (d)(2)(i),
(ii) and (iii) of this section:
(i)
The assignee's (or transferee's) application shall include a showing
of the anticipated capital needs of the station through the first year of its operation and the seller's financial capacity to comply with the above requirements, in
the light of such anticipated capital needs.
(ii)
The FCC will determine from its review of the applications whether
a hearing is necessary to ensure cuupliance with the above requirements.
(iii)

Cliance with the above requirements will be subject to review by

the FCC at any time, either when considering subsequently filed applications or
whenever the FCC may otherwise find it desirable.
(iv)
Within 30 days after any time when a seller is required to provide
equity or loan capital or execute guarantees, the permittee shall furnish the FCC
a written report containing sufficient details as to the sources and amounts of
equity capital paid in, loan capital made available, or guarantees obtained as to enable the FCC to ascertain compliance with the abofe requirements.
(v)
No steps shall be taken by the permittee to effectuate arrangements
for the provision of equity or loan capital fran sources not previously identified
and disclosed to the FCC, until 30 days after the permittee has filed with the FCC a
report of such arrangements and of provisions made for the seller's compliance with
the above requirement.
(vi)
The provisions of paragraph (d)(3) (iv) and (v) of this section shall

cease to apply 1 year after commencing program tests.
Applications subject to this paragraph (d)will, in any event, be
(4)
designated for evidentiary hearing in any case where the agreements, arrangements
or understandings with the seller provide for the seller's option to acquire equity
in the station or to increase equity interests he retains at the time of the assignment or transfer of control. An evidentiary hearing will similarly be held in any case
in which the assignee(s), transferee(s) or any of their principals, or any person
in privity therewith, has an option to purchase all or part of the seller's retained
or subsequently acquired equity interests in the station.

Each
(a) TV broadcast stations.
573.3598 Period of construction.
original construction permit for the construction of a new TV broadcast station or to make changes in an existing station shall specify
a period of no more than 24 Months from the date of issuance of the
original construction permit within which construction shall be completed and application for license filed.
Other broadcast auxiliary and Instructional TV Fixed Stations.
(b)
Each. original permit for the construction of a new AM, FM or Inter-

C

national broadcast; low power TV; TV translator; FM translator; FM
booster; broadcast auxiliary; or Instructional TV Fixed station or to
make changes in such existing stations, shall specify a period of no
more than 18 months from the date of issuance of the original construction permit within which construction shall be completed and
application for license be filed.
§73.3599 Forfeiture of construction permit. A construction permit shall be automatically forfeited if the station is not ready for operation within the time
specified therein or within such further time as the FCC may have allowed for completion, and a notation of the forfeiture of any construction permit under this provision
will be placed in the records of the FCC as of the expiration date.
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§73.3601 Simultaneous modification and renewal of license. When an application is
granted by the FCC necessitating the issuance of a modified license less than 60 days
prior to the expiration date of the license sought to be modified, and an application
for renewal of the license is granted subsequent or prior thereto (but within 30
days of expiration of the present license), the modified license as well as the
renewal license shall be issued to conform to the combined action of the FCC.
(a) In the case of any
§73.3603 Special waiver procedure relative to applications.
broadcast applications designated for hearing, the parties may request the FCC to grant
or deny an application upon the basis of the information contained in the applications
and other papers specified in paragraph (b) of this section without the presentation
of oral testimony. Any party desiring to follow this procedure should execute and
file with the FCC a waiver in accordance with paragraph (e) of this Section, and
serve copies on all other parties, or a joint waiver may be filed by all the parties.
Upon the receipt of waivers from all parties to a proceeding, the FCC will decide
whether the case is an appropriate one for determination without the presentation
If it is determined by the FCC that, notwithstanding the waivers,
of oral testimony.
the presentation of oral testimony is necessary, the parties will be so notified and
If the FCC concludes that the case
the case will be retained on the hearing docket.
can appropriately be decided without the presentation of oral testimony, the record
will be considered as closed as of the date the waivers of all the parties were first
on file with the FCC.
In all cases considered in accordance with this procedure, the FCC will
(b)
decide the case an the basis of the information contained in the applications which are
open to public inspection and which were on file with the FCC when the record was
closed. The FCC may call upon any party to furnish any additional information which
the FCC deems necessary to a proper decision. Such information shall be served upon
all parties. The waiver previously executed by the parties shall be considered in
effect unless within 10 days of the service of such information the waiver is
withdrawn.
Any decision by the FCC rendered pursuant to this section will be in the
(c)
nature of a final decision, unless otherwise ordered by the FCC.
By agreeing to the waiver procedure prescribed in this section, no
(d)
party shall be deemed to waive the the right to petition for reconsideration or rehearing, or to appeal to the courts fran any adverse final decision of the FCC.
The waiver provided for by this section shall be in the following form:
(e)

Waiver
Name of application
Call letters
Docket No.
The undersigned hereby requests the FCC to consider its application and grant
or deny it in accordance with the procedure prescribed in §73.3603 of the FCC's rules
It is understood that all the terms and provisions of
and regulations.
are incorporated in thiw waiver.
Retention of applications in hearing status after designation for hearing.
After an application for a broadcast facility is designated for hearing,
it will be retained in hearing status upon the dismissal or amendment and removal
from hearing of any other application or applications with which it has been consolidated for hearing.
Where any applicants for a broadcast facility file a request pursuant to
(b)
§73.3535(a) for approval of an agreement to remove a conflict between their applications, the applications will be retained in hearing status pending such proceedings
on the joint request as may be ordered and such action thereon as may be taken.
§73.3605

(a)
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If further hearing is not required on issues other than those arising
out of the agreement, the proceeding shall be terminated and appropriate disposition
shall be made of the applications.
(2)
Where further hearing is required on issues unrelated to the agreement,
the presiding officer shall continue to conduct thehearing on such other issues
pending final action on the agreement, but the record in the proceeding shall not be
closed until such final action on the agreement has been taken.
In any case where a conflict between applications will be removed by an
(3)
agreement for an engineering amendment to an application, the amended application shall
be removed fran hearing status upon final approval of the agreement and acceptance
of the amendment.
An application for a broadcast facility which has been designated for
(c)
hearing and which is amended so as to eliminate the need for hearing or further
hearing on the issues specified, other than as provided for in paragraph (b) of this
section, will be removed fran hearing status.
(1)

FILING (F REPORTS AND CCNTRACTS
TV programming report.

§73.3610

§73.3611 Financial report.

Deleted.

Deleted.

§73.3612 Annual employment report. Each licensee or permittee of a ecir nercially or
nonccmmercially operated AM, FM, TV or International broadcast station with five or
more fulltime employees shall file an annual employment report with the FCC on or
before May 31 of each year on FCC Fbrm 395.
§73.3613 Filing of contracts. Each licensee or permittee of a commercial or noncommercial AM, FM, TV or International broadcast station shall file with the FCC
copies of the following contracts, instruments, and documents together with amendments, supplements, and cancellations (with the substance of oral contracts reported
in writing), within 30 days of execution thereof:
Network service: Network affiliation contracts between stations and
(a)
networks will be reduced to writing and filed as follows:
"..,c+'', 'agreements or under(1)
All network affiliation con

standings between a TV broadcast or low power TV station and natFor the purpose of this paragraph the term netowrk
ional network.
means any person, entity or corporation which offers an interconnected program service on a regular basis for 15 or more hours per we
week to at least 25 affiliated television licensees in 10 or more
states; and/or any person, entity or corporation controlling, controlled by, or under common control with such person entity or corp.
Reserved
(2)
Each such filing on or after May 1, 1969, initially shall consist of a
written instrument containing all of the terms and conditions of such contract,
agreement or understanding without reference to any other paper or document by incorporation or otherwise. Subsequent filings may simply set forth renewal, amendment
or change, as the case may be, of a particular contract previously filed in
accordance herewith.
The FCC shall also be notified of the cancellation or termination of net(4)
work affiliations, contracts for which are required to be filed by this section.
(3)

C

(5) Reserved.
(6) Reserved.
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(b)
Ownership or control: Contracts, instruments or documents relating to the
present or future ownership or control of the licensee or permittee or of the
licensee's or permittee's stock, rights or interests therein, or relating to changes
in such ownership or control shall include but are not limited to the following:
(1)
Articles of partnership, association, and incorporation, and changes
in such instruments;
(2)
Bylaws, and any instruments effecting changes in such beylaws;
(3)
Any agreement, document or instrument providing for the assignment
of a license or permit, or affecting, directly or indirectly, the ownership or
voting rights of the licensee's or permittee's stock (common or preferred, voting
or nonvoting), such as:
(i)
Agreements for transfer of stock;
(ii)
Instruments for the issuance of new stock; or
(iii)
Agreements for the acquisition of licensee's or permittee's stock
by the issuing licensee or permittee corporation.
Pledges, trust agreements, options
to purchase stock and other executory agreements are required to be filed.
However,
trust agreements or abstracts thereof are not required to be filed, unless requested
specifically by the FCC. Should the FCC request an abstract of the trust agreement
in lieu of the trust agreement, the licensee or permittee will submit the following
information concerning the trust:
(A)
Name of trust;
(B)
Duration of trust;
Number of shares of stock awned;
(C)
Nacre of beneficial owner of stock;
(D)
Nacre of record owner of stock;
(E)
(F)
Name of the party or parties who have the power to vote or control the
vote of the shares; and
(G)
Any conditions on the powers of voting the stock or any unusual
characteristics of the trust.
(4)
Proxies with respect to the licensee's or permittee's stock running for a
period in excess of 1 year, and all proxies, whether or not running for a period of
1 year, given without full and detailed instructions binding the nominee to act
in a specified manner. With respect to proxies given without full and detailed
instructions, a statement showing the number of such proxies, by whom given and received
and the percentage of outstanding stock represented by each proxy shall be submitted
by the licensee or permittee within 30 days'after the stockholders' meeting in which
the stock covered by such proxies has been voted. However, when the licensee or
permittee is a corporation having more than 50 stockholders, such complete information
need be filed only with respect to proxies given by stockholders who are officers or
directors, or who have 1% or more of the corporation's voting stock.
When the
licensee or permittee is a corporation having more than 50 stockholders and the
stockholders giving the proxies are not officers or directors or do not hold 1% or
more of the corporation's stock, the only information required to be filed is thename
of any person voting 1% or more of the stock by proxy, the number of shares voted by
proxy by such persons, and the total number of shares voted at the particular stockholders' meeting in which the shares were voted by proxy:
Mortgage or loan agreements containing provisions restricting the
(5)
licensee's or permittee's freedom on operation, such as those affecting voting
rights, specifying or limiting the amount of dividends payable, the purchase of new
equipment, or the maintenance of current assets.
Any agreement reflecting a change in the officers, directors or
(6)
stockholders of a corporation, other than the licensee or permittee, having an
interest, direct or indirect, in the licensee or permittee as specified by §73.3615.
Personnel:
(1) Management consultant agreements with independent
(c)
contractors; contracts relating to the utilization in a management capacity of any
person other than an officer, director, or regular employee of the licensee or
permittee; station managmenent contracts with any persons, whether or not officers,
directors, or regular employees, which provide for both a percentage of profits and
a sharing in losses; or any similar agreements.
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(2)
The following contracts, agreements, or understandings need not be
Agreements with persons regularly employed as general or station managers
or salesmen; contracts with program managers or program personnel; contracts with
attorneys, accountants or consulting radio engineers, contracts with performers;
contracts with station representatives; contracts with labor unions; or any similar
agreements.

filed:

(d)

The following contracts, agreements or understandings need not
be filed but shall he kept at the station and made available for inspection
upon request by the FCC: Contracts relating to the sale of broadcast time
to "time brokers" for resale; subchannel leasing agreements for Subsidiary
Communications Authorization operation; franchise/leasing agreements for
operation of telecommunications services on tk,e TV vertical blanking
interval; time sales contracts with the same sponsor for 4 or more'hours
per day, except where the length of the events (such as athletic contests,
musical orograms.and special events) broadcast pursuant to the contracts
is not under control of the stations

73.3615 OwnershilD reports. (a) Each licensee of a commercial ATrt,
°, or
TV broadcast station shall file an Ownership Report on FCC Form 323 once
a year, on the anniversary of the date that its renewal application. is
required to be filed. Licensees owning multiple stations with different
anniversary dates need file only one Report per year on the anniversary
of their choice, provided that their Reports are not more than one year
apart. A licensee with a current and unamended Report on file at the
Commission may certify that it has reviewed its current Report and
that it is accurate, in lieu of filing a new Report. Ownership Reports
shall provide the following information as of a date not more than 60
days prior to the filing of the Report:
1
In the case of an individual, the name of such individual;
2
In the case of a partnership, the name of each partner and
the interest of each partner. Except as specifically noted below, the
names of limited partners shall be reported.. A limited partner need not
be reported, regardless of the extent of its ownership, if the limited
partner is not materially involved, directly or indirectly, in the
management or operation of the licensee and the licensee so certifies.
Any change in partners or in their rights will require
(i)
prior consent of the FCC upon an application for consent to assignment
of license or permit. If such change involves less than a controlling
interest, the application for FCC consent to such changes may be made
upon FCC Form 316.
In the case of a corporation, association, trust, estate or
(3)
receivership, the data applicable to each:
(i)(A) The name, residence, citizenship, and stockholding of
every officer, director, trustee, executor, administrator, receiver
and member of an association, and any stockholder which holds stock
accounting for 5 percent or more of the votes of the corporation, except that an investment company, insurance company, or bank trust
department need be reported only if it holds stock amounting to 10 percent or more of the votes, provided that the licensee certifies that such
entity has made no attempt to influence, directly or indirectly, the
management or operation of the licensee, and that there is no representation on the licensee's board or among its officers by any person professionally or otherwise associated with the entity.
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A licensee shall report any separate interests known to the
(B)
licensee to be held ultimately by the same individual or entity,
whether those interests are held in custodial accounts, by individual
holding corporations or otherwise, if, when aggregated:
The sum of all interests except those held by or through
(1)
"passive investors" is equal to or exceeds 5 percent; or
The sum of all interests held by or through "passive investors"
(2)
is equal to or exceeds 10 percent; or
(3) >The sum'of the interests computed under paragraph
(a)C3)(i)(B)(1) of this section plus the sum of the interests computed
under paragraph (a)(3)(i)(B)(2) of this section is equal to or exceeds
10 percent.
If the majoritu of the voting stock of a corporate licensee
(C)
is held by a. single individual or entity, no other stockholding need be
reported for that licensee;
Full information as to family. relationship or business association
administrabetween two or more officials and/or stockholders, trustees, executors,
tors, receivers, and members of any association.
Capitalization with a description of the classes and voting power of
and
stock authorized by the córporate charter or other appropriate legal instrument
the number of shares of each class issued and outstanding; and
.

G

(ii)

(iv) Full information with respect to the interest and
beneidentity of any person having any direct, indirect, fiduciary or
ficial interest in the licensee or in its stock accounting for 5% or
...
more of its votes. For example:
A
(A) Where A is the trustee of stock held for beneficiary B,
or shared power
shall bereported if A Votes the stock or has the sole
be
reported if B or
to dispose of the stock; B or ány other party shall
such party votes the stock or has sole power to dispose of the stock or
trustee at will;
has the power to revoke the trust or replace the
ownership
Where X is not a natural person and. has attributable of
(B)
its
interest in the licensee under 73.3555 of the rules, regardless shall be
position in the vertical ownership chain, and Ownership Report
contain the
filed for'X which, except as specifically noted below, must
If
X
has
a
voting
stocksame information as required of a licensee.
interests
of
X that are
holder interest in the licensee, only those voting
described
in
Note
2(d) of
cognizable after application of the "multiplier"
If
X'iis
a
cor73.3555 of the rules, if applicable, shall be reported.
virture
of its
poration, whether or not its interest in the licensee is by
shall
be
reported.
ownership of voting stock, the officers and directors
With respect to those officers and directors whose duties and responsibe relieved
bilities are wholly unrelated to the licensee, and who wish to
of
these
of attribution in the licensee, the name, title and duties
that their
officers and directors, with statements properly documenting
duties do not involve the licensee, shall be reported.
In the case of all licensees:
be filed
A list of all contracts still in effect required to
(i)
expiration
of each
with the FCC by §73.3613'shawing the date of execution and
contract; and
Any interest which the licensee rnay'i'ave. in' any other broadcast
(ii)
station.
'(I)
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Except as specifically noted below, each permittee of -a commerical AM, FM or TV broadcast station shall file an Ownership Report
on FCC Form 323(1) within 30 days of the date of grant by the FCC of an
application for original construction permit and.(2) on the date that
it applies for a station license. The Ownership Report of the pernittee
shall give the information required by the applicable portions of
paragraph (a) of this section. A permittee with a current an unamended
Report on file at the Cot mission may certify that it has reviewed its
current Report and it is accurate, in lieu of filing a new Report.
Before any change._is made in the organization, capitali(c)
other
zation, officers, directors or'stockholders of a corporationcontrol
results
in
a
change
in
the
than licensee or permitee, which
received under
of the licensee of permittee, prior FCC consent must be
place
when
an
individual
or group
73.3540. A transfer of control takes
See
(50%)
control.
in privity, gains or loses affirmative or negative
instruct'gns on FCC Form 323 (Ownership Report).
(b)

(ld) Reserved.

broadcast
Each licensee of a noncommercial educational AM, FM or TV
time
the
application
station shall file an Ownership Report on FCC Form 323-E at the
Licensees owning more than
for renewal of station license is required to be filed.
station need file only one
one noncommercial educational AM, FM or TV.broadcast
Ownership
Reports
shall give the following
Ownership Report at 3 -year intervals.
the
filing of the Ownership
information as of a date not more than 30.days prior to
(e)

Report:

C.

members of governing board,
The following information as to all officers,
Name, residence, office held,
and holders of 1% or more ownership interest (if any):
appointed or elected.
citizenship, principal profession or occupation, and by wham
Full information with respect to the interest and identify to any
(2)
which has
individual, organization, corporation, association, or.any other entity
direct or indirect control over the licensee or permittée.
be filed
A list of all contracts still in effect required by §73.3613 to
(3)
contract.
with the FCC, showing the date of execution and expiration of each
Any interest which the licensee or permittee or any of its officers,
(4)
ownership interest (if
members of the governing board, and holders of 1% or more
any) held in any other broadcast station.
Each permittee of a noncommercial educational AM, FM or TV broadcast
(f)
within 30 days of the date
station shall file an Ownership Report on FCC Form 323 E
permit. The Ownerof grant by the FCC or an application for original construction
required
by the applicable
ship Report of the permittee shall give the information
portions of paragraph (e) of this section.
filed by each
A supplemental Ownership Report on FCC Form 323-E shall be
(g)
in
the
information
licensee or permittee within 30 days -after any change occurs
Such report should
required'by the Ownership Report from that previously reported.
(1)

include, without limitation:
Any change in organization;
(1)
Any change in officers or directors;
(2)
indirect) or voting
Any transaction affecting the ownership (direct or
(3)
with
respect
to any stock
rights with respect to the licensee or permittee (or
interest therein) .

reports and related
A copy of all ownership and supplemental ownership
maintained
and
made
available for
material filed pursuant to this section shall be
73.3527.
public inspection locally as required by §§73.3526 and
(h)

.
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V4.1 - 074.5(e)
PART 74 -- EXPERIMENTAL, AUXILIARY AND SPECIAL BROADCAST SERVICES
SUBPART

GENERAL;

RULES APPLICABLE TO ALL SERVICES IN PART 74

74.1 Scope.
(a) The rules in this subpart are applicable to the Experimental, Auxiliary and Special Broadcast and Other Program Distributional
Services.
(b) Rules in Part 74 which apply exclusively to a perticular service
are contained in that service subject, as follows: Experimental BroadcastStations, Subpart A; Remote Pickup Broadcast Stations:
Subpart D; Aural BroadcastSTL and Intercity Relay Stations,
Subpart E; TV Auxiliary Broadcast Stations, Subpart F; Low Power TV and
TV Translator Stations, Subpart G; Low Power Auxiliary Stations, Subpart
H; Instructional TV Fixed Service, Subpart I; FM Broadcast Translator
Stations and FM Broadcast Booster Stations, Subpart L

74.2 General definitions. Broadcast network -entity. A broadcast network -entity is an organization which produces programs available for
simulataneous transmission by 10 or more affiliated broadcast stations
and having distribution facilities or circuits available to such
affiliated stations at least 12 hours each day.
Cable network -entity. A cable network -entity is an organization which
produces programs available for simultaneous transmission by cable
systems serving a combined total of a least 5,000,000 subscribers and
having distribution facilities or circuits available to such affiliated
stations or cable systems.
74.3 FCC inspections of stations.
(a) The licensee of a station authorized under this part must make the station available for inspection by
representatives of the FCC during the station's business hours or at any
time it is in operation.
(b) In the course of an inspection or investigation, an FCC representative may require equipment tests or program tests.
(c) The logs and records required by this part for the particular class
type of station must be made available upon request to representatives of
the FCC.

Croas reference to rules in other parts. Certain rules applicable
to broadcast services, some of which are also applicable to other services,
are set forth in the following volumes and parts of the FCC Rules and Regulations: (a) Part 1 (Volume I), "Practice and Procedure".
1
Subpart A,"General Rules of Practice and Procedure" (1.1 to 1.120).
2
Subpart B, "Hearing Proceedings" (1.201 to 1.363).
3
Subpart C, "Rule Making Proceedings" (1.399 to 1.430).
4 Subpart G, "Schedule of Fees" (1.1101 to 1.1120).
5
Subpart H, "Ex Parte Presentations" (1.1201 to 1.1251).
6
Subpart I, "Procedures implementing the National Enviromental Policy
Act of 1969" (1.1301 to 1.1319) .
(b) Part 2 (Volumell), "Frequency Allocations and Radio Treaty Matters,
General Rules and Regulations," including Subparts A, "Definitions,"
B, "Allocation, Assignments and Use of Radio Frequencies," C,
Emissions," D, "Call signs and Other Forms of Identifying Radio
Transmissions," G, "Treaties and Other International Agreements,"
and J, "Equipment Authorization Procedures --Type Approval; Type
Acceptance; Certification".
Part 13 Volume I}, "Commercial Radio Operators".
c
{d
Part 17 (Volume I), "Construstion, Marking and Lighting of Antenna
Structures".
(e) Part 73 (Volume III), "Radio Broadcast Service".
74.5

C
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74.12 - 74.15(a)(1)

The provisions of 73.1130
74.12 Notification of filing of applications.
',Notification concerning interference to Radio ',Astronomy, Research, and
Receiving Installations+' apply to all stations authorized under this Part
of the FCC Rules except the following:
;.tobile remote pickup stations (Subpart D).
a
TV pickup stations (Subpart F).
b
Low power auxiliary stations (Subpart H).
c
During the process of construction of any
(a)
R74.13 Equipment tests.
class of radio station listed in this part, the permittee, without further
authority of the Commission, may conduct equipment tests for the purpose
of such adjustments and measurements as may be necessary to assure compliance with the terms of the construction permit, the technical provisions
of the application therefor, the technical requirements of this chapter,
and the applicable engineering standards.
Equipment tests may be continued so long as the construction
(b)
permit shall remain valid.
The authorization for tests embodied in this section shall not be
(c)
construed as constituting a license to operate.

Upon completion of construction
$74.14 Service or program tests. (a)
with
the
terms of the construction permit,
of a radio station in accordance
application
therefor, technical requirethe technical provisions of the
applicable
engineering
standards, and when an
ments of this chapter, and
filed
showing
the station to be
application for station license has been
the
permittee
of
any
class of station
in satisfactory operating condition,
further
authority
of
the
Commission,
listed in this part may., without
conduct service or program teats.
Program test authority for stations authorized -under this Part
(b)
will continue valid during Commission consideration of the application
for license and during this period further extension of the construction
permit is not required. Program test authority shall be automatically
terminated with final action on the application for station license.
The authorization for tests embodied in this section shall not
(c)
be construed as approval by the commission of the application for station
license.
broadcast
74.15 Station license period. (a) Licenses for experimental
period.
stations will be issued for a one year
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§74.15(b) - (e)

O

(b) Licenses for stations or systems in the Auxiliary Broadcast Service held by a
licensee of a broadcast station will be issued for a period running concurrently
with the license of the associated broadcast station (with which it is licensed).
Licenses held by eligible networks for the purpose of providing program services to
affiliated stations under Subpart D, and by eligible networks, cable television
operators, motion picture producers, and television program producers under Subpart

H,

will be issued for a period running concurrently with the normal licensing period for
broadcast stations located in the same area of operation.
(c) The license of an FM broadcast booster station will be issued for a
period running concurrently with thé license of the FM radio broadcast station
(primary station) with which it is used.
(d) Initial licenses for lów power TV, TV translator, and FM translator stations
will ordinarily be issued for a period running until the date specified in this section
for the State or territory in which the station is located or, if issued after such date, to the next renewal date determined in accordance with this Section. When
renewed, low power TV and TV translator station licenses will ordinarily be renewed
for 5 years and FM translator station licenses be renewed for 7 years. However, if the
FCC finds that the public Interest, convenience, or necessity will be served, it
may issue either an initial license or a renewal thereof for a lesser term. The
time of expiration of all licenses will be 3 a.m., local timé, on the following dates,
and, thereafter, at 5 -year intervals for low power TV and TV translator stations and
at 7 -year intervals for FM translator stations:
(1)
(2)
(3)

For stations located in Nevada, February 1, 1983.

For stations located in California, April 1, 1983.

For stations located in Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

C

West Virginia, Ohio, and the District of Columbia, June 1, 1983.
(4) For stations located in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands, August 1, 1983.
(5) For stations located in Oklahoma and Texas, October 1, 1983.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

For stations located in Kansas and Nebraska, December 1, 1983.
For stations located in Iowa and South Dakota, February 1, 1984.

For stations located in Minnesota and North Dakota, April 1, 1984.
For stations located in Wyoming, June 1, 1984.
For stations located in Montana, August 1, 1984.

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

For station located. in Tdnbo, flctoher 1, 1' 7R.

(15)
(15)
(17)
(18)
(1n)

For
?or
For
For
For

1970.

exc1.11si1e

er 1, 1"ná?.

For stations locnted in '.irshi.ne"ton, Pece'n
For st. ti ons locr.ted in Orerron, February 1, 1972.
For strti.ons located in .Alaska, T-Inwni_i end Guam, Anri1 1,

of +;hi.s (Banter.

C.

st,ntions located in Colorado, June 1, 1079.
strtions located in New Mexico, Au^tust 1, 1°7°.
stations locnted in Utsh, October 1, 1q79.
stntions located in Ari.zonr, receiver 1, 1979.
tre cutoff d.n.te for the filing of nnnlic^ti ons ^nt'tunl1.7
rnd neti.tions to demr, renewnl rnnlicntions, see 1.51(e)

(e)
Licenses for instructional television fixed stations will be
issued for a period of 10 years beginning with the date of grant.
An
application for renewal of license (FCC Form 33-R) shall be filed not
later than the first day of the fourth full calendarmonth prior to the
expiration date of the license sought to be renewed. If the prescribed deadline falls on a nonbusiness day, the cutoff shall be the close
of business of the first full business day thereafter.
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§ 74. 16

-

§

11...?1.(b)

§ 744..16

TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF STATION LICENSES.
Where there is pending before the Commission any application, investigation or
proceeding which, after hearing, might lead to or make necessary the modification of,
revocation of, or the refusal to renew an existing auxiliary or experimental broadcast
station license or a television broadcast translator station license, the Commission
may, in its discretion, grant a temporary extension of such license:
Provided, however,
That no such temporary extension shall be construed as a finding by the Commission that
the operation of any radio station thereunder will serve public interest, convenience,
and necessity beyond the express terms of such temporary extension of license: And
provided, further, That such temporary extension of license will in no wise affect or
limit the action of the Commission with respect to any pending application or proceeding.
74.18 General operator requirements.
(a)
Except where unattended transmitters are
specifically. permitted an operator must be on duty and
in charge of the transmitter at
either the transmitter location or remote control
location during operation.
(b)
Except as noted. in

paragraph (e) of this section, stations
authorized under the provisions of this Part
may be operated by any
person designated by the station licensee.

(c)
The transmitter duty operator may, at the
discretion of the station licensee,
be employed for other duties and for the operation
of other transmitting stations if such
other duties will not interfere with the proper operation
of the station transmission
(d)
Except as noted in paragraph (e) of this section,

L

tion, adjustment and maintenance of any transmitter licensed installaprovisions of this Part may be performed by any person deemed under the
qualified
to perform such duties by the licensee.
(e)
Persons who perform any operating or transmitter technical
duties licensed under Subparts A,.G and L must hold a commercial
radio operator license (any class, unless otherwise endorsed).

74.19 Special technical records. The FCC may require a broadcast auxiliary
station licensee to keep operating and maintenance records necessary to
resolve conditions of actual or potential interference, rule violations, or
deficient technical operation.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
§

Broadcasting emergency information.

(a)
In an emergency where normal communication facilities have been disrupted or
destroyed by storms, floods or other disasters, the stations licensed under
this part may be operated for the purpose of transmitting essential communications.
intended to alleviate distress, dispatch aid, assist in rescue operations, maintain
order, or otherwise promote the safety of life and property. In the course of such
operation, a station of any class may communicate with stations of other classes and
in other services. However, such operation shall be conducted only on the frequency
or frequencies for which the station is licensed and the power used shall not exceed
the maximum
authorized in the station license.
When
such operation
involves the use of'frequencies shared with other stations, licensees are expected to
cooperate fully to avoid unnecessary or disxptive interference.

C

(b)
Whenever such operation involves communications of a nature other than
those for which the station is licensed to perform, the licensee shall, at the earliest practicable times notify the Commission in Washington, D. C., Of the nature of the
emergency and the use to which the station is being put and shall subsequently notify
the same offices when the emergency operation has been terminated.
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(c)
Emergency operation undertaken pursuant to the provisions of
this section shall be discontinued as soon as substantially normal
communications facilities have been restored. The Commission may at
any time order discontinuance of such operation.

74.22

Use of common antenna structure. The simultaneous use of a common antenna
structure by more than one station authorized under this Part, or by one or more such
stations and one or more stations of any other service may be authorized, provided that
each licensee or permittee using such structure shall be responsible for painting and
However,
lighting of the structure when obstruction marking is required by the FCC.
each such licensee or permittee utilizing a common structure may designate one of the
licensees or permittees as responsible for painting and lighting the structure. Such
designated licensee or permittee shall be solely responsible for conforming to all FCC
requirements of Part 17 of this Chapter regarding obstruction marking and lighting of
antenna structures.
(See 17.47 through 17.56.) A copy of the agreement between the
licensees or permittees must be retained in each licensee's or permittee's station
file, available for inspection by FCC representatives.
In the event of default by
the designated licensee of his responsibility, each of the licensees or permittees
shall again be individually responsible for conforming to all requirements of the
rules, pending appointment of a new designated licensee responsible for conforming to
these rules.

74.23 Interference Jeopardizing safty of life or protection of property.
(a) The licensee of any station authorized under this Part that causes
harmful interference, as defined in 2.1 of the Commission's rules,to
radio communications involving the safty of life or protection of property shall promptly eliminate the interference.
(b) If harmful interference to radio communications involving the
safty of life or protection of property cannot be promptly elininated
and the Commission finds that there exists an imminent danger to safety
of life or protection of property, pursuand to 47 U.S.C. 312 (b) and (e)
and 5 U.S.C. 558, operation of the offending equipment shall temproarily
be suspended and shall not be resumed until the harmful interference
has been elininated or the threat to the safety of life or property has
In situations where the protection of property alone is jeopassed.
pardized, before taking any action under this paragraph, the Commission
shall balance the nature and extent of the possible property damage
against the potential harm to a licensee or the public cauded by suspending Part 74 operations. When specifically authorized, short test
operations may be made during the period of suspended operation to
check the efficancy of remedial measures.
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74.24 Short-term operation.
The classes of broadcast auxiliary stations provided for
in Subparts D, E, F and H of this Part may be operated on a short-term basis under
the authority conveyed by a Part 73 license without prior authorization from the FCC,
subject to the following conditions:
(a)
The Part 73 licensee of this chapter must be eligible to operate the
particular class of broadcast auxiliary station.
(b)
The short-term broadcast auxiliary station shall be operated in conformance with all normally applicable regulations to the extent they are not superceded
by specific provisions of this section.
(c)
Short-term operation is on a secondary, non-interference basis to
regularly authorized stations and shall be discontinued immediately upon notification
that perceptible interference is being caused to the operation of a regularly
Short-term station operators shall, to the extent practicable,
authorized station.
use only the effective radiated power and antenna height necessary for satisfactory
system performance.
Short-term operation by a Part 73 licensee shall not exceed 720 hours
(d)
annually per frequency.
NOTE:
Certain frequencies shared with other services which are morally
available for permanent broadcast auxiliary station assignment may not be available
Refer to any note(s) which may be applicable to the use of
for short-term operation.
a specific frequency prior to initiating operation.
The antenna height of a station operated pursuant to this sec(e)

tion shall not increase the height of any man-made antenna supporting
structure or increase by more than 6.1 mdters (20 feet) the height of any
other type of man-made structure or natural formation. However, the facilities of an authorized broadcast auxiliary station belonging to another
licensee may be operated in accordance with the terms of its outstanding
authorization
(f)
Stations operated pursuant to this section shall be identified by the
transmission of the call sign of the association broadcast station.
The Part 73 licensee of this chapter, prior to operating
(g)

pursuant to the provisions of this section shall, for the intended.locad-.
tion of area -of -operation, notify the appropriate frequency coordination
committee or any licensee(s) assigned the use of the proposed operating
frequency, concerning the particulars of the intended operation and shall
provide the name and telephone number,of,ia persgn,who may be contacted
in the event of interference. Information on active frequency coordination committees may be obtained by contacting the FCC's Auxiliary Services
Branch at (202) 634-6307 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Eastern time.
Except as provided below, this notification provision shall not apply
where an unanticipated need for immediate short-term mobile station
operation would render compliance with the provisions of this paragraph
impractical.
(1)
A CARS licensee shall always be given advance notification prior to the
commencement of short-term operation on or adjacent to an assigned frequency.
(h)
Short-term operation is limited to areas south or west of the United
States -Canada border as follows:
(1)
Use a broadcast auxiliary service frequencies below 470 MHz is limited to
areas of the United States south of Line A or west of Line C unless the effective
radiated power of the station is 5 watts or less.
NOTE:
Line A is a line above which frequency assignments made by the Federal
Communications Commission are coordinated with the Canadian Department of Communications and which begins at Aberdeen, Washington, running by great circle arc to the
intersection of 480N., 1200W., then along parrell 480N., to the intersection of 950W.,
then by great circle arc through the southernmost point of Duluth, Minnesota, then
by great circle arc to 450N., 850W., then southward along meridian 850W., to its
intersection with parallel 410N., then along parallel 410N, to its interesection with
meridian 820W., then by great circle arc through the southermost point of Bangor,
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74.30

NOTE (continued)
Maine, then by great circle arc through the southermost point of Searsport, Maine, at
which point it terminates.
Line C is a line east of which frequency assignments are
similarly coordinated and which begins at the interesection of 700N., 1440W., then by
great circle arc to the intersection of 600N., 1430W., then by great circle arc so as
to include all of the Asaskan Panhandle.
A broadcast auxiliary service station operating on frequencies
(2)

between 470MHz & 1GHz must be at least 56.3 kilometers (35 miles) south
or west, as appropriate )of the US -Canada border if the antenna looks within a 200° sector toward the border or, the station must be at least 8.1
kilometers (5 miles) south (or west, as appropriate) if the

C

However, operation is not
antenna looks within a 1600 sector AWAY from the border.
permitted in either of these two situations if the station would be within the
coordination distance of a receiving earth station in Canada which uses the same
(The coordination distance is the distance, calculated for any
frequency band.
station, according to Appendix 28 of the international Radio Regulations.)
A broadcast auxiliary service station operating on frequencies above 1 GHz
(3)
shall not be located within the coordination distance of a receiving earth station in
(The coordination distance is the
Canada which uses the same frequency band.
distance, calculated for any station, according_ to Appendix 28 of the international
Radio Regulations.)
Short-term operation of a remote pickup broadcast base station, a remote
(i)
pickup automatic relay station, an aural broadcast STL station, an aural broadcast
intercity relay station, a TV STL station, a TV intercity relay station or a TV
translator relay station in the National Radio Quiet Zone, the Table Mountain Radio
Receiving Zone, or near FCC mdritoring stations is subject to the same advance notification procedures applicable to regular applications as provided for in section
73.1030 and 74.12, except that inasmuch as short-term operation does not involve an
application process, the provisions relating to agency objection procedures shall not
It shall simply be necessary for the Part 73 licensee of this chapter to
apply.
contact the potentially affected agency and obtain advance approval for the proposed
short-term operation. Where protection to FCC monitoring stations is concerned,
approval for short-term operation may be given by the local Engineer -in -Charge.

74.28 Additional orders. In case the rules contained in this part do
not cover all phases of operation or 'éxpériméntá:ti'on with respect to
external effects, the FCC may make supplemental or additional orders in
each case as may be deemed necessary.

74.30 Antenna sturcturei marking and lighting The provisions of Part
17 of the FCC rules (Construction, Marking and Lighting of Atenna
Structures) require certain antenna structures to be painted and/or
lighted in accordance with the provisions of 17.47 through 17.56 of the
FCC rules.
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§74.101 - 74.111

StiBPART A -- EXPERIMENTAL BROADCAST STATIONS.

74.101

EXPERIMENTAL BROADCAST STATIONS.

The term "experimental broadcast station" means a station licensed
for experimental or developmental transmission of radio telephony,
television, facimile, or other types of telecommunication services
intended for reception and use by the general public
74.102

USES OF'EXPERIMENTAL BROADCAST STATIONS.

A license for an experimental broadcast station will be issued for
the purposes of carrying on research and experimentation for the
development and advancement of new broadcast technology, equipment,
systems or services which are more extensive or require other modes
of transmission than can be accomplished by using a licensed broadcast station under an experimental authorization(see 73.1510).
§ 74.103

FREQUENCY ASSIGN

TT.

Frequencies allocated to broadcasting and the various categories
auxiliary stations, in the FCC's Table of Frequency Allocations
(Part 2 of this chapter), may be assigned respectively to experimental
broadcast and experimental auxiliary stations.
(a)

of

C

More than one frequency may be assigned upon a satisfactory showing of
the need therefor.
(b)

Frequencies best suited to the purpose of the experimentation and on
(c)
which there appears to be the least likelihood of interference to established
stations shall le selected.

In a case of important experimentation which cannot be feasibly
(d)
conducted on frequencies allocated to broadcasting or the various
categories of auxiliary stations, the FCC may authorize an experimental
station of any class to -operate on other -frequencies upon a satisfactory
showing of the deed therefore and a showing that the proposed operation
can be conducted without causing harmful interference to established
services. However, experimental operation which looks toward the
development of radio transmitting apparatus or. the rendition of any
type of regular service using such frequencies will not be authorized
prior to a determination by the FCC that the development of such
apparatus or the rendition of such service would serve the public
interest.
ATMINISTRATIVE . PROCECJ(Tii'E

§ 74.11.1

C

CROSS REFERENCE.

See¢§ 74.11 to 74.16.
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X74.112

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT WITH APPLICATION FOR CONSTRUCTION PERMIT.

A supplementary statement shall be filed with and made a part of each
application for construction permit for any experimental broadcast
station confirming the applicant's understanding:
That all operation upon the frequency requested is for experimental
(a)
purposes only.
That the frequency requested may not be the best suited to the
(b)
particular experimental work to be carried on.
That the frequency requested need not be allocated for any service that
(c)
may be developed as a result of the experimental operation.
That any frequency which may be assigned is subject to change without
(d)
advance notice or hearing.
That any authorization issued pursuant to the application may be
(e)
cancelled at any time without notice or hearing.
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS WITH APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF LICENSE.

§74.113

A report shall be filed with each application for renewal of exbroadcast station license which shall include a statement of each
of the following:
(a)

perimental
(1)

Number of hours operated.

Full data on research and experimentation conducted including the
(2)
types of transmitting and studio equipment used and their mode of operation.
(3)

Data on expense of research and operation during the period covered.

Power employed, field intensity measurements and visual and aural
(4)
observations and the types of instruments and receivers utilized to determine
the station service area and the efficiency of the respective types of transmissions.
Estimated degree of public participation in reception and the re(5)
sults of observations as to the effectiveness of types of transmission.
(6)

Conclusions, tentative and final.

(7)

Program for further developments inbroadCasting.

(8)

All developments and major changes in equipment.

(9)

Any other pertinent developments.

Special or progress reports shall be submitted from time to time as
the Commission shall direct.
(b)

0
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§ 74.131 LICENSING REQUIREMENTS, NECESSARY SHOWING.

(a) An applicant for a new experimental broadcast station,
change in facilities of any existing station, or modification of license is required to make a satisfactory showing of compliance with the general requirements of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, as well as the following:
(1) That the applicant has a definite program of research and experimentation in the technical phases of television broadcasting which indicates
reasonable promise of substantial contribution to the developments of the

broadcasting art.
(2) That upon the authorization of the proposed station the applicant
can and will proceed immediately with its program of research and experimentation.

(3) That the transmission of signals by radio is essential to the proposed program of research and experimentation.
(4) That the program at research and experimentation will be conducted
by qualified personnel.

(b) A license for an experimental broadcast station will not

c

In case interference would be caused
authorize exclusive use of any frequency.
by simultaneous operation of stations licensed experimentally, such licensees
If such agreement cannot
shall endeavor to arrange satisfactory time division.
be reached, the Commission will determine and specify the time division.

(c) A License for an experimental broadcast station will be
issued only on the condition that no objectionable interference
to the regular program transmissions of broadcast stations will
result from the transmissions of the experimental stations.
74.132 POWER LIMITATIONS.

The license for experimental broadcast stations will specify
the maximum authorized power. The operating power shall not be
greater than necessary to carry on the service and in no event
more than 5 percent above the maximum power specified. Engineering standards have not been established for these stations. The
efficiency factor for the last radio stage of transmitters employed will be subject to individual determination but shall be
in general agreement with values normally employed for similar
equipment operated within the frequency range authorized.
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-

74.162

$'74.133 EMISSION AUTHORIZED.

In case emission of a different type than that specified in the license is
necessary or desirable in carrying on any phases of experimentation, application
setting out fully the needs shall be made by informal application.

74.134 MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP.

No persons (including all persons under common control) shall
control, directly or indirectly, two or more experimental broadcast stations unless a showing is made that the program of research requires a licensing of two or more seperate stations.

§74.151 EQUIPMENT CHANGES.

The licensee of an experimental broadcast station may make any
changes in the equipment that are deemed desirable or necessary provided:
(a) That the operating frequency is not permitted to deviate more than the
allowed tolerance;
(b) That the emissions are not permitted outside the authorized band;

C

(c) That the power output complies with the license and the regulations
governing the same; and
(d) That the transmitter as a whole or output power rating of the transmitter
is not changed.

TECHNICAL OPERATION AND OPERATORS

74.161 FREQUENCY TOLERANCES.
The departure of the carrier frequency of frequencies of an
experimental broadcast station must not exceed the tolerance specified in the instrument of authorization. For modes of transmission
that do not have a resting or center carrier frequency, the occupied
bandwith of the station transmissions may not exceed that specified
in the instrument of authorization.
§74.162 FREQUENCY MONITORS AND MiáAStkiIIMEN'1'S .

The licensee of an experimental broadcast station shall provide

G

the necessary means for determining that the frequency of the station is within
the allowed tolerance. The date and time of each frequency check, the frequency
as measured, and a description or identification of the method employed shall
be entered in the station log. Sufficient observations shall be made to insure
that the assigned carrier frequency is maintained within the prescribed tolerance.
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§ 711.163 TIME OF OPERATION.

(a) Unless specified or restricted hours of operation are shown
in the station authorization, experimental broadcast stations may be
operated at any time and are not required to adhere to a regular
schedule of operation.
(b) The FCC may limit or restrict the periods of station operation.
in the event interference is caused to other broadcast or nonbroadcast
stations.
(c) The FCC may require that an experimental broadcast station
conduct such experiments as are deemed desirable and reasonable for
which the station was authorized.
§ 71.165 STATION AND OPERATOR LICENSES; POSTING CF.

(a) The station license and any other instrument of authorization or
individual order concerning the construction of the equipment. or manner of
operation of the station shall be posted in the room in which the trans
If the station is licensed for portable -mobile oper(2:mitter is located.
ation, the station license or photocopy thereof shall be affixed to the
equipment or kept in the possion of the operator on duty at the transmitter.
If a photocopy is used, the original license shall be available for inspection by an authorized representative of the FCC.
(b) The original license of each station operator shall be post:d at the
place whre he is on duty: Provided, however, If the original license of a station operator is posted at another radio transmitting station in accordance
rules governing that class, of station and is there available for inwith ` the
spection by an authorized Commission representative, or if the station operated
is lic , ns d for portable -mobile operation, a verification card (Form 758-F) is
acceptable in lieu of the posting of such 1icens. -

(c) Posting of the operator licenses and the station license and any
affixing the licenses
other instruments of authorization shall be done by
to the wall at the posting location, .or by enclosing them in a binder or
folder which is retained at the posting location so that the documents will
be readily available and easily accessible.
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74.181(a) - 74.184(b)
(a) The licensee of each expermental broadStation records.
74.181
cast station must maintain adequate records of the operation, including:
(1) Information concerning the nature of the experimental operation and the periods in which it is being conducted.
(2) Information concerning any specific data requested by the FCC.
Station
records must be retained for a period of two years.
(b)
74.182 Program services and charges. (a) The licensee of an experimental
broadcast station may transmit program material only when necessary to
the experiments being conducted and no regular program service may be
broadcast unless specifically authorized.
The licensee of an experimental broadcast station may make no
(b)
charges nor ask for any payment, directly or indirectly, for the production or transmission of any programming or information used for
experimental broadcast purposes.

74.183 Station identification. Each experimental broadcast station
shall make aural or visual announcements of its call letters and location
at the beginning and end of each. period of operation and at least once
every hour during operation.

G

74.184 Rebroadcasts. (a) The term "rebroadcast" means reception by
radio of the programs or other transmissions of a broadcast station and
the simultaneous or subsequent retransmission of such programs or
transmissions by a broadcast station.
As used in this section, the word "program" includes any complete
(1)
program or part thereof.
The transmission of a program from its point of origin to a
(2)
broadcast station entirely by common carrier facilities, whether by
wire line or radio, is not condidered a rebroadcast.
The broadcasting of a program relayed by a remote broadcast
(3)
pickup station is not condidered a rebroadcast.
No licensee of an experimental broadcast station may retransmit
(b)
the program of another U.S. broadcast station without the express
authority of the originating station. A copy of the written consent of
the licensee originating the program must be kept by the licensee of
the experimental_ broadcast station retransmitting such program and made
available to the FCC upon request.
.

STATIONS - DELETED.
SUBPART B --EXPERIMENTAL FACSIMILE BROADCAST
SUBPART C --DEVELOPMENTAL BROADCAST STATIONS - DELETED.
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74.401

SUBPART D - REMOTE PICKUP AND LOW POWER AUXILIARY
BROADCAST STATIONS
74.401 Definitions.
Associated broadcasting station(s).
The broadcasting station(s) with which a remote pickup broadcast station or system is
licensed as an auxiliary and with which it is principally used.
Authorized bandwidth. The occupied or necessary bandwidth, whichever
is greater, authorized to be used by a station.
Automatic relay station. A remote pickup broadcast base station
which is actuated by automatic means and is used to relay transmissions
between remote pickup broadcast mobile stations and from remote pickup
broadcast mobile stations to broadcasting stations.
(Automatic operation
is not operation by remote control.)
Carrier power. The average power at the output terminals of a transmitter (other than a transmitter having a suppressed, reduced or controlled
carrier) during one radio frequency cycle under conditions of no modulation.

Deleted

-

Mean power. The power at the output terminals of a transmitter during
normal operation, averaged over a time sufficiently long compared with the
period of the lowest frequency encountered in the modulation.
A time of
1/10 second during which the mean power is greatest will be selected normally.
Necessary bandwidth. For a given class of emission, the minimum value
of the occupied bandwidth sufficient to ensure the tranmission of information at the rate and with the quality required for the system employed,
under specified conditions. Emissions useful for the good functior,:_ng of
the receiving equipment, as for example, the emission corresponding to
the carrier of reduced carrier systems, shall be included in the necessary
bandwidth.
Occupied bandwidth. The frequency bandwidth such that, below its
lower and above its upper frequency limits. The mean powers radiated are
each equal to 0.5 percent of the total mean power radiated by a given
emission.
Operational communications. Communications concerning, the technical
and programming operation of a broadcast station and its auxiliaries.
Remote control operation. Operation of a base station by a properly
designated person on duty at a control position from which the transmitter
is not visible but that position is equipped with suitable controls so
that essential functions can be performed therefrom.
Remote pickup broadcast base station. A remote pickup station authorized for operation at a specific location.
Remote pickup broadcast mobile station. A remote pickup broadcast
station authorized for use while in motion or during halts at unspecified
3/13/86
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(As used in this Subpart, mobile stations include hand -carried,
locations.
pack -carried and other portable transmitters.)
Remote pickup broadcast stations. A term used in this Subpart to include both remote pickup broadcast base stations and remote pickup broadcast mobile stations.
Remote pickup mobile relay unit. A vehicular receiver -transmitter
repeater used to provide extended communication range for a low -power
hand -carried or pack -carried transmitter.
As used in this Subpart, each remote pickup broadcast transStation.
mitter, and its associated accessory equipment necessary to the radio
communication function, constitutes a separate station.
Any room or series of rooms equipped for the regular proStudio.
duction of broadcast probrams of various kinds. A broadcasting booth at
a stadium, convention hall, church, or other similar place is not considered to be a studio.
A complete remote pickup broadcast facility consisting of one
System.
or more mobile stations and/or one or more base stations authorized pursuant to a single license.
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§ 74.402

Authorized frequencies.

Operation on all channels listed in
this section (except: 26.07, 26.11, 26.45,
450.01, 450.02, 450.98, 450.99, 455.01,
455.02, 455.98. 455.99 MHz) shall be in

accordance with the "priority of use"
provisions in § 74.403(b). The channel
will be assigned by its center frequency,
channel bandwidth, and emission
designator. The frequencies listed in this
section represent the center of the
channel or channel segment.
(a) The following channels (except
1608, 1622, and 1848 kHz) may be

assigned for us by broadcast remote
pickup stations using any emission
(other than single sideband or pulse)
that will be in accordance with the
provisions of § 74.462. The channels
1608, 1622, and 1646 kHz are limited to
A3E emission.

(a) The following
frequencies may be
assigned for use by
remote broadcast
pickup stations and

L

broadcast network entities. Frequencies
between 450.025-450.
975 and 455.025-455.

975 MHz may also be
assigned for use by
cable network -entities.
(1) MF Channels: 1606, 1622, and 1646

kHz; Maximum authorized channel
bandwidth: 10 kHz; The channel 1606
kHz is subject to the condition listed in
subparagraph (e)(1) of this Section.
(2) HF Channels: 25.87, 25.91, 25.95,
25.99,
26.15,
26.29,
26.41,

26.03,
28.17,
26.31,
26.43,

26.07, 26.09, 2.611, 26.13,
26.21, 26.23, 26.25, 26.27,
26.33, 26.35, 26.37, 26.39,

26.45, and 26.47 MHz;

Maximum authorized channel
bandwidth: 20 kHz, except the channels
25.87-26.03 MHz are 40 kHz; The
channels 25.87-28.09 MHz are subject to

the condition listed in subparagraph
(e)(2) of this Section.
(3) VHF Channels: 166.25 and 170.15
MHz; Maximum authorized channel
bandwidth: 25 kHz; These channels are
subject to the condition listed in
subparagraph (e)(8) of this Section.
(4) UHF Channels: 450.01, 450.02,
450.98, 450.99, 455.01, 455.02, 455.98,

455.99 MHz; Maximum authorized
channel bandwidth: 10 kHz; These

channels are subject to the condition
listed in subparagraph (e)(9) of this
Section.

C
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(b) One or more of the following 5 kHz
segments my be stacked to form a
channel which may be assigned for use
by broadcast remote pickup stations
using any emission contained within the
resultant channel in accordance with the
provisions of § 74.462.
(1) VHF segments: 152.8575, 152.8825,
152:8675, 152.8725, 152.8775, 152.8825,
152.9175, 152.9225, 152.9275, 152.9325,

152.9375,152.9425,152.9775,152.9825,
152.9875, 152.9925, 152.9975, 153.0025,
153.0375, 153.0425, 153.0475, 153.0525,

(3) VHS segments: 161.6275, 161.6325,
161.6375, 161.6425, 161.8475, 161.6525,
161.6575, 161.6625, 161.6675, 161.6725,
161.6775, 161.6825, 161.6875, 161.6925,
161.6975, 161.7025, 161.7075, 161.7125,
161.7175, 161.7225, 161.7275, 181.7325,
161.7375, 161.7425, 161.7475, 161.7525,
161.7575, 181.7625, 161.7675, and 181.7725

MHz; Maximum authorized channel
bandwidth: 30 kHz; These channels are
subject to the conditions listed in
paragraphs (e) (4) and (7) of this section.

(4) UHF segments: 450.0275, 450.0325,
450.0375, 450.0425, 450.0475, 450.0525,
450.0575, 450.0825, 450.0675, 450.0725,
450.0775, 450.0825, 450.0875, 450.0925,
450.0975, 450.1025, 450.1075, 450.1125,
450.1175, 450.1225, 450.1275, 450.1325,
450.1375, 450.1425, 450.1475, 450.1525,
450.1575, 450.1625, 450.1675, 450.1725,
450.1775, 450.1825, 450.1875, 450.1925,
MHz; Maximum authorized channel
450.1975, 450.2025, 450.2075, 450.2125,
bandwidth: 30 kHz; These channels are 450.2175, 450.2225, 450.2275, 450.2325,
subject to the conditions listed in
450.2375, 450.2425, 450.2475, 450.2525,
paragraphs (e) (3), (4), and (5) of this
450.2575, 450.2625, 450.2675, 450.2725,
section.
450.2775, 450.2825, 450.2875, 450.2925,
(2) VHF segments: 160.8625, 160.8675, 450.2975, 450.3025, 450.3075, 450.3125,
160.8725, 160.8775, 160.8825, 160.8875,
450.3175, 450.3225, 450.3275, 450.3325,
160.8925, 160.8975, 160.9025, 160.9075,
450.3375, 450.3425, 450.3475, 450.3525,
160.9125, 160.9175, 160.9225, 160.9275,
450.3575, 450.3625, 450.3675, 450.3725,
160.9325, 160.9375, 160.9425, 160.9475,
450.3775, 450.3825, 450.3875, 450.3925,
160.9525, 160.9575, 160.9625, 160.9675,
450.3975, 450.4025, 450.4075, 450.4125,
160.9725, 160.9775, 160.9825, 160.9875,
450.4175, 450.4225, 450.4275, 450.4325,
160.9925, 160.9975, 161.0025, 161.0075,
450.4375, 450.4425, 450.4475, 450.4525,
161.0125, 161.0175, 181.0225, 181.0275,
450.4575, 450.4625, 450.4675, 450.4725,
161.0325, 161.0375, 161.0425, 161.0475,
450.4775, 450.4825. 450.4875, 450.4925,
161.0525, 161.0575, 161.0625, 161.0675,
450.4975, 450.5025, 450.5075, 450.5125,
161.0725, 161.0775, 161.0825, 161.0875,
450.5175, 450.5225, 450.5275, 450.5325,
161.0925, 161.0975, 161.1025, 161.1075,
450.5375, 450.5425, 450.5475, 450.5525,
161.1125, 161.1175, 161.1225, 161.1275,
450.5575, 450.5625, 450.5675, 450.5725,
161.1325. 161.1375, 161.1425, 161.1475,
450.5775, 450.5825, 450.5875, 450.5925,
161.1525, 161.1575, 161.1625, 161.1675,
450.5975, 450.6025, 450.6075, 450.6125,
161.1725, 161.1775, 161.1825, 161.1875,
450.6175, 450.6225, 455.0275, 455.0325,
161.1925, 161.1975, 161.2025, 161.2075,
455.0375, 455.0425, 455.0475, 455.0525,
161.2125, 161.2175, 161.2225, 161.2275,
455.0575, 455.0625, 455.0675, 455.0725,
161.2325, 161.2375, 161.2425, 161.2475,
455.0775, 455.0825, 455.0875, 455.0925,
161.2525, 161.2575, 161.2625, 161.2675,
455.0975, 455.1025, 455.1075, 455.1125,
161.2725, 161.2775, 161.2825, 161.2875,
455.1175, 455.1225, 455.1275, 455.1325,
161.2925, 161.2975, 161.3025, 161.3075,
455.1375, 455.1425, 455.1475, 455.1525,
181.3125, 181.3175, 161.3225, 161.3275,
455.1575, 455.1625, 455.1675, 455.1725,
161.3325, 161.3375, 161.3425, 161.3475,
455.1775, 455.1825, 455.1875. 455.1925,
161.3525, 161.3575, 161.3625, 161.3675,
455.1975, 455.2025, 455.2075, 455.2125,
161.3725, 161.3775, 161.3825, 161.3875,
161.3925, and 161.3975 MHz; Maximum 455.2175, 455.2225, 455.2275, 455.2325,
455.2375,
authorized channel bandwidth: 30 kHz; 455.2575, 455.2425, 455.2475, 455.2525,
455.2625, 455.2675, 455.2725.
These channels are subject to the
455.2775, 455.2825, 455.2875, 455.2925,
condition listed in paragraph (e)(6) of
455.2975, 455.3025, 455.3075, 455.3125,
this section.
455.3175, 455.3225, 455.3275, 455.3325,
455.3375, 455.3425, 455.3475, 455.3525,
455.3575, 455.3625, 455.3675, 455.3725,
455.3775, 455.3825, 455.3875, 455.3925,
455.3975, 455.4025, 455.4075, 455.4125,
455.4175, 455.4225, 455.4275, 455.4325,
455.4375, 455.4425, 455.4475, 455.4525,
153.0575, 153:0625, 153.0975, 153.1025,
153.1075, 153.1125, 153.1175, 153.1225,
153.1575, 153.1625. 153.1875, 153.1725,
153.1775, 153.1825, 153.2175, 153.2225,
153.2275, 153.2325, 153.2375, 153.2425,
153.2775, 153.2825, 153.2875, 153.2925,
153.2975, 153.3025, 153.3375, 153.3425.
153.3975, 153.3525, 153.3575, and 153.362
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455.4575, 455.4625, 455.4675, 455.4725,
455.4775, 455.4825, 455.4875, 455.4925,
455.4975, 455.5025, 455.5075, 455.5125,
455.5175, 455.5225, 455.5275, 455.5325,
455.5375, 455.5425, 455.5475, 455.5525,
455.5575, 455.5625, 455.5875, 455.5725,
455.5775, 455.5825, 455.5875, 455.5925,
455.5975, 455.6025, 455.6075, 455.8125,

455.6175, 455.6225

MHz. Maximum

authorized channel bandwidth: 50 kHz.
(c) One or two of the following 25 kHz
segments may be stacked to form a
channel which may be assigned for use
by broadcast remote pickup stations
using any emission contained within the
resultant channel in accordance with the
provisions of § 74.482. Users committed
to 50 kHz bandwidths and transmitting
program material will have primary use
of these channels.
(1)

UHF segments:

450.6375, 450.6625,

450.6875, 450.7125, 450.7375, 450.7625,
450.7875, 450.8125, 450.8375, 450.8625,
455.6375, 455.6625, 455.6875, 455.7125,
455.7375, 455.7625, 455.7875, 455.8125,

455.8375, 455.8825 MHz.

Maximum

authorized channel bandwidth: 50 kHz.
(d) One or two of the following 50 kHz
segments may be stacked to form a
channel which may be assigned for use
by broadcast remote pickup stations
using any emission contained within the
resultant channel in accordance with the
provisions of Section 74.482. Users
committed to 100 kHz bandwidths and
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transmitting program material will have primary use of these channels.
UHF segments: 450.900, 450.950, 455.900 and 455.950 MHz;
(1)
maximum authorized channel bandwith; 100kHz.
Conditions on Broadcast Remote Pickup Service channel usage as
(e)
referred to in subparagraphs (a) through (d) above;
Operation is subject to the condition that no harmful inter(1)
ference is caused to the reception of Am broadcast stations.
Operation is subject to the condition that no harmful inter(2)
ference is caused to stations in the broadcast service.
Operation is subject to condition that no harmful interference
(3)
is caused to stations operating in accordance with the Table of Frequency Allocations set forth in Part 2 of the Commission's Rules and
Applications for licenses to use frequencies in this band
Regulations.
must include statements showing what procedures will be taken to ensure
that interference will not be caused to stations in the Industrial Radio
Services.

These frequencies will not be licensed to network entities.
These frequencies will not be authorized to new stations for use
on board aircraft.
These frequencies are allocated for assignment to broadcast re(6)
mote pickup stations in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands only.
Note These frequencies are shared with Public Safety and Land Transportation Radio Servicies.
Reserved.
(7)
Operation on the frequenties 166.25MHz and 170.15MHz is not
(8)
authorized: (i) '..ithin the area bounded on the west by the Mississippi
River, on the north by the parallel of latitude 37 degrees 30 minutes N.,
and radius equal to the air -line distance between Springfield, Ill., and
Montgomery, Alabama, subtended between the foregoing west and north
boundaries; (ii) Within 150 miles (241 Km) of new York City; and (iii)
In alaska or outside the continental United States; and is subject to the
condition that no harmful interference is caused radio stations in the
band 162-174MHz.
The use of these frequencies is limited to operational commun(9)
ications, including tones for signaling and for remote control and automatic transmission system control and telemetry.
License applicants shall request assignment of only those
(f)
channels, both in number and bandwith, necessary for satisfactory operHowever that each
ation and for which the system is equipped to operate.
transmitter within a system be equipped to operate on all frequencies
authorized to that licensee.
Remote pickup stations or systems will not be granted exclusive
(g)
The same channel or channels may be assigned to
channel assignments.
When such sharing in necessary, the
other licensees in the same area.
provisions of 74.403 shall apply.
Each authorization for a new broadcast remote pickup station or
(h)
system shall require the use of type accepted equipment.
(4)
(5)

L
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Where two or
(a)
Frequency selection to avoid interference.
more remote pickup broadcast station licensees are authorized to operate
on the same frequency or group of frequencies in the same area, and when
simultaneous operation is contemplated., the licensees shall endeavor
to select frequencies or schedule operation in such manner as to avoid
If mutual agreement to this effect cannot be reachmutual interference.
ed the Commission shall be notified and it will specify the frequency
or frequencies on which each station is to be operated.
(b)
The following order of priority of transmission shall be
observed on all channels except: 26.07, 26.11, 26.45, 450.01, 450.02,
450.99, 450.99, 455.01, 455.02, 455.99 and 455.99MHz:
Communications during an emergency or pending emergency
(1)
directly related to the safety of life and property.
Program material to be broadcast.
(2)
Cues, orders, and other related communications immediately
(3)
necessary to the accomplishment of a broadcast.
Operational communications.
(4)
Tests or drills to check the performance of stand-by- or
(5)
emergency circuits.
74.403

74.431

Special rules applicable to remote pickup stations.
Remote pickup mobile station may be ussd for the transmission
of material from the scene of events which occur outside the studio
back to studio or production center. The transmitted material shall
be intended for the licensee's own use and may be made available for
use by any other broadcast station or cable system.
(b)
Remote pickup mobile or base stations may be used for communications related to production and technical support of the remote
program. This includes cues, orders, dispatch instructions, frequency
coordination, establishing microwave links and operational communications. Operational communications are alerting tones and special
signals of short duration used for telemetry or control.
(c)
Remote pickup mobile or bas¿ stations may communicate with
any other station licensed under this subpart.
(d)
Remote pickup mobile stations may be operated as a vehicular
repeater to relay program material alnd communications between stations
licensed under this subpart. Precautions shall be taken to avoid
interference to other stations and the vehicular repeater shall only
be activated by hand -carried or pack -carried units.
(e)
The output of hand -carried or pack carried transmitter units
used with a vehicular repeater is limited to 2.5 watts. The output
of a vehicular repeater transmitter used as a talkback unit on an
additional frequency is limited to 2.5 watts.
(f)
Remote pickup base and mobile stations in Alaska, Guam, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands may be used for any purpose related
to the programming or technical operation of a broadcasting station,
except for transmission intended for direct reception by the general
public.
(a)

C
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A broadcast licensee eligible for "short-term operation" under
74.24, may operate RPU base or mobile stations under the authorization
of the Part 73 license for an application for auxiliary operation with
the Commission and subject to the conditions of 74.24(a),(b),(e),(f),
(h),(i) and the conditions set forth below:
(1)
The auxiliary station is located within 50 miles (80 km) of
the broadcast studio or broadcast transmitter.
(2)
The applicant must coorinate the operation with all effected
co -channel and adjacent channel licensees in the area of operation.
This requirement can be satisfied by coordination with the local frequency committee if one exists.
(3)
Such operation shall be suspended immediately upon notification
from the Commission or by the Engineer in Charge(EIC) of the Commission's local field office and shall not be resumed until specific
authority is given by the Commission or EIC. When authorized by the
EIC, short test operations may be made.
(4)
Operation under this provision is not permitted between 152.87
MHz and 153.35MHz.
(h)
In the event that normal aural studio to transmitter circuits
are damaged, stations licensed under Subpart D may be used to provide
temporary circuits for a period not exceeding 30 days without further
authority from the Commission necessary to continue broadcasting.
(i)
Remote pickup mobile or base stations may be used for activities
associated with the Emergency Broadcast System and similar emergency
survival communications systems. Drills and tests are also permitted
on these stations but the priority requirements of 74.403(b) must be
observed in such cases.
(g)

74.432 Licensing requirements and procedures. (a) A license for a
remote pickup station will be issued to: the licensee of and AN, FM,
noncommercial FM, TV, international broadcast or low power TV station;
broadcast network -entity; or cable network -entity.
(b)
Base stations may operate as automatic relay stations on the
frequencies listed in 74.402(a)(6) and (8) under the provisions of 74.
436, however, one licensee may not operate such stations on more than
two frequencies in a single area.
Base stations may use voice communications between the studio
(c)
and transmitter br points of any intercity relay system on frequencies
in Groups I and J.
Base stations may be authorized to establish standby circuits
(d)
from places where official broadcasts may be made during times of emergency and circuits to interconnect an emergency survival communications
system.
In Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Roco and the Virgin Islands,
(e)
base stations may provide program circuits between the studio and transmitter or to relay programs between broadcasting stations. A base
station may be operated unattended in accordance with the following:
The station must be designed, installed and protected so that
(1)
the transmitter can only be ac'.iirrted or controlles by operators authorized by the license.
(2)
The station must be equipped with circuits to prevent transmitter
operation when no signal is received from the station which it is relaying.
(f) Remote pickup stations may use only those frequencies and bandwidths which are necessary for operation.
3/13/86
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(g)
An application for a remote pickup broadcast station or system
shall specify the broadcasting station or stations (where more than one
broadcasting station is specified, all such broadcasting stations shall
be licensed the applicant and the same community) with which the remote
pickup broadcast facility is to be principally used and the licensed
area of operation for a system which includes mobile stations shall be
the area considered to be served by the associated broadcasting station
or stations. Mobile stations may be operated outside the licensed area
of operation pursuant to 74.431(d). Where the applicant for remote
pickup broadcast facilities is the licensee of more than one class of
broadcasting station (standard, FM, TV), all licensed to the same community, designation of one or more such stations as the associated
broadcasting station or stations will not preclude use of the remote
pickup broadcast facilities with those broadcasting stations not included in the designation and such additional use shall be at the discretion
of the licensee.
(h) In cases where a series of broadcasts are to be made from the same location, portable or mobile trcnsmitters may be left at such location for the duration of the series of
broadcasts: Provided, However, That the transmitting appratus is properly
secured so that it may not be operated by unauthorized persons when unPrior Commission authority shall be obtained for the installaattended.
tion of any transmitting antenna which required notification to the F,A.A.
pursuant to 17.7 of the Commissions rules and regulations, and which will
be in existence for more than 2 days.
(i)
The location of each remote pickup broadcast base station
will be specified in the station or system license and such stations may
not be operated at any other location without prior authority of the
Commission.
(j)
The license shall be retained in the licensee's files at
the address shown on the authorization, posted at the transmitter,

or posted at the control nn -i r+t-

+-1,^

In case of permanent discontinuance of operation of a station
or system licensed under this Subpart, the licensee shall forward the
station or system license to the issuing authority for cancellation.
For purposes of this section, a station which is not operated for a
period of one year is considered to have been permanently discontinued.
(k)

C

NOTE -- Licensees of remote pickup broadcast stations licensed Prior o
August 31, 1976, should not file applications to consolidate individually
licensed transmitters under a single system license until the renewal
application of the associated broadcast station is filed. Applications
.filed between August 31, 1976, and the date of filing of the renewni applications to obtain authorization to use additional transmitters or modification of existing stations shall be restricted to a single syster, aonlication necessary to accomplish. the desired change, but may include consolUdation of previously -licensed transmitters within the system license.
Applications submitted for system licensing prior to the time when renewal
applications would normally be filed which are unnecessary for either
administrative or operational purposes will be .returned as unacceptable for
filing.
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74.433 Temporary authorizations.
(a) Special tempóry authority may be
granted for remote pickup station operation which cannot be conducted in
accordance v.ith 74.24.
Such authority will normally be granted only for
operations of a temporary nature. Ihere operation is seen as likely on
a continuing annual basis, an application for regular authorization
should be submitted.
(b)
A request for special temporary authority for the operation of a
remote pickup broadcast station may be made by informal applicdt_:»c-",
which shall be filed with the Commission at least 10 days prior to th;e
date of the proposed operation: Provided, That, an application filed
less than 10 days of the proposed operation may be accepted upon a
satisfactory showing of the reasons for the delay in submitting the request
(c)
An informal request for special temporary authority s-ha:.1 be
addressed to the Commission in Washington, U.C. and must include
full particulars including: Licensee's name, call letters of
associated broadcasting station or stations, name and address of individual designated to receive return authorization, call letters of remote
pickup station is assigned, type and manufacture of equipment, power
output, emission, frequency or frequencies proposed to be used, commencement and termination date and location of proposed operation, and purpose for which request is made including any particular justification.
In the event that the proposed antenna installation will increase the
height of any natural formation or existing man-made structure by more
than 20 feet, a vertical plan sketch showing the height above around of
any existing structure, the elevation of the site above mean sea level,
and the geographic coordinates of the proposed site, shall be submitted
with the application.
(d)
A request for special temporary authority shall specify a
frequency or frequencies consistent with the provisions of 74.402:
Provided, That, in the case of events of wide -spread interest and importance which cannot be transmitted successfully in these frequencies,
frequencies assigned to other services may be requested upon a showing
that operation thereon will not cause interference to established stations: And provided further, In no case will operation of a remote pick-

up broadcast station be authorid on frequencies employed for the safety
of life and property.
.e)
The user shall have full control over the transmitting equipment during the period it is operated.

C
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Special temporary authority to permit operation of remote pickup broadcast stations or systems pending Commission action on an application for regular authority will not normally be granted.
(f)

74.434 Remote control operation.
(a) A remote control system must
provide adequate monitoring and control functions to permit proper
operation of the station.
(b)
A remote control system must be designed, installed and protected so that the transmitter can only be activated or controlled by
operators authorized by the licensee.
(c)
A remote control system must prevent inadvertent transmitter
operation caused by malfunctions in the circuits between the control.
point and transmitter.
74.436

Special requirements for automatic relay stations.
An automatic relay station must be designed, installed and protected so that the transmitter can only be activated or controlled by
operators authorized by the licensee.
(b)
An automatic relay station may accomplish retransmission by the
incoming signals by either heterodyne frequency conversion or by modulating the transmitter with the demodulated incoming signals.
(c)
An automatic relay station transmitter may relay the demodulated
incoming signals from one or more receivers.
(a)

74.451 Type acceptance of equipment.
(a)
Applications for new remote
pickup broadcast stations or systems or for the chaging transmitting equipment of an existing station.
will not be accepted unless the equipment specified therein has
been type accepted for use pursuant to provisions of this Subpart, or
which has been type accepted for licensing by stations under Parts 21,
89, 91 or 93 of this chapter and
does not exceed the output power
1imIts specified in 74.461(b).
(b)
Any manufacturer of a transmitter to be used in
this service
may apply for type acceptance for such transmitter
following the type acceptance procedure set forth in Part 2 of the
Commission's
rules and
regulations. Attention is also directed
to Part 1 of the Commission's
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rules and regulations which specifies the fees required when filing an application for
type acceptance.
An applicant for a remot pickup broadcast station or system may also apply
(c)
for type acceptance for an individual transmitter by following the type acceptance
Individual
procedure set forth in Part 2 of the Commission's rules and regulations.
transmitters which are type accepted will not normally be included in the Commission's
"Radio Equipment List".
All transmitters marketed for use under this Subpart shall be type
(d)
(Refer to Subpart I of Part 2 of
accepted by the Federal Communications Commission.
the Commissions rules and regulations.
Remote pickup broadcast station transmitting equipment authorized to be used
(e)
pursuant to an application accepted for filing prior to December 1, 1977, may continue
to be used by the licensee or its successors or assigneed: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, If
operation of such equipment causes harmful interference due to its failure to comply
with the technical standards set forth in this Subpart the Commission may, at its
discretion, require the licensee to take such corrective action as is necessary to
eliminate the interference.
Each instrument of authority which permits operation of a remote pickup
(f)
broadcast station or system using equipment which has not been type accepted will
specify the particular transmitting equipment which the licensee is authorized to use.
(a) Prior Commission approval is required for any change in
Equipment changes.
the overall height of an antenna structure, except where notice to the FAA is specifically
not required under 17.14(b) of the Commission's rules and regulations.
The licensee of a remote pickup broadcast station may, except as set forth
(b)
in paragraph (d) of this section, make any other changes in the equipment that are
deemed desirable or necessary, including replacement with type accepted equipment,
without prior Commission approval; PROVIDED, That proposed changes will not depart from
any of the terms of the station or system authorization or the Commission's technical
rules governing its service: And Provided, further That any changes made to type
accepted transmitting equipment shall be in compliance with the provisions of Part 2
of the Commission's rules and regulations concerning modification to type accepted
equipment.
The FCC in Washington, D. C. shall be promptly notified of any equipment changes
(c)
made pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section.
All transmitters installed after November 30, 1977, must be type accepted for
(d)
use in this service or other services as specified in 74.451(a).
74.452
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Transmitter power. (a) Transmitter mower is the power at the
transmitter output terminals and delivered to any impedance -matched, radio
frequency load.
For the purposeof this subject, the transmitter power is
the unmodulated carrier power except that for SSB or pulse transmissions,
Peak envelooe power shall be used.

The authorized transmitter power for a remote pickup broadcast
station shall be limited to that necessary for satisfactory service, and
in any event, shall not be greater than 100 watts, except that a station
to be operated aboard an aircraft shall normally be limited to a maximum authorized power of 15 watts.
Specific authorization to operate
stations on board aircraft with an output power exceeding 15 watts will
be issued only upon an adequate engineering showing of need, and of the
procedures that will be taken to avoid harmful interference to other
licensees.
74.462 Authorized bandwidth and emissions. (a) Each authorization for
a new remote pickup broadcast station or system issued pursuant to an
application accepted after (one year following the effective date of
these rules) shall require the use of type accepted equipment and such
equipment shall be operated in accordance with emission specifications
included in the type acceptance grant and as prescribed in paragraphs
(b)
(c)
and (d) of this section.
(b)
The maximum authorized bandwidth of emissions corresponding
to the types of emissions specified below, and the maximum authorized
frequency deviation in the case of frequency or phase modulated emission,
shall be as follows:
(b)

,

,

Frequency (MHz)

Maximum

Authorized
bandwidth
(kHz)

25.87 to 26.03
26.07 to 28.47 ............. : ..... ........_..._._......__.

freqency

Type of emsbsion : r

deviation ,
(kHz)

40
20
'96o

10
5
Y,o

A3E, F3E, G3E, FBW, 68W.
A3E, F3E, G3E, F8W, G8W.

60

10

A1A, A2A, A3E, FIB, J3E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

30

5

A1A, A2A, A3E, F1B, J3E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

166.25 to 170.15

25

5

AlA, A2A, A3E, F1B. J3E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

450.01 to 455.99 (10 kHz channels'

10

1.5,

A1A, A2A, A3E, F1B, J3E, F2B, F3E; G3E,

450.0875 to 455.6125 (25 kHz channels)

25

5,

A1A, A2A, A3E, FIB, J3E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

152.87 to 153.35

MA. A2A, A3E. FIB, J3E, FEB. F3E. G3E,
FAIN CAW

1

160.89 to 161.37

"

F8W, G8W.

161.64 to 161.76

'

F8W, G8W.

450.05 to 455:85 (50 kHz channels)
450.925 to 455.925 (100 kHz channels)

F8W, G8W.
F8W, G8W.
Few, G8W.

50.

10

, A1A, A2A, A3E, F1B, ..13E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

35

A1A, A2A, A3E, F1B, J3E, F2B, F3E, G3E,

F8W, G8W.
100

"

F8W, G8W.
Applies

class F1B F28, F3E, G3E. F8W,G8W
oremission Is used.

operating above 450 MHz shall show a need, for employing A1A, A2A, F1B, or F28 emission.

C

3Emission designators shall be established in accordance with pro vision of Subpart C of Part 2 of the Commission's rules and regulations.
For transmitting equipment which is type accepted, emission designators
will appear in the Commission's radio equipment list.
4New or modified licenses for use of the frequencies will not be
granted to utilize transmitters on board aircraft or to use a bandwidth
in excess of 30 kHz and maximum deviation exceeding 5 kHz.
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(c)
For all emissions excerpt single sideband and pulse, the mean
power of emissions shall be attenuated below the mean transmitter power
in accordance with the following schedule:

On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by
more than 50 percent up to and including 100 percent of the authorized
bandwidth: at least 25 decibels.
(2)
On any frequency removed from. the assigned frequency by
more than 100 percent'i.yp to and including 250 percent of the authorized
bandwidth: at least 35 decibels.
(3)
On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by
more than 250 percent on the authorized bandwidth: at least 43 plus 10
1og10 (mean output power, in watts) decibels.
(d)
For single sideband and pulse signals, the peak power of
emissions shall be attenuated below the transmitter power in accordance with the following schedule:
(1)
On any frequency 502Hz inside the channel edge up to and including 2.500Hz outside the same edge, the following formula will apply:
(1)

Attenuation=29 Log 125 (D+2.5-

It

z

)skis

or 50d9 whichever is the lesser attenuation.
Where: D is the displacement (kHz) from the center of the authorized bandwith; and
is the
channel bandwith (kHz).
(2)
On any frequency removed from the channel by more than 2500Hz:
At least 43 plus 10 Log (P) d9.
'.0
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In the event a station's emissions outside its authorized
channel cause harmful interference, the Commission may, at its discretion, require the licensee to take such further steps as may be necessary to eliminate the interference.
(e)

C

(a) Each new remote pickup broadcast
74.463 Modulation requirements.
station authorized to operate with a power in excess of 3 watts shall be
equipped with a device which will automatically prevent modulation in
excess of the limits set forth in this subpart.
shall not
If amplitude modulation is employed, modulation
(b)
exceed 100 percent on negative peaks.
shall conform to
If frequency modulation is employed, emission
(c)

the requirements specified in 74.462.
The licensee of a remote pickup broadcast
74.464 Frequency tolerance.
frequency of such each
station or system shall maintain the operating
station in accordance with the following:

Tolerance (per. ent.)
Base Station Mobile :station

Frequency Range

c

0.01
.005
.002
.002
.0005
.0005
.00025

1.6 to 2 MHz: 200 W or less
Over 200 W1
25 to 30 MHz: 3 W or less
Over 3 W
3 W or less
30 to 300 MHz:
Over 3 W
300 to 500 MHz, all powers

0.02
.02

.005
.002
.005
.0005
.0005

is in accordance
1The listing of tolerances for power over 200 W
construed as a finding that such
with treaty values and shall not be
power will be authorized.
Note - Deleted.

74.465 Frequency monitors and measurements. The licensee of a remote
pickup or system shall provide the necessary means to assure that all
operating frequencies are maintained within the allowed tolerances.

C
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74.432 Station identification.
(a) Each remote pickup broadcast station
shall be identified by the transmission of the assigned station or system
call sign, or by the call sign of the associated broadcast station. For
systems, the licensee (including a Part 73 -only licensee where operation
takes place pursuant to 74.24) shall assign a unit designator to each
station in the system.
The call sign (and unit designator, where appropriate) shall be transmitted at the beginning and end of each period
of operation. A period of operation may consist of a single continuous
transmission, or a series of intermittent transmissions pertaining to a
single event.

Where in cases a period of operation is of more than one hour
duration identification of remote pickup broadcast stations participating
in the operation shall be made at approximately one -hour intervals.
Identification transmissions during operation need not be made when to
make such transmission would interrupt a single consecutive speech,
play, religious service, symphony, concert, or any type of production.
In such cases, the identification. transmissions shall be made at the
first interruption in the,program continuity and at the conclusion
thereof.
Hourly identification may be accomplished either by transmission of the station or system call sign and unit designator assigned
to the individual station or identification of an associated broadcasting station or network with which the remote pickup broadcast
station is being used:
(c)
In cases where an automatic relay station is a part of the
circuit, the call sign of the drelay transmitter may be transmitted
automatically'by the relay transmitter or by the remote pickup broadcast base or mobile station that actuates the automatic relay station.
(d)
Automatically activated equipment may be used to transmit
station identification in international Morse code, provided that the
modulation tone is 750 hertz + 10 hertz, the level of modulation of
the identification signal is maintained at 40%+ 10%,
and that the
code transmission rate is maintained between 20 and 25 words per
minute.
(b)

SUBPART E - AURAL 'BROADCAST ;AUXILIARY STATIONS

(a) Aural broadcast STL; stations. A fixed
74.501 Class of stations.
station for the transmission of aural program material between the studio
and. the transmitter of a broadcasting station other than an international
broadcasting station.
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Aural broadcasting intercity relay(ICR) station. A fixed
station for the transmission of aural program material between broadcasting
stations other than international broadcasting stations.
(b)

Aural broadcast microwave booster station. A fixed station in
(c)
the broadcast auxiliary service that receives and amplifies signals of
an aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station and retransmits them
on the same frequency.
74.502 Frequency assignment.
(a) The frequency band 944-952 MHz is
available for assignment to aural STL and ICR stations. AM and FM broadcast stations shall have primary use of the band; however, TV broadcast
stations may be licensed on a secondary, noninterference basis. One or
more of the following 25 kHz segments may be stacked to form a channel
which may be assigned with a maximum authorized bandwidth of 300 kHz except
as noted below. The channel, will be assigned by its center frequency,
channel bandwidth and emission designator. The following frequencies are
the centers of each segment:
944.0125, 944.0375, 944.0825, 944.0875,
944.1125, 944.1375, 944.1825, .944.1875,
944.2125, 944.2375, 944.2625, 944.2875,
944.3125, 944.3375, 944.3625, 944.3875,
944.4125, 944.4375, 944.4625, 944.4875,
944.5125, 944.5375, 944.5625, 944.5875,
944.6125, 944.6375, 944.6825, 944.6875,
944.7125, 944.7375, 944.7625, 944.7875,
944.8125, 944.8375, 944.8825, 944.8875,
944.9125, 944.9375, 944.9625, 944.9875,
945.0125, 945.0375, 945.0625, 945.0875,
945.1125, 945.1375, 945.1625, 945.1875,
945.2125, 945.2375, 945.2825, 945.2875,
945.3125, 945.3375, 945.3625, 945.3875,
945.4125, 945.4375, 945.4825, 945.4875,
945.5125, 945.5375, 945.5625, 945.5875,
945.6125, 945.6375, 945.6825, 945.6875; '
945.7125, 945.7375, 945.7825, 945.7875,
945.8125, 945.8375, 945.8825;945.8875,
945.9125, 945.9375, 945.9625, 945.9875,
948.0125, 948.0375,.948.0625, 946,0875,
948.1125, 948.1375, 948.1625, 946.1875,
948.2125, 948.2375, 948.2825, 948.2875,
946.3125, 948.3375, 948.3625, 946.3875,
948.4125, 948.4375, 948.4625, 948.4875,
948.5125, 946.5375, 948.5625, 948.5875,
948.8125, 948.6375, 946.6825,948.8875,
948.7125, 948.7375,948.7825, 946.7875,"
948.8125, 946.8375, 948.8625, 948.8875,
948.9125, 946.9375, 946.9625, 946.9875,
947.0125, 947.0375, 947.0825, 947.0875,
947.1125, 947.1375, 947.1625, 947.1875,
947.2125, 947.2375, 947.2625, 947.2875,
947.3125, 947.3375,.947.3625, 947.3875,
947.4125, 947.4375, 947.4825,947.4875,
947.5125, 947.5375, 947.5625, 947.5875,
947.6125, 947.6375, 947.6625.947.6875,
947.7125, 947.7375, 947.7825,947.7875,
947.8125, 947.8375, 947.8625, 947.8875,"
947.9125, 947.9375, 947.9625, 947.9875,
948.0125, 948.0375, 948.0625, 948.0875.
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948.1125, 948.1375, 948.1825, 948.1875,'
948.2125, 948.2375, 948.2825, 948.2875,
948.3125, 948.3375, 948.3625, 948.3875,
948.4125, 948.4375, 948.4625, 948.4875,
948.5125, 948.5375, 948.5625; 948.5875,
948.6125, 948.6375, 948.6625, 948.8875,
948.7125, 948.7375, 948.7625,'948.7875,
948.8125, 948.8375, 948.8825, 948.8875,'
948.9125, 948.9375, 948.9625, 948.9875.
949.0125, 949.0375, .949.0825 949.0875,
949.1125, 949.1375, 949.1825, 949.1875,
949.2125, 949.2375, 949.2825. 949.2875,
949.3125, 949.3375, 949.3825, 949.3875,
949.4125, 949.4375, 949.4825, 949.4875,
949.5125, 948.5375, 949.5625, 949.5875,
949.8125, 949.8375, 949.6625,949.6875,
949.7125, 949.7375, 949.7625, 949.7875,
949.8125,:949.8375, 949.8825, 949.8875,
949.9125, 949.9375, 949.9625, 949.9875,
950.0125, 950.0375, 950.0625,950.0875,
950.1125, 950.1375, 950.1625, 950.1875,
950.2125, 950.2375, 950.2625, 950.2875,
950,3125, 950.3375, 950.3625, 950.3875,
950.4125, 950.4375, 950:4825,958:4875,
950.8125, 950.5375, 950.5625, 950.5875,
950.6125, 950.6375, 950.6625, 950.8875,
950.7125, 950.7375, 950.7625, 950.7875,
950.8125, 950.8375, 950.8825, 950.8875,
950.9125, 960.9375, 950:9825, 950.9875,
951.0125, 951.0375, .951.0625, 951.0875,
951.1125, 951.1375, 951.1625, 951.1875,
951.2125, 9512375, 951.2825, 951.2875,
951.3125, 951.3375, 951.3625, 951.3875,
951.4125, 951.4375, 951.4825, 951.4875,
951.5125, 951.5375, 951.5625, 951.5875,
951.6125, 951.6375, 951.6825, 951.6875;
951.7125, 951.7375, 951.7825, 951.7875;
951.8125, 951.8375, 951.8825, 951.8875,
951.9125, 951.9375, 951.9825.951.9875.

:

74.502(a)(1) -

C

(b)(L).

(1) A single broadcast station may be authorized up to a maximum
of twenty segments (5OOkHz total bandwidth) for transmission of program material between a single origin and one or more designations.
The station may lease excess capacity for broadcast and other uses on a
secondary basis, subject to availability of spectrum for broadcast use.
However, an FM station licensed for twelve or fewer segments (300 kHz
total bandwidth) or an AM station licensed for eight or fewer segments
1200 kHz total bandwidth) may lease excess capacity for broadcast and
other uses an a primary basis.
(2) An applicant (new or modification of existing license) may
assume the coset of replacement of one or more existing licensees equipment with narrowband equipment of comparable capabilities and quality in
order to make available spectrum for its facilities. Existing licensees
must accept such replacement without cost to them except upon a showing
that the replacement equipment does not meet the capability or quality
requirements.
The frequency bands 18.760-18.820 and 19.100-19.160 MHz' are
(b)
available for assignment to aural broadcast STL and intercity relay
stations and are shared on a co -primary basis with other fixed services
under Parts 21,78 and 94 of the Commissions Rules.
5 MHz maximum authorized bandwith channels:
(1)
Receive
Transmit (receive) (MHz)
(transmit)

300 MHZ Seperation

(MHz)

19102.5
19107.7
19112.5
19117.5
19122.5
19127.5
19132.5
19137.5
19142.5
19147.5
19152.5
19157.5

18762.5
18767.5
18772.5
18777.5
18782.5
18787.5
18792.5
18797.5
18802.5
18807.5
18812.5
18817.5

Applicants may use either a two-way link or one frequency of a frequency
pair for a one-way link and shall coordinate proposed operation pursuant
to the procedures required in 21.100(d).
(c) deleted and reserved.
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74.502(d) - 74.503(b)
(d)
Aural broadcast STL, and intercity relay stations licensed as of
July 10, l970, to operate in the frequency band 942-947 MHz, may continue
to so operate pending a decision as to their disposition through a future
rule making proceeding.

§74.503 Frequency Selection. (a)
Each application for a new station or
change in an existing station shall be specific with regard to frequency.
In general, the lowest suitable frequency will be assigned which on an
engineering basis, will not cause harmful interference to other stations
operating in accordance with existing frequency allocations.
(b)
Where it appears that interference may result from the operation
of a new station or a change in the facilities of an existing station, the
Commission may require a showing that harmful interference will not be
caused to existing stations or that if interference will be caused the
need for the proposed service outweighs the loss of service. due to the
interference.
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73.531 - 74.532(h)

§74.531 PERMISSIBLE SERVICE.

(a) An aural broadcast STL station is authorized to transmit aural program
material between the studio and transmitter location of a broadcasting station,
except an international broadcasting station, for simultaneous or delayed broadcast.
(b) An aural broadcast intercity relay station is authorized to transmit aural
program material between broadcasting stations except international broadcasting
stations, for simultaneous or delayed broadcast.

(c) An aural broadcast microwave booster station is authorized
to retransmit the signals of an aural broadcast STL or intercity relay
station.
(d)
Multiplexing of the STL or intercity relay transmitter may
employed to provide additional communication channels for the transmission of aural program material, news -wire teleprinter signals
relaying news to be associated with main channel programming, operational, communications, and material authorized to be transmitted over an
FM station under a valid Subsidiary Communications Authorization (SCA).
An aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station may not be operated
solely for the transmission of operational, teleprinter or subsidiary
communications.
Operational communications include cues, orders, and
other communications directly related to the operation of the broadcast
station as well as special signals used for telemetry or the control of
apparatus used in conjunction with the broadcasting operations.
(e) All program material, including subsidiary communications, transmitted
over an aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station shall be intended for use by
broadcast stations owned or under common control of the licensee or licensees of the
Other broadcast stations may simultaneously utilize
STL or intercity relay station.
such program material with permission of the STL or intercity relay station licensee.
(f) In any case where multiplexing is employed on an aural broadcast STL
station for the simultaneous transmission of more than one aural channel, the STL
transmitter must be capable of transmitting the multiple channels within the channel
on which the ST1 station is authorized to operate and with adequate technical
quality so that each broadcast station utilizing the circuit can meet the technical
performance standards stipulated in the rules governing that class of broadcasting
If multiplex operation is employed during the regular operation of the
station.
STL station, the additional circuits shall be in operation at the time that the required periodic performance measurements are made of the overall broadcasting system
from the studio microphone input circuit to the broadcast transmitter output circuit.
§74.532 LICENSING REQUIREMENTS.

(a) An aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station will be licensed only to
the licensee or licensees of broadcasting stations other than an international
broadcasting station and for use with broadcast stations owned entirely by, or
under common control of the licensee or licensees.
(b) More than one aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station may be
licensed to a single licensee upon a satisfactory showing that the additional stations are needed to provide different program circuits to more than one broadcast
station, to provide program circuits from other studios, or to provide one or more
intermediate relay stations over a path which cannot be covered with a single
station due to terrain or distance.
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74.532(c) - 74.533(c

c

(c)

If more than one broadcast station is to be served by a single
aural broadcast auxiliary station, this information must be stated in
the application for construction permit or license.
(d)
Licensees of aural broadcast STL and_ intercity relay stations
may be authorized to operate one or more aural broadcast microwave
booster stations for the purpose of relaying signals over a path that
cannot be covered with a single station.
Note - Applications for aural broadcast microwave booster stations
will not be accepted for filing prior to January 1, 1985.
(e)" Each aural broadcast auxiliary station will be licensed at a
specified transmitter location to communicate with a specified receiving location and the direction of the main radiation lobe of the transmitting antenna will be a term of the station authorization.

(f) In case of permanent discontinuance of operation of a station licensed under
this Subpart, the licensee shall forward the station license to the FCC, Washington, D.C.
20554, for cancellation. A station which is not operated for a period of one year is
considered to have been permanently discontinued.

(a) Aural Broadcast STL
M74_533 Remote control and unattended operation.
and intercity relay stations may be operated by remote control: Provided,
That such operation is conducted in accordance with the conditions listed
below:
The remote control system must provide adequate monitoring
(1)
and control functions to permit proper operation of the station.
The remote control system must be designed, installed and
(2)
protected so that the transmitter can only be activated or controlled by
operators authorized by the licensee.
The remote control system must prevent inadvertent trans(3)
mitter operation due to malfinctions ín circuts between the control point
and transmitter.
Aural broadcast auxiliary stations may be operated unattended
(b)
subject to the following provisions:
RESERVED.
The transmitter shall be provided with adequate safeguards to prevent
improper operation of the equipment.
The transmitter installation shall be adequately protected against tampering
(3)
by unauthorized persons.
Whenever an unattemded aural broadcast station is used, ap(4)
(1)
(2)

propriate observations must be made at the receiving end of the circut
as often as necessary to insure proper station operation. However, an
aural broadcast STL (and aural broadcast microwave booster station)
associated with a radio or TV broadcast station operated by remote control may be observed by monitoring the broadcast station's transmitted
signal at the remote control or ATS monitoring point.

(c) The FCC may notify the licensee to cease or modify operation in
situations
the case of frequency usage disputes, interference or similar
convenience
and.
where such action appears to be in the puLlic interest.,
necessity.
- 38 PART 74
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74.534 Power limitations,
(a) For operation in the 944-952 MHz band:
Aural broadcast SIL and intercity
relay stations will be licensed with a
power output not in excess of that
necessary to render satisfactory service.
The license for these stations
will
specify the maximum authorized power.
The operating pouuer shall not be greater
than necessary to carry on the sere
vice and in no event more than 5
percent above the maximum power specified.
Engineering standards have not been
The
efficiency factor for the last radio established for these stations.
stage of transmitters employed will be
subject to individual determination but
shall be in general agreement with
values normally enoloyed for similar
equipment
operated within the frequency
range authorized.
(b)

For stations operating in bands above 17.7GHz, the transmitter
output rower shall be limited to that necessary to accomplish the
function of the system.
Further, the output power of a transmitter on
any authorized frequency shall not exceed the following:
(1)

Frequency band (GHz)
17.7 to 19.7
31.0 to 31.3
1

Maximum transmitter output power (watts)1
10.0
0.05

peak envelope power

(2)

Frequency band (GHz)
17.7
19.6
19.9
31.0

to
to
to
to

maximum allowable EIRP

19.6
19.8
19.7
31.3

(d9'51)

+55.0
o35.0
*35.0
No limit

74.535 Emission and bandwidth.
(a) For frequency modulation, the mean
power of emissions shall be attenuated below the mean transmitter power
(P) in accordance with the following schedule:
(1) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than
50% and up to 100% of the authorized bandwidth: at least 25dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than
100% and up to 150% of the authorized bandwidth: at least 35dB.
(3) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than
150% of the authorized bandwidth; at least 43 plus 10 Log (P) dB.
(b) For all emissions except frequency modulation, the peak power of
emissions shall be attenuated below the peak envelope transmitter power
(P) in accordance with the following schedule:
(1) On any frequency 500 Hz inside the channel edge up to and including 2500 Hz outside the same edge, the following formula will apply:
Attenuation=29 Log (

25

(D+2.5-

11

W
2

}º i dB

/

or 50 dB whichever is the lesser attenuation. Where; D is the displacement frequency (kHz) from the center of the authorized bandwidth;
and W is the channel bandwidth (kHz).
(2) On any frequency removed from the channel edge by more than 2500
Hz: At least 43 plus 10 Log )P) dB.
(c) In the event a station's emissions outside its authorized channel
cause harmful interference, the Commission may require the licensee to
take, such further steps as may be necessary to eliminate the interference.
2012/86
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74.535(d) - (e)

(d) For operation in the 18GHz band: Aural broadcast STL, intercity relay stations and booster stations may be authorized to employ
either digital or frequency modulation.
(e) For operation in the 18GHz band:
The mean power of emission shall be
attenuated below the mean output power of the transmitter in accordance
with the following schedule:
(1) V.hen using frequency modulation:
(i) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more
than 50 percent up to and including 100 percent of the authorized band with: At least 25 decibels:
I
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74.535(e)(1)(ii) - 74.536(a)

(ii) On any frequency rmnved from the assigned frequency by more
than 100 percent up to and including 250 percent of the authorized band with: At least 35 decibels:
(iii) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more
than 250 percent of the authorized bandwith: At least 43 plus 10 log10
(mean output power in watts) decibels, or 80 decibles whichever is
the lesser attenuation.
(2) When using a digital modulation:
(i) In any 1 MHz band, the center frequency of which is removed
from the assigned frequency by more than 50 percent up to and including
253 percent of the authorized bandwith: As specified by the following
equation but in no event less than 11 decibels.
equal
'here:
A

11 plus 0.4(P-50) plus 10 log 1011

A equal Attenuation (in decibels) below the mean output power level.
P equal Percent removed from the carrier frequency.
B equal Authorized bandwith in MHz.
Attenueti.o.n greater than 56 decibels is not required.
(ii)
n any 4kHz band, the center frequency of which is removed
from the assigned frequency by more than 250 percent of the authorized
bandwith: At least 43 plus 10 log10 (mean output power in watts) decibels,
or 80 decibels whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(f) For operation in the 18GHz band:
When an emission outside of the
authorized bandwith causes harmful interference, the Commission may, at
its discretion require greater attenuation than specified above.
(g) The following limitations apply to the operation of aural broadcast
microwave booster stations:
(1) The booster station must receive and amplify the signals*Of the
originating station and retransmit them on the same frequency without
significantly altering them in any way. The characteristics of the
booster transmitter output signal shall meet the requirements applicable
to the signal of the originating station.
(2) The licensee is responsible forcorrecting any condition of interference that results from the radiation of radio frequency energy
outside the assigned channel. Upon notice by the FCC to the station
licensee that interference is being caused, operation of the apparstus
must be immediately suspended and may not be resumed until the interference has been eliminated or it can be demonstrated that the interference is not due to spurious emissions. However, short term test
transmissions may be made during the period of suspended operation to
determine the efficacy of remedial measures.
(3) In such instance_where suspension of operation is required, the
licensee must submit a full report to the FCC after operation is resumed.
The report must contain details of the nature of the interference, the source of interfering signals and the remedial steps taken
to eliminate the interference.

C

74.536 Directional Antenna.
(a) Aural broadcast STL and ICR stations
are required to use a directional antenna with the minimum beamwidth'
necessary, consistent with good engineering practice, to establish the
link.
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74.536(b)

74.537(d)

-

ib)An aural broadcast STL, or intercity relay station oneratinn it Wither
th_' VI or 31 Buz band shall employ transrnittinn and rrceivin-) antennas
meeting the appropriate performance Standard
indicated helow, subject ,a
:1

ttarrigranh (c) of this section.

ANTENNA STANDARDS

~mum

kf gle N
from maln boom
in

MinkrMan tadaElon

m.
wldYn ro
Frequency (M1Et)

Wfopory

as

wlent10'

(YtcMnded

gain (980

5 to

depress)

17.700 to 19,700
31,000 to 31,300

.._..._..

A

8

n/a

n/a

38.0

`4A

3Ci
CJ .0

Mtp38.0

to
15'

b

20

25
20

29
24

28

n/a

n/a

n/o

33

to

30'

36
32

nit

30'

ib

100'

140'

42
35

ma

180'

55
36

tile

55
36

n

Mobile except aeronautical mobile, stations need not
comply with these standards.
(c) The Commission may require the replacement, at the lice:zsee's expense,,of any antenna or periscope antenna system of a permenent fixed
station operating at 2500 MHz or higher which does not meet performance
Standard A specified above a showing that said antenna causes or is likely
to cause interference to (or receive interference from) any other authorized
or proposed station whereas an antenna meeting performance Standard A is not
likely to involve such interference.
(a) Special temporary authority may be granted
74.537 Temporary authorizations.
for aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station operation which cannot be
Such authority will normally be granted only
conducted in accordance with 74.24.
for operations of a temporary nature. Where operation is seen as likely on a continuing annual basis, an application for a regular authorization should be submitted.
A request for special temporary authorization for the operation of an
(b)
aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station may be made by informal application
which shall be filed with the FCC at least 10 days prior to the date of the proposed
However, an application filed within less than 10 days of the proposed
operation.
operation may be accepted upon a satisfactory showing of the reasons for the delay
in submitting the request.
An informal request for special temporary authorization shall be addressed
(c)
to the FCC, Washington, D. C. 20554 and shall set forth full particulars including:
licensee's name, call letters of the associated broadcast station(s), name and
address of individual designated to receive the return authorization, call letters of
the aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station, if assigned, type and manufacturer
of equipment, power output, emission, frequency or frequencies proposed for use,
commencement and termination date and location of the proposed operation, and purpose
In the event that
for which request is made including any particular justification.
height
of
any
man-made
antenna
the proposed antenna installation will increase the
supporting structure, or increase by more than 20 feet the height of any other
type of man-made structure or natural formation, a vertical plan sketch showing the
height above ground of any existing structure, the elevation of the site above mean
sea level, and the geographic coordinates of the proposed site, shall be submitted
with the application.
A request for special temporary authorization shall specify a frequency
(d)
or frequencies consistent with the provisions of 74.502. However, in the case of
events of widespread interest and importance which cannot be transmitted successfully
on these frequencies, frequencies assigned to other services may be requested upon a
In
showing that operation. thereon will not cause interference to established stations.
no case will operation of an aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station be
authorized on frequencies employed for the safety or life of property.
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74.537(e) - 74.561
(e)
When the transmitting equipment utilized is not licensed to the user,
the user shall nevertheless have full control over the use of the equipment during
the period it is operated.
(f)
Special temporary authorization to permit operation of aural broadcast
STL or intercity relay stations or systems pending FCC action on an application for
regular authority will normally not be granted.

§74.550 Equipment authorization. Each authorization for aural broadcast
STL,ICR and booster stations shall require the use of notified or type
accepted equipment, except that operation of 944-952 MHz equipment which
has not been approved under the equipment authorization program may continue until July 1, 1990, after which, equipment must be approved. Requirements for obtaining a grant of equipment authorization are,contained
in Subpart J of Part 2 of the Rules. Equipment designed exclusively for
fixed operation shall be authoized under notification procedure (see
2.904(d) of this chapter.
Prior Commission approval, upon approp$74.551 Equipment changes. (a)
riate application (FCC Form 313) therefor, is required for any of the
following changes:

A change in the ERP.
A change in the operating frequency or chane bandwidth.
A chañge in the location of the transmitter or transmitting
antenna except when relocation of the transmitter is within the same
building.
Any change in the overall height of the ante:I'll Structure,
.(4)
except where notice to the FAA is specifically trot' recluiledd uniér 17.14
of this chapter.
lobe of
Any change in the direction of the main radiation
(5)
the transmitting antenna.
Other equipinert changes not specifically referred to in this
(b)
t'u:t
:;ect ioR :any he :nude at the discretion of the licensee, provided
(1)
(2)
(3)

D. C. is pro:nptly notified in v.ri tang upon the
described in the
c:)upte tion of such changes and that the, changes are
the installation of multiplex
:1Jti:1C'+taon. there such changes include
channels,
the purpose for. zhich
provide
additional
aural
equin.a nt. to
channels uili be used stall be stated.
t -le FCC is t,as`iiar.tco-n,

Frequency tolerance.
frequency of the
In the bands above 17.7GHz, the operating
with
the
following table:
Transmitter shall be maintained in accórdance

174.561

Tolerance es percentage
of assigned frequency

Frequency band (GHz)

'0 003
0 03

17.7 to 19.7
31.0 to 31.3
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74.562 - 74.6O1(b)

74.562 Frequency monitors and measurements. The licensee shall ensure
that the STL, IGR, TVP or booster transmitter does not exceed the emission
limitations of 74.535. This may be accomplished by appropriate frequency
measurement techniques and condideration of the transmitter emissions.
$74.564 Posting of Station Licenses. (a) The station. license and any other
instrument of authorization or individual order concerning the construcbe
tion of the equipment or manner of operation of the station shall
place
posted so that all terms thereof are visible, in a conspicuous
if the
in the room in which the trahamitter is located: Provided, That,
transmitter operator is located at a distance from the transmitter pursuant to $74.533, the station license shall be posted in the above described manner at the operating position.
(b) Posting of the station license and any other instruments of
authorization shall be, done by affixing the licenses of the wall at the
posting location or by enclosing them in a binder or folder which is retained at the posting location so that the documents will be readily
available and easily accissible.
station,
74.582 Station identification. (a) Each aural broadcast STL or intercity relay
shall
transmit
station
identification
at
when transmitting program material or information
and
hourly,
as
close
to
the
hour
as
the beginning and end of each period of operation,
feasible, at a natural break in program offerings by one of the following means:
be made
Station identification transmissions during operation need not
(b)
speech,
play,
when to make such transmission would interrupt a single consecutive
In such cases,
other
such
productions.
religious service, symphony concert, or
interruption of the
the identification transmission shall be made at the first
conclusion
thereof.
entertainment continuity and at the

station is
Where more than one aural broadcast STL or intercity relay
of origination
re]msystem,
the
station
at
the
point
employed in an integrated
all of the stations in the
may originate the transmission of the call signs of
relay system.
(c)

Aural broadcast microwave booster stations will be assigned
individual call signs. However, station identification will be accomplished by the retransmission of identification as provided in paragraph (a) of this section.
(d)

identification.
(e) Voice transmissions shall normally be employed for station
by
identification
may
be
permitted
or
required
However, other methods of station
the Commission.
TV pickup stations. A land
(a)
Classes of TV broadcast auxiliary stations.
TV program material and related communicamobile station used for the transmission of
points removed from TV broadcast station
tions from scenes of events occurring at
other purposes as authorized in
studios to TV broadcast or low power TV stations or
74.601

74.631.

A fixed station used for the
TV STL station (studio -transmitter link).
from the studio to the
transmission of TV program material and related communications
TV
station
or
other
purposes
as authorized
transmitter of a TV broadcast or low power
in 74.631.
(b)
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74.601(c) - 74.602(a)
(c)
TV relay station. A fixed station used for transmission of TV program
material and related communications for use by TV broadcast and low power TV stations
or other purposes as authorized in 74.631.
(d)
TV translator relay station. A fixed station used for relaying programs and
signals of TV broadcast stations to LPTV, TV translator, and to other communications
facilities that the Commission may authorize or for other purposes as permitted by

74.631.

TV broadcast licensee.
Licensees and permittees of both TV broadcast and
low power TV stations, unless specifically otherwise indicated.
(e)

NOTE:

Wherever used in this subpart, the term "television broadcast station licensee"
includes a television broadcast station permittee.

(f)
TV microwave booster station. A fixed station in the TV
broadcast auxiliary service that receives and amplifies signals of
a TV pickup, TV STL, TV relay or TV translator relay station and
retransmits them on the same frequency.

74.602 Frequency assignment. The following frequencies are available.
for assignment to television Pickup, television STL, television relay and
television translator relay stations. The band segments 17,700-18,580
and 19,180-19,700 MHz ate available for broadcast auxiliary stations as
described in paragraph (g) of this section. Additionally, the band
38.6-40.0 GHz is available for assignment without channel bandwith
limitation to TV pickup stations on .a secondary basis to fixed stations.
Band D ' GHz
Bend A MHz

Group B channels

Group A channels

Bend B MHz

Channel
boundaries

DesignationChannell
boundaries
1990-2008
2008-2025
2025-2042
2042-2059
2059-2076
2076-2093
2093-2110
2450-2467
2467-2484
2484-2500

6425-8450'

A01

64508475'

A02
A03
A04
A05
A06
A07
A08
A09
A10

6475-6500'
6500-6525'
6875-6900
6900-6925
6925-6950
6950-6975
6975-7000
7000-7025
7025-7050
7050-7075
7075-7100
7100-7125

A11

Al2
A13
A14
A15
A18

All

Ale
A19'
A20'
A21

A22

12.700-12.725
12.725-12.750
12.750-12.775
12.775-12.800
12.800-12.825
12.825-12.850
12.850-12.875
12.875-12.900
12.900-12.925
12.925-12.950
12.950-12.975
12.975-13.000
13.000-13.025
13.025-13.050
13.050-13.075
13.075-13.100
13.100-13.125
13.125-13.150
13.150-13.175
13.175-13.200
13.200-13.225
13.225-13.250

BOl

802
B00
B04
B05
808
807
B08
B09
B10
B11

B12
B13
B14

815
B16

817

B18'

819'
920'
B21

12.7125-12.7375
12.7375-12.7625
12.7265-12.7875
12.7875-12.8125
12.8125-12.8375
_..._ .............12.8375-12.8625
...
12.8625-12.8875
12.8675-12.9125
...
12.9125-12.9375
12.9375-12.9625
12.9825-12.9875
12.9875-12.0125
13.0125-13.0375
13.0375-13.0625
13.0625-13.0875
__...__..._
13.0875-13.1125
13.1125-13.1375
13.1375-13.1625
13.1625-13.1875
13.1875-13.2125
13.2125-13.2375

For fixed stations using Band D Channels, applicants are encouraged to use alternate A and B channels such that adjacent R.F. carriers are spaced 12.5
MHz. As example. a fixed station, relaying several channels, would use A01, 801. A02, 802. A03, etc.
'The band 13.15-13.20 GHz is reserved exclusively for the assignment of Television Pickup end CARS Pickup stations on a co -equal basis within a 50 km
radius of each of the 100 television markets delineated in Section 76.51. Axed television auxiliary stations, licensed pursuant to applications accepted for filing
before Sept 1, 1979, may continue operation on channels M the 13.15-13.20 GHz band, subject to periodic license renewals.
' This frequency may be assigned to TV pickup stations only on a secondary basis to the Local Television Transmission Service licensed under Part 21 of the
FCC's rules and is not available for use pursuant to the short-term operating provisions set forth in ji 74.24.
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This frequency may be assigned to television pickup stations only
and on a secondary basis to the Local Television Transmission Service
licensed under Part 21 of the Commission's rules and is not available for
use pursuant to the short-term operating provisions set forth in 74.24.
(b)
Subject to the conditions of paragraph (a) of this section,
frequency assignments will normally be made as requested, provided that
the frequency selection provisions of 74.604 have been followed and that
the frequency requested will cause no interference to existing users in
the area.
The Commission reserves the right to assign frequencies other
than those requested if, in its opinion, such action is warrented.
(c)
Fixed link stations will be authorized to operate on one
channel only.
(d) and (e) deleted and reserved.
(f) Co lmunity antenna relay stations may be assigned channels in land D
between 1:,700 and 13,200MHz subject to the contition that no harmful interference is caused to TV STL and TV relay stations authorized at the time
of such grants. Similary, new TV STL and TV relay stations must not cause
harmful interference to community antenna relay stations authori:;cd at the
The use of channels between 11,709 and 13,4.00 MHz by Ti
time of such grants.
pickup stations is subject to the condition that no harmful interference is
caused to community antenna relay TV STL and TV relay stations, excerpt as
provided for in 74.604'(3) Note 2. Band D channels are also shared with
certain Private Operational Fixed Stations, s ee 74.638.
In the event that a TV broadcast station licensee engages a
(g)
communications common carrier to provide TV pickup or TV STL service may
be assigned to the communications common carrier for the purpose of providing such service to that lecinsee.
TV auxiliary stations licensed to low power TV stations and translator relay
stations will be assigned on a secondary basis, ie.e., subject to the condition that no
harmful interference is caused to other TV auxiliary stations assigned to TV broadcast
stations, or to community antenna relay stations (CARS) operating between 12,700 and
Auxiliary stations licensed to low power TV stations and translator relay
13,200 MHz.
stations must accept any interference caused by stations having primary use of TV
auxiliary frequencies.
(h)

(i)
The following frequencies aire available for assignment to
television STL, TV relay stations and TV translator relay stations.
The provisions of Section 74.604 do not apply to the use of these
frequencies.
These frequencies are shared on a co -equal basis with
other stations in the fixed service (see Parts 21,78 and 94).
Applicants may use either a two-way link or one or both frequencies
of a frequency pair for a one-way link and shall coordinate proposed
operations pursuant to procedures required in 21.100(dr).
(1)
2MHz maximum authorized bandwith channel:
receive
Transmit (receive) (MHz)
(transmit)

(MHz)
n/a

18141.0

C
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6MHz maximum authorized bandwith channels:
Heceive
Transmit (receive) (MHz)
(transmit)
(2)

216 MHz Separation

n/a

18145.0
18151.0
18157.0
18163.0
18169.0
18175.0
18181.0
18187.0
18193.0
18199.0
18205.0
18211.0
18217.0
18223.0
18229.0
18235.0
18241.0
18247.0
18253.0
18259.0
18265.0
18271.0
18277.0
18283.0
19289.0
18295.0
18301.0
18307.0
18313.0
18319.0
18325.0
18331.0
18337.0
18343.0
18349.0
18355.0
18361.0

(:::
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(MHz)

18367.0
18373.0
18379.0
18385.0.
18391.0
18397.0
18404.0
18409.0
18415.0
18421.0

18427.0
18433.0
18439.0
18445.0
18451.0
18457.0
18463.0
18469.0
18475.0
18481.0
18487.0
18493.0
18499.0
18505.0
18511.0
18517.0
18523.0
18529.0
18535.0
18541.0
18547.0
18553.0
18559.0
18565.0
18571.0
18577.0
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(6)

(3) 10 MHz maximum authorized

bandwidth channels:
Receive
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

(t

17910.0
17930.0
17950.0
17970.0 .

1560 MHz Separation
17705.0
17715.0
17725.0

19265.6
19275.E

17745.0
17755.0
17785.0
17775.0
17785.0

19285:c
19295.0
19305.0
19315.0
19325.0

....

17805.0
17815.0
17825.0

_...._.___..»

19345.0
19355:6
19365.0
19375.0
19385.6
19395.0
19405.0
19415.0
19425.0
19435.0 ..
19445.0

...._

17835.0....._...__........__...._ .__..._
17845.0
17855.0
17865.0
17875.0
17885.0
17895.0
17905.0
17915.0
17925.0
17935.0

letzt

19470.0
19490.0
19510.0
19530.0
19550.0
19570.0
19590.0
19610.0
19630.0
19650.0
10670.0
19890.0

_...__.

18010.0
18030.0
18050.0
18070.0
18090.0

193359

17795.0..

Receive
(aanamit)

Transmit '(receive) (Mí14

smM

18130.0

(5) 40 MHz maximum authorized

bandwidth channels:
Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

Transmit (raceiva),

194550
_»».._......_»..........._._.......:

19485.0
19475.0
19485.0
19495.0

1560 MHz Separation
'

179459

195050 '

17955.0
17985.0
17975.0
17985.0
17995.0
18005.0
18015.0
18025.0 .
18035.0
18045.0
18055.0

19515.0
19525.0
19535.0
19545.0
19555.0
19565.0
19575.0
19585.0
19995.0
19805.0
19815.0
19825.0
19635.0
19845.0
19655.0
19665.0
19875.0
19685.0
19695.0

-.

18065.0.._. .-18075.0.
18085.0
18095.0
18105.0
18115.0
18125.0
18135.0

19280.0
19320.0
19360.0
19400.0
19440.0
19480.0
19520.0
19680.0
19600.0
19640.0

17720.0._
17789:.0.
11800.0
17840.0
17880.0.. .

. _ _ - __...
...................._.......»...._:..._.....»_

17960.0
18000.0

.

180400
18080.0
19120.0..

19680.0.

(6) 80 MHz maximum authorized

bandwidth channels:
Receive

Transmit (receive) (MHz)

(transmit)
(MHz)

1580 MHz Separation

(4) 20 MHz maximum authorized

17740.0.-

bandwidth channels:
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

1560 MHz Separation
17710.0
17730.0
17750.0
17770.0.._
17790.0
17810.0.._
17830.0 ............. .............. ........._

17850.0
17870.0
17890.0

C
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19290.0

193109

_»..._.......

19930.0
19350.0
19370.0
19390.0
19410.0
19430.0
19450.0
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17820.0
17900.0....
17980.0
18060.0

19300.0
19380.0
19460.0
19540.0
19620.0

$74.602(j)- (k)

c

1.0 to 31.3 G H.
The following frequencies are available for
assignment to televisio n STL, television relay stations and television
The provisions of 74.604 do not apoly to the Use
translator relay statio ns.
These frequencies are shared on a coequeal
use of the se frequencie s.
basis with other statio ns in the fixed and mobile services see Parts 21,
79,94 and 95.
Apolican is may use either a two-way link or one or both
No interference oro frequencie s of a freque ncy pair for one-way links.
tection is afforded to fixed or mobile stations operating in this band
(j)

3

(

(1) 25 MHz autfiorized bandwidth

tannels,150 MHz separation.
Tnnmit (receive) 93.14
31.012.5...

31,1125"

AeaMe

91,te25

31,037.6
31,082.5._
31,087.5

31.1117.5

.._.

(2) 50 MHz authorized bandwidth
channels, 150 MHz separation.

91,212.5
91237.5
31,282.5

Tremmtt (receNi)(ktHz)

Receive
Ore

)

MHz)
91.025.0

31,125A.

.

___............_..._

31,175.0
31,228.0

31.2753

7I,M7.5,

(k)
TV STL and TV relay stations may be authorized, on a secondary
basis and subject to the provisions of Subpart G of this chapter, to operatefíxed-point-to-point service on the UHF -TV channels14-69. These stations must not interfere with and must accept interference from current and
future full -power UHF -TV stations, LPTV stations, translator stations.
They will also be secondary to current land mobile stations (in areas
where land mobile sharing is currently permited and contingent on the decision reached in the pending Dockets Nos. 85-172 and 84-902).

C
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74.603 Sound Channels. (a) The frequencies listed in 74.602(a) may be
used for the simultaneous transmission of the picture and sound portions
of TV broadcast programs and for cue and order circuits, either by means
of multiplexing or by the use of a seperate transmitter within the same
channel. When multiplexing of a TV STL station is contemplated, consideration should be given to the requirements of 74.687 of this chapter re garding the overall system. performance requirements. Applications for new
TV pickup, TV STL, TV relay and TV translator relay stations shall clearly
indicate the nature of any multliplexing proposed. Multiplexing_ equipment
may be installed on licensed equipment without authority of the FCC , provided the installation of each apparatus on a TV STL station shall not result in degradation of the overall system performance of the TV broadcast
station below that permitted by 73.687 of this chapter.
(b)
The aural portion of television broadcast program material may be
transmitted over an aural broadcast STT., or intercity relay ctatir)n licensed
under the provisions of Subpart E of this part but only on .a secondary,
non-interference basis to the programming of aural broadcast stations. A
-TV station licensee may continue such operation until the channel assigned
to its Subpart E station is requested by an aural broadcast licensee after
a showing that no other vacant channels are available or satisfactory.
Upon Commission concurrence with the aural broadcast licensee request, the
TV station licensee will be required to discontinue operation on the requested frequency. in areas where only a portion or the Subpart E frequencies used by TV station licensees are required by aural broadcast
licensees, the Commission will assit all affected parties
in arriving at an
equitable solution. The provisions of this paragraph do not preclude
continued use of Subpart E facilities relay TV sound where the facili
ties are authorized to an aural broadcast licensee and
of the station is to relay aural broadcast programming. the primary purpose
(c)
Aural STL, or intercity relay stations licensed as of July
1970, to operate ih the frequency band 942-947MHz, may continue to so10,
operate pending a decision as to their disposition through a future rule
(d)
Remote pickup broadcast stations may be used in
conjunction with teiev'.;ic`:
pickup stations for the. transmission of the
aural portion of television progrums or
events that occur outside a television studio and for
the transmission of cues,
orders, and other related communications
necessary thereto.
The rules go.ve r:in5
remote pickup broadcast stations are contained in 3ubpart
D of this part.
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Because the Commission does not undertake frequency
(a)
74.604 Interference avoidance.
coordination, applicants for new TV broadcast auxiliary authorizations are responsible
for selecting the frequency assignments that are least likely to result in mutual
Applicants may consult local
interference with other licensees in the same area.
coordination committees, where they exist, for information on frequencies available in
In selecting frequencies, consideration should be given to the relative
the area.
locations of receiving points, normal transmission paths, and the nature of the contemplated operation.
(b)
Where two or more licensees are assigned a common channel for TV pickup,
TV STL, or TV relay purposes in the same area and simultaneous operation is contemplated,
they shall take such steps as may be necessary to avoid mutual interference, including
If a mutual agreeconsultation with the local coordination committee, if one exists.
ment to this effect cannot be reached, the Commission must be notified and it will take
such action as may be necessary, including time sharing arrangements, to assure an
equitable distribution of available frequencies.
For those interference disputes brought to the Commission for resolution,
(c)
TV broadcast auxiliary channels will have the following priority for purposes of interference protection:
All fixed links for full service broadcast stations and cable systems.
(1)
TV and CARS pickup stations.
(2)
(3)
Fixed or mobile stations serving translator or low power TV stations.
Backup facilities; TV pickup stations used outside a licensee's local service
(4)
area.

c

Any transmission, pursuant to 74.631(f), that does not involve the delivery
(5)
of program material to a licensee's associated TV broadcast station.
Interference between two stations having the same priority shall be resolved
(d)
in favor of the station licensed first on a particular path.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
CROSS REFERENCE.

74.621

See Sections 74.11 to 74.16.

LICENSING POLICIES AND GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS.
§74.631

PERMISSIBLE SERVICE.

Thelicense of a television pickup station authorizes the trans(a)
mission of program material, orders concerning such program material, and related communications necessary to the accomplishment of such transmissions,
from the scenes of events occurring in places other than a television studio,
to its associated television broadcast station, to such other stations as are
broadcasting the same program material, or to the network or networks with
which the television broadcast station is affiliated. Television pickup sta-

C
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C

tions may be operated in comjunction with other television broadcast
stations not aforementioned in this paragraph: PROVIDED, That the transmissions by the
television pickup
station are under the control of the licensee of the television
pickup station and that
such operation shall not exceed a total of 10 days in any 30 -day period.
Television
pickup stations may be used to provide temporary studio -transmitter links or intercity
relay circuits consistent with 74.632 without further authority of the
Commission:
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That prior Commission authority shall be obtained if the
transmitting
antenna to be installed will increase the height of any natural formation or manmade
structure by more than 20 feet and will be in existence for a period of more than 2
consecutive days.
NOTE:
As used in this subpart "associated television broadcast station" means a
televis ó broadcast station licensed to the licensee of the television auxiliary broadcast station and with which the television auxiliary station is licensed as an
auxiliary facility.
(b)
A television broadcast STL station is authorized to transmit visual program
material between the studio and the transmitter of a television broadcast station for
simultaneous or delayed broadcast.
(c)
A TV relay station is authorized to transmit visual program material between TV
broadcast stations for simultaneous or delayed broadcast, or may be used to transmit
visual program material from a remote pickup receiver site of a single station.
(d)
The transmitter of an STL, TV relay station or TV translator relay station may
be multiplexed to provide additional communication channels. A TV broadcast STL or TV
relay station will be authorized only in those cases where the principal use is the transmission of television broadcast program material for use by its associated TV broadcast
station.
However, STL or TV relay stations so licensed may be operated at any time for
the transmission of multiplexed communications whether or not visual program material is
being transmitted, provided that such operation does not cause harmful interference to TV
broadcast pickup, STL or TV relay stations transmitting television broadcast program
material.
(e)
Except as provided in paragraphs (a), (d) and (f) of this section, all program
material transmitted over a TV pickup, STL, or TV relay station shall be used by or
intended for use by a TV broadcast station owned by or under the common control of the
licensee of the TV pickup, STL, or TV relay station.
Program material transmitted over
a TV pickup, STL or TV relay station and so used by the licensee of such facility may,
with the permission of the licensee of the broadcast auxiliary facility, be used by
other
TV broadcast stations and by non -broadcast closed circuit educational TV systems operated
by educational institutions.
(f)
A TV broadcast pickup, STL or TV relay station may be used for the transmission
of material to be used by others, including but not limited to other broadcast stations,
cable television systems, and educational institutions. This use shall not interfere
with the use of these broadcast auxiliary facilities for the transmission of
programs and
associated material intended to be used by the television station or stations licensed
to or under common control of the licensee of the TV pickup, STL or TV relay station. This
use of the broadcast suxiliary facilities must not cause harmful interference to broadcast
auxiliary s-ations operating in accordance with the basic frequency allocation, and the
licensee of the TV pickup, STL or TV relay station must retain exclusive control over the
operation of the facilities. Prior to operating pursuant to the provisions of this
Section, the licensee shall, for the intended location or area -of -operation, notify the
appropriate frequency coordination committee or any licensee(s) assigned the use of the
proposed operating frequency, concerning the particulars of the intended operation and
must provide the name and telephone number of a person who may be contacted in the event of
interference.
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Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, a television translator relay station is authorized for the purpose of relaying the programs and signals
of a television broadcast station to television broadcast translator stations for
simultaneous retransmission.
A TV microwave booster station is authorized to retransmit the
(h)
(g)

signals of a TV pickup, TV STL, TV relay or TV translator relay station.

(i) TV broadcast auxiliary station authorized pursuant to this subpart may
additionally be authorized to supply programs and signals of TV broadcast stations to
cable television systems or CARS stations. Where the licensee of TV broadcast auxiliary
station supplies programs and signals to cable television systems or CARS stations, the
TV auxiliary licensee must have exclusive control over the operation of the TV
Contributions to capital and operating expenses may
auxiliary stations licensed to it.
be accepted only on a cost -sharing, non-profit basis, prorated on an equitable basis
among all parties being supplied with program material.
(a) A license for a TV pickup, TV STL, or TV relay
74:632 Licensing requirements.
station will be issued only to licensees of TV broadcast stations and, on a secondary
basis, licensees of low power TV stations. A separate application is required for each
fixed station and the application shall be specific with regard to the frequency requested. A mobile station license may be issued for any number of mobile transmitters
to operate in a specific area or frequency band and the applicant shall be specific
In lieu of specifying specific transmitter
with regard to the frequencies requested.
types, applicants shall certify that the transmitter used or to be used at the requested
facility is type accepted, or was manufactured before October 1, 1981. Applications for
consolidation of individual mobile station licensees into system license will be
accepted only at the time application is made for renewal of the main (Part 73) station
license.
(b)
A license for a TV relay station may be issued in any case where the circuit will
w,rate between TV broadcast stations either by means of "off -the -air" pickup and relay or
location of the initial relay station at the studio or transmitter of a TV broadcast

station.
(c)
An application for construction permit for a new TV pickup station shall
designate the TV broadcast stion with which it is to be operated and specify the area in
The maximum permissible area of operation will
which the proposed operation is intended.
generally be that of a standard metropolitan area, unless a special showing is made that
a larger area is necessary.
Licensees who have two or more TV broadcast stations located in different cities
(d)
shall,'in applying for a new TV pickup station, designate the TV broadcast station in
Operation in a city which is not
conjunction with which it is to be operated principally.
the city of license of the associated TV broadcast station is on a secondary, noninterference basis to home -city users.
A license for a television. translator relay station will be issued only to
(e)
the licensee of a television broadcast translator station. The application for construction permit shall designate the television broadcast station to be relayed, the
source of the television broadcast station's signals, and the television broadcast
translator station with which it is to be operated. HCWEUER, a television translator
relay station license may be issued to a cooperative enterprise wholly owned by
licensees of television broadcast translators or licensees of television broadcast
translators and cable television owners or operators upon a showing that the applicant
is qualified under the aimiunication Act of 1934, as amended.

Licensees of TV pickup, TV STL, TV relay and TV translator
(f)
relay stations may be authorized to operate one or more TV microwave
booster stations for the purpose or relaying signals over a path that
cannot be covered with a single station.
4/20/1311
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74.632(f) note -

(e)

Note - Applications for TV microwave booster stations will not be
accepted for filing prior to January 1, 1985.
(g)
In case of permanent discontinuance of operation of a station licensed
under this Subpart, the licensee shall forward the station license to the FCC,
Washington, D.C. 20554, for cancellation. A station which is not operated for a period
of one year is considered to have been permanently discontinued.
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74.633 Temporary authorizations. (a) Special temporary :uthority may
be granted to TV broadcast auxiliary station operation which cannot be
conducted in accordance with 74.24. Such authority will normally be
Yhere operation is
granted only for operations of a temporary nature.
annual
basis,
an
application
for a regular
seen as likely on a continuing
authorization should be submitted.
teleA request for special temporary authority for the operation of a
which
vision auxiliary broadcast station may be made by informal application,
the date of the
shall be filed with the Commission at least 10 days prior to
application
filed
within
less than 10
proposed operation: Provided That an
satisfactory
showing of
days of the proposed operation may be accepted upon a
the reasons for the delay in submitting the request.
(b)

forth.Íull
An application for special temporary authority shall set
and
shall
show the
particulars of the purpose for which the request is made,
frequency or frequencies propostype of equipment, power output, emission, and
of the proposed operation.
the
time,
date
and
location
ed to be used, as well as
will
increase the height of
In the event that the proposed antenna installation
&mi.sting
manmade
structure,
by
more than 20 feet,
any natural formation, or
of
the
structure
proposed to be erected,
a vertical plan sketch shoving the height
the
elevation
of the site
the height above ground of any ex .sting structure,
of
the
proposed
site shall
above mean sea level, and the geographic ccorinates
be submitted with the application.
(c)

authority shall specify a channel or
A request, for special temporary
Provided.,That in the case
channels consistent with the provisions of 5574.602:
cannot be transmitted
of events of wide -spread interest, and importance which
frequencies assigned to other services may,
successfully on these frequencies,
interference
be requested upon a showing that operation thereon will not cause
in
no
case
will
a teleto established stations: and provided further,That
employed
for
vision auxiliary broadca^r operation 1:'e authorized on frequencies
the safety of life and property.
(d)

C

(e)

Deleted.

Special temporary authority to permit operation of a TV, auxiliary
broadcast station of any class pending FCC action on an application for
regular authority will not normally be granted.
(f)

74.634 Remote control. A television auxiliary station may be operated
by remote control provided that such operation is conducted in accordance with conditions listed below:
(1) The remote control system must be designed, installed and protected so that the transmitter can only be activated or controlled by
operators authorized by the licensee.
(2) The remote control equipment must be maintained to ensure
proper operation.
(3) The remote control system must be designed to prevent inadvertent transmitter operation caused by malfunctions in the circuits between the control point and transmitter.
The FCC may notify the licensee to.cease or modify operation in
(b)
the case of frequency usage disputes, interfernce or similar situations
where such action appears to be in the public interest convenience and
necessity.
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74.636(b)(2)

74.635(a)

C

(a) TV relay stations, TV translator
74.635 Unattended operation.
relay stations, TV STL stations and TV microwave booster stations may
be operated unattended under the following contitions:
The transmitter must be provided with adequate safeguards
tl)
to prevent inproper operation.
The transmitter shall be so installed and protected that it is
not accessible to other than duly authorized persons;
(2).

TV relay stations, TV STL stations, TV translator relay
stations and TV microwave booster stations used with these stations,
circut as often
shall be observed at the receiving end of the microwave
designated
as necessary to ensure proper station operation by a person
to ensure prompt
institute
measures
sufficient
by the licensee, who must
However, an STL
correction of any condition of improper operation.
station)
associated
with a TV broadstation(and any TV microwave booster
observed by monitoring the
cast station operated by remot control may be
point. Addition. TV station's transmitted signal at the remote control
TV microwave
ally, a TV translator relay station (and any associated
TV transby
monitoring
the
associated
booster station) may be observed
lator station's transmitted signal.
CO The PCC may notify the licensee to cease or modify operation in the
case of frequency usage disputes, interference or sinilar situations
were such action appears to be in the public interest, convenience and
necessity.
(3)

C

POWER LIMITATIONS.
(a) Transmitter peak output power shall not be greater than necessary, and in any
event, shall not exceed the power listed in the table below:

4714.636

CLASS OF STATION

POWER LIMIT

BAND

Fixed
Mobile
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed
Mobile

20 watts
12 watts
20 watts
12 watts
5 watts
--1.5 watts

AB

D

(b)
For stations oneratinq in bands 17.7-19,7 and 31.]-31.3CHz, t1E'
transmitter outout Dower shall be limited to that necessary to accomnlich
the function of the system.
Further, the!<nutout noDier of a transmitter on
any authorized frequency shall not exceed the follo'((inq:
(1)

(2)

~urn
transmitFrequency band (GHz)

Frequency bard (GHZ)

ter output
power
(

17.7 /0 168
18.8 to 18.8.19.9 to 19.7
31.0 to 31.3 _..._.._

'Peak envelope power.

(2/
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EIRP
(d8W)

1

10.0
0.05

17.7 to 19.7
31.010 31.3

Maximum
allowable

-49-

+55.0
+35.0
+55.0
No limit.

§74.637(a) - (c)(1)(iii)

c

74.637 Emissions and emission limitations. (a) For frequency modulation, the mean power of emissions shall be attenuated below the mean
transmitter power (P) in accordance with the following schedule:
(1)
On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more
than 50% and up to 100% of the authorized bandwidth: at least 25dB.
(2)
On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more
than 100% and up to 150% of the authorized bandwidth: at least 35dB.
(3)
On any frequency remofed from the assigned frequency by more
than 150% of the authorized bandwidth; at least 43 plus 10 Log (P) dB.
(b) For all emissions except frequencey modulation, the peak power
ofemissions shall be attenuated below the peak envelope transmitter
powoR (P) in accordance with the following schedule:
/
On any frequency 500 Hz inside the channel edge up to and including 2500 Hz outside the same edge, the following formula will apply:

Attenuation=29 Log

(

25

1-1

(D+2.5-

- )º) dB

or 50 dB which is the lesser attenuation. Where: D is the displacement
frequency (kHz) from the center of the authorized bandwidth; and W is the
channel bandwidth (kHz).
(2)
On any frequency removed from the channel edge by more than 2500
Hz:
At least 43 plus 10Log (P) dB.

C

(c)
For operation in the 17,000-19,700MHz and 31,000-31300HMz bands:
TV broadcast STL
relay and booster stations may be authorized to employ
analog or digital modulation in this band. The mean power of any emission shall be attenuated below the mean output power of the transmitter
in accordance with the following schedule:
,

(1)

l°; hen using frequency modulation:

(i) On any frequency removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 50% up to and including 100°' of the authorized band with: At least 25dB:
(ii) On any frequency removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 100% up to and including 25O1 of the authorized band with: At least 35dB:
(iii) On any frequency removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 250; of the authorized bandwith: At least 43 plus 10
log 10 (mean output power in watts) dB or 80 dB, whichever is the lesser
attenuation.
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74.637(c)(2) - 74.638(
(2)

C`

V, hen using digital modulation:

(i) In any 1 MHz band, the center frequency of which is removed from the assigned frequence by more that 50% up to and including
250(1 of the authorized bandwith: As specified by the following equation
but in no event less than 11dB.
A equal 11 plus 0.4 P-50) plus 10 log10B where:
A equal Attenuation in dB) below the mean output power level
P equal Percent removed from the carrier frequency
B equal Authorized bandwith in MHz
(Attenuation greater than 56 decibels is not required).
(ii) In any 4 kHz band, the center frequency of which is removed from the assigned frequency by more than 250% of the authorized
b-niwith: At least 43 equal 10 log10 (mean output power in watts) dB or
80 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(3) Amplitude P,4oduiation.

For vestigial sideband AM video: On any frequency removed from
the center frequency o:' the authorized band by more than 50%: at least
50 dB below peak power of the emission.
(d) In the event that interference to other stations is caused by emissions
outside the authorized channel, the FCC may require greater attenuation than that
specified in paragraph (b) of this section.

C

(e)
The following limitations also apply to the operation of TV
microwave booster stations:
(1)
The booster station must receive and amplify the signals of
the originating station and retransmit them on the same frequency without significantly altering them in any way. The characteristics of
the booster transmitter output signal shall meet the requirements applicable to the signal of the originating station.
(2)
The licensee is responsible for correcting any condition of
interference that results from the radiation of radio frequency energy
outside the assigned channel. Upon notice by the FCC to the station
licensee that interference is being caused, operation of the apparatus
must be immediately suspended and may not be resumed until the interference has been eliminated or it can be demonstrated that the interference is not due to spurious emissions. However, -short term test
transmissions may be made during the period of suspended operation to
determine the efficacy of remedial measures.
(3)
In each instance where suspension of operation is required,
the licensee must submit a full report to the FCC after operation is
resumed. The report must contain details of the nature of the interference, the source of interfering signals and the remedial steps
taken to eliminate the interference.
(f)
In the event a station's emissions outside its authorized
channel cause harmful interference, the Commission may require the
licensee to take such further steps as may be necessary to eliminate
the interference.

C

74.638 Frequency coordination above 12.7 GHz.
(a) Channels in Band D
are shared with certain Private Operational Fixed Stations authorized
under Part 94, 94.93 after September 91 1983. After this date all
Broadcast Auxiliary use of these bands is subject to coordination
using the following procedure:
(1) Before filing an application under this part the applicant
must perform a frequency engineering analysis to ensure that the proposed facilities will not cause interference to existing or previously
applied for stations in this band of a magnitude greater than that
specified below.
2/27/86
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C

C

(2) The general criteria for determining allowable adjacent or
co -channel interference protection to be afforded, regardless of system
length or type of modulation, multiplexing or frequency band, shall be
such that the interfering signal shall not produce more than 1.0dB degradation of the practical threshold of the protected receiver. Determined by calculating the ratio in dB between the desired carrier signal
and undesired interfering signal C/I ratio) appearing at the input to
the receiver under investigation the victim receiver). The development of the C/I ratios from the criteria for maximum allowable interference level per exposure and the methods used to perform path calculations shall follow generally acceptable good engineering practices.
Procedures an may be developed by the Electronics Industries Association
(EIA), the Institute of Electrical and Electronice Engineers, Inc. (IEEE)
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) or any other recoginized
authority will be acceptable to the FCC.
(3) Where the development of the carrier to interference ratio
(C/I) is not covered by generally acceptable procedures or where the
applicant does not wish to develop the carrier to inderference ratio, the
applicant shall employ the following C/I protection ratios.
(i) Co -channel interference: For both sideband and carrier -beat,
(applicable to all bands), the previously authorized system shall be
afforded a carrier to interfering signal protection ratio of at least 90dB.
(ii) Adjacent channel interference: The existing or previously
authorized system shall be afforded a carrier to interfering, signal protection ratio of at least 56dB.
Coordination of assignment in the 18GHz band will be performed
(b)
in accordance with the procedure established in 21.100.
(a) For fixed statmns oneratinoj in the 12.7-13.2
and 17.7-19.7 ;Hz bands and for fixed and mobile stations nneratino in the
31.J-31.3GHz bands, the following standards apply:
(1) Fixed TV broadcast auxiliary stations shall use directional
antennas that meet the performance standards indicated in the following table. Upon adequate showing of need to serve a larger sector, or
more than a single sector, greater beamwidth or multiple antennas may
be authorized. Applicants shall request and authorization for'stations
in this service will specify, the polarization of each transmitter
signal.
Booster station antennas having narrower beamwidths and reduced sidelobe radiation may be required in congested areas orto re
solve interference problems.
74.'41

Antenna systems,!

ANTENNA STANDARDS
Maximum
beam-

width to

Frequency 11ti

~Mr/

3
(
angta

&

Minimum

in

Minimum radiation suppression to angle in
degrees from centerline of main beam in
'
decibles

17.700 to 19,700
31,000 to 31.300

A
B
A
B

1.0
2.0

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

38.0
38.0

n/a

'4.0

38.0

20'

30'

100'

14o'

10'

10'

to

to

to

to

to

to

15'

20'

30'

100'

140'

180'

degrees)

12.700 to 13.250

15'

5' to

23
20
25
20

28
25
29
24

35
28
33
28

39
30
36
32

41

32
42
35

42
37
55
36

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

50
47
55
3F

n/i

The minimum horn -lo back ratio shall be 38 ®t

Mobile except aeronautical mobile, stations need not
comply with these standards.
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That use of a category A antenna will remedy the interference thus
allowing the project to be realized.
As an exception to the provisions of this Section, the FCC may approve requests
(c)
for use of periscope antenna systems where a persuasive showing is made that no
frequency conflicts exist in the area of proposed use. Such approvals shall be
conditioned to a standard antenna as required in paragraph (a) of this section when an
applicant of a new TV auxiliary broadcast or Cable Television Relay station indicates
that the use of the existing antenna system will cause interference and the use of a
(2)

category A or B antenna will remedy the interference.
As a further exception to the provision of paragraph (a) of this section,
(d)
the Commission may approve antenna systems not conforming to the technical standards
where a persuasive showing is made that:
Indicates in detail why an antenna system complying with the requirements
(1)
of paragraph (a) of this section cannot be installed, and
Includes a statement indicating that frequency coordination as required
(2)
in 74.6O4(a) was accomplished.
EQUIPMENT CHANGES.
(FCC Form
Commission authority, upon appropriate formal application
(a)
changes:
313) therefor, is required for any of the following equipment

74.651

Replacement of a specifically authorized transmitter by a
transmitter that is not type accepted or notified for operation under
.,this Subpart pursuant to 74.6S5(c).
A change in the frequency of the operating channel or the
(2)
transmitter putput power.
A change in the location of the TV broadcast auxiliary
(3)
at a
station transmitter or transmitting antenna authorized for useis withfixed location except when the relocation of the transmitter
in the same building.
(1)

C

(4)
Any change in the overall height of the antenna structure,
except where notice to the FAA is specifically not required under 17.14
of this chapter.
Any change in the direction of the main radiation lobe of
(5)
the transmitting antenna.

Other equipment changes not specifically referred to above may be made at the
in
discretion of the licensee provided that the FCC in Washington, D.C. is notified
and
provided
that
the
changes
are
approwriting upon the completion of such changes,
priately reflected in the next application for renewal of license of the television
auxiliary broadcast station filed by the licensee.
Multiplexing equipment may be installed on any licensed television broadcast
(c)
relay, or translator relay station without further authority of the FCC.
TV
STL,
(b)
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74.655(a) - (g)

74.655 Authorization of Equipment.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b), all transmitting equipment first markeded for use under this subpart or placed into service after October 1, 1981, must be type accepted
or notified, as detailed in paragraph (g) of this section. Equipment
which is used at a station licensed prior to October 1, 1985, which is
not type accepted:br notified, as detailed in paragraph (g) of this
section, may continue to be used by the licensee or its successors or
assignees, provided that if operation of such equipment causes harmful
interference due to its failure to comply with the technical standards
set forth in this subpart, the FCC may, at its discretion, require the
licensee to take such corrective action as is necessary to elininate the
interference. However, such equipment may not be further marketed or
reused under Part 74 after October, 1985. Transmitters desioned for use
use in the 31,`7 to 31.3GHz band shall be authorized under the notification
orocedurE.

Type acceptance or notification is not required for transmitters used in conjunction with TV pickup stations operating with a
peak output power' not greater than 250mW. Pickup stations pursuant to
applications accepted for filing prior to October 1, 1980 may continue
operation subject to periodic renewal. If operation bf such equipment
causes harmful interference the FCC may, at its discretion, require the
licensee to take such corrective action as is necessary to eliminate
the interference.
(c)
The license of a TV auxiliary station may replace transmitting
equipment with type accepted or notified equipment, as detailed under
paragraph (g) of this Section, without prior FCC approval, provided the
proposed changes will not depart from any of the terms of the.station
or system authorization or the Commission's technical rules governing
this service, and also provided that any changes made to type accepted
or modified transmitting equipment is in compliance with the provisions
of Part 2 of the FCC Rules concerning modifications to authorized equipment.
^1:áv manufacturer of a transmitter to be used in this service may
(d)
spnly for type acceptance or mor'.ification following the procedures set
forthin part 2 of the FCC Pules.
An applicant for n Tai broadcast a.uxiliary station may also aoply
(e)
for type acceptant or notif cation, .as specified in paragraph (g) of this
Section, for an individual transmitter by following the procedures set
Indiviforth in Subpart J of Part 2 of the FCC Rules and Regulations.
dual transmitters which are authorized will not normally be included in the
FCC's Radio Equipment List.
(f) Reserved.
As of March 5, 1984, transmitters designed to be used exclu(g)
sively for a TV STL station, a TV intercity relay station, a TV translator relay station or a TV microwave booster station, shall be authorized under the notification procedure. All other transmitters will
be authorized under the type acceptance procedure. Transmitters authorized under type acceptance are acceptable for use in all TV broadcast auxiliary stations (see 2.904(d) of this Chapter).
(b)
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- 74.663

74.661
Frequency tolerance (a) The licensee of a TV auxiliary broadcast station shall
maintain the operating frequency of its station so that 99% of the sideband energy
shall fall within the assigned channel.

Television STL stations transmitting the aural portion of television broadcast program material over an aural broadcast STL or intercity relay station licensed, under the provisions of Subpart E of this part
shall maintain the operating frequency of such aural broadcast STL or
intercity relay station within 0.005 percent of the assigned frequency.
(c)
Television translator relay stations shall maintain their operatin7 frequency with 0.002 percent of the essicne
frequencies:
T". n T"Er.,
IIO:;1:VEf., That frequency modulated television translator relay stotinns shall
-nintain their operating frequency within 0.005 percent of the ssi:rned
frequencies.
(d) .Television Pickup stations operating in the 38.6-40 GHz band shall
maintain the carrier frequency of each authorized transmitter within plus
or minus 0.005 percent of the operating frequency; as an exception, stations shall maintain the carrier frequency of the transmitter within plus
or minus 0.05 percent of the operating frequency provided that the transmitter output power is no greater than 50 milliwatts and a directional
antenna is used.
(b)

(e)
In the bands between 17.7 and 31.3GHz, the ooeratinq frequency of
thrtransmitter shall be maintained in accordance with the following table:
Tolerance

to

band (OHz)

Percent.

age of
frequency

17.7/0 19.7
31.0 to 31.3

0.003
0.03

§74.662 Frequency monitors
and measurements.
The licensee of a television
broadcast station shall provide
means for measuring the operating
in order to insure that the emissions
frequency
are confined to the authorized
channel.
74.663 Modulation limits.
If amplitude modulation is
employed, negative modulation
peaks shall not exceed 100%.
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§74.664'(a) - (b)

§74.664 Posting of station license.

(a) The station license and

any other instrument of authorization or individual order concerning the construction
pf the equipment or manner of operation of the station shall be posted so that all
.erms thereof are visible in a conspicuous place in the room in which the transmitter is located: Provided:
(1)
If the transmitter operator is located at a distance from the transmitter pursuant to §74.634, the station license shall be posted in the abovei.i.tcribed manner at the operating position.

(2)
If the station is licensed for mobile operation, the station
license or a photocopy thereof shall be affixed to the equipment or kept
in the possession of the operators on duty at the transmitter. If a photocopy is used, the original license shall be available for inspection by an
authorized government representative.
(3)
In cases where the transmitter is operated unattended pursuant
to the provisions of 74.635 the call sign of the unattended station and the
name of the licensee, together with the call sign and location of the TV
broadcast station(s) which it operates as an auxiliary, shall be displayed
at the transmitter site on the structure supporting the transmitting antenna
so as to be visible to a person standing on the ground or other easily
accessible point. The display shall be prepared so as to withstand normal
weathering over a reasonable period of time and shall be maintained in a
legible condition at all times. The station license and other documents
referred to in this parapraph, shall be kept in the files of the television
broadcast station with which it is licensed as a auxiliary.
(b)
Posting of the station license and any other instruments of
authorization shall be done by affixing the license to the wall at the
posting location, or by enclosing it in a binder or folder which is retained at the posting location so that the document will be readily available and easily accessible.

(1-2)
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74.682(a) - (f)
Station Identification.
Each TV broadcast auxiliary station operating with a transmitter output power
(a)
of 1 watt or more must, when actually transmitting programs, transmit Oation identification
at the beginning and end of each period of operation, and hourly, as close to the hour
as feasible, at a natural break in program offerings by one of the following means:
Trnasmission of its own call sign by visual or aural means or by automatic
(1)
transmission in international Morse telegraphy.
Visual or aural transmission of the call sign of the TV broadcast station with
(2)
which it is licensed as an auxiliary.
Visual or aural transmission of the call sign of the TV broadcast station whose
(3)
signals are being relayed or, where programs are obtained directly from network lines and
relayed, the network identification.
Identification transmissions during operation need not be made when to make
(b)
such transmission would interrupt a single consecutive speech, play, religious service,,
symphony concert, or any type of production. In such cases, the identification transmission shall be made at the first interruption of the entertainment continuity and at the
conclusion thereof.
74.682

being used
During occasions when .a television pickup station is
transmit
the
to deliver program material for network distribution it may
call
associated
TV
station
network identification in lieu of its own or
providing the
sign during the actual program pickup. However, if it is
broadcast
station
it shall
network feed through its own associated TV
by
paragraph
(a)
of
this
perform the station identification required
period
of
operation.
section at the beginning and end of each
A period of operation is defined as a single uninterrupted
(d)
transmission or a series of intermittent transmissions from a single
location or continuous or intermittent transmission from a television
pickup station covering a single event from various locations, within a single broadcast day.
Regardless of the method used for station identification it
(e)
shall be performed in a manner conducive to prompt association of the
In exercising the discresignal source with the responsible licensee.
a responsible
tion provided by this rule, licensees are expected to act
manner to assure that result.
'(c)

TV microwave booster stations will be assigned individual call
However, station identification will be accomplished by the
retransmission of identification as provided in part graph (a) of this
section.
(f)

signs.
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SUBPART G -- LOW POWER TV ANn TV TRANSLATOR STATIONS

(a) Television broadcast translator station. A
74.701 Definitions.
station in the broadcast service operated for the purpose of retransmitting
the nror:rams and signals of a television broadcast station, without
si nificantly altering any characteristic of the original signal other than
its frequency and amplitude, for the purpose of providing television recention to the r;eneral public.
he television broadcast station which provides
(b)
Primary station.
the pror,rams and' signals being retransmitted by a television broadcast
translator station.
A television broadcast translator station
VHF translator.
(c)
operating on a VHF television broadcast channel.
A television broadcast translator station
UHF translator.
(d)
operating on a UHF television broadcast channel.
UHF translator signal booster. A station in the broadcasting
(e)
service operated for the sole purpose of retransmitting the signals of a
UHF translator station by amplifying and reradiating.such signals which
have been received directly through space, without specifically altering
any characteristic of the incasing signal other than its amplitude.
Low power TV station. A station authorized under the provisions of the subpart that may retransmit the programs and signals of a TV broadcast station and that may
originate programming in any amount greater than 30 seconds per hour and/or operates a
subscription service.
(See 73.641 of Part 73 of this chapter.)
(a)
Program origination.
For purposes of this part, program origination shall be
any transmissions other than the simultaneous retransmission of the programs and signals
of a TV broadcast station. Origination shall include locally generated television
program signals and program signals obtained via video recordings (tapes and discs),
microwave, common carrier circuits, or other sources.
(h)
Local origination; Program origination if the parameters of the
(f)

C

program source signal, as it reaches the transmitter site, are under the
controlof the low power TV station licensee. Transmission of television
program signals generated at the transmitter site constitutes local origination. Local origination also includes transmission or programs reaching
the transmitter site via television STL stations, but does not include transmission of signals obtained from either terrestrial or satellite microwave

feeds or low power TV stations.

74.702 Channel assignments.
(a)
An applicant for a new low power TV or TV translator
station or for changes in the facilities of an authorized station shall endeavor to
select a channel on which its operation is not likely to cause interference.
The applications must be specific with regard to the channel requested.
Only one channel will be
assigned to each station.
(1)
Any one of the 12 standard VHF Channels (2 to 13 inclusive,
may be assigned to a VHF low power TV or TV translator station. Channels 5
and 6 assigned in Alaska shall not cause harmful interference to and must
accept interference from non -Government fixed operation authorized prior to
Janurary 1, 1982.
(2)
Any one of the UHF Channels from 14 to 69, inclusive, may be assigned to a
UHF low power TV or TV translator station.
In accordance with 73.6O3(c) on Part 73,
Channel 37 will not be assigned to such stations.
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74.702(a)(3)

- 74.70Z(f)

(3)
Application for new low power TV or TV translator stations for
changes in existing stations, specifiying operation above 806 MHz will not
be accepted for filing. License renewals for existing TV translator stations
operating on channels 70(806-812MHz) through 83(884-890MHz) will be granted
only on a secondary basis to land mobile radio operations.
(b)
Changes in the TV Table of Assignments (73.606(b) of Part 73 of this chapter),
authorizations to construct new TV broadcast stations or
to change facilities of existing
ones, may be made without regard to existing or proposed low power TV or TV translator
stations. Where such a change results in
a low power TV or TV translator station causing
actual interference to reception of the TV broadcast station, the licensee of the low
power TV or TV translator station shall eliminate the interference or file an application
for a change in channel assignment.

74.703

Interference
(a) An application for a new low power TV or TV translator station
or for changes in the facilities of an authorized station will not be granted when it is
apparent that interference will be caused. The licensee of a new low power TV or TV
translator station shall protect existing low power TV or TV translator stations
from
interference within the protected contour defined in 74.707.
(b)
It shall be the responsibility of the licensee of a low power TV or TV translator station to correct at its expense any condition of interference to the direct
reception of the signals of a TV broadcast station operating on the same channel as
that used by the low power TV or TV translator station
or on an adjacent channel, which
occurs as the result of the operation of, the low power TV or TV translator station.
Interference will be considered to occur whenever reception of
a regularly used signal
is impaired by the signals radiated by the low power TV or TV translator station,
regardless of the quality of such reception or the strength cannot be promptly eliminated
by the application of suitable techniques, operation of the offending low
power TV or
TV translator stations shall be suspended and shall not be resumed
until the interference has been eliminated.
If the complainant refuses to permit the low power TV or TV
translator licensee to apply remedial techniques that demonstrably will eliminate
the interference without impairment of the original reception, the licensee
of the low
power TV or TV translator station is absolved of further responsibility.
(c)
It shall be the responsibility of the licensee of a low power TV or TV translator station to correct any condition óf interference which results from
the radiation
of radio frequency energy outside its assigned channel.
Upon notice by the FCC to the
station licensee or operator that such interference is caused by
the spurious emissions of
the station, operation of the station shall be immediately suspended and not resumed
until the interference has been eliminated.
However, short test transmissions may be
made during the period of suspended operation to check the efficacy of remedial
measures.
(d)
When a low power TV or TV translator station causes interference

to a CATV system by radiations within its assigned channel at the cable headend or on the output channel of any system converter located at a receiver,
the earlier user, whether cable system or low power TV or TV translator
station, will be given priority on the channel, and the later user will be
responsible for correction of the interference. When a low power TV or TV
translator station causes interference to an MDS of ITFS system by radiations
within its assigned channel on the output channel of any system converter
located at a receiver, the earlier user, whether MDS or low power TV or TV
translator station, will be given priorty on the channel, and the later user
will be responsible for correction of the interference.
(e)
Low power TV and TV translator stations are being authorized on a secondary
basis to existing land mobile uses and must correct whatever interference they
cause to
land mobile stations or cease operation.
(f)
In each instance where suspension of operation is required, the licensee shall
submit a full report to the FCC in Washington, D.C., after operation is resumed,
containing details of the nature of the interference, the source of the interfering
signals, and the remedial steps taken to eliminate the interference.
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74.705(a) - (d)(6)
74.705 TV broadcast station protection.
(a) The TV broadcast station
protected contour will be its Grade B contour signal level as defined in
73.683 and calculated from the authorized maximum radiated power (without
depression angle correction), the horizontal radiation pattern, height
above average terrain in the pertinent direction, and the appropriate chart
from 73.699.
(b)(1)
An application to construct a new low power TV or TV translator station
or change the facilities of an existing station will not be accepted if it specifies a
site which is within the protected contour of a co -channel or first adjacent channel TV
broadcast station.
(2)
Due to the frequency spacing which exists between TV Channels 4 and 5, between
Channels 6 and 7, and between Channels 13 and 14, adjacent channel protection standards
shall not be applicable to these pairs of channels.
(See 73.603(a) of Part 73 of this
chapter.)
(3)
A UHF low power TV or TV translator construction permit application will not be
accepted if it specifies a site within the UHF -TV broadcast station's protected contour
and proposes operation on a channel either 14 or 15 channels above the channel in use by
the TV broadcast station.
(4)
A UHF low power TV or TV translator construction permit application will not
be accepted if it specifies a site less than 100 kilometers from the transmitter site
of a UHF TV broadcast station operating on a channel which is the seventh channel above
the requested channel.
(5)
A UHF low power TV or TV translator construction permit application will not be
accepted if it specifies a site less than 32 kilometers from the transmitter site of a
UHF TV broadcast station operating on a channel which is the second, third, fourth, or
fifth channel above or below the requested channel.
(c)
The low power TV or TV translator station field strength is calculated from
the proposed effective radiated power (ERP) and the antenna height above average terrain
(HAAT) in pertinent directions.
(1)
For co -channel protection, the field strength is calculated using Figure 9a,
10a, or 10c of 73.699 (F (50, 10) charts) of Part 73 of this chapter.
(2)
For low power TV or TV translator applications that do not specify the same
channel as the TV broadcast station to be protected, the field strength is calculated
using Figure 9, 10, or 10b of 73.699 (F (50,50) charts) of Part 73 of this chapter.
(d)
A low power TV or TV translator station application will not be accepted if
the radio in dB of its field strength to that of the TV broadcast station at its protected contour fails to meet the following:
(1)
-45 dB for co -channel operations without offset carrier frequency operation or
-28dB for offset carrier frequency operation. An application requesting offset carrier
frequency operation kust include the following:
(i)
A requested offset designation (zero, plus, or minus) identifying the
proposed direction of the 10 kHz offset from the standard carrier frequencies of the
requested channel.
If the offset designation is not different from that of the station
being protected, the -45 dB ratio must be used.
(ii)
A descrption of the means by which the low power TV or TV translator
station's frequencies will be maintained within the tolerances specified in 74.761 for
offset operation.
(2)
6 dB when the protected TV broadcast station operates on a VHF channel that
is one channel above the requested channel.
(3)
12 dB when the protected TV broadcast station operates on a VHF channel
that is one channel below the requested channel.
(4)
15 dB when the protected TV broadcast station operates on a UHF channel that
is one channel below the requested channel.
(5)
23 dB when the protected TV broadcast station operates on a UHF channel that
is fourteen channels below the requested channel.
(6)
6 dB when the protected TV broadcast station operates a UHF channel that is
fifteen channels below the requested channel.
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7.4.707(a)(1) -

c

(b)03,)

74.707 Low power TV and TV translator station protection.
A low power TV or TV
(a)(1)
translator will be protected from interference from other low power TV and TV translator
stations within the following predicted contours:
(i)
62 dBu for stations on Channels 2 through 6;
(ii)
68 dBu for stations on Channels 7 through 13; and
(iii)
74 dBu for stations on Channels 14 through 69

Existing licensees and permittees that did not furnish sufficient data
required to calculate the above contours by April 15, 1983 are assigned
protected contours having the following radi:
Up to 0.001 kill VHF/UHF - 1 mile (1.6km) from transmitter site.
Up to 0.001 kV VHF; up to O.1k/Vv - 2 miles (3.2km) from transmitter site.
Up to O.1kVV VHF; up to lkIN UHF - 4 miles 6.4km) from transmitter site.
New applicants must submit the required information: they connot rely
on this table.
from
The low power TV or TV translator station protected contour is calculated
terrain, using
the authorized effective radiated power and antenna height above average
(F
(50,50)
charts)
of
Part
73
of
this
chapter.
Figure 9, 10, or 10b of 73.699
(2)

C

An application to construct a new low power TV or TV trans(b)(1)
lator station or change the facilities of an existing station will not be
accepted if it specifies a site which is within the protected contour of a
co -channel or first adjacent channel low power TV or TV translator station.
Due to the frequency spacing which exists between TV Channele 4
(2)
and 5, between Channels 6 and 7, and between Channels 13 and 14, adjacent
channel protection standards shall not be applicable to these pairs of
channels. (See 73.6O3(a) of Part 73 of this chapter.

C
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74.707(a)(3) -
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74.709(a)

will not be
A UHF low power TV or TV translator construction permit application
translator
station's
accepted if it specifies a site within the UHF low power TV or TV
14 or 15
protected contour and proposes operation on a channel either 7 channels below or
channels above the channel in use by the low power TV or TV translator station.
The low power TV or TV translator construction permit application field
(c)
(ERP) and the antenna
strength is calculated from the proposed effective radiated power
height above average terrain (HAAT) in pertinent directions.
Figure 92,
For co -channel protection, the field strength is calculated using
(1)
10a, or 10c of 73.699 (F (50,10) charts) of Part 73 of this chapter.
For low power TV or TV translator applications that do not specify the same
(2)
strength
channel as the low power TV or TV translator station to be protected, the field
73
of this
is calculated using Figure 9, 10, or 10b of 73.699 (F (50,50) charts) of part
(3)

chapter.

the
A low power TV or TV translator station application will not be accepted if
TV translator
ratio in dB of its field strength to that of the authorized low power TV or
following:
station at is protected contour fails to meet the
-45 dB for co -channel operations without offset carrier frequency operation or
(1)
An application requesting offset carrier
-28 d8 for offset carrier frequency operation.
frequency operation must include the following:
A requested offset designation (zero, plus, or minus) identifying the
(i)
of the
proposed direction of the 10 kHz offset from the standard carrier frequencies
that
of
the
station
If the offset designation is not different from
requested channel.
frequencies
being protected, or if the station being protected is not maintaining its
ratio must be
within the tolerance specified in 74.761 for offset operation, the -45 dB
used
the low power TV or TV translator
(ii) .A description of the means by which
74.761 for
station's frequencies will be maintained within the tolerances specified in
(d)

C

offset operation.
6 dB when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on a
(2)
VHF channel that is one channel above the requested channel.
12 dB when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on a
(3)
VHF channel that is one channel below the requested channel.
15 dB when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on a
(4)
UHF channel that is one channel above or below the requested channel.
0 db when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on a
(5)
UHF channel that is seven channels above the requested channel.
a
23 dB when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on
(6)
UHF channel that is fourteen channels below the requested channel.
a
6 dB when the protected low power TV or TV translator station operates on
(7)
UHF channel that is fifteen channels below the requested channel.

(a) Stations in the Land Mobile Radio Service,
Land mobile station protection.
indicated
cities will be protected from interference
using the following channels in the
caused by low power TV or TV translator stations, and low power TV and TV translator
service operating
stations must accept any interference from stations in the land mobile
on the following channels
74.709

C
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74.709(a)

City.

14,
14,
14,
15,

16
15
15
16
16
17

14, 20
14
14, 15
19, 20
14, 18
16, 17
17, 18

(b)(2)

Coordinates
Lattitude

Channels

Boston, Maine
Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Detroit, Minnesota
Houston, Texas
Los Angeles, Calif.
Miami, Florida
New York, New York
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Calif.
Washington, D.C.

-

42°21'24"
41052'28"
41°29'51"
32°47'09"
42°19'48"
29°45'26"
34°03'15"
25046'37"
40045'46"
39°56'58"
40026'19"
37°46'39"
38°53'51"

Longitude
071°03'24"
087°38'22"
081°41'50"
096°47'37"
083°02'57"
095°21'37"
118°14'28"
080°11'32"
073°59'39"
075°09'21"
080°00'00"
122°24'40"
077°00'33"

(b)
The protected contours for the land mobile radio service are 130 kilometers
from the above coordinates, except where limited by the following:
(1)
If the land mobile channel is the same as the channel in the following list,
the land mobile protected contour excludes the area within 145 kilometers of the
corresponding coordinates from list below.
Except is the land mobile channel is 15 in
New York or Cleveland or 16 in Detroit, the land mobile protected contour excludes the
area within 95 kilometers of the corresponding coordinates from the list below.
(2)
If the land mobile channel is one channel above or below the channel in the
following list, the land mobile protected contour excludes the area within 90 kilometers
of the corresponding coordinates from the list below.

Coordinates
City

Channels

San Diego, Calif.
Waterbury, Connecticut
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Champaign, Illinois
Jacksonville, Illinois
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
South Bend, Indiana
Salisbury, Maryland
Mt. Pleasant, MI
Hanover, N.Hamp.
Canton, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Oxford, Ohio
Zanesville, Ohio
Elmira -Corning, New York
Harrisburg, Pa.
Johnstown, Pa.
Lancaster, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
Parkersburg, WV
Madison, Wisconsin
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20
14

20
15
14
15
16
16
14
15
17
19
14
18
18
21

19
15
17
16
16
15
15
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Lattitude

Longitude

32°41'48"
41°31'02"
38057'17"
38°57'49"
40°04'11"
39°45'52"
41005'35
41°36'20"
38024'15"
43°34'24"
43°42'30"
40°51'04"
41021'19"
39°30'26"

116°56'10"
073°01'00"
077°01'17"
077°06'18"
087°54'45"
090030'29"
085°10'42"
086°12'44"
075°34'45
084°46'21"
072°09'16"
081°16'37"
081044'24"
084°44'09"
081059'06"
076°52'17"
076°52'09"
078°53'45"
076°27'49"
075°14'24"
079°57'51"
075052'21"
081°33'56"
089°29'15"

-39°55'42"

42006'20"
40°20'44"
40019'47"
40°15'45"
40°12'30"
40026'46"
41°10'58"
39°20'50"
43°03'01"
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74.709(c) -(e)
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(c)
A low power TV or TV translator station application will not be accepted if it
specifies a site that is within the protected contour of a co -channel or first adjacent
channel land mobile assignment.
(d)
The low power TV or TV translator station field strength is calculated from the
proposed effective radiated power (ERP) and the antenna height above average terrain
(HAAT) in pertinent directions.
(1)
The field strength is calculated using Figure 10c of 73.699 (F(50,10) charts)
of Part 73 of this chapter.
(2)
A low power TV or TV translator station application will not be accepted if it
specifies the same channel as one of the land mobile assignments and its field strength
at the land mobile protected contour exceeds 52 dBu.
(3)
A low power TV or TV translator station application will not be accepted if it
specifies a channel that is one channel above or below one of the land mobile assignments
and its field strength at the land mobile protected contour exceeds 76 dBu.

To protect stations in the Offshore Radio Service, a low power
TV or TV Translator station'construation permit application will not be
accepted if it specifies operation on channels 15, 16, 17 or 18 in the
following areas. West Longitude and North Latitude are abbreviated as
W.L. and N.L. respectively.
(e)

(i).On Channel 15: west of 922°00'
W.L.;,east of 98°30' W.L.; and south of a

line extending due west from 3Q°30' N.L.,
92°00' W.L. to 30°30' N.L., 96°00' W.L.;

and then due southwest to 28°00' N.L.,

98°30' W.L.

(2) On Channel 16: west of 88°40' W.L.;
east of 98°30' W.L.; and south of a line
extending due west from 31°00' N.L.,
86°40' W.L. to 31°00' N.L., 95°00' W.L.
and then due southwest to 29°30' N.L.,
96°30' W.L.

(3) On Channel 17: west of 88°30' W.L.;
east of 98°00' W.L.; and south of a, line
extending due west from 31°00' N.L.,
86°30' W.L. to 31°30' N.L., 94°00' W.L.

and then due southwest to 29°30' N.L.,
96°00' W.L.

'

(4) On Channel 18: west of 87°00' W.L.;
east of 95°00' W.L.; and south of 31°00'
N.L.
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(i)

(f)
A locally generated radio frequency signal similar to that of a TV broadcast
station and modulated with visual and aural information may be connected to the input
terminals of a television broadcast translator or low power station for the purposes of
transmitting still photographs, slides and voice announcements.
The radio frequency
signals shall be on the same channel as the normally used off -the -air signal being
rebroadcast.
When transmitting originations concerning financial support or public
service announcements, connection of the locally generated signals shall be made
automatically either by means of a time switch or upon receipt of a control signal from
the TV station being rebroadcast designed to actuate the switching circuit. The
switching circuit will be so designed that the input circuit will be returned to the
off -the -air signal within 30 seconds.
The connection for emergency transmissions may
be made manually.
The apparatus used to generate the local signal which is used to
modulate the translator or low power station must be capable of producing a visual or
aural signal or both which will provide acceptable reception on television receivers
designed for the transmission standards employed by TV broadcast stations. The visual
and aural materials so transmitted shall be limited to emergency warnings of imminent
danger, to local public service announcements and to seeking or acknowledging financial
support deemed necessary to the continued operation of the station. Accordingly, the
orignations concerning financial support may include identification of the contributors,
the size and nature of the contribution and advertising messages of contributors.
Emergency transmissions shall no longer or more frequent than necessary to protect
life and property.
(g)
For the transmission of subscription television broadcast (STV) programs,
intended to be received -in intelligible form by members of the public fora fee or charge,
subject to the provisions of Sections 73.642(e) and 73.644.
A low power TV station may not be operated solely for the purpose of relay(h)
ing signals to one or more fixed receiving points for retransmission, distribution or

relaying..

Low Power TV stations are subject to no minimum required hours of operation
(i)
and may operate in any of the 3 modes described in paragraph (g) of this section for any
number of hours.
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74.732 -

(f)

C power TVEliibility
and licensing requirements. (a) A license for a low
or TV translator station may be issued to any quailified in74.732

dividual, organized group of individuals, broadcast station licensee or
civil governmental body.
be licensed to the
station may
(b) More than one low power TV or TV translator
substantially the same area. Low
whether
or
not
such
stations
serve
same applicant
counted for purposes of 73.636 of Part 73
power TV and TV

translator stations are not

ownership.
of this chapter, concerning multipleassigned
to each low power TV or TV translator
Only
one
channel
will
be
(c)
translator
stations may be authorized to provide
station. Additional low power or
and each
additional reception. A separate application is required for each station
application must be complete in all respects.

TV or TV trans(d)The FCC will not act on applications for new low power
stations when such

in facilities of existing
lator stations or for changes
major
change until the applicable time for filing
changes will result in a

a petition to deny has passed pursuant to 73.3584(c).
(e) A proposal to change the primary TV station being retransmitted or

an.

application of a licensed translator station to include low power TV station operation,

i.e., program origination or subscription service will be subject only to a notification
requirement.

(f) Applications for transfer of ownership or control of a low power TV or TV

translator station will be subject to petitions to
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74.733 -

c

1474.733

(i)

UHF TRANSLATOR SIGNAL BOOSTERS.

(a)
The lieenee of a UHF television broadcast translator station
may be authorized to operate one or more signal boosters for the purpose
of providing reception to small shadowed areas within the area intended
to be served by the translator.

The transmitting apparatus shall consist of a simple linear
radio frequency amplified, with one or more amplifying stages, which is
capable of receiving, amplifying and retransmitting the signals of the
parent translator without significantly altering any electrical characteristic of the received signal other than its amplitude. The maximum power
input to the plate of the final radio frequency amplifier shall not exceed
(b)

5 watts.

(c)
The amplifier shall be equipped with suitable circuits which
will automatically cause it to cease radiating if no signal is being
received from the parent translator station.
Care shall be taken in
the design of the apparatus to insure that out -of -band radiation is not
excessive and that adequate isolation is maintained between the input
and output circuits to prevent unstable operation.

C

(d)
The installation of the apparatus and its associated receiving
and transmitting antennas shall be in accordance with accepted principles of good engineering practice.
Either horizontal, vertical, or
circular polarization of the electric
field of the radiated signal may be employed.
If the isolation between
the input and output circuits depends in part upon the polarization or
directive properties of the transmitting and receiving antennas, the
installation shall be sufficiently rugged to withstand the normal hazards

of the environment.
(e)
The operation of a UHF translator signal booster is subject to
the condition that no harmful interference is caused to the reception of
any station, broadcast or non -broadcast, other than the parent translator.
The licensee of the UHF translator signal booster is expected to use
reasonable diligence to minimize interference to the direct reception of
the parent translator station.
(f)
UHF translator signal boosters may be operated unattended. Repairs and adjustments shall be made by a qualified person. The required
qualifications are set forth in section 74.750(g) and (H).
(g)
An individual call sign will not be assigned to a UHF translator
booster station. The retransmission of the call sign of the parent
translator will serve as station identification.
(h)
Applications for authority to construct and operate a UHF trAnslator signal booster shall be submitted on FCC Form 346A. No construction of facilities or installation of apparatus at the proposed transmitter site shall be made until a construction permit therefore has been
issued by the Commision.
(i)
The provisions of 74.765 concerning posting of station license
shall apply to a UHF translator signal booster except that the parent
UHF translator call sign
followed by the word "Booster," shall be displayed at the signal booster site.
,
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-

74.735(h)

The provisions of 74,767 and 74.781 concerning marking and
lighting of antenna structures and station records, respectively, apply
to UIiF translator signal boosters.
NOTE:
Effective July 11, 1975, no new UHF signal boosters will be authorized. Licensees of such existing boosters may make application for
renewal of license or change in facilities on the applicable FCC Forms
for Television Broadcast Translator Stations (Form 346, for construction
permits; 347, for license to cover construction permit; and 348, for
renewal of license).
(j)

Attended and un attended operation.
(a) In all circumstances other
than during local origination (see 74.701(h)), during which the operator
must be in continuous attendance at the transmitter site, at a remote control point or at the orogram source, low power TV and TV translator stations
may be operated without a licensed radio operator in attendance if the
following requirements are met:
74.734.

C

If the transmitter site cannot be promptly reached at all hours and in all
(1)
seasons, means shall be provided so that the transmitting apparatus can be turned on
and off at will from a point that readily is accessible at all hours and in all seasons.
The transmitter also shall be equipped with suitable automatic circuits
(2)
that will place it in a nonradiating condition in the absence of a signal on the
input channel or circuit.
The transmitting and the ON/OFF control, if at a location other than the
(3)
transmitter site, shall be adequately protected against tampering by unauthorized persons.
The FCC shall be supplied with the name, address, and telephone number of a
(4)
person or persons who may be called to secure suspension of operation of the transmitter
promptly should such action be deemed necessary by the FCC. Such information shall be
kept current by the licensee.
In cases where the antenna and supporting structure are considered to be a
(5)
hazard to air navigation and are required to be painted and lighted under the provisions of Part 17 of the Rules, the licensee shall make suitable arrangements for the
daily observations, when required, and lighting equipment inspections required by
17.37 and 17.38 of the FCC rules.
In the case of a low power TV or TV translator station using modulating
(6)
equipment, observation of the transmitted program signal on a suitable receiver shall
be made for at least 10 continuous minutes each day by a person designated by the
licensee, who shall institute measures sufficient to assure prompt correction of any
condition of improper operation that is observed.
An application for authority to construct a new low power TV station (when
(b)
rebroadcasting the programs of another station) or TV translator station or to make
changes in the facilities of an authorized station, and that proposes unattended operation,
shall include an adequate showing as to the manner of compliance with this section.
74.735

Power limitation.

(a) The power output of the final radiofrequency amplifier of

VHF low power TV or TV translator station, except as provided for in paragraphs (d) and
(f) of this section shall not exceed 0.01 kW peak visual power. A UHF station shall be

a

limited to a maximum of 1 kW peak visual power, except as provided for in paragraph
In no event shall the transmitting apparatus be operated with
(f) of this section.
a power output in excess of the manufacturer's rating.
In individual cases, the FCC may authorize the use of more than one final
(b)
radio frequency amplifier at a single VHF or UHF station under the following conditions:
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(e)

(1)
For each amplifier shall be used to serve a different community or area. More than one final radiofréquency amplifier will not
be authorized to provide service to all or part of the same community
or area.
(2)
Each final radiofrequency amplifier shall feed a separate
transmitting antenna or antenna array. The transmitting antenna(s) arrays
shall be so designed and installed that the outputs of the separate radio frequency amplifiers will not combine to reinforce the signals radiated
by the separate antennas or otherwise achieve the effect of radiated
power in any direction in excess of that which could be obtained with a
single antenna of the same design fed by a radiofrequency amplifier with
power output no greater than that authorized pursuant to paragraph (a)
of this section.
(3)
A translator employing multiple final radiofrequency amplifiers
will be licensed as a single station. The separate final radiofrequency
amplifiers will not be licensed to different licensees.
(c)
No limit is placed upon the effective radiated power that may be obtained
by the use of horizontally or vertically polarized directive transmitting antennas,
providing the provisions of Sections 74.705, 74.707 and 74.709 are met. Applications
proposing the use of directional antenna systems must be accompanied by the following:
(1)
Complete description of the proposed antenna system, including the manufacturer and model number of the proposed directional antenna.
It is NOT acceptable to label
the antenna with only a generic term such as "Yagi" or "Dipole". A specific model
number must be provided.
In the case of individually designed antennas with no model
number, or in the case of a composite antenna composed of two or more individual antennas,
the antenna should be described as a "custom" or "composite" antenna, as appropriate. A
full description of the design of the antenna should also be submitted.
(2)
Relative field horizontal plane pattern (horizontal polarization only) of the
proposed directional antenna. A value of 1.0 should be used for the maximum radiation.
The
plt of the pattern should be oriented so that 00 corresponds to the maximum radiation of
the directional antenna or, alternatively in the case, of a symmetrical pattern, to the line
of symmetry.
The 0° on the plot should be referenced to the actual azimuth with respect
to true North.
(3)
A tabulation of the relative field pattern required in (2), above.
The tabulation should use the same zero degree reference as the plotted pattern, and be tabulated
at least every 100.
In addition, tabulated values of all maximal and minimas, with
their corresponding azimuths, should be submitted.
(.4)
All horizontal plane patterns must be plotted to the largest scale possible
on unglazed letter -size polar coordiñate paper (main engraving approximately 7" x 10")
using only scale divisions and subdivisions of 1, 2, 2.5, or 5 times 10 -nth.
Values of
field strength on any pattern less than 10% of the maximum field strength plotted on that
pattern must be shown on an enlarged scale.
(5) The horizontal plane patterns that are required asre the patterns for the
complete directional antenna system.
In the case of a composite antenna composed of two
or more individual antennas, this means that the patterns for the composite antenna composed of two or more individual antennas, not the patterns for each of the individual
antennas, must be submitted.
(d)
VHF low power TV and TV translator stations authorized on channels listed
in the TV table of allocations (see 73.606(b) of Part 73 of this Chapter) will be
authorized a maximum output power of the radio frequency amplifier of 0.1 kW peak visual

power.
(e)
The power output of the final radio amplifier of a VHF or UHF transmitter
may be fed into a single transmitting antenna, or may be divided between two or more
transmitting antennas or antenna arrays in any manner found useful or desirable by the

licensee.
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(f)
A station proposing to use antenna(s) designed for circularly polarized
radiation may be authorized to use a type accepted transmitter or parallel connected
of two type accepted translator amplifiers to operate at peak visual output power of
twice that specified under the maximum transmitter power limitations given above in
this section.

74.736 EMISSIONS AND BANDWIDTHS.
(a)
The license of a low power TV or TV translator
station authorizes the transmissions of the visual signal by amplitude modulation(A 8U1)
the accompanying aural signal by frequency modulation (F3 E) or (G 3 E)
(b)
Standard width television channels will be assigned and the
transmitting apparatus shall be operated so as to limit spurious emissions to the lowest practicable value. Any emissions including inter modulation products and radio frequency harmonics which are not essential
for the transmission of the desired picture and sound information shall
be considered to be spurious emissions.
(c)
Any emissions appearing on frequencies more than 3 megacycles
above or below the upper and lower edges, respectively, of the assigned
channel shall be attenuated no less than:
(i)
30 decibels for transmitters rated at no more
than 1 watt power output.

(ii)

50 decibels for transmitters rated at more than

1 watt power output.

C.

(iii)
60 decibels for transmitters rated at more than
100 watts power output.
(d)
Greater attenuation than that specified in paragraph (c)
of this section may be required if interference results from emissions
outside the assigned channel.
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74.737 Antenna location.
(a) An applicant for a new low power TV or TV translator
station or for a change in the facilities of an authorized station shall endeavor to
select a site that will provide a line -of -sight transmission path to the entire area
intended to be served and at which there is available a suitable signal from the primary
station, if any, that will be retransmitted.
(b)
The transmitting antenna should be placed above growing vegetation and trees
lying in the direction of the area intended to be served, to minimize the possibility
of signal absorption by foliage.
(c)

A site within 8 kilometers of the area intended to be served is to be
preferred if the conditions in paragraph (a) of this section can be met.
(d)
Consideration should be given to the accessibility of the site at all seasons
of the year and to the availability of facilities for the maintenance and operation
of the transmitting equipment.
(e)
The transmitting antenna should be located as near as is practical to the
transmitter to avoid the use of long transmission lines and the associated power losses.
(f)
Consideration should be given to the existence of strong radio frequency
fields from other transmitters at the site of the transmitting equipment and the
possibility that such fields may result in the retransmissions of signals originating
on frequencies other than that of the primary station being rebroadcast.
EQUIPMENT

C

74.750 Transmission system facilities.
(a)
Application for new low power TV and TV
translator stations and for increased transmitter power for previously authorized
facilities will not be accepted unless the transmitter is listed in the FCC's list of
equipment type accepted for licensing under the provisions of this subpart.
(b)
Transmitting antennas, antennas used to receive the signals to be rebroadcast,
and transmission lines are not type accepted by the FCC. External preamplifiers also
may be used provided that they do not cause improper operation of the transmitting
equipment, and use of such preamplifiers is not necessary to meet the provisions of
paragraph (c) of this section.
(c)
The following requirements must be met before low power TV and TV translator
transmitters will be type accepted by the FCC:
(1)
The equiprent shall be so designed that the electrical

characteristics of a standard television signal introduced into the input
terminals will be maintained at the output. The overall response of the
apparatus within its assigned channel, when operating at its rated power
output and measured at the output terminals, shall provide a smooth curve,
varying within limits separated by no more than 4 decibels:
PROVIDED,
HOWEVER, That. means ray be provided to reduce the amplitude of the aural
carrier below those limits, if necessary to prevent interriodulation which
would mar the quality of the retransmitted picture oíá result in emissions
outside of the assigned channel.
(2)
Radio frequency harmonics of the visual and aural carriers,
measured at the output terminals of the transmitter, shall be attenuated
no less than 60 decibels below the peak visual output power within the
assigned channel. All other emissions appearing on frequencies more than
3 megacycles above or below the upper and lower edges, respectively, of
the assigned channel shall be attenuated no less than:
(i)
30 decibels for transmitters rated at no more than
1 watt power output.
(ii)
50 decibels for transmitters rated at. more than 1 watt
power output.
(iii)
60 decibels for transmitters rated at more than 100
watts power output.
(3)
When subjected to variations in ambient temperature between
minus 30 degrees and plus 50 degrees Centigrade and variations in power
main voltage between 85 percent and 115 percent of rated power supply voltage, the local oscillator frequency stability shall maintain the operating
frequency within:
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0.02 percent of its rated frequency for transmitters
(i)
rated at no more than 100 watts peak visual power.
0.002 percent of the rated frequency for transmitters
(ii)
rated at more than 100 watts peak visual power.
(iii)
Plus or minus 1 kHz of its rated frequency for transmitters to be
used at stations employing offset carrier frequency operation.
(4)
The apparatus shall contain automatic circuits which will maintain
the peak visual power output constant within 2 decibels when the strength of the irpu'.
signal is varied over a range of 30 decibels and which will not permit the peak vi::ual
If a manual
power output to exceed the maximum rated power output under any condition.
adjustment is provided to compensate for different average signal intensities, provision shall be made for determining the proper setting for the control and if improper adjustment of the control could result in improper operation, a label shall be
affixed at the adjustment control bearing a suitable warning.
(5)
The apparatus must be equipped with automatic controls that will place it
in a non -radiating condition when no signal is being received on the input channel, either
due to absence of a transmitted signal or failure of the receiving portion of the facilities used for rebroadcasting the signal of another station. The automatic control may
include a time delay feature to prevent interruptions caused by fading or other momentary
failures of the incoming signal.
'(6)
The tube or tubes employed in the final radio frequency amplifier shall be
of the appropriate power rating to provided the rated power output of the translator.
The normal operating constants for operation at the rated power output shall be specified.
The apparatus shall be equipped with suitable meters or meter jacks so that
appropriate voltage and current measurements may be made while the apparatus is in
operation.
(7)
The transmitters of over 0.001 kW peak visual power (0.002 kW when circularly
polarized antennas are used) shall be equipped with an automatic keying device that will
transmit the call sign of the station, in International Morse Code, at least once each
hour during the time the station is in operation when operating in the translator mode
However, the identification
retransmitting the programming of a TV broadcast station.
by Morse Code is not required if the licensee of the low power TV or TV translator station
has an agreement with the TV broadcast station being rebroadcast to transmit aurally or
Transvisually the low power TV or TV translator station call as provided for in 74.783.
mission of the call sign can be accomplished by:
By frequency shift keying; the aural and visual carrier shift shall
(i)
not be less than 5 kHz or greater than 25 kHz.
By amplitude modulation of the aural carrier of at least 30 percent
(ii)
The audio frequency tone used shall not be within 200 hertz of the Emergency
modulation.
Broadcast System Attention Signal alerting frequencies.
Wiring, shielding, and construction shall be in accordance with accepted
(8)
principles of good engineering practice.
Low power TV and TV translator; transmitting equipment using a modulation
(d)
process for either program origination or rebroadcasting must meet the following require-

ments:
(1)

The equipment shall meet the requirements of paragraphs. (a) (1) and _(b)(3)

of 73.687.

The stability of the equipment shall be sufficient to maintain
the oneratinp frequency of the aural carrier to k.5 NHz+lkHz above the
visual carrier when subjected to variations in ambient temperature between
-300 and +50° centip;rade and variations in power main voltage between 85 and
115 percent of rated power supply voltage.
(2)
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74.751(b)(2)

(e)
Type acceptance will be granted only upon a satisfactory showing that the
apparatus is capable of meeting the requirements of paragraphs (c) and (d) of this
section.
The following procedures shall apply:
(1)
Any manufacturer of apparatus intended for use at low power TV or TV translator stations may request type acceptance by following the procedures set forth in
Part 2, Subpart J, of this chapter. Equipment found to be acceptable by the FCC will be
listed in the "Radio Equipment List" published by the FCC. These lists are available
for inspection at the FCC headquarters in Washington, D.C. or at any of its field
offices.
(2)
Low power TV and TV translator transmitting apparatus that has been type
accepted by the FCC will normally be authorized without additional measurements from
the applicant or licensee.
(3)
Applications for type acceptance of modulators to be used with existing
type accepted TV translator apparatus must include the specifications electrical
and mechanical interconnecting requirements for the apparatus with which it is designed
to be used.
(4)
Other rules concerning type acceptance, ihcluding information regarding
withdrawal of type acceptance, modification of type accepted equipment and limitations
on the findings upon which type acceptance is based, are set forth in Part 2, Subpart
F of this chapter.
The transjitting antenna system may be designed to produce horizontal,
(f)
vertical, or circular polarization.
Low power TV or TV translator stations installing new type accepted
(g)
transmitting apparatus incorporating modulating equipment need not make equipment
performance measurements and shall so indicate on the station license application.
Stations adding new re replacing modulating equipment to existing low power TV or TV

translator transmitting apparatus must have a qualified operator (74.18)

examine the transmitting system after installation.

This operator

must certify in the application for the station license that the transmitting equipment
meets the requirement of paragraph (d)(1) of this section.. A report of the methods,
measurements, and results must be kept in the station records.. However, stations
using modulating equipment solely for the limited local origination of signals permitted by 74.731 need not comply with the requirements of this paragraph.
74.751
Equipment changes. No change, either mechanical or electrical, may be made in
apparatus which has been type accepted by the Commission without prior authority of
If such prior authority has been given to the manufacturer of type acthe Commission.
cepted equipment, the manufacturer may issue instructions for such changes citing
In such cases, individual licensees are not required to secure prior
its authority.
Commission approval but shall notify the Commission when such changes are completed.
Formal application (FCC Form 346) is required for any of the following changes:
(b)
Replacement of the transmitter as a whole, except replacement with a trans(1)
mitter of identical power rating which has been type accepted by the FCC for use by
low power TV and TV translator stations, or any change which could result in a
change in the electrical characteristics or performance of the station.
Any change in the transmitting antenna system, including the direction or
(2)
radiation, directive antenna pattern, antenna gain, transmission line loss characteristics, or height of antenna center of radiation.

E
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(4)
Any horizontal change of the location of the antenna structure which would
(1) be in excess of 500 feet, or (2) require notice to the Federal Aviation Administration pursuant to 17.7 of this Chapter.
(5)
A change in frequency assignment.
(6)
Any changes in the location of the transmitter except within the same.
buildingor upon the same pole or tower.
O

(c). Other equipment changes not specifically. referred to in parag"raphs (a) or (b) of this section may be made at the discretion of the
licensee, provided that the FCC in Viashington, D. C. is notified in
writing upon completion of such changes,
"
"

.(d)

.

Upon installation of new or replacement transmitting equipment for which
prior FCC authority is not required under the provisions of this section, the
licensee must place in the station records a certification that the new installation
complies in all respects with the technical requirements of this part and the station
authorization.
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Frequency tolerance.
The licensee of a low power TV or TV translator station
shall maintain the transmitter output frequencies as set forth below. The frequency
tolerance of stations using direct frequency conversion of a received signal and not
engaging in offset carrier operation as set forth in paragraph (d) of this section will
be referenced to the authorized plus or minus 10 kHz offset, if any, of the primary
74.761

station.
(a)
The visual carrier shall be maintained to within 0.02 percent of the assigned
visual carrier frequency for transmitters rated at not more than 100 watts peak visual

power.
(b)
The visual carrier shall be maintained to within 0.002 percent of the
assigned visual carrier frequency for transmitters rated at more than 100 watts peak
visual power.
(c)
The aural carrier of stations employing modulating equipment shall be
maintained at 4.5 MHz + 1 kHz above the visual carrier frequency.
(d)
kHz of the assigned
The visual carrier shall be maintained to within
channel carrier frequency if the low power TV or TV translator station is authorized
with a specified offset designation in order to provide protection under the provisions
of 74.705 or 74.707.
1

(a) The licensee of a low power TV or TV translation
Frequency measurements.
station is not required to provide a means for measuring the operating frequencies of
the transmitter.
However, only equipment having the required stability will be type
accepted for use by low power TV or TV translator stations.
(b)
In the event that a low power TV or TV translator station is found to be
operating beyond the frequency tolerance prescribed in 74.761, the licensee promptly
shall suspend operation of the transmitter and shall not resume operation until
transmitter has been restored to its assigned frequencies. Adjustment of the frequency
determining circuits of the transmitter shall be made only by a qualified person in
accordance with 74.750(g).
74.762

C

(a) A low power TV or TV translator station is not required
74.763 Time of operation.
to adhere to any regular schedule of operation. However, the licensee of a TV translator station is expected to provide service to the extent that such is within its
control and to avoid unwarranted interruptions in the service provided.
(b)
In the event that causes beyond the control of the low power

TV or TV translator station licensee make it impossible to continue
operating, the station may discontinue operation for a period of not
more than 30 days without further authority from the FCC.
Notification
must be sent to the FCC in 4.tashington, D. C. not later than the 10th day
of discontinued operation.
During such period, the licensee shall continue to adhere to the requirements in the station license pertaining to
the lighting of antenna structures.
In the event normal operation is
restored prior to the expiration of the 30 day period, the licensee will
so notify the FCC of this date.
If the causes beyond the control of the
licensee make it impossible to comply within the allowed period, informal
written request shall be made to the FCC no later than the 30th day for
such additional time as may be deemed necessary.

C

(c)
Failure of a low power TV or TV translator station to operate for a period
of 30 days or more, except for causes beyond the control of the licensee, shall be
deemed evidence of discontinuation of operation and the license of the station may be
cancelled at the discretion of the FCC.
(d)
A television broadcast translator station shall not be permitted to radiate
during extended periods when signals of the primary station are not being retransmitted.
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(a) The station license and any other
74.765 Posting of station and operator licenses.
instrument of authorization or individual order concerning the construction of the
station or manner of operation shall be kept in the station record file so as to be
available for inspection upon request of authorized representatives of the FCC.
(b)
The licensee or permits of operators employed at low power TV

stations locally originationg programs (as defined by 74.701(h) shall be
posted in accordance with the provisions of 73.1230(b).
(c)
The call sign of the station, together with the name, address, and telephone
number of the licensee or local representative of the licensee, if the licensee does
not reside in the community served by the station, and the name and address of the
person and place where the station records are maintained, shall be displayed at the transmitter site on the structure supporting the transmitting antenna, so as to be visible to
a person standing on the ground. The display shall be maintained in legible condition
by the licensee.

74.769 Copies of rules. The licensee Or permittee of a station authorized under this subpart shall have a current copy of Volume I and
Volume III of the Commissions Rules and shall make them available for
use by the operator in charge. Each such licensee or permittee shall
be familiar with those rules relating to stations authorized under this
subpart.
Copies of the Commission's rules may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Wash., D.C.2O4O2.
74.780

Broadcast regulations applicable to TV translator and low power
TV stations.
The following rules are applicable to TV translator statións lnd low power TV stations:
Section 73.653, Operation of TV aural and visual
transmitters.
Section 73.658, Affiliation agreements and network
program practices;
territorial exclusivity in non -network program arrangements.
Part 73, Subpart G, Emergency Broadcast System (for low power TV
stations locally originating programming as defined by 74.701(h)).
Section 73.1201, Station identification (for low power TV stations
locally originating programming as defined by 74.701(h)).
Section 73.1205, Fraudulent billing practices.
Section 73.1206, Broadcast of telephoñe conversations.
Section 73.1207,, Rebroadcasts.
Section 73.1208, Broadcastof taped, filmed or recorded material.
Section 73.1211, Broadcast of lottery information.
Section 73.1212, Sponsorship inentification; list
retention; re lated requirements.
Section 73.1216,
Section 73.1510,
Section 73.1515,
Section 73.1615,
Section 73.1635,
Section 73.1650,
Section 73.1680,
Section 73.1940,
Section 73.2080,
Stations only).
Section 73.3500,
Section 73.3511,
Section 73.3512,
Section 73.3513,
Section 73.3514,
Section 73.3516,
3/11/85
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licensee conducted contests.
Expermintal authorizations.
Special field test authorizations.
Operation during modifications of facilities.
Special temporary authorizations (STA).
International broadcasting agreements.
Emergency antennas.
Broadcasts by candidates for public office.
Equal employment opportunities (for low power TV
Application and report forms.
Applications required.
Where to file number of copies.
Signing of applications.
Content of applications.
Specification of facilities.
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Section 35.7317, Contingent applications.
Section 73.3518, Inconsistent or conflicting applications.
Section 73.3519, Repetitious applications.
Section 73.3522, Amendment of applications.
Section 73.3525, (a),(b(,(d),(f),(g),(h), and (i) Agreements for
removing application conflicts.
Section 73.3533, Application for construction permit or modification
of construction permit.
Section 73.3534 Application for extention of construction permit or
for construction permit to replace expired construction permit.
Section 73.3536, Application for license to cover construction permit.
Section 73.3538(a)(1)(3).(4),(b)(2) Application to make changes in
existing station.
Section 73.3539, Application for renewal of license.
Section 73.3540, Application for voluntary assignment or transfer of

control.

Section 73.3541, Application for involuntary assignment or of transfer
73.3542, Application for Temporary authorization.
Section 73.3544, Application to obtain a modified station license.
Section 73.3545, Application for permit to deliver programs to foreign

of co Section

stations.

Section 73.3561, Staff consideration of applications requiring Commission action.
Section 73.3562, Staff consideration or application not requiring
action by the Commission.
Section 73.3564, Acceptance of applications.
Section 73.3566, Defective applications.
Section 73.3568, Dismissal of applications.
Section 73.3572, Processing of TV broadcast, low power TV and TV
translator station applications.
Section 73.3580, Local public notice of filing of broadcast applications.
Section 73.3584, Petition to deny.
Section 73.3587, Informal objections.
Section 73.3591, Grants without hearing.
Section 73.3593, Designation for hearing.
Section 73.3594, Local public notice of designation for hearing.
Section 73.3597, Procedures on transfer and assignment applications.
Section 73.3598, Period of construction.
Section 73.3599, Forfeiture of construction permit.
Section 73.3601, Simultaneous modification and renewal of license.
Section 73.3503, Special waiver procedure applicable to applications.
Section 73.3612, Annual employment report (for low power TV stations
only).
Section 73.3613, Filing of contracts (network affiliation contracts for
low power TV stations only).
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(d)

(a) The licensee of a low power TV or TV trans74.781 Station records.
lator station shall maintain adequate*station records, including the
current instrument of authorization, official correspondence with the FCC,
maintenance records, contracts, permission for rebroadcasts and other pertinent documents.
(b) Entries required by 17.49 of this Chapter concerning any
observed or otherwise known extinguishment or inproper functioning of .a
tower light;

(1)The nature of such extinguishment or improper functioning.
2 The date and time the extinguishment or improper operation was
observed or otherwise noted.
(3) The date, time and nature of adjustments, repairs or replacements.
made.

(c) The station records shall be maintained for inspection at a
residence, office, or public building, place of business, or other suitable
place, in one of the communities of license of the translator or booster,
except that the station records of a booster or translator licensed to the
licensee of the primary station may be kept at the same place where the
primary station records are kept. The name of the person keeping station
records, together with the address of the place where the records are kept,
The station
shall be posted in accordance with 74.765(c) of the rules.
records shall be made available upon request. to any authorized representative of the Commission.
(d) Station logs and records shall be retained for a period of t yrs.
74.782 Reserved.

G
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Station identification. (a) Each TV translator station and low power
TV station not originating local programming as defined by 74.701(h),

over 0.001 kw peak visual power (0.002 kw when using circulary polarized
antennas) must transmit its station identification as follows:
(1) by transmitting the call sign in International Morse Code at
least once each hour. This transmission may be accomplished by means of
an automatic device as required by 74.750(c)(7). Call sign transmission
shall be made at a code speed not in excess of 20 words per minute, or
(2)
by arranging for the primary station, whose signal is being
rebroadcast, to identify the translator station by transmitting an easily
readable visual presentation or a clearly understandable aural presentation of the translator station's call letters and location. Two such
identifications shall be madebetween 7 am and 9 am and 3 pm and 5 pm each
broadcast day at approximately one hour intervals during each time period.
Television stations which do not begin their broadcast day before 9 am
shall make these identifications in the hours closest to these time periods at the specified intervals.
(b)
Licensees of television translator whose station identification is made by the television station whose signals are being rebroadcast
by the translator, must secure agreement with this television station
licensee to keep in its file, and available to FCC personnel,
the translator's call letters and location, giving the name, address and telephone
number of the licensee or his service representative to be contacted in the
event of malfunction of the translator. It shall be the responsibility
of the translator licensee to furnish current information to the television
station licensee for this purpose.

(c) A low power TV station shall comoly with the station identification procedures given in 73.1201 when locally originating programming

as defined by 74.701(h). The identification procedures given in paragraphs (a) and (b) areto be used at all other times.

(d)
Call signs for low power TV and TV translator stations will be made up of
the initial letter K or W followed by the channel number assigned to the station and
two additional. letters.
The use of the initial letter generally will follow the
pattern used in the broadcast service, i.e., stations west of the Mississippi River will
be assigned an initial letter K and those east, the letter W. The two letter combinations following the channel number will be assigned in order and requests for the assignment of the particular combinations of letters will not be considered.
The channel
number designator for Channels 2 through 9 will be incorporated in the call sign as a
2 -digit number, i.e., 02, 03,
., so as to avoid similarities with call signs assigned
to amateur radio stations.
.

.

74.784 Rebroadcasts.
(a) The term "rebroadcast" means the reception of radio of the
programs or other signals of a radio or television station and the simultaneous or
subsequent reteansmission of such programs or signals for direct reception by the
general public.
(b)
The licensee of a low power TV or TV translator station shall not rebroadcast
the programs of any other TV broadcast station or other station authorized under the
provisions of this Subpart without obtaining prior consent of the station whose
signals or programs are proposed to be retransmitted. The FCC shall be notified of the
call letters of each station rebroadcast and the licensee of the low power TV or TV broadcast translator station shall certify that written consent has been obrained from the
licensee of the station whose programs are retransmitted.
(c)
A TV translator station may rebroadcast only programs and signals that are
simultaneously transmitted by. a TV broadcast station.
(d)
The provisions of 72.1207 of Part 73 of this chapter apply to low power TV
stations in transmitting any material during periods of program origination obtained
from the transmissions of any other type of station.
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SUBPART H - LOW POWER AUXILIARY STATIONS
174.801 Definitions. Cable Television system operator. A cable television operator is defined in 76.5(11) of the rules as that local
business entity, be it natural person, partnership, corporation or
association, which offers for sale services of a cable television
syatem in the system community.
Lower power auxiliary station. An auxiliary station authorized and operated pursuant to the provisions set forth in this Subpart. Devices
authorized as low power auxiliary stations are intended to transmit over
distances of approxinately 100 meters for use such as wireless microphones, cue and control communications and synchronization of TV camera
signals.
Motion picture producer. Motion picture producer refers to a person or
organization engaged in the production or Miming of motion pictures.
Television program producer. Television program producer refers to a
person or organization engaged in the production of television programs.

Frequency assignment.
(a) The following frequency bands may be assigned for use by low,
power auxiliary stations:
74.802

26.10 - 26.48 MHz
161.625 - 161.775 MHz (except in Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands)
174 - 216 MHz
450 - 451 MHz
455 - 456 MHz
944 - 952 MHz
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74.803(b)

Except for the 174-216 MHz band, transmitting units may be operated on any frequency
within the band of frequencies for which the station is licensed.
(b)
In the 174-216 MHz band, operations are limited to locations removed from
existing co -channel stations by the following distances unless otherwise authorized by
the Commission:
Zone I, 97Km (60 miles)
Zone II, and III, 120 Km (75 miles)
NOTE:
See 73.609 for a definition of each of the zones.
Specific frequency operationnis required in this band and the licensee will select
Specific assignable frequencies
the exact frequency on which operation is desired.
Intermediate
will begin and end on the frequencies shown in the ranges indicated below.
frequencies must be located within the ranges specified and must be offset from the upper
or lower assignable frequencies by 25kHz or an integral multiple thereof.
(1)
With television Channel 7 (174-180 MHz):
174.600-176.600 MHz and 177.000-179.400 MHz
(2)
Within television Channel 8 (180-186 MHz): 180.600-182.600 MHz and 183.000-185.400 MHz
Within television Channel 9 (186-192 MHz):
(3)
186.600-188.600 MHz and 189.000-191.400 MHz
Within television Channel 10 (192-198 MHz):
(4)
192.600-194.600 MHz and 195.000-197.400 MHz
Within television Channel 11 (198-204 MHz):
(5)
198.600-200.600 MHz and 201.000-203.400 MHz
Within television Channel 12 (204-210 MHz):
(6)
204.600-206.000 MHz and 207.000-209.400 MHz
Within television Channel 13 (210-216 MHz):
(7)
210.600-212.600 MHz and 213.000-215.400 MHz
A licensee is not limited with respect to the number of low power auxiliary
(c)
stations which may be licensed.
Low power auxiliary licensees will not be granted exclusive frequency
(d)
assignments.

(a) Where two or
74.803 Frequency selection to avoid interference.
more low power auxiliary licensees need to operate in the same area,
the licensees shall endeavor to select frequencies or schedule operation in such manner as to avoid mutual interference. If a mutually
satisfactory arrangement cannot be reached, the Commission shall be
notified and it will specify the frequency or frequencies to be employed by each licensee.
The selection of frequencies in the 174-216MHz band for use
(b)
in any area shall be guided by the need to avoid interference to
In this band low power auxiliary station ustelevision reception.
age is secondary to television broadcasting and shall not cause harmIf interference occurs,
ful interference to television reception.
low power auxiliary station operation shall cease immediately and
shall not resume until the interference problem has been resolved.
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74.831 Scope of service and permissible transmissions. The license
for a low power auxiliary station authorizes the transmission of cues and
orders to production personnel and Participants in broadcast programs
and motion pictures and in the preparation therefor, the transmission of
program material by means of a wireless microphone worn by a performer
and other participants in a program or motion picture during rehersal
and during the actual broadcast, filming, or recording, or the transmission of comments, interviews, and reports from the scene of a remote
broadcast. Low power auxiliary stations operating in the 9441952 MHz
band may, in addition, transmit synchronizing signals and various control
signals to portable or hand -carried TV cameras which employ low power
radio signals in lieu of cable to deliver picture signals to the control
point at the scene of a remote broadcast.

Licensing requirements and procedures.
A license authorizing operation of one or more low power
(a)
auxiliary stations will be issued only to the following:
74.832

A licensee of an AM, FM, TV, or International broadcast station or low power TV
Low power auxiliary stations will be licensed for use with specific broadcast
or low power TV station or combination of stations licensed to the same licensee within
the same community.
(1)

station.

C

(2) A broadcast network entity.
A cable television system operator who operates a cable system
(3)
that produces program material for origination or access cablecasting,
as defined in Section 76.5(w) and (x).
(4)
Motion picture producers as defined in 74.801.
Television program producers as defined in 74.801.
(5)
An application for a new or renewal of low power auxiliary lic(b)
ense shall specify the frequency band or bands desired. Only those frequency bands necessary for satisfactory operation shall be requested.
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(h)

(c)
Licensees of AN, FM, TV and International broadcast stations;
low power TV stations; and broadcast network entities may be authorized
to operate low power auxiliary stations in the frequency bands set forth
in 74.8O2(a).
Cable television operators, and motion picture program producers may be
(d)
authorized to operate low power auxiliary stations only in the 174-216 MHz band.
An application for low power auxiliary stations or for a change in an
(e)
existing authorization shall specify the broadcast station, combination of such stations,
or the network with which the low power broadcast auxiliary facilities are to be
principally used as given in paragraph (h) of this Section; or it shall specify the
motion picture or television production company or the cable television operator with
which the low power broadcast auxiliary facilities are to be solely used. A single
application, filed in duplicate on FCC Form 313 may be used in applying for the authority
to operate one or more low power auxiliary units. The application must specify the number
Motion picture
of units to be operated and the frequency bands which will be used.
producers, television program producers, and cable television operators are required
to attach a single sheet to their application form explaining in detail the manner in
which the eligibility requirements given in paragraph (a) are met.
Applications for the use of the 174-216 MHz band must specify the usual area
(f)
This area of
of operation within which the low power auxiliary station will be used.
operation may, for example, be specified as the metropolitan area in which the broadcast
licensee serves, or the usual area within which motion picture and television producers
are operating. Since low power auxiliary station use of this band will only be permitted in areas removed from existing co0channel television broadcast stations, it is
the licensee's responsibility to insure operation of these stations does not occur at
distances less than those specified in 74.802(b) with respect to existing co-channel
TV stations serving part of the specified area of operation.
Low power auxiliary licenses will specify the minimum and maximum number of
(g)
unites that may be operated as follows: from 1 to 5 stations; from 4 to 12 stations;
from 10 to 24 stations; from 20 to 50 stations; 45 or mor stations.
For broadcast licensees, low power auxiliary stations will be licensed for
(h)
use with a specific broadcast station or combination of broadcast stations licensed
to the same licensee and to the same community. Licensing of low power auxiliary
stations for use with a specific broadcast station or combination of such stations does
not preclude their use with other broadcast stations of the same or a different licensee
at any location. Operation of low power auxiliary stations outside the area of operation
specified in the authorization, or in other bands is permitted without further authority
However, operation of low power auxiliary stations shall, at all
of the Commission.
Also, a
times, be in accordance with the requirements of Section 74.882 of this Subpart.
low power auxiliary station that is being used with a broadcast station or network
other than one with which it is licensed, must, in addition to meeting the requirements
of Section 74.861 of this Subpart, not cause harmful interference to another low power
auxiliary station which is being used with the broadcast station(s) or network with
which it is licensed.
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In case of permanent discontinuance of operation of p station
licensed under this Subpart, the licensee shall forward the station
license to the Commission in Washington for cancellation. For nurnoses
of this section, a station which is not operated for a Period of one
year is considered to have been permanently discontinued.
The license shall be retained in the licensee's files at the
(j)
address shown on the authorization, posted at the transmitter or posted at the control point of the station.
(i)

74.833 Temporary authorizations.
(a) Special temporary authority may be
granted for low power
auxiliary station operation which cannot be conducted in accordance with 74.24. Such authority will normally be granted
only for operations of a temporary nature.
Where operation is seen as
likely on a continuing annual basis, an application for a regular authorization should be submitted.
(b)
A request for special temporary authority for the operation of
r, low rower Puxiliary station may be made by informal application, which
sh^11 be filed with the Commission in Wnshinr-ton at least 10 drys prior
to the date of the proposed oneration: Provided, That, an nnnlication
filed within less than 10 days of the proposed operation may be accepted
upon e satisfactory showing of the reasons for the delay in submitting*
the request.
(c)
An informal request for special temporary authority shall be
addressed to the Commission in Washington, D. C.,.and shall include
full particulars including:
applicant's neme, statement of eligibility,
call letters of associated broadcasting* station or stations, if any,
name and address of individual designated to receive return telegram,
type and manufacturer of equipment, power output, emission, frequency or
frequencies proposed to be used, commencement and termination date and
location of proposed operation, and purpose -for which request is made
including any particular. justification.
(d). A request for special, temporary authority shall specify a frequency band consistent with the provisions of 74.802: Provided, That, in
the case of events of wide -spread interest and importance which cannot be
transmitted successfully on these frequencies, frequencies assigned to
other services may be requested upon a showing that operation thereon
will not cause interference to established stations: And provided further
In no case will operation of a low power auxiliary broadcast station be
authorized on frequencies employed for the safety of life and property.
The user shall have full control over the transmitting equipment
(e)
during the period it is operated.
(f)
Special temporary authority to Permit operation of low power
auxiliary stations pending Commission action on an application for regular authority will not normally be granted.

EQUIPMENT
74.851

Type acceptance of equipment.
kpplica.tions for new low power auxiliary stations
will not be accepted unless the 'transmitting equipment
*specified therein has been type accepted for use pursuant .to provisions
of this Subpart.
(a)
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c

(b)

Any manufacturer of a teansmitter to be used in this service mev

rynnly for tv-ne acceptance for such transmitter followings the tvi a accept?nce procedure set forth in Part ?_ of the Commission's Rules and pe'u7.ntionn.

C

Attention is also directed to Part 1 of the Commission's Rules
rind Regulations which specifies the fees required when filintr an application for type acceptance.
(e)
An applicant for a low power auxiliary station may also Panty
f'cr t-.*ne acceptance for an individual transmitter by followiny the type
acceptance procedure set forth in Part 2 of the Commission's Rules and
Rer'ulntions.
The application for type acceptance must. be accompanied
by the proper fees as prescribed in Part 1 of the Commission's Rules and
ReTul^tions. Individual transmitters which are tyre accepted will not
normnlly be included in the Commission's "Radio Equipment List."
(d)
Low power auxiliary station equipment authorized to be used pursuant'
to an application accepted for filing prior to December 1, 1977 may continue
to be used by the lecensee or its successors. or assignees: Provided, however,
If operation of such equipment causes harmful interferencedue to its faai are
to comply with the technical standards set forth in this Subpart, the Commission may, at its discretion, require the licensee to take such corrective
action as is necessary to eliminate the interference.
(e)
Each instrument of authority which permits operation of ^ low
rower auxiliary station using equipment which has not been type accented
will specify the particular transmitting equipment which the licensee is
nnthorized to use.
(f)
All transmitters marketed for use under this subpart shall be type
accented by the Federal Communications Commission for use under this
Rubnart. (Refer to Subpart I of Part 2 of the Commission's Rules and
PeTulations.)
74.852

Equipment changes.
The licensee of a low power auxiliary station may
make any changes in the equipment
tint are deemed desirable or necessary, including replacement with type
accented equipment, without Prior Commission approval: Provided, The proposed changes will not depart from any of the terms of the station authorization or the Commission's technical rules moverning this service: And
provided further, That any changes made to type accepted transmitting
equipment shall be in compliance with the provisions of Part 2 of the
Com'ission's'Rules and Regulations concerning modification to type accepted equipment.
(b)
Any eauipment.changes made pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section shall be set forth in the next application for renewal of license.
(a)

(c)

Deleated

TECHNICAL OPERATION AND OPERATORS

G

'4.861
Technical requirements.
(a)
Transmitter power is the power at the transmitter output termi-

nals and delivered to the antenna, antenna transmission line, or any other
impedance -matched, radio frequency load. For the purpose of this Subpart, the transmitter power is the carrier power.
4/26/78
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Each authorization for a new low power auxiliary station shall
Such equipment shall be
operated in accordance with the emission specifications included in the
type acceptance grant and as prescribed in paragraphs (c) through (e) of
this section.
Low power auxiliary transmitters not required to operate on
(c)
specific carrier frequencies shall operate sufficiently within the
authorized frequency band edges to insure the emission bandwidth falls
entirely within the authorized band.
(d)
For low power auxiliary stations operating in bands other than
the 174-216 MHz band, the following technical requirements are imposed:
(1)
The maximum transmitter power which will be authorized is 1
watt. Licensees may accept the manufacturer's power rating; however, it
is the licensee's responsibility to observe specified power limits.
(2)
If a low power auxiliary station employs amplitude modulation,
-modulation shall not exceed 100 percent on positive or negative peaks.
(3)
The occupied bandwidth shall not be greater than that
necessary for satisfactory transmission and, in any event, an emission
appearing on any discrete frequency outside the authorized band shall be
attenuated, at least, 43 + 10 logio (mean output power, in watts)
decibels below the mean output power of the transmitting unit.
(e)
For low power auxiliary stations operating in the 174-216 MHz
band, the following technical requirements are imposed:
(1)
The power of the unmodulated carrier at the transmitter output
terminals may not exceed 50mW.
(2)
Transmitters shall be crystal controlled, employ frequency
modulation with a maximum deviation of +15kHz and a maximum modulating
frequency of 15 kHz, and shall have a frequency tolerance of 0.005
percent.
(3)
The authorized bandwidth is 100 kHz.
(4)
The mean power of emissions shall be attenuated below the mean
output power of the transmitter in accordance with the following
schedule:
(i)
On any frequency removed from the operating frequency by
more than 50 percent up to and including 100 percent of the authorized
bandwidth:
at least 25 decibels;
(ii)
On any frequency removed from the operating frequency by more
than 100 percent up to and including 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth:
at least 35 decibels;
(iii) On any frequency removed from the operating frequency by more
than 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth: at least 43 + 10 logo
(mean output power, in watts) decibels.
(f)
Unusual transmitting antennas or antenna elevations shall not
be used to deliberately extend the range of low power auxiliary stations
beyond the limited areas defined in 74.831.
Low power auxiliary stations shall be operated so that no
(g)
harmful interference is caused to any other class of station operating in
accordance with Commission's rules and regulations and with the Table of
Frequency Allocations in Part 2 thereof.
(h)
In the event a station's emissions outside its authorized
frequency band causes harmful interference, the Commission may, at its
discretion, require the licensee to take such further steps as may be
necessary to eliminate the interference.
(b)

(::require the use of type accepted equipment.
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74.882 Station Identification. Call signs will not be assigned to low
power auxiliary stations. In lieu thereof, for transmitters used for
voice transmissions and having a transmitter output power exceeding 50
mW, and announcement shall be nade et the beginning and end of each period
of operation at 1 single location, over the transmitting: unit being
operated, identif'ying the transmitting; unit designator, its location, and
the call sign of the broadcasting station or name of the licensee with
which'it is being; used. A period of operation may consist of a. continuous transmission L or . intermittent transmissions pertaining; to n single
event.

1
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SUBPART I -- INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION FIXED STAN :NS
DEFINITIONS AND ALLOCATION OF FREQUENCIES
874.90l Definitions. Attended operation.
Operation of a statical by a
qualified operator on duty at the place where the transmitting
is located with the transmitter in plain view of the operator. apparatus
Instructional television fixed station. A fixed station operated by
an educational organization and used primarily for the transmission of
visual and aural instructional, cultural, and other types of educational
material to one or more fixed receiving locations.
ITFS response station. A fixed station operated at a-. authorized
location to provide communication by voice and/or data signals t:, an associated instructi.«Nnal television fixed station.
main channel. The main channel is that portion of each authorized
channel used for the transmission of visual and aural information as set
forth in 73.682 of this Chapter and 74.938 of this Subpart.
Remote control. Operation of a station by a qualified operator rn
duty at a control position from which the transmitter is not visible but
which control position is equipped with suitable control and te1-metering
circuits so that the essential functions that could be performed at the
transmitter can also be performed from the control point.
Subsidiary channel. A subsidiary channel is any portion of an authorized channel not used for main channel transmissions.
Temporary fixed ITFS stations. An ITFS station used for the transmission of material from temporary unspecified points to an ITFS station.
Unattended operation. Operation of a station by aut omatic ;mans where'
by the transmitter is turned on and off and performs its funct.ins without
attention by a qualified operator.
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(c)

The following frequencies may be
r a)
§74.902 Frequency assignments.
assigned to instructional television fixed stations:
Group A
Channel Band Limits
Mc/s
No.
A-1
2500-2506
2512-2518
A-2
2524-2530
A-3
2536-2542
A-4

Group B
Channel Band Limits
Mc/s
No.
2506-2512
B-1
B-2
2518-2524
2530-2536
B-3
2542-2548
B-4

Group C
Channel Band limits
Mc/s
No.
2548-2554
C-1
2560-2566
C-2
2512-2578
C-3
2584-2590
C-4

Group D
Channel Band Limits
Mc/s
No.
2554-2560
D-1
2566-2572
D-2
D-3
2578-2584
2590-2596
D-4

Group E
Channel Band Limits
No.
Me/s
2596-2602
E-1
2608-2614
E-2
2620-2626
E-3
2632-2630
E-4

Group F
Channel Band 'Lim .t
No.
MC/s
2602-2608
F-1
2614-2620
F-2
2626-2632
F-3
2638-2644
F-4

Group G
lhannel Band Limits
Mc/s
No.
'

G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4

2644-2650
2656-2662
2668-2674
2680-2686

Instructional Television Fixed Stations authorized tc operate on
(b)
Channels 2650-2656, 2662-2668, and 2674-2680 MHz as of July 16, 1971, may
continue to operate on a co -equal basis with other stations operating in
Requests for subseaccordance with the Table of Frequency Allocations.
quent renewals of modification of existing licenses will be considered;
however, expansion of systems comprised of such stations will not be
permitted except on frequency allocated for the service.
Channels 2596-2602, 2602-2608, 2608-2614, 2614-2620, 2620-2626,
(c)
2626-2632, 2632-2638, 2638-2644 MHz and the corresponding response channels
listed in 74.939(d) are shared with the Multipoint Distribution Service. No
new Instructional Television Fixed Service applications for these channels
filed after May 25, 1983 will be accepted. In those areas where Multipoint
Distribution Service use of these channels is allowed pursuant to 21:1902.
Instructional Television Fixed Service users of these channels will continue
to be afforded protection from harmful coehannel and adjacent channel interference from Multipoint Distribution Service stations.
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(d) A license is limited to the assignment of no more than four
channels for use in a single area of operation, all of which should be
selected from the same Group listed in paragraph (a) of this section.
An area of operation is defined as the area in which the use of channels
by one licensee.precludes their use by other licensees. Applicants shall
not apply for more channels than they intend to construct within a reasonable time, simply for the purpose of reserving additional channels. The
number of channels authorized to an applicant will be bases on the demonstration of need for the number of channels requeated. The Commission
willtake into consideration such factors as the amount of use of any
currently assigned channels and the amount of proposed use of each channel
requested, the amount of, and justification for, any repetition in the
schedules, and the overall demand and availability of ITFS channels in the
community. For those applicant organizations formed for the purpose of
serving accredited institutional or governmental organizations, evaluation of the need will only. consider service to those specified receive
sites which submitted supporting decomentation pursuant to 74.932(a)(4).
(e)
The same channel may be assigned to more than one station or more
than one licensee in the same area if the geometric arrangement of the
transmitting and receiving points or the times of operation are such that
interference is not :likely to occur.
(f)
A temporary fixed ITFS station may use any available ITFS
channel on a secondary basis. Operation of stations located within 35
Iles of Canada shall be limited by 74.24(h)(3) of this Subpart.
(g) Where adjacent channel operation is proposed in any ares, the
preferred location of the proposed station's transmitting antenna is at.,,
the site of the adjacent channel transmitting antenna. If this is not
prat':icable, the adjacent channel transmitting antenna should be located
as close as reasonably possible.
(a) Since interference in this service will occur
74.903 Interference.
only when an unfavorable desired -to -undesired signal ratio exists at the
antenna input terminals of the affected receiver, the directive properties of receiving antennas can be used to minimize the hazard of such
interference. Interference may also be controlled through the use of
directive transmitting antennas, geometric arrangement of transmitters
and receivers, and the use of the minimum power requited to provide the
needed service. Harmful interference will be considered present when the
reference receiving antenna is oriented to receive the maximum desired
to undesired signal ratio is less'than the '.value specified for the respective channel under consideration.
(1) Cochannel interference is defined as the ratio of the desired
signal to the, undesired signal, at the antenna input terminals of the
affected receiver. when the ratio is less than 45 dB.
(2) Adjacent channel interference is defined as the ratio of the desired d'i.gnai to undesired signal present in an adjacent channel, at the
antenna input terminals of the affected receiver, when the ratio is less
than 0 dB, except in cases where the stations were constructed before
In such cases, the desired to undesired signal ratio shall
May 26, 1983.
not be laes than 10 dB unless the indívidul receive site under consideration has been subsequently upgraded with up-to-date reception equipAbsent information presented to the contrary, the Commission will
ment.
assume that recer:tion equipment installation occurred simultaneously
with original station construction.
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76.63

Deleted.

4

garriage of subscription television programs and telecommunications services on the vertical blanking interval.
The provisions of
75.55, 75.57, 76.59, 76.61
do not require carriage of any
subscription TV program or any telecommunications service transmitted on
the vertical blanking interval.
?

76.65 Determination of signal contours. (a) When, for purpose of acertaining broadcast station rights to cable carriage, reference is made to
such contours shall be
Grade B contours 76.57(a), 76.59(a) and 76.61(a)
in
73.683(a)
of
this chapter:
the field intensity contours defined
Provided however, That such rights as to signals carried or authorized
for carriage on or before August 26, 1977, shall be determined by reference to the contour predicition rules adopted in the Sixth Report and
Order in Dockets 8736, 8975, 8976 and 9175,41FCC 148 (1952) as amended
by Report and Order in Docket 17253, FCC 70-345, 22 FCC 2d 345 (1970).
76.67 Sports Broadcast. (a) No community unit located in whole or in,
part within the specified zone of a television broadcast station licensed
to a community in which a sports event is taking place, shall, on request
of the holder of the broadcast rights to that event, or its agent, carry
the live television broadcast of that event if the event is not available
live on a television broadcast signal carried by the system pursuant to
the mandatory signal carriage rule of this Part. For the purpose of this
Section, if there is no television station licensed to the community in which
the sports event is taking place, the applicable specified zone shall be
that of the television station licensed to the community which the sports
event or local team is identified, or, if the event or local team is not
identified with any particular community, the nearest community to which
the television station is licensed.
Notification of the programming to be deleted pursuant to this
(b)
section shall include the following information:
As to programming to be deleted from television broadcast
(1)
signals regularly carried by cable community unit;
The name and address of the party requesting the program
(I)
deletion;
(ii) The date, time and expected duration of the sports event
the television broadcast of which is to be deleted;
(iii) The call letters of the television broadcast station(s)
from which the deletion is to be made.
As to programming to be delted from television broadcast
(2)
signals not regularly carried by cable community unit;
The name and address of the party requesting the program
(i)
deletion;
The date, time and expected duration of the sports event
(ii)
the television broadcast of which is to be deleted.
Notifications given pursuant to this section must be received, as
(c)
to regularly scheduled events, no later than the Monday preceding the calendar week (Sunday -Saturday) during which the program deletion is to be
Notifications as to events not regularly scheduled and revisions of
made.
notices previously submitted, must be received within twenty-four- (24)
hours after the time of the telecast to be deleted is known, but in any
event no later than twenty-four (24) hours from the time the subject
telecast is to take place.
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74.910 Part 73 application requirements pertaining to ITFS stations.
The following rules are applicable to ITFS stations.
Sec.

73.3500 Application and report forms.
73.3511 Applications required.
73.3512 Where to file; number of copies.
73.3513 Signing in applications.
73.3514 Content of applications.
73.3519 Repetitious applications.
?3.3533 Application for construction permit or modification of Construction permit.
73.3534 Application for extension of construction permit or for construction permit to replace expired construction permit.
73.3536 Application for license to cover construction permit.
73.3542 Application for temporary or emergency authorization.
73.3561 Staff consideration of applications requiring Commission action.
73.3562 Staff condideration ofapplications not requiring action by the
Commission.
73.3564(a),(b) Acceptance of applications.
73.3566 Defective applications.
73.3587 Procedure for filing objections.
73.3598 Period of constructions.
73.3599 Forfeiture of construction permit.
The applicability of other rules in Part 73, where appropriate, is not
precluded by this section.
(a) Applications for
74.911 Processing of ITFS station applications.
ITFS stations are divided into two groups:
(1) In the first group are applications for new stations or major
changes in the facilities of authorized stations. These applications are
subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this section. A major
change for an ITFS station will be any pr©posal to add new channels,
change from one channel (or channel group) to another, or increase power.

Howerver, the Commission may, within 15 days after the acceptance of any
other application for modification of facilities, advise the applicant
that such application is considered to be one for a major change, and
subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this section.
(2) The second group consists of applications for licenses and all other
changes in the facilities of authorized stations.
(b) Anew file number will be assigned to an application for a new station
or for major changes in the facilities of an authorized station, when it is
amended so as to effect a major change, as defined in paragraph (a)(1) of
this Section, or result in a situation where the original party or parties to the application do not retain control of the applicant as originally filed. An application for change in the facilities of any existing
station will continue to carry the same file number even though (pursuant
to Commission approval) an assignment of license or transfer of control
of such licensee or permittee has taken place if, upon comsummation, the
application is amended to reflect the new ownership.
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(c) Applications for ITFS stations will be processed as nearly as
possible in the order ,in which they are filed. In order that those
applications which are mutually exclusive may be grouped and fixed for
processing, the Commission will periodically release a public notice
listing applications for new facilities or major modifications which
have been accepted for filing and accouncing a date 60 days after its
release on which the listed applications will be considered available
and ready for processing and by which all mutually exclusive applications, petitions to deny the listed applications, and amjor amendments
A second Public Notice be
to the listed applications must be filed.
released, listing applications filed in response to the initial Public
Notice, providing 30 days after its release to file petitions to deny
against the listed applications or to make minor amendments.
(d) Those applications, other than mutually exclusive applications,
which upon examination meet other pertinent requirements and would serve
the public interest, convenience and necessity will be granted. mutually
exclusive applications will be processed pursuant to the provisions in
74.913.

C

L

(a) Any party in interest may file with the
74.912 Petitions to deny.
Commission a petition to deny any application for new facilities of authorized stations, provided such petitions are filed by the date establishIn the case of all
ed pursuant to the cut-off provisions of 74.911(c).
other applications, except those excluded under section 309(c) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, petitions to deny must be filed
not later than 30 days after issuance of a public notice of the acceptance for filing of the applications. In the case of applications for renewal of license, petitions to deny may be filed after the issuance of a
public notice of acceptance for filing of the applications and up until
the first day of the last full calendar month of the expiring license term.
(b) The applicant file an opposition to any petition to deny, and the
petitioner a reply to such opposition in which allegations of fact or
denials thereof shall be supported by affidavit of a person or persons
with personal knowledge thereof. The times for filing such oppositions
and replies shall be those provided in 1.45 of this chapter.
(c) Only petitions to deny filed against a tentative selectee (74.913)
will be considered. If the petition does not present substantial and material questions of fact warranting a hearing the petition will be denied
and the tentative selectee will be granted a licensee where, upon examination, the Mass Media Bureau finds that other pertinent requirements have
been met and public interest, convenience and necessity would be served.
Where necessary, the points of the application will be modified to comIn the event that
port with any findings made as a result of the review.
the tentative selectee's application_is denied or its point total reduced,
the point system process will be repeated, where necessary, to determine
the tentative selectee or applicants qualifying for the randon tie -breaker,,,;
If, upon examination, a substantial and material question of fact is found
and the Bureau is unable to find that the public interest, convenience and
necessity will be served by granting the application of the tentative
selectee pursuant to the point system, its application will be designated
for hearing pursuant to section 309 of the Comminications Act of 1934, as
amended. Petitions for reconsideration, motions to stay, or applications
for review may be submitted at the time the Bureau grants or denies the
application of the tentative selectee pursuant to the filing periods
specified in 1.45 of this chapter.
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(d) Note 3

74.913 Selection procedure for mutually exclusive ITFS applications.
(a) If timely filed ITFS applications are determined to be mutually
exclusive, such applications will be processed and assessed points to
determine the tentative selectee for the particular channels. The tentative slectee will be the applicant with the highest point total under
the procedure set forth in this section, unless the provisions of paragraph (c) of this section apply and will be awarded the requested channels if the Commission concludes that such an award will serve the public
interest,convenience and necessity.
(b) Each application will be awarded a predetermined number of points
under the criteria listed:
(1) Four points for applicants that are "local" as defined in 74.932,n.1.
(2) Three points for accredited schools or their governing bodies
applying within their jurisdiction.
Two points for applicants whose request, if granted, would
(3)
result in the acquisition of four or fewer ITFS channels by that applicant within the particular ares;
(4) One point for a proposed weekly schedule of twenty-one or more
average hours per channel per week of formal educational programming
74.931(a)] or of forty-one or more average hours per channel per -week
of other ITFS programming; two points for forty-one or more aberage hours
per channel per week of formal education programming or for sixty-one or
more hours per channel per week of ITFS programming where at least twentyone of those hours are formal educationa programming.
(5) One point for an existing E or F channel licensee seeking to relocate and showing an established need for an expanded service that cannot be accommodated on its grandfathered E or F facilities. The applicant
must submit a specific request and adequate supporting documentation.
(c) If the best qualified (highest scoring) two or more applicants
have the sa,e point accumulation, they will be given thirty days from
the date of release of such decision to notify the Commission of any
agreement to divide the use of the channels. If no agreement is reached
and advanced to the Commission within that time, the tentative selectee
will then be determined through a tíe-breaker mechanism.
(d) The tie -breaker will use a mechanical random -selection process,
under the direction of the Secretary's office, in which each qualifying
applicant has an equal chance.
Note 1 Average hours per channel per week are determined by totaling
the number of scheduled hours per week of programming between 8:00 a.m.
and 10 p.m. Monday through Saturday in the subject category and dividing that total by the number of channels.
.

1

C

Note 2 Entl.ties entitled to the accrediation points will include
umbrella organizations whose membership is composed of entities which
are individually eligible for the points. Also, a state's department
of education (or equivalent agency) would qualify, as well as any directly controlled ario of that department if its specific duties include that
department's educationa function.

Note 3 Subparagraph (b)(3) above does not apply to applications for
mods :cation of facilities other than the addition of channels.
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74.931 Purpose and permissible service. (a) Instructional television
fixed stations are intended primarily to provise a formal educational
and cultural development, in aural and visual form, to dtudents enrolled in accredited public and private schools, colleges and universities. Every channel authorized must be used to transmit formad educational programming offered for credit to enrolled students of accredited schools.
(1) All applicants that do not list accredited schools as receive
sites must name the school(s) and the degree(s) or diploma(s) for which
the formal programming will be offered and describe the administration
of the course(s). They must submit socumentation, written or signed by
the authorities responsible for the schools' carricula, verifying each
of these points.
(b) Such stations may also be used for the additional purpose of transmitting other visual and aural educational, instructional and cultural
material to selected rrceiving locations, including in-service training
and instruction in special skills and safty programs, extension of professional training, informing persons and groups engaged in professional
and technical activities of current developments in their particular
fields and other similar endevors.
During periods when the circuits provided by these stations are not
(c)

being used for the transmission of instructional and cultural material, they
flay be used for the transmission of material directly related to the administrative activities of the licensee such as the holding of conferences with
personnel, distribution of reports and assignments, exchange of data and
Stations will not be licensed in this
statistics, and other similar uses.
Cservice solely for the transmission of administrative. traffic.
Stations may be licensed in this service as originating or
(d)
relay stations to interconnect instructional television fixed stations
ín adjacent areas, to deliver instructional and cultural material to,
and obtain such material from, commercial and noncommercial educational
television broadcast stations for use on the instructional television
fixed system and to deliver instructional and cultural material to,and
obtain such material from, nearby terminals or connection points of
closed circuit educational television systems employing wired distribution systems or radio facilities authorized under other parts of this
chapter, or to deliver instructional and cultural material to any CATV
system serving a receiving site or sites which would be eligible for
direct reception of ITFS signals under the provisions of paragraphs (a)
and (b) of this section.

L
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(e) A licensee may use excess capacity on each channel to transmit
material otherthan the ITFS subject matter specified in paragraph (a),
(b), (c) and (d) of this section, provided it preserves at least 40
hours per week, including at least 6 hours per weekday (Monday through
Friday), excluding holidays and vacation days, for ITFS purposes on that
channel; and at least 20 hours per week of the preserved time on each
channel must be used for ITFS programming, excluding holidays and vacation days. This preservation may consist of airtime strictly reserved for
ITFS use and not uded for non-ITFS programming, or, of time used for nonITFS programming but subject to ready recapture by the licensee for ITFS
use with no economic or operational deteriment to the licensee. Only
ITFS programming and preserved airtime scheduled between 8:00a.m. and
10:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, will qualify to meet this requirement. All of the capacity available on any subsidiary channel of any
authorized channel may be used for the retransmission of material to be
used by others. When and ITFS licensee makes capacity available on a
common carrier basis, it. will be subject t.o common carrier regulation.
A license operating as a common carrier is required to apply for the
appropriate authorization and to comply with all policies and rules
applicable to that service. Responsibility for making the initial determination of whether a particular activity is a common carriage rests
with the ITFS licensee. Initial determinations by the licensees are
subject to Commission examination and may be reviewed at the Commission's
discretion. Leasing activity may not cause unacceptable interference to
cochannel and adjacent channel operations.
NOTE 1 Any medical service courses offered by hospitals to their
staffs
or to medical students as training for state
or national licenses or
certifications will qualify as formal educational programming to satisfy
the requeirment of paragraph (a) of this section.
(f)
Material transmittedby these stations may be intended for simultaneous reception and display or may be recorded by authorized users for use at
another time.
(g)
On a secondary basis, an ITFS station may be operated as a
tempory fixed station from temporary unspecified points to an ITFS station
under the provisions of paragraph (a),(b),(d) or (e) of this section.

C
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74.932 Eligibility and licensing requirements. (a) A license for an
instructional television fixed station will be issued only to an accreaited institution or to a governmental organization engaged in the
formal education of enrolled students or to a nonprofit organization
whose purposes are educational and include providing educational and
instructional television material to such accredited institutions and
governmental organizations, and which is otherwise qualified under the
statutory provisions of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
(1) Only local applicants can file applications and be considered
for licenses during the local priority periodm which extends for one
year from the effective date of these rules._
(i) During this local priority period the existing of any outstanting application for ITFS channels by a nonlocal applicant will not prevent the filing and/or grant of an application by a local intity for
those same channels.
(2) A publicly supported educational institution must be accredited
by the appropriate state department of education.
(3) A privately controlled educational institution must be accredited
by the appropriate state department of education or the recognized regional and national accrediting organizations.
(4) Those applicant organisations whose eligibility is established
by service to accredited institutional or governmental organizations
must submit documentation from proposed receive sites demonstrating
they will receive and use the applicant's formal educationa programming.
In place of this documentation, a state educational television (ETV)
commission may demonstrate that the public schools it proposes to
serve are required to use its proposed formal educational programming.
(5) Nonlocal applicants in addition to submitting letters from proposed
receive sites, must demonstrate the establishment of a local program
committee in each community where they apply.
(b)
No numerical limit is placed on the number of stations which may be
licensed to a single licensee. However, individual licensees will be governed
by the limitation of 1174.902 as to the number of channels which may be used.
A single license may be issued for more than one transmitter if they are to
be located at a common site and operated by the same licensee. Applicants
are expected to accomplish the proposed operation by the use of the smallest
number of channels required to provide the needed service.

(c)
An application for a new instructional television fixed station or
for changes in the facilities of an existing station shall specify the location of the transmitter, all proposed receiving installations, response transmitters, and any relay transmitters, which will be under the control of or
will be equipped for reception by the applicant. If reception is also intended at unspecified locations, i.e., if power is deliberately radiated to loca :ions or areas so that voluntary reception will be possible the applications
shall include a complete sta4,Mellot as to the purpose of such additional
reception.

(d) In case of permanent discontinuance of operation of a station
Licensed Under this subpart, authority to operate is forfeited and the
licensee shall forward the station license toithe Commission for cancellation.
For the purpose of this Section, a station which is not
operated for a period of one year is considered to have been permanently
discontinued.
If use of a channel(s) is discontinued, authority to
operate on such channel(s) is forfeited and an application for modification shall be filed to delete such channel(s).
4/8/86
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Note I A "local" licensee (or applicant) is an institution or organization that is physically located in the community, or metropolitan area,
where service is proposed. .nor a college OZ university, this would include any area where it has a campus. An educational organization will
generally be regarded as "local" if the address of the organization's
headquarters is located within the area where the facility is sought.
An entity created by a state or local government for the purpose of serving._formal educational needs will be considered "local" throughout the
area within the government's jurisdiction over 'hich its authority is
intended to extend. An educational entity located within a state and
created by affiliated educational institutions within that state, including hospitals, will be considered 'local" in those areas where the
member institutions are located.
Note 2 Documentation from proposed receive sites which are to ere-'
tablish the eligibility of an entity not serving its own enrolled
students for credit should be in letter form, written and signed by an
administrator or authority who is respolsible for the receive site's
curriculum planning. The admisistratGr must indicate that the applicant's program offerings have been viewed and that such programming
will be incorporated in the site's curriculm. The letter should discuss the types of programming and hours per week of formal and informal programming expected to be used and the site's involvement in the
planning, scheduling and production of programming. If other levels of
authority must be obtained before a firm commitment to utilize the service can be made,__the nature and extent of such additional authorization(s) must be provided.
Note 3 Letters submitted on behalf of a nonlocal untity that a member
of the receive site's staff will serve on the local program committie
and demonstrate a recognition of the composition and power of the commmittee. The letter should show that the staff member will aid in the
selection scheduling and production of the programming received over the
system.
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§74.933 Remote control operation.
An instructional televi=ion fixed
"e)
station may be operated by remote control if the following conditions are met:
(1)
The transmitter and associated control system shall be installer
protected in a manner designed to prevent tampering or operation by un4eijorized persons.
(2)
shall be on
An operator meeting the requirements of. 74.18
duty at the remote control position and in actual charge thereof at all times
when the station is in operation.
(3)
Facilities shall be provided at the control position which
will permit the operator to turn the transmitter on and off at will. The
control position shall also be equipped with devices suitable for observira the overall characteristic? of the transmissions and e carrier -operated
device which will Rive a continuous visual indication whenever the transaittina antenna is radiating e signal. The transmitter tpparntus shall
be inspected as often as nay be necessary to insure proper operation.

The control circuits shall by designed so and installed that
short circuits, open circuits, other line faults, or any other cause which
would result in loss of control of the tranmitter, will automatically cause
the transmitter to cease radiating.
(b)
An application for authority to construct a new station or to make
changes in the facilities of an existing station and which proposes operation
by remote control shall include an adequate showing of the manner of compliance with the requirements of this section.
(4)

§74.934 Unattended operation.
(a)
Unattended operation of an instructional
television fixed station will be permitted only when it is used for relaying
the signals of another station which is employing the transmission standards
specified for stations operating in this service and then only if the follow.ng requirements are met:
(1)
The transmitter shall be equipped with automatic circuits which
will permit it to radiate only when a signal on the channel which it is
intended to retransmit is present at the input terminals of the apparatus.
The automatic citcuit may be provided with a reasonable time -delay factor
to prevent the transmitter from being turned off during momentary failures of the incoming signal. The station, where the transmitter is installed, must be designed, constructed, and protected so that the transmitter can only be activated or controlled by operators authorized by the
licensee.
The transmitter shall accomplish retransmission of the incoming
(2)
signal by either linear amplification, heterodyne frequency conversion or
by modulating the transmitter with the demodulated incoming signal. In
cases where frequency conversion to a different channel is employed, the
electiecal characteristics of the incoming signal when retransmitted shall
not be significantly altered except as to frequency and amplitude. In
cases where linear amplification is employed, the electrical characterristics shall not be significantly altered except as to amplitude when
retransmitted. Care shall be taken in the design and installation of an
unattended relay station to prevent instatility which could result in
spurious or other unwanted radiation.
(3)
Where the antenna supporting structure of an unattended station is required to have aeronautical hazard markings pursuant to the provisions of Part 17 of this chapter, the licensee shall provide for, inspection
and logging of observations of such markings as required by $$17'.47 and 17.49
of this chapter.
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(b)
An application for authority to construct a new station or to make
changes in the facilities of an existing station and which proposes unattended
operation shall include an adequate showing as to the manner of compliance
with the requirements of this section.

§74.935 Power limitations.
(a)
The power of an instructional television
fixed station will be limited to that required to perform the proposed servic e. Applications are expected to take full advantage of the power -concentrating properties of directive transmitting antennas and the collective
properties of directive receiving antennas to provide the needed service.
(b)
An application for a new instructional television fixed station
or for changes in the facilities of an existing station proposing .a peak
visual power output from the transmitter in excess of 10 watts shall include
a showing as to the distance and direction to each specified receiving point,
the elevation above ground and the power gain of each receiving antennas at
such receiving points, the vertical and horizontal directive patterns of
the proposed transmitting antenna system in terms of power gain, the elevation of the transmitting antenna above ground the nature of significant
terrain features over the transmission path or paths.
(c)
The operating power (peak visual) or an instructional television
fixed station shall not be permitted to exceed the authorized power by more
than 10 percent at any time.
(d)
The transmitter power output of the aural signal shall not be
more than 70 percent nor less than 10 percent of the peak power output of
the visual signal.

@74.936 Emissions and bandwidth.
(a)
An instructional television fixed
station shall normally employ amplitude modulation(C3F) for the transmission
of the visual signal and frequency modulation (f3E)or(73E) for the transmission
of the aural signal.
(b)
The average power of radio frequency harmonics of the visual and
aural carriers, measured at the output terminals of the transmitter, shall
be attenuated no less than 60 decibels below the peak visual output power
within the assigned channel. All other emissions appearing on frequencies
more than 3 Mc/s above or below the upper and lower edges, respectively,
of the assigned channel shall be attenuated no less than:
(1)
30 decibels for transmitters rated at less than 10
watts visual peak power output.
(2)
40 decibels for transmitters rated at 10 watts or
more visual peak power output.
(c)
Should interference occur as the result of emissions outside the
assigned channel, greater attenuation may be required.

74.937 Antennas.
(a) In order to minimize the hazard of harmful interference from other stations, directive receiving antennas should be used
at all receiving locations. The choice of receiving antennas is left to
the discretion of the licensee. How ever, for the purpose of interference calculations, the general characteristics of the reference receiving
antenna shown in Figure 1 of this section (i.e.,a 2 -foot parabolic reflector antenna) are assumed to be used in accordance with the provisions
of 74.903(a)(3) unless pertinent data is submitted of the actual antenna
in use at the receive site. Licensees may install receiving antennas
with general characteristics superior to those of the reference receive
antenna. Nevertheless, should interference occur and it can be demonstrated by an applicant that the existing antenna at the receive site is
inappropriate, a more suitable yet practical receiving antenna should be
installed.
In such cases, the modification of the receive site will be
in the discretion, and will be the responsibility, of the licensee serving
the site.
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74.939(b)

(b)
Directive transmitting antennas shall be used wher3ever feasible so as to minimize interference to other licensees. The radiation
pattern shall be designed to minimise radiation in ditections where no
reception is intended.' When an ITFS station is used for point - to point service, as appropriate ditectional antenna must be used.
(c)

in selecting a lcc:.at.ic.n for the transmitting antenna it should be borne

in mind that interference to the reception of its transmission is most likely to
::ome from the d.irection in which receiving antennas must be aimed to receive its
transmissions. Whenever possible the location should be chosen so that the receiving antennas in its system are aimed in directions from which interfering signals
are least likely to come.
(d)
The use of elevated receiving antennas is preferable to the use of elevated transmitting a::.tenras or greater power to provide the desired service.
(e)
The use of vertical or hcrizontal plane polarisation or right-hand or
left-hand rotating (circular) polarization may be used to minimize the hazard of
harmful interference between systems. The Commission reserves the right to specify
the polarization to be used.
(f)The power gain compared to an isotrophic antenna and the directive properties
of the transmitting and receiving antennas proposed to be employed, as well as the
geometric distribution of the transmitting and receiving points, shall be supplied with
each application for a new ITFS fixed station or for changes in the antenna facilities
of an existing station.

The width of an ITFS channel is 6
(a)
Transmission standards.
accepted
by the Commission for the
ITFS transmitters must be type
MHz.
partecular visual and aural dig pals that will be employed in actual
Either the manufacturer or the licensee must obtain transoperation.
for
mitter type acceptance for the transmitter by filing a application
signal
wavetype acceptance with appropriate information concerning the
forms and measurements.

74.938

Instructional television fixed stations are not required to attenuate the
lower sideband by any specified amount unless interference to the reception. of another
sta&_on reaults from emissions in excess of those permitted television broadcast
station, in which ease the attenuation_ specified in §73.687(a)(3) of this chapter
shall apply. However, in no case shall the amplitude of any lower sideband component exceed. the amplitude of the upper sideband component having the highest amplitude.
c :)

Special rules governing ITFS response stations. (a) An ITFS response
station is authorized to provide communication by voice and/or data signals with its
associated instructional television fixed station for use in instructional or computer assisted communications. Other communications concerning the technical operation of
the system may be carried on when necessary.
An ITFS response station may be operated only by the licensee of an in(b)
structional television fixed station and only at an authorized receiving location
of the instructional television fixed station with which it communicates. More
than one ITFS response station maybe operated at the same or different locations
by the same .licensee. An application for authority to operate a new or modified
response station shall be filed with the Commission in Washington, D. C., on FCC Form
Section VI of that form shall supply the following information for each
330P.
response station:
§71..939
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The name of the school or other description of the building
in which the ITFS response station will be located, the address, and the
geographic coordinates of the ITFS response station transmitting antenna.
The manufacturer's name, type number, operating frequency,
(2)
and power output of the proposed ITFS response station transmitter.
The type of transmitting antenna, power gain, and azimuthal
(3)
orientation of the major lobe of radiation in degrees measured clockwise
from True North.
A sketch giving pertinent details of the ITFS response sta(4)
tion transmitting antenna installation included ground elevation of the
transmitter site above mean sea level; overall height above ground, including appurtenances, of any ground -mounted tower or mast on which the
transmitting antenna will be mounted or, if the tower or mast is or will
be located on an existing building or other man made structure, the separate heights above ground of the building and the tower or mast including appurtenances; the location of the tower or mast on the building;
the location of the transmitting antenna on the tower or mast; and the
This can be
overall height of the transmitting antenna above ground.
combined with the sketch for the receiving location if the transmitting
antenna is clearly shown.
See Part 17 of this chapter concerning -notification to the Fed(c)
eral Aviation Administration of proposed antenna construction or alteraThe provisions of $§74.967 and 74.981(a)(5), concerning antenna
tion.
painting and lighting requirements, apply to ITFS response stations as
well as main ITFS stations.
All ITFS response stations communicating with a single instruc(d)
tional television fixed station shall operate on the same frequency.
The specified frequency which may be used is determined by the channel
assigned to the instructional television fixed station yith which it is
communicatincf, as shown in the following table. Opera ton on other ITFS
response channels is prohibited.
(1)

ITFS
Channel No.

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4

Response
Frequency

ITFS
Channel No.

Response
Frequency

(MHz)

(MHz)

2686.0625
2687.0625
2688.0625
2689.0625
2686.1875
2687.1875
2688.1875
2689.1875
2686.3125
2687.3125
2688.3125
2689.3125

2686.5625
2687.5625
2688.5625
2689.5625
2686.6875
2687.6875
2688.6875
2689.6875
2686.8125
2687.8125
2688.8125
2689.8125

E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4
F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4

Transmitter power output will normally be limited to no more
(e)
Upon a special showing of need, transmitter power
than 250 milliwatts.
output of up to 2 watts may be permitted.
(f)

The channels assigned to ITFS response stations are 125 kHz in
The

width.
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Either frequency or amplitude
assigned frequency is at the center of the channel.
If amplitude modulation is used, the carrier shall not
modulation may be employed.
If frequency modulation is employed, the
be modulated in excess of 1ü0 percent.
maximum carrier excusion resulting from modulation shall. not be greater than 25
kHz above and below the unmodulated carrier. frequency. Any excursion appearing outside the authorized channel, 'including radio frequency harmonics, shall be attenuated
Greater
no less than 60 decibels below the peak power of the unmodulated carrier.
attenuation may be :-equired if interference is caused by out -of -band emissions.
The unmodulated carrier frequency shall be maintained within 35 kHz of the
(g)
assigned frequency at all times. Adequate means shall be provided to insure
compliance with this ru:lá.
A directive transmitting antenna shall be employed, oriented toward the
(h)
The beam transmitter site of the associated instructional television fixed station.
width between half power points shall not exceed 15° and radiation in any minor lobe
of the antenna radiation pattern shall be at least 20 decibels below the power in the
main lobe of radiation.
(i)
The transmitter of an ITFS response station may be operated
unattended provided that the transmissions are observed by the operator
on duty at the associated instructional television fixed station, who
shall take such steps as may be necessary to correct any condition of
improper operation. The overall performamce of the ITFS response
station transmitter shall be checked as often as necessary to ensure
that it is functioning in accordance with the requirments of the Commission's rules. The licensee of an ITFS response station is responsible for the proper operation of the transmitter at all times. The
transmitter shall be installed and protected in such manner as to prevent tampering or operation by unauthorized persons.

After approval by the Commission the original of the authorization shall
(j)
be posted at the I'.L'rS station and a legible photocopy of the appropriate page of
section VI of Form 330P shall be posted at or attached to each response transmitter.
The transmitting apparatus employed at ITFS response stations shall have
(k)
received type acceptance in accordance with §7+.952,
An ITFS response station shall be operated only when engaged in communication
(1)
with its associated instructional television fixed station or for necessary equipment
or system tests and adjustments. Radiation of an unmodulated carrier and other
unnecessary transmissions are forbidden.
The requirement of §74.981 apply with regard to logging requirements.
(m)
It
Individual call signs will not be assigned to ITFS response stations.
(n)
is assumed that in normal usage the location and identity of an ITFS response
If such is not the
station can be determined by the content pf its communications.
case, provision shall be made to announce the location at intervals of no more than
one-half hour whenever the transmitter is being operated.
Except as otherwise provided
(a)
Equipment performance and installation.
in this section, the requirements of §73.687 of this chapter regarding the installation and performance of television broadcast transmitters and associated equipment
shall apply to instructional television fixed stations.
§71..950
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(b)
The overall attenuation characteristics of the transmitter may vary
from those specified in §73.687 of this chapter to the extent thet'such variations result from permissible lower sideband radiation. However, care
should be exercised in the adjustment of the transmitter to insure coreect
overall response of the transmitter for. proper transmission of the upper and
vestigial lower. sideband.
(c)
The provisions of §74.961 in lieu of §§73.687(c)(1) of this chapter
apply with respect to the frequency tolerance for the visual carrier.
(d)
The provisions of §74.936 in lieu of §73.687(i) (1) of this chapter,
apply with respect to spurious emissions and radio frequency harmonics.
(e)
The requirements of §73.687(c)(2) of this chapter will be considered to be met insofar as measurements of operating power are concerned, if
the trahsmitter is equipped with instruments for determing the combined
visual and aural operating power.
However, licensees are expected to maintain the operating powers within the limits specified in the rules of this
part.
Measurements of the separate visual and aural operating powers shall
be made at sufficiently frequent intervals to insure a compliance with the

rules.
(f)
Transmitting apparatus (translators and boosters) used solely for
relaying signals received from other ITFS stations and operating the manner
described in §74.934(a)(2) shall meet the following requirements before being
type accepted by the Commission.
(1)
The frequency converter and associated amplifiers shall be
so designed that the electrical characteristics of a standard television
signal introduced into the input terminals will not be signifidañtly
altered by passage through. the apparatus except as to frequency and amplitude.
The overall response of the apparatus within its assigned channel
when operating at its rated power output and measured at the output terminals, shall provide a smooth curve.,. varying within limits separated by no
more than 4 decibels:
Provided, however, That means may be provided to reduce the amplitude of the aural carrier below those limits, if necessary
to prevent intea.mcdu.laticn which would mar the quality of the retransmitted
picture or result in emissions outside of the assigned channel.
(2)
The suppressions of emissions appearing outside of the assigned channel shall comply with §74.936 (b) rc)
(3)
The local oscillator employed in the frequency converter
shall maintain its operating frequency within 0.02 percent of its rated
frequency when subjected to variations in ambient temperature between -30
degrees and +50 degree centigrade and variations in powerlire voltage
between 85 percent and 115 percent of the rated supply voltage.
(4)
The apparatus shall contain automatic circuits which will
maintain visual power output constant within 2 decibels when the strength
of the input signal is varied over a range of 30 decibels and which will
not permit the peak visual power output to exceed themaximum rated power
output under any conditions.
If a manual adjustment is provided to compensate for different average signal intensities, provision shall -be made
If improper adjustment
for determining the proper setting for the control.
of the control could result in improper operation a label bearing._a..suitable warning shall be affixed at the adjustment control: Provided, however,
That apparatus with an output of 50 miiliwatts peak visual power per channel
or less need not comply with this paragraph, provided the equipment is so
designed that the rated output power of the transmitter cannot be exceeded
by more than 3 dB by an increase in the input signal.
The apparatus shall be equipped with automatic controls
(5)
which will place it in a non -radiating condition when no signal is being
received on the input channel, either due to absence of a transmitted
signal or failure of the receiving portion of the relay transmitter. In
the case of equipment (translators or boosters) of 50 milliwatts peak
visual power per channel or less relaying more than one channel it shall
.
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be turned off in the absence of the last signal to be relayed. The automatic control may include a time delay feature to prevent interruptions
of the operation of the relay transmitter caused by fading or other
momentary failures of the incoming signal.
(6)
The tube (.z) or transistor (s) employed in the final radio
frequency amplifier shall be of the appropriate power rating to provide
The normal operating conrated power output of the relay transmitter.
stants for operation at therated power output shall be specified. The
apparatus shall be equipped with suitable meters or meter jacks so that
appropriate voltage and current measurements may be made while the apparatus is in operation.
Boosters used in this service shall comply with all the pro(7)
visions of this para except with subpara (3). However, in addition, the
isolation between the input and output circuits of the booster, including
the receiving and transmitting antenna systems shall be at least 20
decibels greater than the maximum overall gain of the booster amplifier.
Boosters may use opposite antenna polarization of the input/output antenna
Modification of transmission systems. Formal application on FCC Form 330-P is
required for any of the following changes or modifications of the transmission system:
Replacement of the transmitter as a whole, except replacement with a trans(a)
mitter of identical power rating which has been type accepted by the FCC for use by
instructional TV fixed stations, or any change which could result in a change in the
electrical characteristics or performance of the station. Upon the installation or
modification of the transmitting equipment for which prior FCC authority is not
required under the provisions of this paragraph, the licensee shall place in the station
records a certification that the new installation complies in all respects with the
technical requirements of this part and the terms of the station authorization.
Any change in the antenna system affecting the direction of radiation,
(b)
directive radiation pattern, antenna gain, or radiated power.
Any change in the overall height of the antenna structure, except where
(c)
notice to the Federal Aviation Administration is specifically not required under
74.951

17.14(b) of the FCC Rules.
Any change in the transmitter control system.
(d)
Any change in the location of the transmission system except a move within
(e)
the same building or upon the same antenna supporting structure.
A change in frequency assignment.
(f)
A change in the operating power.
(g)

such
Any addition of receiving locations or to modify
location to a receive and response station.
(a) Transmitters employ
$74.952 Acceptability of equipment for licensing.
Type accepby
Commission.
ed in this service must have type acceptance
following
conditions:
tance may be given under either of the
accepted upon the
A transmitter or transistor may be type
(1)
built
in
quantity by'followrequest of any manufacturer of such equipment Part 2 of this chapter,
in
ing the type acceptance procedure set forth
submitted
indicates that equipment
and
information
provided that the date
If accepted,
to
this
service.
meets all technical requirements applicable on the Commission's "Radio
such transmitting equipment will be included
specifying
Equipment List, Equipment Acceptable for Licensing." Applicants equip(h)
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§74.952(a) (1) - 74.963(t')

ment included on such a list need not submit detailed descriptions and diagrams
where the correct type number is specified, provided that the equipment proposed
is identical with that accepted. Copies of the Radio Equipment List,
are
available for inspection at the Commission's office in Washington, D. C., and at
each of its field offices.
(2)
An application specifying a transmitter or translator not included on
the Radio Equipment List,
may be accepted upon the request of a prospective licensee submitting, with the application for construction permit, a complete
description of the equipment, including the circuit diagram, listing of all tubes
used, function of each, multiplication in each stage, plate current and voltage
applied to each tube, and a description of the oscillator circuit together with
any devices installed for the purpose of frequency stabilization. However, if this
data has been filed with the Commission by a munufacturer in connection with a request for type acceptance, it need not be submitted with the application for construction permit but may be referred to as "on file". Measurement data for type acceptance made in accordance with subparagraph (1) of this paragraph shall be submitted
with the license application.
(b)
Additional rules with respect to withdrawal of type acceptance, modification of type accepted equipment, and limitations on the findings upon which type
acceptance is based are set forth in Part 2 of this chapter.

C

§74.961 Frequency tolerance.
(a)
The frequency of the visual carrier shall be
maintained within 60 kilocycles of the assigned frequency at all times
when the
station is in operation.
(b)
The frequency of the aural carrier shall be maintained in
accordance with
the provisions of §73.687(c)(1) of this chapter.

§74.962 Frequency monitors and measurements. (a)
Suitable means shall be provided to insure that the operating frequencies of the station
are within the prescribed tolerances.
(b)
The operating frequencies shall be checked as often
as is necessary to
insure that they are within the prescribed tolerances at all
times.
(c)
A determination of the operating frequencies of the visual
sold aural carriers may be made by measuring any exact submultiple of the'actual
output frequency.
Any crude but suitable device including a roughly calibrated
receiver, may be used
to determine that the output frequency is the correct multiple
of the frequency controlling element in the transmitter.

§74.963 Time of operation.
(a)
An instructional television fixed station is not
required to adhere to any regular schedule of operation.
Unless otherwise specified
in the license, the hours of operation are not limited.
(b)
Except for purposes of tests and adjustments, the transmitter shall not
be permitted to radiate unmodulated carriers or otherwise make
unnecessary transmissions for extended periods of time.
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74.965 Posting of.station licensee
(a) Station license
and any other instrument ofauznorization or individual order concern
the construction of the equipment of manner of operation of the station
shall be posted in the room in which the transmitter is located.
(b) In cases where the transmitter is operated by remote
control,
the documents referred to in paragraph (a) of this section
shall
be
posted at the control point of the transmitter.
(e)

In cases where the transmitter is operated unattended, the name of the
licensee and the cal', sign of the unattended station shall be displayed at the
transmitter site on the structure supporting the transmitting antenna, so as to

be viible to a person standing on the ground at the transmitter site. The'display shah: be prepared so as to withstand normal weathering for a reasonable 11)eriod
of time and shaii be maintained in a legible condition at all times by the licensee.
The station license and other documents referred to in paragraph (a) of this section shall be kept at the nearest attended station operated by the licensee of the
unattended station or in oases where the licensee of thé unattended station does
not operate attended stations, at the point of destination of the signals relayed
by the unattended station.

(d) Posting of the station license and
any other instruments of authorization shall be done by affixing the
license to the wall at the posting location or by enclosing them in a
binder or folder which is retained at the posting location so that the
documents will be readily available and easily accessible.

C

74.969 Copies of the rules. The licensee of an instructional television fixed station
shall have current copies of Parts 73 and 74, and in cases where aeronautical hazard
marking of antennas is required, Part 17 of this chapter available for use by the
operator in charge.
Both the licensee and the operator or operators responsible for
the proper operation of the station are expected to be familiar with the pertinent
rules governing instructional television fixed stations.

74.970 Modulation limits.
(a) Visual transmitter. The maximum excursion of the
luminance signal in the white direction shall not exceed the value specified in
73.682(a)(13) of this chapter for the reference white level.
(b)
Aural transmitter. The maximum frequency deviation of the aural carrier shall
not be permitted to exceed +75 kHz on peaks of frequent occurrence during any transmission.
This defined as 100% modulation.
74.971 Modulation monitors and measurements.
Suitable means shall be provided to
insure that the modulation limits specified in 74.970 are observed.
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§74.982 Station identification.
Call signs for instructional tele(a)
vision fixed stations will consist of three letters and three digets per_
suant.-to the provisions of § 2.302 of this chapter relating to fixed stations.
(b)
Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this
section, each instructional television fixed station shall transmit its
call sign to the beginning and end of each period of operation and during
operation, on the hour, Visual or aural transmissions shall be employed.

L

(c)
The hourly station identification announcement during operation
may be deferred if it would interrupt a single consecutive demonstration,
lecture, or other similar discourse or otherwise impair the continuity
of a program in progress.
In such cases the station identification announcement shall be made at the first normal break in the continuity of
the program.
In cases where an instructional television fixed station is
(d)
operating as a relay for signals originating at some other station operated
by the same licensee, its call sign shall be announced by c.be originating
station at the times and in the manner prescribed in paragraph (b) of this
section.
Where an instructional television fixed station is operating as
(e)
a relay for signals originating at a:station operated by some other licensee, its call sign may be transmitted by the originating station if suitable attangements can be made with the ether licensee or means shall be
provided for the transmission of the call sign by the relay transmitter
Lower power relay stations authorized by 174.95O(f)(4) will not
itself.
Station identification will be accombe assigned individual call signs.
plished by the retransmission of the call sign of the primary station.
(f)
Temporary fixed ITFS stations shall identify with thecall
sign of the primary station and a temporary fixed identifier.
§74.983 (Reserved)

§74.984 Retransmissions. An instructional television fixed station may
not retransmit the signals of any class of station without consent of the
station originating the signals to be retransmitted.
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SUBPART L - FM BROADCAST TRANSLATOR
STATIONS AND FM BROADCAST BOOSTER
STATIONS

Definitions and Allocations of Frequencies

§74.1201

Definitions.

service operated for the
FM translator. A station in the broadcasting
station or another
purpose of retransmitting the signals of an FM radio broadcast
significantly
altering
any
characteristics
FM broadcast translator station without
frequency
and
amplitude,
in
order
to provide
of the incoming signal other than its
FM broadcast service to the general public.
(a)

Commercial FM translator. An FM broadcast translator station which rebroadcasts the signals of a commercial FM radio broadcast station.
(b)

Noncommercial FM translator. An FM broadcast translator station which rebroadcasts the signals of a noncommercial educational FM radio broadcast station.
(c)

The FM radio broadcast station radiating the signals
Primary station.
which are retransmitted by an FM broadcast translator station or an FM broadcast
booster station.
(d)

FM radio broadcast station. When used in this Subpart L, the term FM
broadcast station or FM radio broadcast station refers to commercial and noncommerical
educational FM radio broadcast stations as defined in §2.1 of this chapter, unless
the context indicates otherwise.
(e)

FM broadcast booster station. A station in the broadcasting service operated
for the sole purpose of retransmitting the signals of an FM radio broadcast station
by amplifying and reradiating such signals, which have been received directly through
space from the FM radio broadcast station, without significantly altering any characteristic of the incoming signal other than its amplitude.
(f)

Frequency assignment.

§74.1202

An applicant for a new FM broadcast translator station or for changes in the
facilities of an authorized translator station shall endeavor to select a channel on
which its operation is not likely to cause interference to the reception of other
stations. The application must be specific with regard to the frequency requested.
Only one output channel will be assigned to each translator station.
(a)

Subject to compliance with all the requirements of this subpart, FM broad(b)
cast translators may be authorized to operate on the following FM channels regardless
of whether they are assigned for local use in the FM Table of Assignments (§73.202(b)
of this chapter) :

Commercial FM translators: Class A channels so designated in §73.206(a)
(1) of this chapter;
(1)

Noncommercial FM translators:
(2)
under
§73.501
of this chapter;
use

The channels available for noncommercial

(88.1In Alaska, FM translators operating on Channels 201-260
to and must accept interfer99.9 MHz) shall not cause harmful interference
authorized prior to Jan. 1, 1982.
-Government
fixed
operations
ence from non
(3)
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74.1202 (c)

-

74.1231(a)

No r,iniaum distance senerstion'between 7' translators oper.s.tina
on the sane channel is snecifi_ed. However, assirnments which will obviously
result in rutual interference between translators will not be made.
Adjacent channel assi anaents will not be made to 7- translators
(d)
intended to serve all or part of the sane area.
An F;" broadcast booster station will be assigned the channel
(e)
(c)

c

ssi.7ned to its primary; station.
A translator must comply with the riilea!7e separations to exican
TOTE:
channel assin~.ents and authorizations as Class p 77 stations set forth.
'T
in the Note to 73.207 of this. chapter.

7 translators will be authorized and permitted.
(a)
74.1203 Interference.
to continue to over -`.te only where they cause no interference to the direct
reception by the Public of the off -the -air signals of any authorized
broadcast station includ.ina Class r (secondary) noncorarer_cial educational
7. stations. 7- translators shall not cause harrful interference to the
trransmissions of and; other authorized radio station nor shall an
lator cause interference to recertion by a television broadcast translator
station of its input signals. 7^ translator stations which may cause any
such interference will not he authorized.
Interference will be considered to occur whenever reception of a
(b)
regularly used off -the -air signal by v;_ewers-or listeners is impaired by
the signals raidated by the translator, regardless of the quality of such
reception, the strength of the signals so used, or the channel on which
the protected signal is transmitted.

C

If interference can not be promptly eliminated by the application
(c)
of suitable techniques, operation of the offending translator shall be
immediately suspended and shall not be resumed until the interference
Short test transmissions may be made during the
has been eliminated.
period of suspended operation to check the efficacy of remedial measures.
If a complaintant refuses to permit the translator licensee to apply
remedial techniques which demonstrably will eliminate the interference
without impairment to the original reception, the licensee of the translator is absolved of further responsibility.
It shall be the responsibility of the licensee of an FM trans(d)
lator station to correct any condition of interference which results from
the radiation of radio frequency energy by its equipment on any frequency
outside the assigned channel. Upon notice by the Commission to the station licensee or operator that such interference is being caused, the
operation of the translator station shall be immediately suspended and
shall not be resumed until the interference has been eliminated or it can
be demonstrated that the interference is not due to spurious emissions by
the FMrtranslator station; Provided, haaever, That short test transmissions
may be made during the period of suspended'operation to check the efficacy
of remedial measures.
Administrative Procedure
674.1211 Cross reference. See 74.11 to 74.16.

C

Licensing Policies and General Operating Requirements
(a) Fm Translators provide a
674.1231 Purpose and permissible service.
means whereby the signals of FM broadcast stations may be retransmitted to
areas in which direct reception of FM broadcast stations is unsatisfactory
due to distance or interferene of terrain barriers.
12/10/81
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§74.1231(h) Note

(b)
Except as provided in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this section, an FM
translator may be used only for the purpose of retransmitting the signals of an FM
broadcast station or another FM translator station which have been received directly
through space, converted, and suitably amplified.

The transmissions of each FM translator shall be intended for direct
(c)
reception by the general public and any other use shall be incidental thereto.
An
FM translator shall not he operated solely for the purpose of relaying signals to
one or more fixed received points for retransmission, distribution, or further
relaying.
The techni'al characteristics of the retransmitted signals shall not be
(d)
deliberately altered so as to hinder reception on conventional FM broadcast receivers.
An FM translator shall not deliberately retransmit the siamals of any
(e)
station other than the station it Is authorized by license to retransmit. Precautions shall be taken to avoid unintentional retransmission of such other signals.
a locally generated radio frequency signal similar to that of an FM broadcast
(f)
station and modulated with aural information may be connected to the input terminals of
The radio frequency
an FM translator for the purpose of transmitting voice announcements.
signals shall be on the same channel as the normally used off -the -air signal being rebroadcast. Connection of the locally generated signals shall be made automatically by
The
means of a time -switch when transmitting originations concerning financial support.
The apparatus used to
connection for emergency transmissions may be made manually.
generate the local signal that is used to modulate the FM translator must be capable
of producing an aural signal which will provide acceptable reception on FM receivers
designed for the transmission standards employed by FM broadcast stations.

The aural material transmitted as permitted in paragraph (f) of this Section
(g)
shall be limited to emergency warnings of imminent danger and to seeking or acknowledging
Accordingly
financial support deemed necessary to the continued operation of the translator.
the originations concerning financial support are limited to 30 seconds no more than once
an hour and to the solicitation of contributions toward defrayal of the costs of
installation, operation, and maintenance of the translator or acknowledgments of financial
support for those purposes. Such acknowledgments may include identification of the
contributions, the size or nature of the contributions and advertising messages of
contributors. Emergency transmissions shall be no longer or more frequent than necessary
to protect life and property.
FM broadcast booster stations provide a means whereby the licensee of an
(h)
FM radio broadcast station may provide service to areas of low signal intensity in
any region within the primary station's predicted 1 my/m field strength contour. An
FM broadcast booster station is authorized to retransmit only the signals of its
primary station; it shall not retransmit the signals of any other station nor make
independent transmissions: Provided, however, That locally generated signals may be
used to excite the booster apparatus for the purpose of conducting tests and measurements essential to the proper installation and maintenance of the apparatus.
In the case of an FM broadcast station authorized with facilities in excess of
those specified by §73.211 of this chapter, an FM booster station will only be
authorized within the 1 my/m contour as predcted on the basis of the maximum powers
and heights set forth in that section for the applicable class of FM radio broadcast
station concerned.
NOTE:
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§74.1í131(i)

(1)

(i)

The transmissions of an FM broadcast
booster station shall be intended
for direct reception by the general public.
Such
staticns will not be authorized
to establish
apoint-to-point FM radio relay system.
37+.1232 Eligibili y and
licensing requirements.
(a)
subject to the restrictions
set forth in paragraph (d) of this
section, a license for an FM broadcast translator
station may be issued to any qualified indbidna1
s, broadcast station licensee, or
local civil governmental body,
an appropriate shnwing that plans for financing
the installation and operation upon
of the translator are sufficiently
sound tó assure
prompt construction of the translator and
dependable service.
(b)

More than one FM translator may be licensed
to the same applicant, whether
or not such translators
serve substantially the same area, upon an appropriate showing
of need ftr..such additional stations.
FM translators are not counted as FM stations
for the purposes of §73.240 of this chapter, concerning
multiple ownership.
(c)
Only one input and one output channel will be
Additional FM translators may be authorized to provide assigned to each FM translator.
additional reception. A
separate application is required for each FM
translator
and each application shall be
complete in all respects.

(d) An authorization for
a commercial FM translator which is intended to provide
reception to places which are beyong the
predicted 1 my/m field strength contour of the
primary station and within the predicted
1 my/m field strength controu of another
commercial FM radio broadcast station assigud
to a different principal community will
not be granted to:
(1)
(2)

The licensee or permittee of an FM radio broadcast
station, or
An applicant who receives from such FM radio
broadcast
station licensee
or permittee or from any person associated therewith,
directly
or
indirectly,
any
financial support or contribution toward the
costs incurred up to the time such
translator commences operation.
NOTE 1:
The 1 my/m field strength contour of an FM radio broadcast
station, for the
purposes of this subpart, shall be the contour as predicted
in
accordance
with
§73.313(a) through (d) of this chapter. See Note, §74.1231(h).

NOTE 2: Financial support prohibited
in paragraph (d) includes only support for the
preparation, filing and prosecution of applications
for new FM translators, for the
acquisition and in.stallation of transmitting and other
apparatus .employed by such
FM translators, and for the defrayal of
any other costs necessary to placing such FM
translators in operation. Paragraph (d) thus will
not bar or limit contributions or
support, by any station licensee or permittee or any
person associated therewith, for
the operation or maintenance of an FM translator, whether
such support is provided in
the form of financial contributions or by providing
operation
or maintenance services
or advice.
(e)
An FM broadcast booster station will be authorized
only to the licensee or
permittee of the FM radio broadcast station whose
signals the booster station will
retransmit, to serve areas within the predicted 1 my/m
field strength contour of
the primary station, subject to Note, §74.1231(h).

C

(f)
No numerical limit is placed upon the number of FM
stations which
may be licensed to a single licensee. A separate applicationbooster
is required for each
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g74.1232(f)

- 74.1235(a)

FM booster station.
FM broadcast booster stations are not counted as FM
broadcast stations for the purposes of §73.240 of this chapter, concerning multiple ownership.
Each application for an FM broadcast booster station shall in(g)
clude a statement concerning the steps which have been taken in the design
and location of the equipment to insure that areas of service from the
primary FM station Will not be degraded by operation of the FM booster
station.
issued to an
Any authorization for an FM translator station
(h)
ect
will be issued sub
flnplicant described in nara7ratih (d) of this section
than
tine,
upon
not
less
to the condition that it ^ay be terminated at any
in the community
sixty (60) days written notice, where the circumstances
grant
of the application
or area served are so altered as to have prohibited
filing.
had such circumstances existed at the time of its
A station authorized under this sub(a)
§74.1234 Unattended operation.
part may be operated without a licensed radio operator in attendance if
the following requirements are met:
If the transmitter site cannot be reached promptly at al]
(1)
hours and in all seasons, means shall be provided so that the transmit.tinc.r
apparatus can be turned on and off from a point which is readily accessible
at all hours and in all seasons.
The transmitter shall also be equipped with suitable automatic
(2)
circuits which will place it in a nonradiating condition in the absence of
a signal on the input channel.
The on -and -off channel (if at a location other than the
(3)
transmitter siteL and the transmitting apparatus, shall be adequately
protected against tampering by unauthorized persons.
The Commission shall be supplied with the name, address,
(4)
and telephone number of a person or persons who may be contacted to
secure suspension of operation of the translator promptly
Such
should such action be deemed necessary by the Commission.
information shall be kept current by the licensee.
Where the antenna and supporting structure are required to
(5)
be painted and lighted under the provisions of Part 17 of this chapter,
the licensee shall make suitable arrangements for the daily inspection
and logging of the obstruction lighting and associated control equipment as required by section 17.47, 17.48, 17.49 of this chapter.

An application for authority to construct a new station pursuant
to this subpart or to make changes in the facilities of such a station,
which proposes unattended operation shall include an adequate showing as
to the manner of compliance with this section.
(b)

Unless the applicant specifically requests unattended operation
(c)
and makes the showing required by paragraph (b) of this section, a
licensed radio operator meeting the requirements of section 74.1266
shall be on duty at the transmitter site whenever the station is
operated.

The power output of the final radio Power limitations. (a)
frequency amplifier of a station authorized under this subpart shall not
exceed 10 watts, except that FM broadcast translator stations serving
areas east of the Mississippi River or in Zone I -A shall be limited to
This power may be fed into a single transmitting antenna or may
1 watt.
be divided between two or more transmitting antennas or antenna arrays in
In individual
any manner found useful or desirable by the licensee.
cases, the Commission may authorize the use of more than one final radio
frequency amplifier at a single station under the following conditions:
5174.1235
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74.1235(a)(1) - 74.1237(a)

Each such amplifier shall be used to serve a different community or area. More than one final radio frequency amplifier shall not
be authorized to provide service to all or part of the same community or
area, except as provided in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph.
The transmitting antennas or antenna arrays shall be so
(2)
designed and installed that the radiated fields from the separate antennas
shall not combine in any direction in any single plane of polarization to
achieve the effect of radiated power in excess of that which would be produced by a single antenna or, antenna array fed by a radio frequency amplifier with power output no grater than authorized pursuant to paragraph (a)
Two radio frequency amplifiers may be used to serve the
of this section.
same community if one is used to feed an antenna designed to prodice a
horizontally polarized signal, and the other a vertically polarized signal.
The provisions of 74.1235(a)(1) and (2) will not apply to 1 -watt
NOTE:
stations serving areas west of the Mississippi River outside of Zone I -A.
See 73.205(b) of this chapter.
Stations authorized under this subpart employing multiple radio
(3)
frequency amplifiers will be licensed as a single station.
No limit is placed upon the effective radiated power which may
(4)
be obtained by the use of horizontally or vertically or horizontally and
vertically polarized directive transmitting antennas.
In no event shall a station authorized under this subpart be operat(b)
ed with a power output in excess of the transmitting type -accepted rating.
(1)

74.1235 Emissions and Bandwidth. (a) The licensee of a station authorized
under this subpart authorizes the transmission of F3E or other types of
frequency modulation upon a showing of need as long as the emission complies
with the requirements in oaragraphs (b),(c) and (d) of this section.
(b)
Standard width FM channels will be assigned and the transmitting
apparatus shall be operated so as to limit spurious emissions to the lowest
practicable value.
Any emissions including intermodulation products and
radiofrequency harmonics which are not essential for the transmission of the
desired aural information shall be considered to be spurious emissions.
(c)
The power of emissions appearing outside the assigned channel
shall be attenuated below the total power of the emission as follows:
Distance of emission from center
Minimum attenuation below unmodulated
frequency
carrier
120 to 240 kHz
25 db
Over 240 and up to 600 kHz
35 db
Over 600 kHz
60 db
(d)
Greater attenuation than that specified in paragraph (c) of this
section may be required if interference results outside the assigned channel.

74.1237 Antenna location.
(a)
An applicant for a new station to be authorized under this subpart or for a change in the facilities of such a station shall endeavor to select a site which will provide a line -of -sight
transmission path to the entire area intended to be served and at which
there is available a suitable signal from the primary station. The trans-

mitting antenna should be placed above growing vegitation and trees lying
in the direction of the area intended to be served, to minimize the possibility of signal absorption by foilage.
3/11/J5
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Consideration should be given to"accessibility of:the site at all seasons
(b)
of the year and to the availability of facilities for the maintenance and operation
of the FM translator.
Consideration should be given to the existence.of strong radiofrequency
(c)
fields from other transmitters at the translator site and the possibility that such
fields may result in the retransmission of signals originating on frequencies other
than that of the primary station.
The transmitting antenna of an FM broadcast booster station shall be located
(d)
within the predicted 1 my/m field strength contour of its primary station, subject
to note, §74.1231(h).

Equipment
74.1250

Transmitters and associated equiptment.

Applications for new stations authorized
(a)
under this subpart or for changes in the facilities of existing stations will not be
accepted for filing unless the transmitting apparatus to be employed is type accepted.
Transmitting antennas, antennas used to receive signals to be rebroadcast,
(b)
and transmission lines are not subject to the requirement for type acceptanc5,The following requirements must be met before translator or booster equipment
(c)
call be type accepted by the Commission:

C

The frequency converter and associated amplifiers of an FM translator
(1)
shall be so designed that the electrical characteristics of a standard FM signal,
including stereophonic subchannel, introduced'into the input terminals will not be
significantly altered by apssage through the apparatus except as to frequency and
amplitude. The overall frequency response of the apparatus. within its assigned channel
when operating at its rated power output and measured at the output terminals, shall
provide a smooth curve, varying within limits separated by ho more than 3 decibels.
Radio frequency harmonics of the output carrier frequency measured at the
(2)
output terminals of the transmitter, shall be attenuated at least 60 decibels below
the fundamental output carrier level. All other emissions appearing outside the assigned channel shall conform with the specifications set forth in §74.1236(c).
The local oscillator or oscillators employed in the translator equipment
(3)
shall, when subjected to variations in ambient temperature between minus 30° and plus
50° centigrade and in primary supply voltage between 85 percent and 115 percent of the
rated value, be sufficiently stable to maintain the output carrier frequency of the
translator within plus or minus 0.005 percent of its assigned frequency, assuming
zero variation of the received primary station signal from its assigned frequency.

C

The apparatus shall contain automatic circuits which will maintain the
(4)
power output constant within 2 decibels when the level of the signal at the input
terminals is varied over a range of 40 decibels and which will not permit power output
to exceed the maximum rated power output under any condition. If a manual adjustment
is provided to compensate for different average signals leverls, provisions shall be
made for determining the proper setting for the control and if improper adjustment of
the control could result in improper operations, a lable shall be affixed at the adjustment control bearing a suitable warning.
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§74.1250(c)(5) - §74.1250(e)
(5)
The apparatus shall be equipped with automatic controls which will place
it in a nonradiating condition when no signal is being received on the input channel,
either due to absence of a transmitter signal or failure of the receiving portion of
the translator or booster.
The automatic control may include a time delay feature
to prevent interruptions in the operation of the station caused by fading or other
momentary failures of the incoming signal.

(6)
The amplifying devices employed in the final radiofrequency amplifier
shall be of the appropriate power rating to provide the rated power output of the
ranslator or booster. The normal operating constants for operation at. the rated
power output shall be spedified.
The apparatus shall be equipped with suitable
meters or meter jacks so that appropriate voltage and current measurements may be
made while the apparatus is in operation.
(7)
Transmitters of FM broadcast translator stations of more than 1 watt
transmitter output power shall be equipped with an automatic keying device which will
transmit the call sign assigned to the station, in International Morse Code, at least
once each6 0 minutes during the time the station is in operation unless there is in
effect a firm arrangement with the station's primary station as provided in §74.1283(c)
(1).
Transmission of the call sign can be accomplished in either of the following ways:
(i)

By frequency shift keying; the carrier shift shall not be less than 5
kilohertz nor greater than 25 kilohertz;
(ii)
By amplitude modulation of the FM carrier of at least 30 percent
modulation.
The audio frequency tone used shall not be within 200 hertz of the

nmergeney broadcast System Attention Signal alerting frequencies.

(8) Wiring, shielding, and construction shall be in accordance with acceptea
principales of good engineering practice.
(d)
The exciter employed to provide a locally generated and modulated input
signal to the translator pursuant to §74.1231(f) shall be type accepted and shall
meet the following specifications for type acceptance by the Commission:

(1)
The local oscillator or oscillators employed in the exciter, when subjected to variations in ambient temperature between minus 30° and plus 50° centigrade, and in primary supply voltage between 85 percent and 115 percent of the rated
value, shall be sufficiently stable to maintain the output center frequency of the
exciter within plus or minus 0.005 percent of the frequency assigned to the primary

station.
(2)
Automatic means shall be provided for limiting the level of the audio
frequency -rnitage applied to the modulator to insure that a frequency swing in
excess of 75 kHz will not occur under any condition of modulation.
(3) Wiring, shielding, and construction shall be in accordance with accepted
principles of good engineering practice.

C

(e)

Type acceptance will be granted only upon a satisfactory showing that the
apparatus is capable of meeting the requirements of paragraphs (c) and (d) of this
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section.

The following procedures shall apply:
Any manufacturer of appraatus intended for use by a station
authorized under this subpart may request type acceptance by following the
procedures set forth in Part 2, Subpart F, of this chapter. Equipment found
to be acceptable by the Commission will be listed in the "Radio Equipment
List" published by the Commission. These lists are available for inspection at any Field Office of the Commission and at the Washington., D.C.,
offices of the Commission.
(2)
Apparatus for use by stations authorized under this subpart
which has been type accepted by the Commission will normally be authorized
without additional measurements by the applicant.
(3)
Other rules concerning type acceptance, including information
regarding withdrawal of type acceptance, modification of type accepted
equipment and limitations on the findings upon which type acceptance is
based, are set forth in Part 2, Subpart F, of this chapter.
(f), (g) and (h) Reserved.
(i)
The transmitting antenna may be designed to produce either horizontal or vertical polarization, or a combination of both. Separate transmitting antennas are permitted if both horizontal and vertical polarization
is to be provided.
(1)

(

(,_

(a) No changes, either
74.1251 Modification of transmission systems.
mechanical or electrial, except as provided in 2.584 of this chapter, may
be made in FM translator or booster apparatus which has been type accepted
by the Commission without prior authority of the Commission.
(b) Formal application is requested for any of the following changes,
to be made on FCC Form 346 in the case of FM broadcast translator stations
and on FCC Form 349P in the case of FM broadcast booster stations:
Replacement of the transmitter as a whole, except replacement with a trans(1)
mitter of identical power rating which has been type accepted by the FCC for use by FM
translator or FM booster stations, or any change which could result in the electrical
characteristics or performance of the station. Upon the installation or modification of
the transmitting equipment for which prior FCC authority is not required under the
provisions of this paragraph, the licensee shall place in the station records a certification that the new installation complies in all respects with the technical requirements
of this part and the terms of the station authorization.
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the direction of
A change in the transmitting antenna system, including
radiation or directive antenna pattern.
(2)

except where
Any change in the overall height of the antenna structure
required under
notice to the Federal Aviation Administration is specifically not
§17.14(b) of this chapter.
(3)

except a move
Any change in the location of the translator or booster
within the same building or upon the same poled tower.
(4)

which
Any horizontal change in the location of the antenna structure
to the Federal
would (i) be in excess of 500 feet er (ii) would require notice
to
§17.7
of
this
chapter.
Aviation Administration pursuant
(5)

(6)

Any change of input or output frequency of a translator.

(7)

Any change of authorized transmitter operating Dower output.

(3)

Any change in authorized principal community or area being

served.

A proposal to change the primary FM station being retransmitted
by an FM translator station will be subject only to a notification
requirement.
(c)

Technical Operation and Operators

maintain
§74.1261 Frequency tolerance. The licensee of am FM translator station shall
the center frequency at the output of the translator within 0.01 percent of its
The output frequency of an F'M booster station shall be the
assigned frequency.
exact freqeuncy of its primary station.
The licensee of a station author(a)
§74.1262 Frequency monitors and m:.asurements.
ized under this subpart is not required to provide means for measuring the operating
However, only equipment having the required stability
frequency of the transmitter.
will be approved for use by an FM translator or booster.
In the event that a station authorized under this subpart is found to be
operating beyond the frequency tolerance prescribed in §74.1261, the licensee shall
s end operation of the station and shall not resume operation until the
promptly
station has been restored to its assigned frequency. 'Adjustment of the frequency
determining circuits of an FM translator or booster shall be made by_a qualified person
in accordance with §74.1250(g).
(b)

An FM translator is not required to adhere to any
(a)
§74.1263 Time of operation.
However,
the licensee of an FM translator is expected
regular schedule of operation.
the
extent
that such is within its control and to
to provide a dependable service to
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§74.1263(a)

-

74.1265

avoid unwarranted interruptions to the service provided.

C

Failure of ail r?' translator station to operate for a periof of 30
shall
days or more, except for.causes beyond the control of the licensee,
the
operation
and
the
license
of
be deemed evidence of discontinuance of
discretion
of
the
CoTrission.
translator station may be cancelled at the
(bY

permitted to radiate during extended periods
(c) An FM translator shall not be
when signals of the primar station are not.being retransmitted.
The station license and any other
(a)
§74.1265 Posting of station license.
the construction of the
instrument of authorization or individual order concerning
record file maintained
station or the manner of operation shall be kept in the station
request
to any authorized party.
by the licensee so as to be available for inspection upon

with name, address,
(b) Call sign of the translator br booster together
representative
of the licensee if the
& telephone No. of the licensee/local
translator/booster, and
licensee does not reside in community served by
-where
station
records are kept, shall
name and address of person and place
structure
supporting the
be displaued at the translator/booster site on the
transmitting antenna, so as to be visible by persons standing on the ground
prepared so as to withstand
at the transmitter site. The display shall be
shall be kept in a legible
normal weather for reasonable period of time and
condition by the licensee.
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C

74.1269 Copies of rules.
The licensee or permittee of a station authorized under this subpart shall have a current copy of Volumes I and III of the
Commission's rules and shall make the same available for use by the operator in charge. Each such licensee/permittee shall be familiar with those
Copies of the
rules relating tb stations authorized under this subpart.
Commission's rules may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

74.1281 Station records. (a) The licensee of a station authorized under
this Subpart shall maintain adequate station records, including the
current instrument of authorization, official correspondence with the FCC,
maintence records, contracts, permission for rebroadcasts, and other
documents.
(b) Entries required by 17.49 of the Chapter concerning any observed
or otherwise known extinguishment or improper functioning of a tower light:
(1)The nature of such extinguishment or improper functioning.
The date and time the extinguishment of improper operation was
2
noted.

(a) The date, time and nature of adjustments, repairs or replacements
made.

L

(c) The station records shall be maintained for inspection at a residence, office, or public building, place of business, or other suitable
place, in one of the communities of license of the translator or booster,
except that the station records of a booster or translator licensed to the
lecensee of the primary station may be kept at the same place where the
primary station records are kept.
The name of the person keeping station
records, together with the address of the place where the records are kept,
shall be posted in accordance with 74.1265(b) of the rules. The station
records shall be made available upon request to any authorized representative of the Commission.
(d) Station logs and records shall be retained for a period of 2 years.

C
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74.1283 Station identification. (a) Every station authorized under this part
with transmitter output power of more than 1 watt shall be identified in
accordance with the provisions of this section: Stations with transmitter
power of 1 watt or less need not be identified.
FM broadcast booster stations shall be identified by their primary
(b)
stations by the broadcasting by the primary station of the primary station's call letters and location, in accordance with provisions of 73.287.
FM broadcast translator stations with transmitter output power of
(c)
more than 1 watt shall be identified by use of methods prescribed herein:
The licensee/permittee of such station may make arrangements
(1)
with the licensee of primary station for the broadcast by the primary staIdentifition of the call letters and location of the translator station.
cation in this manner is to be accomplished three times each day. Once
between the hours of 7-9 a.m., unless primary station's broadcast day begins
after 9 a.m., in which case identification will be made at the beginning of
its broadcast day and at the other times specified herein; once between
12:55 p.m. and 1:05 p.m.; and once between the hours of 4-6p.m. Arrangements will be made so that the licensee of the primary station will keep
on record, and make available to any responsible person the call letters
and location of each translator station rebroadcasting its signals, with
the name, address, and telephone number of the licensee or the person
It
designated to be contacted in case of malfunction of the translator.
shall be the responsibility of the translator licensee to furnish data
in this respect to the primary station.
has
Where the licensee or permittee of FM translator station
(2)
not made arrangements for station identification in accordance with subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph, such FM translator station shall transmit its call sign in International
Morse Code at least once each 60 minutes during the time the station is in operation.
The transmission may be accomplished by means of an automatic device as required by
Call sign transmission shall be made at a code speed not in excess
§74.1250(c)(7),
individual call sign
of 20 words per minute. At this Speed, the transmission of each
will require approximately 4 seconds.
(d)

The Commission may, in its discretion, specify other methods of identification.

The call sign of an FM broadcast translator station will coasist of the
initial letter K or W followed by the channel number assigned to the translator and
The use of the initial letter will generally conform to the pattern used
two letters.
in the broadcast service. The two letter combinations following the channel number
will be assigned in order and requests for the assignment of particular combinations
of letters will not be considered.
(e)

(a) The term "rebroadcast" means the reception by radio
§74.1284 Rebroadcasts.
of the programs or other signals of a radio station and the simultaneous retransmission
of such programs or signals for direct reception by the general public.

The licensee of an FM translator shall not rebroadcast the programs of any
FM broadcast station or other FM translator without obtaining prior consent of the
primary station whose programs are proposed to be retransmitted. The Commission shall
be notified of the call letters of each station rebroadcast and the licensee of the
FM translator shall certify that written consent has been received from the licensee
of the station whose programs are retransmitted.
(b)

An FM translator is not authorized to rebroadcast the transmissions of any
(c)
class of station other than an FM broadcast station or another FM translator.
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76.1 - 76.5(e)
Subpart A - General
76.1 Purpose. The rules and regulations set forth in this part provide
for the certification of cable television systems and for their operation
and conformity with standards for carriage of television broadcast signals,
program exclusivity, cablecasting, access channels, and related matters.
76.3 Other pertinent rules.
Other pertinent provisions of the Commission's
rules and regulations relating to the Cable Television Service are included
in the following parts of this chapter:
Part 0 - Commission Organization.
Part 1 - Practice and Procedure.,
Part 21 - Domestic Public Radio Services (Other than Maritime Mobile).
Part 63 - Extension of Lines and Discontinuance of Service by Carriers.
Part 64 - Miscellaneous Rules Relating to Common Carriers.
Part 78 - Cable Television Relay Service.
Part 91 - Industrial Radio Services.
76.5 Definitions.
(a) Cable television system.
A facility
consisting of a set of closed transmission paths a.il ássdc atéd signal
generation, receiption, and control equipment that is designed to provide
cable service which includes video programming and which is provided to
multiple subscribers within a community, but such .term .does not include
(1) a. facility that services only to retransmit the television
signals of
one or more television broadcast stations; (2) a facility that serves only
subscribers in one or more multiple unit dwellings under common ownership,
control or management, unless such facility or facilities uses any public
right-oor-way; (3) a facility of a common carrier which is subject, in whole
or in part, to the provisions of Title II of the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended, except that such facility shall be considered a cable system to
the extent such facility is used in the transmission of video programming
directly to subscribers; or (4) any facilities of any electric utility used
solely for operating its electric utility systems.
(b)
Television station; television broadcast station. Any television
broadcast station operating on a channel regularly assigned to its community by 073.606 of this chapter, and any television broadcast 'station
licensed by a foreign government: Provided, however, That a television
broadcast station licensed by a foreign government shall not be entitled
to assert a claim to carriage or program exclusivity, pursuant to Subpart D
or F of this part, but may otherwise -be carried if consistent with the rules.
(c)
Television translator station. A television broadcast translator
station as defined in 074.701 of this chapter.
(d)
principal community contour.
The signal contour that a television
station is required to place over its entire principal community by 073.685
(a)
of this chapter.
(e)
Grade A and B contours. The field intensity contours defined '..n
073.683(a) of this chapter.
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§76.5(f) - (u)

f--

Specified zoné of a television broadcast station. The area ex(f)
tending 35 air miles from the reference point in the community to which
that station is licensed or authorized by the Commission. A list of reference points is contained in 076.53. A television broadcast station that
is authorized but not operating has a specified zone that terminates 18
months after the initial grant of its construction permit.
Motor television market. The specified zone of a commercial
(g)
television station licensed to a community listed in §76.51, or a combination of such specified zones where more than one community is listed.
A community
Designated community in a major television market.
(h)
listed in §76.51.
Smaller television market. The specified zone of a commercial
(i)
television station licensed to a community that is not listed in §76.51.
Substantially duplicated. Regularly duplicated by the network
(j)
programming of one or more stations in a week during the hours of 6 to
11 p.m., local time, for a total of 14 or more hours.
Viewed in other than cable television
Significantly viewed.
(k)
households as follows:
For a full or partial network station --a share of viewing
hours of at least 3 percent (total week hours), and a net weekly circulation of at least 25 percent; and
For an independent station --a share of viewing hours of at
(2)
least 2 percent (total week hours), and a net weekly circulation of at
See §76.54.
least 5 percent.
(1)

NOTE: As used in this paragraph, "share of viewing hours" means the total
hours that non -cable television households viewed the subject station

during the week, expressed as a percentage of the total hours these households viewed all stations during the period, and "net weekly circulation"
means the number of non -cable television households that viewed the station
for 5 minutes or more during the entire week, expressed as a percentage of
the total non -cable television households in the survey area.
Full network station. A commercial television broadcast station
(1)
that generally carries in weekly prime time hours 85 percent of the hours
of programming offered by one of the three major national television networks with which it has a primary affiliation (i.e., right of first
refusal or first call).
Partial network station. A commercial television broadcast
(m)
station that generally carries in prime time more than 10 hours of programming per week offered by the three major national television networks,
but less than the amount specified in paragraph (1) above.
Independent station. A commercial television broadcast station
(n)
that generally carries in prime time not more than 10 hours of programming
per week offered by the three major national television networks.
The programming supplies by a national or
Network programming.
(o)
regional television network, commercial or non commercial.
(p) (q) (r) (s) (t) deleted.

The five -hour period from 6 to 11 p.m., local time,
Prime time.
except that in the Central Time Zone the relevant period shall be between
the hours of 5 and 10 p.m., and in the Mountain Time Zone each station
shall elect whether the period shall be 6 to 11 p.m. or 5 to 10 p.m.
(u)
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§76.5(v)

- 76.5

(4) (ii)

NOTE:
Unless the Commission is notified to the contrary, a station in the
mountain time zone shall be presumed to have elected the 6 to 11 p.m. period.
(v)
Cablecasting.
Programming (exclusive of broadcast signals) carrie
on a cable television system.
See paragraphs (aa), (bb), and (cc) (Classes
II, III, and IV cable television channels) of this section.
(w)
Origination cablecasting.
Programming (exclusive of broadcast
signals) carried on a cable television system over one or more channels
and subject to the exclusive control of the cable operator.
(x)
Access cablecasting. Deleted.

(y)

Legally qualified candidate.
(i)

(1)

Any person who

Has publicly announced his or her intention to run for nomination or

office;
(ii)
Is qualified under the applicable local, State or Federal law to hold
the office for which he or she is a candidate; and
(iii) Has met the qualifications set forth in either subparagraph (2), (3)
or (4), below.
(2)
A person seeking election to any public office including that of President or
Vice President of the United States, or nomination for any public office except that of
President or Vice President, by means of a primary, general or special election, shall be
considered a legally qualified candidate if, in addition to meeting the criteria set
forth in subparagraph (1) above, that person:
(i)
Has qualified,for a place on the ballot, or
(ii)
Has publicly committed himself or herself to seeking election by the
write-in method and is eligible under applicable law to be voted for by sticker, by
writing in his or her name on the ballot or by other method, and makes a substantial
''aving that he or she is a bona fide candidate for nomination or office.
Persons seeking election to the office of President or Vice President of the United
...ates shall, for the purposes of the O rinunications Act and the rules thereunder, be
considered legally qualified candidates only in those States or territories (or the
District of Columbia) in which they have met the requirements set forth in paragraph (y)
(1) and (2) of this rule; Except, That any such person who has met the requirements set
forth in paragraph (y)(1) and (2) in at least 10 States (or nine and the District of
Columbia) shall be considered a legally qualified candidate for election in all States,
territories and the District of Columbia for purposes of this Act.
(3)
A person seeking nomination to any public office except that of President or
Vice President of the United States, by means of a convention, caucus or similar procedure,
shall be considered a legally qualified candidate if, in addition to meeting the requirements set forth in paragraph (y)(1) above, that person makes a substantial showing that
he or she is a bona fide candidate for such nanination: Except, That no person shall be
considered a legally qualified candidate for nomination by the means set forth in this
paragraph prior to 90 days before the beginning of the convention, caucus or similar
procedure in which he or she seeks nanination.
(4)
A person seeking nomination for the office of President or Vice President of
the United States shall, for the purposes of the Communications Act and the rules thereunder,
be considered a legally qualified candidate only in those States or territories (or the
District of Columbia) in which, in addition to meeting the requirements set forth in
paragraph (y)(1), above.
(i)
He or she, or proposed delegates on his or her behalf, have qualified
for the primary or Presidential preference ballot in that State, territory or the District
of Columbia, or
(ii)
He or she has made a substantial showing of bona fide candidacy for
nomination in that State, territory or the District of Columbiá. Except, That such
.son meeting the requirements set forth in paragraph (y)(1) and (4) in at least 10
States (or nine and the District of Columbia) shall be considered a legally qualified
candidate for nomination in all States, territories and the District of Columbia for purposes of this Act.
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(5)

The'term "substantial showing" of bona fide candidacy as used in paragraphs
(3) and (4) above means evidence that the person claiming to be a candidate has
engaged to a substantial degree in activities commonly associated with political carr>paign-ing.
Such activities normally would include making campaign speeches, distributing carr¢>,3i(.]n
literature, issuing press releases, maintaining a campaign committee, and establishing
campaign headquarters (even though the headquarters in some instances might be the residence of the candidate or his campaign manager).
Not all of the listed activities are
necessarily required in each case to demonstrate a substantial showing, and there may be
activities not listed herein which would contribute to such a showing.
(y)(2),

C

(z)
Class I cable television channel. A signaling path provided by
a cable television system to relay to subscriber terminals television broadcast programs that are received off -the -air or are obtained by microwave or
by direct connection to a television broadcast station.
(aa)
Class II cable television channel.
A signaling pat provided by
a cable television system to deliver to subscriber terminals television
signals that are intended for reception without the use of an auxiliary
decoding device and which signals are rot involved in a broadcast transmission path.
(bb)
Class III cable television channel. A signal path provided by
a cable television system to deliver to subscriber terminals signals that
are intended for reception by equipment other than a television broadcast
receiver or by a television broadcast receiver only when used with auxiliary
decoding equipment.
(cc)
Class IV cable television channel.
A signaling path provided
by a cable television system to transmit signals of any type from a subscriber terminal to another point in the cable television system.

Subscriber terminal.
(ee)
The cable television system terminal to
which.a subscriber's equipment is connected.
Separate terminals may be
provided for delivery of signals or various classes.
(ff)
System noise.
That combination of undesired and fluctuating
disturbances within a cable television channel that degrades the transmission of the desired signal and that is due to modulation processes or
thermal or other noise -producing effects, but does not include hum and
other undesired signals of discrete frequency. System noise is specified
in terms of its rms voltage or its mean power level as measured in the
4 MHz bandwidth between 1.25 and 5.25 MHz above the lower channel boundary
of a cable television channel.
Terminal isolation. The attenuation, at any subscriber terminal
(gg)
between that terminal and any other subscriber terminal in the cable television system.
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Visual signal level. The rums voltage produced by the visual
signal during the transmission of synchronising pulses.
(hh)

Affiliate. When used in relation to any person, another person
(ii)
who owns or controls, is owned or controlled by, or is under common ownership
or control with, such person.
Person. An individual, partnership, association, joint stock
(jj)
company, trust, corporation, or governmental entity.
(kk)
Significant interest. A cognizable interest for attributing
interests in broadcast, cable, and newspaper properties pursuant to 73.3555,
73.3615, and 76.501.

(11)
Cable system operator or operator. Any person or group of
persons (1) who provides cable service over a cable system and directly or
through one or more affiliates owns a significant interest in such cable
system; or (2) who otherwise controls or is responsible for, through any
arrangement, the management and operation of such a cable system.

System community unit; Community unit. A cable television
(mm)
system, or portion of a cable television system, that operates or will
operate within a separate and distinct community or municipal entity
(including unincorporated communities within unincorporated areas and
including single, discrete unincorporated areas).

Cable service. The one-way transmission to subscribers of video
programming, or other programming service; and, subscriber interaction, if
any, which is required for the selection of such video programming or other
programming service. For the purposes of this definition, "video programming" is programming provided by, or generally considered comparable to
programming provided by, a television broadcast station; and "other
programming service" is information that a cable operator makes available to
all subscribers generally.
(oo)

Basic cable service. For the purposes of regulating the rates
(pp)
for the provisions of basic cable service in circumstances in which a
cable system is not subject to effective competition, basic cable service
is the tier of service regularly provided to all subcribers that includes
the public, educational and governmental channels, if required by a franchising authority under Title VI of the Communications Act, and the retransmission of any broadcast television signals in the following categories:
For communities located outside all major and smaller televis(1)
ion markets (as defined in the section):
Television broadcast stations within whose Grade B contours the
(i)
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
(ii)
serving the community of the community unit and for community units that
commence operations or expand channel capacity after March 30, 1972, noncommercial educational translator str ions with 5 watts or higher power
service the community. of the community unit;
(iii) Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations within
whose specified zone the community of the community unit is located, in
whole or in part;
Commercial television broadcast stations that are significantly
(iv)
viewed in the community of the community unit. See 76.54.
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For communities in smaller television markets (as defined in
this section):
Television broadcast stations within whole specified zone the
(i)
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations within
(ii)
whose Grade B contours the community of the community unit is located, in
whole or in part;
Commercial television broadcast stations licensed to communities
(iii)
in other smaller television markets, within whose Grade B contours the
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
Television broadcast stations licensed to other communities which
(iv)
are generally considered to be part of the same smaller television market
(Example: Burlington, Vt-Plattsburgh, N.Y., television market);
Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
(v)
serving the community of the community unit and, for community units that
commence operation or expand channel capacity after March 30, 1972, noncommercial educational translator stations with 5 watts of higher power
serving the community of the community unit;
Commercial television broadcast stations that are significantly
(vi)
viewed in the community unit. See 76.54.
For communities in major television markets (as defined in this
(3)
section) and in communities located both wholly or partially within both
major and smaller television markets;
Television broadcast stations within whose specified zone the
(i)
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations within
(ii)
whose Grade B contours the community of the community unit is located in
whole or in part;
(iii) Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit and, for those community units
that commence operations of expand channel capacity after March 30, 1972,
noncommercial educational translator stations with 5 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit;
Television broadcast stations licensed to other designated com(iv)
munities of the same major television market (Example: Cincinnati, Ohio Newport, KY., television market);
Commercial television broadcast stations that are significantly
(v)
viewed in the community of the community unit. See 76.54.
In the absence of at least three signals in one of the above
(4)
categories, any unaltered broadcast television signals.
(2)
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On petition by a cable television system, a
Special relief. (a)
franchising authority, an applicant, permittee, or licensee of a television
broadcast, translator, or microwave relay station, or by any other interested person, the Commission may waive any provision of the rules relating to
cable television systems operator impose additional or different requirements,
or issue a ruling on a complaint or disputed question.
The petition may be submitted informally, by letter, but shall be
(b)
accompanied bya certificate of service on any cable television system operator
franchising authority, station licensee, permittee, or applicant, or other
interested person who may be directly affected if the relief requested
in the petition should be granted.
The petition shall state the relief requested and may con(1)
(c)
It shall state fully and precisely all perttain alternative requests.
inent facts and considerations relied on to demonstrate the need for the
relief requested and to support a determination that a grant of such relief
woul3 serve the public interest. Factual allegations shall be supported
by affidavit of a person or persons with actual knowledge of the facts,
a~d exhibits shall be verified by the person who prepared them.
A petition for a ruling on a complaint or disputed question
(2)
shall set forth all steps taken by the parties or resolve the problem,
except where the ona'relief sought is a clarifi®tion or interpretation
of the rules.
(3)
An original and (2) copies of the petition and all subsequent
pleadings shall be filed.
Interested persons may submit"comments or opposition to the,
(d)
petition within thirty (30) days after it has been filed. For good cause
shown in the petition, the Commission may, by letter or telegram to known
Comments
interested persons, specify a shorter time for such submissions.
or oppositions shall be served on petitioner and on all persons. listed in
petitioner's certificated service, and shall contain a detailed full showing, supported by affidavit, of any facts or considerations relied on.
The petitioner may file a reply to the comments or oppositions
(e)
within twenty (20) days after their submission, which shall be served on
all persons who have filed pleadings and shall also contain a detailed
full showing, supported by affidavit, of any additional facts or considFor good cause shown, the Commission may specify a
erations relied on.
shorter time for the filing of reply comments.
The Commission, after consideration of the pleadings, may deter(f)
mine whether the public interest would be served by the grant, in whole
or in part, or denial of the request, or may issue a ruling on the complaint or dispute. The Commission may specify other procedures, such
as oral argument, evidentiary hearing, or further written submissions
In the event
directed to particular aspects, as it deems appropriate.
than an evidentiary hearing is required, the Commission will determine,
on the basis of the pleadings and such other procedures as it may specify,
whether temporary relief should be afforded any party pending the hearing
and the nature of any such temporary relief.
Where a petition for waiver of the provisions of 2076.57(a),
(g)
76.59(a), 76.61(a) , or 76.63(a), is filed within fifteen (15) days after
need not carry the signal
a request for carriage, a system community unit
of the requesting station pending the Commission's ruling on the petition
or on the question of temporary relief pending further proceedings.
§76.7
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On a finding that the public interest so requires, the Corr mission may determine that a system, community unit operating or nronosing
to operate in a community located outside of the 48 contiguous states shall
comply with provisions of Subparts D, F and G of this part in addition to
the provisions thereof otherwise applicable.
NOTE:
Each party filing a petition, comments, opposition or other
pleading pursuant to 76.7 is responsible for the continuing accuracy and
completeness of all information in such document. The provisions of 1.65
are wholly applicable to pleadings involving 76.7 except that where specific
provisions of.the latter conflict with the former, the specific provisions
of 76.7 are controlling, e.g., where requirements for service on specified
parties of certain information may vary.
A petition for special
(a)
76.8 Dismissal of Special Belief Petitions.
relief may, .upon request of the petitioner, be dismissed without prejudice
as a matter or right prior to the adoption date of any final action taken by
the Commission with respect to the petition. A petitioner's request for the
return of a petition will be regarded as a request for dismissal.
Failure to.prosecture a petition, or failure to respond. to offi(b)
cial correspondence or request for additional information, -will be cause
Such dismissal will be without prejudice if it occurs Prior
for dismissal.
to the adoption date of any final action taken by the Commission with respect to the petition.
(a) Upon petition by any
76.9 Order to Show Cause; Forfeiture Proceeding.
interested person, the Commission may:
Issue an order requiring a cable television operator to show.,
(1)
cause why it should not be directed to cease and desist from violating the
Commission's rules;
Initiate a forfeiture proceeding against a cable television
(2)
operator for violation of the Commission's Rules.
The petition may be submitted informally, be letter, but shall
(b)
.be accompanied by a certificate of service on any interested person who may
be directly affected if an order to show cause is issued or a forfeiture proceeding initiated. An original and two copies of the petition and all
subsequ-nt pleadings should be filed.
The petition shall state fully and precisely all pertinent
(c)
facts and considerations relied on to support a determination that issuance
of an order to show cause or initiation of a forfeiture proceeding would be
in the public interest. Factual allegations shall be supported -by affidavit of a person or persons with actual knowledge of the facts, and exhibits
shall be verified by the person who prepares them.
(h)
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(d)
Interested persons may submit comments or oppositions to the
^e.:tion within thirty (30) days after it has been filed. For good
.1'a e shown in the petition, the Commission may, by letter of telegrar to
Known interested persons, specify a shorter time for such subrissions.
':o---ents or oppositions shall be served on petitioner and on all persons
l;ated in petitioner's certificate of service, and shall contain a detailed
showing, supported by affidavit, of any facts or circumstances relied

on.

(e)
The petitioner may file a reply to the comments or oppositions
within twenty (20) days after the time for filing such comments or oppositions has ended. A reply shall be served on all persons who have filed
nleadings and shall also contain a detailed full showing, supported by
a
idavit, of any additional facts or considerations relied on. For good
c^'lce shown, the Commission may specify a shorter time for the filinr of
reply comments.
(f)
The Commission, after consideration of the pleadinrs,
determine whether the public interest requires the issuance of an shill
order to
show cause or the initiation of a forfeiture proceeding.
NOTE 1. After issuance of an order to show cause, the rules of
Title 47, Part 1, Subpart A, Sections 1.91 - 1.95 shall ann17. procedure in
NOTE 2. Nothing in this Section is intended to prevent the Comrission
`'rom
initiating show cause or forfeiture proceedings on its own motion;
"?OVITE/),
HOWEVER, That show cause proceedings and forfeiture
proceedings nurauant to
1.80(rá) of the rules will not be initiated by such motion
until the affected
parties are given an opportunity to respond to the Commission's
charges.
EOTE 3. Forfeiture proceedings
are generally nonhear. ing matters conducted
Pursuant to the provisions of 1.80(f) of the rules (Notice of
Apparent
Liability). Petitioners who contend that the alternative hearing
procedures
of 1.80(g).of.the rules should be followed in
a particular case rust support
this contention with a specific showing of the facts and
considerations relied
on.
-

(7;

Any person aggrieved by the
(a)
76.10 Channel access enforcement.
failure or refusal of a cable operator to make commercial channel capacity
available in accordance with the the provisions of Title VU of the Communications Act may bring an action in the district court of the United States
for the Judicial district in which the cable system is located to compel
that such capacity be made available.
(b)
Any person aggrieved by the failure or refusal of a cable operator
to make commercial channel capacity available in accordance with the
provisions of Title VI of the Communications Act may petition the
Commission for relief upon a showing of three prior adjudicated violations.
Records of previous adjudications resulting in a court determination that
the operator has violated the provisions of the Communications Act concerning
commercial channel access shall be considered as sufficient for the showing
necessary under this section.
Petitions filed with the Commission in response to paragraph (b)
(c)
shall be made in accordance with the provisions and procedures set forth in
76.7 for petitions for special relief.
76.11 Lockbox enforcement. Any party aggrieved by the failure or refusal
of a cable operator to provide a lockbox as provided for in Title VI of the
Communications Act may petition the Commission for relief in accordance
with the provisions and procedures set forth in 76.7 for petitions for
special relief.
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76.12 Re istration statement required. A system community unit shall be
authorized to commence operation only after filing with the Commission
the following information:
(a)
The legal name of the operator, entity identification or social
security number, and whether the operator is an individual, private association, partnership, or corporation. If the operator is a partnership, the
legal name of the partner responsible for communications with the Commission
shall be supplied;
The assumed name (if any) used for doing business in the com(b)
munity;
The mail address, including ZIP code, and the telephone number
(c)
to which all communications are to be directed;
The date the system provided service to 50 subscribers;
(d)
The name of the
community or area served and the
(e)
county in which it is located;
(f)
The television broadcast signals to be carried which, previously
have not been certified or registered; and

76.14 Who may sign registration statements. (a) Registration statements
shall be personally signed by the operator; by one of the partners, if the
operator is a partnership; by an officer, if the operator is a corpora ion;
by a member who is an officer, if the operator is an unincorporated association; or by any duly authorized employee of the operator.
(b)
Registration statements may be signed by the operator's attorney in case of the operator's physical disability or of his absence from
the United States. The attorney shall in that event separately set forth
the reasons why the registration statement was not signed by the operator.
In addition, if any matter is stated on the basis of the attorney's belief
only (rather than his knowledge), he shall separately set forth his reasons
for believing that such statements are true.
76.17 Public notice. The Commission will give public notice of the filing
of registration statements.
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76.29 Special temporary authority.
In circumstances requiring the
(a)
temporary use óf community unit facilities for operation not authori'ed
by the Commission rules
, a cable television system
may request special temporary authority to operate. The Commission may
grant special temporary authority, upon a finding that the public interest
would be served thereby, for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days,
and may extend such authorization, upon a like finding, for one additional period, not to exceed ninety (90) days.
(b) Requests for special temporary authority may be submitted informally, by letter, and shall contain the following:
Name and address of the applicant cable system.
(1)
(2)
Community in which the community unit is located.
(3)
Type of operation to be conducted.
Date of commencement of proposed operations.
(4)
(5)
Duration of time for which temporary authority isrequired.
(6)
All pertinent facts and considerations relied on to demonstrate the need for special temporary authority and to support a determination that a grant of such authority would serve the public interest.
A certificate of service on all interested parties.
(7)

A request for special temporary authority shall be filed at least
(c)
10(10) days prior to the date of commencement of the proposed operations,
or shall be accompanied by a statement of reasons for the delay in submitting such request.
A grant of special temporary authority may be rescinded by the
(d)
Commission at any time upon a finding of facts which warrant such action.
Subpart C - Federal-State/Local Regulatory Relationships

76.33 Standards for rate regulation.
(a) A franchising authority may regulate the rates of a cable system granted a franchise after December 29, 1984,
and any cable system after December 29, 1986, subject to the following conditions:
(1)
Only basic cable service as defined in 76.5(pp) may be regulated;
(2)
Only cable systems that are not subject to effective competition
may be rate regulated. A cable system will be determined to have effective
competition whenever at least three undeuplicated signals serve the cable
community.
Signals shall be counted if they place a Grade B contour (as
defined in 73.683 of our rules) over any portion of the cable community,
are significantly viewed within the calbe community (as defined by 76.54 of
our rules) or are translator stations licensed to serve the cable community
provided that the translators are not used to retransmit stations already
providing Grade B contour or significantly viewed signals within the
cable community. The Commission may grant exceptions to this standard
where the franchising authority demonstrates with engineering studies in
accordance with 73.686 of the Commission's rules and other showings that
such signals are not in fact available within the community.
(3)
A cable system once determined to be subject to effective competition shall not be subject to regulation for one year after any change in market conditions which would cause it to be determined not to be subject to
effective competition.
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(4)
A cable system may automatically pass through to the basic service
rate without franchising authority approval cost increases that are readily
identifiable and entirely attributable to the provision of basic service.
Rate increases of this type may be taken in addition to the automatic 5%
annual rate increase to which the cable system may be entitled under the
Title VI of the Communications Act.
(b)
For franchises granted on or before December 29, 1984, a franchising authority may, until December 29, 1986, to the extent provided
in the franchise agreement:
(1)
Regulate the rates for the provision of basic cable service;
Require the provision of any tier of service without charge (dis(2)
regarding any installation or rental charge for equipment necessary for
receipt of such tier); and
(3)
Regulate the rates for the initial installation or the rental
of one set of the minimum equipment necessary to receive basic cable service.
(c)
Any state or local law in existence on December 29, 1984, which
limits or preempts regulation of rates for cable service by any franchising
authority shall remain in effect until December 29, 1986, to the extent
that it provides for such limitation or preemption.
(d)
In establishing any rate for the provision of basic cable service
by cable systems subject to paragraph (a) of this section, the franchising
(1) Give formal notice to the public; (2) provide an
authority shall:
opportunity for interested parties to make their views known, at least
through written submissions; and (3) make a formal statement (including
summary explanation) when a decision on a rate matter is made.
(e)
Any party may petition the Commission for relif of the provisions in this section in accordance with the provisions and procedures set
forth in ?6.6 for petitions for special relief.

C
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Subpart D - Carriage of Television Broadcast Signals
por purposes of cable television rules,
Major television markets.
§576.51
the following is a list of the major television markets and their designated
First 50 major television markets:
(a)
communities:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

New York, N.Y.-Newark, New Jersey.
Los Angeles --San BernardinoCorona--Fontana--Calif.
Chicago, Ill.
Philadelphia, Pa. --Burlington
N.J.

(5)
(6)

Detroit, Michigan,
Boston--Cambridge--Worcester,

(7)

San 7rancisco--Oakland--San
Jose, Calif.
Cleveland--Lorain--Akron,
Ohio
Washington, D.C.

Mass.

(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

St. Louis, Mo.
Dallas --Fort Worth, Texas
Minneapolis --St. Paul., Minn.
Baltimore, Md.
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis --Bloomington,
Indiana
Cincinnati, Ohio --Newport,

(26)
(27)
(28)

(45)
(46)

(47)

(48)
(49)
(50)
(b)

Atlanta, Ga.

(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)

Hartford, --New Haven --New

155)

Britain --Waterbury, Conn.
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

,

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

Pitttsbuzgh, Pa.

Ky.
(18)
(19)

(36)
(37)

Seattle, --Tacoma, Wash.

Miami, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Sacramento--Stockton-Modesto, California
Memphis, Tenn.
Columbus, Ohio
Tampa --St. Petersburg,

(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)

Fla.

Portland, Oregon
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Denver, Colo.
Providence, R.I.--New
133)
Bedford, Mass.
(34)
Albany--Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.
(35)
Syracuse, New York
Part 76
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(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)

(70)
(71)
(72)
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Charleston--Huntington--West Va.
Kalamazoo --Grand Rapids.

--Battle Creek, Michigan
Louisville, Ky.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Burmingham, Ala.
Dayton --Kettering, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Phoenix --Mesa, Arizona

Norfolk-Newport News-Portsmouth-Hampton, Va.
San Antonio, Texas
Greenville--Spartanburg-Anderson, S. C. --Ashville, NC
Greensboro --High Point--WinstonSalemn, N.C.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Wilkes -Barre --Scranton, Pa.

Little Rock, Arkansas
Second 50 television markets:
San Diego, Calif.
Toledo, Ohio
Omaha, Neb.
Tulsa, Okla
Orlandor-Dayton Beach, Fla.
Rochester, N.Y.
-Lancaster,-Harrisburg-York--Pa.
Texarkana--Tex--Shreveport, La.
Mobile, Ala --Pensacola, Fla.
Davenport, Iowa --Rock Island -Moline, Ill.
Flint --Bay City --Saginaw, Mich.
Green Bay, Wisc.
Richmond --Petersburg, Va.

Springfield--Decatur--Champaign-Jacksonville, Ill.
Cedar Rapids --Waterloo, Iowa
Des Moines --Ames, Iowa
Withita--Hutchinson, Kansas
Jacksonville, F'la
Cape Girardeaur Mo.--Paducah,

Ky.--Harrisburg, Ill.
Roanoke --Lynchburg, Va.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Fresno, ,California

(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)
(88)
(89)

Raleigh --Durham, N.

(90)

C.

Johnstown--Altoona--Pa.
Portland--Poland--Spring, Me.
Spokane, Wash.
Jackson, Mississippi
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Youngstown, Ohio
South Bend --Elkhart, Ind.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Fort Wayne --Roanoke, Ind.
Peoria, Illinois
Greenville--Washington-New Bern, N.C.
Sioux Falls --Mitchell, S. Dak.
Evansville, Indiana
Baton Rouge, La.
Beaumont --Port Arthur, Texas
Duluth--Minn.--Superior, Wis.

(91)
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)

(100)

Wheeling, West. Va. --Steubenville,
Ohio
Lincoln--Hastings--Kearney, Nebr.
Lancing--Ondaga, Mich.
Madison, Wisc.
Columbus, Ga.
Amarillo, Texas
Huntsville --Decatur, Alabama
Rockford --Freeport, Illinois
Fargo---Valley
City, N. Dak.
Monroe, Louisiana --El Dorado,
Arkansas
Columbia, South Carolina

576.53 Reference points. To determine the boundaries of the major and smaller
television markets (defined in $76.5), the following list of reference points
for communities having licensed television broadcast stations and,/or outstanding construction permits shall be used. Where a communities reference
point is not given the geographic coordinates of the main post office in the
community shall be used.

State and
Community

ALABAMA
Anniston
Birmingham
Decatur
Demopolis
Dotham
Dozier
Florence
Huntsville ----

Louisville --Mobile
Montgomery ----

Latitude
o

'

Longitude

"

o

49
01

87
86
86
87
85

'

35
56
31 13 27
31 29 30
34 48 05
34 44 18
31 47 00
30 41 36
32 22 33

Tuscaloosa ---

32 29 06
24 24 26
33 12 05

ALASKA
Anchorage
College
Fairbanks
Juneau
Sitka

61 13
64 51
64 50
58 18
57 02

49 47
48 36
58 45

Mesa
Nogales
Phoenix
Tucson
Yuma
2/26/72

Longitude

o

o

'

09
22
35
06
58

35
33
31
33
32
32

11 54
24 54
20 14
27 12
13 15
43 16

El Dorado

33 12 39

Fayetteville --- 36 03 41

Ft. Smith
Jonesboro

50 07
35
'86
59
87
31
86
19

35 23 10
35 50 14
Little Rock ---- 34 44 42

85
09
88 02 33
86 18 31

Bakersfield ---- 35 22 31
Che ico
39 44 07
Concord
37 58 46
Corona
33 52 35
El Centro
32 47 25
Eureka
40 48 08
Fontana
34 06 45
Fresco
36 44 12
Guasti
34 03 48
Hanford
36 19 51
Los Angeles --- 34 03 15

23
21
40
35
33

85 48 30
87 01 15
87 33 44

149
147
147
134
135

53 29
48 38
41 31
25 09
20 12

\RIZONA
:'lagstaff

Latitude

ARKANSAS
33 39
33 31
34 36
32 30

Mt. Cheaha
State Park --Selma

State and
Community

111
111
110
112
110
114

Part 76

39 02

49 41
56 12
04 28
58 08
37 01

92
94
94
90
92

39 40
09 38
25 36
42 11
16 37

119
121
122
117
115
124
117
119
117
119
119
120
121
122
116
122
121
121
117
117
122
121

01 16
49 57
01 51

CALIFORNIA

Modesto
Monterey
Oakland
Palm Springs
Redding
Sacramento
Salinas
San

San
San

San

37 38 26
36 35 44
37 48 03
33 49 22
40 34 57
38 34 57
36 40 24
Bernardino - 34 06 30
Diego
32 42 53
Francisco -- 37 46 39
Jose
37 20 16

-9-

33 56
32 45

09 46
26 29
47 11
35 10
38 48
14 28

59
53
15
32
23
29
39
17

44
39
54

46
34

41

25
28
09 21
24 40
53 24

$76.53(Calif)

State and
Community
CALIFORNIA
San Luis Obispo San Mateo
Santa Barbara ---

Santa Maria
Stockton
Tulare
Ventura
Visalia

COLORADO
Colorado SprLngs
Denver
---Durango -------Grand Junct. n -Montrose -------Pueblo-Pueblo ----Sterling --

Latitude
o
35
37
34
34
37
36
34
36

38
39
37
39
38
38
40

16
34
25
57
57

12
16
19

Longitude
o

49 120 39 34
08 122 19 16
18 119 41 55
02 120 26 10
30 121 17 16
31 119 20 35
47 119 17 22
46 119 17 30

50 07 104
44 58 104
16 29 107
04 06 108
28 44 107
16 17 104
37 29 103

49 16
59
52
33
52
36
12

22
25
54
31
33
25

-

State and
Community

(Illinois)

Latitude Longitude
o

o

"

GEORGIA
Albany
Athens
Atlanta
Augusta
Chatsworth
Cochran
Columbus
Dawson
Macon
Pelham
Savannah
Thomasville
Waycross
Wrens

31
33
33
33
34
32
32
31
32
31
32
30
31
33

84
83
84
81
84
83
84
84
83
84
81
83
82
82

09 22

GUAM
Agana

13 28 23 144

45 00

HAWAII
Hilo
Honolulu
Wailuku

19 43 42 155 05 30
21 18 36 157 51 48
20 53 21 156 30 27

IDAHO
Boise
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Moscow
Pocatello
Twin Falls

43
43
46
46
42
42

34 36
57 34

45 10
28 20

46 08
23 18
28 07
46 33
50 12

07 42
04 42
50 25
12 19
12 21

22 39
23 37
58 00
46 10
21 18
59 24
26 20
37 36

09 02
05 37
58 59
21 47
23 23

, ';NNECT ICT-.

Bridgeport
Harford -New Brita=.n

New
Norwich-Waterbury

,-

DELAWARE
Wilmingtcn

41
41
41
41
41
41

10 49
46 12
40 02
18 25
31 36

33 13

39 44 46

DISTRICT DF COLUMBIA
Washington D.C.
38 53 51

73
72
72
72

11 22

40
47
55
72 04
73 02

49
08
30
31
31

75 32 51

77 00 33

FLORIDA
Clearwate,

Daytona Pach--Fort LaucerdaleFort Mye s
Fort Pierce
Gainesv _] le

Jacksonville---Largo-Leesburg
Melbourn.
Miami ---Oca la --

Orlando
Panama ity
Pensacc a
St. Pe, rsburg-Saraso .1

Taliahissee ----

'ampaWest Fain Beach -

27 57
29 12
26 07
26 38
27 26
29 38
30 19
27 54
28 48
28 04
25 46
29 11
28 32
30 09
30 24
27 46
27 20
30 26
27 56
26 42

56

44
11

42
48
56

44
54

43
41
37
34

42
24
51
18
05

82
81
80
81
80
82
81
82
81
80
80
82
81
85
87

30
58

82
82
84
82

36

80

47 51
01 10
08 34
52 06
19 38
19 19
39 42
47 32
52 30
36 39
11 32
08 14
22 38
39 46
12 56
38 19
32 20
16 56
27 25
03 07

ILLINOIS
Aurora
Bloomington
Carbondale
Champaign
Chicago
Decatur
Elgin
Freeport
Harrisburg ---Jacksonville --Joliet
LaSalle
Moline
Mt. Vernon ---Olney
Peoria
Quincy
Rockford

Rock Island
Springfield
Urbana

2/26/' 2

Part 76

-10-

37 07
29 39
25 05
43 58
51 38
33 25

116
112
117
116
112
114

41 45 22
40 45 58
37 43 38
40 07 05
41 52 28

88
88
89
88
87
88
88
89
88
90
88

39 50
42 02
42 17
37 44
39 44
41 31
41 19
41 30
38 18
38 43

37
14
57
20

03
37

49
31
29
47

40 41 42
39 55 59
16 07
30 40
47 58

42
41
39
40

06 41

11 58
02 28

01 10
59 54
27 01
28 21

18
59
13
14
38
57
16
37
32
13

56
32
00

48
22
11
53
07
25

44
04 52
89 05 44
90 30 49
88 54 26
88 05 00
89 35 33
91 24 12
89 05 48
90 34 24
89 38 51
88 13 13

(indiana)

State and
Community

Latitude

INDIANA
Bloomington ---39
Elkhart
41
Evansville
37
Fort Wayne
41
Gary
41
Hammond
41
Indianapolis
39
Lafayette
40
Marion
40
Muncie
40
Richmond
39
Roanoke
40
St. John
41
41
South Bend
Terre Haute
39
Vincennes
38
IOWA
42
Ames
Cedar Rapids ---41
41
Davenport
Des Moines ----41
42
Dubuque
42
Ft. Dodge
41
Iowa City

Longitude
It

09 56
40 56

86
85
87
85
87
87
86
86
85
85
86
85
87
86
87
87

58 20

04 21
35 59
35 13

46 07
25 11
33 17
11 28

49 49
57 50
27 00
40 33
28 03
40 52

01 36
58 48

93
91
90
93
90
94
91
93
96
92

24
14
55
12
37
Mason City ----43 09 15
Sioux"City ----42 29 46
42 29 40
Waterloo

KANSAS
Ensign
37
Garden City ---37
Goodland
39
Great Bend ----38
Hays
38
Hutchinson
38
Pittsburg
37
Salina
38
Topeka
39
Wichita
37

31
35
29
30
39

38
57
20
22
52

48
54
53

04
16

100
100
101
98
99

03 11
24 50
50 36
03 16
41 30

KENTUCKY
Ashland

38 28 36
Bowling Green --36 59 41
39 05 00
Convington
Elizabethtown --38 41 38
37 14 54
Hazard
38 02 50
Lexington
38 14 47
Louisville
Madisonville ---37 19 45
38 10 53
Morehead
36 36 35
Murray
39 05 28
Newport
37 46 27
Owensboro
38 32 11
Owenton
37 05 13
Paducah

2/26/72

Part 76

97

94
97
95
97

82
86
84
85
87
84
85
87
83
88
84
87
84
88

31 52
58 15
34 21
08 26
20 07
27 43

09 46
53
39
23
53
22
28
15
24

39

49
16
26
30
13

26

44
28
21

00
08

11 05
31
12
24
20

52
00
30
20

14 00
52 20
42 35
45 58
19 57
55 20
42 11
36 46
40 23
20 16

38
26
30
51
11

23
33
29
35
31

29 46
45 49
29
26
18
29

(;iichigan)

Latitude
o

'

KENTUCKY (Continued)
Pikesville --37 28 49
Somerset ------ 37 05 35

LOUISIANA
Alexandria ---- 31 18
Baton Rruge --- 30 26
Houma
29 35
Lafayette
30 13

Lor j itude

"

33
58
34
24

Lake Charles --- 30 13 45
32 30 02
New Orleans ---- 29 56 53
Shreveport ---- 32 30 46
West Monroe ---- 33 30 51

Monroe

31 09
84 36 17

92 26 47
91 11 00
90 43 09
92 01 06
93 1.2 52
.92 06 55
90 04 10
93 44 58
92 08 .13

01

31 12

36
39
34
37
40

state and
Community

-

54

08
39
20

06 46
50 16
35 56

MAINE
Augusta ------Bangor
Calais
Orono
Poland Spring
Portland
Presque Isle

44
44
45
44
44
43
46

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Cumberland
Hagerstown
Salisbury

39 17 26
39 39 01
39 38 39
38 21 56

76 36 45
78 45 45
7'7 43
15
75 35 56

MASSACHUSETTS
Adams
Boston
Cambridge
Greenfield
New Bedford---Springfield---Worcester

42
42
42
42
41
42
42

37
21
21
35
38

73
71
71
72
70
72
71

07 05
03 25
06 24
35 54
55 41
35 32
48 17

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Battle Creek
Bay City
Cadillac
Cheboygan
Detroit
Escanaba
Flint
Grand Rapids--Jackson
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Marquette
Mt. Pleasant--Muskegon
Onondaga
Saginaw

42
42
43
44
45
42
45
43
42
42
42
42
46
43
43
42
43

15 12
1.8 58
36 04
15 10
38 38
19 48

83
85
83
85
84
83
87
83

12
10
53
23
28

-11-

18 53

E,9

40 13

68
67
68
70
70
66

11

rt 4

53

:15

01 42
39 33

40 57

30

24
58
15
13

06 21
15 37

44 45
00 50
58 03
14 43
17

29

44 01
32
16
14
26
25

37
12
17

41
52

46 29
46 18
16 43
40 12
21 40
19
00 52
1.5

02
03
41
85 40
84 24
85 35
84 33
87 23
84 46
86 15
84 33
83 56

57

48
15
52
38
57
18
33
13
.22

14
15

43
31

02
43
05

(Mici.igan)

State and
Community

Latitude
o

e

11

MICHIGAN (Cont.)
Sault Ste.
Marie
46 29 58
Traverse City
44 45 47
University
Center
43 33 31

MINNESOTA
Alexandria
Appleton
Austin
Duluth
Hibbing
Mankato

45
45
43
46
47
44
Minneapolis ---- 44
Rochester
44
45
St. Cloud
44
St. Paul
Walker
47

MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi
Bude
Columbus
Greenwood
Gulfport
Jackson
Laurel
Meridian
Oxford
St. College
Tupelo

30
31
33
33
30
32
31
32
34
33
34

51 06
00
1..
39 57
46 56
25 43

09 49
58

01
33
56

57
21
35
50

05 57

23
27
29
31
22
17

41
21
22
27
15

43
46
40
05
04
56
40
57
00
18
26

Longitude

Stdtc.

o

Communit

11
'

(New York)

a:1.1

Latitude

Larn.tude

o

o

"

'

"

NEBRASKA

Albion --84 20 37
85 37 25
83 59 09

95
96
92
92
92
94
93
92
94
93
94

88
90
88
90

22 39

01 02
58 20

06 24
56
00
15
28

21

09
43
03

09 38
05 11

Hayes Center
Hayes Spring
Kearney
Lexington
Lincoln
McCook
...,Merriman ------

Norfolk

-

North Platte -Omaha

Scottsbluff -Superior ------

41 2
06 04
35 CO
55
35
30
41
41

33
21

36
03
58

46 30
48 59
40 12 02
42 55 07
42 01 56
41 08 14
41 15 42
41 51. 40
4G 01. 12

97

59 53

102 52 08
99 32 10
98 20
98 23

23
20
101 01 18
102 41 22
99 04 53
99 44 41
96 42 15
100 37 32

101 42 02
97 24 42
100 45 43
95 56 14
103 39 00
98 04 00

35 12

53
50
25
10

08

34
33
55
89 05 36
90 11 06

89
88
89
88
88

Alliance -----Bassett
Grand Island -Hastings

41
42
42
40
40
40
42
40
40
40

07 48
42 02
31 07
47 13
42 30

NEVADA
Elko
Henderson
Las Vegas ---Reno
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin
Durham
Hanover
Keene
Lebanon
Littleton------

Manchester----

40 50 n0
36 02 00
36 10
39 31

20
27

115
114
115
119

44
43
43
42
43
44
42

20

7].

08 02
42 03
56 02

70
72
72
72

28

38
18
59

34
22
28

45 41
58

57

08 37
48 40

10
55
17
16
15

43
35
24

44

12
46 13
71 27 41
71

MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau - 37 18 29
38 57 03
Columbia
39 42 24
Hannibal
Jefferson City - 38 34 40
37 05 26
Joplin
39 04 56
Kansas City
Kirksville ---- 40 11 37
Poplar Bluff -- 36 45 20
39 45 57
St. Joseph
38 37 45
St. Louis
38 42 08
Sedalia
Springfield ---- 37 13 03

MONTANA
Anaconda
Billings
Butte
Glendive
Great Falls
Helena
Kalispell
Miles City
Missoula
2/26/72

89 31 29
92 19 46
91 22 45
92 10 24
94
94
92
90
94
90
93
93

30 50
35 20
34 58
23 38
51 02
12 22

13 26
17 32

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City Burlington ---Camden

Glen Ridge
Linden
Newark
New Brunswick -

Patterson
Trenton
Vineland
Wildwood

39 21 32
04 21
39 56 45
40 48 16
40 37 57
40 44 14
40 29 38
40 54 51
40 13 16
39 29 13
38 59 18

74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
75
74

25
51
07
12
15
10
26

05 01
25 09

106
104
103
104
104

39
13
12
20
31

41)

09
45
01
48

53

47
20
14
22

19

49
51
28
17

43

NEW MEXICO
46
45
46
47
47
46
48
46
46

07 40 112 57
47 00 108 30
01 06 112 32
06 42 104 43
29 33 111 18
35 33 112 02
11 45 114 18
24 34 105 50
52 23 113 59

Part 76

12

Albuquerque ---

04

Carlsbad
Clovis
Portales
Roswell

35
32
34
34
33

NEW YORK
Albany
Binghamton----

42 39 01
42 06 03

11
02
23
24

44
30

29

-12-

24 11
10 58
23 47

05

47
08
10
26

73 45 01
75 54 47

(New York)

State and
Community
NEW YORK (Cont)
Buffalo
Carthage
Elmira
Garden City ---Ithaca
Jamestown
New York
North Pole
Norwood
Oneonta
Patchogue
Plattsburg
Riverhead
Rochester
Schenectady ---Syracuse
Utica
Watertown

Latitude

Longitude

o

o

42
43
42
40
42
42
40
44
44
42
40
44
40
43
42
43
43
43

52 52
58 50
05 26

78
75
76
73
76
79
73
73
75
75
73
73
72
77
73
76
75
75

43 26
26 33

05 45
45 06
23 59

45 00
27 21

45 56
42 03
55 06
09 41
48 52
03 04
06 12
58

30

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville

35 35 42
Chapel Hill ---- 35 54 51
35 13 44
Charlotte
Columbia
35 55 06

Concord
Durham
Fayetteville ---

Greensboro -=-Greenville ---Hickory
High Point ---Jacksonville
Linville
New Bern
Raleigh
Washington
Wilmington
Winston -Salem --

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismark
Devil's Lake
Dickinson
Fargo
Minot
Pembina
Valley City --Williston
OHIO
Akron
Athens
Bowling Green
Canton
Cincinnati ---2/26/76

35
35
35
36
35
35
35
34
36
35
35
35
34
36

24 29
59 48
03 12
04 17
36 49
42 54
57 14
45 00

41
39
41
40

78
78
79
77

81
80
77
81

04 06
06 33
46 38
32

77
78
77
77

35

14 14
05 52

46 48 23
48 06 42
46 52 55
46
48
48
46
48

82
79
80
76
80

52
14
58
55

30

09
00
31
08 47

05
19
22
47
39 06

80

100
98
102
96
101
97
98
103

00
38
37
50

07

Part 76

81
82
83
81
84

52
36
48
38
29
14
59
51
59
03

21
26
22

03
42
40
39
00
39

42
00 42
27 07
39 51
36 21
56 24
09 14
13 33
54 48

33 26
03 11
50 45
15
34
54
52
47
22
20
00
25
52
02
38
03
56
14

47
51
47
47

04
45
00
54
25
22
20
15
54
16
23
21
16
58

42
17

29
06
18
17 38
14 37
00 04
36 59

30 44
06 09
39 03

22 37
30 35

- (Puerto Rico)

State and
Community

Latitude

Longitude

o

o

Cleveland
Columbis
Dayton
Kettering
Lima
Lorain
Marion
Newark
Oxford
Portsmouth ---Springfield---Steubenville--Toledo
Youngstown ---Zanesville

41 29 51
39 57 47
39 45 32
39 41 22
40 44 29
41 27 48
40 35 14
40 03 35
39 30
39 44
39 55
40 21
41 39

28

06
38

42
14

41 05 57
39 56 59

OKLAHOMA
Ada
Ardmore
Lawton
Oklahoma City
Sayre
Tulsa

34
34
34
35
35
36

46 24

OREGON
Coos Bay
Corvallis
Eugene
Klamath Falls
La Grande
Medford
Portland
Roseburg
Salem

43
44
44
42
45
42
45
43
44

22 02
34 10
03 16
13 32
19 47
19 33
31 06
12 34
56 21

40
40
40
41

36 11
30 55
37 57
01 20
07 15
15 43
17 04
19 35
02 25
56 58
26 19
20 09
24 32
14 32
57 35

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Altoona
Bethlehem
Clearfield
Erie
Harrisburg
Hershey
Johnston
'Lancaster
Philadelphia --Pittsburgh
Redding
Scranton
Wilkes-Berre
York
PUERTO RICO
Aguadilla
Arecibo
Caguas
-13-

42
40
40
40
40
39
40

40
41
41
39

10
36
28
17

18
27
26
34
09 12

18 25 53

18 28 26
18 13 59

81
83
84
84
84
81
83
82
84
82
83
80
83
80
82

96
97
98
97
99
95

41 50
00

17
11 43
10 07
06 34
10 23

07 36
24 15
44 26
59 39
48 29
36 53
32 39
39 02
00 56

40 36
07 50
23 41
31 04
38 23
59 34

124 13 09
123 16 12
123 05 30
121 46 32
118 05 45
122 52 31
122 40 35
123 20 26
123 01 59

75
78
75
78
80
76
76
78
76
75
80
75
75
75
76

28
24
21
26
04
52
39
55
18

06
03
36
10
57

59

01
03
29

09 21
00 00
55 40
39 46
53

17

43 36

67 09 18
66 43 39
66 02 06

(Puerto Rico) - (Virgin Islands)

State and
Community

Latitude

Longitude

o

o

PUERTO RICO (Cont.)

Fajardo
Mayaguez
Ponce
San Juan

18
18
18
18

19
12
00
Z6

35
16
51
55

65.39
67 08
66 36
66 03

21
36
58
55

RHODE ISLAND
Providence ----41 49 32

71 24 41

SOUTH CAROLINA
Allendale
33
Anderson
34
Charlestown
32
Columbia
34
Florence
34
Greenville
34
Spartenburg ---34

57 03

81
82
79
81
79
82
81

18
38
55
02
46
24
56

26
54
53
00
06
01
06

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
45
Brookings
44
Florence
45
Lead
44
Mitchell
43
Pierre
44
Rapid City ----44
Reliance
43
Sioux Falls ---43
Vermillion ----42

27
18
03
21
42
22
04
52
32
46

98
96
97
103
98
100
103
99
96
96

29
47
19
46
01
20
13
36
43
55

03
53
35
03
36
57
11
18
35
35

00
30
46
00
11
50

30
06
35
02
40
50

31
38
14
07
48
06
52
45
35
52

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga ---35
Jackson
35
Johnson City
36
Kingsport
36
Knoxville
35
Lexington
35
Memphis
35
Nashville
36
Sneedville
36

02
36
19
32
57
38
08
09
31

85
88
82
82
83
88
90
86
83

18
49
20
33
55
23
03
46
13

32
15
56
44
07
31
13
55
04

TEXAS
Abilene
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont
Belton
Big Spring
Bryan
College Station
Corpus ChristiDallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Galveston
2/26/72

27 05
99
12 27 101
16 09
97
05 20
94
03 31
97
15 03 101
38 48
96
37 05
96
47 51
97
47 09
96
45 36 106
44 55
97
18 10
94
Part 76

43
50
44
06
27
28
21
20
23
47
29
19
47

51
04
37
09
39
38
31
41
45
37
11
44
43

32
35
30
30
31
32
30
30
27
32
31
32
29

41
48
04
57
39
58
46
33
46

State and
Community

Latitude

Longitude

o

o

'

"

Harlingen
Houston
Laredo
Longview
Lubbock
Lufkin
Midland
Monahans
Nacogdoches
Odessa
Port Arthur
Richardson---Rosenberg ---San Angelo --San Antonio--Sweetwater---Temple
Texarkana
Tyler
Victoria
Waco
Weslaco
Withita Falls -

26
29
27
32
33
31
31
31
31
31
29
32
29
31
29
32
31
33
32
28
31
26
33

11
45
30
28
35
20
59
35
36
50
52
57
33
27
25
28
06
25
21
48
33
09
54

29
26
22
24
05
14
54
16
13
49
09
06
30
39
37
24
02
29
21
01
12
24
34

102
102
94
102
93
96
95
100
98
100
87
94
95
97
97
97
98

04 31
53 26
39 20
22 01
56 01
44 05
48 15
26 03
29 06
24 18
20 22
02 34
17 52
00 06
08 00
59 33
29 28

UTAH
Logan
Ogden
Provo
Salt Lake City

41
41
40
40

44
13
14
45

03
31
07
23

111
111
111
111

50
58
39
53

11
21
44
26

44
43
St. Johnsbury - 44
Windsor
44

28
36
25
28

34
29
16
38

73
72
72
72

12
58
01
23

46
56
13
32

VIRGINIA
Bristol
36 35
Charlottesville38 01
Goldvein
38 26
Hampton
37 01
Harrisonburg
38 27
Lynchburg
37 24
Norfolk
36 51
Norton
36 56
Petersburg --- 37 13
Portsmouth---- 36 50
Richmond
37 32
Roanoke
37.16
Staunton
38 09

48

52
54
32
01
51
10
05
40
12
15
13
02

82
78
77
76
78
79
76
82
77
76
77
79
79

11
28
39
20
52
08
17
37
24
17
26
56
04

04
50
19
32
07
37
21
31
15
54
09
44
34

VERMONT
Burlington
Rutland

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Charlotte
Amalie
18 20 36
Christiansted- 17 44 44
-14-

97
95
99
94
101

41
21
30
43
50

35
37
30
45
33

.94 43 21

64 55 53
64 42 21

Washington

C

State and
Community

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Kennewick
Lakewood
Center
Pasco
Pulliman
Richland
Seattle
Spokane
Tacoma
Yakima

Latitude

Longitude

o

o

'

"

'

"

State and
Community

Latitude
o

Longitude

48 31
46 35
30 48
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35 04
48 48
04 23
02 19
38 09
43 14

91
88
88
89
87
91
89
87
89

51 00 106
08 09 104
47 23 107
01 29 108

'

'°

o

WISCONSIN
48 45 02
46 12 28
47 07 37
46 13 50
4643 42
46 16 36
47 36 32
47 3932

4714

59
46 36 09

WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield
Charleston
Clarksburg
Grandview
Huntington
Morgantown
Oak Hill
Parkersburg --Weston
Wheeling

1011 OW. Imo

OM 0 MB .111

37 15 29
38 21 01
39 16 50
37 49 28
38 25 12

39
37
39
39
40

37 41
58 31
15 57
02 19

04

0 3

122 28 36
119 08 32

Eau Clare

122
119
117
119
122
117
122

Green Bay
Jamesville
Kenosha
La Crosse
Madison
Milwaukee
Rhinelander
Superior
Wausau

44
43
44
42
42
43
43
43
45
46
44

WYOMING
Casper
Cheyenne
Rawlins
Riverton

42
41
41
43

31 15
05 27
10 46

16 21
20 12
25 33
26 15
120 30 39

81 13 20
81 37 52
80 20 38
81 04 20
82 26 33
79 57 28

Fond. Du Lac

81 08 45
81 33 46
80 28 05
80 43 20
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19 22
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76.54(c)

c

76.54 Significantly viewed signals; methods to be followed for special
Signals that are significantly viewed in a county (and thus
showings.
(a)

are deemed to be significantly viewed within all communities within the
county) are those that are listed in Appendix B of the memo opinion and
order on reconsideration of the Cable Television Report and Order (Docket
18397 et al), FCC 72-530.
NOTE:
The relevant information from these surveys is available from the
Commission.
(b)
Significant viewing in a cable television community for signals
not shown as significantly viewed under paragraphs (a) or (d) of this
section may be demonstrated by an independent professional audience survey
of non -cable television homes that covers at least 2 weekly periods separately by at least 30 days but no more than one of which shall be a week
between the months of April and September. If two surveys are taken they
shall include samples sufficient to assure that the combined survey results
in an average figure of at least one standard error above the required
viewing level. If surveys are taken for more than 2 weekly periods in any
12 months, all such surveys must result in an average figure at least one
standard error above the required viewing level.
If a cable television
system serves more than one community, a single survey may be taken,
provided that the homes from each community that are proportional to the
population.
(c)
Notice of a survey to be made pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
section shall be served on all licensees or permittees of television broadcast stations within whose predicted Grade B contours the cable community
or communities are located in whole or in part, and on all other system
community units, franchisees, and franchise applicants in the cable community, or'communities at least 30 days prior to the initial survey period.
Such notice shall include the name of the survey organization and a description of the procedures to be used. Objections shall be served on the
party sponsoring the survey within 20 days after receipt of such notice.

NOTE:

With respect to those counties designated by an * in Appendix B
of the memorandum opinion and order on reconsideration of the Cable Television Report and Order (Docket 18397 et al), FCC 72-530, surveys of
significant viewing made pursuant to 76.54(b) may be submitted prior to
3/31/73.
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76.54(d) - 76.55(a)(3)(d)

Signals of television broadcast stations not encompassed by the
surveys (for the periods May 1970, November, 1970 and February/March, 1971)
used in establishing Appendix B of the Memorandum Opinion and Order on
Reconsideration of Cable Television Report and Order FCC 72-530, 36 FCC 2d
326 (1972), may be demonstrated as significantly viewed on a county -wide
basis by independent professional audience surveys which cover three
separate, consecutive four -week periods and are otherwise comparable to
the surveys used in compiling the above -referenced Appendix B: Provided,
However, That such demonstration shall be based upon audience survey data
for the first three years of the subject station's broadcast operations.
(d)

76.55 Manner of carriage.
Where a television broadcast signal is
(a)
required to be carried by a community unit, pursuant to the rules in this

subpart:

C

(1)
The signal shall be carried without material degradation in
quality (within the limitations imposed by the technical state of the art),
and, where applicable, in accordance with the technical standards of
Subpart K of this part;
(2)
The signal shall, on request of the station licensee or permittee, be carried on the community unit on the channel number on which
the station is transmitting except where technically infeasible;
The signal shall, on request of the station licensee or per(3)
mittee, be carried on the community unit no more than on one channel.
Provided, however, That this provision shall not apply to a signal protected pursuant to 76.92 and 76.94 during periods when network nonduplication
protection is provided.
Where a television broadcast signal is carried by a community unit
(b)
pursuant to the rules of this subpart, the programs broadcast shall be
carried in full, without detention or alteration of any portion except as
required,by this part.
A community unit need not carry the signal of any television trans(c)
lator station if (1) the community unit is carrying the signal of an originating station, or (2) the community of the community unit is located, in
whole or in part, within the Grade B contour of a station carried on the
system whose programming is substantially duplicated by the translator sta-

tion.

If the community of a community unit is located, in whole or in
part, within the Grade B contour of both a satellite and its parent television station, and if the community unit would otherwise be required to
carry both of them pursuant to the rules in this subpart, the community
unit need carry only one of these signals, and may select between them.
(d)

C
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76.57 - 76.59(a)
76.57 Provisions for communit units oeratin in communities outside of
all major and smaller television markets. A community unit operating in
a community located wholly outside all major and smaller television markets,
as defined in 76.5 shall carry television broadcast signals in accordance
with the following provisions.

Any community unit may carry or, on request of the station
licensee or permittee, carry signals of:
Television stations within whose Grade B contours the community
(1)
of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
(2)
serving the community or the community unit, as to cable community units
that commence operations or expand channel capacity after March 30, 1972,
noncommercial educational translator stations with 5 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit. In addition, any cable
community unit may elect to carry, the signal of any noncommercial educational translator station;
Noncommercial educational television stations within whose
(3)
specified zone the community of the community unit is located, in whole or
(a)

in part;

Commercial television broadcast stations that are signifiSee 76.54.
cantly viewed in the community of the community unit.
In addition to the signals carried pursuant to paragraph (a) of
(b)
this section, any community unit may carry additional television signals.
Provisions for smaller television markets. A community unit
76.59
operating in a community located in whole or part within a smaller television market, as defined in 76.5, shall carry telvision broadcast signals
only in accordance with the following provisions:
may carry or, on request of the
community unit
Any such
(a)
relevant station licensee or permittee, shall carry the signals of:
(4)

C
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76.59(a)(1) - 76.61(a)
Television, broadcast itations within whose specified zone the
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
(2)
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations
within whose Grade B contours the community of the community unit is located,
in whole or in part;
(3)
Commercial television broadcast stations licensed to communities in other smaller television markets, within whose Grade B contours
the community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
(4)
Television broadcast stations licensed to other communities
which are generally considered to be part of the same smaller television
market (Example: Burlington, Vt.--Plattsburgh, N.Y., television market);
(5)
Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit, as to cable community units
that commence operations or expand channel capacity after March 30, 1972,
noncommercial educational translator stations with 5 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit. In addition, any cable community unit may elect to carry the signal of any noncommercial educational
translator station;
(6)
Commercial television broadcast stations that are significantly
viewed in the community of the community unit. See 76.54.
(b)
In addition to the television broadcast signals carried pursuant
to paragraph (a) of this section, any such community, unit may carry any
aaaitional television siginals.
(1)

(c)
Where the community is located wholly or partially within one of
the major television markets listed in 76.51(a) and also wholly or partially
within a_ smaller television market, the carrage provisions for the major
t,
markets shall apply.

76.61 Provisions for the major television markets. Where a system serves a
community that is located in whole or in part within a major television
market, that community unit shall carry television broadcast signals only in
accordance with the following provisions:
(a) Any such community unit may carry, or on request of the relevant
station licensee or permittee, shall carry the signals of:

C
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76.61(a)(1) - 76.61(b)

C

(1)
Television broadcast stations within whose specified zone the
community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part; Provided,
however, That where a community unit is located in designated community of
major television markets, it shall not carry the signal of television stations licensed to designated communities in another major television market, unless the community in which the cable community unit is located is
wholly within the zone (see 76.5(f)) of station, except as provided in this
section
(2)
Noncommercial educational television broadcast stations within
whose Grade B contours the community of community unit is located, in whole
or in part;
(3)
Television translator stations with 100 watts or higher power
serving the community of the community unit, as to cable community units
that commence operations or expand channel capacity after 3/30/72, noncommercial educational translator stations with 5 watts or higher power serving the community of the community unit. In addition, any cable community
unit may elect to carry the signal of any noncommercial educational translator station;
(4)
Television broadcast stations licensed to other designated
communities of the same major television, market (Example: Cincinnato, Ohio Newport, Ky., television market);
(5)Commercial television broadcast stations that are significantly
viewed in the community of the community unit. See 76.54.
(b)
In addition to the television broadcast signals carried purusant
to paragraph (a) of this section, any such community unit may carry any
additional television signals.
;

C
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76.64 - 76.67(c)

76.63

Deleted.

74 Carriage of subscription television programs and telecommunications services on the vertical blanking interval.
The provisions of
75.55, 75,57, 75.59, 76,61
do not require carriage of any
subscription TV program or any telecommunications service transmitted on
the vertical blanking interval.
76.65 Determination of signal_ contours. (a) When, for purpose of acertaining broadcast station rights to cable carriage, reference is made to
such contours shall be
Grade B contours 76.57(a), 76.59(a) and 76.81(a)
the field intensity contours defined in 73.683(a) of this chapter:
provided however, That such rights as to signals carried or authorized
for carriage on or before August 26, 1977, shall be determined by reference to the contour predicition rules adopted in the Sixth Report and
Order in Dockets 8736, 8975, 8976 and 9175,41FCC 148 (1952) as amended
by Report and Order in Docket 17253, FCC 70-345, 22 FCC 2d 345 (1970).

C

76.67 Sports Broadcast. (a) No community unit located in whole or in
part within the specified zone of a television broadcast station licensed
to a community in which a sports event is taking place, shall, on request
of the holder of the broadcast rights to that event, or its agent, carry
the live television broadcast of that event if the event is not available
live on a television broadcast signal carried by the system pursuant to
the mandatory signal carriage rule of this Part. For the purpose of this
Section, if there is no television station licensed to the community in which
the sports event is taking place, the applicable specified zone shall be
that of the television station licensed to the community which the sports
event or local team is identified, or, if the event or local team is not
identified with any particular community, the nearest community to which
the television station is licensed.
Notification of the programming to be deleted pursuant to this
(b)
section shall include the following information:
As to programming to be deleted from television broadcast
(1)
signals regularly carried by cable community unit;
The name and address of the party requesting the program
(i)
deletion;
(ii) The date, time and expected duration of the sports event
the television broadcast of which is to be deleted;
(iii) The call letters of the television broadcast station(s)
from which the deletion is to be made.
As to programming to be delted from television broadcast
(2)
signals not regularly carried by cable community unit;
The name and address of the party requesting the program
(i)
deletion;
The date, time and expected duration of the sports event
(ii)
the television broadcast of which is to be deleted.
Notifications given pursuant to this section must be received, as
(c)
to regularly scheduled events, no later than the Monday preceding the calendar week (Sunday -Saturday) during which the program deletion is to be
Notifications as to events not regularly scheduled and revisions of
made.
notices previously submitted, must be received within twenty-four- (24)
hours after the time of the telecast to be deleted is known, but in any
event no later than twenty-four (24) hours from the time the subject
telecast is to take place.
.
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76.67(d) - 76.73(b)(3)
(d)
Whenever, pursuant to this section, a community unit is required
to delete a program (TV) on a signal regularly carried by the community
unit; such community unit may, consistent with the rules contained in
Subpart F of this part, substitute a program from any other television
broadcast station. A program substituted may be carried to its completion,
and the cable community unit need not return to its regularly carried
signal until it can do so without interrupting a program already in prog-

ress.

The provisions of this section shall not be deemed to require the
(e)
deletion of any portion of a television signal which a community unit was
lawfully carrying prior to March 31, 1972.
The provisions of this section shall not apply to any cable
(f)
television system having fewer than 1000 subscribers.
Subpart E - Equal Employment Opportunity Requirements.

Scope of applications. (a) The provisions of this subpart shall
apply to any corporation, partnership, association, joint-stock company
or trust engaged primarily in the management or operation of any cable
Cable entities subject to these provisions include those systems
system.
defined in §76.5(a) of the rules and all satellite master antenna television systems serving 50 or more subscribers.
(b) Employment units. The provisions of this subpart shall apply to
cable entities as employment units. Each cable entity may be condidered a
separate employment unit; however, where two or more cable entities are
under common ownership or control and are interrelated in their local
management, operation, and utilization of employees, they shall constitute
a single employment unit.
(c) Headquarters office. A: multiple cable operator shall treat as a
separate employment unit each headquarters office to the extent the work
of that office is primarily related to the operation of more than one employment unit as described in paragraph (b) of this section.
§76.71

§76.73 General EEO policy. (a) Equal opportunity in employment shall be
afforded by each cable entity to all qualified persons and no person shall
be discriminated against ín employment by such entity because of race,
religion, nationals origin, age or sex.
(b) Each employment unit shall establish, maintain and carry out a
positive continuing program of specific practices designed to assure equal
opportunity to every aspect ofrcable system employment policy and practice.
Under the terms of its program, an umployment unit shall:
(1) Define the responsibility of each level of management to ensure a
positive application and vigorous enforcement of its policy of equal opportunity and establish a procedure to review and control managerial and
supervisory performance;
(2) Inform its employees and recognized employee organizations of the
positive equal employment opportunity policy and program and enlist their
cooperation:
(3) Communicate its equal employment opportunity policy and program and
its employment needs to sources of qualified applicants without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, age or sex and solicit their
recruitment assistance on continuing basis;
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§76.73(b)(4)

_

76.75(c)(2)

C

(4) Conduct a continuing program to exclude every form of prejudice or
discrimination based upon race, color, religion, nationa origin, age or sex
from its personnel policies and practices and working conditions; and
(5) Conduct a continuing review of job structure and employment practices
and adopt positive recruitment, training, job design, and other measures
needed to ensure genuine equality of opportunity to participate fully in
all organizational units, occupations, and levels of responsibility.

C

§76.75 EEO program requirements. An employment unit's equal employment
opportunity program should reasonably address itslef to the specific areas
set forth below, to the extent possible and to the extent that they are
appropriate in terms of emploument unit size, location, etc.:
(a) Disseminate its equal employment opportunity program to job applicants, employees, and those with whom it regularly does business. For
example, this requirement máy be met by:
(1) Posting notices in the employment unit's office and places of employment informing employees, and applicants for employment, of their equal
employment opportunity rights, and their right to notify the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, or
other appropriate agency, if they belive they have been discriminated
against.
Where a significant percentage of employees, employment applicants, or a cable television system of the relevant labor area are Hispanic, such notices should be posted in Spanish and English.
Similar use
should be made of other languages in such posted equal umployment opportunity notices, where appropriate;
(2) Placing a notice in bold type on the employment application informing prospective employees that discrimination because of race, color, religion, national origin, age or sex is prohibited and that they may
notity the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Federa Communications Commission, or other appropriate agency if the belive they have been
discriminated against.
(b) Use minority organizations, organizations, for women, medis, educational institutions and other potential sources of minority and female
applicants, to supply referrals whenever job vacancies are available in
its operation. For example, this requirement may be met by:
(1) Placing employment advertisements in media that have significant
circulation amont minority -group people in the recruiting area;
(2) Recruiting throughschools and colleges with significant minority group enrollments;
(3) Maintaing systematic contacts with minority and human relations
organizations, leaders, and spokesmen to encourage referral of qualified
minority or female applicants;
(4) Encourageing current employees to refer minority or female applicants;
(5) Making known to the appropriate recruitment sources in the employer's immediate area that qualified minority members and females are
being sought for condideration whenever the employment unit hires.
(c) Evaluate its employment profile and job turnover against the availability of minorities and women in its franchise area. For example, this
requirement may be met by:
(1) Comparing composition of relevant labor area with the composition of
the entity;s employees;
(2) Comparing its employees, within each job category, with the people
available for such positions;

C
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§73.75(c)(3) -

C

(f)(4)

(3) Where there is underrepresentation of either minorities and/or
women, examining the company's personel policies and practices to assure
that they do not inadvertently screen out any protected group and take
appropriate action where necessary.
NOTE These data are generally available on a metropolitian statistical
area (MSA), primary metropolitan statistical area (PMSA) or county basis.
(d) Undertake to offer promotions of minorities and women in a nondiscriminatory fashion to positions of greater responsibility may be tit by:
(1) Instructing those who make decisions on placement and promotion that
minority employees and females are to be considered without discrimination,
and that job areas in which there is_little or no minority of female representation should be reviewed to determine whether this results from discrimination;
(2) Giving minority groups and female employees equal oportunity for
Inquiring as to the interest
positions which lead to higher positions.
and skills of all lower paid employees with respect to any of the higher
paid positions, followed by assistance, counselling, and effective measures
to enable employees with interest and potential to qualify themselves for
such positions;
(3) Providing opportunity to perform overtime work on a basis that does
not discriminate against qualified minority group or female employees,
(e) Encourage minority and female entrepreneurs to conduct business with
all parts of its operation. For example, this requirement may be met by:
(1) Recruiting as wide as posseble a pool of qualified entrepreneurs
from sources such as employee referrals, community groups, contractors,
associations, and other sources likely to be representative of minority
and female interests.
(f) Analyze the results of its efforts to recruit, hire, promote and use
the services of minorities and women and explain any difficulties encountered implementing its equal employment opportunity program. For example,
this requirement may be met by:
(1) Where union agreements exist, cooperating with the union or unions in
the development of programs to assure qualified minority persons or females
of equal opportunity for employment, and including an effective nondiscrimination clause in new or renegotiated union agreements;
(2) Avoiding use of selection techniques or tests that have the effect of
discriminating against qualified minority groups or females;
(3) Reviewing seniority practices to ensure that such practices are nondiscriminatory:
(4) Examining rates of pay and fringe benefits for employees having the
same duties, and elininating any inequities based upon race or sex discrimination.

L
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§76.77 - §76.79(b)

§76.77 Reporting Requirements.
(a) Annual employment report. Each
employment unit with six or more full-time employees shall file an annual
employment report (FCC Form 395A) with the Commission on or before May 1
of each year.
Employment data on the annual employment report shall reflect the figures from any one payroll period in January, February or
March of the year during which the report is filed. Unless instructed
otherwise by the FCC, the same payroll period shall be used for each successive annual employment reports.
(b) Certification of Compliance. The Commission will use the information
submitted on Form 395A to determine whether cable systems are in compliance with the provisions of this subpart. Cable systems found to be in
compliance with these rules will receive a Certificate of Compliance.
(c) Investigations. The Commission will investigate each cable system at
least once every five years.
Cable systems are required to submit supplemental investigation information with their regular Form 395A reports in
the years they are investigated.

§76.79

L

Records available for public inspection.
(a) A copy of every
report and any other employment report filed with the Commission, and complaint report that has been filed with the Commission, andcopies of all
exhibits, letters and other documents filed as part thereof, all amendments
thereto, all correspondence between the cable entity and the Commission
pertaining to the reports after they have been filed in all documents incorporated therein by É+eference, unless specifically exempted from the
requirement, are open for public inspection at the office of the Commission in Washington, D.C.
(b) Every employment unit shall maintain for public inspection a file
containing copies of all annual employment reports.
Each document shall be
retained for a period of five years. The file shall be maintain at the
central office and at every location with more than five full-time employees. A headquarters employment unit file and a file containg a consolidated set of all documents pertaining to the other employment units of
a multiple cable operator shall be maintained at the central office of the
headquarters employment unit. The cable entity shall provide reasonable
accommodations at these locations for undisturbed inspection of his equal
employment opportunity records by members of the public during regular
business hours.
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76.92

(a)
Stations entitled to network program nonduplication protection.
Any community unit which operates in a community located in whole or in
part within the 35 mile specified zone of any commercial television broadcast station or within the secondary zone which extends 20 miles beyond
the specified zone of a smaller market television broadcast station (55
miles altogether), and which carries the signal of such station, shall,
except as provided in paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section, delete,
upon request of the station licensee or permittee, the duplicating network programming of lower priority signals in the manner and to the extent
specified in 76.94 and 76.95.
(b)
For purpose of this section, the order of nonduplication priority
of television signals carried by a community unit is as follows:
(1)
First, all television broadcast stations within whose specified
zone the community of the community unit is located, in whole or in part;
(2)
Second, all smaller market television broadcast stations
within whose secondary zone the community of the community unit is located,
in whole or in part;
For purposes of this section, all noncommercial educational tele(c)
vision broadcast stations licensed to a cawuni `j .local:a3 in whole or in
part within a major television market as specified in 76.51 shall be
treated in the same manner as a major television market commercial television broadcast station, and all non-commercial educational television
broadcast stations not licensed to a community located in whole or in part
within a major television market shall be treated in the same manner as a
smaller market television broadcast station.
Any community unit operating in a community to which a 100 -watt
(d)
or higher power translator station is licensed, which translator is located
within the predicted Grade B signal contour or the television station that
the translator station retransmits, and which translator is carried by the
cable community unit, upon the request of such translator station licensee
or permittee, delete the duplicating network programming of any television
broadcast station whose reference point (see 76.53) is more than 55 miles
from the community of the community unit.
Any community unit which operates in a community located in whole
(e)
or in part within the specified zone of any television broadcast station
or within the secondary zone of a smaller market television broadcast
station is not required to delete the duplicating network programming of
any 100 watt or higher power television translator station which is licensed
to the community of the community unit.
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76.92(f) - 76.94
(f)
Any cable television system which operates in a community
located in whole or in part within the secondary
zone of a smaller market
television broadcast station is not required to delete the duplicating
network programming of any major market television broadcast
station
whose reference point (See 76.53) is also within 55 miles of the
community
of the system.
(g)
A community unit is not required to delete the duplicating
network programming of any television broadcast station which
is significantly viewed in the cable television community pursuant to 76.54.

76.93

RESERVED

76.94 Notification requirements
am extent of protection. (a) Where the
network programming of a television station
is entitled to nonduplicating protection, a
community unit
shall, upon request of the station licensee or permittee, refrain from
simultaneously duplicating anu
network program broadcast by such station only if the community
unit
has received the information required in paragraph
(a)(1) and (2)
of this section.
(1)
Notification of the date and time of the programming to be
protected and date and time of the programming to be deleted must, at
a
minimum, be received on a monthly basis.
If the station licensee or
permittee elects to provide such notification on a monthly basis, it
must be submitted no later than six days preceding
the calendar month
during which nonduplication is requested. If the station licensee
or
permittee elects to provide such notification on a weekly basis, notice
shall be given no,later than the Monday preceding
the calendar week
(Sunday -Saturday) during which nonduplication protection
is sought.
(2)
Changes in the monthly notification request
paragraph (a) (1) must be submitted six days preceding therequired by
broadcast of
the programming to be protected: Provided, However, that the
licensee or
permittee of the television station otherwise entitled
to nonduplication
protection must notify the affected
community unit
as soon as
possible, and without regard to the time limits prescribed
in paragraph
(a)(1) of any programming change which would render
unnecessary the deletion of a lower priority television broadcast
signal.
(b) Where a community unit
is required toprovide same -day network
programs nonduplication protection, either purusant to specific Commis
sion order or pending Commission action on a broadcast station petition
for special relief filed pursuant to the procedures described in paragraph 25 of the Second Report and Order in Docket 19995, FCC
75-820, FCC
2d (1975), the following provisions shall be applicable:

(1) Á community unit
need not delete reception of a
network program if, in so doing, it would leave available for reception
by subscribers, at any time, less than the programs of two networks
(including those broadcast by any stations whose signals are being carried
and whose programming is being protected pursuant to the requirements of
this section):
unit
(2) A community
need not delete reception of a network program which
is scheduled by the network between the hours of 6 and 11 p.m. eastern
time, but is broadcast by the station requesting deletion, in whole or
in part, outside of the period which would normally be considered prime
time for network programming in the same time zone involved.
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76.95 - 76.97

76.95 Exceptions. (a) Notwithstanding the requirements of 76.92 and 76.94;
a community unit need not delete reception of any program which would be
carried on the community unit in color but will be broadcast in black and
white by the station requesting deletion.
(b)
The provisions of 76.92 and 76.94 shall not apply to a cable television system having fewer than 1000 subscribers. Within 60 days following
the provision of service to 1000 subscribers, each such system shall file
a notice to that effect with the Commission and shall send a copy thereof
to all television broadcast and translator stations carried by the system..
Network nonduplicating protection need not be extended to a higher
(c)
priority station for one hour following the scheduled time of completion
of the broadcast of a live sports event by that station or by a lower
priority station against which a cable community unit would otherwise be
required to provide nonduplication protection following the scheduled time
of completion.
The Commission will give full effect to private agreements between
(d)
operators of community units and local television stations which provide
for a type or degree of network program nonduplication protection which
differs from the requirements of 76.92 and 76.94. A copy of any such
private agreement entered into effect 8/22/75 shall be filed with the Commission and a copy shall also be placed in the community unit's public
inspection file (see 76.305) and retained in such file for as long as the
contract remains in force.
Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b)
Waiver petitions, (a)
of this section, where a petition for waiver of the provisions of 76.92 and
76.94 is filed within 15 days after a request for network program nonduplication protection is received from a television broadcast or translator
station licensee or permittee by the operator of a community unit, such
unit need not provide nonduplication protection pending the Commission's
ruling on the petition or on the question of temporary relief pending
further proceedings.
The 15 day period specified in paragraph (a) shall not commence
(b)
until the television broadcast station requesting exclusivity has initiated
service pursuant to program test authority as provided in 73.629 of this
chapter, and until the cable television system serves more than 1000 sub76.97

scribers.

76.99 Grandfathering. The provisions of 76.92, 76.94
shall not be deemed to deprive a television station whose signal was carried
by a community unit prior to 3/31/72, of the non network program exclusivity
rights that such station had on 3/30/72; provided, however, such exclusivity rights shall extend only to simultaneously duplicated programming
by lower priority television stations, unless the station whose exclusivity
rights are at issue is entitled to same -day network program nonduplication
protection pursuant to 76.94(b), in which case that station shall also be
entitled to continued same -day non network program exclusivity.
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76.205(b) (2)

Subpart G - Cablecasting
76.201

RESERVED.

Origination cablecasts by candidates for public office. (a) GenIf a cable television system operator shall permit any
eral requirements.
legally qualified candidate for public office to use the system's cablecasting channel(s) and facilities therefor, the system operator shall afford
equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office: Provided,
However, That such cable television system operator shall have no power of
censorship over the material cablecast by any such candidate: And, Provided,
Further, That an appearance be a legally qualified candidate on any:
(1)
Bona fide newscast,
76.205

(2)

Bona fide interview,

Bona fide news documentary (if the appearance of the can(3)
didate is incidental to the presentatic-t of the subject or subjects covered by the news documentary), or
On -the -spot coverage of bona fide news events (including
(4)
but not limited to political conventions and activities incidental thereto),
shall not be deemed to be use of the facilities of the system within the
meaning of this paragraph.
See
is applicable to these exempt categories.
NOTE: The Fairness Doctrine
§76. 209.

C

Charges for use of cable systems. The charges, if any, made for the use of any
,able television system by any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public
office in connection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to such
office shall not exceed:
(h)

(1)

nurin7 the 45 Aaxrc nrecer&inr* the a Pte of 2 *primary or primary runoff election

and during the 60 days preceding the date of a general or special election in which such
person is a candidate, the lowest unit charge of the cable television system for the same
class and amount of time for the same period, and
(2)
At any other time, the charges made for comparable use of such system by
other users thereof.
The rates, if any, charged all such candidates for the same office
shall be uniform and shall not be rebated by any means direct or indirect. A candidate
shall be charged no more than the rate the cable television system would charge if the
candidate were a commercial advertiser whose advertising was directed to promoting its
business within the same area as that encompassed by the particular office for which such
person is a candidate. All discount privileges otherwise offered by a cable television
system to commercial advertisers shall be available upon equal terms to candidates for
public office.

C
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§76.205(c) - §76.209(c)(4)
(c)
Discrimination between candidates. In making time available to candidates
for public office, no cable television system operator shall make any discrimination
between candidates in practices, regulations, facilities, or services for or in connection
with the service rendered pursuant to this part, or make or give any preference to any
candidate for public office or -subject any such candidate to any prejudice -or disadvantage; nor shall any cable television system operator make any contract or other agreement
which shall have the effect of permitting any legally qualified candidate for any public
office to cablecast to the exclusion of other legally qualified candidates for the same
public office.
Records, inspection., Every cable television system operator shall keep and
(d)
permit public inspection of a complete record (political file) of all requests for cable cast time made by ór on behalf of candidates for public office, together with an appropriate notation showing the disposition made by the cable television system operator of
such requests, and the charges made, if any, if the request is granted. When free time
is provided for use by or on behalf of such candidates, a record of the free time provided
shall be placed in the political file. All records required by this paragraph shall be
placed in the political file as soon as possible and shall be retained for a period of

2 years.

Time of request. A request for equal opportunities for use of the origination
(e)
channel(s) mustbe submitted to the cable television system operator within one (1) week
of the day on which the first prior use, giving rise to the right of equal opportunities
occurred: Provided, however, That where a person was not a candidate at the tine of such
first prior use, he shall submit his request within one (1) week of the first subsequent
use after he has become a legally qualified candidate for the office in question.
Burden of proof. A candidate requesting such equal opportunities of the
(f)
cable television system operator, or complaining of noncompliance to the Commission, shall
have the burden of proving that he and his opponent are legally qualified candidates for
the same public office.

Fairness doctrine; personal attacks; political editorials. (a) A:
cable television system operator engaging in origination cablecasting shall
afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion.of conflicting views on
issues of public importance.
See public notice, "Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine in the
NOTE:
Handling of Controversial Issues of Public Importance" 29 F.R. 10415.
When, during such origination cablecasting, an attack is made upon
(b)
the honesty, character, integrity, or like personal qualities of an identified person or group, the cable television system operator shall, within a
reasonable time and in no event later than one il) week after the at-.ack.
transmit to the person or group attacked: (1) Notification of the data,
time, and identification of the cablecast; (2) a script or tape is not
available (or an accurate summary if a script or tape is not available),
of the attack; and (3) an offer of a reasonable opportunity to respond over
the system's facilities.
76.209

The provisions of paragraph (b) of this section shall not apply to cablecast
material which falls within one or more of the following categories:
Personal attacks on foreign groups or foreign public figures;
(1)
Personal attacks occurring during uses by legally qualified candidates.
(2)
Personal attacks made during cablecasts not included in paragraph (b) (2) of
(3)
this section and made by legally qualified candidates, their authorized spokespersons or
those associated with than in the campaign, on other such candidates, their authorized
spokespersons or persons associated with the candidates in the campaign; and
Bona fide newscasts, bona fide news interviews, and on -the -spot coverage
(4)
of bona fide news events (including commientazy ' or analysis contained in the foregoing
programs, but, the provisions of paragraph (b) of this section shall be applicable to
editorials of the cable television system operator).
(c)

C
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76.209(d) - 76.221

(d) Where a cable television system operator, in an editorial (1)
endorses, or (2) opposes a legally qualified candidate(s), the system
operator shall, within 24 hours after the editorial, transmit to respectively (i) the other qualified candidate or candidates for the same office,
or (ii) the candidate opposed in the editorial, (2) notification of the
date, time, and channel of the editorial; (b) a script or tape of the
editorial; and (c) an offer of a reasonable opportunity for a candidate
or spokesman of the candidate to respond over the system's facilities;
provided, however, that where such candidate editorials are cablecast
within 72 hours prior to the day of the election, the system operator shall
comply with the requirements of this paragraph sufficiently far in advance.
of the broadcast to enable the candidate(s) to have a reasonable opportunity to enable them to prepare a response and to present it in fashion.
Lotteries.(a)No cable television system operator, except as in
paragraph (c), when engaged in origination cablecasting shall transmit
or permit to be transmitted on the origination cablecasting channel or
channels any advertisement of or information concerning any lottery,
gift enterprise, or similar scheme, offering prizes depending in whole
or in part upon lot or change, or any list of the prizes drawn or
awarded by means of any such lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme,
whether said list contains any part or all of such prizes.
'The determination whether a particular program comes within
(b)
the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section depends on the facts
However, the Commission will in any event consider that
of each case.
a program comes within the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section
if value is awarded to any person whose selection. is dependent in whole
or in part upon lot or change, if as a condition of winning or comp
peting for such prize, such winner or winners are required to furnish
any money or thing of value or are required to have in their possession
any prcduct sold, manufactured, furnished, or distributed by a sponsor
of a program cablecast on the system in question.
The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section shall
(c)
not apply to advertisements or lists of prizes or information concerning
a lottery conducted by a State acting under the authority of State law
when such information is transmitted:
by a cable system located in that State
(1)
by a cable system located in an adjacent State which also
(2)
conducts such a lottery, or
by a cable system located in another State which is inte(3)
grated with a cable system described in (1) or (2) herein, if termination of the receipt of such transmission by the cable system in such
other State would be technically infeasible.
For the purposes of paragraph (c) lottery means the pooling
(d)
of proceeds derived from the sale of tickets or chances and alooting
those proceeds or parts thereof by change to one or more chance takers
It does not include the placing of accepting
or ticket purchasers.
of bets or wagers on sporting events or contests.
76.213

76.215 Reserved.
76.217 RESERVED
related requirements.
76.221 Sponsorship identification; list retention;
origination
cablecasting
(a) When a cable TV system operator engaged in
presents matter fór which money, service, or other valuable consideration
is either directly or indirectly paid or promised to, or charged.
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C

-

(d)

or accepted by such cable television system operator, the cable television
system operator, at the time of the cablecast, shall announce (i) that each
matter is sponsored, paid for, or furnished either in whole or in part, and
(ii) by whom or on whose behalf 'such consideration was supplied; provided,
however, that "service or other valuable consideration" shall not include
any service or property furnished either without or at a nominal charge for
use in, or on connection with, a cablecast unless it is so furnished in consideration for an identification of any person, product, service, trademark,
or brandname beyond an identification reasonable related to the use of such
service or property on the cablecast.
(1)
The purposes of this section the term "sponsored" shall be
deemed to have the same meaning as "paid for."
(b)
Each cable television system operator engaged in origination cable casting shall exercise reasonable diligence to obtain from its employees
and from other persons with whom the system operator deals directly in
connection with any matter for cablecasting, information to enable such
system operator to make the announcement required by this section.
(c)
In the case of any political origination cablecast matter or any
origination cablecast matter involving the discussion of public controversial matters for which any film, record, transcription, talent, script,
or other material or service of any kind is furnished, either directly or
indirectly to a cable television system operator as an inducement for
cablecasting such matter, an announcement shall be made both at the beginning
and conclusion of such cablecast on which such material or service is used
that such film, record, transcription, talent, script, or other material
or service has been furnished to such system operator in connection with
the transmission of such cablecast matter; Provided, However, That in the
case of any cablecast of 5 minutes or less, only one such announcement
need be made either at the beginning or conclusion of the cablecast.
(d)
The announcement required by this section, shall, in addition to
stating that the origination cablecasting matter was sponsored, paid for
or furnished, fully and fairly disclose the true identity of the person(s),
or corporation, committee, association, or other unincorporated group, or
other entity by whom or on whose behalf such payment is made or promised,
or from whom or on whose behalf such services or other valuable consideration is received, or by whom the material or services referred to in paragraph (c) of this section are furnished. Where an agent or other person
or entity contracts or otherwise makes. arrangements with a cable television
system operator on behalf of another, and such fact is known or by the exercise of reasonable diligence, as specified in paragraph (b) of this section, could be known to the systems operator the announcement shall disclose
the identity of the person(s) or entity on whose behalf suchagent is acting
instead of the name of the agent. Where the origination cablecasting material is political matter or matter involving the discussion of a controversial issue of public importance and a corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated group, or other entity is paying for or furnishing of the matter, the system operator shall, in addition to making
the announcement required by this section, require that a list of the
chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the
board of directors of the corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated group, or other entity shall be made available for public
inspection at the local office of the system. Such lists shall be kept
and made available for a period of two years.
Part 76
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76.221(e)
(e)
In the case of origination cablecast matter advertising commercial products, or services, an announcement stating the sponsor's
corporate or trade name, or the name of the product, when it is clear that
the mention of the name of the product constitutes a sponsorship identification, shall be deemed sufficient for the purposes of this section and
only one such announcement need be made at any time during the course of
the cablecast.
The announcement otherwise required by this section is waived
(f)
with respect to the origination cablecast of "want ad" or classified
advertisements sponsored in this paragraph shall not extend to a classified advertisement or want ad sponsorship by any form of business
enterprise, corporate or otherwise. Whenever sponsorship announcements
are omitted pursuant to this paragraph, the cable television system
operator shall observe the following conditions:
Maintina a list showing the name, address, and (where
(1)
applicable) the telephone number of each advertiser;
Make this list available to members of the public who have
(2)
a legitimate interest in obtaining the information contained in the list.
The announcements required by this section are waived with
(g)
respect to feature motion picture film produced initially and primarily
for theater exhibition.
NOTE: The waiver heretofore granted by the Comission in its Report and
Order, adopted November 16, 1960 (FCC 60-1369: 40 F.C.C. 95), continues
to apply to programs filmed or recorded on or before June 20, 1963, when
73.654(e), the predecessor television rule, went into effect.
The Commission interpretations in connection with the provisions
(h)
of the sponsorship identification rules for the broadcasting services are
contained in the Commission's Public Notice, entitled "Applicability of
Sponsorship Identification Rules," dated May 6, 1963 (40 F.C.C. 141), as
modified by public notice dated April 21, 1975 (FCC 75-418). Further
interpretations are printed in full in various volumes of the FCC Reports.
The interpretations made for the broadcasting services are equally applicable to origination cablecasting.
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Subpart H - General Operating Requirements
76.300 Scope of application.
(a) The provisions of 76.306, 76.307, and
76.311 are applicable to all cable television systems.
(b)
The provisions of 76.301 and 76.305 are not applicable to any
cable television system serving fewer than 1000 subscribers.
75.305 'lecords to be maintained locally
by cable system operators for
Public inspection.
(a) Records to be maintained.
The operator of every
cable television system having 1000 or more subscribers shall maintain
for public inspection a file containing a copy of all records which
are
required to be kept by 75.205(d) (origination cablecasts by canadidates
for public office); 75.221(f) (sponsorship identification);
and 76.79,
(EEO .records available for public inspection).
(b)
Location of records. The public inspection file shall be maintainer
at the office which the system operator maintains for ordinary collection
of subscriber charges, resolution of subscriber complaints, and other business or any accessible place in the community served by the system unit(s)
(such as a public registry for documents or an attorney's office). The
public inspection file shall be available for public inspection at any time
during regular business hours.

(c)
The records specified in paragraph (a) of this section shall be
retained for the periods specified in 76.205(d), 75.221(f) and 76.311(.1).
(d)
Reproduction of records. Copies of any material in the public
inspection file shall be available for machine reproduction upon request
made in person, provided the requesting party shall pay the reasonable
cost of reproduction. Requests for machine copies shall be fulfilled at
location specified by the system operator within a reasonable period
of time, which in no event shall be longer than 7 days.
The system
operator is not required to honor requests made by mail but may do so if
he chooses.

Subpart I - Forms and Reports
76.306

Qeleted.

76.307 System inspection. The operator of a cable television system
shall make the system, its public inspection file (if required by 76.305)
and its records of subscribers available for inspection upon request by
any authorized representative of the Commission at any reasonable hour.

C
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76.400 - 76.403 note

76.400 Operator, mail address, and operational status changes. Within
30 days following a change of Cable Television System Operator, and/or
change of the operator's mail address, and/or change in the operational
status of a cable television system, the Operator shall inform the
Commission in writing of the following, as appropriate:
The legal name of the operator and whether the operator is
(a)
See
an individual, private association, partnership or corporation.
the
If the operator is a partnership, the legal name of
76.5(11).
partner responsible for communications with the Commission shall be
supplied;
The assumed name (if any) used for doing business in each
(b)
community;
The new mail address, including zip code, to which all
(c)
communications are to be directed;
The nature of the operational status change (e.g., became
(d)
operational on (year) (month), exceeded 49 subscribers, exceeded 499
subscribers, operation terminated temporarily, operation terminated
permanently);
(e). The names and FCC identifiers (e.g., CA00 1) of the system
communities affected.
FCC system community identifiers are routinely assigned upon
NOTE:
They have been assigned to all reportregistration.

C

ed system communities based on previous Form 325 data. If a system
community in operation prior to March*31, 1972, has not previously
been assigned a system community identifier, the operator shall provide the following information in lieu of the identifier: Community
Name, Community Type (i.e., incorporated town, unincorporated settlement, etc), County Name, State, Operator Legal Name, Operator Assumed
Name for Doing Business in the Community, Operator Mail Address, and
Year and Month service was first provided by the physical system.

The operator of every opera$76.403 Cable television system reports.
tional cable television system shall correct and/or furnish information
mailed to
in response to forms, encompassing each community unit,
said operator by the Commission. These include:

C

Community unit data.

"Annual report of cable television system,"
form 325, schedule 1.

Physical system data.

"Annual report of cable television system,"
form 325, schedule 2.

Operator ownership data.

"Annual report of cable television system,"
form 325, schedules 3 and 4.

These forms shall be completed and returned to the Commission within 60
days after the date of mailing; by the Commission.
The operator of a cable television system having fewer than
NOTE:
1000 subscribers shall only be required to file schedules 1 and 2 of
Form 325 for each community unit.
12/26/85
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76.501

(a)

- lote 2 (d)

Subpart J - Diversification of Control
176.501 Cross -ownership. (a)
No cable television system (including all
parties under common control) shall carry the signal of any televisic:,
broadcast station if such system directly or indirectly owns, operates,
controls, or has an interest in:
(1)
(2)

A national television network (CBS, ABC, NBC)
or
A television broadcast station whose predicted Grade B
contour, computed in accordance with 73.684 of this chapter, overlaps in'
whole or in part the service area of such system (i.e., the area w:thin
which the, system is serving subscribers); or
3
A television translator station licensed to the community of
system.
Note 1 --The word "control" as used herein is not limited to majority
stock ownership, but includes actual working control in whatever manner
exercised.
Note 2 --In applying the provisions of this section, ownership and.
other interests in broadcast licensees and cable television systems will
be attributed to their holders and deemed congnizable pursusnt to the
following criteria:
(a)
Except as otherwise provided herein, partnership and direct ownership interests and any voting stock interest amounting to 5% or more of
the outstanding voting stock of a corporate broadcasting licensee or
cable television system will be cognizable;
(b)
No minority voting stock interest will be cognizable if there is
a single holder of more than 50% of the outstanding voting stock of the
corporate broadcast licensee or cable television system in which the
minority interest is held;
(c)
Investment companies, as defined in 15 U.S.C. 80a-3, insurance
companies and banks holding stock through their trust departments in
trust accounts will be condidered to have a cognizable interest only if
they hold 10% or more of the outstanding voting stock bf a corporate
broadcast licensee nor cable television system, or if any of officers or
directors of the broadcast licensee or cable television system are repsentatives of the investment company, insurance company or bank concerned.
Holdings by a bank or insurance company will be aggregated if the
bank or insurance company has any right to determine how the stock will
be voted. Holdings by investment companies will be aggregated if under
common management.
(d)
Attribution of ownership interests in a broadcast licensee or
cable television system that are held indirectly by any party through
one or more intervening corporations will be determined by seccessive
multiplication of ownership percentages for each link in the vertical
ownership chain and application of the relevant attribution benchmark
to theresulting product, except that wherever the ownership percentage
for any link in the chain exceeds 50%, it shall not be included for
purposes of this multiplication. (For example, if A owns 10% of company
X, which ownes 60% of company Y, which owns 25% of "Licensee", then X's
interest in "Licensee", would be 25%(the same as Y's interest since X's
interest in Y exceeds 50%), and A's interest in "Licensee" would be
2.5%(0.1 x 0.25). Under the 5% attribution benchmark X's interest in
"Licensee" would be cognizable, while A's interest would not be cognizable.)
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Voting stock interests held in trust shall be attributed to any
person who holds or shares the power to vote such stock, to any person
who has the sole power to sell such stock, and to any person who has the
right to revoke the trust at will or to replace the trustee at will.
If the trustee has a familiar, personal or extra -trust business relationship to the grantor or the beneficiary, the grantor or beneficiary, as
appropriate, will be attributed with the stock interests held in trust.
An otherwise qualified trust will be ineffective to insulate the grantor
or beneficiary from attribution with the trust's assets unless all voting
stock interests held by the grantor or beneficiary in the relevent broadcast licensee or cable television system are subject to said trust.
Holders of non -voting stock shall not be attributed an interest
(f)
warrants,
in the issuing entity. Holders of debt and instruments such as
-voting
interests
shall
not
convertible debentures, options or other non
be attributed unless and until conversion is effected.
(g)(1) A -limited partnership interest shall be attributed to a
limited partner unless that partner is notmateria.11y involved, directly
or indirectly, in the management or operation of the media -related
activities of the partnership and the licensee or system so certifies.
In order for a licensee or system to make the certification
(2)
that the
set forth in paragraph (g)(1) of this section, it must verify
limited
partnership,
with
respect
partnership agreement or certificate of
establishes
to the particular limited- partner exempt from attribution,
that the exempt limited partner has no material involvement, directly or
indirectly, in the management or operation of the media activities of the
for
partnership. The criteria which would assure adequate insulation
OPINION
AND
described
in
the
MEMORANDUM
purposes of this certification are
Ir1985).
ORDER in MM Docket No 83-46, FCC 85-252 (released June 24,
respective of the terms of the certificate of limited partnership or
partnership agreement, however, no such certification shall be made if the
individual or entity making the certification has actual knowledge of
any material involvement of the limited partners in the management or
operation of the media -related businesses of the partnership.
Officers and directors of a broadcast licensee or cable television
(h)
system are condidered to have a cognizable interest in the entity with
which they are so associated. If any such entity engages in business in
addition to its primary business of broadcasting or cable television service, it may request the Commission to waive attribution for any officer
to its
or director whose duties and responsibilities are wholly unrelated of
a
The
officers
and
directors
of
a
parent
company
primary business.
insystem,
with
an
attributable
broadcast licensee or cable television
terest in any such subsidiary entity, shall be deemed to have a cognizable interest in the subsidiary unless the duties and responsibilities
of the officer or director involved are wholly unrelated to the broadcast licensee or cable television system subsidiary, and a statement
properly documenting this fact is submitted to the Commission. (This
statement may be included on the appropriate Ownership -Report). The
a broadcast licensee
officers and directors of a sister corporation of with
ownership of
or cable television system shall not be attributed
these entities by virtue of such status.
(e)
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(i)
Discrete ownership interests will be aggregated in determining
whether or not an interest is cognizable under this section. An individual or entity will be deemed to have a cognizable investment if:
(1)
The sum of the interests held by or through "passive investors"
is equal to or exceeds 10 percent; or
(2)
The sum of the interests other than those held by or through
"passive investors" is equal to or exceeds 5 percent; or
(3)
The sum of the interests computed under paragraph (i)(1) of
this section plus the sum of the interests computed under paragraph (i)(2)
of this section is equal to or exceeds 10 percent.
Note 3 In cases where record and beneficial ownership of voting
stock is not identical (e.g., bank nominees holding stock as record
owners for the benefit of mutual funds, brokerage houses holding stock
in street names for the benefit of coustomers, investment advisors holding stock in their own names for the benefit of clients and insurance
companies holding stock), the party having the right to determine how the
stock will be voted will be considered to own it for purpose of these rules.
NOTE 4 -- Paragraph (a)(2) of this section Will not be applied so as to
require the divestiture of ownership .interests proscribed herein solely
because of the transfer of such interests to heirs or legatees by will
or intestacy, provided that the degree or extent of the proscribed cross ownership is not increased by such transfer.

(b) Effective date. (1) The privisions of subparagraphs (1) and (3)
of paragraph (a) of this section are not effective until August 10, 1975,
as to ownership interests proscribed herein if such inerests were in existence on or before July 1, 1979 (e.g., if a franchise were in existance
on or before July 1, 1970); Provided, however, That the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section are effective on August.1Ó, 1970, as to such
interests acquired after July 1. 1970.
(2) The provisions of subparagraph (2) of paragraph (a) of this section
are not effective until November 8, 1987,as to ownership interests proscribed herein if such interests were in existence on or before July 1, 1970
(e.g., if a franchise were in existance on or before July 1, 1970), and
will be applied to cause divestiture as to ownership interests proscribed
herein only where the cable system is, directly or indirectly, owned, operated, controlled by, or has an interest in a non-statellite television
broadcast station which places a principal community contour encompassing
the entire community and there is no other commercial non-stellite television broadcast station placing a principal community contour encompassing the entire community.
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Subpart K - Technical Standards
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(a) The operator of each cable
§76.601 Signal leakage measurements.
television system shall be responsible for insuring that such system
is designed installed and operated in a manner that fully complies with
the provisions of this subpart. Each system operator shall be prepared
to show, on request by an authorized representative of the Commission,
that the system does, in fact, comply with the rules.
(b) All cable television systems serving 1,000 or more subscribers
and all cable television systems serving less than 1,000 subscribers
that use any frequency spectrum other than that allocated to over -the air broadcasting (as described in §§73.603 and 73.201) shall conduct
all tests, measurements, and monitoring of radiation and signal leakage
to demonstrate compliance with the radiation limits set forth in §76.605
(a)(11) as follows:
(1) The Cable system operator shall conduct signal leakage measurements in accordance with §76'.609(h) at least once each calender year (at
intervals not to exceed 14 months) and shall maintain the resulting test
data on file at the operator's local business office for at least five
It shall be made available for inspection by the Commission
(5) years.
on request. This data shall include a description of instruments and
procedure and a statement of the qualification of the person performing
the tests.
(2) Sucessful completion of the performance tests does not relieve
the system of the obligation to comply with all other pertinent technical standards set forth in this subpart. Additional or repeat tests
may be required by the Commission in order to secure compliance with
these standards.
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The following requirements apply to
76.605 Technical standards. (a)
the performance of a cable television system as measured at any subscriber
terminal with a matched termination, and to each of the Class I cable
television channels in the system:
The frequency boundaries of a cable television channel deliver(1)
ed to subscriber terminals shall conform to those set forth in 76.603(a)
of this chapter: Provided, however, that on special application including
an adequate showing of public interest, other arrangements may be approved.
If no frequency converter is supplied to the subscriber the
(2)
visual carrier frequency shall be maintained 1.25 MHz +25 kHz above the
lower frequency boundary of the cable television channel. If a frequency
converter is supplied to the subscriber by the cable television system,
the following requirement shall be applied at the interface between the
converter and the subscriber's terminal equipment: when the visual carrier
at the output of the converter has been tuned to a frequency 1.25 MHz above
the lower frequency boundary of a cable television channel with the converter stabilized at an ambient temperature between 200C and 25°C, the
frequency of the visual carrier shall not vary more than +250 KHZ for a
period of at least three hours, during which period the ambient temperature
may vary +5°C about the initial ambient temperature.
NOTE: A relaxed frequency tolerance will be permitted when both the following conditions are met: (a) the signal is received by means of a television broadcast translator station, and (b) the cable television system
carries signals on neither an upper nor a lower channel adjacent in fréquency to the channel on which the translator signal is carried. In such
cases, the visual carrier frequency shall be maintained 1.25 MHz +(25+T)
kHz above the lower frequency boundary of the cable television channel,
where T is the frequency tolerance in kHz allowed the television broadcast
translator station pursuant to 74.761 of this chapter.
(3) The aural center frequency of the aural carrier shall be 4.5
MHz +5k Hz above the frequency of the visual carrier.
The visual signal level, across a terminating impedance which
(4)
correctly matches the internal impedance of the cable system as -viewed
from the subscriber terminals, shall not be less than the following appriorate values:
Internal impedance: 75 ohms, 300 ohms.
Visual signal level: 1 millivolt, 2 millivolts.
(At other impedance values, the minimum visual signal level shall be
r/0.0133Z millivolts, where Z is the appropriate imedance value).
The visual signal level on each channel shall not vary more
(5)
than 12 decibels within any 24 -hour period, and shall be maintained within:
(i) 3 decibels, of the visual signal level of any visual
carrier within 6 MHz nominal frequency separation, and
(ii) 12 decibels of the visual signal level on any other
channel, and
A maximum level such that signal degradation due to
(iii)
overload in the subscriber's receiver does not occur.
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§76.605(5) - (it) note

c

C

(6)
The peak -to -peak variation in visual signal level caused
undesired low frequency disturbance (hum or repetitive transients)
generated within the system, or by inadequate low frequency response
shall not exceed 5 percent of the visual. signal level.
(7)
The amplitude characteristic shall be within a range of +2
decibels Irom 0.75 to 5.0 MHz above the lower boundary frequency of the
cable television channel, referenced to the average of the highest and
lowest amplitudes within these frequency boundaries.
(8)
The ratio of visual signal level to system noise, and of
visual signal level to any undesired co -channel television signal operating on proper offset assignment, shall not be less than 36 decibels.
This requirement is applicable to:
(i)
Each signal which is delivered by a cable television
system to subscribers within the predicted Grade B contour for that
signal, or
(ii)
Each signal which is first picked up within its predicated Grade B contour, or
(iii)
Each signal which is first received by the cable television system by direct video feed from a television broadcast station or
a low power TV station.
.(g)
The ratio of visual signal level to the rms amplitude of
any coherent disturbances such as intermodulation products or discrete frequency interfering signals not operating on proper offset assignments
shall not be less than 4.6 decibels.

(10) The terminal isolation provided each subscriber shall be
not less than 18 decibels, but in any event, shall be sufficient to prevent reflections caused by open -circuited or short-circuited subscriber
terminals from producing visible picture impairments at any other subscriber terminal.
(11) As an exception to the general provision requiring measurements to be made at subscriber terminals, and without regard to the class
of cable television channel involved, radiation from a cable television
shall be measured in accordance with procedures outlined in 876.609(h),
and shall be limited as follows:

Radiation Limit

Frequencies
Up to and including 54 MHz
Over 54 up to and including 216 MHz
Over 216 MHz

(microvolts/meter)
15
20

15

Distance
(feet)
100
10

100

NOTE - The requirements of §§76.605(a)(1) through 76.605(a)(10) do
not apply directly to cable systems.
These rule sections or
less stringent versions of them may be used as standards by state or
local regulatory authorities. No technical parameter in excess of the
above rule sections may be required.
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§76.605(b) - 76.609(c)

C`

Cable television systems distributing signals by using multiple
(b)
cable techniques or specialized receiving devices, and which, because of
.their basic design, cannot comply with one or more of the technical standards set forth in paragraph (a) of this section, may be permitted to
operate provided that an adequate showing is made which establishes that
the public interest is benefited. In such instances the Commission may
prescribe special technical requirements to ensure that subscribers to
such systems are provided with a good quality of service.
Measurements made to demonstrate conformity
(a)
$76.609 Measurements.
with the performance requirements set forth in 1176.601 and 76.605 shall
be made under conditions which reflect system performance during normal
operations, including the effect of any microwave relay operated in the
Cable Television Relay (CAR) Service intervening between pickup antenna
and the cable distribution network. Amplifiers shall be operated at
normal gains, either by the insertion of appropriate signals or by
manual adjustment. Special signals inserted in a cable television channel
for measurement purposes should be operated at levels approximating those
Pilot tones, auxiliary or substitute signals,
used for normal operation.
and-nontelevision signals normally carried on the cable television system
Some exempshould be operated at normal levels to the extent possible.
procedures
are
set
forth
in this
lary, but not mandatory, measurement
section.

When it may be necessary to remove the television signal normally
carried on a cable television channel in order to facilitate a performance
measurement, it will be permissible to disconnect the antenna which serves
the channel under measurement and to substitute therefore a matching
connected
resistance termination. Other antennas and inputs should remain
and normal signal levels should be maintained on other channels.
As may be necessary to ensure satisfactory service to a sub(c)
scriber, the Commission may require additional tests to demonstrate
system performance or may specify the use of different test procedures.
(b)

C
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$76.609 (d) - 76.609(h) (2)
(d)
Tne fl,J,t.e,,Jy response of a cable television channel may be
kjettJnined by one or the following methods, as appropriate:

By using the swept frequency or a manually variable signal
(1)
generator at the sending end and a calibrated attenuator and frequency selective '-u1 t:rue c..er at the subscriber terminal; or

C

(2)
By using a multiburst generator and modulator at the send1.ng end and a dem.:dulator and oscilloscope display at the subscriber
terminal.
System noise may be measured using a frequency -selective volt(e)
meter (field strength meter) which has been suitably calibrated to indicate
With
rms noise or average power level and -which has a known bandwidth.
the system operating at normal level and with a properly matched resistive
termination substituted for the antenna, noise power indications at the
subscriber terminal are taken in successive increments of frequency equal
to the bandwidth of the frequency -selective voltmeter, summing the power
indications to obtain the total noise power present over a 4 MHz band
centered within the cable television channel. If it is established that
the noise level is constant within this bandwidth, a single measurement
may be taken which is corrected by an appropriate factor representing the
ratio of 4 MHz to the noise bandwidth of the frequency -selective voltmeter.
If an amplifier is inserted between the frequency -selective voltmeter and
the subscriber terminaliin order to facilitate this measurement, it should
have a bandwidth of at least 4 MHz and appropriate corrections must be
made to account for its gain and noise figure. Alternatively, measurements made in accordance with the NCTA standard on noise measurement
(NCTA Standard 005-0669) may be employed.
The amplitude of discrete frequenc,, interfering signals within
(f)
a cable television channel may be determined with either a spectrum
analyzer or with a frequency -selective voltmeter (fi,lc strength meter),
If calibwhich instrumenLs have been calibrated for adequate accuracy.
ration accuracy is ín. doubt, measurlinnts may be referenced to a calibrated signal generator, or a calibrated variable attenuator, substituted
If an amplifier is used between the subat the point of measurement.
scriber terminal and the measuring instrument, appropriate corrections
must be made to account for its gains.
The terminal isolation between any two terminals in the system
(g)
may be measured by applying a signal of known amplitude to one and measuring the amplitude of_that signal at the other terminal. The frequency
of the signal should be close to the midfreque-cy of the channel being
tested. Annual weasurements of terminal isolation are not required when
ffiaiufacture's specifications for coupler directivity or (2)
either (1)
laboratory ;uaa.cirements on a representative sample of the couplers, plus an
allowance for the attenuation of drop cables, indicate that the requiret

ments of_ 76.605(a) (11) are .met.

Measurements to determine the field strength of radio frequency
(h)
energy radiated by cable television systems shall be made in accordance
with standard engineering procedures. Measurements made on frequencies
above 25 MHz shall include the following:
A field strength meter of adequate accuracy using a hori(3.)
zontal dipole antenna shall be employed.
Field strength shall be expressed in terms of the rms
(2)
value of synchronizing peal for each cable television channel for which
radiation can be measured.
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76.609(h)(3) - 76.610

(3)
The reasonant half wave dipole antenna shall be °laced 3
meters from and positioned directly below the system components and at 3
meters above ground.
Where such placement results in a separation of
less than 3 meters between the center of the dipole
antenna and the
system components, or less than 3 meters between the dipole
and ground
level, the dipole shall be redosiitioned to provide a separation of 3
meters from the system components at a height of 3 meters or more above

ground.

(4)
The horizontal dipole antenna shall be rotated about a
vertical axis and the maximum::,meter reading shall be used.

(5)
Measurements shall be made where other conductors are 10
or more feet away from the measuring antenna.

(i)

Annual measurements of frequency stability of set top con-

verters, when such converters are supplied by the cable televi-i...r.
are not required when either of the following. indicates that the re, i.i rF mments of 76.605 (a) (2) are met:
(1) manufacture's specificrationc r..
on
a represent-tive sample of the converters, or (2) laboratory test:; v.:forued by or for the 'cable television system operator on a rerr w,:cntati v e
sample of the converters. Proof of performance tests for fr, un,J: s!rlbility will not be required for converters ordered fro:.; the m-:hq'a,. '
prior to September 6, 1977.

C

§76.610 Operation in the frequency bands 108-137 and 225-400MHzscope of application. The provisions of §§76.811 (effective July 1,
1990), 76.612, 36.613, 76.614 and 76.615 are applicable to all cable
tele vision systems transmitting carriers or other signal comº$vents
carried at an average power level equal to or greater than 10
watts
across a 25 KHz bandwidth in any 160 microsecond period, at any point
in the cable distribution system in the frequency bands 108-137 and
225-400 MHz for any purpose. For grandfathered systems, refer to
§§76.618 and 76.619.

Note 1 - See the provisions of §76.616 for cable operation near certain aeronautical and marine emergency radio frequencies.
Note 2 - Intil January 1, 1990, the band 136-137 MHz is allocated as
an alternative allocation to the space operation, meteorologicalsatelite service and the space research service on a primary basis.
After January 1, 1990, the space service will become secondary to
aeronautical mobile service radio. Until January 1, 1990, the band
136-137 MHz is excluded from the rule sections regarding protection
of aeronautical frequencies.
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76.(a)(1)
The below §76.611 becomes effective July 1, 1990.

-

(i)

Cable television basic signal leakage performance criteria.
No cable television system shall commence or provide service in
(a)
the frequency bands 10R-137 and 225-400 i1H'z unless such system is in compliance with one of the following cable television basic signal leakage
performance criteria:
Prior to carriáge of signals in the aeronautical radio bands and
(1)
at lest once each calendar year. with no more than 12 months between successive tests thereafter, based on a sampling of at least 75' of the cable
stand, and including any portions of the cable systems which are known to
have or can reasonably be expected to have less leakage integrity than the
average of the system, the cable operatior demonstrates compliance with a
cumulative signal leakage index by showing either that:
76.611

(i)

10 log 13000 is equal to or less than -7 or
(ii} 10 log loo, is equal to or less than 64,
using one of the following formula:
n
1

E2
1
2

13000

Ri

n
E2

where;
2

Ri

i ri

+

(3000)2

r, is the distance fin meters) between the
leakage source and the center of the
cable television system;
0 is the fraction of the system cable length
actually examined for leakage sources
and is equal to the strand miles of plant
tested divided by the total strand miles
in the plant
R, is the slant height distance (in meters) front
leakage source i to a point 3000 meters
above the center of the cable television
system;
E, is the electric field strength in microvolts
per meter f uV/m) measured pursuant to
§ 76.609(h) 3 meters from the leak i; and
n is the number of leaks found of field
strength equal to or greater than '50 uV/m
pursuant to Section 78.609(h).

The sum is carried over all leaks i
detected in the cable examined; or
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76.611(a)(2) - (f)

prior to carriage of signals in the aeronautical radio bands and
(2)
at least once each calendar year, with no more than 12 months between successive tests thereafter, the cable operator demonstrates by measurement in
the airspace that at no point does the field strength generated by the cable
system exceed 10 microvolts per meter (uV/m) RES at an altitude of 450 meters
above the average terrain of the cable system. The measurement system
(including the receiving antenna) shall be calibrated against a
known field of 10 u\J/m RMS produced by a will caracterized antenns
consisting of orthogonal resonant dipoles, both oaralled to and one
quarter wavelength above ground plane of a diameter of two meters or
The dipoles shall have centers collocated and
more at ground level.
The half -power bandwith of the detector
be excited 90 degrees apart.
If an aeronautical receiver is used for this purpose
shall be 25 kHz.
it shall meet the standards of the Radio Technical Commission for AeroThe aircraft
nautics (RCTA) for aueronautical communications receivers.
Calibration shall be made in
antenna shall be horizontally polarized.
the community unit or, if more than one, in any of the community units
of the physical system within a reasonable time period to performing
If data is recorded digitally the 90th percentile
the measurements.
level of points recorded over the cable system shall not exceed 10uÚ/m
RMS: if analog recording is used the peak values of the curves, when
smoothed according to good. engineering practices, shall not exceed 10
u'\J/m RMS.

In paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this section the unmodulated
test signal used on the cable plant shall: .(1) Be within the VHF aeronautical
band 108-137 MHz or any other frequency in which the'results can be correlate to the VHF aeronautical band and (2) have an average power level
equal to the average power level of the strongest cable television carrier
on the system.
(c) In paragraph (a)(1) and (2) of this section, if a modulated test
signal is used, the signal and detector technique must, when considered
together, yeild the same result as though an unmodulated test signal
were used_ in conjunction with a detection technique which would yield
the RMS value of said unmodulated carrier.
(d) If a sampling of at least 751 of the cable strand (and including
any portions o f the cable system which are known to have or can reasonably be expected to have less leakage integrity than the average of the
system) as described in paragraph (a)(1) cannot be obtained by the cable
operator or is otherwise not 'reasonably feasible, the cable operator
shall perform the airspace measurements described in paragraph (a)(2).
(e) Prior to providing service to any subscriber on a new section of
cable plant, the operator shall show compliance with either: (1) The
basic signal leakage criteria in accordance with paragraph (a)(1) or
(a)(2) of this section for the entire plant in operation or (2) a showing
shall be made indicating that no individual leak in the new section of
the plant exceeds 20 uV/m at 3 meters in accordance with 76.609 of the Rules
(f) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this section, a cable operator
shall be permited to operate on any frequency which is offset pursuant to
76.612 in the frequency band 10B-137 MHz for the purpose of demonstrating
compliance with the cable television basic signal leakage performance
(b)

criteria.
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¶76.612 - §76.613(c)

c

C

C

All cable
§76.612 Cable television frequency separation standards.
television systems which operate in the frequency bands 108-137 and
225-400 MHz sja;; cpmply with the following frequency seperation standards:
In the aeronautical radiocommunication bands 118-137, 225-328.6
(a)
and 335.4-400 MHz, the frequency of all carrier signals or signal components carried at an average power level equal to or greater than 10-4
watts in a 25 kHz bandwith in any 160 microsecond period must operate at
frequencies offset from certain frequencies which may be used by Commission licensees or by the United States Government or its Agencies. The
aeronautical frequencies from which offsets must be maintained are those
frequencies which are within one of the aeronautical bands defined in this
subparagroph and when expressed in MHz and divided by0.025 yield an integer. The offset must meet one of the following two criteria:
All such cable carriers or signal components shall be offset by
(1)
12.5kHz with a frequency tolerance of plus or minus 5 kHz or
The fundamental frequency from which the visual carrier frequen(2)
cies are derived by multiplication by integer number which shall be
6.0003 MHz with a tolerance of plus or minus 1 Hz (Hamonically Related
Carrier (HRC) comb generators only).
In the aeronautical radionavigation bands 1087118 and 328.6(b)
335.4 MHz, thefrequency of all carrier signals or signalcomponInts
carrier at an average power level equal to or greater than 10-4 watts in
a 25 kHz bandwith in any 160 microsecond period shall be offset by 25Khz
with a tolerance of plus or minus 5 kHz. The aeronautical radionavigation frequencies from which offsets must be maintained are defined as
follows:
Within the aeronautical band 108-118 MHz when expressed in MHz
(1)
and divided by 0.025 yield an even integer.
Within the band 328.6-335.4 MHz, the radionavigation glide path
(2)
channels are listed in Section 87.501 of the Rules.
Note --- The HRC system, as described above, will meet this requirement
in the 328.6-335.4 MHz navigation glide path band. those Incrementally
Related Carriers IRC system, with comb generator reference frequencies set
at certain odd multiples equal to or greater than 3 times the 0.0125MHz
aeronautical communications band offset, e.g. (6n plus 0.0375) MHz, may
also meet the 25 kHz offest requirement in the navigation glide path band.
(a)
Harmful in?6.613 Interference fro.:, a cable television system.
terference is any emission, radiation or induction which endangers the
functioning of a radionavigation service or of other safety services or
seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a radiocommunication service operating in accordance with this chapter.
(b) ,The operator of a cable television system that causes harmful
interference shall promptly take appropriate measures to eliminate the
harmful interference.
If harmful interference to radio communications involving the
(c)
safety of life and protection of property cannot be promptly eliminated
by the application of suitable techniques, operation of the offending
cable television system or appropriate elements thereof shall immediately
be suspended upon notification by the Engineer in Charge (EIC) of the
Commission's local field office, and shall not be resumed until the
When
interference has been eliminated to the satisfaction of the EIC.
authorized by the EIC, short test operations may be made during the
:'eriod of suspended operating to check the efficacy of remedial measures.
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76.614 Cable television system reflular monitoring.
Cable television
operators transmitting carriers in the frequency bands 108-137 and
225-400 MHz shall provide for a program of regular monitoring for signal
leakage by substantially covering the plant every three months. The incorporation of this monitoring program into the daily activities of existing service personnel in the discharge of their normal duties will generally cover all portions of the system and will therefore meet this reqrirement.
Monitoring equipment and procedures utilized by a cable operator shall be adequate to detect a leakage source which produces a field
strength in these bands of 20uV/m or greator at a distance of 3 meters.
During regular' monitoring, any leakage sourse which produces a field
strength of 20 uV/m or greator at a distance 1.f 3 meters in the aeronautical radio frequency bands shall be noted and such leakage sources
shall be reported within a reasonable period of time.
The operator shall
maintain a log showing the date and location of each leakage source
identified, the date on which the leakage was repaired and the probable
cause of the leakage.
The log shall be kept on file for a period of (2)
two years and shall be made available to authorized representatives of
the Commission upon request.
76.615 Notification requirements. All cable television operators shall
comply with each of the following notification requirements:
(a)
The operator of the cable system shall notify the Commission
annually of all signalsscarried in the aeronautical radio frequency bands,
noting the type of information carried by the signal (television picture,
aural, pilot carrier, or system control, etc.) The timely filing of FCC
Form 325, Scedule 2, will meet this requirement.
(b)
The operator of a cable system shall notify the Commission before
transmitting any carrier or other signal component with an average power
level across a 25 kHz bandwidth in any 160 microsecond time period equal
to or greater than 10-4 watts at any point in the cable distribution
system on any new frequency of frequencies in the aeronautical radio
frequency bands. Such notification shall include:
(1)
Legal name and local address of the cable television operator;
(2)
The names and FCC identifiers (e.g.CA0001) of the system communities affected;
(3)
The names and telephone numbers of local system officials who
are responsible for compliance with §§76.610,.76.611 (effective July 1,
1990), and 76.616 of the Rules;
(4)
Carrier and subcarrier frequencies and tolerance types of modulation and the maximum average power levels of, all carriers and sub carriers occurring at any location in the cable distribution system.
(5)
The geographical coordinates of a point near the center of the
cable system, together with the distance (in kilometers) from the designated point to the most remote point of the cable plant, existing or
planned, which defines a cirle enclosing the entire cable plant;
(6)
A description of the routine monitoring procedure to be used; and
(7)
For cable operation subject to §76.611 (effective July 1, 1990),
the cumulative signal leakage index derived under §76.611(a)(1),
effective July 1, 1990) or the results of airspace measurements derived
under§76.611(a)(2) (effective July 1, 1990), including a description of
the method by which compliance with basic signal leakage criteria is
achieved and the method of calibrating the measurement equipment. This
information shall be provided to the Commission prior to July 1, 1990 and
each calendar year thereafter.
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76.616 - 76.619(d)

Operation near certain aeronautical and marine emergency
radio frequencies. The transmission of carriers or other signal
components capable of delivering peak power levels to or greater
than 10-5 watts at any point in a cable television system is prohibited within 100kHz of the rrequency 121.5 MHz and is prohibited
within 50 kHz of two frequencies 156.8 MHz and 243.0 MHz.
'576.616

(2)

Interference
$76.617 Responsibility for receiver -generated interference.
shall
be
the
responsibility
generated by a radio or television receiver
of the receiver operator in accordance with the provisions of Part 15,
Subpart C, of this chapter: Provided, however, That the operator of a
cable television system to which the receiver is connected shall be
responsible for the suppression of receiver -generated interference
that is distributed by the system when the interfering signals are
introduced into the system at the receiver.

Cable television systems are permitted to
Grandfathering.
frequencies
which were requested or granted for use
use aeronautical
Section
76.619 of the Rules until 7/1/90.
by November 30, 1984, under
§76.618

bands 108-136 and
§76.619 Grandfathered Operation in the frequency
operating
in a grand 225-400 MHz. All cable television systems
fathered status under §76.618 of the Rules and transmitting carriers
or other signal components capable of delivering peak power equal to
or greater than 10-D watts at any point in the frequency bands
108-136 and 225-400 MHz for any purppse are suibject to the following
requirements:
The operator of the cable system shall notify the Commis(a)
sion annually of all signals carried in these bands, noting the type
of information carried by the signal (television, aural, or pilot
carrier and system control, etc.). The timely filing of FCC Form 325
Schedule 2, will meet the requirements.
The operator of the cable system shall notify the Commis(b)
sion of the proposed extension of the system radius in thes bands.
notification shall include carrier and subcarrier frequencies, types
of modulation, the previously notified geographical coordinates, the
new system radius and the maximum peak power occurring at any location in the cable distribution system. No system shall extend its
radius in these bands without prior Commission authorization.
The operator of the cable system shall maintain at its local
(c)
office a current listing of all signals carried in these bands, noting
carrier and subcarrier frequencies, types of modulation and maximum
peak power which occurs at any location within the cable distribution

system'

The operator of the system shall provide for regular monitoring of the cable system for signalleakage covering all portions
of the cable system at least once each calendar year. Monitoring
equipment and procedures shall be adequate to detect leakage sources
which produce field strengths in these bands of 20 microvolts per
meter at a distance of 3 meters. The operator shall maintain a log
showing the date and locatioon of each leakage source identified,ofthe
the
date on which the leakage was eliminated and the probable cause
(2)
years
a period of two
leakage. The log shall be kept on file for representatives
of the
to
authorized
and shall be made available
Commission on request.
(d)

,
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¶76.619(e) - 76.619(f)

All carrier signals or signal components capable of delwatts must be
ivering peak power equal to or greater than 10
operated at frequencies offset from aeronautical radio services
operated by Commission licenses or by the United States Government
or its agencies within 111km (60 nautical miles) of any portion of
(the
the cable system as given in paragraph (f) of this section.
limit of 111 km may be increased by the Commission in cases.. of
"extended service volumes" as defined by the Federal Avaiation
Admisistration or other federal government agency for low altitude
radio navigation or services). If an operator of a cable system is
notified by the Commission that a change in operation of an aeronautical radio service will place the cable system in conflict with
any of the -offset criteria, the cable system operator is responsible
for eliminating such conflict within 30 days of notification.
A minimum frequency offset between the nominal carrier
(f)
frequency of an aeronautical radio service qualifying under paragraph
(d) of this Section and the nominal frequency of any cable system
carrier or signal cgmponent capable of delivering peak power equal to
watts shall be maintained or exceeded at all
or greater than 10
The
minimum
frequency
offsets are as follows:
times.
(e)

Minimum
frequency
offsets

Frequencies

(50 plus T) kHz

108-118 MHz
328.6-335.4 MHz
108-138 MHz
225-328.6MHz
335.4-400MHz

(100 plus T) kHz

In this table, T is the absolute value of the frequency tolerance of
The actual frequency tolerance will dethe cable television signal.
pend on the equipment and operating procedures of the cable system,
but in no case shall the frequency tolerance T exceed plus or minus
25kHz in the bands 108-136 amd 225-400 MHz.
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78.1 - 78.8(f)

Subpart A -- General
78.1

Purpose. The rules and regulations set forth in this part provide
for the licensing and operation of fixed or mobile cable television rela7
stations used for the transmission of television and related audio signals
signals of standard and Fr broadcast stations, signals of instructional
television fixed stations, and cablecasting from the point of reception
to a terminal point fro.- which the signals are distributed to the public
by cable.In addition CARS stations may be used to transmit
television and
related audio signals to TV translator and low power TV stations.
78.3 Other pertinent rules. Other pertinent provisions of the Commission's rules and regulations relating to the Cable Television Relay, Service are included in the following parts of this chapter:
Part 0 - Co:imission Organization.
Part 1 - Practice and Procedure.
Part 2 - Frequency allocations and radio treaty matters; general
rules and regulations.
Part 17- Construction marking and lighting of antenna structures.
Part 74- Experimental, Auxiliary, and Special Broadcast, and other
Program Distribution Services.
Part 76- Cable television service.
73.5 Definitions. For purposes of this part, the following; definitions
are applicable. 'or other definitions, see Part 76 (Cable Television
Service) of this chapter.
(a)
Cable television relay service (CARS) station. A fixed or mobile station used' for the trañs-rission of television and related audio
signals, signals of standard and F- broadcast stations, signals of instructional television fixed stations, and cablecasting from the point
of reception to a terminal point from the point of reception to a terminal
point from which the signals are distributed to the public.
NOTE:
Except where the rules contained in this part make separate provision, the term "cable television relay" or "CAR" includes the
term, "Local distribution service" or "LDS," the term "cable
television relay studio to headend link", or "SIL," and the term
"cable television relay pickup," as defined in paragraphs (b),
(c), and (d) of this section.
(b)
Local distribution service (LDS) station. A fixed CARS station
used within a cable television system or systems for the transmission of
television signals and related audio signals, signals of standard and FM
broadcast stations, signals of instructional television fixed stations,
and cablecasting from a local transmission point to one or more receiving
points, from which the communications are distributed to the public. LDS
stations may also engage in repeater operation.
(c)
Cable television relay studio to headend link (SHL)station. A
fixed CAR station used for the transmission of television program material
and related communications from a cable television studio to the headend
of a cable television system.
(d)
Cable television relay pickup station. A land mobile CAR
'station used for tie transmission of television signals and related communications from the scenes of events occurring at points removed from
cable television studios to cable television studios or headends.
Remote control operation. Operation of a station by a quali(e)
fied operator on duty at a control position from which the transmitter is.
not visible but which control position is equipped with suitable control
and telemetering circuits so that the essential functions that could be
performed from the control point.
(f)
Attended operation. Operation of a station by a qualified
operator on duty at the place where the transmitting apparatus is located
with the transmitter in plain view of the operator.
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78.5(g) - 7e.11 (d)(2)
(m)

C

Unattended operation. Operation of a station by automatic means
whereby the transmitter is turned on and off and performs its functions
without attention by a'qualified operator.
(h)
Authorized bandwidth. The maximum bandwidth authorized to be
used by a station as specified in the station license. (See 2.202 and
78.104.)

Subpart B -- Applications and Licenses
§78.11 Permissible service.

(a)
CARS stations are authorized to relay TV broadcast and low power TV and related audio signals, the signals of AM and FM
stations, signals of instructional TV fixed stations and cablecasting intended for use by one or more cable television systems.

LDS stations are authorized to relay television broadcast and related audio signals, the signals of AM and FM broadcast stations signals of
instructional television fixed stations, cablecasting, and such other communications
as may be authorized by the Commission. Relaying includes retransmission of signals
by intermediate relay stations in the system. CARS licensees may interconnect their
facilities with those of other CARS, common carrier, or television auxiliary licensees,
and may also retransmit the signals of such CARS, common carrier, or television auxiliary
stations, provided that the program material retransmitted meets the requirements of
this paragraph.

(b)
The.transmitter of a cable television relay station using FM
transmission may be multiplexed to provide additional communication channels for the transmission of standard and FM broadcast station programs
and operational communications directly related to the technical operation of the relay system (including voice communications, telemetry
signals, altering, signals, fault reporting signals, and control signals). A cable television relay station will be authorized only where
the principal use is the transmission of television broadcast program
material or cablecasting; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That this requirement shall
not apply to LDS stations.
CARS station licensees may be issued to cable television owners
(c)
or operators and to cooperative enterprises owned by cable television
owners or.operators. Television translator licensees may be members of
such cooperative enterprises.
(d)
CARS systems shall supply program material to cable television
systems and translator stations only in the following circumstances:
Where the licensee of the CAR station or system is owner or
(1)
operator of the cable television systems supplied with program material;

or

C

Where the licensee of the CARS station or system supplies
(2)
program material to cable television systems or television translator
stations either without charge or on a non-profit, cost -sharing basis
pursuant to a written contract between the parties involved which provides that the CARS licensee shall have exclusive control over the
operation of the CARS stations licensed to him and that contributions to
capital and operating expenses are accepted only on a costsharing, nonprofit basis, prorated on an equitable basis among all cable television
systems being supplied with program material in whole or in part. Records showing the cost of the service and its nonprofit, cost -sharing
nature shall be maintained by the CARS licensee and held available for
inspection by the Commission.
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78.11(e) - (g)

c

The license of a CAR pickup station authorizes the transmission of
program material, and related communications necessary to the accomplishment
of such transmission, from the scenes of events occurring in places other
than a cable televisions studio, to the studio or headend of its associated
cable television system, or to such other cable television systems as are
carrying the same program material. CAR pickup stations may be used to
provide temporary CAR studio-to-headend links or CAR circuits consistent
with this part without further authority of the Commission: Provided, however,
That prior Commission authority shall be obtained if the transmitting antenna
natural formation or manto be installed will increase the height of any
existence for a period
made structure by more than 20 feet and will be in
further,
That if the transof more than 2 consecutive days: And Provided,
outside of the an'a
mitting equipment is to be operated for more than 1 day
Commission,
the engineer
to which the CAR station has been licensed, the
and the engineer
in charge of the district in which the station is licensed,
be
temporarily
operated
in charge of the district in which* the equipment will
If
the
decision
shall be notified at least 1 day prior to such operation.
until the operation
to continue operation for more than 1 day is not made
has begun, notice shall be given to the Commission and the relevant enginthe
eers in charge within 1 day after such decision. In all instances,
when
the
Commission and the relevant engineers in charge shall be notified
,trarismitting 'equipment has been returned to its licensed area.
(e)

Deleted and reserved.
The provisions of paragraph (d) of this section and 78.13 shall
(g)
not apply to a licensee who has been licensed i^ the CAR service pursuant
to 21.709 of this chapter, except that paragraph (d) of this section shall
apply with respect to facilities added or ca.ie television systems first
served after February 1, 1966.
Deleted and reserved.
(h)

(f)

C
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178.13 - 78.15 (a) - (c)

578.13 Eligibility for license. A license for a cable television relay
station will be issued to the owner for a cable television system or
to a cooperative enterprise wholly owned by a cable television owner
or operator upon a showing that applicant is qualified under the Communications Act of 1934, that frequencies are available for the proposed
operation, and that the public interest, convenience, and necessity will
be served by a grant thereof.
Note:

The provisions of this section shall apply to any facility holding a license or other authorization on or before April 28, 1985.
78.15

Contents of applications.
Applications for authorization in
(a)
Cable Television Relay Service shall be submitted on FCC Form 327, and
shall contain the information requested therein.

An application for a CARS studio to headend link or LDS
station license shall contain a statement that the application has.
investigated the possibility of using cable rather than microwave
and the reasons why it was decided to use microwave rather than cable.
(b)

NOTE
Each applicant filing pursuant to 78.15 is responsible for the
continuing accuracy and completeness of all information in such applications.
The provisions of 1.65 are wholly applicable to applications
pursuant to 78.15, as well as to amendments filed pursuant to 78.17, and
objections filed pursuant to 78.22 except. that where the specific provisions of 78.15, 78. 17, or 78.22 conflict with the provisions of 1.65
the specific provisions are controlling, e.g., where requirements for
service en specified parties of certain information may vary.
CARS applicants must follow the procedures prescribed in
(c)
Subpart I of Part 1 of this chapter (Sections 1.1301 through 1.1319)
regarding the filing of environmental impact narrative statements, unless
Commission action authorizing construction of a CARS station would be a
minor action within the meaning of Subpart I of Part 1 of this chapter.
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§78.16 - 78.17

Applications, amendments thereto,
(a)
§78.16 Who may sign applications.
and related statements of fact required by the Commission shall be personally signed by the applicant, if the applicant is an individual; by
one of the partners, if the applicant is a partnership; by an officer,
if the applicant is a corporation; or by a member who is an officer, if
the applicant is an unincorporated association. Applications, amendments,
and related statement of fact on behalf of government entities shall be
signed by such duly elected or appointed officials as may be competent to
do so under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction.

Applications, amendments thereto, and related statements of fact
(b)
required by the Commission may be signed by the applicant's attorney in
case of the applicant's physical disability or of his absence from the
United States. The attorney shall in that event separately set forth the
In addition,
reasons why the application is not signed by the applicant.
if any matter is stated on the basis of the attorney's belief only (rather
than his knowledge), he shall separately set forth his reasons for believing
that such statements are true.
Only the original of applications, amendments, or related state(c)
ments of fact need be signed; copies may be conformed.
Applications, amendments, and related statements of fact need not
(d)
be submitted under oath. Willful false statements made therein, however,
are punishable by fine and imprisonment, United States Code, title 18,
section 1001, and by appropriate administrative sanctions, including
revoation of station license pursuant to section 312(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
Any application may be amended as a
§78.17 Amendment of applications.
matter of right prior to the adoption date of any final action taken by the
Commission with respect to the application, merely by filing the appropriate
number of copies of the amendment inquestion duly executed in accordance with
If a petition to deny has been filed, the amendment shall be served
878.16,
on the petitioner.

c
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78.18 - 7 3.18(2)

Frequency assign-.ents. (a) The cable television relay service is
assigned the band of frequencies from 12.70 to 13.20 GHz. This band is
shared with the fixed -satellite service (earth -to -space) fro-. 12.70 to
12.75 GHz, and the television auxiliary broadcast service fro -.1 12.70 to
13.20 GHz. The following; channels ^ay be assigned to CARS stations for
the propagation of radio waves with the indicated polarization:
78.18

(1)

For CARS stations using* FM transmission:

GROUP A CHANNELS
Channel
Designation
boundaries (GHz)

GROUP B CHANNELS

A01--1
A02--1
A03--1

R4í1

12.700-12.72.5

A05--1
A06--1
A07--1
A08--1
A09--1
A10--1
1
All
Al2
1
A13
1
A14
1
A15
1
A16
1
All
1
A18
1
A19
1
A20
1

1
1

B02
B413--1

12.725-12.750
12.750-12.775
12.775-12.800
12.800-12.825
12.825-12.850
12.850-12.875
12.875-12.900
12.900-12.925
12.925-12.950
12.950-12.975
12.975-13.000
13.000-13.025
13.025-13.050
13.050-13.075
13.075-13.100
13.100-13.125
13.125-13.150
2 13.150-13.175
2 13.170-13.200

A4í4--1

Designation

BQ14

1

B05
B06

1

B417
B418

1

1
1

B09 1
B10 1
B11--1
B12--1
B13--1
B14--1
B15--1
B16--1
B17--1
B18--1
B19--1

Channel
boundaries (GHz)

12.7125-12.7375
12.7375-12.7625
-12.7525-12.7875
12.7875-12.8125
12.8125-12.8375
12.8375-12.8625
12.8625-12.8875
12.8875-12.n125
12.Q125-12.0375
12.9375-12.9625
12.9625-13.9975
13.9875-13.0125
13.0125-13.0375
13.0375-13.0625
13.0625-13.0875
13.0875-13.1125
13.1125-13.1375
2--13.1375-13.1625
2--13.1625-13.1875

1Appropriate polarization designation:
H=Horizontally polarized propagated radio wave.
V=Vertically polarized propagated radio wave.
R=Right-handed (clockwise) elliptically notarized propagated r.ndio wave.
L= Left-handed (counter -clockwise) elliptically polarized propagated
radio wave.
2

See paragraph m of this section.

NOTE:

Polarization designations shall be in accordance with IEEE standard
100-1972 as amended.
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§ 78.18(2)

CARS stations using vestigal sideband AM transmission and FM transmission
(2)
requiring a necessary bandwidth of no more than 6 MHz.

GROUP C CHANNELS
Channel
boundaries (GHz)
PesiF*n^tion

GROUP P CHANNELS
Pesirnation

12.7005-12.7065
12.7065-12.7125
12.7125-12.7185

P01
PO?
P03

1

2.12.7185-12.7225

PO4

1

12.7225-12.7285
12.7285-12.7345
12.7345-12.7405
CQJ7
-12.7405-12.7465
CO8
12.7465-12.7525
CO9
C10--1-----------212.7525-12.7545
12.7545-12.7605
1
011
12.7605-12.7665
C12 1
12.7665-12.7725
01 --1
12.7725-12.7785
C14--1
12.7785-12.7845
015--1
12.7845-12.7905
nil.; --1
12.7905-12.7965
C17--1
12.7965-12.8025
C19--1
12.8025-12.8085
C19--1
12.8085-12.8145
C20--1
12.8145-12.8205
1
C21
12.8205-12.8265
C22_--1
12.8.2h5-12.9325
C23--1
12_..8325-12.8385
C24--1
12.8305-12.8445
C25--1
12.8445-12.9505
12.9505-12.8565
027--1
12..8565-12.825
029- 1
12.9625 12.9685
029 1
12.9685 12.8745
C30 1
12.8745 12.9805
1
C31
12.R905-12.8865
C32--1
12.8865-12.8925
C33 1
12.8925-12.Rn85
034 1
12.8985-12.9045
034- 1
12.9045-12.9105
03h 1
12.9105-12_.9165
037 1
12.9165-12.9225
C38 1
12.9225-12.9295
039--1
12.9285 12.9345
040--1
12.9345-12.9405
(J41--1
12.9405-12.9465
C42--1

P05

1

P06
P07
P08

1
1

P09

1

P10

1

D11

1

C01

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
COG

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

C26
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1
1

1

Channel
boundaries (GHz)
12.7597-12.7657
12.7657-12.7717
12.7717-12.7777
212.7777-12.7817
12.7817-12.7887
12.7887-12.7937
12.7937-12.7997
12.7997-12.8057
12.8057-12.8117
212.8117-12.8137
12.8137-12.8197
12.8197-12.8257

D12--1
D13 --1-------------12.R257-12.8317
12.8317-12.8377
D14--1
12..0377-12.8437
D15--1
12.9437-12.8497
D16 --1
12.8497..12.8557
D17--1
12.9557-12.9517
D18--1
12.8617-12.9677
D19--1
12.9677-12.8737
D2(ó--1
12.8737-12.8797
P21--1
12.8797-12.8857
n22--1
12.8857-12.8917
7)23--1
12.9917-12.8977
r2-4--1
12.9977-12.9037
P25--1
12.907-12.9097
r25--1
12.9097-12.9157
7)27--1
12.9157-12.9217
P28--1
12.0217-12.9277
P?Q--1
12.9277-12.9337
P30--1
12.9337-12.9397
r31--1
12.9397-12.9457
n32--1
12.9457-12.9517
D33--1
12.9517-12.9577
D34--1
12.9577-12.9637
D35--1
12.9637-12.9697
D36--1
12.9697-12.9757
D37--1
12.9757-12.9817
D38--1
12.9817-12.9877
D39--1
12.9877-12.9937
D40--1
12.9937-12.9997
D41--1
12.9997-13.0057
D42--1
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78.18(2)

C)

C

GRQJP E CHANNELS
Channel
Designation
Boundaries (GHz)
E01--1
E02--1
E03--1
E04--1
E05--1
E06--1
E07--1
E08--1
E09--1
E10--1
E11--1
E12--1
E13--1
E14--1
E15--1
E16--1
E17--1
E18--1
E19--1
E20--1
E21--1
E22--1
E23--1
E24--1
E25--1
E26--1
E27--1
E28--1
E29--1
E30--1
E31--1
E32--1
E33--1
E34--1
E35--1
E36--1
E37--1
E38--1
E39--1
E40--1
E41--1
E42--1

1
2
3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GROUP F CHANNELS
Channel
Boundaries (GHz)

Designation

F01--1

12.9525-12.9585
12.9585-12.9645
12 9645-12.9705
2 12 9705-12.9745
12 9745-12.9805
12 9805-12.9865
12.9865-12.9925
12 9925-12.9985
12.9985-13.0045
2 13 0045-13.0065
13 0065-13.0125
13 0125-13.0185
13.0185-13.0245
12 0245-13.0305
13 0305-13.0365
13.0365-13.0425
13 0425-13.0485
.
13.0485-13.0545
13 0545-13.0605
13 0605-13.0665
13 0665-13.0725
13 0725-13.0785
13.0785-13.0845
13 0845-13.0905
13.0905-13.0965
13 0965-13.1025
13 1025-13.1085
13 1085-13.1145
13 1145-13.1205
13 1205-13.1265
13 1265-13.1325
13 1325-13.1385
13 1385-13.1445
.3 13.1445-13.1505
3 13 1505-13.1565
3 13 1565-13.1625
3 13 1625-13.1685
3 13 1685-13.1745
3 13 1745-13.1805
3 13.1805-13.1865
3 13 1865-13.1925
3 13.1925-13.1985

F02--1
F03--1
F04--1
F05--1
F06--1
F07--1
F08--1

2

.

F09-1
F10--1

2

F11--1-2

F12--1
F13--1
F14--1
F15--1
F16--1
F17--1
F18--1
F19--1.

F20--1
F21--1
F22--1
F23--1
F24--1
F25--1
F26--1
F27--1
F28--1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

P29--1

F30--1
F31--1
F32--1

.

.

.

.3
.3
3
3
3
3
3
3
.3

13 0125-13.0185
13 0185-13.0245
12 0245-13.0305
13 0305-13.0345
13 0345-13.0405
13 0405-13.0465
13.0465-13.0525
13 0525-13.0585
13 0585-13.0645
13 0665-13.0725
13 0645-13.0665
13 0725-13.0785
13 0785-13.0845
13 0845-13.0905
13 0905-13.0965
13 0965-13.1025
13 1025-13.1085
13 1085-13.1145
13 1145-13.1205
12 1205-13.1265
12 1265-13.1325
13 1325-13.1385
13 1385-13.1445
13.1445-13.1505
13.1505-13.1565
13 1565-13.1625
13 1625-13.1685
13 1685-13.1745
13 1745-13.1805
13 1805-13.1865
13 1865-13.1925
13.1925-13.1985

See paragraph (a)(1) of this section.
For transmission of pilot subcarriers or other authorized narrow
band signals.
See paragraph m of this section.
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78.18(3)

0

(3)
For CARS stations using AM and FM transmission requiring a necessary bandwidth of no more than 12.5 MHz.

GROUP K CHANNEL
DESICNATICN

KOl 1
K02--1
K03 1
K04--1
K05--1
K06--1
K07--1
K08---1

K09--1
K10--1
K11--1
K12 1
K13 1
K14--1

K15-1

C

K16--1
K17--1
K18--1
K19--1
K20--1
K21--1

K22--1--------------------------------K23--1
K24- 1
K25--1
K26--1
K27- 1
K28--1
K29--1
K30--1
K31 1
K32 1
K33- 1
K34--1
K35--1
K36--1

K37--12---------------K38--12K39--12

-- 13.1750-13.1875

K40--12-----1
2

13.1875-13.2000

See paragraph (a)(1) of this section.
See paragraph m of this section.
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CHANNEL
BOUNDARIES ( GAz
12.7000-12.7125
12.7125-12.7250
12.7250-12.7375
12.7375-12.7500
12.7500-12.7625
12.7625-12.7750
12.7750-12.7875
12.7875-12.8000
12.8000-12.8125
12.8125-12.8250
12.8250-12.8375
12.8375-12.8500
12.8500-12.8625
12.8625-12.8750
12.8750-12.8875
12.8875-12.9000
12.9000-12.9125
12.9125-12.9250
12.9250-12.9375
12.9375-12.9500
12.9500-12.9625
12.9625-12.9750
12.9750-12.9875
12.9875-13.0000
13.0000-13.0125
13.0125-13.0250
13.0250-13.0375
13.0375-13.0500
13.0500-13.0625
13.0625-13.0750
13.0750-13.0875
13.0875-13.1000
13.1000-13,1125
13.1125-13.1250
13.1250-13.1375
13.1375-13.1500
13.1500-13.1625
13.1625-13.1750
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78.18(a)(4)(i) - (iii)

c

(4)
The Cable Television Relay Service is also assigned the follow These frequencies
ing frequencies in the 17, 700 to 19,700MHz band.
stations
in
fixed
service
under Parts 21,
are co -equally shared with
Applicants
may
use
either a
74 and 94 of the Commissio ns Rules.
h
frequencies
of
a
freqyency
pair
for a
two-way link or one or bot
one-way link and shall coo rdinate proposed operations pursuant to
The bands may be used for analog
procedures required in 21, 100(d).
or digital modulation.
(i) 2 mHz maximum author ized bandwith channel:
(iii) 10 MHz maximum authorized
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

18141.0

J

Transmit (receive) (MHz)

n/a

Transmit (receive) (MHz)

17705.0.._

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

216 MHz Separation
18145.0
18151.0
18157.0
18163.0
18169.0
18175.0
18181.0
18187.0
18193.0
18199.0
18205.0
18211.0 ..............._.._._
18217.0
18223.0
18229.0
18235.0
18241.0
18247.0
18253.0
18259.0
18265.0
18271.0
18277.0
18283.0
18289.0
18295.0
18301.0
18307.0
18313.0
18319.0
18325.0
18331.0
18337.0
18343.0
18349.0
18355.0
18361.0

n/a

...._
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Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

1560 MHz Separation

(ii) 6 MHz maximum authorized
bandwidth channels:

11/7/84

bandwidth channels:

18367.0
18373.0
18379.0
18385.0
18391.0
18397.0
18403.0
18409.0
18415.0
18421.0
18427.0
18433.0
18439.0
18445.0
18451.0
18457.0
18463.0
18469.0
18475.0
18481.0
18487.0
18493.0
18499.0
18505.0
18511.0
18517.0
18523.0
18529.0
18535.0
18541.0
18547.0
18553.0
18559.0
18565.0
18571.0
18577.0
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17715.0
17725.0
17735.0
17745.0
17755.0
17765.0
17775.0
17785.0
17795.0
17805.0

r...._..._._

17815.0 ....... _........... _......_._........ _..... _............ _.

17825.0
17835.0
17845.0
17855.0
17865.0.._._..

17875.0____.17885.0
17895.0
17905.0
17915.0
17925.0
17935.0
17945.0
17955.0
17965.0
17976.0
17985.0
17995.0
18005.0
_..._..._......
18015.0....__..._
18025.0
18035.0
18045.0
18055.0
18065.0
18075.0
18085.0
18095.0
18105.0
18115.0........._..__. ... ._..._......._._
18125.0
18135.0

19265.0
19275.0
19285.0
19295.0
19305.0
19315.0
19325.0
19335.0
19345.0
19355.0
19365.0
19375.0
19385.0
19395.0
19405.0
19415.0

-19425.0
19435.0
19445.0
19455.0
19465.0
19475.0
19485.0
19495.0
19505.0
19515.0
19525.0
19535.0
19545.0
19555.0
18565.0
19575.0
19585.0
19595.0
19605.0
19615.0
19625.0
19635.0 .
19645.0
19655.0
19665.0
19675.0
19685.0
19695.0

78.18(a)(4)(iv) - (vi

(iv) 20 MHz maximum authorized
bandwidth channels:
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

1560 MHz Separation
19270.0
19290.0
19310.0
19330.0
19350.0
19370.0
19390.0
19410.0
19430.0
19450.0
19470.0
19490.0
19510.0
19530.0

17710.0
17730.0

17750.0
17770.0
17790.0
17810.0
17830.0
17850.0
17870.0
17890.0
17910.0
17930.0
17950.0
17970.0
17990.0
18010.0
18030.0
18050.0
18070.0
18090.0
18110.0
18130.0

1955x1.0

19570.0
19590.0
19610.0
19630.0
19650.0
19670.0
19690.0

(v) 40 MHz maximum authorized

bandwidth channels:
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

1560 MHz Separation
19280.0
19320.0
19360.0
19400.0
19440.0
19480.0
19520.0
19560.0
19600.0

17720.0
17760.0
17800.0
17840.0
17880.0
17920.0
17960.0
18000.0
18040.0
18080.0
18120.0

19640.0
19680.0

(v i )80 MHz maximum authorized
bandwidth channels:
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

1560 MHz Separation
19300.0
19380.0
19460.0
19540.0
19620.0

17740.0
17820.0
17900.0
17980.0
18060.0

11/7/84
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0

31.0 to 31.3;Kz.
These frequencies are shared on a co -equal basis4
with other stations in the fixed and mobile services (see Parts 21,7 6,9
and 93).
n?o interference protection is afforded to fixed or mobile
stations operating in this band.
(5)

(1) 25 MHz authorized bandwidth
channels, 150 MHz separation.
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

31,012.5
31,037.5
31,082.5
31,087.5
31,112.5
31,137.5

-

Receive.
(transmit)
(MHz)
31,162.5
31,187.5
31,212.5
31,237.5
31,262.5
31,287.5

(2) 50 MHz authorized bandwidth
channels, 150 MHz separation.
Transmit (receive) (MHz)

31,025.0
31,075.0
31.125.0

C

5/1/85
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Receive
(transmit)
(MHz)

31.175.0
31.225.0
31.275.0
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§78.18(b) - §78.18(g)

o

(b)
Television Auxiliary Broadcast Service stations may be assigned channels in
the band 12.70-13.0 GHz subject to the condition that no harmful interference is
caused to fixed CARS stations authorized at the time of such grants. Translator,
Relay stations are assigned on a secondary basis. New CARS stations shall not
cause harmful interference to television STL and intercity relay stations authorized
at the time of such grants. Television pickup stations and CARS pickup stations
will be assigned channels in the band on a co -equal basis subject to the conditions
that they accept interference from and cause no interference to existing or subsequently authorized television STL, television intercity relay, or fixed CARS
stations.
Channels in the 13.150-13.200 GHz band will be assigned exclusively to
television pickup and CARS pickup stations on a co -equal basis. A cable television
system operator will normally be limited in any one area to the assignment of not
more than three channels for CARS pickup use: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That additional
channels may be assigned upon a satsifactory showing that additional channels are
necessary and are available.
(c)
An application for a cable television relay station shall be specific
with regard to the channel or channels requested.
Channels shall be identified
by the appropriate designations listed in paragraph (a) of, this section.
(d)
For CARS Fixed stations using FM transmission with an authorized bandwidth
per channel of 25 MHz, to conserve spectrum applicants are encouraged to use alternate
A and B channels such that adjacent R.F. carriers are spaced 12.5 MHz.
As example,
a fixed station in the CARS, relaying several channels, would use A01, BO1, A02, B02,
A03, etc.
(e)
For CARS stations using vestigial sideband AM transmissions,

channels from nnly the Groups C, D, E or F normally will be assigned a
station, although upon adequate showing variations in the use of channels
in Groups C, D, E or F may be authorized on a case -by -case basis in
order to avoid potential interference or to permit a more efficient use.
In situations where the number or the arrangement of channels available
in these groups is not adequate, or in order to avoid potential interference, or in order to achieve the required VHF channelization arrangement
on the cable television system or for repeated operations, or for two way
transmission, or upon the showing of other good cause, the use of
channels in the Groups C, D, E or F may be authorized. Applicants are
encouraged to apply for adjacent channels within each group of channels,
except that different channel arrangements may be authorized when required
to conform to the required channelization arrangement at VHF on the cable
television system, when it is necessary to transmit non -adjacent off -the air channels or signals intended to fill non -adjacent slots in the spectrum,
or to avoid potential interference, or upon other showing of good cause.
(f)
For vestigial sideband AM transmission, the assigned visual
carrier frequency for each channel listed in Groups C, D, E and F shall be
1.25 MHz above the lower channel -edge frequency. The center frequency for
the accompanying FM aural carrier in each channel shall be 4.5 MHz above
the corresponding visual carrier frequency.
(g)
For -CARS
stations using double sideband
AM transmission or FM transmission with authorized bandwidth of mo more
than 12.5 MHz channels fran only group I or group J normally will be
assigned a station, although upon adequate showing variations in the use
of channels in group)
K may be authorized on a case -by -case basis
in rrder to avoid potential interference or to aermit a more efficient
use.

the

C
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0

(h)
For double sideband AM transmission, the assigned carrier frequency for each
channel listed in group K shall be 6.25 MHz above the lower boundary frequency for each
channel, and the sideband frequencies corresponding to the carrier frequency of the
accompanying FM aural signal shall be 4.5 MHz above and below the visual carrier frequency.
(i)
All stations shall employ no more than a 12.5 MHz authorized band-

width per channel except in any one or more of the following circumstances:
(1)
The station is a CARS pickup station;
(2)
The transmission path is more than 19 miles in length
(3)
The station was authorized or an application was on file therefor prior to July 26, 1973.
(4)
Other good cause has been shown that use of a bandwidth of 12.5
MHz or less per channel would be inefficient, impractical, or otherwise
to the public interest.
contra
RESERVED.
(j)
Should any conflict arise among applications for stations in this band, priority
the
'will be based on the filing date of an application completed in accordance with
instructions thereon.
Applicants for Group K channels shall apply for adjacent channels and the re(1)
that
quested channels shall overlap the least possible number of Group A channels, except
the
different channel arrangements may be authorized upon an adequate showing that
in
foregoing arrangement cannot be used or would be contrary to the public interest, or
order to avoid potential interference or to permit a more efficient use.
(k)

The band 13.15-13.20 Qiz is reserved exclusively for the assignment of
CARS Pickup and Television Pickup stations on a co -equal basis within a 50 km radius
of each of the 100 television markets delineated in Section 76.51 Fixed Television
Auxiliary stations accepted for filing before September 1, 1979, may continue
operation on channels in the 13.15-13.20 (biz band, subject to periodic license
renewals.
(m)

C,
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§78.19 - '(d)
78.19
Interference.
(a)
Applications for CARS stations shall endeavor to select an
assignable frequency or frequencies which will be least likely to result in interference
to other licensees in the same area since the FCC itself does not undertake frequency
coordination.
'

Applicants for cable television relay stations shall take full
advantage of all known techniques, such as the geometric arrangement of
transmitters and receivers, the use of minimum power required to provide
the needed service, and the use of\ highly directive transmitting an3
receiving antenna systems, to prevent interference to the reception of
television STL, television intercity relay and Other CAR staticns.
(c)
In order to
Radio Astronomy and Radio Research Installations.
minimize harmful interference at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
site located at Green Bank, Pocahontas County, W. Va., and at the Naval
Radio Research Observatory at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County, W. Va., an
applicant for authority to construct a cable television relay station.
except a CAR pickup station, or for authority to make changes in the frequoncy, power, antenna height, or antenna directivity of an existing station, within the area bounded by 39°15'N. on the north, 78°30'W. on the
east, 37°30'N on the south and 80°30'W. on the west shall, at the time+
of filing such application with the Commission, simultaneously notify }he
Director, National Radio Astronomy Observatory, P. O. Bcx 2, Green Park,
W. Va., 24944, in writing, of the technical particulars of the proposed
(b)

stat.icn.
Such notification shall include the geegraphi:.al r:: -c dirates of
the .antenna, antenna height, antenna directivity, if any, proposed frequ.cy, type of emission, and power. In addition, tho applicant shall
indicate in his application to the Commission the date notification was
made to the Observatory. After receipt of such application, the. C.-mmissiori will allow a period of 20 days for comments or objecíticns in .resp, nse
to the notifications indicated. If an objection to the proposed operation
is received during the 2Ó -day period fran the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory for itself or on behalf of '-.he Naval Radio. Research Observatory, the Commission will consider all aspects c.f the problem and take
whatever action is deemed appropriate.
Protection for Table Mountain Radio Receiving Zone, Bolder
(d)
County, Colorado: Applicants for a station authorization to operate in
the vicinity of Boulder County, Colorado under this part are advised to
give due consideration, prior to filing applications, to the need to
protect the Table Mountain Radio Receiving Zone from harmful interferThrse are the research laboratories of the Department of Comence.
merce, Boulder County, Colorado. To pervent degradation of the present
ambient radio signal level at the site, the Department of Commerce seeks
to ensure that the field strengths of any radiated signals (excluding
reflected signals) received on this 1800 acre site (in the vicinity of
coordinates 40° 07' 50" N Latitude, 1050 14' 40" W Longitude) resulting
from new assignments (other than mobile stations) or from the modification or relocation of existing facilities do not exceed the following
values:
in authorized bandwidth óf service
Power flux densityl(dBW/m2)
Frequency range Field strength (mV/M)

11/14/85

-65.8
-59.8
2-65.8
2-56.2
2-85.8

10...
20
10
30

Below 540 kHz
540 to 1600 kHz
1.6 to 470 MHz
470 to 890'MHz
Above 890 MHz

1
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§78.19(d) NOTES TO TABLE -t(e)(1)

1Equivalent values of power flux density are calculated assuming a
free space characteristic impedance of 376.7 = 1207lohms.
2Space stations shall conform to the power flux density limits at
the earth's surface specified in appropriate parts of the FCC rules, but
in no case should exceed the above levels in any 4 -kHz band for all angles
of arrival.
Advance consultation is recommended particularly for those
applicants who have no reliable data which indicates whether the field
strength or power flux density figures in the above table would be
exceeded by their proposed radio facilities (except mobile stations).
In such instances, the following is a suggested guide for determining
whether coordination is recommended:
All stations within 1.5 statute miles;
(i)
Stations within 3 statute miles with 50 watts or mcre
(ii)
effective radiated power (ERP) in the primary plane of polarization in
the azimuthal direction of the Table Mountain Radio Receiving Zone;
Stations within 10 statute miles with 1 KW or more ERP
(iii)
in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal direction of Table
Mountain Receiving Zone;
Stations within 50 statute miles with 25 KW or more
(iv)
ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal direction of
Table Mountain Receiving Zone.
(2)
Applicants concerned are urged to communicate with the Radio
Frequency Management Coordinator, Deptartment of Commerce, Research
Support Services, NOAAR/E5X2, Boulder Laboratories, Boulder,_C0 80303;
telephone (303) 497-6548, in advance of filing their applications with
the Commission.
The Commission will not screen applications to determine
(3)
whether the advance consultation has taken place. However, applicants
are advised that such consultation can avoid objections fran the Department of Commerce of proceedings to modify any authorization which may be
granted which, in fact, delivers a signal at the Site
of the field strength specified herein.
(e) Protection for Federal Communications Commission monitoring
stations:
(1)
Applicants in the vicinity of .an FCC monitoring station for a
radio station authorization to operate new transmitting facilities or
changed transmitting facilities which would increase the field strength
produced over the monitoring station over that previously authorized
are advised to give consideration, prior to filing applications, to
the possible need to protect the FCC stations from harmful interference.
Geographical coordinates of the facilities which require protection
are listed in Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules. Applications for stations (except mobile stations) which will produce on
any frequency a direct waive fundamental field strength of greater than
10 mV/14in the authorized bandwidth of service (-65.8 dBW/mz power
flux density assuming a free space characteristic impedance of 120
ohms) at the referenced coordinates, may be examined to determine
extent of possible interference. Depending on the theoretical field
strength value and existing root -sum -square or other ambient radio
field signal levels at the indicated coordinates, a clause protecting the
monitoring station may be added to the station authorization.
(1)

11/14/85
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C

C

C

In the event that calculated value of expected field exceeds
(2)
10 mV/m (-65.8 dBW/m at'the reference coordinates, or if there
is any question whether field strength levels might exceed the
threshold value, advance consultation with the FCC to discuss any protection necessary should be considered. Prospective applicants may
communicate with: Chief, Field Operation Bureau, Federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554, Telephone (202) 632-6980.
Advance consultation is suggested particularly for those appli(3)
cants who have no reliable data which indicates whether the field strength
or power flux density figure indicated would be exceeded by their proposed
radio facilities (except mobile stations). In such instances, the following is a suggested guide for determining whether an applicant should
coordinate.
All stations within 2.4 kilometers (1.5 statute miles);
(i)
Stations within 4.8 kilometers (3 statute miles) with
(ii)
50 watts or more average effective radiated power (EPR) in the primary
plane or polarization in the azimuthal direction of the Monitoring Stations.
(iii) Stations within 16 kilometers (10 statute miles) with 1kWer
more average ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal
direction of the Monitoring Station;
Stations within 80 kilometers (50 statute miles) with 25 kW
(iv)
or more average ERP in the primary plane of polarization in the azimuthal
direction of the Monitoring Station;
Advance coordination for stations operating above 1000 MHz is
(4)
recommended only where the proposed station is in the vicinity of a
monitoring station designated as a satellite monitoring facility in
Section 0.121(c) of the Commission's Rules and also meets the criteria outlined in paragraphs (2) and (3) above.
The Commission will not screen applications to determine whether
(5)
advance consultation has taken place.: However, applicants are advised
that such consultation can avoid objections from the Federal Communications
Commission or modification of any aut0horization which will cause harmful
interference.
Applications which
(a)
§78.20 Acceptance of applications; public notice.
are tendered for filing in Wash D.C., are dated upon receipt and then
forwarded to the Cable Television Bureau, where an administrative examination is made to ascertain whether the applications are complete. Applications found to be complete or substantially complete are accepted for
In case of minor defects as to comfiling and are given a file number.
pleteness, the applicant will be required to supply the missing informaApplications which are not substantially complete will be returned
tion.
to the applicant.
Acceptance of the application for filing means only that it has
(b)
been the subject of a preliminary review by the Commission's administrative
staff as to completeness. Applications which are determined to be clearly
not in accordance with the Commission's rules or other requirements, unless accompanied by an appropriate request for waiver, will be considered
defective and will not be accepted for filing, or if inadvertently accepted
for filing, will be dismissed. Requests for waiver shall show the nature
of the waiver or exception desired and shall set forth the reasons in
support thereof.
The Commission will give public notice of all applications and
(c)
major amendments thereto which have been accepted for filing. No
application shall be acted upon less than thirty days from the date of
public notice.
2/d/80
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78.21 - 78.23(c)
78.21 Dismissal of applications.
(a) Any application may, on request
of the applicant, be dismissed without prejudice as a matter of right
prior to the adoption date of any final action taken by the Commission
with respect to the application.
An applicant's request for the return
of an application will be regarded as a request for dismissal.
(b)
Failare to prosecute an application, or failure to respond to
official correspondence or request for additional information, will be
cause for dismissal.
Such dismissal will be without prejudice
if it
occurs prior to the adoption of any final action taken by the Commission
with respect to the application.

78.22 Objections to applications.
(a) Any party in interest may file
a petition to deny any application (whether as originally filed or as
amended) no later than 30 days after issuance of a public notice of the
acceptance for filing of any such application or amendment thereto.
Petitions to deny shall contain specific allegations of fact sufficient
to show that the petitioner ís a party in interest and that a grant of the
application would be prima facie inconsistent with the public interest,
convenience, and necessity. Such allegations of fact shall, except for
those of which official notice may be taken, supported by affidavit of
a person or persons with personal knowledge thereof.
(b)
The applicant may file an opposition to any petition to deny,
and the petitioner may file a reply to such opposition (see 1.45 of
this chapter), in which allegations of facts or denials thereof shall
be supported by affidavit of a person or persons with personal knowledge
thereof.
(c)
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section,
before Commission action of any application for an instrument of
authorization, any person may file informal objections to the grant.
Such objections may be submitted in letter form (without extra copies)
and shall be signed by the objector. The limitation on pleadings and
time for filing pleadings provided for in 1.45 of this chapter shall not
be applicable to any objections duly filed pursuant to this paragraph.
78.23 Equipment tests.
(a) Following the grant of a CARS license, the
licensee, during the process of construction of the station, may, without
further authority from the Commission, conduct equipment tests for the
purpose of such adjustments and measurements as may be necessary to
assure compliance with the terms of the authorization, the technical
provisions of the application therefore, the rules and regulations, and
the applicable engineering standards.
(b)
The Commission may notify the licensee to conduct no tests or
may cancel, suspend, or. change the date for the beginning of equipment
tests as and when such action may appear to be in the public interest,
convenience, and necessity.
(c)
The test authorized in this section shall be conducted only as
a necessary part of construction.

8/9/85
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78.27

- 78.31

78.27 License conditions.
(s) Authorizations (including initial grants,
modifications, assignments or transfers of control, and renewals) in the
Cable Television Relay Service to serve cable television systems, shall
contain the condition that such cable television systems shall operate
in compliance with the provisions of Part 76 (Cable Television Service)
of this chapter.
(b)
CARS stations licensed under this subpart are required to
commence operation within one year of the date of the license grant.
(1)
The licensee of a CARS station shall notify the Commission
in writing when the station commences operation. Such notification
shall be submitted on or before the last day of the authorized one year
construction period; otherwise, the station license shall be automatically
forfeited.
(2)
CARS licensees needing additional time to complete construction
of the station and commence operation shall request an extension of
time 30 days before the expiration of the one year construction period.
Exceptions to the 30 -day advance filing requirement may be granted where
unanticipated delays occur.
178.29 License period. Licenses fcrr-Jable television relay stations
will be issued for a period not to exceed five (5) years.
On and after
February 1, 1966, licenses for CAR stations ordinarily will be issued
for a period expiring on February 1, 1971, and, when regularly renewed,
at 5 -year intervals thereafter.
When a license is granted subsequent to
the last renewal date for CAR stations, the license will be issued only
for the unexpired period of the current license term of such stations.
The license renewal date applicable to CAR stations may be varied as
necessary to permit the orderly processing of renewal applications, and
individual station licenses may be granted or renewed for a.shorter
period of time than that generally prescribed for CAR stations, if the
Commission finds that the public interest, convenience, and necessity
would be served by such action.
178.31 Temporary extensi.on:'of license. Where there is pending before
the Coamsission any application, investigation, or proceeding which, after
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hearing, might lead to or make necessary the modification of, revocation
of or the refusal to renew an existing cable television relay station
license, the Commission will grant a temporary extension of such license:
Provided, however, That no such temporary extension shall be construed
as a finding by the Commission that the operation of any CAR station
thereunder will serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity
beyond the express terms of such temporary extension of license: And
provided, further, That such temporary extension of license will in nowise
affect or limit the action of the Commission with respect to any pending
application or proceeding.
$78.33 Special temporary authority.
(a)
Notwithstanding the requirements
of §$78.15 and 78.20, in circumstances requiring immediate or temporary use
of facilities, a request may be made for special temporary authority to
install and operate new equipment or to operate licensed equipment in a
manner different from that authorized in a station license. Any such
request may be in letter form, and shall be submitted in duplicate:
Provided, however, That in cases of emergency involving danger of life or
property or due to damage to equipment, such request may be made by telephone or telegraph with the understanding that a written request shall be
submitted within ten (10) days thereafter.
(b)
Special temporary authority may also be requested to conduct a
field survey to determine necessary data in connection with the preparation of a formal application for installation of a radio system under this
Such authority may be granted to equipment suppliers and others who
part.
are not operators of cable television systems, as well as to cable operators,
to conduct equipment, program, service, and path tests.
(c)
Any request for special temporary authority shall be clear and
In addition, such
complete within itself as to the authority requested.
requests shall contain the following information:
Name, address, and citizenship of applicant;
(1)
Grounds for special action, including a description of any
(2)
emergency or damage to equipment;
Type of operation to be conducted;
(3)
(4)
Purpose of operation;
(5)
Time and date of proposed operation;
Class of station and nature of service;
(6)
Location of station,
(7)
Equipment to be used, specifying manufacturer, model number,
(8)
and number of units;
Frequency or frequencies desired, consistent with 178.18:
(9)
Provided, however, That in the case of events of widespread interest and
importance that cannot be transmitted successfully on these frequencies,
frequencies assigned to other services may be requested on a showing that
operation thereon will not cause interference to established stations: And
provided, further, That in no case will a cable television relay operatI
be authorized on frequencies employed for the safety of life and property;
(10) Plate power input z t& final radio frequency stage;
(11) Type of emission;
In
Description of antenna to be used, including height.
(12)
the event that the proposed antenna installations will increase the height
of any natural formation, or existing manmade structure, by more than.
twenty (20) feet, a vertical plan sketch showing the height of the
structures proposed to be erected, the height above ground of any existing
structure, the elevation of the site above mean sea level, and the geographic coordinates of the proposed sites shall be submitted with the
application.
Except in emergencies involving safety of life or property or due
(d)
to damage to equipment, a request for special temporary authority shall be
filed at least ten (10) days prior to the date of proposed operation, or
shall be accompanied by a statement of reasons for the delay.
-9PART 78
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678.33(e) - 73.36(b)
(e)
If the Commission finds that special temporary authority is in
the public interest, it may grant such authority for a period not exceeding
ninety (90) days, and,'on a like finding, may extend such authority for
one additional period not to exceed ninety (90) days.

78.35 Assignment or transfer of control. (a) No assignment of the
license of a cable television relay station or transfer of control
of a CARS licensee shall occur without prior ACC authorization.
(b)
If an assignment or transfer of control does not involve a substantial change of interests, the provisions of 9678.20(c) and 78.22, concerning public notice and objections, shall be waived.
Licensees of CARS stations are not reqúirea to submit
(c)
applications for assignment or transfer of control or otherwise notify
,the FCC in cases where the change in ownership does not affect the identity or controlling interest of the licensee.
78.36 Frequency coordination.
(a) Channels in the 12.7-13.25GHz band
are shared with certain Private Operational -Fixed stations authorized
under Part 94, 94.93 after September 9, 1983. After this date all CARS
use of this band is subject to coodination using the following procedure:
(1) Before filing an application for new or modidied facilities under
this part the applicant must perform a frequency engineering analysis to
ensure that the proposed facilities will not cause interference to existing or previously applied for stations in this band of a magnitude greater
than that specified below.
(2) The general criteria for determining allowable or co -channel, regardless of system length or type of modulation, multiplexing or frequency
band shall be such that the interfering signal shall not produce more than
1.0dB degradation of the practical threshold of the protected receiver.
The degradation is determined by calculating the ratio in dB between the
desired carrier signal and undesired interfering signal C/I ratio) appearing at the input to the receiver under investigation (the victim receiver). The development of the C/I ratios from the criteria for maximum
allowable interference level per exposure and the methods used to perform
path calculations shall follow generally acceptable good engineering
practices. Procedures as may be developed by the Electronics Industries
Assoc. (EIA), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
(IEEE), the American National Standards Institute(ANSI) or any other recognized authority will be acceptable to the Commission.
(3) Where the development of the carrier to inteference ratio (C/I)
is not covered by generally acceptable procedures or where tha applicant
does not wish to develop the carrier to interference ratio, the applicant
shall employ the following C/I protection -ratios:
(i) Co -channel interference: For both sideband and carrier -beat,
(applicable to all bands) the previously authorized system shall be afforded
a carrier to interfering signal protection ratio of a.t least 90dB.
(ii) Adjacent channel interference: The existing or previously authorized system shall be afforded a carrier to interfering signal protection ratio
of at least 56dB.
110 Coordination of assignments in the 18GHz band will be performed in
accordance with the procedure established in 21.100.
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Subpart C -- General Operating Requirements
78.51

C

Remote control operation.
(a) A CARS station may be operated by
remote control: Provided, That such operation is conducted in accordance
with the conditions listed below: And provided further, That the Commission, in Washington, D.C., is notified at least 10 days prior to the beginning of such operation and that such notification is accompanied by a detailed description showing the manner of compliance with the following:
(1)
The transmitter and associated control system shall be installed and protected ín a manner designed to prevent tampering or operation by unauthorized persons.
An operator shall be on duty at the remote control
(2)
position and in actual charge thereof at all times when the station
is in operation.
Facilities shall be provided at the control position which
(3)
will permit the operator to turn the transmitter on and off at will. The
control position shall also be equipped with suitable devices for observing the overall characteristics of the transmissions and a carrier operated
device which will give a continuous visual indication whenever the transThe transmitting apparatus shall
mitting antenna is radiating a signal.
be inspected as often as may be necessary to insure proper operation.
The control circuits shall be so designed and installed
(4)
that short circuits, open circuits, other line faults, or any other cause
which would result in loss of control of the transmitter will automatically
cause the transmitter to cease radiating.
An application for authority to construct a new station or to
(b)
make changes in the facilities of an existing station and which proposes
operation by remote control shall include an adequate showing of the manner
of compliance with the requirements of this section.
The Commission may notify the licensee or permittee not to com(c)
mence remote control operation, or to cancel, suspend, or change the date
of the beginning of such operation as and when such action may appear to
be in the public interest, convenience, or necessity.
A CARS station
(a)
Unattended operation.
PROVIDED, That such operation is conmay be operated unattended:
ducted in accordance with the conditions listed below; AND PROVIDED FURTHER,
That the Commission, in Washington, D.C., is notified at least 10 days
prior to the beginning of unattended operation if such operation is not indicted on the station authorization.
78.53
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78.53(a) (1) - 78.59(a)
(1)
The transmitter and associated cpntrol
installed and protected
circuits shall be
in a manner
operation by unauthorized persons. designed to prevent tampering or
(2)
'Deleted and reserved.
(3)
If the transmitting apparatus is located at a Site which
is not readily accessible at all hours
in all seasons, means shall be
provided for turning the transmitter on and
and off at will from a location
which can be reached promptly at all hours and in all seasons.
(4)
Personnel responsible for the maintenance of the station
shall be available on call at a location which will assure expeditious
performance of such technical servicing and maintenance as may be
necessary whenever the station is operating. In lieu thereof,
arrangements may be made to have a person or persons available at all
times when the transmitter is operating, to turn the transmitter
off in
the event that it is operating improperly. The transmitter may not be
restored to operation until the malfunction has been corrected by a techmically qualified person.
(5)
The station licensee shall be responsible for the proper
operation of the station at all times and is expected to provide for
observations, servicing and maintenance as often as may be necessary to
ensure proper operation. All adjustments or tests during or coincident
with the installation, servicing nr maintenance of
the station which
may affect its operation shall be performed by or under the immediate
supervision of a technically qualified person.
(b)
Reserved
(c)
The Commission may notify the licensee or permittee not to commence, unattended operation, or to cancel, suspend, or change the date of
the beginning of such operation as and when such action may appear to be
in the public interest, convenience, or necessity.

§78.55 Time of operation. (a) A CARS station is not expected to adhere
to any perscribed schedule of operation. Continous radiation of the
carrier without modulation is permitted provided harmful interference is
not caused to other authorized stations.

178.57 Station inspection. The station and all records required to be
kept by the licensee shall be made available for inspection upon request
by any authorized representative of the Commission.

§78.59 Posting of station and operator licenses.
(a)
The station license
and any other instrument of authorization or individual order concerning
the construction or the equipment or manner of operation shall be posted
at the place where the transmitter is located, so that all terms thereof
are visible except as otherwise provided to paragraphs (b) and \c) of this
section.
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78.59(h) - 78.61(f)
'b)

C

C

In cases where the transmitter is operate.] by remote control
the documents referred to in paragraph
(a) of this section shall be posted
in the manner described at the
control point of the `ransmitter.
(c)
In cases where the transmitter is operated unattended, the name
of the licensee and the call sign
of the unattended station shall be displayed at the transmitter site on the structure supporting the
car,srr.:Lting
antenna, so as to be visible to a person standing on the ground at
the
transmitter site.
The display will be prepared so as to Withstand normal
weathering for a reasonable period of time and shall be maintained in a
legible condition at all times by the licensee.
The station license and
other documents referred to in paragraph (a) of this section shall be
kept at the nearest attended station, nr., in cases where the licensee
of the unattended station does not opate attended
stations, at the
point of destination of the signals relayed by
the unattended station.
78.61 Operator requirements.
(a) Except in cases where a CARS station
is operated unattended in accordance with 78.53
or except as provided
in other paragraphs of this section,
a person shall be on duty at the
place where the transmitting apparatus is located, in plain
view and in
actual charge of its operation or at a remote control
point
established
pursuant to the provisions of 78.51, at all times when
the station in in
operation. Control and monitoring equipment at a remote
control point
sall be readily accessible and clearly visible to the
operator at that
position.
(b)
Reserved.
(c)
Any transmitter tests, adjustments, or repairs during or coincident with the installation, servicing, operation
CARS station which may affect the proper operation or maintenance of a
of such station shall
be made by or under the immediate supervision
and responsibility of a
person responsibile for proper functioning of the station
equiepent.
(d)
The operator on duty and in charge of a CARS station may, at
the discretion of the licensee, be employed for
other duties or for the
operation of another station or stations in
accordance
with the rules
governing such stations. However, such duties shall
in
no way impair
or inpede the required supervision of. the CARS
station.
(e)
CARS stations operating with nominal transmitter power of 250
milliwatts or less may be operated by any person whom the licensee shall
designate. Pursuant to this provision,
the designated person shall perform as the licensee's agent and proper operation
of the station shall
remain the licensee's responsibility.
(f)
Mobile CARS stations operating with nominal transmitter
power
in excess of 250 milliwatts may be operated by any
person
whom
the
licensee shall designate: Provided that a person is on duty at a receiving
end
of the circuit to supervise operation and to immediately
institute
measures sufficient to assure prompt correction of
any condition of improper operation that may be observed.
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78.61(e) - (f)
(e)
CARS stations operating with nominal transmitter power of 250
milliwatts or less may be operated by any person whom the licensee shall
designate. Pursuant to this provision, the designated person shall perform as the licensee's agent and proper operation of the station shall
remain the licensee's responsibility.
(f)
Mobile CARS stations operating with nominal transmitter power
in excess of 250 milliwatts may be operated by any person whom the licensee shall designate: PROVIDED, That a person holding a valid first -or second -class readiotelephone license is on duty at the receiving end of
the circuit to supervise operation and to immediately institute measures
sufficient to assure prompt correction of any condition of improper
operation that may be observed.
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78.63 - 78.69 (c)

Inspection and maintenance of tower marking and associated control
78.63
equipment. The licensee or permittee of any CARS station which has an antenna structure required to be painted or illuminated pursuant to the provisions of section 303(q) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
and/or Part 17 of this chapter, shall operate and maintain the tower marking and associated control equipment in accordance with the following:
(a) The tower lights shall be observed at least once each 24 hours,
either visually or by observing an automatic and properly maintained indicator designed to register any failure of such lights, to insure that all
such lights are functioning properly as required; or alternatively, there
shall be provided and properly maintained an automatic alarm system designed to detect any failure of the tower lights and to provide indication of
such failure to the licensee.
Any observed or otherwise known failure of a code or rotating
(b)
beacon light or top light not corrected within 30 minutes; regardless of
the cause of such failure shall be reported immediately to the nearest
Flight Service Station or office of the FAA by telephone or telegraph.
Further notification by the same means shall be given immediately upon resumption of the required illumination.
All automatic or mechanical control devices, indicators, and
(c)
alarm systems associated with the tower lights shall be inspected at intervals not to exceed three months, to insure that such apparatus is functioning properly.
Red observation lighting shall be exhibited from sunset to sunrise
(d)
unless otherwise specified in the instrument of station authorization.
All towers shall be cleaned or repainted as often as is necessary
(e)
to maintain good visibility.
In case the rules of this part do not cover
178.65 Additional orders.
all phases of operation with respect to external effects, the Commission
may make supplemental or additional orders in each case as may be deemed
necessary.

The licensee of a cable television relay sta§78.67 Copies of rules.
tion shall have a current copy of this Part 78, and, in cases where aeroPart 17 of this
nautical obstruction marking of antennas is required.
chapter shall be available for use by the operator in charge. Both the
licensee and the operator or operators responsible for the properoperation of the station are expected to be familiar with the rules governing
be
cable television relay stations. Copies of the Commission's rules may
Office,
Documents,
Government
Printing
obtained from the Superintendent of
Washington, D.C. 20402, at nominal cost.
Each licensee or permittee cif a CARS station
78.69 Station records.
shall maintain records showing the following:
For all attended or remotely controlled stations, the date,and
(a)
time of the beginning and end of each period of transmission of each
channel;
For all stations, the date and time of any unscheduled interrup(b)
tions to the transmissions of the station, the duration of such interruptions and the causes thereof
For all stations, the results and date of the frequency measure(c)
ments made pursuant to 78.113 and the name of the::person(s) making the
measurements;
-11Part 78
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78.69(d)

_ 78.69(h)

For all stations, when service or maintenance duties are performed
which may affect a station's proper operation, the responsible operator
shall sign and date an entry in the station's records giving:
(1)
Pertinent details of all transmitter adjustments performed by
the operator or under the operator's supervision;
(e)
When a station in this service has an antenna structure which is
required to be illuminated, appropriate entries shall be made as follows:
(1)
The time the tower lights are turned off and on each day, if
manually controlled;
(2) The time the daily check of proper operation of the tower lights
was made, if an automatic alarm system is not employed,
(3)
In the event of any observed or otherwise known failure of a
tower light:
(i) Nature of such failure
(ii) Date and time of failure as observed or otherwise noted,
(iii) Date, time, and nature of the adjustments, repairs, or
replacements,
(iv) Identification of Flight Service Station (FAA) notified
of the failure of any code or rotating beacon light not corrected within
30 minutes, and the date and time such notice was given.
(v) Date and time notice was given to the Flight Service Station (FAA) and that the required illumination was resumed.
(4) Upon completion of the 3 -month periodic inspection required by
78.63 (c):
(i)
The date of the inspection and the condition of all tower
lights and associated tower lighting control devices, indicators, and alarm
(d)

systems.

Any adjustments, replacements, or repairs made to insure
compliance with the lighting requirements and the date such adjustments,
replacements, or repairs were made.
For all stations, station record entries shall be made in an orderly
(f)
and legible manner by the person or persons competent to do so, having
actual knowledge of the facts required, who shall sign the station record
when starting duty and again when going off duty.
For all stations, no station record or portion thereof shall be
(g)
erased, obliterated, or willfully destroyed within the period of the retention required by rule. Any necessary correction may be made only by
the person who made the original entry who shall strike out the erroneous
portion, initial the correction made, and show the date the correction
was made.
(h) For all stations, station records shall be retained for a period
of not less than 2 years. The Commission reserves the right to order retention of station records for a longer period of time. In cases where
the licensee or permittee has notice of any claim or complaint, the station record shall be retained until such claim or complaint has been fully
satisfied or until the same has been barred by statute limiting the time
for filing of suits upon such claims.
-llaPart 78
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78.75 - 78.103(b) (1) (ii)

78.75

Equal employment opportunities. See Subpart E, Part 76 of this

Chapter.
Subpart D -- Technical Regulations

Power limitations. (a) With the exception of pickup stations, transmitter peak
output power shall not be greater than necessary, and in no event, shall exceed 5 watts
on any channel. For CARS pickup stations, the transmitter peak output power shall not
exceed 1.5 watts.
(b) LDS stations shall use for the visual signal -vestigial sideband AM
transmission . When vestigial sideband AM transmission is used the peak power ofThe
the visual signal on all channels shall be maintained within 2 dB of equality.
mean power of the aural signal on each channel shall not exceed a level of 7 dB below
the peak power of the visual signal.
78.101

(c) For CARS stations operating in the 17.7 to 19.7 GHz band
transnitter output power shall not be greater than necessaary to accomplish the function of the system and in any case shall not be greater

than 100 watts (peak) ; the maximum EIRP shall be limited to 50 dBVA .

For stations ooer.ating in bands above 17.7 ;;Hz, the transmitter
out:aut shall be limited to that necessary to accomplish the function
Further, the output Power of a trans mittn'r on any authorized
systE' n.
tht'='
fr.ectiE'ncy shall not exceed the followino:
(d)

(1)

(2)
Maximum
transmit-

Frequency band (Wiz)

ter output
power
(watts)

Frequency band (GHz

EIRP

(d8W)

17.7 to 18.6
18.6 to 18.8
18.8 to 19.7
31.0 to 31.3

10.0
0.05

17.7 to 19.7
31.0 to 31.3

Maximum
allowable

'Peak envelope power.

+55.0
+35.0
+55.0
no limit

578.103 Emissions and emission limitations. (a) A CARS station
may be authorized to employ any -type of emission, for which there are
technical standards incorporated in Subpart D of this part, suitable for
the simultaneous transmission of visual and aural television signals.
Any emission appearing on a frequency outside of the channel
(b)
authorized for a transmitter shall be attenuated below the power of the
emission in accordance with the following schedule:
For stations using FM or double sideband AM transmission:
(1)
On any frequency above the upper channel limit or below
(i)
the lower channel limit by between zero and 50 percent of the authorized
channel width: At least 25 decibels below the mean power of the emission:
On any frequency above the upper chahnel limit or below
(ii)
the lower channel limit by more than 50 percent and up to 150 percent of
the authorized channel width: At least 35 decibels below the mean power
of the emission; and

6
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á78.103(b) (iii)

C

- 78.104(a)

(iii)
On any frequency above the upper channel limit or
below the lower channel limit by more than 150 percent -of the authorized
channel width: At least 43 + 10 log10 (power in watts) decibels below the
mean power of the emission.
(2)
For CAR stations using vestigial sideband AM transmission;
At least 50 decibels below the peak power of the emission.
The -mean power of any
(c)
For operation in the 17.7-19.7 GI{ band:
emission shall be attenuated beloi: the mean putput power of the transmitter in accordance with the following'schedule:'
(1) %then using frequency modulation:
(i) On any frequency removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 50% up to and including 1301 of the authorized bandwidth: At least 25 dB;
(ii) On any frequency removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 100% up to and including 250% of the 'authorized bandwidth: At least 35 dB:
(iii) On any frequency. removed from the assigned (center) frequency by more than 250 of the authorized bnadwidth: At least 43 plus
13 log 13 (mean output power in watte) dB or 80 dB, whichever is the
lesser attunuation.
(2) hhen using digital modulation:
(i) In any 1 MHz band, the center frequency of which is removed from the assigned frequency by more than 50% up to and including
250% of the authorized bandwidth: As specified by the following eaustion
but in no event less than 11 dB. (Attenuation greater than 56 d'ecibles is
not required.
A equal Attenuation (in dB) below the output power level.

P equal Percent removed from the carrier frequency.
B equal Authorizrd bandwidth .in MHz.

(ii) In any 4 kHz band, the center frequency of which is removed from the assigned frequency by more than 2501 of the authorized
bandwidth: At least 43 equal 10 log1,0 (mean output power in watts) dB or
80 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(3) Amplitude Modulation: For vestigial sideband AM video: On
any frequency removed 'roa the center frequency of the authorized band
by more than 50?': .t least 50 dB below peak power of the emission.
(d)
If interference to stations is caused by emissions outside authorized channels, the Commission may require more attenuation than that
specified in paragraph (b) of this section.
The authorized
(a)
878.104 Authorized bandwidth and emission designator.
television
relay
station
and
bandwidth permitted to be used by a cable
occupied
or
necessary
bandspecified in the station license shall be the
otherwise
authorized
by
the
Comwidth, whichever is greater, except when
mission in accordance with paragraph (b) of this section.

C.
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?".104(h) - `7}.105 note

As an exception to the provision of paragraph (a) above, the
Commission may approve requests to base the authorized bandwidth for the
station on the lesser of the occupied or necessary bandwidth where a persuasive showing is made that:
(b)

(1)
The frequency stability of the transmitting equipment to be used will permit compliance with 78.103(b)(1) and, additionally, will permit 99 percent of the total
radiated power to be kept within the frequency limits of the assigned channel.
(2) (RESERVED).
(c)
The emission designator shall be specified in terms of the necessary bandwidth.
See 2.201(a) of this chapter.

79.175

Antenna systems. (a) For fixed stations nneratinq in the 12.7-1',.2
and 17.7-19.07Hz bands, and for fixed and mobile stations oneratinq in the
31.0-31.3 Hz bands, the following standards apply:
ANTENNA STANDARDS

beam-

Maximum

Minimum 'radiation suppressionto angle in
beam in
degrees from centerline of
decibels

.

tMM to
Frequency (MHz)

12,700 to 13,250

Category

points

. A

e
A

17,700 to 19,700

B

n/a

31.000 to 31,300
38.600 to 40,000

A
B

'

antenna

On KEW

1.0

We

2.0

n/a

We

38.8
38.0

nit

'4.0
n/a .
We

.

S8
38.0

38.0

y

to
10'

23
20
25
20

15'

15'

240'

28
25
29
24-

35
28
33
28

30'

100'

140'

1040'

1440'

180'4

39
30
38
32

41

32
42
35

42
37
55
3e

50
47
55
36

20'

10'

n/a

n/a

nil

n/a

We

n/a

We

25
20

29
24

33
28

38
32

42
35

55
38

55
36

'The minimum front -lo -back ratio shell be 38 dBl.

Mobile except aeronautical mobile, stations need not
comply with these standards.

Stations in this service must employ an antenna that meets the performance
NOTE:
standars for category A, except that, in areas not subject to frequency congestion
Note, however, that the
antennas meeting standards for category B may be employed.
Commission may require the use of a high performance antenna where interference problems
can be resolved by the use of such antennas.
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78.105(a)(2) -

(d)(2)(footnote)

(2)
New periscope antenna aystems will be authorized upon a certification
that the radiation, in a horizontal plane, from an illuminating antenna and reflector
combination meets or exceeds the antenna standards of this section. The provision
similarly applies to passive repeaters employed to redirect or repeat the signal
from a station's directional antenna system.
(3)
The choice of receiving antennas is left to the discretion of the
licensee.
However, licensees will not be protected from interference which results
from the use of antennas with poorer performance than defined in paragraph (a) of
this section.
(4)
The transmitting antenna system of stations employing maximum equivalent
isotropically radiated power exceeding 45 dBW in the frequency band between
12.70 and 12.75 GHz shall be oriented so that the direction of maximum radiation of
any antenna shall be at least 1.50 away from the geostationary satellite orbit,
taking into account the effect of atmospheric refractions.'
(5)
Pickup stations are not subject to the performance standards herein
stated.
The provisions of this paragraph are effective for all new applications
accepted for filing after October 1, 1981.
(b)
Any fixed station licensed pursuant to applications accepted for filing
prior to October 1, 1981, may continue to use its existing antenna aystem, subject to
periodic renewal until October 1, 1991. After October 1, 1991, all licensees
CARS
are to use antenna systems in conformance to the standards of this Section.
stations located in areas subject to frequency congestion are to employ a category A
antenna when:
A showing by an applicant of a new CAR service or TV auxiliary broadcast,
(1)
which shares the 12.7 - 13.20 GHz band with CARS, indicates that use of a category
B antenna limits a proposed project because of interference, and
That use of a category A antenna will remedy the interference thus
(2)
allowing the project to be realized.
As an exception to the provisions of this Section, the FCC may approve
(c)
requests for use of periscope antenna systems where a persuasive showing is made
that no frequency conflicts exist in the area of proposed use. Such approvals shall
be conditioned to require conversion to a standard antenna as required in paragraph (a)
of this section when an applicant of a new TV auxiliary broadcast or Cable Television
Relay station indicates that the use of the existing antenna system will cause
interference and the use of a category A or B antenna will remedy the interference.
As a further exception to the provision of paragraph (a) of this section
(d)
the Commission may approve antenna systems not conforming to the technical standards
where a persuasive showing is made that:
Indicates in detail why an antenna system complying with the requirements
(1)
of paragraph (a) of this section cannot be installed, and
Includes a statement indicating that frequency coordination as required
(2)
in 78.18a was accomplished.

See Chapter I, Article 1, Section III of the (International) Radio Regulations
(Geneva, 1959), as amended, for Technical Characteristics Terms and Definitions.
Additional information and methods for calculating azimuths to be avoided may be found
Report 393, International Radio Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.);
in the following:
"Geostationary Orbit Avoidance Computer Program," Report CC -7720, Federal Communications Commission, available from the National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, Virginia 22151, in printed form (PB-211 500) or source card deck
(PB-211 501).
1
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878.107 - 78.109 (a) (9)

7.107

(a) From time to time the Cormi ssi or
Equipment and installation.
publishes a revised list of type annroved, tape accented and certain
notified eouipr-ent entitled "Radio Equipment List". Conies of this list
are availinble for insnecti.on st the Cor mission' s office in Washina'tor, ,
F.C. and nt each of its field offices.
Applications for new cable television relay stations, other than
(b)
fixed stations, will not be accented unless the equipsen.t specified therein has been type accented. In the case of fixed stations, the equipment
must be either time accented of notified for use pursuant to the provisions
As of 1erch 5, lO<.4, tr.nnsmitters designed to be used
of this subnnr.t.
exclusively with fixed stations shall be apnroved under. notification (see
2.904(d) of this chanter. Transmitter designed for use in the 31.9 to 31.3
gHz hand shall be authorized under the notification procedure.

(1) All transmitters first licensed or marketed shall conniv with
technical standards of this subpart. This nnr.ar7ran1-.i (b)(1) is effective
October 1, lT-l.
(2) iTeither't`re acceptance nor notification is required for the
followin7 transmitters:
(i) Those which have an output power not arester than 250-1.1 and
which are used in a
pickup station operating in the 12.7-13.2 GITz
band: and
(ii )

Those used under a devil..onnental authorization.

Cable television relay station transmitting equipment authorized to be used
pursuant to an application accepted for filing prior to October 1, 1981, may
continue to be used, provided that if operation of such equipment causes harmful
(c)

interference due to its failure to comply with the technical standards set forth in
this subpart the Commission may, at its discretion, require the licensee to take such
corrective action as is necessary to eliminate the interference.
(d) The installation of a CARS station shall be made by or under the immediate
supervision of a qualified engineer. Any tests or adjustments requiring the
radiation of signals and which could result in improper operation shall be conducted
by or under the immediate supervision ofr'a person with required knowledge and

skill to perform suxh tasks.

(e) Simple repairs such as the replacement of tubes, fuses, or other plug-in
components which require no particular skill may be made by an unskilled person.
Repairs requiring replacement of attached components or the adjustment of critical circuits
or corroborative measurements shall be made only be a person with required knowledge

and skill to perform such tasks.

%78.109 Equipment Changes. (a) Formal application is required for any
of the following changes:
Any increase in emission bandwidth beyond that authorized;
(1)
Any change in the transmitting antenna system of a station
(2)
(other than a CAR pickup station), including the direction of the main
radiation lobe, directive pattern, antenna gain or transmission line;
Any change in the overall height of the antenna system
(3)
except where notice to the Federal Aviation Administration is specifically
not required under 17.14 of this chapter.
Any horizontal change in the location of the antenna (other
(4)
than a CAR pickup station transmitter).
Any change in the type of modulation;
(5)
Any change in the location of a station transmitter (other
(6)
than a CAR pickup station transmitter), except a move within the same
building or upon the, tower or mast_ or a change in the area of operation
of a CAR pickup station.
Any change in frequency assignment, including polarization;
(7)
Any change in authorized operating power.
(8)
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078.109(b) - 78.115(a)
(b)
Other equipment changes not specifically referred to in
paragraph (a) of this section may be made at the discretion of the
licensee, provided that the Engineer in Charge of the radio
district in
which the station is located and the Commission
in
Washington,
D.C., are
nct. Pied in writing upon the completion of such changes and
provided
further, that the changes are appropriately reflected in the next application for renewal of licenses cf the station.

78.111 Frequency tolerance.
(a)
Cable television relay stations shall maintain the
operation frequency so that 99% of the sideband energy shall fall within the assigned
channels.
(b)
Cable television relay stations shall maintain the carrier frequency of
each authorized transmitter within 0.005% of the operating frequency.
(c)
Cable television relay stations that employ vestigial sideband AM transmission shall maintain their operating frequency within 0.005% of the visual carrier,
and the aural carrier shall be 4.5 MHz+1 kHz above the visual carrier frequency.

Cable Television Belay stctions authorized in the 17.7 to
19.7 GHz band shall maintain a frequency tolerance of 003%
(d)

$78.113 Frequency monitors and measurements.
(a) The licensee .of each
CARS station. shall employ a suitable procedure to determine that the
carrier frequency of each transmitter is maintained within the tolerance
prescribed in 87.111 at all times. This determination shall be made and
the results thereof entered in the station records: when a transmitter is
initially installed; when any change is made in a transmitter which may
affect the carrier frequency or the stability thereof; or in any case at
intervals not exceeding one year.
(b)
The choice of apparatus to measure the operating frequency is
left to the discretion of the licensee. However, failure of the apparatus
to detect departures of the operating frequency in excess of the prescribed tolerance will not be deemed an acceptable excuse for the violation.
(a)
$78.115 Modulation limits.
If amplitude modulation is employed,
negative modulation peaks shall not exceed 100 percent modulation.
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